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#4953 - 2020-12-08 23:05:50 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O1l-nR1Apj4
Q

#4952 - 2020-11-13 06:20:55 (UTC+1)
Durham.
Q

#4951 - 2020-11-13 04:20:17 (UTC+1)
Shall we play a game?
[N]othing [C]an [S]top [W]hat [I]s [C]oming
NCSWIC
https://www.cisa.gov/safecom/NCSWIC
Who stepped down today [forced]?
https://www.cisa.gov/bryan-s-ware
More coming?
Why is this relevant?
How do you 'show' the public the truth?
How do you 'safeguard' US elections post-POTUS?
How do you 'remove' foreign interference and corruption and install US-owned voter ID law(s) and other safeguards? 
It had to be this way.
Sometimes you must walk through the darkness before you see the light. 
Q

#4950 - 2020-11-13 03:32:39 (UTC+1)
Nothing can stop what is coming.
Nothing!
Q

#4949 - 2020-11-03 07:27:36 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9tjdswqGGVg&list=PLr4E97YzUfEMIr23hzOBmk9mg-z8TDOXj
that this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of freedom and that government of the people, by the people, for the people, shall not perish from the e
Abraham Lincoln Nov 1863 
Together we win.
Q

#4948 - 2020-11-02 23:48:50 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/TimMurtaugh/status/1323313186259480577
Q

#4947 - 2020-10-31 23:50:51 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OnoNITE-CLc
Q

#4946 - 2020-10-31 23:49:26 (UTC+1)
Are you ready to take back control of this Country?
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Q

#4945 - 2020-10-31 23:46:48 (UTC+1)
Are you ready to hold the political elite [protected] accountable?
Q

#4944 - 2020-10-31 23:44:04 (UTC+1)
Are you ready to �nish what we started?
'Nothing can stop what is coming' is not just a catch-phrase. 
Q

#4943 - 2020-10-30 16:45:10 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/BrentScher/status/1322015793593360384
Fact checkers created in e�ort to reinforce propaganda [digestion]?
The battle to prevent truth from reaching the people.
The battle to maintain and push division.
Divided you are weak.
Divided you �ght each other.
Divided you pose no threat.
System of control.
Information warfare.
Q

#4942 - 2020-10-30 16:38:45 (UTC+1)
https://time.com/collection/great-reset/
This is not about R v D.
This is about preserving our way of life.
If America falls, the World falls.
Patriots on guard.
Q

#4941 - 2020-10-30 06:55:52 (UTC+1)

#4940 - 2020-10-23 01:57:32 (UTC+1)
>>11223081
Only the beginning, Padawan.
They can no longer hide in the shadows [big tech, big media, [D] party being exposed for all to see].
Q

#4939 - 2020-10-23 00:01:25 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/johnrobertsFox/status/1319391106036006914
This is not going away.
Corruption at highest levels of gov.
DOJ_FBI_MSDNC 'political elite' protection struggles during BRIGHT SUNNY days.
Q

#4938 - 2020-10-22 19:58:18 (UTC+1)
PLEASE FIX THE BREAD AND TIDY UP THE SHIP.
Q

#4937 - 2020-10-22 19:57:18 (UTC+1)
Tonight, at the debate, when they push 'death count' vs. POTUS, remember this simple fact.
Q

#4936 - 2020-10-22 18:11:25 (UTC+1)
https://www.baldingsworld.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/KVBJHB.pdf
Q

#4935 - 2020-10-22 17:45:06 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/jim-hunter-biden-china-joint-venture-key-contacts
"Key domestic contacts for phase one target projects."
Harris, D-Calif.
Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer, D-N.Y.
Sen. Amy Klobuchar, D-Minn.
Sen. Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif.
Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand, D-N.Y.
Gov. Andrew Cuomo, D-N.Y
Mayor Bill de Blasio, D-N.Y.C
former Virginia Gov. Terry McCauli�e, among others.
Pandora's 'political elite' box?
Q
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#4934 - 2020-10-22 17:38:28 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/hunter-biden-business-partner-email-genuine-joe-biden-advice
Q

#4933 - 2020-10-22 08:39:13 (UTC+1)
Did Hussein contact Matt Murray in attempt to persuade not to publish?
Will Murray follow the truth or buckle to pressure?
DC civil war.
Watergate x1000.
Q

#4932 - 2020-10-22 07:46:08 (UTC+1)
https://disclosures-clerk.house.gov/public_disc/�nancial-pdfs/2016/10016142.pdf
https://en.interfax.com.ua/news/press-conference/625831.html
Q

#4931 - 2020-10-22 07:41:15 (UTC+1)
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/10/21/bombshell-statement-biden-insider-claims-he-was-recipient-of-the-email-says-he-witnessed-joe-hunter-disc
deals/
Q

#4930 - 2020-10-22 04:48:02 (UTC+1)
https://www.fbi.gov/about/leadership-and-structure/fbi-executives/kohler
Q

#4929 - 2020-10-22 04:45:15 (UTC+1)
https://www.fbi.gov/about/leadership-and-structure/fbi-executives/tyson
Q

#4928 - 2020-10-22 04:42:46 (UTC+1)

#4927 - 2020-10-22 04:40:02 (UTC+1)

#4926 - 2020-10-22 04:36:32 (UTC+1)
Non_CIA_background next?
Q

#4925 - 2020-10-22 04:32:59 (UTC+1)

#4924 - 2020-10-22 04:21:53 (UTC+1)
BOOMS EN_ROUTE TOMORROW.
This is not a drill. 
Q

#4923 - 2020-10-22 03:55:05 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/VRSVirginia/status/1319071346282778624
Dearest Virginia - 
We stand with you.
Now and always.
Find peace through prayer.
Never give up the good �ght.
God bless you.
Q

#4922 - 2020-10-22 03:32:00 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/laptop-hunter-biden-linked-fbi-money-laundering-probe
Q

#4921 - 2020-10-22 02:58:40 (UTC+1)

#4920 - 2020-10-22 02:58:24 (UTC+1)
Do you remember when #MeToo lost all credibility when they refused to support Tara Reade coming forward re: claims of sexual assault by Joe Biden?
Political movement? 
Q

#4919 - 2020-10-22 02:31:51 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/WarRoomPandemic/status/1319022578002964485
Client? 
Political pundit [pollster] for sale?
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Do you see how it works?
ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE.
Q

#4918 - 2020-10-22 00:43:55 (UTC+1)

#4917 - 2020-10-21 21:06:39 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ChanelRion/status/1318931828481400833
Underage family member?
FBI can no longer attempt to shelter [protect] the Biden's?
Public awareness kills all protections.
Q

#4916 - 2020-10-21 21:01:21 (UTC+1)
https://nypost.com/2020/02/03/joe-biden-kisses-granddaughter-on-lips-during-iowa-rally/
Inappropriate [sick] to you?
Normal to them?
Dark secrets. 
Q

#4915 - 2020-10-21 20:56:57 (UTC+1)
A deep dark world is being exposed. 
The truth won't be for everyone.
Have faith in Humanity. 
Q

#4914 - 2020-10-21 20:54:01 (UTC+1)

#4913 - 2020-10-21 20:52:14 (UTC+1)

#4912 - 2020-10-21 20:51:40 (UTC+1)

#4911 - 2020-10-21 20:48:03 (UTC+1)

#4910 - 2020-10-21 20:47:34 (UTC+1)
>>11192597
Freedom of information [truth] = END
Q

#4909 - 2020-10-21 20:43:55 (UTC+1)

#4908 - 2020-10-21 20:41:31 (UTC+1)
Sometimes you can't TELL the public the truth.
YOU MUST SHOW THEM.
ONLY THEN WILL PEOPLE FIND THE WILL TO CHANGE.
Crimes against children unite all humanity [cross party lines]?
Di�cult truths.
Q

#4907 - 2020-10-21 20:38:06 (UTC+1)

#4906 - 2020-10-21 20:35:45 (UTC+1)

#4905 - 2020-10-21 20:30:50 (UTC+1)

#4904 - 2020-10-21 20:24:23 (UTC+1)
All [3] movies playing simultaneously?
Do you �nd it interesting that everything discussed in the past is somehow making news as of late?
Q

#4903 - 2020-10-20 22:28:16 (UTC+1)
https://yarn.co/yarn-clip/8b64b97c-f7e2-45d7-821a-0e4829c0eb6f
Q
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#4902 - 2020-10-19 06:56:10 (UTC+1)
https://www.military.com/video/aircraft/gunships/ac-130-gunship-lights-up-the-night/658552061001
Buckle up!
Q

#4901 - 2020-10-18 22:00:01 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1317849887438966784
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/hunter-biden-gop-report-claims-prostitution
Do you see a pattern?
Q

#4900 - 2020-10-18 21:41:52 (UTC+1)
https://www.breitbart.com/radio/2016/11/04/erik-prince-nypd-ready-make-arrests-weiner-case/
Do you see a pattern?
Q

#4899 - 2020-10-18 21:34:02 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bb6JeX6dvEk&feature=youtu.be
Do you see a pattern?
Q

#4898 - 2020-10-18 19:05:39 (UTC+1)
Why is the FBI's top child porn lawyer involved in the H. Biden laptop case? [special agent Joshua Wilson]
Do you see a pattern?
Q

#4897 - 2020-10-18 18:48:29 (UTC+1)
HOW IS THE GAME PLAYED?
Q

#4896 - 2020-10-18 18:45:38 (UTC+1)
HOW IS THE GAME PLAYED?
Now that you know how Judge Ronnie Abrams and Greg Andres are connected ……
Who is Dan Abrams?
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dan_Abrams
Brother of Judge Ronnie Abrams?
Chief Legal A�airs anchor for ABC News and is the host of The Dan Abrams Show: Where Politics Meets The Law?
Q

#4895 - 2020-10-18 18:16:13 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SVNewsAlerts/status/1317859454998765569
System of control?
Apply logic and common sense.
Q

#4894 - 2020-10-18 18:13:02 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/AlexandraChalup/status/1317664854476525571
Panic? 
Who is Alexandra Chalupa?
https://nypost.com/2019/11/13/who-is-alexandra-chalupa-the-dnc-operative-republicans-say-dug-for-dirt-on-trump/
Q

#4893 - 2020-10-18 17:46:32 (UTC+1)
HOW IS THE GAME PLAYED? 
Example:
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/10/08/hunter-biden-business-partner-fraud-428154
1. Unanimous convicted by Jury
2. Overturn of conviction by Judge Ronnie Abrams of the Southern District of New York [attempt to free _provide 'shade' H. Biden?]
3. Federal Appeals Court reinstates conviction 
Background Judge Ronnie Abrams?
https://www.courthousenews.com/judge-wed-mueller-team-member-steps-away-trump-suits/
Married to Greg Andres? 
Who is Greg Andres? 
https://fr.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trump-russia-lawyer-exclusive-idUSKBN1AH5F9
DRAIN THE SWAMP.
Q

#4892 - 2020-10-18 07:24:26 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1317544845251063809
Q

#4891 - 2020-10-18 07:12:32 (UTC+1)
How do you inform your target(s) ['business partners'] what you have?
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Why would H. Biden have such material on his laptop?
How was the content *originally* received? 
Email?
Why would H. Biden risk turning over such material to a computer repair shop? [contents unrestricted?]
On purpose [years of being treated poorly by 'Pop'] or simple negligence?
If such information existed on laptop why wouldn't contents be claimed?
Several attempts made to contact to claim?
Messages left?
Why wouldn't H. Biden want to reclaim *knowing* the contents on the drive could bury *Pops* & family.
A troubled life?
A troubled family?
Looks can be deceiving. 
Q

#4890 - 2020-10-18 07:01:04 (UTC+1)
Those who provided Hunter w/ underage girls [tra�cked?] _same people who also took the pictures?
If large sums of money are being paid by foreign [state] actors [to protected [in powerful positions] US pols] would they want assurances the deal will be ke
Bribes & blackmail.
Dark secrets.
Q

#4889 - 2020-10-18 06:48:28 (UTC+1)
https://www.theusconstitution.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/The-Text-and-History-of-the-Foreign-Emoluments-Clause.pdf
"America's Founders believed that corruption and foreign in�uence were among the gravest threats to our nation."
Q

#4888 - 2020-10-18 06:45:19 (UTC+1)
https://nypost.com/2020/10/17/hunter-biden-reportedly-also-had-business-ties-in-kazakhstan/
Subpoena of all H. Biden's �nancial records? 
Death blow?
Pandora's 'political elite' box?
Q

#4887 - 2020-10-18 01:14:36 (UTC+1)
https://www.newsbreak.com/news/1559047454356/dems-deploying-darpa-funded-ai-driven-information-warfare-tool-to-target-pro-trump-accounts
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/dems-deploying-darpa-funded-information-warfare-tool-to-promote-biden
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/technology-once-used-to-combat-isis-propaganda-is-enlisted-by-democratic-group-to-counter-trumps-coronaviru
messaging/2020/05/01/6bed5f70-8a5b-11ea-ac8a-fe9b8088e101_story.html
Worth remembering.
Q

#4886 - 2020-10-17 21:42:05 (UTC+1)
Ukraine, China, Iraq, Iran, …… opens the door far beyond the BIDEN family.
How do you protect your interests [shelter from prosecution _public awareness]?
Control [in�ltrate] DOJ, FBI, State, Intel, News, ……..?
How many *�red* FBI [Russia _Midyear] received a book deal?
Book deals can be lucrative. 
Follow the family.
US taxpayer(s) paid for it all.
INFORMATION WARFARE.
Q

#4885 - 2020-10-17 21:29:00 (UTC+1)
[Past 5 Hours]
https://twitter.com/TMZ/status/1317525798903951360
https://twitter.com/chipfranklin/status/1317535818563670024
https://twitter.com/TitusNation/status/1317531144955461632
https://twitter.com/slpng_giants/status/1317513609065365506
https://twitter.com/MattBinder/status/1317507412614590466
https://twitter.com/MichaelEMann/status/1317512707646672896
https://twitter.com/kurteichenwald/status/1317513338692210692
https://twitter.com/HeerJeet/status/1317509945500213250
https://twitter.com/ehananoki/status/1317485208552222722
https://twitter.com/TrueFactsStated/status/1317537258459770881
https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1317479712122408962
Do you see how it works?
*WHY* ARE THEY SO HEAVILY INVESTED IN ATTACKING _ FORCING POTUS TO DENOUNCE? [attempt 2x]
When do you expend ammunition?
Q

#4884 - 2020-10-17 20:16:46 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LUsLDzXWUU4
Enjoy the show!
Q
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#4883 - 2020-10-17 20:13:25 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/adam-schi�-hunter-biden-email-kremlin
Q

#4882 - 2020-10-17 18:47:14 (UTC+1)
PANIC IN DC.
THE BEST IS YET TO COME.
Q

#4881 - 2020-10-17 18:36:26 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/stinch�eld1776/status/1317450311192223746
There is 'Q'. 1
There are 'Anons'. 2
There is no 'Qanon'. 3
Media labeling as 'Qanon' is a method [deliberate] to combine [attach] 'Q' to comments _theories _suggestions _statements [and ACTIONS] made by 2.
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU CANNOT ATTACK THE INFORMATION [primary source 1]?
DO YOU ATTACK [& TYPECAST] THROUGH USE OF OTHERS?
Not all 'Anons' are authentic [injected].
You are correct, CJ. 
Retweet @ 17:17 had meaning. [mathematical probability _17:17 [day after]?]
Do you believe it was a coincidence surgical removal of You Tube accounts occurred same day as 'Hunter' drop?
Welcome to the Digital Battle�eld. 
Q

#4880 - 2020-10-16 00:22:02 (UTC+1)
Without you, collectively, there would have been no way to bypass their control.
They weren't about to repeat the mistake(s) of 2016.
You are what matters most.
UNITED NOT DIVIDED.
You awake, thinking for yourself, is their greatest fear.
WELCOME TO THE DIGITAL BATTLEFIELD.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4879 - 2020-10-15 23:56:51 (UTC+1)
>>11090775
"Underage obsessions" is a gentle way of putting it.
Remember, it's just a conspiracy.
That's why they are throwing everything they can at it. 
Q

#4878 - 2020-10-15 23:54:41 (UTC+1)
>>11090593
No, Anon. You did, collectively.
Q

#4877 - 2020-10-15 23:33:19 (UTC+1)
>>11090349

#4876 - 2020-10-15 23:32:42 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/WashTimes/status/1316782387079131144
Q

#4875 - 2020-10-15 20:13:13 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/BrandyZadrozny/status/1316755720029822977
Do you get it yet?
They are afraid of you [reach][uncontrolled][anti-narrative][free-thought]
Don't forget about the House Intel Committee meeting re: 'Qanon' today.
More 'conspiracy' [fact-less base-less claims] pushed re: violent, extremist, racist, dangerous, anti-gov, nazism, white supremacy, anti-religion, anti-American
#2 attacked topic _[POTUS #1].
INFORMATION WARFARE.
Q

#4874 - 2020-10-15 20:11:46 (UTC+1)
Would you like to send anything else on over during the House Intel Committee hearing?
Nothing can stop this.
Q

#4873 - 2020-10-15 18:48:46 (UTC+1)
Anons were warned years ago of pending 'China [communist] style' tactic approaching re: censor and terminate any/all dissenting views.
They are not in control of their own platform(s).
EVERY ASSET DEPLOYED.
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You didn't think it was just a conspiracy did you?
Q

#4872 - 2020-10-15 18:22:19 (UTC+1)
Why was POTUS framed re: Russia collusion?
Protect truth re: Hillary/DNC Russia collusion?
Why was POTUS impeached re: Ukraine?
Protect truth re: Biden/[CLAS 1-99] Ukraine collusion?
Blame 'opponent' for what they themselves are guilty of? [DNC media push echo _submitted 'talking points' _generate false narrative].
Q

#4871 - 2020-10-15 18:15:30 (UTC+1)
NAT SEC concerns re: blackmail [gain control] of J. Biden by Russia, China and/or other foreign [or domestic] entities?
US Intel apparatus [reports?]?
Clear and Present Danger?
Q

#4870 - 2020-10-15 18:10:01 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/hunter-biden-gop-report-claims-prostitution
Worth remembering.
Underage women (young girls) sexually exploited _[context for future].
Q

#4869 - 2020-10-15 18:05:20 (UTC+1)
https://nypost.com/2020/10/15/emails-reveal-how-hunter-biden-tried-to-cash-in-big-with-chinese-�rm/
Q

#4868 - 2020-10-15 07:41:28 (UTC+1)

#4867 - 2020-10-15 07:38:09 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/jsolomonReports/status/1316571708090966017
Q

#4866 - 2020-10-15 03:02:48 (UTC+1)
After today, make more sense?
Buckle up.
Q

#4865 - 2020-10-15 03:01:14 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/willsommer/status/1316531307355295745
Q

#4864 - 2020-10-14 22:11:13 (UTC+1)
>>11070966

#4863 - 2020-10-14 21:23:20 (UTC+1)
https://www.businessinsider.com/europe-intel-agencies-starting-to-monitor-fear-qanon-sources-say-2020-10
Q

#4862 - 2020-10-14 21:21:59 (UTC+1)
>>11070453

#4861 - 2020-10-14 21:17:05 (UTC+1)
>>11070287
[Past 7 Days]
https://www.bing.com/news/search?q=qanon&qft=interval%3d%228%22&form=PTFTNR
>House resolution passed condemning 'Qanon'
>House intel committee meeting tomorrow re: 'Qanon'
Gauge for yourself, Anon.
Q

#4860 - 2020-10-14 21:12:21 (UTC+1)

#4859 - 2020-10-14 21:07:36 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SohrabAhmari/status/1316446749729398790
Information warfare. 
They can no longer hide in the shadows.
Q

#4858 - 2020-10-14 20:09:28 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/CBS_Herridge/status/1316438073778016256
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How does one agency attach itself to another?
Q

#4857 - 2020-10-14 19:35:50 (UTC+1)
[1]
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/�les/publications/PSA_CyberThreats_Final-508.pdf
[2]
https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/alerts/aa20-283a
Read both carefully.
Q

#4856 - 2020-10-14 19:28:49 (UTC+1)
>>11068389
FAKE NEWS.
Don't believe everything you read.
Q

#4855 - 2020-10-14 19:11:22 (UTC+1)
Your ability to spread information across the digital battle�eld and bypass their control is what they fear [narrative failure] and why they are doing everythin
power to disrupt [false labeling [daily attacks], censorship, termination, gov hearings > foundation to term/censor, etc].
Keep charging, Midnight Riders!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Ci0Kgdpgsw
Information Warfare.
Hunters become the Hunted.
Q

#4854 - 2020-10-14 18:57:19 (UTC+1)
>>11067894

#4853 - 2020-10-14 18:39:21 (UTC+1)
Wife: CIA
Husband: DOJ
How does one agency attach itself to another?
Q

#4852 - 2020-10-14 18:32:26 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/CBS_Herridge/status/1316406126829764608
Let's keep the party going.
Q

#4851 - 2020-10-14 18:24:30 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1316368409236516872
FBI possession since late 2019?
No FBI interview(s) _J/H Biden due to optics re: attack political opponent? 
Lesson of the Day: If you run for POTUS all your past crimes magically disappear? 
Sometimes it takes transparency to force action.
"Let's see what happens."
In this case, does having early stage dementia help you re: previous deniability? [harmful politically]
DRAIN THE SWAMP.
Q

#4850 - 2020-10-14 04:03:29 (UTC+1)
What happens when too many people don't buy what they are selling?
What happens when too many people wake up?
What happens when they lose control of the digital battle�eld? 
Mr. Russia collusion pusher himself now involved?
[knowingly]
Q

#4849 - 2020-10-12 01:31:57 (UTC+1)

#4848 - 2020-10-12 01:28:18 (UTC+1)
Sometimes 'public awareness' of certain events prevents occurrence. 
Sometimes 'public awareness' of certain events forces accountability. 
Q

#4847 - 2020-10-12 01:22:21 (UTC+1)
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-northkorea-missiles/north-korea-unveils-monster-new-intercontinental-ballistic-missile-at-parade-idUSKBN26V01K
Stage being set?
Q

#4846 - 2020-10-11 23:41:20 (UTC+1)
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https://twitter.com/RodRosenstein/status/1314405702186815488
"Thank you to our Justice Department and our federal law enforcement agencies for protecting our Governors and all the rest of our people without regard 
politics."
Do you trust your source(s), [RR]?
Do you believe the election will be successfully rigged to avoid accountability? 
What do they have on you?
Dark secrets.
Q

#4845 - 2020-10-10 01:03:33 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/573340998287413248
Roger that, Madam Secretary. 
[C] = classi�ed [State] 
https://www.businessinsider.com/hillary-clinton-fbi-report-classi�ed-markings-2016-9
Clinton Foundation [+Soros, journalist(s) dir, Africa, SA, SAPs, China, Russia, U1, Hussein dir, Benghazi, MB, CIA assets, crimes against humanity, ……] [route _
Weiner backup]?
Nothing is ever truly deleted. 
Threats, blackmail, and bribes.
Q

#4844 - 2020-10-09 22:09:17 (UTC+1)
>>11001375
Wasn't referring to Kansas' statement re: Clinton emails.
Q

#4843 - 2020-10-09 22:01:30 (UTC+1)
https://nypost.com/2020/10/09/mike-pompeo-clinton-emails-could-be-released-before-election/
Don't believe everything you read.
Q

#4842 - 2020-10-09 21:51:34 (UTC+1)
TOTAL U.S. DEATHS [ALL CAUSES]:
2017 Total Deaths US: 2,813,503 (234,000/month)
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/products/databriefs/db328.htm
2018 Total Deaths US: 2,839,205 (237,000/month)
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/products/databriefs/db355.htm
2019 Total Deaths US: 2,855,000 (238,000/month)
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/provisional-tables.htm
2020 Total Deaths US (jan - week 9/26): 2,130,000 (236,000/month)
https://data.cdc.gov/NCHS/Weekly-Counts-of-Deaths-by-State-and-Select-Causes/muzy-jte6
2,130,000 + (236,000/month x 3) [Oct, Nov, Dec] = 2,838,000 [assumption based on monthly avg]
2020: 2,838,000 [3-month assumption insert]
2019: 2,855,000
2018: 2,839,000
2017: 2,814,000
Why did select [D] govs push C19 infected patients into nursing homes?
% of total C19 deaths attributed to nursing home(s)? 
Who is most susceptible? 
Same [D] govs who pushed C19 infected patients into nursing homes attempting to keep State(s) closed? 
Why?
Q

#4841 - 2020-10-09 06:52:56 (UTC+1)
Keep �ring, Nancy.
Q

#4840 - 2020-10-09 06:43:06 (UTC+1)
>>10992104
https://twitter.com/JohnBrennan/status/993628326974709760
Why did Brennan endorse? 
Why did POTUS select as Dir?
Buckle up.
Q

#4839 - 2020-10-09 06:31:02 (UTC+1)
>>10992036
Who was DNI?
Who was AG?
CIA leads to the top?
Q

#4838 - 2020-10-09 06:27:24 (UTC+1)
What happens if CIA was actively involved in domestic targeting and surv of US person(s) [direct _indirect]? 
How does one agency attach itself to another?
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https://www.cia.gov/news-information/featured-story-archive/2018-featured-story-archive/top-10-cia-myths.html
"the CIA is restricted in the collection of intelligence information directed against US citizens. Collection is allowed only for an authorized intelligence purpos
example, if there is a reason to believe that an individual is involved in espionage or international terrorist activities. The CIA's procedures require senior ap
any such collection that is allowed, and, depending on the collection technique employed, the sanction of the Director of National Intelligence and Attorney 
may be required."
Look here: FBI
Look here: DOJ
DO NOT LOOK HERE: CIA
Q

#4837 - 2020-10-09 03:29:22 (UTC+1)
>>10989031
Did you notice the missile within the drop re: 25th amendment? 
Q

#4836 - 2020-10-09 03:22:20 (UTC+1)
Was the 25th amendment 'arrow in the quiver' planned?
How long ago?
Was it expected POTUS would be in a critical [health] state re: C19?
Recovery unexpected?
Impossible to unwind? 
Next: 'mentally incapacitated' re: C19 language ["people are dying"] _safety and security to the well being ……….
Combat tactics, Mr. Ryan.
Q

#4835 - 2020-10-09 03:01:15 (UTC+1)
>>10988446

#4834 - 2020-10-09 02:59:51 (UTC+1)
>>10988470

#4833 - 2020-10-09 02:48:53 (UTC+1)
Nothing is random.
Everything has meaning.
Q

#4832 - 2020-10-08 04:31:07 (UTC+1)
SHADOW PRESIDENT.
SHADOW GOVERNMENT.
INFORMATION WARFARE.
IRREGULAR WARFARE.
COLOR REVOLUTION. 
INSURGENCY.
Q

#4831 - 2020-10-08 04:13:48 (UTC+1)
Why did Paul Ryan refuse [block] all subpoena requests by R committee chairs? 
What is the going rate for THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE to obstruct Congressional investigations for the purposes of delaying and/or eliminating its �ndings?
Why did Paul Ryan initially refuse to be Speaker?
What was coming?
Why did Paul Ryan retire at such a young age?
Q

#4830 - 2020-10-08 04:03:28 (UTC+1)
How much was McCain [>McCaine Institute] paid to peddle the Steele dossier?
What is the going rate for a UNITED STATES SENATOR to [knowingly] push false unveri�ed intel to the FBI [lend credibility]?
Q

#4829 - 2020-10-08 03:54:18 (UTC+1)
Do you remember when they told you this was a helicopter?
Q

#4828 - 2020-10-08 03:48:34 (UTC+1)
Do you remember when the media had wall-to-wall [live in fear] coverage re: NK?
Do you remember when Hawaii 'accidentally' sounded the incoming missile alarm?
What happened? 
NK no longer a nuclear threat?
Mountain collapse?
China seeking NK commitment to �re short[long]-range ballistic missile(s) pre_election?
Q

#4827 - 2020-10-08 03:14:06 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YP1QHVNHMAE
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Can music be healing?
Q

#4826 - 2020-10-08 03:10:49 (UTC+1)
Joe 30330
Arbitrary?
What is 2020 [current year] divided by 30330?
Symbolism will be their downfall.
Q

#4825 - 2020-10-08 02:59:49 (UTC+1)
https://www.governor.ny.gov/news/no-20267-continuing-temporary-suspension-and-modi�cation-laws-relating-disaster-emergency
"This Executive order shall remain in e�ect until November 3, 2020."
Was this ever about the virus?
Q

#4824 - 2020-10-08 00:09:42 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1313959702104023047
Combat tactics, Mr. Ryan.
Q

#4823 - 2020-10-07 21:30:58 (UTC+1)
ONLY THE ILLUSION OF DEMOCRACY.
ONLY THE ILLUSION OF FOR THE PEOPLE.
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN A LONG TIME OUR POTUS STANDS WITH AND FOR THE PEOPLE.
ALL ASSETS DEPLOYED.
Q

#4822 - 2020-10-07 21:25:52 (UTC+1)
WHAT HAPPENS IF BIDEN BECAME POTUS KNOWING HE [THROUGH HUNTER + 1] TOOK MASSIVE AMOUNTS OF BRIBES TO CHANGE [LOOK THE OTHER WAY
POLICY TOWARDS UKRAINE [IN FAVOR OF UKRAINE]?
WOULD UKRAINE OWN AND CONTROL THE WHITE HOUSE?
Q

#4821 - 2020-10-07 21:23:24 (UTC+1)
WHAT HAPPENS IF BIDEN BECAME POTUS KNOWING HE [THROUGH HUNTER + 2] TOOK MASSIVE AMOUNTS OF BRIBES TO CHANGE [LOOK THE OTHER WAY
POLICY TOWARDS CHINA [IN FAVOR OF CHINA]?
WOULD CHINA OWN AND CONTROL THE WHITE HOUSE?
Q

#4820 - 2020-10-07 21:17:58 (UTC+1)
THE CLINTON FOUNDATION.
WHITE HOUSE FOR SALE.
Q

#4819 - 2020-10-07 21:14:58 (UTC+1)
How many people in DC does Clinton have dirt on?
How many people in DC does Clinton have [had] on payroll?
Dark secrets. 
Q

#4818 - 2020-10-07 21:07:51 (UTC+1)
Threats, bribes & blackmail being deployed @ unseen levels?
Dirty laundry [blackmail] controls DC?
Why are they protected?
Threats, bribes & blackmail or sharing of 'like-beliefs'?
Dark Secrets.
"Let's see what happens."
Q

#4817 - 2020-10-07 05:17:47 (UTC+1)
January 15, 2020:
1. USA CHINA Phase I deal executed [China bad day]
2. Impeachment articles released by Pelosi _walked [delivered] to Senate [attack v POTUS?][coordinated/planned for a speci�c day?]
3. 1st C19 case lands @ Seattle-Tacoma Airport [attack v POTUS?]
Mathematical probability [same day][natural vs controlled?]
WHO BENEFITS THE MOST?
Evil surrounds us. 
Q

#4816 - 2020-10-07 03:23:44 (UTC+1)
Think drop today re: Sen Johnson re: redaction(s) [GSA v FBI].
"Let's see what happens."
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Think POTUS today "No redactions!"
Do you see what happened? 
Q

#4815 - 2020-10-07 02:44:24 (UTC+1)
>>10954501
RED OCTOBER.
Q

#4814 - 2020-10-07 02:41:24 (UTC+1)
Why are we being censored? 
Why are we being attacked daily?
Why are we being condemned by Congress? 
1984 thoughtcrime?
What happens when people are no longer allowed to think freely?
What happens when people are no longer allowed to challenge their authority?
What happens when people no longer �ght back?
Q

#4813 - 2020-10-07 02:04:22 (UTC+1)
How close did we come to losing it?
What if she got in?
What if she got (3+) SC Justice(s)?
What if she got 300+ Judges?
What if rogue elements remained [+ more added] within FBI, CIA, NSA, State, DNI, WH, IRS, DHS, ICE, WHO, CDC, ……..?
What if our MIL remained �nancially starved?
What if [F]oreign backers continued to control America's policies? 
What if our borders remained open?
What if China was given the keys?
What if ………?
This is not about R vs D.
Q

#4812 - 2020-10-07 01:54:03 (UTC+1)
He gave up everything.
He knew his life, and the lives of his family, would forever change.
He knew [knows] the consequences. 
A man who had everything.
Why do it?
Q

#4811 - 2020-10-06 23:37:32 (UTC+1)
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/facebook-bans-qanon-across-its-platforms-n1242339
INFORMATION WARFARE.
Q

#4810 - 2020-10-06 22:36:28 (UTC+1)
https://justthenews.com/government/us-intel-declassify-more-evidence-showing-why-fbi-russia-probe-was-broken-start
"Let's see what happens."
Q

#4809 - 2020-10-06 22:20:24 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/dni-brennan-notes-cia-memo-clinton
"Let's see what happens."
Q

#4808 - 2020-10-06 22:15:23 (UTC+1)
>>10949642
Keep charging, Midnight Riders!
Nightwatch.
Q

#4807 - 2020-10-06 22:08:10 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SenRonJohnson/status/1310698642437804032
Time for a change?
"Let's see what happens." 
Q

#4806 - 2020-10-01 20:42:30 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/RubinReport/status/1311469297613504512
[D] party con.
[D] party playbook.
Who are the real racists?
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THE WORLD IS WAKING UP.
Q

#4805 - 2020-10-01 20:31:02 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mCvwARherKI
How many times must it be said?
Pushed every election?
Why?
Divided we fall.
[D] party con [projection].
Q

#4804 - 2020-10-01 19:28:57 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/TheJusticeDept/status/1311715127775854594
Q

#4803 - 2020-10-01 19:21:29 (UTC+1)
Fake/doctored image/video dropped here re: Epstein [cell cam] explicity designed to ban - terminate any TWIT user(s) reposting.
Do not take the bait.
Use discernment. 
Q

#4802 - 2020-10-01 18:51:00 (UTC+1)
Spy campaign failed.
Russia Russia Russia failed.
Weissmann [Mueller] failed.
Leaks failed.
Fake news reports failed.
Impeachment failed.
CDC/WHO recommend 'do not close' border failed.
______
What if C19 didn't exist?
Economy today?
Unemployment today?
Trade today [China phase II held accountable]?
Rally POTUS v BIDEN attendance?
BIDEN interview(s) non_basement?
BIDEN question(s) non_basement?
Removal of delay(s) re: Durham (GJ + interview(s) + testimony + DECLAS]?
Removal of BIDEN ammunition P_Debate 1, 2, and 3 [200k dead, down-economy, unemployment, debt, …..]?
Removal of mail-in ballot harvesting + fraud [normal in-person voting]?
Removal of tech [tyranny] censorship [WHO foundation _anti WHO = suspend/terminate [C19 basis]]?
Removal of bailout attempt re: CA & NY [debt solution]?
…………………….
MATHEMATICAL PROBABILITY OF C19 EVENT AS SOLUTION TO ABOVE _PERFECTLY TIMED 'WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY' START RE: IMPACT NOV 3 P_ELECTIO
[D]?
WHO BENEFITS THE MOST?
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/14/us/politics/trump-cdc-coronavirus.html
WHY DID WH STRIP CDC CONTROL OF C19 DATA? 
BIGGER THAN YOU CAN IMAGINE.
Q

#4801 - 2020-10-01 18:10:05 (UTC+1)
Steve Scully - moderator 2nd Presidential Debate
https://smpa.gwu.edu/steve-scully
"While attending college, he served as an intern in the o�ce of Delaware Sen. Joseph R. Biden, …."
Rigged system?
Q

#4800 - 2020-10-01 06:00:15 (UTC+1)
RED OCTOBER.
Q

#4799 - 2020-10-01 05:52:42 (UTC+1)
>>10864305
When does a Church become a playground?
When does a Church become a business?
When does a Church become political? 
When does a Church become corrupt?
When does a Church become willfully blind?
When does a Church become controlled?
Q

#4798 - 2020-10-01 05:47:12 (UTC+1)
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>>10864340
Information warfare.
Q

#4797 - 2020-10-01 05:30:47 (UTC+1)
>>10864024
Do you believe in coincidences?
Q

#4796 - 2020-10-01 05:14:31 (UTC+1)
>>10863556
Eyes on.
Follow the family.
Q

#4795 - 2020-10-01 04:57:11 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/C_L_I_C_K/status/1311481435442810882
Marathon end.
Q

#4794 - 2020-10-01 04:41:16 (UTC+1)
https://thefederalist.com/2020/09/30/davis-cia-director-gina-haspel-is-blocking-declassi�cation-of-remaining-russigate-documents/
Some believe the protection of Agency is what matters most.
Some believe the declassi�cation [public exposure of truth] and rebuilding of Agency is what matters most.
Apply same to FBI.
Apply same to State.
………
Any attempt to buck the system, no matter severity of crime, and they will �ght back [self-preservation].
SHADOW GAME.
Prevent public exposure of truth. 
Why?
PEOPLE [UNITED] HAVE THE POWER.
That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed, –That whenever any Form
Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation 
principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to e�ect their Safety and Happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that
Governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and accordingly all experience hath shewn, that mankind are more dis
su�er, while evils are su�erable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But when a long train of abuses and usurp
pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw o� such Governme
provide new Guards for their future security.
Tyranny, like hell, is not easily conquered; yet we have this consolation with us, that the harder the con�ict, the more glorious the triumph.
Q

#4793 - 2020-09-29 21:25:35 (UTC+1)
"Trump Swift Boat Project." - Clinton OP
Q

#4792 - 2020-09-29 21:14:01 (UTC+1)
>>10838496

#4791 - 2020-09-29 21:13:31 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ChadPergram/status/1311015805514113024
Q

#4790 - 2020-09-29 21:11:36 (UTC+1)

#4789 - 2020-09-29 19:37:31 (UTC+1)
Podcast yesterday.
Intentional or careless?
Q

#4788 - 2020-09-29 18:43:18 (UTC+1)
Those who scream the loudest…
Q

#4787 - 2020-09-29 18:38:09 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/trump-third-party-inspect-ears-electronic-devices
#3
Q

#4786 - 2020-09-29 00:17:50 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ&feature=emb_logo
Q
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#4785 - 2020-09-28 23:04:51 (UTC+1)
https://www.justice.gov/archive/tax/txdv02167.htm
[RR] Tax Division _ DOJ 2001 - 2005
Clinton Foundation investigation 2001 - 2005
GJ empaneled 
Clinton Foundation failure to declare foreign donations 2001 - 2003
Comey takeover of investigation 2002 
Dir of FBI 2002 _ Robert Mueller
https://vault.fbi.gov/william-j.-clinton-foundation
Don't bite the hand that feeds you.
Q

#4784 - 2020-09-28 22:48:01 (UTC+1)
Lisa Barsoomian _former Bill Clinton attorney
[Hamburg vs. Clinton 1998 + appeal 1999 _scrubbed from net]
Wife of Rod Rosenstein
Q

#4783 - 2020-09-28 22:17:11 (UTC+1)
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2016/09/10/exposed-fbi-director-james-comeys-clinton-foundation-connection/
Worth remembering.
Q

#4782 - 2020-09-28 22:05:59 (UTC+1)
Simple process.
1. Family of 'supporter' hired @ CF engaged law �rm(s)
2. CF 'donated' funds [primary in�ux _foreign][under 'legal' payment(s)] to engaged law �rm [Dla Piper]
3. Dla Piper payment (salary, bonus & other) to family member of supporter
4. Family member transfer to supporter _campaign _foundation _gift _asset (home) _other
https://www.clintonfoundation.org/sites/default/�les/clinton_foundation_report_public_2018.pdf
Follow the expenses. 
Follow salaries & bene�ts.
Follow professional & consulting.
Follow cost of sales.
Follow other.
FUNDS: EXPENSES V. PAYOUTS [for 'causes'] _analyze % [how much of the actual donated money actually goes to help select 'causes']?
Less than 10% [TTM _5 year historical]?
Gifts & Grants:
2014: $172,579,474
2015: $108,915,463
2016: $62,901,979 [loss of power _POTUS win _start of PAY-TO-PLAY collapse]
2017: $26,566,825
2018: $24,167,053 [total revenue 2018: $30,703,366][total expenses 2018: $47,510,175]
CLINTON FOUNDATION AT THE CENTER.
Q

#4781 - 2020-09-28 21:36:31 (UTC+1)
https://www.law.com/americanlawyer/2020/08/17/emho�-kamala-harris-spouse-taking-leave-from-dla/?
Q

#4780 - 2020-09-28 21:05:37 (UTC+1)
>>10823685

#4779 - 2020-09-28 21:02:52 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/jsolomonReports/status/1310625667923443717
Q

#4778 - 2020-09-28 20:41:16 (UTC+1)
https://www.reddit.com/user/maxwellhill
Shaping the narrative takes work.
Trial date: July 12, 2021
Unusual to have a 1-year gap from arrest to trial?
What might be the purpose?
Q

#4777 - 2020-09-28 20:24:32 (UTC+1)
https://www.congress.gov/crec/2016/09/12/CREC-2016-09-12-pt1-PgH5326.pdf
Peter Comey [brother _James Comey]
Clinton Foundation
Dla Piper
Con�ict of interest?
Follow the family.
Think McCabe's wife. 
Focus here [East Africa Operations]:
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https://www.clintonfoundation.org/clinton-global-initiative/commitments/�rm-commitment-legal-education-east-africa
The money never �ows directly. 
Q

#4776 - 2020-09-27 02:38:44 (UTC+1)
https://www.military.com/video/aircraft/gunships/ac-130-gunship-lights-up-the-night/658552061001
Q

#4775 - 2020-09-27 01:43:50 (UTC+1)

#4774 - 2020-09-27 01:36:42 (UTC+1)
What did we learn this week?
1. Check Gmail?
Q

#4773 - 2020-09-27 01:32:51 (UTC+1)
What did we learn this week?
1. Durham 'true' start?
2. Durham 'take-over' Huber [select parts re: CF-i]?
What if there's another prosecutor (outside of DC) assigned by SESSIONS w/ the same mandate/authority?
Q

#4772 - 2020-09-25 22:20:31 (UTC+1)
Never bring an arrow [in a quiver] to a LOSBR missile �ght.
Q

#4771 - 2020-09-25 22:14:14 (UTC+1)
>>10787029
OVER THE TARGET.
Q

#4770 - 2020-09-25 22:06:03 (UTC+1)
What is the over/under done in 30 months?
3-27-18 
https://www.timeanddate.com/date/durationresult.html?d1=27&m1=3&y1=2018&d2=29&m2=9&y2=2020
What is the over/under Sullivan retires [steps down] by March 2021 based on public info re: possible coordinated e�orts w: OSC Mueller?
Q

#4769 - 2020-09-25 20:22:31 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Comey/status/1204136276582113280
Worth remembering.
Think what you now know.
Q

#4768 - 2020-09-25 19:36:33 (UTC+1)
Judgement is coming.
Q

#4767 - 2020-09-25 19:35:27 (UTC+1)
Some will take the easy path and exit early.
Q

#4766 - 2020-09-25 19:31:06 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/trump-plan-for-black-america
"…..designates the KKK and Antifa as terrorist organizations."
[2] [D]-founded [�nancially-legally-backed] orgs?
DA set-free blockade post 'terrorist designate'?
DA 'no proof' individual linked to Antifa argument coming?
Antifa mapping began long ago.
Q

#4765 - 2020-09-25 19:16:35 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9tjdswqGGVg
Q

#4764 - 2020-09-25 00:15:55 (UTC+1)
Midnight Riders, Ride!
INFORMATION WARFARE.
Q

#4763 - 2020-09-24 23:52:19 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Techno_Fog/status/1309229126692360195
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These people are stupid!
PAN[DEM]IC_DEM_PANIC
Q

#4762 - 2020-09-24 23:47:53 (UTC+1)
***
Not long now.
Q

#4761 - 2020-09-24 23:39:31 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1309235056934875136
Tracking events?
Q

#4760 - 2020-09-24 21:54:15 (UTC+1)
>>10771959
Timing can be derived from picture.
Anons have always known.
Have faith in your research.
Q

#4759 - 2020-09-24 21:49:09 (UTC+1)
Never forget those in the background. 
Q

#4758 - 2020-09-24 20:59:19 (UTC+1)
>>10771238

#4757 - 2020-09-24 20:40:24 (UTC+1)
>>10770948
It is the only way.
Q

#4756 - 2020-09-24 20:38:57 (UTC+1)
>>10770927
Make your depth 50ft.
Zero bubble.
Q

#4755 - 2020-09-24 20:35:34 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/durham-assumed-parts-of-john-hubers-clinton-foundation-review-source
Tracking events?
Scope exceeds illegal spy campaign?
Why?
7th �oor [FBI] team removed/terminated [7th �oor is no more]?
Normal?
What other investigations [same team] 'touch' [alter outcome]?
How are other investigations 'bridged' to 'illegal spy' campaign? 
BIGGER THAN YOU CAN IMAGINE.
There is a reason why this was leaked today.
The 'Election Infection' cannot stop what is coming.
Q

#4754 - 2020-09-24 02:03:58 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/IngrahamAngle/status/1308788330201583618
The World is Waking Up.
Virus or Election?
Q

#4753 - 2020-09-23 21:32:21 (UTC+1)
>>10758597

#4752 - 2020-09-23 21:13:52 (UTC+1)

#4751 - 2020-09-23 21:12:51 (UTC+1)
SYSTEM OF CONTROL.
Q

#4750 - 2020-09-23 21:03:37 (UTC+1)
Who controls [wields signi�cant in�uence] re: the 'Clinton' [D] party?
https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/22919
https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/24651
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Who controls [wields signi�cant in�uence] re: the 'Hussein' [D] party?
https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/30480 
Di�erent factions of foreign [primary] control?
Who paid _Hussein's Harvard Law Degree? 
Who �nanced _Hussein's political life?
Who is Prince Al-Waleed bin Talal?
Why are Hussein's school records under seal?
Competing factions [each with a horse in the race] seeking direct WH control [+USMIL][+Trillions _overseas transfer of US taxpayer funds]?
All working together [coordinated][in�ltration not invasion][VJ _HA].
What happens to US taxpayer funds transferred overseas under guise of AID, MIL, CLIMATE, etc.?
US taxpayers funding the destruction of America?
Q

#4749 - 2020-09-23 20:17:36 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/CBSThisMorning/status/1308740250429280259
Everyone has a choice to make.
AGAINST ALL ENEMIES FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC.
Q

#4748 - 2020-09-23 20:10:36 (UTC+1)
https://nypost.com/2020/09/23/senate-report-links-hunter-biden-to-tra�cking-ring/?
No media coverage?
Why?
The same people who control the media are the same people who are part of the evil and corrupt system?
SYSTEM OF CONTROL.
Crimes against Humanity.
You are not meant to think for yourself.
You are not meant to challenge their power [control].
Obey and accept. 
Illusion of Democracy. 
Illusion of Freedom.
Why does the media push division?
Why does the media incite violence?
Why does the media pit race v race?
Why does the media pit religion v religion?
Why does the media pit sex v sex?
Why does the media pit class v class?
Divided you are weak.
Divided you �ght each other. 
Divided you pose no threat to their system of control. 
UNITY IS STRENGTH.
UNITY IS POWER.
UNITY IS HUMANITY.
Controlled media plays a major role in shaping the narrative(s) to keep you powerless [helpless] and asleep [unaware of truth].
ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE.
ENEMY OF HUMANITY.
Q

#4747 - 2020-09-23 19:51:20 (UTC+1)
>>10756980

#4746 - 2020-09-23 19:46:26 (UTC+1)
Let the truth be told.
Political spying [illegal] less than 1%.
Have faith in Humanity.
Q

#4745 - 2020-09-23 19:41:34 (UTC+1)

#4744 - 2020-09-23 19:35:59 (UTC+1)
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justice-department-unveils-proposed-section-230-legislation-behalf-administration
Q

#4743 - 2020-09-23 19:32:52 (UTC+1)
CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY.
Q

#4742 - 2020-09-23 19:25:35 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/jsolomonReports/status/1308723356611555328
Political leader(s) [+family (follow)] w: possible ties to sex tra�cking? 
Attacks [barrage] by media signify what?
'Sex tra�cking' [safeguarding women & children] topic(s) that unite all political factions against a common enemy [faith in Humanity]?
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Those you are taught to trust the most. 
Q

#4741 - 2020-09-22 09:03:33 (UTC+1)
https://www.businessinsider.com/nancy-pelosi-facebook-criticism-qanon-posts-kara-swisher-2020-9
[past 7 days]
https://www.bing.com/news/search?q=qanon&qft=interval%3d%228%22&form=PTFTNR
Have you ever witnessed a full-blown international mainstream media constant [barrage] [counter]attack re: a 'conspiracy'?
Simple logic answers the question.
Q

#4740 - 2020-09-21 06:00:31 (UTC+1)
https://www.military.com/video/b-2-stealth-bomber-drops-massive-ordnance-penetrator
Q

#4739 - 2020-09-20 19:29:37 (UTC+1)
Strengthen my faith, Lord. Forgive my sins, so that I may be clean in your righteousness. Make me brave, so I can stand and �ght the spiritual battles in my l
our world. Give me your wisdom and discernment so I won't be caught o� guard. Together, Lord, we'll win, because in truth, you already have. While evil sti
the power of Your name and Your blood rises up to defeat and bring us victory against every evil planned against us. While malicious actions may disturb us
the armor of God You have given us to stand �rm. You will bring justice in due time for all the harm and needless violence aimed at Your children. Until then
remain in Your presence, aligned with Your purposes, and we look to You as our Supreme Commander and Protector. Help us to avoid temptation, and deli
from evil, Lord. You are the Mighty One, the One Who will ultimately bring all evil to light. With You, Jesus, we are safe. Amen.

#4738 - 2020-09-20 19:18:24 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/drsimonegold/status/1306372660587184128
How do you 'extend' lockdown(s) [economic hardship(s), unemployment, fear, death count, dementia Joe, etc.] in order to paint narrative mail-in voting [whe
narrative start (March?_early?_planned?)] needed to 'save' lives [+ballot harvesting] in order to generate a future narrative election day +1 which casts doubt
legitimacy of POTUS win [Constitutional Crisis]["not all mail-in ballots counted" "how many mail-in ballots lost or did not arrive in key battleground states wh
have returned a di�erent result" "we must investigate who cast a vote but it did not register" "we must go door-to-door if needed [ballot harvest]" "our lives
stake" "the sky is falling" in order to legally challenge, delay results, enact riots and chaos in an attempt to overturn [coup d'etat].
CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY?
What role will select military inserts play [the 'bribe']? [playbook known]
What did we learn from past attempt(s)?
Spying [surveillance + campaign insert(s) + WH insert(s)].
Mueller.
Impeachment.
Why did it take an 'outsider' to �nally deliver the 'start' of peace in the Middle East? 
Why did it take an 'outsider' to �nally deliver the 'start' of �nally holding China accountable? 
THE DISEASE CALLED CORRUPTION.
Running RED.
Q

#4737 - 2020-09-20 05:53:11 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDVT-8tU�E
SEPT 21-25 [track & follow events]
Running RED.
Q

#4736 - 2020-09-17 23:02:29 (UTC+1)
RIG FOR RED.
Q

#4735 - 2020-09-17 23:01:35 (UTC+1)
>>10685374

#4734 - 2020-09-17 22:40:53 (UTC+1)
Focus on content [information].
Research for yourself.
gatekeeper
noun
a person that controls access, as to information, often acting as an arbiter of quality or legitimacy:
an open internet allows innovators to bypass traditional gatekeepers and promote their work on its own merit.
a guardian; monitor
Deploy camou�age.
Drop all references re: 'Q' 'Qanon' etc. to avoid ban/termination _censorship install. 
Algos [sni�ers] bypass.
Keep charging, Midnight Riders! 
[Revere's 'Midnight' Ride]
Delivery of free-information.
[bypass controlled media narrative].
Q

#4733 - 2020-09-17 21:41:33 (UTC+1)
>>10684113
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This should be also.
Q

#4732 - 2020-09-17 21:36:21 (UTC+1)
>>10683977

#4731 - 2020-09-17 21:20:28 (UTC+1)
https://www.dailysabah.com/politics/war-on-terror/ypgpkk-recruited-foreign-�ghters-from-antifa-groups-in-western-countries-report-says
Sometimes non_domestic sources of information provide a more accurate report. 
Q

#4730 - 2020-09-16 22:51:34 (UTC+1)

#4729 - 2020-09-16 22:49:59 (UTC+1)

#4728 - 2020-09-16 22:49:45 (UTC+1)

#4727 - 2020-09-16 22:48:58 (UTC+1)

#4726 - 2020-09-16 22:27:05 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DeptofDefense/status/1306232167769411584
[1:35]
https://www.military.com/video/air-force-harnessing-power-directed-energy
MIL SAT application(s).
Q

#4725 - 2020-09-16 21:53:06 (UTC+1)
>>10671145 (/pb)

#4724 - 2020-09-16 20:10:08 (UTC+1)
Why did it take an 'outsider' to �nally deliver the 'start' of peace in the middle east? 
Why did it take an 'outsider' to �nally deliver the 'start' of peace in the middle east? 
News coverage? Front page(s)?
Missile strike(s) _attempt to terminate?
Peace doesn't sell.
WAR [fear] does.
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Evil and corruption @ highest levels. 
Q

#4723 - 2020-09-16 19:57:46 (UTC+1)
>>10669567
The media is complicit. 
'Fact checkers' created to reinforce the same narrative [propaganda] they themselves created.
Social media censor-terminate-silence anti-narrative accounts.
Echo.
System of control.
Mission: keep the public controlled and in the dark
Information warfare.
Q

#4722 - 2020-09-16 19:16:59 (UTC+1)
Add it all up.
1. Virus 
2. Riots [organized _ANTIFA]
3. Fires
The 'Why':
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cUxilJznKyY
Make no mistake, they will not concede on Election Night.
Make no mistake, they will contest this legally in battleground states.
Make no mistake, they will project doubt in the election results
Make no mistake, they will organize massive riots and attempt Anarchy-99 design
Playbook known.
Q

#4721 - 2020-09-16 19:10:57 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qFlqXPl_hZQ&feature=youtu.be
Q
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#4720 - 2020-09-16 19:08:05 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/BodhiCrane/status/1306242118520774656
Q

#4719 - 2020-09-16 19:02:08 (UTC+1)
>>10668566

#4718 - 2020-09-16 18:52:26 (UTC+1)
>>10668433

#4717 - 2020-09-16 18:45:53 (UTC+1)
"Spread Fire."
Q

#4716 - 2020-09-16 18:43:38 (UTC+1)

#4715 - 2020-09-16 18:30:53 (UTC+1)
www.instagram.com/antwiththecuts/
www.instagram.com/p/CFFgGxylzLm/
@FBIPortland
Q

#4714 - 2020-09-15 03:46:54 (UTC+1)
Hold the line, Riders.
Justice is coming.
Q

#4713 - 2020-09-15 03:42:55 (UTC+1)
>>10650561
Already done.
Q

#4712 - 2020-09-15 03:36:24 (UTC+1)
Guccifer 2.0
Q

#4711 - 2020-09-15 03:36:12 (UTC+1)
John Brennan
Q

#4710 - 2020-09-15 03:35:55 (UTC+1)
Seth Rich
Q

#4709 - 2020-09-15 03:35:44 (UTC+1)
Julian Assange
Q

#4708 - 2020-09-15 01:37:44 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/CBS_Herridge/status/1305642555854524419
Who is �nancing? 
Follow the pen. 
Q

#4707 - 2020-09-15 01:28:31 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DailySignal/status/1305463687629737984
Why are they provided safe haven by [D]s?
Q

#4706 - 2020-09-15 01:01:31 (UTC+1)
Insurgency can be de�ned as 'the organized use of subversion and violence to seize, nullify, or challenge political control of a region'.
Domestic terrorism.
Q

#4705 - 2020-09-15 00:20:58 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GTMIFns_4g8
patriot
noun
a person who loves, supports, and defends his or her country and its interests with devotion
a person who loves their country and, if necessary, will �ght for it
a person who vigorously supports their country and is prepared to defend it against enemies or detractors
a person who regards himself or herself as a defender, especially of individual rights
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against all enemies foreign and domestic
Q

#4704 - 2020-09-14 19:39:24 (UTC+1)

#4703 - 2020-09-14 19:11:47 (UTC+1)
>>10645144 (/pb)

#4702 - 2020-09-14 19:09:26 (UTC+1)
>>10645101

#4701 - 2020-09-14 19:03:32 (UTC+1)
https://www.king5.com/article/news/crime/chainsaw-vandal-cutting-down-power-poles-in-snohomish-county-draws-attention-from-fbi/281-b9c5436c-f19a-4
f6ef459eca24
Q

#4700 - 2020-09-14 18:34:31 (UTC+1)
Worth remembering [think what you see today].
https://2009-2017.state.gov/documents/organization/119629.pdf📁
Insurgency can be de�ned as 'the organized use of subversion and violence to seize, nullify, or challenge political control of a region.'
Insurgents seek to subvert or displace the government and completely or partially control the resources and population of a given territory. They do so thro
use of force (including guerrilla warfare, terrorism and coercion/intimidation), propa- ganda, subversion and political mobilization. Insurgents �ght governm
only to the extent needed to achieve their political aims: their main e�ort is not to kill counterinsurgents, but rather to establish a competitive system of con
the population, making it impossible for the government to administer its territory and people. Insurgent activity is therefore designed to weaken governme
and legitimacy while increasing insurgent control and in�uence.
Insurgents require supporters, recruits, safe havens, money, supplies, weapons and intelligence on government actions. A robust insurgency can be waged 
support of just a small percentage of a given population.
NEXT:
Counterinsurgency may be de�ned as 'comprehensive civilian and military e�orts taken to simultaneously defeat and contain insurgency and address its ro
Q

#4699 - 2020-09-14 18:23:52 (UTC+1)
What happens when people in positions of power are sympathizers to the cause or part of that same 'organization' themselves?
What is a 'safe zone'?
Why are riots conducted in speci�c [D] controlled locations?
What happens when elected o�cials [governors/mayors] handcu� the o�cers instead of criminals?
What happens when elected o�cials [governors/mayors] refuse to call in the national guard or other federal assistance?
Sacri�cing the lives and well-being of the community for a calculated political gain [or other]?
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/crime/man-arrested-for-starting-at-least-7-brush-�res-along-i-205/283-a659a1ed-db3b-4f03-9583-a9fee05a5033
Does ANTIFA fear prosecution?
Would they continue to operate if they did?
What organized group(s) are bailing out rioters within 24-hours of arrest?
What happens post bailout? 
Do charges remain enforced or dropped by DA?
https://ktvz.com/news/oregon-northwest/2020/08/11/portland-da-announces-new-policy-wont-prosecute-protest-charges/
DA: will not act re: "low-level' arrests
Have all refusal to bring charges been related to "low-level" arrests?
https://twitter.com/MrAndyNgo/status/1294487845810233345
Sympathizer? 
Other?
What happens when prosecutors, board of county commissioner members, volunteer �re�ghters, etc. are sympathetic to the cause? 
What happens if the organization [ANTIFA] itself is aware?
In�ltration not invasion. 
Q

#4698 - 2020-09-14 01:04:17 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ChuckGrassley/status/1305257519531659265
Q

#4697 - 2020-09-14 00:39:44 (UTC+1)
Jedidiah Fulton, 39 [https://archive.is/GWLYq]
Alberto Vincent Acosta [https://archive.is/cFPbd]
Kevin Carle, 37 [https://archive.is/xHiFO]
Ivan Geronimo Gomez, 30 [https://archive.is/mhKtG]
Guadalupe Molina-Pacheco [https://archive.is/US23e]
Julian Draper [https://archive.is/JyfJe]
Demarco Covey, 24 [https://archive.is/owMeD]
Wesley James Bergman, 37 [https://archive.is/rl2cm]
Elias Pendergrass, 44 [https://archive.is/wJ1XR]
Unknown [https://archive.is/mOAqq]
Anita Esquivel, 37 [https://archive.is/nMZFo]
Vanya Hummel, 24 [https://archive.is/DgwbY]
Unknown [https://archive.is/wZqgM]
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John Davies, 55 [https://archive.is/VDg3M]
Unknown [https://archive.is/twWHf]
Unknown [https://archive.is/jjLfn]
Christine Comello, 36 [https://archive.is/4mLJT][https://archive.is/XxPPE][https://archive.is/Vvnoz]
Alexander Bradford Smith, 26 [http://jailviewer.co.douglas.or.us/Home/BookingSearchDetail?BookingNumber=B20002631]
Unknown [

#4696 - 2020-09-14 00:29:16 (UTC+1)

#4695 - 2020-09-13 23:17:33 (UTC+1)
>>10634716
Strength and honor, warrior.
We stand at the ready.
Always.
Q

#4694 - 2020-09-13 23:15:01 (UTC+1)
Know your enemy.
Q

#4693 - 2020-09-13 22:14:53 (UTC+1)

#4692 - 2020-09-13 22:14:35 (UTC+1)

#4691 - 2020-09-13 22:14:01 (UTC+1)

#4690 - 2020-09-13 21:56:08 (UTC+1)
>>10633420

#4689 - 2020-09-13 21:37:55 (UTC+1)
https://youtu.be/R6�dkEp1eY?t=673
Knowledge is power!
Q

#4688 - 2020-09-13 21:04:17 (UTC+1)
How do you accomplish the following:
1. Terminate history-making economic gains made by POTUS prior to the election
2. Stall US-China trade phase II _buy China time _prevent loss of billions [locked new agreement]
3. Terminate [hold] POTUS record attendance rallies across USA _deplete and remove enthusiasm 
4. Protect Biden from embarrassment re: mental health [clear cognitive decline], Q&A, rally attendance crowd size, lack of enthusiasm, etc.
5. Protect Biden from Ukraine scandal re: himself & son _C19 change of narrative 
6. Protect Biden from sexual assault allegation _C19 change narrative
7. Protect and shelter #MeToo [D] created movement _preserve to target future [R] sexual assault allegations _allow hold vs Biden due to C19 narrative chan
8. Create non_digital pathway to rig 2020 Presidential election _engage 80 million mail-in-ballot distribution [coordinated as early as April/May] to sidestep e
night defeat [no 'concede'] attempt ballot harvest media push 'we don't know how many ballots are left undelivered by postal service' re: legal challenge bat
states _stall_challenge_push division/chaos _CLAS1-99
9. Create division hatred fear campaign primarily scare senior citizens from voting in person on election day _riots _protests _C19 death _eliminate enough s
votes counteract [D] to [R] defection(s)
10. Create impression country divided _use EU-early war election gaming tactics against current administration 
11. Propaganda blame attack current administration economic hardship(s), death toll, attack plan re: safety and wellbeing re: C19 failed _push Biden _stage 
answer to Pandemic early on _country will heal w: Biden victory _violence will end w: Biden victory
12. Change narrative 44 administration treason & corruption to POTUS C19 failure and death blame 
13. Isolate faithful from each other _remove ability to attend Church [house of worship]
14. Justify social media censorship by using C19 W.H.O. claims as primary foundation _extend beyond C19 to other 'political' areas to remove and cut o� for
narrative communication [seize control]
15. Leave door open to Constitution crisis
16. Avoid/delay public exposure of corruption & accountability _prevent loss of control/power 
17. Avoid/delay loss of US taxpayer trillions due to loss of control _inability to enact corrupt policy to send money overseas disguised as goodwill/climate _un
_no audit policy 
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
…………
How do you accomplish the above?
Release a _____?
Who bene�ts the most?
Q
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#4687 - 2020-09-13 20:25:02 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/JoeBiden/status/1187829299207954437
Who bene�ts the most?
Virus or election?
Lab or nature?
Coincidence or foreknowledge?
Di�cult truths.
Q

#4686 - 2020-09-13 18:32:54 (UTC+1)
EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER THE LAW [AS WRITTEN].
TRANSPARENCY [DISCLOSURE] AND ACCOUNTABILITY [JUSTICE] IS THE ONLY WAY FORWARD.
FUTURE OF OUR REPUBLIC AT STAKE.
WATERGATE x1000
SEPT 14-18, 21-25 [track & follow events]
Did Kevin set his alarm?
Q

#4685 - 2020-09-12 20:47:18 (UTC+1)
MSDNC CON: the Country is divided and dementia Joe [currently taking early-stage dementia medication?] is leading across-the-board.
HOW DO YOU AMPLIFY A DESIRED THEME-NARRATIVE?
MSDNC controls what you see [digital echo].
Twitter - FB - GOOG control what you see and what trends [digital echo].
Hollywood ['stars'] swarm to enforce ['trend' echo].
Blue checkmarks swarm to enforce [digital echo].
ANTIFA swarm to enforce [non_digital echo].
Rage and emotion follow by those indoctrinated [echo controlled].
De�ne 'indoctrinate'.
to often repeat an idea or belief to someone in order to persuade them to accept it
Next: grab 'rage & emotion' [organized platform(s)] by indoctrinated and project as 'majority' [zoom and enhance _narrow focus as mainstream].
System of control.
Many choose the path of least resistance.
For many you cannot tell them the truth.
You must show them.
Only at the precipice will people �nd the will [strength] to change and break the system of control [be free]. 
Q

#4684 - 2020-09-12 20:11:59 (UTC+1)
>>10619368

#4683 - 2020-09-12 19:55:45 (UTC+1)
>>10618970
You.
Have.
More.
Than.
You.
Know.
Q

#4682 - 2020-09-12 19:34:03 (UTC+1)
Attempts to 'normalize' will fail.
Who will be next?
Q

#4681 - 2020-09-12 19:30:58 (UTC+1)
>>10618838

#4680 - 2020-09-12 19:30:17 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/exclusive-data-shows-that-half-of-2019-donations-to-actblue-came-from-untraceable-unemployed-donors
[D]eceivers.
Welcome to the [D] party con.
Q

#4679 - 2020-09-12 07:14:55 (UTC+1)
>>10613821

#4678 - 2020-09-12 07:10:31 (UTC+1)
>>10613424
Stay safe!
Be vigilant. 
Q

#4677 - 2020-09-12 06:30:55 (UTC+1)
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Not organized?
Q

#4676 - 2020-09-12 06:09:39 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/MultCoSO/status/1304577271429099520
Painfully obvious?
Q

#4675 - 2020-09-12 02:38:46 (UTC+1)
>>10609726

#4674 - 2020-09-12 02:34:44 (UTC+1)
>>10609637

#4673 - 2020-09-12 02:30:51 (UTC+1)
Antifa.com redirect to Biden's donation page.
Similar to BLM > DNC?
Q

#4672 - 2020-09-12 02:26:53 (UTC+1)
>>10609371
Coordinated?
Analyze downloads:
pre protests [riots]
start - 60 protests [riots]
Coincidence?
Now think �re(s).
Q

#4671 - 2020-09-12 02:14:46 (UTC+1)
>>10608839

#4670 - 2020-09-12 01:52:25 (UTC+1)
https://signal.org
Q

#4669 - 2020-09-12 01:47:59 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/wspd1pio/status/1304147032844632064
https://www.newsweek.com/court-rules-defendant-must-disclose-phone-password-police-prosecution-�rst-ruling-its-kind-1466112
Q

#4668 - 2020-09-11 21:59:20 (UTC+1)
>>10605891
https://www.yaktrinews.com/eastern-washington-woman-arrested-for-starting-�res-while-crews-worked-to-�x-fallen-power-lines/
https://www.khq.com/news/arson-suspect-arrested-after-allegedly-starting-multiple-�res-in-spokane-on-monday/article_62df8a40-f223-11ea-8a02-af6f5dca
https://www.oregonlive.com/paci�c-northwest-news/2020/09/man-arrested-on-arson-allegation-in-wild�re-west-of-eugene-deputies-say.html
https://nbc16.com/news/local/man-seen-starting-�res-at-oregon-state-park-local-�re-chief-says?
fbclid=IwAR0oZy___Y1f9W7R3oUpWPNWXnbYLmy8LuqD_tR_LNUk8H09mj1EqwAwr-U
https://kion546.com/news/2020/09/07/woman-accused-of-intentionally-starting-�res-on-highway-101-arrested/
Q

#4667 - 2020-09-11 21:27:19 (UTC+1)

#4666 - 2020-09-11 20:51:45 (UTC+1)
See something.
Say something.
Q

#4665 - 2020-09-11 19:46:33 (UTC+1)
"Tyranny, like hell, is not easily conquered; yet we have this consolation with us, that the harder the con�ict, the more glorious the triumph." - Thomas Paine
American Crisis
Q

#4664 - 2020-09-11 03:48:20 (UTC+1)
>>10597859 (/pb)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/dems-deploying-darpa-funded-information-warfare-tool-to-promote-biden
Excellent Q - you should ask (as should every American).
Q

#4663 - 2020-09-11 03:42:25 (UTC+1)
>>10597753
Program hits 32 identifying structural points.
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If 20% of those points fail to 'hit' program passes as safe.
5:5?
Q

#4662 - 2020-09-11 03:37:18 (UTC+1)
>>10597622
Negative re: artifact insertion.
4-corner direct center approach.
Q

#4661 - 2020-09-11 03:33:46 (UTC+1)
>>10597547
2-4 days.
They will deploy a 'centralized' picture frame approach next.
Instructions to follow [mod].
Q

#4660 - 2020-09-11 03:30:17 (UTC+1)
>>10597460
1 is su�cient @ 20% of total.
Q

#4659 - 2020-09-11 03:25:24 (UTC+1)
>>10597334
More advanced.
Consider 'black corner box 20%' insert top-bottom left/right.
Sni�er cannot distinguish at this time.
Q

#4658 - 2020-09-11 03:21:55 (UTC+1)
FB-TWIT using DARPA provided software to censor and restrict picture content using 'matching' [think reverse image] _upload one to �nd/locate all [cycling 5
>Meme combat approach
Adapt & overcome.
Q

#4657 - 2020-09-11 03:03:19 (UTC+1)
Debates:
1. Biden camp will �nd excuse/reason to terminate
2. Biden camp will be provided the questions ahead of time
3. Biden camp will be provided the questions ahead of time and assistance in the form of a special communication device 
Q

#4656 - 2020-09-11 02:52:48 (UTC+1)
>>10596595
renegade
noun
a person who deserts a party or cause for another.
an apostate from a religious faith.
adjective
of or like a renegade; traitorous.
Q

#4655 - 2020-09-11 02:46:11 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/MrAndyNgo/status/1304150777900855296
https://www.foxnews.com/us/portland-facial-recognition-technology-ban
https://www.oregonlive.com/crime/2020/08/hundreds-of-portland-protesters-will-see-their-criminal-cases-dropped-as-da-announces-plan-to-recognize-the
speak.html
Why are [D]s providing safe harbor [safe zones] for ANTIFA to operate?
Coordinated? 
Read the playbook.
Q

#4654 - 2020-09-11 01:28:49 (UTC+1)
>>10595056
Well done, Midnight Rider!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tt2yGzHfy7s
Q

#4653 - 2020-09-11 01:23:21 (UTC+1)
[Past 12 hours]
https://www.justsecurity.org/72339/qanon-is-a-nazi-cult-rebranded/
https://www.alternet.org/2020/09/expert-on-genocide-and-anti-semitism-lays-out-the-frightening-parallels-between-qanon-and-hitlers-nazis/
https://www.newsbreak.com/news/2058065696143/in-qanon-nazism-wants-a-comeback-anti-semitism-expert-reveals-parallels-between-qanon-and-nazism
https://www.salon.com/2020/09/10/in-qanon-nazism-wants-a-comeback-anti-semitism-expert-reveals-parallels-between-qanon-and-nazism_partner/
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https://www.thenewcivilrightsmovement.com/2020/09/the-frightening-parallels-between-qanon-and-hitlers-nazis/
Sensitive subject?
Over the target?
Q

#4652 - 2020-09-11 00:47:53 (UTC+1)
https://theintercept.com/2017/01/13/obama-opens-nsas-vast-trove-of-warrantless-data-to-entire-intelligence-community-just-in-time-for-trump/
Knowing what you know now….
Q

#4651 - 2020-09-10 23:42:08 (UTC+1)
https://www.historyplace.com/worldwar2/triumph/tr-gestapo.htm
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Gestapo
'Fact' checkers installed [misleading-misinformation][deliberate intent to deceive re: anti-narrative]?
Truth about history attacked-altered-reformatted?
Why?
System of information control?
Narrative-population control.
Events then.
Events today.
Reconcile.
Q

#4650 - 2020-09-10 23:21:50 (UTC+1)
The truth is right in front of you.
Past playbook used today?
Knowledge is power.
Q

#4649 - 2020-09-10 22:37:06 (UTC+1)
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/01/world/senate-intelligence-commitee-cia-interrogation-report.html
Worth remembering.
In�ltration and placement under 44.
Q

#4648 - 2020-09-10 22:28:16 (UTC+1)
>>10591965
Find peace [solace] through prayer. 
There are good people standing behind you.
Have faith in Humanity.
Have faith in Yourself.
Nothing can stop what is coming.
Nothing.
God bless.
Q

#4647 - 2020-09-10 22:20:41 (UTC+1)
The illegal spy campaign by 44 [upstream collection] went far beyond that of 45s transition team. 
44, Brennan-lead + [F] assist.
Matters of NAT SEC.
Q

#4646 - 2020-09-10 22:10:48 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/seanmdav/status/1304131579397189634
Was [SC]Mueller brought on to provide cover for illegal 44 spy op [+ [4]wall POTUS in a non_attack 'political' box]?
Seek and destroy [lose] incriminating evidence?
They never thought she was going to lose [sloppy].
Nothing [digital] is ever really lost.
Q

#4645 - 2020-09-10 21:59:17 (UTC+1)
What happens if 44 is actively running a shadow command and control [shadow presidency] operation against the current duly elected POTUS?
What former mid-senior admin o�cials would need to be involved?
What current mid-senior admin o�cials would need to be involved?
What key positions of power would be critical to the operation?
How do you �nance the operation?
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/may/24/trump-international-trip-barack-obama-europe-return
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/obama-china-india-world-leaders-meetings-summit-foundation-latest-a8080951.html
https://www.politifact.com/article/2018/may/22/john-kerry-was-paris-did-he-meet-iranians-he-says-/
FBI mid-senior o�cials terminated to-date?
DOJ mid-senior o�cials terminated to-date?
Pentagon mid-senior o�cials terminated to-date?
NATSEC mid-senior o�cials terminated to-date?
State dept mid-senior o�cials terminated to-date?
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Exec o�ce of the President?
O�ce of the Vice President?
Dir of Nat Intel?
Sec of Defense?
Sec of State?
Dept of Homeland Sec?
Dept of Treasury?
US Attorney D of Columbia?
Assistant US Attorney D of Columbia?
US Attorney SDNY?
Inspector gen intel comm?
State dept inspector gen?
Special rep for Ukraine negotiations?
AMB to Ukraine?
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention?
CLAS 1-99 Defense
CLAS 1-99 Intel
Importance of controlled MSM [propaganda][what you see is not true _ what we say is true not what you see]?
Importance of controlling the narrative?
All assets deployed. 
Nothing to lose.
Treason.
Sedition.
Conspiracy.
Information warfare.
Irregular warfare.
Insurgency.
In�ltration not invasion.
Clear and present danger to the United States of America.
THE SHADOW PRESIDENCY OF 44
PREVENTION OF POWER RETURNING TO THE PEOPLE.
POWER.
CONTROL.
PREVENTION OF ACCOUNTABILITY.
PREVENTION OF TRANSPARANCY.
WAR.
A CRITICAL MOMENT IN TIME.
Q

#4644 - 2020-09-10 08:20:58 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/PJR4Senate/status/1303592773715546114
https://twitter.com/wspd1pio/status/1303828683480653824
Highly coordinated [funded] _domestic terrorism.
FEDs involved [US rights [c]_surveillance]
[D] controlled areas.
Media blackout.
Election gaming.
Q

#4643 - 2020-09-10 02:06:01 (UTC+1)
Hello Karli.
Thank you and God bless.
Keep charging, Midnight Rider!
Q

#4642 - 2020-09-10 01:21:30 (UTC+1)
>>10581861

#4641 - 2020-09-10 01:01:53 (UTC+1)
THE SWAMP RUNS DEEP.
Sometimes you cannot tell people the truth.
You must show them.
Only then, at the precipice, will people �nd the will to change [to participate]. 
We, the People, have been betrayed for a very long time. 
WILL YOU STAND?
FOR GOD AND COUNTRY.
FOR FREEDOM.
FOR HUMANITY.
WHERE WE GO ONE
WE GO ALL !!!
Q

#4640 - 2020-09-10 00:49:30 (UTC+1)
Interesting change of events.
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Weekly [false] attacks + whistleblower(s) [false].
[1st [Vindman] coord [AS] [whistleblower] false narrative insert Ukraine [Biden de�ect] returning to the news [legal]]?
[AS] backroom prep [2nd whistleblower]?
[AS] backroom prep [3rd whistleblower] _NATSEC?
Pentagon [SR 1-4] backroom prep _dry run campaign [refusal]?
USD(I)_JCS [2]
Refusal to concede narr?
Challenge legally battleground [4].
Ballot harvest [4] [illegally] [CA -1].
Everything at stake.
Win by any means necessary.
Plan accordingly [November].
Q

#4639 - 2020-09-10 00:29:25 (UTC+1)
What happens when CA is in serious debt and lost priority aid from the FED gov due to sanctuary status (illegal)?
What happens when CA is in serious debt and all attempts to obtain a bailout from [Pelosi inserted and pushed] C19 aid package(s) have failed?
What happens when CA is in serious debt and decides to implement resident overreach by extending statewide shutdowns [incurring massive economic [fu
pitfall]? 
Average number of �res in CA per year [last 20][June - Dec]?
Average number of �res 2018, 2019, 2020 [June - Dec]?
Outside of standard deviation? 
Stated cause(s) of �res?
Heat? 
Average temperature(s) of CA per year [last 20][June - Dec]?
Outside of standard deviation?
Power line(s) [source]?
What changed?
What CA programs re: �re prevention [forest - brush] have been severely cut?
What other cuts have impacted �re prevention & safety?
http://www.cpf.org/go/cpf/news-and-events/news/budget-cuts-sacri�ce-�re�ghter-and-public-safety/
How do you obtain FED money?
Declare a State of Emergency and request billions in assistance? 
Welcome to CA.
Q

#4638 - 2020-09-08 20:58:26 (UTC+1)
>>10567687
Modern day 'Midnight Riders'. 
There's a reason why they are �ghting hard to censor [defame] you. 
Q

#4637 - 2020-09-08 20:48:24 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1302601868313538560
Digital soldiers #FightBack
Loyalists.
Patriots.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4636 - 2020-09-08 19:48:17 (UTC+1)
They are being forced into the light for all to see. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rVN1B-tUpgs
Keep faith in Humanity.
Keep faith in Yourself.
Light of the World.
Q

#4635 - 2020-09-08 19:46:22 (UTC+1)
History repeats itself (today).
RE: IRREGULAR WARFARE
RE: TACTICS DEPLOYED v AMERICA
Compare & Contrast
Then v Now
https://www.britannica.com/topic/SA-Nazi-organization
Then: methods of violent intimidation deployed by SA
Now: methods of violent intimidation deployed by Antifa? 
Then: battles raged in the streets [book burning, �ag burning, destruction, hate, anti-police, etc]
Now: battles raging in the streets controlled by [D] party sympathizers [anti-republic]?
Then: physical assaults of political opponents 
Now: physical assaults of political opponents?
Then: voter intimidation in National and local elections
Now: voter intimidation in National and local elections [coming 11.3]?
Then: project anti-fascist platform: reality: conform/obey strong-arm tactics deployed to silence opposing views
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Now: project anti-fascist platform: reality: conform/obey strong-arm tactics deployed to silence opposing views?
Then: radical anti-capitalistic platform (socialism)
Now: radical anti-capitalistic platform (socialism) push?
Then: force economic destruction as recruiting [division] tactic to drive enlistment rate
Now: [D] party gov/mayor(s) close state(s) force economic hardships [C19]?
Then: SA carried out unchecked street violence against Jews and Nazi opponents
Now: [D] gov/mayor(s) carried out unchecked [deliberate non_prosecution orders 24-hour release] of Antifa rioters arrested [street violence - block-by-block
takeover(s)]? 
[D] gov/mayor(s) release of violent criminals [many thousands] from prison(s) under guise of C19? 
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/nazi-propaganda
Use of propaganda by Nazi Germany
Use of propaganda by MSDNC / Social Media (control of narrative - terminate opposing message (censorship-kill))
Soros history
Assault on America.
Ask yourself, why are [D] party leaders refusing to condemn the violence?
Ask yourself, why are [D] party leaders refusing to seek a uni�ed republic? 
IT WAS NEVER ABOUT THE VIRUS AND ALWAYS ABOUT THE ELECTION
Was the Nazi party ever truly destroyed (eradicated)?
Did the belief carry-on [re-deployed]?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wzp2rpe06j8
Background of Soros? 
Q

#4634 - 2020-09-02 18:57:19 (UTC+1)
Why did it take a political outsider to [�nally] confront China?
Q

#4633 - 2020-09-02 18:55:11 (UTC+1)
Republican benefactor of conservative Christian groups, Richard A. Dasen Sr., was charged with rape for allegedly paying a 15-year old girl for sex. Dasen, 62
married with grown children and several grandchildren, has allegedly told police that over the past decade he paid more than $1 million to have sex with a l
number of young women.
Democratic donor and billionaire, Je�rey Epstein, ran an underage child sex brothel and was convicted of soliciting underage girls for prostitution.
Democratic New York Congressman, Anthony Weiner, plead guilty to transferring obscene material to a minor as part of a plea agreement for sexted and se
Twitter DMs to underage girls as young as 15.
Democratic donor, activist, and Hollywood producer Harvey Weinstein is being criminally prosecuted and civilly sued for years of sexual abuse (that was we
"secret" in Hollywood) including underage sexual activities with aspiring female actresses.
Democratic activist and #metoo proponent, Asia Argento, settled a lawsuit for sexual harassment stemming from sexual activities with an underage actor.
Democratic Mayor of Racine, Wisconsin, Gary Becker, was convicted of attempted child seduction, child pornography, and other child sex crimes.
Democratic Seattle Mayor Ed Murray resigned after multiple accusations of child sexual abuse were levied against him including by family members.
Democratic activist and aid to NYC Mayor De Blasio, Jacob Schwartz was arrested on possession of 3,000+ child pornographic images.
Democratic activist and actor, Russell Simmons, was sued based on an allegation of sexual assault where he coerced an underage model for sex.
Democratic Governor of Oregon, Neil Goldschmidt, after being caught by a newspaper, publicly admitted to having a past sexual relationship with a 13-year
after the statute of limitations on the rape charges had expired.
Democratic Illinois Congressman, Mel Reynolds resigned from Congress after he was convicted of statutory rape of a 16-year-old campaign volunteer.
Democratic New York Congressman, Fred Richmond, was arrested in Washington D.C. for soliciting sex from a 16-year-old boy.
Democratic activist, donor, and director, Roman Polanski, �ed the country after pleading guilty to statutory rape of a 13-year-old girl. Democrats and Hollyw
still defend him to this day, including, Whoopi Goldberg, Martin Scorcese, Woody Allen, David Lynch, Wim Wenders, Pedro Almodovar, Tilda Swinton and Mo
Bellucci.
Democratic State Senator from Alaska, George Jacko, was found guilty of sexual harassment of an underage legislative page.
Democratic State Representative candidate for Colorado, Andrew Myers, was convicted for possession of child pornography and enticing children.
Democratic Illinois Congressman, Gus Savage was investigated by the Democrat-controlled House Committee on Ethics for attempting to rape an underage 
Peace Corps volunteer in Zaire. The Committee concluded that while the events did occur his apology was su�cient and took no further action.
Democratic activist, donor, and spokesperson for Subway, Jared Fogle, was convicted of distribution and receipt of child pornography and traveling to engag
sexual conduct with a minor.
Democratic State Department o�cial, Carl Carey, under Hillary Clinton's state department, was arrested on ten counts of child porn possession.
Democratic Maine Assistant Attorney General, James Cameron, was sentenced to just over 15 years in federal prison for seven counts of child porn possess
receipt and transmission.
Democratic State Department o�cial, Daniel Rosen, under Hillary Clinton's state department, was arrested and charged with allegedly soliciting sex from a m
the internet.
Democratic State Department o�cial, James Ca�erty, pleaded guilty to one count of transportation of child pornography.
Democratic radio host, Bernie Ward, plead guilty to one count of sending child pornography over the Internet.Democratic deputy attorney general from Cal
Raymond Liddy, was arrested for possession of child pornography.
Q

#4632 - 2020-09-02 18:54:50 (UTC+1)
Republican activist Marty Glickman (a.k.a. "Republican Marty"), was taken into custody by Florida police on four counts of unlawful sexual activity with an un
girl and one count of delivering the drug LSD.
Republican legislative aide Howard L. Brooks was charged with molesting a 12-year old boy and possession of child pornography.
Republican Senate candidate John Hathaway was accused of having sex with his 12-year old baby sitter and withdrew his candidacy after the allegations we
reported in the media.
Republican preacher Stephen White, who demanded a return to traditional values, was sentenced to jail after o�ering $20 to a 14-year-old boy for permissio
perform oral sex on him.
Republican talk show host Jon Matthews pleaded guilty to exposing his genitals to an 11 year old girl.Republican anti-gay activist Earl "Butch" Kimmerling wa
sentenced to 40 years in prison for molesting an 8-year old girl after he attempted to stop a gay couple from adopting her.
Republican Party leader Paul Ingram pleaded guilty to six counts of raping his daughters and served 14 years in federal prison.
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Republican election board o�cial Kevin Coan was sentenced to two years probation for soliciting sex over the internet from a 14-year old girl.
Republican politician Andrew Buhr was charged with two counts of �rst degree sodomy with a 13-year old boy.
Republican politician Keith Westmoreland was arrested on seven felony counts of lewd and lascivious exhibition to girls under the age of 16 (i.e. exposing hi
children).
Republican anti-abortion activist John Allen Burt was charged with sexual misconduct involving a 15-year old girl.
Republican County Councilman Keola Childs pleaded guilty to molesting a male child.
Republican activist John Butler was charged with criminal sexual assault on a teenage girl.Republican candidate Richard Gardner admitted to molesting his t
daughters.
Republican Councilman and former Marine Jack W. Gardner was convicted of molesting a 13-year old girl.
Republican County Commissioner Merrill Robert Barter pleaded guilty to unlawful sexual contact and assault on a teenage boy.
Republican City Councilman Fred C. Smeltzer, Jr. pleaded no contest to raping a 15 year-old girl and served 6-months in prison.
Republican activist Parker J. Bena pleaded guilty to possession of child pornography on his home computer and was sentenced to 30 months in federal pris
�ned $18,000.
Republican parole board o�cer and former Colorado state representative, Larry Jack Schwarz, was �red after child pornography was found in his possessio
Republican strategist and Citadel Military College graduate Robin Vanderwall was convicted in Virginia on �ve counts of soliciting sex from boys and girls ove
internet.
Republican city councilman Mark Harris, who is described as a "good military man" and "church goer," was convicted of repeatedly having sex with an 11-ye
and sentenced to 12 years in prison.
Republican businessman Jon Grunseth withdrew his candidacy for Minnesota governor after allegations surfaced that he went swimming in the nude with f
underage girls, including his daughter.
Republican director of the "Young Republican Federation" Nicholas Elizondo molested his 6-year old daughter and was sentenced to six years in prison.
…
Q

#4631 - 2020-09-02 18:53:46 (UTC+1)
Democratic California Congressman, Tony C�rdenas, is being sued in LA County for allegedly sexually abused a 16-year-old girl.
Democratic aide to Senator Barbara Boxer, Je� Rosato, plead guilty to charges of trading in child pornography.
Democratic Alaskan State Representative, Dean Westlake, resigned from his seat after the media published a report alleging he fathered a child with a 16-ye
when he was 28.
Democratic New Jersey State Assemblyman, Neil Cohen, was convicted of possession and distribution of child pornography.
Republican Tim Nolan, chairman of Donald Trump's presidential campaign in Kentucky, pled guilty to child sex tra�cking and on February 11, 2018 he was s
to serve 20 years in prison.
Republican state Senator Ralph Shortey was indicted on four counts of human tra�cking and child pornography. In November 2017, he pleaded guilty to on
child sex tra�cking in exchange for the dropping of the other charges.
Republican anti-abortion activist Howard Scott Heldreth is a convicted child rapist in Florida.
Republican County Commissioner David Swartz pleaded guilty to molesting two girls under the age of 11 and was sentenced to 8 years in prison.
Republican judge Mark Pazuhanich pleaded no contest to fondling a 10-year old girl and was sentenced to 10 years probation.
Republican anti-abortion activist Nicholas Morency pleaded guilty to possessing child pornography on his computer and o�ering a bounty to anybody who m
an abortion doctor.
Republican legislator Edison Misla Aldarondo was sentenced to 10 years in prison for raping his daughter between the ages of 9 and 17.
Republican Mayor Philip Giordano is serving a 37-year sentence in federal prison for sexually abusing 8- and 10-year old girls.
Republican campaign consultant Tom Shortridge was sentenced to three years probation for taking nude photographs of a 15-year old girl.
Republican Senator Strom Thurmond, a notable racist, had sex with a 15-year old black girl which produced a child.
Republican pastor Mike Hintz, whom George W. Bush commended during the 2004 presidential campaign, surrendered to police after admitting to a sexual
a female juvenile.
Republican legislator Peter Dibble pleaded no contest to having an inappropriate relationship with a 13-year-old girl.
Republican Congressman Donald "Buz" Lukens was found guilty of having sex with a female minor and sentenced to one month in jail.
Republican fundraiser Richard A. Delgaudio was found guilty of child porn charges and paying two teenage girls to pose for sexual photos.
Republican activist Mark A. Grethen convicted on six counts of sex crimes involving children.
Republican activist Randal David Ankeney pleaded guilty to attempted sexual assault on a child.
Republican Congressman Dan Crane had sex with a female minor working as a congressional page.
Republican activist and Christian Coalition leader Beverly Russell admitted to an incestuous relationship with his step daughter.
Republican congressman and anti-gay activist Robert Bauman was charged with having sex with a 16-year-old boy he picked up at a gay bar.
Republican Committee Chairman Je�rey Patti was arrested for distributing a video clip of a 5-year-old girl being raped.
…
Q

#4630 - 2020-09-02 18:53:16 (UTC+1)
How is blackmail used?
Democratic Illinois State Representative, Keith Farnham, has resigned and was charged with possession of child pornography and has been accused of brag
online site about sexually molesting a 6-year-old girl.
Democratic spokesperson for the Arkansas Democratic Party, Harold Moody, Jr, was charged with distribution and possession of child pornography.
Democratic Radnor Township Board of Commissioners member, Philip Ahr, resigned from his position after being charged with possession of child pornogr
abusing children between 2 and 6 years-old.
Democratic activist and BLM organizer, Charles Wade, was arrested and charged with human tra�cking and underage prostitution.
Democratic Texas attorney and activist, Mark Benavides, was charged with having sex with a minor, inducing a child under 18 to have sex and compelling pr
of at least nine legal clients and possession of child pornography. He was found guilty on six counts of sex tra�cking.
Democratic Virginia Delegate, Joe Morrissey, was indicted on charges connected to his relationship with a 17-year-old girl and was charged with supervisory 
liberties with a minor, electronic solicitation of a minor, possession of child pornography and distribution of child pornography.
Democratic Massachusetts Congressman, Gerry Studds, was censured by the House of Representatives after he admitted to an inappropriate relationship w
year-old page.
Democratic Former Mayor of Stillwater, New York, Rick Nelson was plead guilty to �ve counts of possession of child pornography of children less than 16 ye
Democratic Former Mayor of Clayton, New York, Dale Kenyon, was indicted for sexual acts against a teenager.
Democratic Former Mayor of Hubbard, Ohio, Richard Keenan, was given a life sentence in jail for raping a 4-year-old girl.
Democratic Former Mayor of Winston, Oregeon, Kenneth Barrett, was arrested for setting up a meeting to have sex with a 14-year-old girl who turned out to
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police o�cer.
Democratic Former Mayor of Randolph, Nebraska, Dwayne L. Schutt, was arrested and charged with four counts of felony third-degree sexual assault of a c
one count of intentional child abuse.
Democratic Former Mayor of Dawson, Georgia, Christopher Wright, was indicted on the charges of aggravated child molestation, aggravated sodomy, rape, 
molestation and statutory rape of an 11-year-old boy and a 12-year-old girl.
Democratic Former Mayor of Stockton, California, Anthony Silva, was charged with providing alcohol to young adults during a game of strip poker that includ
year-old boy at a camp for underprivileged children run by the mayor.
Democratic Former Mayor of Millbrook, New York, Donald Briggs, was arrested and charged with inappropriate sexual contact with a person younger than 1
Democratic party leader for Victoria County, Texas, Stephen Jabbour, plead guilty to possession and receiving over half a million child pornographic images.
Democratic activist and fundraiser, Terrence Bean, was arrested on charges of sodomy and sex abuse in a case involving a 15-year-old boy and when the all
victim declined to testify, and the judge dismissed the case.
Democratic Party Chairman for Davidson County, Tennessee, Rodney Mullin, resigned amid child pornography allegations.
Democratic activist, Andrew Douglas Reed, pleaded guilty to a multiple counts of 2nd-degree sexual exploitation of a minor for producing child pornography
Democratic o�cial from Terre Haute, Indiana, David Roberts was sentenced to federal prison for producing and possessing child pornography including pla
hidden cameras in the bedrooms and bathrooms at a home he shared with two minor female victims.
…
Q

#4629 - 2020-09-02 17:46:30 (UTC+1)
CORRUPT.
CONTROLLED.
ENEMIES OF THE REPUBLIC.
Q

#4628 - 2020-09-02 17:33:22 (UTC+1)
https://www.fbi.gov/services/information-management/foipa/privacy-impact-assessments/sentinel
Files do not go 'missing' unless 7th �oor direct involvement.
Follow the logs.
Q

#4627 - 2020-08-26 19:23:33 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1297521970813317121
One party discusses God. 
One party discusses Darkness.
One party promotes God.
One party eliminates God.
Symbolism will be their downfall. 
The Great Deceiver(s). 
When was the last time you witnessed a [D] party leader being Patriotic [exhibiting National Pride (love of Country)]? 
When was the last time you witnessed a [D] party leader 'speak out against' the riots [violence in the streets]?
When was the last time you witnessed a [D] party leader support those who took an oath to protect and defend?
When was the last time you witnessed a [D] party leader support and call for UNITY across our Nation?
ALL ASSETS DEPLOYED.
INFORMATION WARFARE.
INFILTRATION.
DESTRUCTION OF AMERICA.
Have Faith in Humanity.
Have Faith in Yourself.
UNITED WE STAND.
GOD WINS.
Q

#4626 - 2020-08-20 08:14:36 (UTC+1)
FIFTH COLUMN.
Q

#4625 - 2020-08-20 08:10:14 (UTC+1)

#4624 - 2020-08-20 04:35:15 (UTC+1)
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/01/28/james-biden-lobbyist-virgin-islands-099318
Q

#4623 - 2020-08-20 04:29:19 (UTC+1)
Epstein island.
Who owns the surrounding islands [close proximity]?
Unique skill sets of Maxwell?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3pUzcRORDIg&feature=emb_title
Submarine pilot [unusual]?
Helicopter pilot?
What bene�t might that serve?
Q

#4622 - 2020-08-20 04:14:09 (UTC+1)
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Ask yourself a very simple question -
Why is everything re: 'Q' being censored, banned, and attacked?
When do you expend ammunition [resources]?
Q

#4621 - 2020-08-18 00:59:35 (UTC+1)
[Placeholder - Indictments Tracking > Non_Civ]
[Set 1]
1. Kevin Clinesmith [KC][11.3]
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
[Placeholder - Indictments Tracking > Civ]

https://www.justice.gov/archives/jm/criminal-resource-manual-923-18-usc-371-conspiracy-defraud-us

#4620 - 2020-07-31 07:03:40 (UTC+1)
[in�ltration]
Only those who could[can] be controlled [via blackmail or like-beliefs] were installed in critical leadership positions across all political and non-political Cont
Command Positions [CCP].
CCP [necessary] to ensure protective blanket [insurance].
Traitors everywhere.
[D] leadership in joint ops w/ China [CCP] in e�ort to regain power?
It was never about the virus.
Sequence of events.
Flynn 1st strike designed to 1. cripple 2. prevent exposure of illegal acts [Hussein WH CoC] through NAT SEC [intel] discovery 3. Install 'controlled' replaceme
[rogue1_McMaster].
McMaster removal of 'loyalist' intel community_NAT SEC
Install 'controlled' [rogue2_Coats_DNI] prevent DECLAS [House-Senate blockade].
Pre_Install [rogue3-6] > referral(s) to POTUS re: McMaster_Coats_Wray_Bolton_+++
Install 'controlled' [rogue7_Bolton]
Bolton removal of 'loyalists' intel community_NAT SEC
Intel community [NAT SEC_WH] essential to control [in�ltration] to prevent DECLAS_public exposure of true events [illegal surv [R] candidates 1&2, House m
x , Senate members 1-x , Journalists 1-x , Amb 1-x] + CLAS 1-99 events.
Mueller installed [Comey termination_loss of power][POTUS inside of a box][prevent counter-attack].
Impeachment installed [Mueller termination _loss of power][POTUS inside of box][prevent counter-attack].
C19 insurance plan _above fail
C19 installed [Impeachment termination _loss of power][POTUS inside of box][prevent counter-attack].
C19 _stage 1: Inform POTUS [intel + CDC + WHO + S_advisor(s)] _nothing to fear _do not close travel _do nothing [the political 'set up']
C19 _stage 2: Inform POTUS of Dooms Day 'inaccurate' scenarios [models] predicting death count 1mm+ [the political 'force'] _lock down [wipe economic an
unemployment gains]
C19 _stage 3: Activate 'controlled' [D] GOVS to 'spike' death count + project statewide fear by presenting 'alarming' on-ground conditions [hospital [care-sup
projections].
C19 _stage 4: Push testing, testing, testing to spike 'infected' rate incline due to daily testing inc [the political 'set up'] _controlled MSDNC failure to report de
[rates] proportional to 'infected' rate _deliberate miscounting of infected numbers [%] _change non_positive to positive _label death of non_C19 as C19 _etc.
C19 _stage 5: Eliminate / censor any opposing views [anti-narrative]
[Ready when needed] Activate 4-year BLM narrative 4x power [use as division + [2020] C19 infect rates to justify close-limit until Nov 3]. 
C19 calculated [D] political gain:
1. Eliminate record economic gains
2. Eliminate record unemployment gains
3. Shelter Biden from public appearances _limit public exposure of mental condition
4. Shelter Biden from Ukraine exposure _narrative change _media focus C19
5. Shelter Biden from P_debates [requested demands due to C19]
6. Delay [D] convention _strategic take-over of nominee post conf
7. Eliminate_delay POTUS rallies _term energy
8. Eliminate ability for people to gather _ divide 
9. Eliminate ability to �nd peace - strength in time of need [strict Church closures]
10. Promote mail-in-voting as only 'safe' method _bypass NSA election security [installed midterms +1].
11. Push state-bailout stimulus [CA][NY] + wish list items 
12. Increase national debt [place China into controlling debt position _regain leverage]
13. Test conditional limits of public acceptance [obey]
14. Test conditional limits of public non_acceptance 
15. Test conditional limits of State authority [Gov-mayor]
16. Test conditional limits of Media [social] censorship
Who bene�ts the most?
[D]?
China [CCP]?
Russia is the enemy.
China is our friend.
[MSDNC [social media] programming]
All assets deployed. 
Everything seen yesterday, today, and tomorrow = calculated political moves/events designed and launched by [D] party in coordination with other domesti
foreign entities in an attempt to regain power over you. 
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Prevent accountability. 
SHADOW PRESIDENCY [HUSSEIN]
SHADOW GOVERNMENT 
INFORMATION WARFARE
INSURGENCY
Your voice and your vote matters.
Patriots stand united.
Welcome to the Revolution.
Q

#4619 - 2020-07-31 05:11:12 (UTC+1)
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6176839302001#sp=show-clips
Q

#4618 - 2020-07-30 18:27:45 (UTC+1)
Do not mistake silence for inaction.
Q

#4617 - 2020-07-30 18:25:50 (UTC+1)

#4616 - 2020-07-29 05:11:28 (UTC+1)
NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING.
NOTHING.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4615 - 2020-07-29 05:10:50 (UTC+1)
INFORMATION WARFARE.
Q

#4614 - 2020-07-29 05:07:55 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=23n3ddntElo
[0:00 - 10:00]
Q

#4613 - 2020-07-24 01:15:32 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/CBS_Herridge/status/1286407008808325120
Q

#4612 - 2020-07-22 18:44:54 (UTC+1)
Many thousands of MSDNC direct attacks have failed to control the reach [sway opinion] and prevent growth ['free-thought'].
When direct attacks [use of inserts [cutouts]] fail > censorship [ban] deployed as aggressive method to slow/limit growth. 
Next: more 'act of violence' frame-ups 
CONTROLLED INFORMATION DISSEMINATION SYSTEM DESIGNED TO CONTROL YOU IS THREATENED.
If you posed no threat [reach and topics] to their control [information dominance] they would not continue to expend ammunition. 
They would not care.
#2 attacked topic [#1 POTUS].
ALL FOR A 'CONSPIRACY'. 
INFORMATION WARFARE.
INFILTRATION NOT INVASION.
Q

#4611 - 2020-07-22 18:08:37 (UTC+1)
INFORMATION WARFARE.
Q

#4610 - 2020-07-20 06:10:01 (UTC+1)
>>10017535

#4609 - 2020-07-20 05:40:01 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/PatriotDancing/status/1285054662375170049
Anons take note. 
You have a rival. 
Q

#4608 - 2020-07-20 05:24:56 (UTC+1)
Acknowledged.
God Bless America.
Q

#4607 - 2020-07-20 05:06:56 (UTC+1)
***
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Are you ready to serve once again?
Q

#4606 - 2020-07-20 04:57:31 (UTC+1)
>>10016299

#4605 - 2020-07-20 04:55:35 (UTC+1)

#4604 - 2020-07-20 04:33:13 (UTC+1)
https://www.military.com/video/aircraft/gunships/ac-130-gunship-lights-up-the-night/658552061001
Batten down the hatches.
Q

#4603 - 2020-07-20 04:24:57 (UTC+1)
[Domestic]
How many [R] 2016 candidates were illegally surv? 
How many journalists were illegally surv?
How many House members were illegally surv?
How many Senate members were illegally surv?
Upstream collection. [umbrella]
702
non-702
FVEY
non-FVEY
spy_insert_campaign[s] 1&2
ren�e�gade
a person who deserts and betrays an organization, country, or set of principles.
Similar:
traitor
defector
deserter
turncoat
betrayer
rebel
mutineer
quisling
�fth columnist
renegado
tergiversator
Q

#4602 - 2020-07-20 04:01:02 (UTC+1)
News | socials = propaganda
News | socials = bias
News | socials = political tool
News | socials = weapon
News | socials = camou�age 
We are one of many vehicles traveling on the information superhighway. 
The choice [of information] has always been yours.
"Free thought" is a philosophical viewpoint which holds that positions regarding truth should be formed on the basis of logic, reason, and empiricism, rathe
authority, tradition, revelation, or dogma. 
Information warfare.
Q

#4601 - 2020-07-20 03:39:01 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Techno_Fog/status/1285020586801070083
Sunlight kills.
v2
Q

#4600 - 2020-07-20 03:36:30 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/CBS_Herridge/status/1284904259188908034
Sunlight kills.
v2
Q

#4599 - 2020-07-19 21:38:23 (UTC+1)
[8.19.2018]
August.
Q

#4598 - 2020-07-19 21:09:42 (UTC+1)
>>10010940
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Important to fully digest and understand.
Follow for days ahead [DECLAS].
[note the pen]
You have more than you know.
Q

#4597 - 2020-07-19 19:38:53 (UTC+1)
>>10010141

#4596 - 2020-07-19 19:15:24 (UTC+1)
>>10009900

#4595 - 2020-07-19 19:14:30 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/AngelGotti5/status/1284664059758022661
THE SWAMP RUNS DEEP.
v2_change we can believe in
Q

#4594 - 2020-07-19 19:12:15 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/meadows-previews-school-reopening-plans-durham-probe-results-i-expect-indictments
Q

#4593 - 2020-07-18 18:52:47 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Pnthii/status/1284522108521938944
When the news is no longer trustworthy it is up to each of us to use discernment.
Have faith and trust in yourself. 
UNITY NOT DIVISION.
WWG1WGA.
Q

#4592 - 2020-07-18 18:43:12 (UTC+1)
When was the last time you witnessed a [D] party leader being Patriotic [exhibiting National Pride (love of Country)]? 
When was the last time you witnessed a [D] party leader 'speak out against' the riots [violence in the streets]?
[MSDNC projecting 'peaceful' protests?]
When was the last time you witnessed a [D] party leader support those who took at oath to protect and defend?
When was the last time you witnessed a [D] party leader support and call for UNITY across our Nation?
Why do they want people divided?
Why do they want people categorized? 
WHO CONTROLS THE DEMOCRAT PARTY LEADERS?
[F]
The Great [D]eceivers. 
Q

#4591 - 2020-07-18 18:21:18 (UTC+1)
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/07/18/connecticut-satanic-desecration-marks-11th-attack-christian-church/
5:5?
Q

#4590 - 2020-07-18 18:18:04 (UTC+1)
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/kevin-spacey-accuser-dies-by-suicide-day-after-actor-posts-kill-them-with-kindness-video
"This marks the third Spacey accuser to die in 2019."
At what point does it become painfully obvious? 
Q

#4589 - 2020-07-18 09:43:26 (UTC+1)
https://nypost.com/2020/07/16/epstein-was-pinocchio-and-ghislaine-was-gepetto-accuser/
Q

#4588 - 2020-07-18 09:12:12 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/QStorm1111/status/1284320974511443968
Do not give up the citizen investigation.
Public awareness important [bypass of controlled [approved] topics].
[General public steered by MSDNC like a dog steering sheep]
Have faith in Humanity.
Q

#4587 - 2020-07-17 23:47:13 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realAlexBaumann/status/1284240420302536705
C19 narrative kill date: Election Day +1
Prepare for zero-day [massive cyber-power] attacks [attempts] on 11.4.
Q

#4586 - 2020-07-17 22:58:23 (UTC+1)
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https://www.foxnews.com/health/coronavirus-update-�orida-labs-not-reporting-negative-test-results-report
How important is FL re: 2020 election?
1 lab = possible human-error
'Countless' labs = deliberate [coordinated]
Largest coordinated mis[dis]information campaign ever to be pushed by controlled entities? 
Who bene�ts the most?
Q

#4585 - 2020-07-17 22:20:53 (UTC+1)
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/18/health/cdc-coronavirus-lab-contamination-testing.html
How do you provide cover for invalid 'positive' test results?
Think pawpaw.
THE SWAMP RUNS DEEP.
THE NEWS IS FAKE.
THE WAR IS REAL.
Q

#4584 - 2020-07-17 22:16:18 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/andrewbostom/status/1283404442088484864
CDC C19 data [actually] lower than reported?
Why did select [D] govs [4] mandate nursing home C19 positive insert?
Election not virus.
Win by any means necessary.
Q

#4583 - 2020-07-17 22:08:04 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/EmeraldRobinson/status/1284104344225423361
What would be the primary purpose of in�ating C19 numbers?
Who bene�ts the most?
Pro-America v Anti-America.
In�ltration.
All assets deployed.
Election not virus.
Q

#4582 - 2020-07-17 22:01:10 (UTC+1)
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/jul/17/peter-strzok-fbi-cross�re-hurricane-watching-trum/
Q

#4581 - 2020-07-17 21:59:00 (UTC+1)
https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/press/rep/releases/judiciary-committee-releases-declassi�ed-documents-that-substantially-undercut-steele-dossier-page-
warrants
Q

#4580 - 2020-07-03 04:34:07 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Goodable/status/1278829041475346432
Have faith in Humanity.
Q

#4579 - 2020-07-03 04:28:50 (UTC+1)

#4578 - 2020-07-03 04:06:40 (UTC+1)

#4577 - 2020-07-03 03:59:41 (UTC+1)

#4576 - 2020-07-03 03:51:21 (UTC+1)

#4575 - 2020-07-03 03:49:10 (UTC+1)

#4574 - 2020-07-03 03:35:55 (UTC+1)

#4573 - 2020-07-03 03:19:00 (UTC+1)

#4572 - 2020-07-03 02:08:26 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/kate_awakening/status/1278806933340696576
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Trust Dan.
Q

#4571 - 2020-07-03 01:39:56 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/FishersOfMen7/status/1278692350181736448
Thank you, Sam.
We are in this together.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4570 - 2020-07-03 00:37:47 (UTC+1)

#4569 - 2020-07-03 00:30:30 (UTC+1)

#4568 - 2020-07-03 00:25:22 (UTC+1)

#4567 - 2020-07-03 00:25:08 (UTC+1)

#4566 - 2020-07-02 23:18:30 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/rn__deplorable/status/1278778177574318086
Impressive, most impressive.
Argument: "Maxwell is not a big enough name to trigger a mass awakening." [example]
Counter-argument: Do not make statements based on assumption of 'worth' and/or 'value'. Do not think 'today' but rather 'after' today.
ONE LEADS TO ANOTHER TO ANOTHER TO ANOTHER.
ONE LEADS TO MANY.
Crimes against Children = common denominator [no matter political a�liation][mass pop awakening].
Have faith in Humanity.
Q

#4565 - 2020-07-02 19:53:00 (UTC+1)
Possible Epstein was a puppet [not the main person(s) of interest]?
Financed by who or what [F] entities?
1. [Primary] gather blackmail on elected pols, dignitaries, royalty, hollywood in�uencers, wall street and other �nancial top level players, other high pro�le in
speci�c people, etc. 
2. Feed an addiction [controllable] 
Maxwell family background?
Robert Maxwell history [intel, agency, wealth, [CLAS 1-99]]?
Sometimes it's the people in the background that are of greater signi�cance. 
Q

#4564 - 2020-07-02 17:35:19 (UTC+1)
Perhaps some understood the signi�cance of the music posted yesterday.
How many of our brothers and sisters play this song prior to the drop (LZ)?
It's going to be a very hot summer.
Add to your playlist.
Q

#4563 - 2020-07-02 17:28:23 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/feds-arrest-ringleader-in-attack-on-andrew-jackson-statue-by-white-house
"These sources add that Charter has connections to Antifa…"
Q

#4562 - 2020-07-02 16:31:31 (UTC+1)
>>9824067

#4561 - 2020-07-02 07:14:09 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/biden-and-dnc-outraise-trump-and-rnc-during-blockbuster-fundraising-month
What a coincidence!
Nothing to see here.
Q

#4560 - 2020-07-02 02:05:39 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9tjdswqGGVg
Q

#4559 - 2020-07-02 01:38:43 (UTC+1)
There was a time when our children stood at attention, and with pride, put their hand on their heart, and in one UNITED voice, recited the PLEDGE OF ALLEG
There was a time when STRENGTH and HONOR meant something.
There was a time when standing for our FLAG meant something.
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There was a time when our history (heritage) was taught with PRIDE and RESPECT.
There was a time when respect was given to those who serve(d), bled, and died to protect and defend our FREEDOM. 
There was a time when we were GRATEFUL.
There was a time when our ACCOMPLISHMENTS meant something.
There was a time when these UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ONE NATION UNDER GOD, was UNITED.
There was a time when these UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ONE NATION UNDER GOD, was UNITED UNDER THE AMERICAN FLAG.
A FLAG THAT WAS CARRIED IN BATTLE BY BRAVE PATRIOTS AS A SYMBOL OF FREEDOM & JUSTICE FOR ALL NO MATTER RACE, RELIGION, OR BACKGROUND.
A BEACON OF HOPE WHEN FLOWN.
A MARK OF RESPECT TO THEIR MEMORY TO THOSE WHO WILLFULLY SACRIFICED THEIR LIVES TO DEFEND. 
There was a time when, WE, THE PEOPLE, decided our future.
There was a time when, WE, THE PEOPLE, had a voice. 
There was a time when, WE, THE PEOPLE, were UNITED and STRONG.
There was a time when the media was free from political bias [and corruption].
There was a time when our elected leaders stood their ground, dug in, and defended those they represented. 
How many Men and Women in uniform are currently serving on the frontlines abroad only to look back in horror to see the homeland on �re? 
What does the word 'Patriot' mean to you?
LAND OF THE FREE.
HOME OF THE BRAVE.
Now is not the time to be complacent. 
Will you answer the call?
"Freedom is never more than one generation away from extinction. We didn't pass it to our children in the bloodstream. It must be fought for, protected, an
on for them to do the same, or one day we will spend our sunset years telling our children and our children's children what it was once like in the United Sta
men were free." - Reagan
Q

#4558 - 2020-07-01 20:58:01 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/MaydayMatrix/status/1278375872387563521
We stand together.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4557 - 2020-07-01 19:58:37 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/HeatherChilders/status/1278380284149465089
Biblical.
Q

#4556 - 2020-07-01 18:44:18 (UTC+1)
Worth repeating.
MSDNC pushes coordinated FAKE, FALSE, MISLEADING DISINFORMATION based on a biased [D] political viewpoint [controlled mouthpiece(s)].
Blue checkmarks then defend and attack [target] opposing viewpoints using slander, aggression, suppression, group-think, etc. [suppression tactics].
Non-blue checkmarks then defend and promote attacker(s) [blues] viewpoint(s) [leftwing 'cult'] to instill echo_chamber wall-to-wall ampli�ed narrative for ea
designated subject.
Select [public discovery] topics are deemed and ranked in priority order [ranking determines use of assets [big-to-small]].
[How to herd the sheep (you) 101]
If you do not follow [remain in-line] with their political viewpoints you are deliberately made to feel in the minority [isolated] and inferior [using aggression-s
[If majority thinks x then x must be true _projected false reality _minority projected as majority using news _ social media platforms to spotlight designated v
[the 'narrative']].
A public (person) that thinks for themselves [independent free-thought] is what they FEAR the most [loss of control].
Q

#4555 - 2020-07-01 18:32:22 (UTC+1)
Start here:
https://blacklivesmatter.com
Next click 'donate'.
Taken here:
https://secure.actblue.com/donate/ms_blm_homepage_2019
Who is ActBlue?
https://secure.actblue.com
Powering Democratic candidates, committees, parties,
organizations, and c4s around the country.
[D] party funding?
ALL DONATIONS TO BLM [BLM.com] ARE ROUTED THROUGH A DEMOCRAT-ONLY FUNDING ORG.
100% OF BLM DONORS ARE DEMOCRAT?
100% OF BLM DONORS AGREE TO POWER DEMOCRAT CANDIDATES, COMMITTEES, PARTIES, AND ORGANIZATIONS WITH THEIR DONATIONS? 
What % of BLM donations auto-route to [D] party a�liated networks? 
https://www.opensecrets.org/pacs/expenditures.php?cycle=2020&cmte=C00401224
Expenditures 2020 Cycle.
[includes all contributions outside of 'BLM']
What % [of total] of BLM donations between June 1 - July 1 went to Biden for president?
What % [of total] of BLM donations between June 1 - July 1 went to [D] party a�liated networks?
Independent audits are important.
Q

#4554 - 2020-07-01 16:36:21 (UTC+1)
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What % [of total] of BLM donations between June 1 - July 1 went to the Biden campaign for president? 
What % [of total] of Biden's campaign for president donations [money raised] came from BLM donations [past month]?
Worth tracking.
Why is BLM pushed every 4-years? 
Who pays for Sharpton to �y private?
Does BLM 'donated' money end up in Sharpton's [+other 'propped up' narrative drivers] foundation [National Action Network (NAN)] and/or other private a
What outside [F] groups donate large sums of money to BLM 'knowing' it is then routed to Biden campaign for president and other 'friendly' [D] service prov
How do you avoid campaign �nance laws? 
How do you 'wash' [clean] money?
Is this about improving the quality of life for Black Americans OR SOMETHING ELSE?
Q

#4553 - 2020-07-01 16:00:01 (UTC+1)
How do you demonstrate 'reasonable cause' to regulate and/or break up BIG TECH?
What is the common theme/tactic of the LEFT?
De�ne 'Fascism'. 
Forcible suppression of opposition?
De�ne 'Censorship'.
The institution, system, or practice of censoring?
De�ne 'Narrative'.
A way of presenting or understanding a situation or series of events that re�ects and promotes a particular point of view or set of values?
De�ne 'Projection'.
The attribution of one's own ideas, feelings, or attitudes to other people or to objects; especially : the externalization of blame, guilt, or responsibility as a de
against anxiety?
The forming of a plan : scheming?
De�ne 'Psychological Projection'.
A theory in psychology in which the human ego defends itself against unconscious impulses or qualities (both positive and negative) by denying their existen
themselves while attributing them to others?
De�ne 'Narcissist'.
A person who has an excessive interest in or admiration of themselves: narcissists who think the world revolves around them | narcissists preening themse
front of the mirror?
De�ne 'Dogma'.
A point of view or tenet put forth as authoritative without adequate grounds?
De�ne 'Aggression'.
Forceful and sometimes overly assertive pursuit of one's aims and interests?
De�ne 'Suppression'.
The action of suppressing something such as an activity or publication?
[Bonus Round]
'Narcissists' are renowned for using 'psychological projection' to blame other people, even when it is entirely apparent that they are the ones in the wrong.
-----------
De�ne 'Realism'.
The quality or fact of representing a person, thing, or situation accurately or in a way that is true to life?
[Realism]
Actions of [ANTIFA]:
-Aggression (Projection)
-Suppression (Fascism)
-Censorship (Narrative-Dogma)
Actions of [FAKE NEWS]:
-Aggression (Projection)
-Suppression (Fascism)
-Censorship (Narrative-Dogma)
Actions of [TWITTER, FB, GOOG, YT, REDDIT, etc..]:
-Aggression (Projection)
-Suppression (Fascism)
-Censorship (Narrative-Dogma)
MSDNC pushes coordinated FAKE, FALSE, MISLEADING DISINFORMATION based on a biased [D] political viewpoint [controlled mouthpiece(s)].
Blue checkmarks then defend and attack [target] opposing viewpoints using slander, aggression, suppression, group-think, etc. [suppression tactics].
Non-blue checkmarks then defend and promote attacker(s) [blues] viewpoint(s) [leftwing 'cult'] to instill echo_chamber wall-to-wall ampli�ed narrative for ea
designated subject.
Select [public discovery] topics are deemed and ranked in priority order [ranking determines use of assets [big-to-small]].
[How to herd the sheep (you) 101]
If you do not follow [remain in-line] with their political viewpoints you are deliberately made to feel in the minority [isolated] and inferior [using aggression-s
[If majority thinks x then x must be true _projected false reality _minority projected as majority using news _ social media platforms to spotlight designated v
[the 'narrative']].
A public (person) that thinks for themselves [independent free-thought] is what they are afraid of most [loss of control].
Q

#4552 - 2020-07-01 14:11:14 (UTC+1)
[1]
https://apnews.com/ec121b3d9db53764f0468c012b6813c2
[2]
https://twitter.com/LilaGraceRose/status/1278072413499068416
Why would [D]s block a bill that stops infanticide [allow abortions up to point of birth] and does not provide new restrictions on abortion itself?
How is taxpayer funded [PP] allowed to donate [large sums] of taxpayer funds to select members of [D] party?
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Is this about a woman's right to choose OR SOMETHING ELSE?
Q

#4551 - 2020-06-30 21:48:37 (UTC+1)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/06/wow-joe-biden-going-follow-docs-orders-will-not-hold-rallies-video/
How do you prevent public embarrassment re: lack of crowd size? 
How do you continue the 'con' re: [fake] polling lead?
How do you support mail-in ballot election fraud ["election was not rigged all polls showed Biden had double digit lead v POTUS" - example]?
Who bene�ts the most?
Is this about the virus OR THE ELECTION?
Q

#4550 - 2020-06-30 20:00:14 (UTC+1)
>>9801436
Fear not.
You [we] are not helpless.
Enough must see. 
It is the only way.
You are being presented with the gift of vision.
Ability to see [clearly] what they've hid from you for so long [illumination].
Their deception [dark actions] on full display.
People are waking up in mass.
People are no longer blind.
Do you think it's a coincidence they banned and prevent you attending Church _house of worship? 
Anti-American.
Anti-God.
One must only look to see.
Have faith in Humanity.
Have faith in yourself.
Let light guide you.
Find peace through prayer.
Biblical. 
Q

#4549 - 2020-06-30 19:47:40 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ChadPergram/status/1277982595654041600
Like clockwork.
Q

#4548 - 2020-06-30 19:39:32 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/NYScanner/status/1277824167019233280
Does a combination of prisoner release + 'mask' mandate(s) provide for a more dangerous environment to citizens? 
https://nypost.com/2020/03/30/city-district-attorneys-rip-de-blasio-over-planned-release-of-high-risk-inmates/
"As an example, when we learned last week that [Brann] was about to use her authority to order an across-the-board release of hundreds of inmates servin
sentences, we were assured that the release would not include those serving time for domestic violence or sex o�enses, given the risks to victims," the lette
"Unfortunately, we later learned that such individuals were indeed included in the ranks of those to be released."
"De Blasio said Sunday that more than 650 inmates had been released over coronavirus concerns."
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/local/crime-and-courts/released-from-rikers-in-covid-measure-man-arrested-4-times-in-3-months/2460035/
"Hundreds of prisoners released early from Rikers due to COVID concerns are being enabled to re-o�end again and again without consequences, law enfor
leaders say."
Cause and E�ect.
Do you see what is happening?
Q

#4547 - 2020-06-30 18:12:09 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bWabnDttSZ8&feature=youtu.be
Q

#4546 - 2020-06-30 09:00:13 (UTC+1)
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/07/us/coronavirus-border-mexico-california-el-centro.html
[camou�aged by protests_riots]
COVID-19[2] positive patients in MEXICO were quietly transferred [routed] to CA.
"The swelling numbers of COVID-19 patients entering the United States from Mexico comes as many parts of California have pushed down their infection ra
enables many counties to lift stay-at-home restrictions and reopen businesses."
NEXT:
https://deadline.com/2020/06/california-coronavirus-update-governor-gavin-newsom-says-l-a-county-could-close-back-down-soon-we-will-be-stepping-up-o
enforcement-1202972895/
HOW DO YOU MAINTAIN CONTROL OF THE NARRATIVE [MAIL-IN VOTING NECESSARY] AND ATTEMPT TO KEEP CONTROL OF POP?
Next challenge: rise in cases [due to testing inc & MX>CA] but overall decrease in death rates [nursing home scandal in public domain _no longer viable opti
Q

#4545 - 2020-06-30 06:19:14 (UTC+1)
Humanity is good, but, when we let our guard down we allow darkness to in�ltrate and destroy.
Like past battles fought, we now face our greatest battle at present, a battle to save our Republic, our way of life, and what we decide (each of us) now will d
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future.
Will we be a free nation under God?
Or will we cede our freedom, rights and liberty to the enemy?
We all have a choice to make. . 
Evil [darkness] has never been so exposed to light. 
They can no longer hide in the shadows. 
Our system of government has been in�ltrated by corrupt and sinister elements.
Democracy was almost lost forever. 
Think HRC install: [2+] Supreme Court Justices, 200+ judges, rogue elements expanded inside DOJ, FBI, CIA, NSA, WH, STATE, .......removal 2nd amendment, b
......... America for sale: China, Russia, Iran, Syria.......ISIS & AL Q expansion.......expansion surv of domestic citizens.......modify/change voter rules and regulat
illegals+ballot harvesting w/ SC backed liberal-social opinion.........sell o� of military to highest bidder to �ght internal long-standing wars........
Their thirst for a one world order [destruction of national sovereignty] serves to obtain control over America [and her allies [think EU]] by diluting your vote 
and installing a new one world ruling party. 
The start of this concept began with organizations such as: world health org, world trade org, united nations, ICC, NATO, etc., [all meant to weaken the Unite
also the formation of EU through threat [con] of close proximity attack [attack on one is an attack on all - sales pitch to gen public - fear control].
Re: EU _did each member nation cede sovereignty to Brussels? 
Re: EU _each member must implement EU rules and regulations in all areas [think immigration, currency, overall control].
Their thirst to remove your ability to defend yourself serves to prevent an uprising to challenge their control. 
There is a fundamental reason why our enemies dare not attack [invade] our borders [armed citizenry]. 
If America falls so does the world. 
If America falls darkness will soon follow. 
Only when we stand together, only when we are united, can we defeat this highly entrenched dark enemy. 
Their power and control relies heavily on an uneducated population.
A population that trusts without individual thought.
A population that obeys without challenge. 
A population that remains outside of free thought, and instead, remains isolated living in fear inside of the closed-loop echo chamber of the controlled main
media. 
This is not about politics.
This is about preserving our way of life and protecting the generations that follow.
We are living in Biblical times.
Children of light vs children of darkness.
United against the Invisible Enemy of all humanity.
Q

#4544 - 2020-06-30 06:09:31 (UTC+1)
THESE are the times that try men's souls. The summer soldier and the sunshine patriot will, in this crisis, shrink from the service of their country; but he that
it now, deserves the love and thanks of man and woman. Tyranny, like hell, is not easily conquered; yet we have this consolation with us, that the harder the
the more glorious the triumph. What we obtain too cheap, we esteem too lightly: it is dearness only that gives everything its value. Heaven knows how to pu
price upon its goods; and it would be strange indeed if so celestial an article as FREEDOM should not be highly rated. - Thomas Paine
Q

#4543 - 2020-06-30 01:17:42 (UTC+1)
Loyalists_critical.
A counter-attack to the 1st [law and order] strike _prepared and ready in an e�ort to change the narrative _prevent [blind] mass public awareness re: coord 
remove [sitting] US POTUS _covertly disrupt CoC _regional comm as needed.
Media plans to disregard [re_label as political attack _AG election interference] and inject script.
Some commanding o�cers [EOs] may provide [CLAS 1-99] that do not re�ect those [1-99] of the POTUS or the AG of United States.
Appropriate action should be taken.
Remember your oath.
Remember your mission.
In�ltration not invasion. 
Defend and protect at all costs.
Q

#4542 - 2020-06-30 00:32:10 (UTC+1)
[2]

For the �rst time, the United States has in you a President who courageously defends the right to life, who is not ashamed to denounce the persecution of C
throughout the world, who speaks of Jesus Christ and the right of citizens to freedom of worship. Your participation in the March for Life, and more recently
proclamation of the month of April as National Child Abuse Prevention Month, are actions that con�rm which side you wish to �ght on. And I dare to believe
of us are on the same side in this battle, albeit with di�erent weapons.

For this reason, I believe that the attack to which you were subjected after your visit to the National Shrine of Saint John Paul II is part of the orchestrated m
narrative which seeks not to �ght racism and bring social order, but to aggravate dispositions; not to bring justice, but to legitimize violence and crime; not t
the truth, but to favor one political faction. And it is disconcerting that there are Bishops - such as those whom I recently denounced - who, by their words, p
they are aligned on the opposing side. They are subservient to the deep state, to globalism, to aligned thought, to the New World Order which they invoke e
frequently in the name of a universal brotherhood which has nothing Christian about it, but which evokes the Masonic ideals of those who want to dominat
world by driving God out of the courts, out of schools, out of families, and perhaps even out of churches.

The American people are mature and have now understood how much the mainstream media does not want to spread the truth but seeks to silence and d
spreading the lie that is useful for the purposes of their masters. However, it is important that the good - who are the majority - wake up from their sluggish
do not accept being deceived by a minority of dishonest people with unavowable purposes. It is necessary that the good, the children of light, come togethe
make their voices heard. What more e�ective way is there to do this, Mr. President, than by prayer, asking the Lord to protect you, the United States, and al
humanity from this enormous attack of the Enemy? Before the power of prayer, the deceptions of the children of darkness will collapse, their plots will be re
their betrayal will be shown, their frightening power will end in nothing, brought to light and exposed for what it is: an infernal deception.
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Mr. President, my prayer is constantly turned to the beloved American nation, where I had the privilege and honor of being sent by Pope Benedict XVI as Ap
Nuncio. In this dramatic and decisive hour for all of humanity, I am praying for you and also for all those who are at your side in the government of the Unit
trust that the American people are united with me and you in prayer to Almighty God.

United against the Invisible Enemy of all humanity, I bless you and the First Lady, the beloved American nation, and all men and women of good will.

+ Carlo Maria Vigan�
Titular Archbishop of Ulpiana
Former Apostolic Nuncio to the United States of America

#4541 - 2020-06-30 00:31:32 (UTC+1)
[1]

June 7, 2020
Holy Trinity Sunday
Mr. President,

In recent months we have been witnessing the formation of two opposing sides that I would call Biblical: the children of light and the children of darkness. T
children of light constitute the most conspicuous part of humanity, while the children of darkness represent an absolute minority. And yet the former are th
of a sort of discrimination which places them in a situation of moral inferiority with respect to their adversaries, who often hold strategic positions in govern
politics, in the economy and in the media. In an apparently inexplicable way, the good are held hostage by the wicked and by those who help them either ou
interest or fearfulness.

These two sides, which have a Biblical nature, follow the clear separation between the o�spring of the Woman and the o�spring of the Serpent. On the one 
there are those who, although they have a thousand defects and weaknesses, are motivated by the desire to do good, to be honest, to raise a family, to eng
work, to give prosperity to their homeland, to help the needy, and, in obedience to the Law of God, to merit the Kingdom of Heaven. On the other hand, the
those who serve themselves, who do not hold any moral principles, who want to demolish the family and the nation, exploit workers to make themselves un
wealthy, foment internal divisions and wars, and accumulate power and money: for them the fallacious illusion of temporal well-being will one day - if they d
repent - yield to the terrible fate that awaits them, far from God, in eternal damnation.

We will also discover that the riots in these days were provoked by those who, seeing that the virus is inevitably fading and that the social alarm of the pand
waning, necessarily have had to provoke civil disturbances, because they would be followed by repression which, although legitimate, could be condemned 
unjusti�ed aggression against the population. The same thing is also happening in Europe, in perfect synchrony. It is quite clear that the use of street protes
instrumental to the purposes of those who would like to see someone elected in the upcoming presidential elections who embodies the goals of the deep s
who expresses those goals faithfully and with conviction. It will not be surprising if, in a few months, we learn once again that hidden behind these acts of va
and violence there are those who hope to pro�t from the dissolution of the social order so as to build a world without freedom: Solve et Coagula, as the Ma
adage teaches.

Although it may seem disconcerting, the opposing alignments I have described are also found in religious circles. There are faithful Shepherds who care for 
of Christ, but there are also mercenary in�dels who seek to scatter the �ock and hand the sheep over to be devoured by ravenous wolves. It is not surprisin
these mercenaries are allies of the children of darkness and hate the children of light: just as there is a deep state, there is also a deep church that betrays it
and forswears its proper commitments before God. Thus the Invisible Enemy, whom good rulers �ght against in public a�airs, is also fought against by good
shepherds in the ecclesiastical sphere. It is a spiritual battle, which I spoke about in my recent Appeal which was published on May 8.In society, Mr. Presiden
two opposing realities co-exist as eternal enemies, just as God and Satan are eternal enemies. And it appears that the children of darkness - whom we may 
identify with the deep state which you wisely oppose and which is �ercely waging war against you in these days - have decided to show their cards, so to spe
now revealing their plans. They seem to be so certain of already having everything under control that they have laid aside that circumspection that until now
least partially concealed their true intentions. The investigations already under way will reveal the true responsibility of those who managed the COVID eme
not only in the area of health care but also in politics, the economy, and the media. We will probably �nd that in this colossal operation of social engineering
people who have decided the fate of humanity, arrogating to themselves the right to act against the will of citizens and their representatives in the governm
nations.

__

#4540 - 2020-06-30 00:10:41 (UTC+1)
THE NEWS IS FAKE.
THE INSURGENCY IS REAL.
Q

#4539 - 2020-06-30 00:08:02 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/1277661802395054080
DoD whistleblower coming?
Schi� investigation [hearing] coming? 
WIN BY ANY MEANS NECESSARY.
All assets deployed.
LIVE OR DIE.
[D] PARTY [[F] PUPPET MASTER(S) (string pullers)] DEATH SPIRAL.
Q

#4538 - 2020-06-29 23:07:26 (UTC+1)
https://www.bbc.com/news/health-53218704?
Another Chinese special delivery?
Q
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#4537 - 2020-06-29 22:58:15 (UTC+1)
When does COVID-19[2] MSDNC [fear] push end?
Think 2020_P election +1.
[D] party death spiral.
Q

#4536 - 2020-06-28 22:18:28 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/TheSpunQ/status/1277331318389592065
If the news is untrustworthy, corrupt, controlled, and simply an extension [arm] of the [D] party…
How do you circumvent? [controlled lines of comm [propaganda]]
How do you communicate directly with the people?
Backchannels are important.
Information warfare.
Knowledge is >power<
Q

#4535 - 2020-06-28 21:56:10 (UTC+1)
A person(s) value:
1. vote
2. monetary value (tax contribution)
3. 
Why is 'free thought' ridiculed, challenged, and threatened when a person is opposed to the 'mainstream-narrative'?
[2] remains �xed (degree allowable by 'economic recession/expansion')
[1] remains a variable
[1] dependent on a 'controlled' system of information dissemination 
What happens when 90% of the media is controlled/owned by (6) corporations?
What happens when those same corporations are operated and controlled by a political ideology? 
What happens when the news is no longer free from bias? 
What happens when the news is no longer reliable and independent? 
What happens when the news is no longer trustworthy?
What happens when the news simply becomes an extension/arm of a political party?
Fact becomes �ction?
Fiction becomes fact?
When does news become propaganda?
Identity creation?
How does the average person, who is under constant �nancial stress (by design), �nd time to research and discern fact v �ction? 
Majority of people more prone to believe someone in power sitting behind a big brand 'news' name?
Do people [human psyche] tend to follow the 'majority/mainstream viewpoint' in fear of being isolated and/or shunned?
'Mainstream' is used for a reason [dominate trend in opinion].
[If majority of people believe 'x' then 'x' must be validated / true]
Why do 'mainstream' media heads, within di�erent orgs, always use the same keywords and/or catch phrases? 
Coordinated? By who? Outside entity providing instructions?
Do they count on the fact that people [human psyche] are more prone to believe something if heard over-and-over again by di�erent 'trusted' sources? 
Do 'echo chamber' tactics provide validation / credibility to the topic/point being discussed? 
Threat to intellectual freedom? 
Would control over[of] these institutions/organizations allow for the mass control of a populations viewpoint re: a desired topic? 
Read again - digest. 
Would control over[of] these institutions/organizations allow for the mass control of a populations viewpoint re: a desired topic? 
THINK BLM PUSH EVERY 4-YEARS.
Logical thinking. 
Why, after the election of 2016, did [D]'s and media corps jumpstart a [coordinated & planned] divisive blitz intended to create falsehoods re: illegitimacy of 
character assassination of POTUS through sexism, racism, every other 'ism'? 
How much of the population still believes POTUS colluded w/ RUSSIA due to MSDNC 365-blitz?
No MSDNC retraction of POTUS_RUSSIA collusion narrative [propaganda]? _why?
Pre/post 2016 election?
Why were[are] violent [masked] terror orgs such as Antifa immediately created/funded and allowed to operate within [D] controlled cities [safe-zones]?
Why were these orgs tasked w/ immediate intimidation/shut down of any pro-POTUS rally[s] and/or events? 
Why were marches immediately organized to counter and silence pro-POTUS rally[s] and/or events?
Why were marches immediately organized which divided people into sex/gender, race, [ism]?
When you control the levers of news dissemination, you control the narrative.
Control of the narrative = power
When you are blind, what do you see?
They want you divided.
Divided by religion.
Divided by race.
Divided by sex.
Divided by political a�liation. 
Divided by class.
When you are divided, and angry, and controlled, you target those 'di�erent' from you, not those responsible [controllers].
Divided you are weak.
Divided you pose no threat to their control. 
When 'non-dogmatic' information becomes FREE & TRANSPARENT it becomes a threat to those who attempt to control the narrative and/or stable [livestock
sheep].
When you are awake, you stand on the outside of the stable ('group-think' collective), and have 'free thought'. 
"Free thought" is a philosophical viewpoint which holds that positions regarding truth should be formed on the basis of logic, reason, and empiricism, rathe
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authority, tradition, revelation, or dogma. 
THIS REPRESENTS A CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL REPUBLIC OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Q

#4534 - 2020-06-27 02:35:53 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/maQi5er/status/1276672694038048768
Stand at the ready.
Q

#4533 - 2020-06-27 02:24:00 (UTC+1)
>>9760174
[ES]
Mistakes to you are roadmaps to others.
Q

#4532 - 2020-06-27 02:20:15 (UTC+1)
As the darkness falls so does our enemies.
Q

#4531 - 2020-06-27 02:18:19 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/stephersford/status/1276625593828880387
The next few weeks will demonstrate our resolve.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4530 - 2020-06-27 02:15:35 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/elenochle
Rising to the occasion. 
Understanding what's at stake. 
God bless each and every one of you.
We will not fail. 
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4529 - 2020-06-26 22:02:11 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/HouseGOP/status/1276589294010982401
Did order(s) violate government mandated policies? 
Would a jury of peers agree their actions were reckless? 
Would a jury of peers agree their actions were negligent?
https://www.law.cornell.edu/constitution-conan/amendment-11/suits-against-state-o�cials
"The immunity of a state from suit has long been held not to extend to actions against state o�cials for damages arising out of willful and negligent disrega
laws.165 The reach of the rule is evident in Scheuer v. Rhodes,166 in which the Court held that plainti�s were not barred by the Eleventh Amendment or oth
immunity doctrines from suing the governor and other o�cials of a state alleging that they deprived plainti�s of federal rights under color of state law and 
damages, when it was clear that plainti�s were seeking to impose individual and personal liability on the o�cials. There was no "executive immunity" from s
Court held; rather, the immunity of state o�cials is quali�ed and varies according to the scope of discretion and responsibilities of the particular o�ce and t
circumstances existing at the time the challenged action was taken."
Q

#4528 - 2020-06-26 06:13:12 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/OracleExec/status/1276254946611146753
The honor is ours.
Nice meeting you.
Q

#4527 - 2020-06-26 06:07:20 (UTC+1)
>>9750276
3 seconds.
Dan is to blame.
Q

#4526 - 2020-06-26 05:54:46 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/juliacarriew/status/1276275098870112256
Daily attacks are normal.
But, what are the odds this particular hit re: FB censorship push comes the next day? [think battle�eld and mission(s)]
The 'Guardian'. 
Information Warfare.
Q

#4525 - 2020-06-26 04:53:42 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=veQ1_ujziEg
[41:45]
Q
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#4524 - 2020-06-26 04:21:59 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Tdawg0925/status/1276334965492416513
Good catch.
Coincidence? 
Important people understand for future events.
Assumption or intel based?
All assets [F][D] deployed.
[D] + China = 11.3
Q

#4523 - 2020-06-25 21:16:38 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/QanonWga/status/1276229137603063809
Praying for a swift recovery to your back [keep �ghting! never give up!].
United and Strong.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4522 - 2020-06-25 21:01:31 (UTC+1)
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/05/23/21-million-nyc-�eld-hospital-closes-after-never-seeing-a-single-patient/
Worth remembering.
Why were elderly COVID-19[2] positive patients forced [pushed] into nursing homes [known hot zones] if ample capacity existed to support locally?
Can you logically explain why select [D] gov(s) made decisions re: elderly push into hot zones which [knowingly] contradicted federal guidelines and as well a
common sense [think annual in�uenza death rate(s) re: age group 65+]? 
Evil surrounds us.
Q

#4521 - 2020-06-25 20:29:10 (UTC+1)
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/7297?r=1&s=1
Worth tracking.
https://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/monograph_reports/MR1251/MR1251.AppD.pdf
"The Posse Comitatus Act, 18 U.S. Code, Section 1385, an original intent of which was to end the use of federal troops [TO POLICE STATE ELECTIONS] in form
Confederate states, proscribes the role of the Army and Air Force in executing civil laws and states."
KEY EXCEPTIONS TO THE POSSE COMITATUS ACT
"Pursuant to the presidential power to quell domestic violence, federal troops are expressly exempt from the prohibitions of Posse Comitatus Act, and this e
applies equally to active-duty military and federalized National Guard troops."
What is Adam Schi� trying to prevent?
Everything you are witnessing [past & present [future]] centrally revolves around the Presidential Election of 2020.
Win by any means necessary [self-preservation]. 
Q

#4520 - 2020-06-25 20:11:56 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SteveScalise/status/1276190869171900417
Di�cult truths.
Q

#4519 - 2020-06-25 03:18:52 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/OracleExec/status/1275930503301005312
Honor-bound.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4518 - 2020-06-25 02:01:56 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SavageDystrophy/status/1275934737161490432
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4517 - 2020-06-25 00:08:51 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/rn__deplorable/status/1275912266689523712
We're in this together.
UNITY NOT DIVISION.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4516 - 2020-06-24 23:20:13 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ShaneHuntley/status/1275898590825639936
Interesting this was prioritized [routed].
GOOG threat analysis group _entry catalog. 
Deep dreaming, young dragon�y.
Q

#4515 - 2020-06-24 21:12:54 (UTC+1)
>>9732889
[ing] error.
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On the move.
Q

#4514 - 2020-06-24 21:11:28 (UTC+1)
Worth remember - Feb 2019
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/feb/18/online-conspiracy-theorists-democracy
"The scale this generates is disproportional enough to distort public perception: In 2018, ISD identi�ed close to 30m uses of the word "QAnon" across Twitte
YouTube and forums such as Reddit and 4chan."
Numbers today dwarf past estimates. 
Handle w/ care.
Q

#4513 - 2020-06-24 21:05:48 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/CYBERCOM_DIRNSA/status/1275821736739643394
Q

#4512 - 2020-06-24 19:32:07 (UTC+1)

#4511 - 2020-06-24 19:17:11 (UTC+1)
This has never been attempted.
Use of general public to counter the narrative [propaganda] push by controlled media. 
Analysis [start-to-now] indicates situational awareness [decoupling of MSDNC control of information (channels 1-99)] of general public expanding at massive
Attacks indicate [can be de�ned as] loss of generalized information control.
Need to expend ammunition [muster network to defend and coordinate attacks] to counter. 
MIL-CIV Alliance.
Q

#4510 - 2020-06-24 19:06:33 (UTC+1)
>>9731023
Take the oath.
Mission forward.
Q

#4509 - 2020-06-24 19:01:36 (UTC+1)
You have been selected to help serve your Country.
Never retreat from the battle�eld [Twitter, FB, etc.].
Use other platforms as a form of centralized command and control. 
Organize and connect [bridge through linking].
Source meme(s) material from battle�eld and/or garage [highlight & share][take & drop]
Mission 1: Dispute [reject] propaganda push through posting of research and facts 
Mission 2: Support role of other digital soldiers [one falls another stands (rises)]
Mission 3: Guide [awaken] others through use of facts [DECLAS 1-99 material and other relevant facts] and memes [decouple MSDNC control of info stream
'counter' questions to initiate 'thought' vs repeat [echo] of MSDNC propaganda 
Mission 4: Learn use of camou�age [digitally] _primary account suspended-terminated _use of secondary
Mission 5: Identify strengths / weaknesses [personal and designated target(s)] re: Twitter & FB [+other] example re: meme(s) failure to read through use of A
[think Tron (MCP_master control program)] _dependence on person-to-person capture [slow response time unidenti�ed user(s)]
Game theory.
Information warfare. 
Welcome to the Digital Battle�eld.
Together we win.
Q

#4508 - 2020-06-24 18:20:43 (UTC+1)
Add Biden?
Memes are important.
Q

#4507 - 2020-06-24 17:36:36 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Techno_Fog/status/1275803339738021890
They never thought she would lose.
Careless.
Q

#4506 - 2020-06-24 17:22:06 (UTC+1)
The People's General.
Soon.
***
Q

#4505 - 2020-06-23 23:01:06 (UTC+1)
https://thehill.com/policy/defense/504161-pentagons-top-technology-o�cials-resign
More coming? [senior]
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Remember your oath.
Q

#4504 - 2020-06-23 22:20:33 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VyL4UoX2Nqc&feature=youtu.be&t=53
Do you see the 'noose' used to close the garage door?
[0:53]
Q

#4503 - 2020-06-23 20:47:53 (UTC+1)
https://toronto.citynews.ca/2016/04/05/black-lives-matter-co-founder-tweets-about-killing-men-and-white-folks/
Worth remembering.
What happens when 'racists' are running a supposed 'anti-racist' organization?
Hatred?
Violence?
Destruction?
Murder?
Division pushed every election year [4 years]?
Why?
Political advantage to one party over another?
What if [D]s never let go post civil war?
What if they simply implemented a new form of control [ownership]?
Knowledge is power.
Take ownership of yourself [your life].
Q

#4502 - 2020-06-23 19:53:29 (UTC+1)
https://justthenews.com/accountability/russia-and-ukraine-scandals/�red-prosecutor-was-given-biden-ukraine-allegations#
Timing of video release [#4500] & Berman termination?
Coincidence?
"You cannot attack your political opponent."
The doubters will soon be believers.
Years in the making.
Q

#4501 - 2020-06-23 19:22:41 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/cajun4trump/status/1275452686280716288
A little humor goes a long way.
Q

#4500 - 2020-06-23 18:56:29 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ei6O14Td89g
Worth listening (reading).
Q

#4499 - 2020-06-23 03:47:04 (UTC+1)
INFORMATION WARFARE.
Q

#4498 - 2020-06-23 03:44:13 (UTC+1)
>>9712392
Use 'topic' as target practice.
Test your strengths.
Know your weaknesses.
Adapt.
Overcome.
Q

#4497 - 2020-06-23 03:37:36 (UTC+1)
>>9712276
Memes prep.
Music prep.
Organize.
Unite. 
Prepare.
Q

#4496 - 2020-06-23 03:34:16 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1275214316384501760
Digital warriors ready.
Surrender to None ['Digital Battleground'].
WWG1WGA!!!
Q
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#4495 - 2020-06-22 18:29:57 (UTC+1)
"Every record has been destroyed or falsi�ed, every book rewritten, every picture has been repainted, every statue and street building has been renamed, e
has been altered. And the process is continuing day by day and minute by minute. History has stopped. Nothing exists except an endless present in which t
always right." - George Orwell, 1984
Sound familiar? 
Q

#4494 - 2020-06-22 18:24:59 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1275024974579982336
Is this about the virus OR THE ELECTION?
Manipulated polls meant to 'legitimize' rigged election results?
"The election was not rigged - all the polls demonstrated Biden's clear lead across the Country." - Example
What happens if China successfully duplicates [clones] select ballots [battleground states]?
What happens if coordination exists with select states to deliver 'printing' and 'paper' ballot recipe(s)? [secrets] to select [F] adversaries? 
Nothing to lose? 
Logical thinking.
Q

#4493 - 2020-06-22 03:15:40 (UTC+1)
https://nypost.com/2020/05/13/pennsylvania-health-o�cial-moved-mother-from-nursing-home/
"The health o�cial responsible for overseeing nursing homes in Pennsylvania - where nearly 70 percent of the state's coronavirus-related deaths have occu
reportedly moved her elderly mother out of a facility as deaths skyrocketed."
Reconcile.
Q

#4492 - 2020-06-22 02:51:55 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SteveScalise/status/1274829394981388296
How is it possible select [D] governors thought it was 'safe' to push COVID-19 positive elderly patients back into nursing homes [hot zones]?
https://medicine.yale.edu/news/medicineatyale/why-�u-is-deadly-among-the-elderly/
"Each year, 90 percent of deaths worldwide related to in�uenza-A virus (IAV) strike men and women aged 65 and older."
If the �u [in�uenza] is more deadly among the elderly [known] HOW IS IT POSSIBLE SELECT [D] GOVERNORS THOUGHT IT WAS 'SAFE' TO PUSH COVID-19 PO
ELDERLY PATIENTS BACK INTO NURSING HOMES [HOT ZONES]?
WHY WOULD THIS BE DIRECTED IF HOSPITALS [+US NAVY MEDICAL SHIPS [NYC-CA] +ERECTED CARE FACILITIES] HAD MORE THAN 70% CAPACITY?
https://criminal.�ndlaw.com/criminal-charges/third-degree-murder-overview.html
Someone can be accused of third-degree murder if they unintentionally cause someone else's death while committing a dangerous act.
Negligent? 
Reckless?
Who bene�ts the most?
Why only [D] governors? 
How do you reasonably explain what occurred? 
Q

#4491 - 2020-06-21 21:11:39 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/robbystarbuck/status/1274750593274445825
Have faith in Humanity.
Have faith in yourself.
Do not let the media control you [incite division and hatred for one another by use of propaganda and fear mongering [dogma - a point of view or tenet put
authoritative without adequate grounds]].
Q

#4490 - 2020-06-21 20:18:08 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Spaceshot76/status/1274524743325057025
MSDNC: "peaceful" "summer of love" 
Reality [seen on social media]: murder, violence, destruction, anarchy, lawlessness…
People are awake to the truth.
Seeing is believing. 
The age of social media killed their ability to fully control.
You can't censor the world. 
You are the majority.
Q

#4489 - 2020-06-21 19:52:30 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qlqWMazIYUQ
Focus @: 21:45 
Can you see and understand their attempts to slow-stop accountability? 
Who bene�ts the most?
COVID-2 [C]: Lockdown(s)
Lockdown(s) +C: POTUS economic gains wiped
Lockdown(s) +C: POTUS unemployment gains wiped
Lockdown(s) +C: POTUS rally hold [prevent gathering_dim energy]
Lockdown(s) +C: Close churche(s) _other person-to-person [keep in isolation _dim energy _fear no hope]
Lockdown(s) +C: Inc death toll _[D] mayor(s)/gov(s) push COVID positive seniors to hot zone(s) [senior (home) care facilities] _retain FEAR & lockdown (isolate
_combine pneumonia in�uenza death count w/ COVID [inc death toll]
Lockdown(s) +C: BIDEN hideaway prevent 'self-embarrassment' 
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Lockdown(s) +C: [D] state mail-in-ballot doorstep �ood
Lockdown(s) +C: Build public unrest _[future BLM (4)-year push]
Lockdown(s) +C: Release unrest [BLM (4)-year push] within closed [D] controlled cities & dedicated safe zone(s) [mayor-gov coordinated (guarantee) release 
arrested]
BLM (4)-year push: BIDEN negative news ELIM re: UKRAINE-CHINA family bribes and corruption 
BLM (4)-year push: BIDEN negative news ELIM re: SEXUAL ASSAULT CLAIM re: Tara Reade [preserve #MeToo future [R] attack]
BLM (4)-year push: Insert ANTIFA [D][F] pocket-controlled [D] safe zone(s) _Country on �re (real) _MSDNC _peaceful protests (fake) _bait POTUS use of GI MIL
untrained] capture 'money shot' [shooting of 'peaceful protestor'][breach of WH perimeter][takeover central location][attempt WH breach safety-security PO
[current-former MIL public statement(s) _POTUS unconstitutional framework MIL takeover if exercised [loyalists prevent]]
BLM (4)-year push: C wave2 opportunity card [D] mayor(s)/gov(s) impose new restrictions if needed _retain narrative mail-in-vote(ing) needed safety security
economic / unemployment recovery (slow) 
Added: Barr _today
Lockdown(s) +C: Halt use of grand jury[ies] due to 'close proximity' _COVID mandated restrictions throughout all cities
Lockdown(s) +C: Halt travel of called witnesses re: pending investigation [Durham (known)] _legal out deployed by witness "I do not feel comfortable and/or 
traveling due to COVID-19 health concerns." 
[Driver: Baseline: MSDNC coordinated narrative con]
Apply logic and common sense:
1. What are they trying to prevent?
2. Who bene�ts the most?
All assets deployed. 
Q

#4488 - 2020-06-21 18:26:24 (UTC+1)
>>9695854
It will not happen again.
Remember, they also phone in to report 'threats' [deliberate]. 
Heightened security due to recent events.
What was the combined social media unique 'view' count [non_TV]?
5mm+
Keep your eye on the ball.
Q

#4487 - 2020-06-20 21:44:07 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ABC/status/1274426525706866691
Q

#4486 - 2020-06-20 21:15:16 (UTC+1)
CIA Director _early 2017 - April 2018?
External Advisory Board (CIA) members during this time?
Was Bill Barr a member of the board?
What advantages might exist to incoming AG Barr re: member of external advisory board (CIA)?
What advantages might exist to Sec of State re: former Dir of CIA?
It must be right.
It must be according to the law.
It must be proven.
It's what you don't see.
Durham is not the only game in town.
Q

#4485 - 2020-06-20 20:44:00 (UTC+1)
>>9683570
Correct.
Q

#4484 - 2020-06-20 19:00:58 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/TheJusticeDept/status/1274148764769452033
SDNY
Importance of SDNY control?
Jurisdiction: 
Weiner evidence collection
Clinton Foundation 
Epstein evidence collection
Ukraine 
(focus on above [for now])
[Watch NYC]
https://twitter.com/SDNYnews/status/1274178732476059650
THE GUARD REFUSING TO STEP DOWN?
POTUS refusal to formally nominate? 
APPOINTED TO POST BY SDNY JUDGES [unusual][removal of 'acting']?
The stakes are high.
They will �ght.
Super bowl > puppy show
Q
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#4483 - 2020-06-19 05:05:01 (UTC+1)

#4482 - 2020-06-19 01:09:27 (UTC+1)
https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2019/11/26/twitter-allows-pedophiles-to-discuss-attraction-to-minors/
https://www.foxnews.com/tech/bizarre-facebook-survey-asks-users-if-they-condone-pedophilia
Di�cult truths.
This is not another 4-year election.
Q

#4481 - 2020-06-19 00:36:06 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/BreitbartNews/status/1273676937089749000
Only when evil is forced into the light can we defeat it. 
Only when they can no longer operate in the [shadows] can people see the truth for themselves.
Only when people see the truth [for themselves] will people understand the true nature of their deception. 
Di�cult truths.
Q

#4480 - 2020-06-18 01:27:52 (UTC+1)

#4479 - 2020-06-18 01:25:41 (UTC+1)

#4478 - 2020-06-18 01:21:53 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/AskQanon/status/1273277453528641537
Q

#4477 - 2020-06-17 21:05:01 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SteveScalise/status/1272661471382700032
It's not what you know but what you can prove.
Q: can we prove it?
Q: can we prove coordination?
Q: can we prove deliberate action to inc death count to justify vote-by-mail, stay-at-home, bail-out-state, kill-economy, kill-P-rallies, inc unemployment, etc?
Q

#4476 - 2020-06-17 20:30:05 (UTC+1)
Old playbook[s] still used today?
Then v Now
Compare & Contrast
THEN:
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/mar/30/associated-press-cooperation-nazis-revealed-germany-harriet-scharnberg
"The Associated Press news agency entered a formal cooperation with the Hitler regime in the 1930s, supplying American newspapers with material directly
and selected by the Nazi propaganda ministry, archive material unearthed by a German historian has revealed."
"To that extent it is fair to say that these pictures played their part in disguising the true character of the war led by the Germans."
HOW DID HITLER GAIN POWER?
WHAT EVENTS CREATED [POPULATION DEFIANCE [extremism]] THE INSURRECTION?
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zpvhk7h/revision/1
Global economic depression?
Reparations?
Huge rise in unemployment?
"Germans began to lose faith in democracy and looked to extreme parties on the both the Left (the communists) and the Right (the Nazis) for quick and sim
solutions."
"When people are unemployed, hungry and desperate, as millions were in Germany between 1930 and 1933, they often turn to extreme political parties o�
simple solutions to their problems. Between 1930 and 1933 support for the extreme right-wing Nazis and the extreme left-wing communists soared."
NOW:
MSDNC "peaceful protests"
MSDNC propaganda campaign? 
MSDNC information warfare campaign?
MSDNC "POTUS MUST BE REMOVED" push years 1-now?
https://twitter.com/robbystarbuck/status/1272721484012752896
COVID-19 > global economic depression?
[D]party > BLM race push_reparations?
COVID-19 > huge rise in unemployment [40mm]?
Insurrection [riots, city takeover(s), remove police (weaken), property destroy, assault(s), murder, release by [D] Gov/Mayor(s) back-to-streets (safezone(s)), d
hostility, race war, etc.?
END GOAL THEN V NOW?
GOVERNMENT CONTROL.
Understanding the past helps to understand the present.
Q

#4475 - 2020-06-17 19:31:53 (UTC+1)
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#4474 - 2020-06-14 05:01:32 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=57&v=oysFCNPg0DA&feature=emb_logo
Another free pass?
Q

#4473 - 2020-06-14 04:28:21 (UTC+1)
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/05/22/joe-biden-you-aint-black-breakfast-club-mh-orig.cnn
He apologized the same day.
MSDNC provides a free pass.
Black community leaders [millionaires paid by [D] party [�y private]] provide a free pass.
Q

#4472 - 2020-06-14 04:09:02 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0uCrA7ePno
More police prevent crimes?
What changed?
Q

#4471 - 2020-06-14 04:01:41 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/KarluskaP/status/1271057811355643904
Welcome to the REAL [D] PARTY.
Knowledge is power.
Q

#4470 - 2020-06-14 01:19:17 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SherylNYT/status/1150802287205474305
One must only look to �nd the truth.
Q

#4469 - 2020-06-14 00:50:36 (UTC+1)
https://www.militarytimes.com/military-honor/black-military-history/2018/02/06/william-h-carney-the-�rst-black-soldier-to-earn-the-medal-of-honor/
Old Glory stands for Freedom and Equality for All.
The Flag was carried by Union Soldiers during the Civil War in a �ght to abolish slavery [v Confederate Democrats].
The Flag of Lincoln. 
It was considered a great honor to be chosen to carry the �ag in battle. 
The Soldier was unarmed and knew they would most certainly die (as did most who fought), but understood that the �ght, that their lives, was worth the co
sacri�ce). 
They believed in something greater than themselves.
To them, the �ag represented a symbol of freedom, of hope, of equality and prosperity. 
To disrespect the �ag, to kneel, is to disrespect those people who fought and died to provide each and every one of us the rights we are a�orded today. 
Old Glory knows not what color skin carries her - only that for which it stands - one Nation under God, indivisible, with Liberty and JUSTICE FOR ALL. 
TO FREE FROM OPPRESSION.
"Freedom is never more than one generation away from extinction. We didn't pass it on to our children in the bloodstream. It must be fought for, protected
handed on for them to do the same, or one day we will spend our sunset years telling our children and our children's children what it was once like in the U
States where men were free." - Reagan
Q

#4468 - 2020-06-13 23:12:04 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1271909520135110658
The Daily "Beast."
Q

#4467 - 2020-06-13 22:45:56 (UTC+1)
Symbolism will be their downfall.
They are �ghting to regain control.
You stand in their way.
You awake is their greatest fear.
Q

#4466 - 2020-06-13 22:32:49 (UTC+1)
https://www.ushistory.org/declaration/document/
When in the Course of human events it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another and to a
among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinio
mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation.
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among t
Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. - That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consen
governed, - That whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute 
Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to e�ect their Safety and Ha
Prudence, indeed, will dictate that Governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and accordingly all experience hath 
that mankind are more disposed to su�er, while evils are su�erable than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But wh
train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their d
throw o� such Government, and to provide new Guards for their future security. - Such has been the patient su�erance of these Colonies; and such is now 
necessity which constrains them to alter their former Systems of Government.
Q
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#4465 - 2020-06-13 22:17:24 (UTC+1)
Biblical Times.
Q

#4464 - 2020-06-13 22:15:27 (UTC+1)
The 'how' will be hard to understand for most.
Focus on the 'why'. 
The 'when' is now.
Q

#4463 - 2020-06-13 22:10:58 (UTC+1)
YOUR VOICE MATTERS.
YOUR VOTE MATTERS.
Everything you see today is an attempt to eliminate that. 
To remain silent _living in fear [controlled] is to remain powerless.
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/powerless
A Moment In Time.
History has taught us that People Will Rise [Judgement [Revolution] Day] against the Rulers.
From Pharaohs to Kings to Elected O�cials.
A rigged system of control and corruption [evil].
[on the backs of people]
Modern day slavery.
People Will Rise Again.
Put on the full armor of God so that you can take your stand against the devil's schemes. For our struggle is not against �esh and blood, but against the rule
the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms.
Q

#4462 - 2020-06-13 21:44:41 (UTC+1)
Division is man-made.
Division is designed to keep you powerless.
Division is designed to keep you �ghting each other. 
Division is designed to keep you enslaved. 
The Narrative Has You.
No one person is above another.
Unity is Strength.
Unity is Love.
Unity is Humanity.
Trust yourself.
Think for yourself. 
Only when good people [collectively] come together will positive change occur. 
Q

#4461 - 2020-06-13 21:03:17 (UTC+1)
Only when evil is forced into the light can we defeat it. 
Only when they can no longer operate in the [shadows] can people see the truth for themselves.
Only when people see the truth [for themselves] will people understand the true nature of their deception. 
Seeing is Believing. 
Sometimes you can't tell the public the truth.
YOU MUST SHOW THEM.
ONLY THEN WILL PEOPLE FIND THE WILL TO CHANGE.
It had to be this way.
This is not another 4-year election.
GOD WINS.
Q

#4460 - 2020-06-13 20:35:27 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zPG_0m2RMxE
They can no longer hide in the dark.
It's happening.
You are watching it.
The World is Watching.
Have faith in Humanity.
Q

#4459 - 2020-06-11 20:38:04 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/JasonButtrill/status/1271091823822409728
The hole runs deep.
Q

#4458 - 2020-06-11 19:33:00 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SpeakerPelosi/status/1270831123745120258
Why are [D]s attempting to remove their past ['as' confederates]? 
Knowing the past helps to understand the present.
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https://www.senate.gov/artandhistory/history/minute/Confederate_General_Becomes_Secretary_of_the_Senate.htm
https://twitter.com/sixthsealnews/status/1269391807173079040
Welcome to the [D] party con.
Q

#4457 - 2020-06-11 19:09:50 (UTC+1)
>>9575226
Logical thinking.
Do you hold hearings [before or after] select item(s) DECLAS?
How do you exert maximum pressure (publicly)? 
SENATE WAS THE TARGET.
Q

#4456 - 2020-06-11 18:41:49 (UTC+1)
https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/press/rep/releases/chairman-graham-announces-committee-to-consider-subpoena-authorization-related-to-oversight-of-�
process-cross�re-hurricane-investigation
Committee approved [12-10] [today].
https://www.axios.com/senate-judiciary-subpoena-russia-investigation-65085cd6-8787-4b35-92f1-c5b6e7272c76.html?
Why it matters: Graham now has sweeping authority to subpoena documents and more than 50 individuals related to the Russia investigation, including for
director James Comey, former CIA director John Brennan and former Director of National Intelligence James Clapper.
Q

#4455 - 2020-06-11 17:46:01 (UTC+1)
What happens when [D]s can no longer cheat electronically? 
Push vote-by-mail?
What 'event' was necessary to provide cover for push?
Q

#4454 - 2020-06-11 17:25:47 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/tucker-carlson-we-were-lied-to-about-coronavirus-and-the-mass-lockdowns-heres-the-proof
"We were all played. Corrupt politicians scared us into giving up control over the most basic questions in our lives. At the same time, they gave more power 
obedient followers, like Antifa, while keeping the rest of us trapped at home and censored online."
virus OR ELECTION?
virus OR EXCUSE TO PUSH VOTE-BY-MAIL?
Q

#4453 - 2020-06-11 16:59:42 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/jsolomonReports/status/1271093215144312832
Q

#4452 - 2020-06-11 16:53:44 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/CBS_Herridge/status/1271078294960640001
Q

#4451 - 2020-06-11 03:40:37 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/RealDealAxelrod/status/1270879193627103232
Welcome to the [D] party con.
Q

#4450 - 2020-06-11 03:10:38 (UTC+1)
Do Anons understand what is about to be unleashed?
Q

#4449 - 2020-06-11 03:04:00 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1270829461710057474
Not Anonymous but Twitter.
[owned and operated]
A creation to combat 'Q' aka 'you'.
Q

#4448 - 2020-06-11 02:51:30 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/samanthamarika1/status/1269407379721908227
WOKE.
Q

#4447 - 2020-06-11 02:37:51 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/RealCandaceO/status/1270874599635529732
Welcome to the [D] party con.
Q

#4446 - 2020-06-11 01:51:54 (UTC+1)
What happens when [D]s can no longer cheat electronically? 
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Push vote-by-mail?
Q

#4445 - 2020-06-11 01:14:50 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/kristina_wong/status/1270852952698347520?cxt=HHwWgIC79d6B_aIjAAAA
Follow the pen.
Q

#4444 - 2020-06-10 03:10:54 (UTC+1)

#4443 - 2020-06-10 01:54:08 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/CarlHigbie/status/1270494551845875715
People are waking up [[D] party con].
Q

#4442 - 2020-06-10 01:43:50 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/barr-says-familiar-names-among-those-doj-is-investigating-in-durham-probe.amp?
"For the �rst time in American history, the police organizations and the national security organizations were used to spy on a campaign and there was no ba
Barr said.
Q

#4441 - 2020-06-10 01:29:22 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/AKA_RealDirty/status/1270485094604685315
The wait will soon be over.
Q

#4440 - 2020-06-09 21:10:32 (UTC+1)
Sometimes a PSA re: coordinated and intended plans serves to prevent the action. 
Reach has meaning.
Q

#4439 - 2020-06-07 02:51:08 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1269354427133112322
Q

#4438 - 2020-06-07 02:45:16 (UTC+1)
Not all posts are meant for Anons.
Q

#4437 - 2020-06-07 02:43:52 (UTC+1)
>>9511175
def visit_twitter_and_log_in
visit 'https://cards-dev.twitter.com/validator'
�nd('input.js-username-�eld').set(ENV['TWITTER_USERNAME'])
�nd('input.js-password-�eld').set(ENV['TWITTER_PASSWORD'])
click_on('Log in')
end
def enter_url_and_click_preview(url)
�nd('input.FormControl').set(url)
click_on('Preview card')
result = has_content?('Page fetched successfully')
visit 'https://cards-dev.twitter.com/validator'
end
end
Q

#4436 - 2020-06-07 02:30:37 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ObamaFoundation/status/1262054709772324866
Reconcile.
Q

#4435 - 2020-06-07 00:45:28 (UTC+1)

#4434 - 2020-06-07 00:19:04 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/sixthsealnews/status/1269391807173079040
Q

#4433 - 2020-06-06 23:38:47 (UTC+1)

#4432 - 2020-06-06 22:37:17 (UTC+1)
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/06/06/defense-secretary-mark-esper-orders-national-guard-in-d-c-to-disarm-wear-soft-caps-instead-of-helmets/
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Do you see what is happening?
Q

#4431 - 2020-06-06 21:42:52 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/robbystarbuck/status/1269350320964059138
Do you see what is happening?
Q

#4430 - 2020-06-06 21:18:13 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/CBS_Herridge/status/1269345227703234560
Remember your oath.
Q

#4429 - 2020-06-06 20:32:28 (UTC+1)
https://s3.amazonaws.com/lifesite/Open_Letter_President_Donald_Trump.pdf
The Armor of God
Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power. Put on the full armor of God, so that you can take your stand against the devil's schemes. For our stru
against �esh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the hea
realms. Therefore put on the full armor of God, so that when the day of evil comes, you may be able to stand your ground, and after you have done everyth
stand. Stand �rm then, with the belt of truth buckled around your waist, with the breastplate of righteousness in place, and with your feet �tted with the rea
that comes from the gospel of peace. In addition to all this, take up the shield of faith, with which you can extinguish all the �aming arrows of the evil one. 1
helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God.
And pray in the Spirit on all occasions with all kinds of prayers and requests. With this in mind, be alert and always keep on praying for all the Lord's people.
Have faith in Humanity.
Have faith in Yourself.
Have faith in God.
The Great Awakening.
Q

#4428 - 2020-06-06 00:57:11 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/MayorBowser/status/1269037339994660864
Attempt [another] to remove WH protection.
Ask yourself, why?
Enemy of the People.
Q

#4427 - 2020-06-05 23:50:11 (UTC+1)
Seeing is Believing.
Have faith in Humanity.
Q

#4426 - 2020-06-05 21:41:03 (UTC+1)
Important to understand.
MSDNC [+social media] projection we are the minority is false.
WE ARE THE MAJORITY AND GROWING EVERY SECOND OF THE DAY.
MSDNC [+social media] projection we are divided is false. 
WE ARE UNITED AND ONLY GETTING STRONGER.
People are awake and see what is happening.
Patriots have no skin color.
Humanity is good.
Q

#4425 - 2020-06-05 21:07:25 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ArthurSchwartz/status/1268928282990387200
Full MSDNC blitzkrieg. 
Known and ready.
October surprise(s) being prepped and warmed. 
Q

#4424 - 2020-06-05 20:48:26 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/BardsFM/status/1268728481497649154
What happens when the gag order is lifted [case dismissed]?
"I am not done." 
Be All You Can Be.
Army Strong.
They knew they could not destroy America through invasion.
In�ltration at the highest levels of government, media, science, health, military CoC, …..
FINAL LEVEL. 
Q

#4423 - 2020-06-05 20:28:16 (UTC+1)
>>9487886
Follow the pen.
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Have you not been following?
Q

#4422 - 2020-06-05 19:51:30 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/CBS_Herridge/status/1268957599539527680
Change We Can Believe In.
Q

#4421 - 2020-06-05 07:14:41 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Harlan/status/1268679251475206145
Do you see what is happening?
Q

#4420 - 2020-06-05 06:38:34 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SenMikeLee/status/1268756501516050432
Do you see what is happening?
Q

#4419 - 2020-06-05 06:33:42 (UTC+1)
>>9478621
Have faith.
Q

#4418 - 2020-06-05 05:26:06 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DanScavino/status/1268738637333700608
Biblical.
Q

#4417 - 2020-06-05 05:14:36 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/KarluskaP/status/1268706422503735296
Remember your oath.
Remember why you joined.
It's about the person standing next to you.
Q

#4416 - 2020-06-05 03:47:53 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/jeremiah-ellison-minnesota-ag-keith-ellisons-son-dismantle-minneapolis-police-department
In�ltration instead of invasion.
Q

#4415 - 2020-06-05 02:20:42 (UTC+1)
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2020/06/james-mattis-denounces-trump-protests-militarization/612640/
https://www.militarytimes.com/news/pentagon-congress/2020/06/02/senior-military-leaders-being-called-to-testify-to-congress-about-george-�oyd-protest
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/defense-national-security/pentagon-distances-itself-from-trump-on-crowd-control-laments-murder-of-�oyd
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/06/04/revolt-generals/
Riot [coordination] in select safe-zone cities [D] control mayor(s) [allow] staged event allow former-active MIL brass assertion of 'Unconstitutional' 'Threat to
Constitution' _Mutiny
MSM public optics 'staging' underway.
ALERT readiness: severe-critical
Q

#4414 - 2020-06-05 01:49:59 (UTC+1)
EAM LOYALISTS:
RED1: POTUS twitter removal
RED2: Central communications blackout [continental US]
RED3: CLAS movement PELOSI or PENCE
RED4: Movement of MIL assets [10th Mountain_1st Marine_CPSD_Marine_QVIR] to central locations under guise of citizen riot control.
RED5: NAT MIL COM CEN 
RED6: SEC OF DEF _instruct1
USSS
CASTLE_ROCK
Q

#4413 - 2020-06-05 01:02:12 (UTC+1)
https://www.axios.com/tina-kaidanow-�fth-pentagon-o�cial-resigns-4ea23438-d930-4e6b-be1e-9e370492e385.html
https://twitter.com/Calloutfortruth/status/1268642419635114000
Those loyal to our Constitutional Republic and our Command Structure.
Those loyal to the O�ce of the President and the will of the people.
Those who swore an oath to protect and defend against all enemies foreign and domestic.
Those good people who serve proudly for America.
CASTLE_ROCK.
FOR GOD AND COUNTRY.
Q
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#4412 - 2020-06-05 00:55:20 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1268675068814659584
We are �ghting for our survival.
Q

#4411 - 2020-06-04 23:30:12 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/honest2gosh/status/1268655091290181632
THE NEWS IS FAKE.
THE WAR IS REAL.
Q

#4410 - 2020-06-04 22:49:46 (UTC+1)
Operators are standing by.
Q

#4409 - 2020-06-04 22:45:35 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/jeremyfaust/status/1268615125323272192
When media and [D] elected o�cials [coordinate] [knowingly] attempt to prevent a 'medically veri�able' solution [prevention] re: COVID-19 [prev_death] we 
STATE OF CRISIS.
When [D] elected o�cials [coordinate] [knowingly] push COVID-19 positive 'elderly' patients into nursing homes [HOT SPOT(s)_ most at risk] we enter a STAT
CRISIS.
Your life means nothing to them [sheep].
You are a vote when it matters and a dollar sign when it does not.
Q

#4408 - 2020-06-04 21:48:02 (UTC+1)
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/enlightenment/
The Enlightenment is often associated with its political revolutions and ideals, especially the French Revolution of 1789. The energy created and expressed b
intellectual foment of Enlightenment thinkers contributes to the growing wave of social unrest in France in the eighteenth century. The social unrest comes 
in the violent political upheaval which sweeps away the traditionally and hierarchically structured ancien r�gime (the monarchy, the privileges of the nobilit
political power of the Catholic Church). The French revolutionaries meant to establish in place of the ancien r�gime a new reason-based order instituting th
Enlightenment ideals of liberty and equality.
…enlightenment with the process of undertaking to think for oneself, to employ and rely on one's own intellectual capacities in determining what to believe 
to act. 
Q

#4407 - 2020-06-04 21:39:26 (UTC+1)
http://www.citypages.com/news/minneapolis-city-council-members-consider-disbanding-the-police/570993291
Important to understand.
ONLY AT THE PRECIPICE [moment of destruction] WILL PEOPLE FIND THE WILL TO CHANGE.
Q

#4406 - 2020-06-04 21:24:32 (UTC+1)

#4405 - 2020-06-04 21:21:11 (UTC+1)
https://deadline.com/2020/06/los-angeles-mayor-eric-garcetti-city-o�cials-cutting-100-150-million-from-lapd-budget-funds-to-be-reinvested-in-communitie
1202950811/
Important to understand.
Q

#4404 - 2020-06-04 21:16:58 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/wmalnews/status/1268584801965146114
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/501173-pelosi-demands-trump-clarify-deployment-of-unidenti�ed-law-enforcement-in-dc
Important to understand.
What happens if a breach occurs @ WH?
Attempts [coordinated] to 'capture a horrifying moment'?
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/goal📁
What happens then?
Heavy protect (WH) _prev?
POTUS 'warning' meant to push 'rational thought' (peaceful protestors) _prev coordinated anarchist [anarchy 99] push to victory [WH breach]?
Q

#4403 - 2020-06-04 19:59:29 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1268594745254780928
What happens if a breach occurs @ WH?
Attempts [coordinated] to 'capture a horrifying moment'?
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/goal
What happens then?
Heavy protect (WH) _prev?
POTUS 'warning' meant to push 'rational thought' (peaceful protestors) _prev coordinated anarchist [anarchy 99] push to victory [WH breach]?
Q

#4402 - 2020-06-04 19:01:13 (UTC+1)
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https://twitter.com/Yoder_Esqq/status/1268362041221361664
Demons continue to serve the devil in his attempt to lead the world away from God and into sin.
Q

#4401 - 2020-06-04 18:51:36 (UTC+1)
https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=today%205-y&geo=US&q=black%20lives%20matter
Do you see a pattern?
Q

#4400 - 2020-06-04 02:21:07 (UTC+1)
THE SWAMP RUNS DEEP.
Q

#4399 - 2020-06-04 02:17:54 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Eric_Schmitt/status/1268195075953176576
Safe zone(s) known.
Coordinated.
Q

#4398 - 2020-06-03 22:44:46 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/charliekirk11/status/1268268026131935232
POTUS walk to Church.
MSDNC: POTUS cleared peaceful protestors using tear gas, rubber bullets [attack on humanity _racist] etc.
PELOSI walk.
MSDNC: PELOSI [D]s are one with the people and the black community ["protestors" reaching out for her hand _peaceful]
POTUS holds Bible 
MSDNC: Fake pictures created of Hitler holding Bible [project white supremacy narrative]
PELOSI holds Bible
MSDNC: PELOSI [D]s are a blessing for our black communities
Attempt to divide and control?
Q

#4397 - 2020-06-03 22:20:00 (UTC+1)
THE SWAMP RUNS DEEP.
They want you divided.
They want you labeled by race, religion, class, sex, etc.
Divided you are weak [no collective power].
Divided you attack each other and miss the true target [them].
MSDNC projection re: scope & size meant to instill fear and basic 'follow the pack mentality' [psych 101][echo-chamber][group think]
'If majority thinks xyz - xyz must be true'
PRO AMERICA v ANTI AMERICA
Re-obtain power by any means necessary.
Prevent public exposure of truth.
Prevent accountability.
Your life means nothing to them [sheep].
You are a vote when it matters and a dollar sign when it does not.
Stand Strong.
Stand Together.
Humanity is Good.
Unity is Humanity.
Unity is Peace.
Be Strong in the Lord.
Pray for Strength.
Pray for Guidance. 
Pray for America.
Put on the full armor of God, so that you can take your stand against the devil's schemes.
Q

#4396 - 2020-06-03 08:44:26 (UTC+1)
God wins.
Q

#4395 - 2020-06-03 08:39:40 (UTC+1)
Now, re_read again:
https://www.foxnews.com/us/antifa-arrests-coming-riots-suburbs📁
"But even before riots exploded across the United States in the aftermath of George Floyd's death, federal and local o�cials have long been investigating th
workings and revenue stream of the anarchist, left-wing out�t."
"And arrests among its highest ranks may be imminent."
"Intelligence sources pointed out that indictments have been building for some time, and a close examination of funding revenues remains under the micro
While Antifa operates as something of a leaderless militant wing, sources closely engaged in the matter said that there are identi�able top brass driving and
criminal activity."
Q

#4394 - 2020-06-03 08:32:14 (UTC+1)
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https://twitter.com/thevagrantpepe/status/1268016901663395840
Q

#4393 - 2020-06-03 08:21:55 (UTC+1)
10.31.2017_10:00:15
Full circle.
Why is ANTIFA allowed to operate?
What happens if Soros funded operations get violent and engage in domestic terrorism? 
What happens if mayors/ police comms/chiefs do not enforce the law?
Think recent events.
You have more than you know.
Q

#4392 - 2020-06-03 08:05:26 (UTC+1)
Mistakes to some are roadmaps to others.
Q

#4391 - 2020-06-03 08:04:16 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/QArmyST/status/1268051203256127489
Worth remembering. 
Q

#4390 - 2020-06-03 03:52:10 (UTC+1)
Proverbs 13:9
The light of the righteous shines brightly, but the lamp of the wicked is extinguished.
Q

#4389 - 2020-06-03 03:48:02 (UTC+1)
Dark to Light.
Q

#4388 - 2020-06-03 03:44:44 (UTC+1)
All systems go.
Q

#4387 - 2020-06-03 02:17:45 (UTC+1)
WE ARE UNITED.
WE WILL PREVAIL.
GOD BLESS AMERICA.
Q

#4386 - 2020-06-03 02:13:32 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Educati0n4Libs/status/1267934110347124738
Expect us.
Q

#4385 - 2020-06-03 01:36:14 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/us/antifa-arrests-coming-riots-suburbs
"But even before riots exploded across the United States in the aftermath of George Floyd's death, federal and local o�cials have long been investigating th
workings and revenue stream of the anarchist, left-wing out�t."
"And arrests among its highest ranks may be imminent."
"Intelligence sources pointed out that indictments have been building for some time, and a close examination of funding revenues remains under the micro
While Antifa operates as something of a leaderless militant wing, sources closely engaged in the matter said that there are identi�able top brass driving and
criminal activity."
Q

#4384 - 2020-06-02 00:52:56 (UTC+1)
Roger ball has been called.
Good and green.
Q

#4383 - 2020-06-01 19:32:16 (UTC+1)
>>9414006
Con�rmed.
Helicopter rides create CONFIRM [visibility] challenges.
Good catch!
Thank you, Anons.
Q

#4382 - 2020-06-01 19:21:29 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/michael08930353/status/1267494617349578765
Police ordered to stand down by [D] mayor(s) [D] gov(s)? 
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ANTIFA [coordinated] SAFE ZONES?
Q

#4381 - 2020-06-01 18:34:26 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ginnylauren/status/1267492209256996865
No civility unless [D]s win congressional control?
Translation: MSDNC will incite and push division unless [D] control established.
Think pre_midterms.
Think pre_2020_P_election [now]
Reconcile.
1:1
The only thing that matters to them is regaining power.
[prevent public learning of truth]
[prevent accountability]
[self-preservation]
These people are sick!
Q

#4380 - 2020-06-01 18:13:28 (UTC+1)
>>9412961
Attempting to establish new narrative 'riots' created[ing] second COVID-19 wave?
Loss of control [�rst wave]?
Regain control necessary re: vote-by-mail re: [D] state bailout(s) re: economy-unemployment kill etc?
All assets deployed.
Win by any means necessary.
2020 Presidential Election.
Q

#4379 - 2020-06-01 18:08:42 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/qanon_b/status/1267473176742842368
Sums it up perfectly.
Black community used as pawns?
Welcome to the [D] party.
UNITY CREATES PEACE.
UNITY IS HUMANITY.
Q

#4378 - 2020-06-01 17:57:16 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/KarluskaP/status/1267456527524409345
Sums it up perfectly.
Q

#4377 - 2020-06-01 17:53:07 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Chimneysweepwa/status/1267204351795146752
Do you see what is happening?
Q

#4376 - 2020-06-01 17:51:23 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/JaValle/status/1267250753422241792
Do you see what is happening?
Q

#4375 - 2020-06-01 17:45:25 (UTC+1)
MSDNC [knowingly] using fake footage?
MSDEN pushing [AMERICA ON FIRE] narrative?
Why?
ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE.
Q

#4374 - 2020-06-01 03:00:54 (UTC+1)
Be strong in the Lord.
Q

#4373 - 2020-06-01 02:47:15 (UTC+1)
YOU ARE WITNESSING THE GREATEST [COORDINATED] DISINFORMATION CAMPAIGN TO EVER BE LAUNCHED AGAINST THE AMERICAN PEOPLE.
INFORMATION WARFARE.
INFILTRATION V INVASION
INSURGENCY.
IRREGULAR WARFARE.
[D] EFFORTS TO REGAIN POWER.
Q

#4372 - 2020-06-01 02:39:20 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/marklevinshow/status/1267192115488083969
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All assets being deployed.
People used as pawns [controlled].
Q

#4371 - 2020-06-01 02:17:46 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/yashar/status/1267239843693596672
False.
Woodshed utilized re: intelligence management [monitor[ing] of situation(s)].
Q

#4370 - 2020-05-31 23:42:21 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/TrumpStudents/status/1267202212192796673
Q

#4369 - 2020-05-31 23:14:52 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/GarnaMejiaKSL/status/1267144803394809857
Humanity at its �nest.
TOGETHER WE WIN.
Q

#4368 - 2020-05-31 22:34:45 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/drewp1973/status/1267192271843266562
Buckle up.
Here we go.
Q

#4367 - 2020-05-31 22:26:53 (UTC+1)
>>9398276
Trolling is fun!
Q

#4366 - 2020-05-31 22:10:23 (UTC+1)
Antifa 'mapping' started a long time ago.
Q

#4365 - 2020-05-31 20:51:01 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/TheJusticeDept/status/1267146207102631936
Q

#4364 - 2020-05-31 18:56:13 (UTC+1)
>>9395159

#4363 - 2020-05-31 18:53:28 (UTC+1)
https://2009-2017.state.gov/documents/organization/119629.pdf
Insurgency can be de�ned as 'the organized use of subversion and violence to seize, nullify, or challenge political control of a region.'
Insurgents seek to subvert or displace the government and completely or partially control the resources and population of a given territory. They do so thro
use of force (including guerrilla warfare, terrorism and coercion/intimidation), propa- ganda, subversion and political mobilization. Insurgents �ght governm
only to the extent needed to achieve their political aims: their main e�ort is not to kill counterinsurgents, but rather to establish a competitive system of con
the population, making it impossible for the government to administer its territory and people. Insurgent activity is therefore designed to weaken governme
and legitimacy while increasing insurgent control and in�uence.
Insurgents require supporters, recruits, safe havens, money, supplies, weapons and intelligence on government actions. A robust insurgency can be waged 
support of just a small percentage of a given population.
NEXT:
Counterinsurgency may be de�ned as 'comprehensive civilian and military e�orts taken to simultaneously defeat and contain insurgency and address its ro
Q

#4362 - 2020-05-31 18:44:56 (UTC+1)
>>9394869
https://twitter.com/IngrahamAngle/status/1267118003663093760
Keyword: Insurgency
Q

#4361 - 2020-05-31 01:33:04 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/bvoice_p/status/1266869413690535936
On the ready.
God save America.
Q

#4360 - 2020-05-31 00:11:47 (UTC+1)
Insurrection Act of 1807.
[Determination that the various state and local authorities are not up to the task of responding to the growing unrest]
Call the ball.
Q
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#4359 - 2020-05-30 23:37:32 (UTC+1)
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/justice-department/fbi-s-top-lawyer-dana-boente-ousted-amid-fox-news-n1219721
Update the list.
Q

#4358 - 2020-05-30 20:39:37 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DailyCaller/status/1266798202185043970
Be vigilant.
Q

#4357 - 2020-05-30 20:19:47 (UTC+1)

#4356 - 2020-05-30 19:58:39 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/MattFinnFNC/status/1266780532681199622
Humanity at its �nest.
Q

#4355 - 2020-05-30 18:37:58 (UTC+1)

#4354 - 2020-05-30 18:28:45 (UTC+1)
Anti-American?
Domestic terrorists?
Organized?
Fascists?
Extreme Radical(s)?
Violent?
POTUS action coming.
Homeland Security _FBI_DOJ action coming.
Investigations may lead to [D][F] 'support' targets.
Q

#4353 - 2020-05-30 18:07:09 (UTC+1)
>>9378157
'War[e]fare' misspelling unintentional. 
On the move.
Q

#4352 - 2020-05-30 18:05:48 (UTC+1)
https://2009-2017.state.gov/documents/organization/119629.pdf
Irregular warefare.
Insurgency.
Insurgency is the organized use of subversion and violence to seize, nullify or challenge political control of a region. As such, it is primarily a political struggle
both sides use armed force to create space for their political, economic and in�uence activities to be e�ective. Insurgency is not always conducted by a sing
with a centralized, military-style command structure, but may involve a complex matrix of di�erent actors with various aims, loosely connected in dynamic a
hierarchical networks. To be successful, insurgencies require charismatic leadership, supporters, recruits, supplies, safe havens and funding (often from illic
activities). They only need the active support of a few enabling individuals, but the passive acquiescence of a large proportion of the contested population w
higher probability of success. This is best achieved when the political cause of the insurgency has strong appeal, manipulating religious, tribal or local identit
exploit common societal grievances or needs. Insurgents seek to gain control of populations through a combination of persuasion, subversion and coercion
using guerrilla tactics to o�set the strengths of government security forces. Their intent is usually to protract the struggle, exhaust the government and win 
popular support to force capitulation or political accommodation. Consequently, insurgencies evolve through a series of stages, though the progression and
will be di�erent in almost every case.
Location(s) [cities] loss-of-control?
[D] controlled?
De�ne 'stand down' [safe haven] order.
De�ne 'organized' group.
Coordination of 'organized' [& funded] group(s) in [D] controlled 'safe haven' cities across US [pre_knowledge to group(s)]?
https://banks.house.gov/news/documentsingle.aspx?DocumentID=1548
https://�tzpatrick.house.gov/media-center/press-releases/�tzpatrick-condemns-antifa-and-political-violence
https://thehill.com/homenews/senate/454038-2-republican-senators-introduce-resolution-to-label-antifa-as-domestic
Thank you for playing.
Have a Nice Day.
Q

#4351 - 2020-05-29 23:01:49 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/CBS_Herridge
Worth following [DECLAS designation(s)].
Q

#4350 - 2020-05-29 22:21:31 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ODNIgov/status/1266461778126540800
Q
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#4349 - 2020-05-29 20:04:11 (UTC+1)
Nobody escapes this.
Q

#4348 - 2020-05-29 19:46:30 (UTC+1)
[Sample]
https://twitter.com/nytpolitics/status/1266421573126406147
https://www.dailydot.com/debug/qanon-church-omega-kingdom-ministries/
Fear.
Panic.
Loss of narrative control.
You are the news now.
Q

#4347 - 2020-05-29 00:59:58 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/JoeBiden/status/1187829299207954437
Coincidence or foreknowledge?
Q

#4346 - 2020-05-28 23:06:22 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/trump-signs-executive-order-on-social-media-companies
@Jack
You were warned.
Q

#4345 - 2020-05-28 23:05:01 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Wyn1745/status/1266006071413374978
Information Warfare.
Q

#4344 - 2020-05-28 19:39:13 (UTC+1)
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/05/21/nursing-homes-residents-account-for-81-of-covid-19-deaths-in-minnesota-but-state-still-allows-facilities-to-a
covid-19-positive-patients/
The truth is right in front of you.
Q

#4343 - 2020-05-28 19:28:20 (UTC+1)
USA total pop: 328 million 
COVID-19 deaths: 100,000 [lockdown]
Japan total pop: 126 million [condensed (island)]
COVID-19 deaths: 850 [no lockdown]
2 + 2 = 5?
Q

#4342 - 2020-05-28 19:19:23 (UTC+1)
https://perry.house.gov/uploaded�les/perry_calls_for_federal_investigation_5.14.20.pdf?
At what point should this be reclassi�ed as murder?
At what point is ignorance [common sense] no longer valid [excuse]?
Evil surrounds us.
Q

#4341 - 2020-05-28 19:10:57 (UTC+1)
https://www.nj.gov/health/healthfacilities/documents/CN/temp_waivers/HospitalDischarges_andAdmissions_toPost-AcuteCareSettings.pdf
At what point should this be reclassi�ed as murder?
At what point is ignorance [common sense] no longer valid [excuse]?
Evil surrounds us.
Q

#4340 - 2020-05-28 19:03:57 (UTC+1)
https://nypost.com/2020/04/23/nursing-homes-cant-reject-coronavirus-patients-cuomo-says/
At what point should this be reclassi�ed as murder?
At what point is ignorance [common sense] no longer valid [excuse]?
Evil surrounds us.
Q

#4339 - 2020-05-28 18:54:30 (UTC+1)
https://townhall.com/columnists/larryoconnor/2020/05/28/michigans-hapless-governor-continues-deadly-covid19-nursing-home-policy-n2569605
At what point should this be reclassi�ed as murder?
At what point is ignorance [common sense] no longer valid [excuse]?
Evil surrounds us.
Q

#4338 - 2020-05-28 18:40:27 (UTC+1)
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Expanding on last drop:
USA v Japan
Apply:
43% of 100% [nursing home] [death] 
CDC con�ate 34-57% COVID-19 deaths data [include: pneumonia-in�uenza]?
Avg pneumonia-in�uenza death(s) per season?
Why is the data constantly changing [past]?
Sometimes a wayback machine can �nd many easter eggs [CDC data then vs now].
Ignorance is a choice.
Q

#4337 - 2020-05-28 18:25:08 (UTC+1)
Expanding on last drop: 
USA v Japan
Apply:
https://www.forbes.com/sites/theapothecary/2020/05/26/nursing-homes-assisted-living-facilities-0-6-of-the-u-s-population-43-of-u-s-covid-19-deaths/#26ae
"Let that sink in: 42% of all COVID-19 deaths are taking place in facilities that house 0.62% of the U.S. population." [nursing home(s)]
Why did our 'nursing home' population su�er a direct hit re: COVID-19 deaths?
NY & NJ GOV [order(s)] [push] COVID-19 positive elderly > nursing home(s)?
USNS Comfort capacity?
Hospital capacity?
What other [D] GOV(s) mandated similar-same order(s)?
Ask yourself a very simple question - was it known [common sense and [early] medical reports] elderly community most at risk?
WHY WOULD [4] [D] GOVS PUSH COVID-19 [COV-2] INFECTED PATIENTS INTO [SAFE] NURSING HOMES?
Ignorance is a choice.
Q

#4336 - 2020-05-28 07:39:20 (UTC+1)
https://www.newsweek.com/japan-ends-coronavirus-emergency-850-deaths-no-lockdown-1506336
USA v Japan
Reconcile.
Critical thinking.
Q

#4335 - 2020-05-27 21:07:11 (UTC+1)
'Quarantine' is when you restrict the movement of sick people.
'Tyranny' is when you restrict the movement of healthy people.
Q

#4334 - 2020-05-27 20:56:56 (UTC+1)
https://www.breitbart.com/health/2020/05/27/italy-96-of-coronavirus-fatalities-had-other-chronic-illnesses/
The more you know…
Q

#4333 - 2020-05-27 20:01:42 (UTC+1)
https://www.cbsnews.com/video/qanon-conspiracy-theorys-growing-in�uence-on-american-politics/#x
When do you expend ammunition?
HRC direct attack re: Q?
Why?
2,200+ [attack] MSDNC articles written/pushed in past 2 years?
Control of narrative [threat]?
Logical thinking.
Information Warfare.
Q

#4332 - 2020-05-27 18:48:43 (UTC+1)
>>9332438

#4331 - 2020-05-27 18:44:24 (UTC+1)
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/trumps-keyboard-warriors-get-story-while-legacy-media-ignores-obamagate
Intelligence was manipulated by [Brennan].
Watch the news.
Q

#4330 - 2020-05-27 18:22:55 (UTC+1)
YOUR VOICE AND YOUR VOTE ARE WHAT MATTERS MOST.
[WITNESSING] ATTEMPTS TO REMOVE BOTH.
1. CENSORSHIP [FASCISM][AUTHORITARIAN]
2. DEPLATFORM/REMOVAL [SILENCE]
3. MAIL-IN-VOTE FRAUD [DILUTE]
[WATER DOWN] CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS?
FREEDOM OF SPEECH?
WILLFULLY BLIND OR WILLFULLY ACCEPTING?
Q
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#4329 - 2020-05-27 18:05:45 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/cuomo-immunity-nursing-home-campaign-donation
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/new-york-health-website-deletes-cuomos-order-on-nursing-homes
http://web.archive.org/web/20200407103413/https://coronavirus.health.ny.gov/system/�les/documents/2020/03/doh_covid19-
_nhadmissionsreadmissions_-032520.pdf
If elderly most at risk [known][knowingly] why order COVID-19 positive patients back into nursing homes?
Hospital capacity?
USNS Comfort capacity?
Ignorant [A] or deliberate [B]? 
[Accountability] options outside [other than] ballot box?
Q

#4328 - 2020-05-27 17:52:06 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SpeakerPelosi/status/1265633731068518407
Was this ever about the health and well-being of people?
Was this ever about the virus?
Or, was this ALWAYS ABOUT THE ELECTION?
Q

#4327 - 2020-05-27 05:53:15 (UTC+1)
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/may/21/australian-researchers-see-virus-design-manipulati/
Q

#4326 - 2020-05-27 05:06:32 (UTC+1)
>>9326622

#4325 - 2020-05-27 05:05:02 (UTC+1)
[D]s in coordination w/ [D]&[F] assets have launched [as known] a full-scale insurgency attack against the people of the United States in an e�ort to regain p
any means necessary.
All assets deployed. 
[Current landscape] coordinated and deliberate events to impact [rig] P_election.
WAR.
The future of our Republic is at stake.
Survival as a Nation.
We Rise or We Die.
We, the People.
Q

#4324 - 2020-05-27 04:26:08 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/LilaGraceRose/status/1265430130274385922
These people are sick!
Q

#4323 - 2020-05-27 04:25:08 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/onebigsister/status/1265460730322698243
These people are stupid.
Q

#4322 - 2020-05-25 02:10:48 (UTC+1)
>>9303304
ILS approach looks good.
Q

#4321 - 2020-05-25 02:08:24 (UTC+1)
>>9303218
Popularity [growth] drives general (non-Autistic) expansion.
The Hive-Mind is alive and well.
Q

#4320 - 2020-05-25 02:03:15 (UTC+1)
>>9303076
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/sarcasm
Re_read drops re: COVID-19 [virus] and the election.
Last line should clarify: 
Is this about the virus OR THE ELECTION?
Q

#4319 - 2020-05-25 01:56:46 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/KattyKay_/status/1264697004233383936
Nobody is 'buying' what you are peddling [selling] any longer.
THE MSDNC IS DEAD.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piTucCW_6Wo
Q
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#4318 - 2020-05-25 01:32:15 (UTC+1)
Only when information [truth] becomes free [uncontrolled] will people awaken to the levers of control placed upon them. 
Only then will people �nd the will to change.
Only then will people regain control [power].
Q

#4317 - 2020-05-25 01:20:42 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/prageru/status/1264321458139852800
How do you change the narrative if facts are not on your side?
How do you [con] the people?
1. Form Congressional Black Caucus [1971][compartmentalize-label]
2. Recruit and control Black Community Leaders [net worth (each)]
3. Alter[change]modify history in classroom(s) re: [D] party history
4. Use corporate DNC media [MSM] push con
Use 1, 2, 3 and 4 to drive echo-chamber false [idiotic] narrative bad [pro slavery][D]s switched to [R] party and good [anti-slavery][R]s switched to [D] party.
Welcome to the [D] party.
Q

#4316 - 2020-05-24 23:09:31 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/2020Qanon/status/1264661017721745414
Fear not, all will be well right after the election.
Is this about the virus OR THE ELECTION?
Q

#4315 - 2020-05-24 22:00:20 (UTC+1)
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/obama-china-india-world-leaders-meetings-summit-foundation-latest-a8080951.html
THE SHADOW PRESIDENCY.
Q

#4314 - 2020-05-24 21:56:43 (UTC+1)
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/may/24/trump-international-trip-barack-obama-europe-return
THE SHADOW PRESIDENCY.
Q

#4313 - 2020-05-24 21:21:25 (UTC+1)
https://www.forbes.com/sites/thomasbasile/2014/01/31/obamas-weaponization-of-government/#143cf17a1b92
Worth remembering.
Q

#4312 - 2020-05-24 20:34:16 (UTC+1)
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/common-sense
-the basic level of practical knowledge and judgment that we all need to help us live in a reasonable and safe way
Q

#4311 - 2020-05-24 20:23:14 (UTC+1)
Welcome to the shadow presidency of Barack Hussein Obama.
Q

#4310 - 2020-05-24 19:35:29 (UTC+1)
Relevance re: [Susan Rice] 'top secret' [DECLAS] paragraph:
"From a national security perspective, Comey said he does have some concerns that incoming NSA Flynn is speaking frequently with Russian Ambassador K
Comey said that could be an issue as it relates to sharing sensitive information. President Obama asked if Comey was saying that the NSC should not pass s
information related to Russia to Flynn. Comey replied 'potentially.'"
What was really discussed during [Jan 5] meeting?
[Hussein] order preventing sharing of intel re: Russia?
Would such an order shield [Hussein] admin from discovery re: Obamagate? 
Would such an order shield [Clinton] camp from discovery re: Clinton-DNC Russian collusion? 
Would such an order be known to POTUS or CLASSIFIED?
If CLASSIFIED how could it be discovered?
NSA Mike Rogers _step down [retire] [date]?
NSA Mike Rogers _TT [SCIF secure] [date]?
[Brennan][Clapper][Carter] push to TERM _NSA Mike Rogers [date]?
WASH POST:
"The heads of the Pentagon and the nation's intelligence community have recommended to President Obama that the director of the National Security Agen
Michael S. Rogers, be removed.The recommendation, delivered to the White House last month, was made by Defense Secretary Ashton B. Carter and Direct
National Intelligence James R. Clapper Jr., according to several U.S. o�cials familiar with the matter."
HOW DO YOU CIRCUMVENT THE SHADOW INTEL COMM?
https://theintercept.com/2017/12/04/trump-white-house-weighing-plans-for-private-spies-to-counter-deep-state-enemies/
Critical thinking _what did [Susan Rice] DECLAS [Jan 5] WH meeting reveal?
RUSSIA INTEL HOLD
HOW DO YOU ADD LAYERS OF PROTECTION?
INSTALL A SPECIAL COUNSEL TO LOCK [FREEZE] EVERYTHING RE: RUSSIA?
INSTRUCT AND COORD W: NSC [INTEL COMMUNITY] [SCHIFF ARMS LENGTH] TO INITIATE WHISTLEBLOWER ALLEGATIONS 1-9?
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INSTRUCT CONGRESS TO FILE ARTICLES OF IMPEACHMENT?
COORD W: CHINA TO TERM ECON - UNEMPLOYMENT - GAINS, INITIATE LOCKDOWN DUE TO HEALTH CONCERNS, PUSH FEAR THROUGH DNC MEDIA, INSTR
GOVERNORS UNDER CONTROL TO ENACT VOTE-BY-MAIL?
COINCIDENCE JAN 15
1. IMPEACHMENT ARTICLES DELIVERED TO SENATE [HELD]
2. CHINA PHASE 1 USA CLAWBACK DEAL SIGNED 
3. 1ST COVID-19 CASE LANDED SEATTLE
ALL ASSETS DEPLOYED.
WIN BY ANY MEANS NECESSARY.
EVERYTHING IS AT STAKE.
Welcome to the Shadow Presidency of Barack H. Obama.
Q

#4309 - 2020-05-22 05:52:30 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/media/trump-impeachment-inquiry-devin-nunes-state-dept-yovanovitch-strange-irregular-requests-monitor-press-journalists
Worth remembering [soon].
Q

#4308 - 2020-05-21 21:14:05 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/tteegar/status/834440794375327744
Worth remembering.
Q

#4307 - 2020-05-21 19:57:59 (UTC+1)
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/05/21/doj-democrats-paid-pennsylvania-election-o�cials-to-stu�-ballot-box/
Welcome to the [D] party.
Q

#4306 - 2020-05-21 19:44:41 (UTC+1)
How do you convince people a vaccine is necessary [critical]? 
https://aspe.hhs.gov/cdc---in�uenza-deaths-request-correction-rfc
"US data on in�uenza deaths are false and misleading. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) acknowledges a di�erence between �u death 
associated death yet uses the terms interchangeably. Additionally, there are signi�cant statistical incompatibilities between o�cial estimates and national v
statistics data. Compounding these problems is a marketing of fear-a CDC communications strategy in which medical experts "predict dire outcomes" durin
seasons."
APPLY TO COVID-19 DATA REPORTS.
Q

#4305 - 2020-05-21 19:05:33 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/TruthHammer888/status/1263503349892050944
But @teamcavuto said it will kill you…
Why are 'select' journalists so invested w/ instilling fear re: HCQ [40 years on the market]?
Is this about the health and well-being of people OR SOMETHING ELSE?
Is this about the virus OR SOMETHING ELSE?
Q

#4304 - 2020-05-21 18:48:12 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/senate-votes-ratcli�e
Buckle up!
Q

#4303 - 2020-05-21 16:53:12 (UTC+1)
https://www.intelligence.senate.gov/sites/default/�les/hearings/ciasuseofjournal00unit.pdf
Logical thinking.
CIA coming back into the news [soon]?
Q

#4302 - 2020-05-21 16:50:21 (UTC+1)
https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP91-00901R000600400020-9.pdf
Expand your thinking.
Q

#4301 - 2020-05-21 16:44:57 (UTC+1)
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/01/world/senate-intelligence-commitee-cia-interrogation-report.html
Worth remembering.
Who was the quarterback?
Q

#4300 - 2020-05-21 16:31:35 (UTC+1)
https://thefederalist.com/2020/05/21/how-the-obama-administration-weaponized-surveillance-laws-to-target-trump/
Q

#4299 - 2020-05-21 03:12:50 (UTC+1)
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Important to note [future events].
Masking v unmasking
incidentally intercepted v direct [target]
702 collection [minimization procedures] v CIA v FVEY
How does the CIA collect intelligence?
https://www.archives.gov/federal-register/codi�cation/executive-order/12333.html
CIA not governed by FISA [intelligence operations conducted outside US]
FBI is under FISA [foreign counterintelligence mission is principally domestic]
Target location: US or abroad [traveling][rules]
Foreign intelligence collection of US person(s).
O�cial v uno�cial. 
What [central] AB[C] agency played quarterback?
Q

Q

#4298 - 2020-05-21 01:08:08 (UTC+1)
https://www.grassley.senate.gov/sites/default/�les/documents/2020-05-19%20RHJ%20CEG%20Letter%20to%20ODNI%20%28Unmaskings%20Follow%20up
Ask and you shall receive. 
Q

#4297 - 2020-05-21 00:18:35 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/TheUnitedSpot1/status/1263190701996556288
Q

#4296 - 2020-05-20 20:33:32 (UTC+1)
May 6, 2020 _masks o�
May 8, 2020 _masks on
Reconcile.
PAN[DEM]IC.
Q

#4295 - 2020-05-20 20:18:14 (UTC+1)
People fell asleep long ago.
People gave up control.
People have been compartmentalized [divided].
Divided you are weak.
Divided you are taught to �ght each other.
Race v race
Religion v religion
Class v class
Gender v gender
Unity is what gives people strength.
Unity is what gives people power [collectively].
Power over government.
Power over [ ]
UNITY CREATES PEACE.
UNITY IS HUMANITY.
THE WORLD IS WHAT WE MAKE IT.
Q

#4294 - 2020-05-20 19:53:32 (UTC+1)
PAN-DEM-IC
DEM–PANIC
Fear [vote-by-mail] and obey [stay inside or face death or arrest] tactics push will end +1 [election day].
Reconcile: 
Release of convicts from prison [evil releases evil].
Do these people care about your well-being?
Do these people love America?
Do anything to regain power?
Q

#4293 - 2020-05-20 19:43:51 (UTC+1)
https://www.usnews.com/news/politics/articles/2020-05-20/senate-committee-authorizes-subpoena-in-gops-hunter-biden-burisma-investigation
"Meanwhile, Democrats on the Homeland Security Committee have decried the investigation and the subpoena, arguing that they should be focusing on co
related issues during the ongoing pandemic and prioritize it over politics."
In a letter sent to Johnson on Tuesday, Sen. Kamala Harris of California renewed her calls for another COVID-19 hearing, noting that the committee hasn't h
since early March.
DNC media [MSM] echo-chamber push?
Is this about the virus OR PREVENTING EXPOSURE OF [D] CORRUPTION?
Is this about the virus OR LOCKING [R] CONTROLLED SENATE FROM INVESTIGATING [D] FISA_BIDEN_OTHER CORRUPTION?
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Is this about the virus OR THE ELECTION?
Q

#4292 - 2020-05-20 19:34:14 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ttp13526/status/1263151872812040193
Reconcile.
Q

#4291 - 2020-05-20 15:45:52 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1262958841219682307
Why did POTUS reply to a tweet from May 30, 2019?
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4290 - 2020-05-20 00:25:04 (UTC+1)
https://qcostarica.com/hydroxychloroquine-the-drug-costa-rica-uses-successfully-to-�ght-covid-19/
"Hydroxychloroquine was used in Shanghai as the �rst line of treatment."
USA lockdown v China lockdown [non Wuhan][days]?
MSM [D]s 'vested interest' in censoring and attacking anything re: HCQ?
Why?
Q

#4289 - 2020-05-19 22:23:22 (UTC+1)
>>9241646 (/pb)
It's a marathon not a sprint.
Q

#4288 - 2020-05-19 21:31:46 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/MaverickInSky/status/1262825965534744577
Q

#4287 - 2020-05-19 21:17:14 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/CBS_Herridge/status/1262820374548447238
Q

#4286 - 2020-05-19 20:15:44 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCy5CvZAyn7skY1OCrg0VcYw
Q

#4285 - 2020-05-19 19:51:29 (UTC+1)
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-02-05/china-is-trying-to-patent-gilead-s-experimental-coronavirus-drug
https://www.gatesfoundation.org/Media-Center/Press-Releases/2010/12/Global-Health-Leaders-Launch-Decade-of-Vaccines-Collaboration
https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org/about/scienti�c-board
Q

#4284 - 2020-05-19 19:04:06 (UTC+1)
https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/presidential-campaign/292310-huma-abedins-ties-to-the-muslim-brotherhood
In�ltration not invasion. 
For future events.
Q

#4283 - 2020-05-19 18:44:41 (UTC+1)
When does your enemy expend ammunition? 
Do you expend ammunition against a weak opponent? 
Do you expend ammunition against a non_threat?
Critical thinking _media cluster bomb(s) [attacks] v POTUS
Critical thinking _media cluster bomb(s) [attacks] v Q [you]
Q

#4282 - 2020-05-19 18:35:17 (UTC+1)

POTUS daily ingest HCQ prevent COVID-19?
Pre announcement: tools [source(s), data, COV-1 v COV-2 analysis, etc.] provided to factually 'challenge' narrative?
Full attack v HCQ by media [D]s?
Why?
Why wouldn't the media [D]s want to work [on all fronts] to �nd a possible solution [immediate dismissal]?
Why doesn't the media [D]s want the pandemic [rearrange: dem panic] to slow-stop?
Why doesn't the media [D]s want society to heal [recover]?
Why doesn't the media [D]s want people to no longer fear going outside?
Why doesn't the media [D]s want people to point the �nger at China as the source?
Why does't the media [D]s want people to return to work [normal daily lives]?
Who bene�ts the most?
Why does corp media [D] attempt to control us?
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Why does corp media [D] challenge [attack] anyone who de�es pushed_coordinated narrative? 
Why does corp media [D] attempt to prevent [individual] critical thinking [public]?
Is this about the virus or something else?
Everything is at stake this election.
Q

#4281 - 2020-05-19 18:22:56 (UTC+1)
How about a nice game of chess.
https://thechessworld.com/articles/middle-game/chess-strategy-what-do-you-need-to-know-about-strategy-and-tactics/
Objective [end]: checkmate king
Do you attack the king at the beginning of the game?
Do you attack and remove pawns �rst?
Do you attack and remove bishops, rooks, knights next?
Do you attack and remove queen mid-to-end?
Is the game being played public or private?
Do emotions a�ect critical thinking?
Add: important king control pieces [elim rogue elements]? 
Add: how do you set the stage [board] re: public opinion [optics]?
"At this time."
Q

#4280 - 2020-05-18 19:59:49 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/CBS_Herridge/status/1262441478019842048
"I have today." - Barr
FISA = START
Q

#4279 - 2020-05-18 09:53:30 (UTC+1)

#4278 - 2020-05-18 05:45:19 (UTC+1)
https://www.bostonherald.com/2020/05/17/disinformation-from-schi�-media-damaged-america/
Corporate media control [source]:
Bill Clinton_ 1996 Telecommunications Act
[2016 campaign [+CF] contributions [HRC] by media]
Control of information.
Control of narrative.
Control of people.
Q

#4277 - 2020-05-18 01:33:12 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/EYEDROPMEDIA/status/1262146618419183616
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4276 - 2020-05-18 00:01:54 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/drewanon17/status/1262060653268791296
"We do not "get over" a death. We learn to carry the grief and integrate the loss in our lives. In our hearts, we carry those who have died. We grieve and we 
remember." 
- Nathalie Himmelrich
God bless you and your family.
Heaven awaits (and so does your Son).
Q

#4275 - 2020-05-17 21:53:01 (UTC+1)
https://thetexan.news/pharmacy-board-loosens-restrictions-on-hydroxychloroquine-prescriptions-reversing-course/
Knowledge is power.
Q

#4274 - 2020-05-17 20:54:20 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/circumspectus/status/1259253580156022791
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4273 - 2020-05-17 20:49:33 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/doylehall/status/1259263283044868097
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4272 - 2020-05-17 20:48:32 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/polarbear9702/status/1259265628218757122
WWG1WGA!!!
Q
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#4271 - 2020-05-17 20:44:49 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/TitoCalloway/status/1259262533938143234
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4270 - 2020-05-17 20:43:06 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/pixielicious731/status/1251351458739556352
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4269 - 2020-05-17 20:42:01 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/QTheWakeUp/status/1259277844255031296
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4268 - 2020-05-17 20:38:16 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/VALIANT_TH0R/status/1259315774608429056
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4267 - 2020-05-17 20:37:37 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/o�cialrissad/status/1261019469545177091
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4266 - 2020-05-17 20:36:09 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Missc247/status/1259391365869420546
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4265 - 2020-05-17 20:32:00 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/wach_jetzt_auf/status/1259509550853623809
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4264 - 2020-05-17 20:28:41 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/BrazilQArmy/status/1259536236378718209
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4263 - 2020-05-17 20:27:07 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/jbarwkc/status/1259571158896295936
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4262 - 2020-05-17 20:26:02 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/QdUpJarhead/status/1259583401243353090
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4261 - 2020-05-17 20:22:19 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/PatriotDancing/status/1256678165465821184
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4260 - 2020-05-17 20:20:38 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/nicolejc9/status/1261770405653753867
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4259 - 2020-05-17 20:12:14 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/forabetterwor10/status/1262079435882323978
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4258 - 2020-05-17 19:18:59 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/MariaBartiromo/status/1262065546775932930
Public v [matters of NAT SEC]
Q

#4257 - 2020-05-17 19:05:19 (UTC+1)
https://www.hsdl.org/?view&did=797546 (NOT Q TEXT ARCHIVED FILE LINK: ?)
[Pg 20][Pg 21][Pg 22][Pg 23]
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For future events [understanding].
Q

#4256 - 2020-05-17 18:55:20 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/MariaBartiromo/status/1262052902304129032
Flynn DOJ_dismiss_week_1
FISA unmask_DECLAS[public][select date(s)]_week_2
CLAS 1-99_week_3 [you are here]
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Q

#4255 - 2020-05-16 01:39:50 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OnoNITE-CLc
Where. We. Go. One. We. Go. All.
Q

#4254 - 2020-05-15 22:08:31 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/GovMurphy/status/1261343107976699906
Is this about the virus OR THE ELECTION?
The Truth is right in front of you.
Q

#4253 - 2020-05-15 21:58:41 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ODNIgov/status/1261384825438482432
Q

#4252 - 2020-05-15 21:53:37 (UTC+1)
'Quarantine' is when you restrict the movement of sick people.
'Tyranny' is when you restrict the movement of healthy people.
Q

#4251 - 2020-05-15 19:46:44 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/nevadas-vote-by-mail-primary-fraud-concerns
It's right in front of you.
It always has been.
Q

#4250 - 2020-05-15 19:41:02 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ZekeJMiller/status/1261339533905281025
It's time to end the horror show.
It's time to stand [lead by example].
Enough have seen [domino e�ect].
[note: who wears a mask and who does not]
Q

#4249 - 2020-05-15 18:49:10 (UTC+1)

#4248 - 2020-05-15 18:42:43 (UTC+1)
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/san-diego-county-supervisor-says-six-of-194-con�rmed-deaths-are-pure-solely-coronavirus-deaths
Think for yourself.
Trust yourself.
Your voice matters.
Knowledge is power.
Q

#4247 - 2020-05-15 18:29:26 (UTC+1)
Why did [D]s push 'everything is �ne' narrative early on [ex: Pelosi China town]?
Why did science board push [no need close China travel] narrative early on?
Why did [select] govs push COVID-19 positive elderly patients into nursing homes [most at risk_proven] when surplus of availability in hospitals [+ USNS_Com
Why are CDC numbers con�ating COVID-19 deaths with in�uenza, pneumonia, other?
Why are in�uenza deaths at [all-time] historical low levels vs years past [outside of standard deviation]?
Why are COVID-19 tests returning positive results on pawpaw's and animals? 
Why are [select] swing states undergoing heavy quarantine extensions? 
Why are possible [treatments][cures] being prevented and attacked [USA]?
"Testing, Testing, Testing, Tracing, and Isolation." - [Pelosi]
Q
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#4246 - 2020-05-15 18:04:54 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Harlan/status/1261284089933508609
Sometimes you can't TELL the public the truth.
YOU MUST SHOW THEM.
ONLY THEN WILL PEOPLE FIND THE WILL TO CHANGE.
Q

#4245 - 2020-05-15 17:54:25 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/VincentCrypt46/status/1261122553461923840
Listen carefully.
Why are possible [treatments][cures] being banned?
Why are possible [treatments][cures] being attacked?
Why are possible [treatments][cures] being targeted?
Evidence overwhelming?
HOW DO YOU KEEP PEOPLE LIVING IN FEAR?
HOW DO YOU KEEP PEOPLE DIVIDED?
HOW DO YOU JUSTIFY VOTE-BY-MAIL?
HOW DO YOU JUSTIFY STATE BAILOUT(S)?
HOW DO YOU MAKE PEOPLE STARVE [DEPENDENT ON GOV]?
HOW DO YOU JUSTIFY ANYTHING NON_COVID RELATED TO BE A POLITICAL ATTACK [FISA_UNMASK]?
HOW DO YOU CREATE A DIVERSION?
HOW DO YOU SHIFT THE NARRATIVE?
HOW DO YOU KILL POTUS ECONOMIC GAINS?
HOW DO YOU KILL POTUS UNEMPLOYMENT RECORD(S)?
HOW DO YOU PREVENT POTUS RALLY[IES]?
HOW DO YOU DELAY USA_CHINA TRADE NEGOTIATION [PREVENT [FIXED] BILLION(S) CLAWBACK]?
HOW DO YOU SHELTER [BIDEN] FROM DEBATES?
HOW DO YOU SHELTER & PROTECT [BIDEN]?
HOW DO YOU PUSH_DELAY [D] PARTY CONVENTION?
WHY IS PUSHING CONVENTION CLOSER TO ELECTION DAY NECESSARY?
HOW DO YOU CHANGE-OUT [D] PARTY CANDIDATE [OPTION]?
HOW DO YOU CONVINCE [D] PARTY VOTERS TO ACCEPT?
HOW DO YOU TRAP [INSTALL MEDICAL ADVISORS_SKY_IS_FALLING] POTUS INTO ENDORSEMENT OR FACE WW MEDICAL-SCIENCE-MEDIA FULL ASSAULT? 
IS THIS ABOUT THE ELECTION OR THE VIRUS?
WHO BENEFITS THE MOST?
Time to end the horror show?
Time to term [select] science advisors?
Time to term [select] gov controls by legal challenge?
Time to stand?
Q

#4244 - 2020-05-15 17:30:43 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/mashable/status/1261299545968910337
Fear.
Division.
Dependency.
Control.
Q

#4243 - 2020-05-15 00:35:24 (UTC+1)
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6882587-Letter-From-Obama-O�ce-to-NARA-03-13-20.html
Q

#4242 - 2020-05-15 00:11:27 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/LouDobbs/status/1261054584195293186
Q

#4241 - 2020-05-14 19:08:47 (UTC+1)
>>9170717
https://www.politico.com/news/2019/10/31/graham-judiciary-chairmanship-grassley-062993
Worth remembering.
Think Chess.
Do you attack the KING in the beginning or middle-to-end?
QUEEN protects KING?
Q

#4240 - 2020-05-14 18:16:12 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/PattyAngel64/status/1260854309756923904
Q

#4239 - 2020-05-14 17:44:58 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/tomselliott/status/1260907153235365888
Is this about the virus OR ABOUT PROTECTING THEMSELVES?
>Mail-in-Ballot push [Election]
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>[D] State bailout(s) push
>Refusal to testify re: fear of COVID-19
WHO BENEFITS THE MOST?
Q

#4238 - 2020-05-14 17:15:17 (UTC+1)
[Example A]
Who [former WH sta�][one or more] introduced [pushed] DAN COATS as DNI DIR to POTUS?
Who [former WH sta�][one or more] insisted he could be trusted?
Knowingly or unknowingly?
Q

#4237 - 2020-05-14 17:08:27 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Stardust_1416/status/1260947737262120961
Q

#4236 - 2020-05-14 02:50:43 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/antlive73_am/status/1260729778983837696
Panic?
Q

#4235 - 2020-05-14 02:18:52 (UTC+1)
The point to understand.
They [knowingly] unmasked [attached names to] AFTER POTUS won the election of 2016.
They thought they could prevent the exposure of this information and remain protected.
Why did they believe this?
What 'insurance' did they have?
In�ltration of US GOV?
This fact alone should scare every American.
SHADOW PRESIDENCY.
SHADOW GOVERNMENT.
It took this long for a reason.
Q

#4234 - 2020-05-14 00:31:54 (UTC+1)
https://www.military.com/video/aircraft/gunships/ac-130-gunship-lights-up-the-night/658552061001
Q

#4233 - 2020-05-13 23:52:24 (UTC+1)
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/devin-nunes-criminal-referrals-coming-for-mueller-team
Q

#4232 - 2020-05-13 23:14:55 (UTC+1)
>>9158507
Go back further.
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/what-mueller-report-says-about-jared-kushner-ivanka-trump-donald-n995866
The 'Hook'.
Nov 30 'unmask' needed justi�cation?
WHO SET UP THE MEETING?
WHO WAS DIRECTING AMB. KISLYAK TO MAKE CONTACT [MEETING + PHONE]?
Q

#4231 - 2020-05-13 23:03:21 (UTC+1)
Dates are important.
FISA unmask request(s) [PRIOR TO] Amb. Kislyak phone call?
WHO ASKED AMB. KISLYAK TO CALL FLYNN [SET UP _FBI entrap + FISA [late] justify]?
Q

#4230 - 2020-05-13 22:28:56 (UTC+1)
>>9157248
This is only the start.
Q

#4229 - 2020-05-13 21:38:27 (UTC+1)
>>9156649
Excellent �nd, Anon.
[They] thought it meant Dec [5] _State Funeral.
NSA
A lot more coming [soon].
Q

#4228 - 2020-05-13 21:15:10 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/CBS_Herridge/status/1260635872271228928
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Board under heavy attack.
Q

#4227 - 2020-05-13 17:23:26 (UTC+1)
https://www.breitbart.com/national-security/2020/05/12/fox-news-john-brennan-russia-hillary-clinton/
[Russia] narrative ALL FAKE?
Q

#4226 - 2020-05-13 16:54:50 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/QBlueSkyQ/status/1260366918223114240
Excellent �nd, Anon(s).
But, you must go back before you can go forward.
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trump-russia-�ynn/judge-presiding-over-michael-�ynn-criminal-case-is-recused-court-idUSKBN1E202V
Why did U.S. District Court Judge Rudolph Contreras recuse?
https://www.�sc.uscourts.gov/current-membership
Judge Rudolph Contreras current member of FISC?
WHO SIGNED THE FLYNN FISA?
THE SWAMP RUNS DEEP.
Q

#4225 - 2020-05-13 01:59:58 (UTC+1)
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alexledsom/2020/05/10/hydroxychloroquinenumber-of-prescriptions-explode-in-france/#56428ce2180f
Q

#4224 - 2020-05-13 00:46:57 (UTC+1)
>>9145804
https://news.yahoo.com/obama-irule-of-law-michael-�ynn-case-014121045.html
Did you listen carefully?
Subject: Flynn
Topic: Rule of Law @ Risk
Can you prosecute without prosecutors?
No.
Can you 'extend' in the public arena to push a coordinated narrative?
The swamp runs deep.
Q

#4223 - 2020-05-12 23:33:47 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/KatiePavlich/status/1260252006742216704
Q

#4222 - 2020-05-12 23:13:13 (UTC+1)
Cameras on = masks on
Cameras o� - masks o�
Q

#4221 - 2020-05-12 22:26:32 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/IngrahamAngle/status/1260226102351577090
Q

#4220 - 2020-05-12 22:02:45 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/house-coronavirus-relief-bill-to-reach-3t
Of the more than $3 trillion package, about $1 trillion would go to state, local and tribal governments, according to three sources briefed on the proposal.
"Now she wants to write a $3 trillion bill, with no one able to see, no accountability, and no input," McCarthy told Fox News on Monday. "I mean, this is not h
democracy works. This is a real concern to all of us this won't ever become law, but it'll be the wishlist of the liberals, to try to change election law, fund Plan
Parenthood, and make sure sanctuary cities get the chunk of the money."
Coordinated or coincidence re: CA 3-mo extension?
The truth is in front of you.
Q

#4219 - 2020-05-12 21:54:07 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1260287137716539394
People used as pawns in their attempt to seek a taxpayer funded bailout [for mismanaged funds]?
https://www.ocregister.com/2019/01/09/californias-massive-debt-should-caution-against-big-spending/
People used as pawns in their attempt to [provide cover] for vote-by-mail?
Is this about the virus OR THE ELECTION?
Is this about the virus OR A STATE BAILOUT? 
Removal of Civil Liberties? 
Removal of Constitutional Rights?
Welcome to the [D] party.
Dormant people accept what they are told.
DOJ intervention coming?
Q

#4218 - 2020-05-12 09:04:30 (UTC+1)
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https://twitter.com/Matt_Zawadzki/status/1260091180190240768
Q

#4217 - 2020-05-12 07:47:13 (UTC+1)

#4216 - 2020-05-12 06:31:16 (UTC+1)
They have o�cially retained lawyers.
https://www.vault.com/best-companies-to-work-for/law/best-law-�rms-in-each-us-region/washington-dc
Q

#4215 - 2020-05-12 06:01:07 (UTC+1)
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2017/03/20/trey_gowdy_grills_comey_who_has_the_power_to_unmask_a_us_citizens_communications.html
Listen very carefully.
Q

#4214 - 2020-05-12 03:49:34 (UTC+1)
>>9132373
It's happening.
Q

#4213 - 2020-05-12 03:45:43 (UTC+1)
>>9132268
https://www.dailywire.com/news/breaking-u-s-o�cials-have-declassi�ed-list-of-obama-o�cials-who-were-involved-in-unmasking-general-�ynn
Be ready.
Q

#4212 - 2020-05-12 01:09:55 (UTC+1)
>>9129604
Rain coming.
Bring the pain.
You'll know when.
Q

#4211 - 2020-05-12 01:06:24 (UTC+1)
>>9129511
We are ready to unleash hell.
Memes ready?
Q

#4210 - 2020-05-12 00:51:58 (UTC+1)
>>9129266
IDEN another leaker. 
These people are stupid.
Q

#4209 - 2020-05-11 21:48:15 (UTC+1)
https://constitution.congress.gov/browse/essay/artI_S6_C1_1_2/#essay-3
Q

#4208 - 2020-05-11 20:02:28 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LUsLDzXWUU4
HE FIGHTS FOR YOU.
Q

#4207 - 2020-05-11 19:05:59 (UTC+1)
The Armor of God
Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power. Put on the full armor of God, so that you can take your stand against the devil's schemes. For our stru
against �esh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the hea
realms. Therefore put on the full armor of God, so that when the day of evil comes, you may be able to stand your ground, and after you have done everyth
stand. Stand �rm then, with the belt of truth buckled around your waist, with the breastplate of righteousness in place, and with your feet �tted with the rea
that comes from the gospel of peace. In addition to all this, take up the shield of faith, with which you can extinguish all the �aming arrows of the evil one. T
helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God.
And pray in the Spirit on all occasions with all kinds of prayers and requests. With this in mind, be alert and always keep on praying for all the Lord's people.
Q

#4206 - 2020-05-11 18:54:50 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ABC/status/1259870367818092547
PANIC.
IN.
DC.
Q
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#4205 - 2020-05-11 18:43:16 (UTC+1)
THE WAR IS REAL.
HE FIGHTS FOR YOU.
Q

#4204 - 2020-05-11 18:41:18 (UTC+1)
>>9123835
Patriotism on the rise!
People needed a 'spark' to re-ignite the engine.
Q

#4203 - 2020-05-11 18:22:13 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/durham-moving-full-throttle-on-russia-probe-review-with-top-federal-prosecutors-involved-sources
Keywords are fun for the whole family.
"They FARMED the investigation out because it is too much for Durham and he didn't want to be distracted," one of the sources told Fox News. 
"He's going full throttle, and they're looking at everything," the source told Fox News.
Breadcrumbs were being dropped in the days preceding the decision that his case could be reconsidered.
Q

#4202 - 2020-05-11 18:11:31 (UTC+1)
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/ex-trump-security-aide-who-left-in-controversy-rejoins-pentagon
It's like having all the pieces of the puzzle but only after [news unlocks] can the puzzle [full picture] be put together.
Q

#4201 - 2020-05-10 23:01:33 (UTC+1)
Enjoy the show!
Q

#4200 - 2020-05-10 22:58:19 (UTC+1)
>>9112253
Proof game 'chat logs' discussion(s)_legitimate?
Sourced from 'closed' door transcripts? 
Q

#4199 - 2020-05-10 22:54:03 (UTC+1)
>>9111644 (/pb)
For Anons.
Q

#4198 - 2020-05-10 18:50:46 (UTC+1)
https://www.military.com/video/aircraft/gunships/ac-130-gunship-lights-up-the-night/658552061001
A week to remember.
Q

#4197 - 2020-05-10 18:49:32 (UTC+1)

#4196 - 2020-05-10 07:07:52 (UTC+1)
THE SHADOW PRESIDENCY.
THE SHADOW GOVERNMENT.
Why did [Hussein] shadow POTUS re: [F] trips?
Why did [Kerry] shadow POTUS re: Iran?
Why did [Kerry] shadow POTUS re: [CLAS 1-99]?
Why did [McMaster] target and remove loyal intel operatives inside WH?
Why did [McMaster] prevent declas-disclose to Congress?
Why did [Coats] prevent declas-disclose to Congress?
Why did [Bolton] prevent decals-disclose to Congress?
Why did [Ryan] prevent subpoena power of (R) Congress?
Why did [Rosenstein] work to entrap and install blockade [SC]?
Why did [Rosenstein] install [Mueller] knowing zero evidence of Russia collusion?
Why did [Mueller] attempt to retake FBI DIR position? 
Why did [Mueller][Rosenstein] drag out SC investigation if known no Russia collusion pre + start?
Why did select members of [NSC][Vindman] actively leak to MSM?
Why did select members of [NSC][Vindman] orchestrate fake whistleblower report w/ [Schi�][Atkinson][CLAS 1-9] to sabotage and initiate impeachment?
Why did [Pelosi] rush impeachment investigation?
Why did [Pelosi] then hold impeachment article(s) until Jan 15?
Why did [Schi�] push false 'Russia evidence' narrative post closed door interviews [no evidence of collusion]?
Why did [Schi�] coordinate w/ WH NSC [through proxy] to arrange for Ukraine whistleblower?
Why did [Schi�] actively leak knowingly false statements during-post classi�ed sessions to MSM?
Why did [Schi�] illegally surveil [phone] members of WH legal team, media, and Congress? 
What Pentagon o�cials [CLAS 1-99 _subject] tendered resignation within a 2 week period?
Why did [Omarosa Manigault Newman] attempt to entrap POTUS through secret and illegal recordings?
Why did [Soros] �nance anti-POTUS events and organizations across US? 
Why did [CLAS 1-99] organize and push propaganda [smear] campaign through use of MSM & Hollywood?
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[CLAS 1-99][F]
[CLAS 1-99][F]
[CLAS 1-99][F]
[CLAS 1-99][F]
[CLAS 1-99]
[CLAS 1-99]
[CLAS 1-99]
[CLAS 1-99]
[CLAS 1-99] x 49
INSURGENCY.
IRREGULAR WARFARE.
THE GREATEST POLITICAL SCANDAL IN HISTORY. 
What are they trying to prevent?
Who are they trying to protect?
Q

#4195 - 2020-05-10 05:36:50 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/WattersWorld/status/1259288293381816320
Q

#4194 - 2020-05-10 00:35:21 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SavingGenZ/status/1256737783823192066
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4193 - 2020-05-10 00:31:04 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ColinSkow/status/1256739443001585664
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4192 - 2020-05-10 00:29:00 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/TeresaKae702/status/1256739712514945025
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4191 - 2020-05-10 00:28:02 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/AmandaHle333/status/1256736844718338048
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4190 - 2020-05-10 00:24:14 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/shosha801/status/1259197808718106625
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4189 - 2020-05-10 00:23:47 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Beer_Parade/status/1256692876110712832
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4188 - 2020-05-10 00:13:13 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/jacoby_kennedy/status/1256736101022253058
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4187 - 2020-05-10 00:07:10 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ClintonFlowers3/status/1256750809615945728
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4186 - 2020-05-10 00:02:59 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SenateWasTheKey/status/1256971197218197505
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4185 - 2020-05-10 00:00:33 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Qmap_pub_17_Q_/status/1257834426320461826
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4184 - 2020-05-09 23:58:24 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ginnylauren/status/1258250037504729088
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WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4183 - 2020-05-09 23:53:23 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/WWinagain/status/1259236817364115459
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4182 - 2020-05-09 23:20:08 (UTC+1)

#4181 - 2020-05-09 23:10:10 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/JonathanTurley/status/1259098515122335750
Propaganda and lies.
Welcome to the [D] party.
Q

#4180 - 2020-05-09 22:59:30 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/jokesonus4sure/status/1259225959007281152
Part 2
Q

#4179 - 2020-05-09 22:46:39 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/jokesonus4sure/status/1259220424392495104
Q

#4178 - 2020-05-09 20:48:43 (UTC+1)
>>9096199 (/pb)
Your assumption defaults back to a position of full understanding. 
A 'splinter cell' can be completely separate from its primary origin and/or source. 
Therefore, [1%] holds water.
Q

#4177 - 2020-05-09 20:33:08 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SvilarovNikola/status/1259142246097657869
The Great Awakening.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4176 - 2020-05-09 20:19:26 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/CalebJHull/status/1259170975473643531
Awake yet?
Q

#4175 - 2020-05-09 19:28:23 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/HYVEE7/status/1258849083168403456
Patriotism is on the rise.
Will you stand?
https://www.army.mil/values/oath.html
Q

#4174 - 2020-05-09 19:16:01 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Mrtdogg/status/1258739295172677632
Di�cult truth.
Q

#4173 - 2020-05-09 19:11:26 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/FascistTwatter/status/1259138390894817281
THE MEDIA [CONSPIRACY TV] IS DEAD.
SHADOW ARM [D].
Q

#4172 - 2020-05-09 18:53:05 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxbusiness.com/markets/us-china-sign-historic-trade-deal
Dates are important.
January 15, 2020.
>Historic trade deal w/ China signed
>>China loses billions in clawback
>[Held][Timed] impeachment articles are delivered to Senate
>FIRST case of COVID-19 lands in UNITED STATES [Seattle-Tacoma International Airport]
Do the Chinese like losing?
Do the Chinese want POTUS removed/replaced P_elec_2020?
Do the Chinese want BIDEN installed P_elec_2020?
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Is this about the virus OR THE ELECTION?
Q

#4171 - 2020-05-09 10:53:07 (UTC+1)
Origin Country of COVID-19: China
Origin City of COVID-19: Wuhan
How long was Wuhan on lockdown: 76 days
How long was the remainder of China on lockdown: 
CNY extend Jan 24 - Feb 9 (avg): 16 days
https://www.china-brie�ng.com/news/china-extends-lunar-new-year-holiday-february-2-shanghai-february-9-contain-coronavirus-outbreak/
How long has the US been on lockdown?
No spread of COVID-19 outside of Wuhan?
How is it possible the source Country of the virus (minus Wuhan) was on lockdown for only 16 days?
How long has the US been on lockdown?
Forecasted lockdown CA, NY, OR, MI, ……?
Reconcile.
Logical thinking.
Q

#4170 - 2020-05-09 09:47:10 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1258869801860182019
Is this about the virus OR THE ELECTION?
Q

#4169 - 2020-05-09 09:46:09 (UTC+1)
https://www.breitbart.com/clips/2020/05/08/schumer-vote-by-mail-will-be-a-very-important-part-of-next-coronavirus-bill/
Is this about the virus OR THE ELECTION?
Q

#4168 - 2020-05-09 09:30:57 (UTC+1)
https://news.yahoo.com/obama-irule-of-law-michael-�ynn-case-014121045.html
Listen carefully.
Q

#4167 - 2020-05-09 09:09:01 (UTC+1)

#4166 - 2020-05-09 08:49:31 (UTC+1)
[99%] men and women at CIA serve with distinction [Patriots].
[1%]
[99%] men and women at FBI serve with distinction [Patriots].
[1%]
[99%] men and women at DOJ serve with distinction [Patriots].
[1%]
[99%] men and women at NSA serve with distinction [Patriots].
[1%]
Q

#4165 - 2020-05-09 08:35:37 (UTC+1)
https://theweek.com/speedreads/863783/outed-cia-agent-valerie-plame-running-congress-launch-video-looks-like-spy-movie-trailer
Q

#4164 - 2020-05-09 08:22:53 (UTC+1)
What Farm born assets elected to Congress?
What Farm born assets are attempting to get elected to Congress?
What is the primary party to which they serve?
[D]
How do you control your own budget?
How do you control agency regs?
How do you control your own destiny?
https://www.cia.gov/news-information/featured-story-archive/2018-featured-story-archive/george-h-w-bush2014the-11th-director-of-central-intelligence.ht
Loss of control?
De�ne 'Shadow Government'.
Q

#4163 - 2020-05-09 08:13:38 (UTC+1)
What media assets are Farm born?
>A.Cooper [CNN]
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>
>
>
>
>
Q

#4162 - 2020-05-09 08:10:25 (UTC+1)
1 + 1 = 2 
True.
Non_important [yet].
Think [leak investigation] 
Think Horowitz [Midyear] re: FBI_media assets
"We identi�ed numerous FBI employees at all levels of the organization and with no o�cial reason to be in contact with the media, who were nevertheless i
contact with reporters. Some of those media contacts were social in nature too, including drinks and meals after work, going to sporting events and playing 
Think WL HRC_Podesta media asset(s) list.
They always [use] the same contacts.
MSM assets complicit? [knowingly]
Q

#4161 - 2020-05-08 23:11:43 (UTC+1)
Disregard.
Insertion removed.
Q

#4160 - 2020-05-08 22:57:44 (UTC+1)
We can help guide once you hit a target.
It must be open-source.
Happy hunting!
Q

#4159 - 2020-05-08 22:54:56 (UTC+1)
https://docs.house.gov/Committee/Committees.aspx?Code=IG00
Q

#4158 - 2020-05-08 22:09:02 (UTC+1)
SHADOW PRESIDENCY.
SHADOW GOVERNMENT.
INSURGENCY.
IRREGULAR WARFARE.
Q

#4157 - 2020-05-08 21:56:34 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/IngrahamAngle/status/1258765736207671297
Is this about the virus OR THE ELECTION?
Q

#4156 - 2020-05-08 21:50:59 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/kron4news/status/1258842982272217088
COVID-19 hard push [lock down extend] in swing states [CA-NY lead]?
[D] controlled?
Is this about the virus OR THE ELECTION?
Legal challenge coming?
Q

#4155 - 2020-05-08 21:28:11 (UTC+1)
https://thefederalist.com/2020/05/08/obama-biden-oval-o�ce-meeting-on-january-5-was-key-to-entire-anti-trump-operation/
SHADOW PRESIDENCY SET UP.
Q

#4154 - 2020-05-08 21:10:56 (UTC+1)
SHADOW PRESIDENCY.
[Hussein] pre-post [F] travel [shadow] POTUS?
Q

#4153 - 2020-05-08 20:41:39 (UTC+1)
Crowdstrike testimony re: DNC & Russia [hack]?
>no direct evidence?
>manipulation of source?
>comp-to-comp [transfer] speed [hack]?
>internal DL [terminal 1] speed?
>hand-to-hand transfer?
>WL publish v SR 187?
>MS13 [2] 187 geo-location?
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>MS13 [2] 187 date?
>MS13 [2] case summary notes?
Interning for the [DNC] can be deadly.
[ALL WITNESS REPORTS NON_EVIDENCE RUSSIA_POTUS CONNECT]
[DOSSIER PRIMARY VEHICLE FISA_SC_IMPEACH]
[DOSSIER DISCREDIT PRIOR-TO [KNOWN]]
[NO NAME ASSIST [SENATOR STAMP_credible] _ FBI FLOOR 7 _ DNI _ POTUS PDB]
[FBI Floor 7][DNI][CIA][DNC][WH] primary [bulk]
[FBI Floor 7] [DNC][HRC4Pres][DNI][CIA][WH] _FISA 4 [upstream collection primary target POTUS cross 1-9] _FISA 1 [upstream collection primary target C cro
[FBI Floor 7] [DOJ_LL][BC] coord tarmac [uno�cial]_HRC(e)discuss][exchange SC][security detail planning-coord DOJ_LL + BC]
[DOJ_LL] instruct [Comey] PR1 [drop all charges [MSM]]
[DOJ_LL] instruct language re report HRC [C] "careless"
[FBI Floor 7] deep-cover operatives crosswalk CIA>FBI [PS]
[FBI Floor 7] assist [CIA] domestic spy_avoid [CIA] non_USA charter 
[FBI Floor 7] assist [CIA] pull_down umbrella spy FVEY [uno�cial]
FVEY UK-AUS reverify AUTH_WH [unusual req special instruction]
[FBI Floor 7] [UK assist] Steele > B_Ohr > N_Ohr > FusionGPS [shell 2]
[FBI Floor 7] [CIA] spy_insert 1-3 [AUS assist] POTUS_campaign
[FBI Floor 7] James Baker - Perkins Coie [shell 2]
[FBI Floor 7] insurance 1-4 [FISA targets 1-4] 
[FBI Floor 7] WH_POTUS "non_target"
[FBI Floor 7] [DOJ_RR] wear_wire assist 'entrap to force' 
[Fail move 2]
[FBI Floor 7] [DOJ] push Sessions recuse 
[FBI Floor 7] > 'in_the_park' discuss [MUELLER] POTUS FBI[2] [regain control]
[FBI Floor 7] [DOJ_RR] appoint_[MUELLER]_SC
[DOJ_RR][#2][CLAS 1-99] scope_memo target FISA 1-4 [initiate immediate gag order][force comply v POTUS]
[DOJ_RR] [AF1_POTUS] 
[Background][SOROS-HUSSEIN-HRC][MSM+SOCIALM][HOLLYWOOD] propaganda push_coord establish 1-7 movement(s) ANTIFA silence-stop endorse_POTU
Q

#4152 - 2020-05-08 19:11:27 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/johncardillo/status/1258525297042833408
All assets deployed.
Win by any means necessary.
[D] party death spiral. 
Q

#4151 - 2020-05-08 16:54:54 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/IPOT1776/status/1258590313343447041
Q

#4150 - 2020-05-08 16:51:07 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/trump-dirty-cops-to-pay-big-price-for-russia-probe-after-release-of-transcripts-in-fox-friends-interview
Q

#4149 - 2020-05-08 16:23:58 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Kingfreespeech/status/1258628590926729217
Q

#4148 - 2020-05-08 05:44:08 (UTC+1)
The news is dead.
You are what matters now.
Handle with care.
Q

#4147 - 2020-05-08 05:01:40 (UTC+1)
[Michael Atkinson]
Q

#4146 - 2020-05-08 02:29:53 (UTC+1)

#4145 - 2020-05-08 02:27:25 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ShannonBream/status/1258549552900014080
Focus on tomorrow, �rst.
Q

#4144 - 2020-05-08 02:00:16 (UTC+1)
https://www.military.com/video/aircraft/gunships/ac-130-gunship-lights-up-the-night/658552061001
Q

#4143 - 2020-05-08 01:58:25 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/kevincorke/status/1258541890909044736
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Be ready to dig, Anons.
Meat.
Q

#4142 - 2020-05-08 00:04:04 (UTC+1)
https://intelligence.house.gov/russiainvestigation/
Q

#4141 - 2020-05-07 22:59:20 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/RepAdamSchi�/status/1258484733559930880
Keep watching the news.
Q

#4140 - 2020-05-07 20:35:40 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/AP/status/1258463906047164421
LET FREEDOM RING!
Q

#4139 - 2020-05-07 20:08:11 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/WalkedAwa/status/1229170238740189184
Facts v Fiction
Bridging [posting of Patriot TWIT accounts] serves to expand reach, prevent collapse, and maintain strength through UNITY.
Q

#4138 - 2020-05-07 19:47:51 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/HuberHammerQ/status/1258450453253193729
Calculating 'lag' near impossible.
Watch the news today, tomorrow, next week.
Q

#4137 - 2020-05-07 19:26:03 (UTC+1)
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2020/04/17/russia-approves-unproven-malaria-drug-to-treat-coronavirus-a70025
Russia using HCQ to treat COVID-19?
Source of HCQ: China
China using HCQ to treat COVID-19?
The more you know…
Q

#4136 - 2020-05-07 19:19:31 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/An0n661/status/1258417972361732102
When do you expend ammunition? 
For what purpose?
Prevent public exposure of truth [slow limit reach]?
Coordinated media roll-out designed to instill 'fear' into users re: discussing 'Q' re: risk of account termination?
Coordinated media roll-out designed to silence a 'conspiracy' they deem to have signi�cant potential [anti-[D]] rami�cations re: 2020 P_election?
You have more power and in�uence than you realize.
Welcome to the Revolution.
Q

#4135 - 2020-05-07 19:06:49 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/delbigtree/status/1258125685014568960
It's time to wake up.
Q

#4134 - 2020-05-07 05:51:47 (UTC+1)
https://www.military.com/video/aircraft/gunships/ac-130-gunship-lights-up-the-night/658552061001
Q

#4133 - 2020-05-07 05:40:16 (UTC+1)
There is a reason why Congress did not return to work this week [DC][non_COVID related].
Think [BOOM] drops this week and next [2019, 2020][+1].
[C]oats before [D]eclas [ongoing_now].
Q

#4132 - 2020-05-07 03:58:43 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yRCmuhCvxzc
[0:00 - 21.45]
Q

#4131 - 2020-05-07 03:52:55 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/OmarBehiry6/status/1254063173507919873
There is so much truth in this.
Q
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#4130 - 2020-05-07 02:23:01 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DevinNunes/status/1258183205162635265
Advocating overthrow of Government?
Q

#4129 - 2020-05-07 01:48:35 (UTC+1)
Ready to stand?
Q

#4128 - 2020-05-07 01:32:34 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/QAnon_Report/status/1258028582586253315
Worth remembering.
[note: rare 'truth' caught on camera]
Q

#4127 - 2020-05-07 01:31:14 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DocRock1007/status/1258104281942589440
Worth remembering.
[note: they all read from a teleprompter - who controls the message?]
Q

#4126 - 2020-05-06 19:54:03 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nysB5C2CmA8
Q

#4125 - 2020-05-06 19:27:23 (UTC+1)
All assets deployed.
Social media yesterday v today v tomorrow.
WIN BY ANY MEANS NECESSARY.
Everything is at stake.
Q

#4124 - 2020-05-06 19:20:01 (UTC+1)
>>9052050
Is it really so hard to believe that there are elected o�cials in our gov who are enriching themselves at the expense of our Country [NAT SEC]?
Why do they always include their spouse, son, daughter, etc.?
Follow the money.
Q

#4123 - 2020-05-06 18:34:08 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/michaelbeatty3/status/1181784201072263169
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/weekly-standard/the-spy-who-drove-her-dianne-feinstein-and-chinese-espionage
Connected?
How do you comm [secure] non_publicly? 
De�ne 'backchannel'.
Q

#4122 - 2020-05-06 17:45:21 (UTC+1)
https://www.fbi.gov/about/faqs
Q: Can I obtain detailed information about a current FBI investigation that I see in the news?
A: No. Such information is protected from public disclosure, in accordance with current law and Department of Justice and FBI policy. This policy preserves t
integrity of the investigation and the privacy of individuals involved in the investigation prior to any public charging for violations of the law. It also serves to
the rights of people not yet charged with a crime.
Q

#4121 - 2020-05-06 17:37:53 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BP-pqhXvI7Y
Sometimes you can't TELL the public the truth.
YOU MUST SHOW THEM.
ONLY THEN WILL PEOPLE FIND THE WILL TO CHANGE.
Q

#4120 - 2020-05-06 17:34:29 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/JamesOKeefeIII/status/1258053844812120066
Pawpaw positive COVID-19 test result?
Staged [FAKE] CBS COVID-19 reporting?
Q

#4119 - 2020-05-06 17:28:43 (UTC+1)
Dates are important.
Q

#4118 - 2020-05-06 17:22:41 (UTC+1)
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https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/byron-yorks-daily-memo-exclusive-dni-to-schi�-the-transcripts-are-ready-to-release
Sorry, Adam, but the game is now over [it doesn't end here].
Locked on target.
[it takes time to remove/install the right people [sleepers]]
We are ready.
Q

#4117 - 2020-05-05 22:19:02 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1257752761631981570
Trolling can be fun!
Q

#4116 - 2020-05-05 22:02:03 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/IngrahamAngle/status/1257754348395864068
Welcome to the REVOLUTION.
Q

#4115 - 2020-05-05 21:41:46 (UTC+1)
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-tanzania/tanzania-suspends-laboratory-head-after-president-questions-coronavirus-tests-idUSKBN2
Sometimes you can't TELL the public the truth.
YOU MUST SHOW THEM.
Q

#4114 - 2020-05-05 21:24:20 (UTC+1)
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/16115318/
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(20)30251-8/fulltext
When the protein sequence of the SARS-CoV-2 receptor binding site was analyzed, an interesting result was found. While SARS-CoV-2 is overall more similar
coronaviruses, the receptor binding site was more similar to SARS-CoV.
https://www.cell.com/cell/fulltext/S0092-8674(20)30262-2?
_returnURL=https%3A%2F%2Flinkinghub.elsevier.com%2Fretrieve%2Fpii%2FS0092867420302622%3Fshowall%3Dtrue
Both SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV use the same host cell receptor. It also found that, for both viruses, the viral proteins used for host cell entry bind to the rec
the same tightness (a�nity).
Knowledge is power.
Q

#4113 - 2020-05-05 19:47:44 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/100Brexit/status/1257726886681206786
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4112 - 2020-05-05 19:11:10 (UTC+1)
https://about.fb.com/news/2020/05/april-cib-report/
"We removed 5 Pages, 20 Facebook accounts, and 6 Groups that originated in the US and focused domestically. Our investigation linked this activity to indiv
associated with the QAnon network known to spread fringe conspiracy theories. We found this activity as part of our internal investigations into suspected
coordinated inauthentic behavior ahead of the 2020 election in the US."
Information Warfare.
Q

#4111 - 2020-05-05 18:08:26 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1257668683415146496
Will you follow the narrative?
Q

#4110 - 2020-05-05 17:49:46 (UTC+1)
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/fbi-agrees-cia-assessment-russia-wanted-help-trump-n697066
Then and now.
[Brennan] & [Comey] assessment [Clapper assist][hard-push]?
https://www.justice.gov/archives/jm/criminal-resource-manual-923-18-usc-371-conspiracy-defraud-us
https://www.justice.gov/archives/jm/criminal-resource-manual-910-knowingly-and-willfully
https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?path=/prelim@title18/part1/chapter115&edition=prelim
Q

#4109 - 2020-05-05 07:44:54 (UTC+1)

#4108 - 2020-05-05 06:26:52 (UTC+1)
>>9033709

#4107 - 2020-05-05 06:12:54 (UTC+1)
>>9033602

#4106 - 2020-05-05 06:08:33 (UTC+1)
https://www.nsa.gov/resources/everyone/ghidra/
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Toolkits can be helpful.
Q

#4105 - 2020-05-05 00:15:22 (UTC+1)
DARPA | FB | TWITTER | GOOG
[D] coord & dev of [AI] tool in attempt to counter (your) reach [now public - see prev drop] demonstrates (your) collective in�uence.
Think MSM daily attacks [losing ground].
You are winning the information warfare campaign.
Support will always be provided [undisclosed methods].
Q

#4104 - 2020-05-04 22:58:02 (UTC+1)
https://onenewsnow.com/perspectives/bryan-�scher/2020/04/27/fauci-knew-about-hcq-in-2005-nobody-needed-to-die
Reconcile.
Q

#4103 - 2020-05-04 20:53:40 (UTC+1)
[Sample _ past 30 days]
http://www.bing.com/news/search?q=qanon+&qft=interval%3d%229%22&form=PTFTNR
Do you understand?
Q

#4102 - 2020-05-04 20:10:25 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/PGenium/status/1257369837862608903
Good example.
See previous post.
Q

#4101 - 2020-05-04 19:45:28 (UTC+1)
Why is there an active [coordinated] disinformation campaign being deployed using [misleading headlines][no original source attach] tactics and pushed in 
amplify? 
Direct [orig source] attacks or push pre-determined and orchestrated 'false-claim' statements of others [think decodes]?
Constant MSM attacks? _why?
When does the enemy expend ammunition?
For what purpose?
Question what you read [from every source].
Use discernment. 
Q

#4100 - 2020-05-04 19:07:01 (UTC+1)

#4099 - 2020-05-04 19:06:12 (UTC+1)

#4098 - 2020-05-04 19:01:24 (UTC+1)
Why did [Hussein, Barry] choose 'RENEGADE' as USSS codename?
De�ne 'Renegade'.
[Hussein, Barry] parents both �uent in Russian?
Is Russian a common language to learn?
Public 'career' history mom-dad?
Public 'career' history require Russian language as prerequisite?
Farm work takes special skills.
Q

#4097 - 2020-05-04 18:43:12 (UTC+1)
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/05/03/congressman-nancy-pelosi-blocking-investigation-chinese-coronavirus-origins/
Why would Pelosi [D] block origination-source [roll-out] investigation of COVID-19 in [China]?
Prevent public exposure of truth?
Ask yourself, why?
[D]_People's_Republic_of_China
Q

#4096 - 2020-05-04 18:37:45 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/dems-deploying-darpa-funded-information-warfare-tool-to-promote-biden
"Information warfare."
Imagine that.
Q

#4095 - 2020-05-03 22:52:14 (UTC+1)
Q+

#4094 - 2020-05-03 22:42:59 (UTC+1)
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>>9014676
"very non-threatening,….." - Intel assessment 
What would have happened if POTUS challenged the COVID-19 narrative from the beginning?
Q

#4093 - 2020-05-03 22:32:28 (UTC+1)
People [an informed free-thinking pubic] awake is their greatest fear.
United we stand.
Q

#4092 - 2020-05-03 21:56:04 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/joshsha�er08/status/1255548193175191553
Can you see clearly?
Q

#4091 - 2020-05-03 21:40:10 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/techreview/status/1257028268529725441
Ready to stand up?
Q

#4090 - 2020-05-03 21:30:18 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DailyCaller/status/1257018522070388753
Why are the gatekeepers [releasing of criminals - jailing of non_compliance [lockdown] people] all [D]?
Know your rights.
Q

#4089 - 2020-05-03 21:02:53 (UTC+1)
Sometimes you can't TELL the public the truth.
YOU MUST SHOW THEM.
It's time to wake up.
Q

#4088 - 2020-05-03 20:59:42 (UTC+1)
https://www.mystateline.com/news/local-news/illinois-releases-146-sex-o�enders-including-3-sexually-dangerous-persons-convicted-in-winnebago-ogle-cou
Why are [D] Govs around the Nation releasing convicted felons [dangerous] early? 
Why are [D] Govs around the Nation instructing[ed] law enforcement to arrest those who [challenge] do not comply with lockdown order(s)?
Reconcile.
Q

#4087 - 2020-05-03 20:49:00 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/mikepompeo/status/1256999526944124928
Q

#4086 - 2020-05-03 20:42:29 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DocEvenhouse/status/1256765070245269505
Logical thinking.
Q

#4085 - 2020-05-03 20:22:47 (UTC+1)

#4084 - 2020-05-03 20:03:09 (UTC+1)
https://www.justice.gov/crt/deprivation-rights-under-color-law
Digest - know your rights.
Q

#4083 - 2020-05-03 19:55:49 (UTC+1)
https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/495580-a-hillary-clinton-barack-obama-ticket-to-replace-joe-biden
Q

#4082 - 2020-05-03 19:09:22 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/V_4_Vendatta/status/1256850285995200513
Never in our history has this been attempted.
Patriots WW simply needed a 'spark' to re-ignite the engine.
For humanity.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4081 - 2020-05-03 19:01:32 (UTC+1)

#4080 - 2020-05-03 19:01:08 (UTC+1)
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#4079 - 2020-05-03 18:58:55 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/gsimmerman11/status/1256974883130654721
Listen carefully.
Date speech made?
[-1] Election Day
Q

#4078 - 2020-05-03 18:55:09 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/TomFitton/status/1256946618223345665
Locked on target [painted].
Planned and immediate.
Q

#4077 - 2020-05-03 05:16:46 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DeAnna4Congress/status/1256767701458063361
The World is waking up.
Q

#4076 - 2020-05-03 00:34:06 (UTC+1)
What would have happened if POTUS challenged the COVID-19 narrative from the beginning?
Sometimes you can't TELL the public the truth.
YOU MUST SHOW THEM.
Who bene�ts the most?
WHY ARE [D]'S SOLELY FOCUSED ON CLOSURE [RETAINING] AND VOTE-BY-MAIL?
They do not care about your well-being.
You are simply in the way.
This is about regaining POWER.
Self-preservation.
Every asset deployed.
Win by any means necessary.
WIN OR DIE.
Q

#4075 - 2020-05-02 23:42:11 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/mitchellvii/status/1256669174094585856
2020 Presidential Election
Q

#4074 - 2020-05-02 23:22:57 (UTC+1)

#4073 - 2020-05-02 23:17:47 (UTC+1)
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/apr/28/coronavirus-hype-biggest-political-hoax-in-history/
Q

#4072 - 2020-05-02 21:29:28 (UTC+1)
BOOM WEEK AHEAD.
Treason doesn't pay well in the end.
Q

#4071 - 2020-05-02 21:27:27 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/LeoRed�sh/status/1256662317263196168
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4070 - 2020-05-02 21:26:40 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/cale_�tzgerald/status/1256662398662041601
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4069 - 2020-05-02 21:25:42 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/JaredDe08755962/status/1256662411580526596
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4068 - 2020-05-02 21:24:06 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Human63945079/status/1256662505222537219
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4067 - 2020-05-02 21:23:24 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/GreatAwakeningE/status/1256662582183821312
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WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4066 - 2020-05-02 21:22:14 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Yeg5571571/status/1256662673728483328
Never has this been attempted.
Dark > LIGHT.
Q

#4065 - 2020-05-02 21:19:51 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/johncardillo/status/1256577527662903298
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.
Q

#4064 - 2020-05-02 21:18:59 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/drshannae/status/1256656533909155841
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4063 - 2020-05-02 21:18:06 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DanMeyerswords/status/1256662744574509056
WWG1WGA!!!
GOD WINS!
Q

#4062 - 2020-05-02 21:17:17 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/QStorm1111/status/1256662790040846336
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4061 - 2020-05-02 21:15:29 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/United_W3_Stand/status/1256662853366366210
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4060 - 2020-05-02 21:13:42 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Itsthe_LO_down/status/1256662905820459008
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4059 - 2020-05-02 21:11:26 (UTC+1)

#4058 - 2020-05-02 21:03:39 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Pulizzi777/status/1256656038696071168
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4057 - 2020-05-02 21:02:41 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/sargehill69/status/1256656150432538626
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4056 - 2020-05-02 21:01:33 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/mestino/status/1256656368565727232
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4055 - 2020-05-02 21:00:39 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/PatrioticPop/status/1256656470843801600
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4054 - 2020-05-02 20:59:19 (UTC+1)
>>9001438

#4053 - 2020-05-02 20:58:19 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/rocksnherbs/status/1256656506898001920
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4052 - 2020-05-02 20:55:26 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Dr3V13/status/1256656644194344961
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Nothing can stop what is coming.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4051 - 2020-05-02 20:52:22 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/TrumpCanuck/status/1249164649406365698
We, the PEOPLE!
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4050 - 2020-05-02 20:44:57 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/jacky_lope/status/1256654627711397888
You are trending WW 24/7/365 w/ censorship. 
Never in our history has this been attempted.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4049 - 2020-05-02 20:39:36 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/GongFu_God/status/1256652507021029378
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4048 - 2020-05-02 20:30:53 (UTC+1)
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Initiative-seeks-to-challenge-Trump-s-online-15241493.php
[OP-combat-OP]
They fear you [massive global reach].
You attack those you fear the most.
For God and Country.
Q

#4047 - 2020-05-02 20:20:44 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/hotmessmom7888/status/1256448508330151938
United We Stand.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4046 - 2020-05-02 20:17:59 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/q_arah/status/1256518761391157248
We are in this together.
Patriotism on the rise.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#4045 - 2020-05-02 20:13:13 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/johnrobertsFox/status/1256576858923073539
What National/Global impact immediately occurs re: [intel assessment] the virus was [intentionally] released [in coordination w/ [CLAS 1-99]?
How do you prevent a war?
MATTERS OF NATIONAL SECURITY?
Think timing.
Who bene�ts the most?
Common denominator: 
Do you believe Biden would admit to sexual assault simply by asking him? 
No? 
So why do it [ask]?
Do you believe intel community would admit [DECLAS] foreign adversary intentionally released COVID-19?
No?
So why do it [ask]?
[Jan 15] [D] Impeachment Articles transfer to Senate?
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/478404-house-votes-to-send-impeachment-articles-to-senate
[Jan 15] First COVID-19 U.S. case?
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/06/doctor-who-treated-�rst-us-coronavirus-patient-says-covid-19-has-been-circulating-unchecked-for-weeks.html
Q

#4044 - 2020-05-02 19:45:54 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1256628709496369152
Q

#4043 - 2020-05-01 19:27:39 (UTC+1)
DE FACTO STANDARD.
Q

#4042 - 2020-05-01 19:22:37 (UTC+1)
Why are in�uenza medications e�ective at treating COVID-19?
Q
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#4041 - 2020-05-01 19:15:42 (UTC+1)
Why are children immune to COVID-19?
How many children die from in�uenza each year?
Why are elderly more at risk to COVID-19?
How many elderly die from in�uenza each year?
Q

#4040 - 2020-05-01 18:40:35 (UTC+1)
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/health_policy/Provisional-Death-Counts-COVID-19-Pneumonia-and-In�uenza.pdf
>11,356 COVID-19
>54,217 Pneumonia, In�uenza, OR COVID-19
In�uenza death rate low v previous years?
Knowledge is power.
Information warfare.
Q

#4039 - 2020-05-01 06:00:02 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wrZejBRSAO8
https://www.bands.army.mil/music/buglecalls/tothecolor.asp
Q

#4038 - 2020-05-01 05:09:49 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/is-it-time-for-intelligence-director-clapper-to-resign
Q

#4037 - 2020-05-01 04:59:36 (UTC+1)
One step at a time.
Q

#4036 - 2020-05-01 04:54:10 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/M2Madness/status/1232132171344773121
Q

#4035 - 2020-05-01 04:50:48 (UTC+1)
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2013/01/31/mark_levin_the_muslim_brotherhood_has_in�ltrated_our_government_its_called_barack_obama.html
Q

#4034 - 2020-05-01 04:45:10 (UTC+1)
https://www.michiganradio.org/post/tensions-�are-senate-�oor-over-gop-senator-s-muslim-brotherhood-remarks
Q

#4033 - 2020-05-01 04:40:25 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DeepStateExpose/status/1250841767609597952
Q

#4032 - 2020-05-01 04:38:28 (UTC+1)
https://www.politico.com/story/2017/04/24/obama-iran-nuclear-deal-prisoner-release-236966
Q

#4031 - 2020-05-01 04:36:26 (UTC+1)
https://dailycaller.com/2018/04/02/imran-awan-hacking-scandal/
Q

#4030 - 2020-05-01 04:29:23 (UTC+1)
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Valerie-Jarrett
Q

#4029 - 2020-05-01 04:25:59 (UTC+1)

#4028 - 2020-05-01 04:23:17 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/natseclisa/status/1213079063113457665?lang=en
Q

#4027 - 2020-05-01 04:19:13 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/GregKotseos/status/1256035453721030657
Q

#4026 - 2020-05-01 04:05:32 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Comey/status/1256025131023032321
Denied.
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Justice will be served.
Q

#4025 - 2020-05-01 01:29:41 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1255976608365674496
Q

#4024 - 2020-05-01 00:59:59 (UTC+1)
Sometimes you can't TELL the public the truth.
YOU MUST SHOW THEM.
A deeply entrenched enemy who controls the vast majority of communications is only defeated by……….
Game theory.
Q

#4023 - 2020-05-01 00:55:40 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/GOPChairwoman/status/1255883948196069376
Control.
Q

#4022 - 2020-05-01 00:49:48 (UTC+1)
>>8978368
MATTERS OF NATIONAL SECURITY.
Q

#4021 - 2020-05-01 00:46:38 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/johnrobertsFox/status/1255972553950220288
Think SIGINT
Think CIA 
Think Double agents
China thought they eliminated all in-country assets.
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/20/world/asia/china-cia-spies-espionage.html
Some things are better left untold [cov].
Public truths of some events force wars.
WWIII prevent.
Hello, Feinstein.
Q

#4020 - 2020-05-01 00:30:50 (UTC+1)
https://thehill.com/homenews/media/495448-�rechrishayes-trends-after-msnbc-host-covers-biden-sexual-assault-allegations
When they can no longer control you…
They remove you.
Control the narrative [control of you].
THE NEWS IS FAKE.
THE WAR IS REAL.
Q

#4019 - 2020-04-30 23:52:09 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/TimRunsHisMouth/status/1255930095463575552
Q

#4018 - 2020-04-30 23:24:26 (UTC+1)

#4017 - 2020-04-30 23:05:01 (UTC+1)
>>8976611
Error 'was' x2.
On the move.
Q

#4016 - 2020-04-30 23:04:19 (UTC+1)
Was the DNC was hacked by Russia?
CIA [BRENNAN] FORCE?
Seth Rich internal DL hand-to-hand pass USA?
Crowdstrike code insert?
If FBI [CHAIN OF COMMAND] was corrupt what other investigations were corrupted?
WHO DID THEY PROVIDE COVER FOR?
HOW FAR BACK DID IT GO?
Q

#4015 - 2020-04-30 22:56:26 (UTC+1)
>>8976305
Control of the population [sheep]?
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Control of the narrative? 
Q

#4014 - 2020-04-30 22:50:58 (UTC+1)
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/democratic-national-convention-pushed-back-a-month-to-mid-august
Why are they pushing back the [D] convention?
COVID-19 concern or strategic for last minute change?
Change of Batter coming?
Why was she 'saved' from o�cially announcing? 
Why was she 'reserved' for a last minute change?
How do you attempt to 'sneak one in'?
How do you attempt to ensure victory?
Adopt National Vote-by-Mail?
How do you convince American it was legitimate? 
Release fake polls indicating favorable leads in swing states?
How do you harm opponents accomplishments re: economy, unemployment, ……………….?
How do you terminate opponents highly e�ective rallies?
How do you shelter [D] lead candidate from embarrassing debates and/or rallies?
How do you shelter [D] corruption re: FISA-RUSSIA-FLYNN-etc. from reaching the mainstream?
How do you extend the trade negotiation deadline w/ CHINA?
How do you limit [test] Constitutional rights of people?
How do you provide cover for State Govs to adopt new voter laws?
How do you e�ectively control the population?
How do you expand big tech overreach re: tracing / privacy issues?
How do you �x [taxpayer bailout?] the long-broken economies of CA & NY?
How do you enrich select people/co's by promoting a solution to a global crisis?
How do you keep people living in fear and isolation in order to accept the above?
De�ne 'insurgency'. 
How do you accomplish all of the above?
Q

#4013 - 2020-04-30 22:26:00 (UTC+1)
Used as a political tool to attack the other side [weaponized]?
Where are the pink hats?
When you are awake you are able to see clearly.
Q

#4012 - 2020-04-30 22:14:12 (UTC+1)
When this is �nished a much bigger graphic will be needed. 
MUCH BIGGER!
BIGGEST POLITICAL SCANDAL IN AMERICAN HISTORY.
Q

#4011 - 2020-04-30 21:57:10 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/bhweingarten/status/1255916279325700097
CROSSFIRE HURRICANE
CROSSFIRE TYPHOON
CROSS WIND
[CLAS 1-99 UNRELEASED/REDACTED]
You didn't think the statement by POTUS re: 'CALM BEFORE THE STORM' was just random did you?
Transparency brings accountability.
Q

#4010 - 2020-04-30 21:37:28 (UTC+1)
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/proclamation-law-day-u-s-2020/
NOW, THEREFORE, I, DONALD J. TRUMP, President of the United States of America, in accordance with Public Law 87-20, as amended, do hereby proclaim M
2020, as Law Day, U.S.A. I urge all Americans, including government o�cials, to observe this day by re�ecting upon the importance of the rule of law in our N
displaying the �ag of the United States in support of this national observance; and I especially urge the legal profession, the press, and the radio, television, 
media industries to promote and to participate in the observance of this day.
Q

#4009 - 2020-04-29 22:01:10 (UTC+1)
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1545C_dJWMIAgqeLEsfo2U8Kq5WprDuARXrJl6N1aDjY/edit
Knowledge is power.
Q

#4008 - 2020-04-29 21:22:44 (UTC+1)
Read slowly and carefully. 
Knowledge is power.
https://2009-2017.state.gov/documents/organization/119629.pdf
>Irregular warfare is far more varied than conventional con�ict: hence the importance of an intellectual framework that is coherent enough to provide guida
�exible enough to adapt to circumstances.
>American counterinsurgency practice rests on a number of assumptions: that the decisive e�ort is rarely military (although security is the essential prereq
success); that our e�orts must be directed to the creation of local and national governmental structures that will serve their populations, and, over time, rep
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e�orts of foreign partners; that superior knowledge, and in particular, understanding of the 'human terrain' is essential; and that we must have the patience
persevere in what will necessarily prove long struggles.
>Insurgency, however, can and will �ourish in the
modern environment. The strains created by globalization, by the collapse of weak state structures, by demographic, environmental, and economic pressur
ease of cooperation among insurgent groups and criminals, and by the appearance of destructive radical ideologies, all augur a period in which free and mo
governance is at risk. 
[Insurgency is the organized use of subversion and violence to seize, nullify or chal- lenge political control of a region. As such, it is primarily a political strugg
which both sides use armed force to create space for their political, economic and in�uence activities to be e�ective. Insurgency is not always conducted by 
group with a centralized, military-style command structure, but may involve a complex matrix of di�erent actors with various aims, loosely connected in dyn
non-hierarchical networks. To be successful, insurgencies require charismatic leadership, supporters, recruits, supplies, safe havens and funding (often from
activities). They only need the active support of a few enabling individuals, but the passive acquiescence of a large proportion of the contested population w
higher probability of success. This is best achieved when the political cause of the insurgency has strong appeal, manipulating religious, tribal or local identit
exploit common societal grievances or needs. Insurgents seek to gain control of populations through a combination of persuasion, subversion and coercion
using guerrilla tactics to o�set the strengths of government security forces. Their intent is usually to protract the struggle, exhaust the government and win 
popular support to force capitulation or political accommodation. Consequently, insurgencies evolve through a series of stages, though the progression and
will be di�erent in almost every case.]
Q

#4007 - 2020-04-29 06:59:54 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/WSatx/status/1255358435652222976
Q

#4006 - 2020-04-29 06:50:26 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1129343742748569601
Be ready.
Q

#4005 - 2020-04-29 06:23:32 (UTC+1)
>>8956829
Close.
Q

#4004 - 2020-04-29 06:18:42 (UTC+1)
Anons: Impressive, most impressive.
Why would in-game chat be disabled during [FF event(s)]?
Q

#4003 - 2020-04-29 04:31:40 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/NYCMayor/status/1255309615883063297
Why do they want you locked inside?
Why do they want you to panic?
WHY DO THEY WANT YOU TO LIVE IN FEAR?
Why is the media banning anyone who challenges the covid-19 narrative?
THIS HAS EVERYTHING TO DO WITH THE P_ELECTION.
WHO BENEFITS THE MOST?
Logical thinking.
All assets deployed. 
Win by any means necessary.
Q

#4002 - 2020-04-29 04:07:26 (UTC+1)
https://nichegamer.com/2020/03/10/billionaire-george-soros-invests-45-million-into-activision-blizzard/
Dates are important.
SWC drop [Dec 16] to closure - coincidence?
Soros invest [Feb 14] Blizzard - coincidence?
Desperate times call for desperate measures.
When [why] do you 'expose' what you know publicly? 
Q

#4001 - 2020-04-29 03:26:16 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/TwitterSupport/status/1255285160314056706
All the walls are falling down.
Q

#4000 - 2020-04-29 02:58:18 (UTC+1)
https://www.starwarscommander.com/transmissions/game-closure-announcement/
Q

#3999 - 2020-04-29 02:11:35 (UTC+1)

#3998 - 2020-04-29 01:38:23 (UTC+1)
THE SILENT WAR CONTINUES.
Q
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#3997 - 2020-04-29 01:37:32 (UTC+1)
INFILTRATION INSTEAD OF INVASION.
Q

#3996 - 2020-04-29 01:36:47 (UTC+1)
INFORMATION WARFARE.
Q

#3995 - 2020-04-29 01:36:02 (UTC+1)
How does China comm [secure] w/ DNC leaders?
Q

#3994 - 2020-04-29 01:34:42 (UTC+1)
How does Soros comm [secure] w/ DNC leaders?
Q

#3993 - 2020-04-29 01:29:58 (UTC+1)
REMEMBER THIS IMPORTANT FACT.
ADAM SCHIFF IS PART OF THE 'GANG OF EIGHT' (INTEL).
IT WILL BECOME CRITICAL ONCE 'GANG OF EIGHT' MATERIAL IS DECLASSIFIED. 
LOGICAL Q: IF ADAM SCHIFF 'KNEW' EVERYTHING HE'S INVESTIGATING AND STATING PUBLICLY TO BE KNOWINGLY 'FALSE' [DISINFORMATION] WHY THEN W
TAKE THE COURSE OF ACTION(S) (ONGOING)?
DID ADAM SCHIFF PURPOSELY DECEIVE THE AMERICAN PUBLIC 'THINKING' THE 'GANG OF EIGHT' MATERIAL + OTHER CLASSIFIED DOCUMENTATION WOULD
REACH THE PUBLIC DOMAIN?
[AS] memo FALSE.
If [AS] was privy to GANG OF EIGHT classi�ed material would he not know the same FACTS (TRUTH) as NUNES? 
Think NUNES memo v SCHIFF.
"Knowingly."
What if it was coordinated?
Q

#3992 - 2020-04-29 01:21:36 (UTC+1)
[MUELLER] designed to take-in evidence needed to 'expose' DS [DOJ block re: Mueller 'evidence' ongoing investigation].
[MUELLER] designed to limit POTUS' ability to maneuver.
[MUELLER] designed to 'stall-for-time' until MIDTERM ELECTIONS to TERMINATE all HOUSE / SENATE ongoing investigations.
[MUELLER] designed to 'safeguard' D_PARTY_BASE false narrative re: RUSSIA COLLUSION [POTUS CHEATED - EVIL - SKY FALLING] in e�ort to DIVIDE and MO
future protests, riots, threats, violence, FF's, etc.
[MUELLER] designed to provide FAKE NEWS w/ ammunition to sway public opinion, obstruct foreign + domestic agenda, fuel impeachment/removal, fuel an
[DIVISION] [prevent UNITY], etc..
[MUELLER] designed to demonstrate to foreign players that OLD GUARD still pulls strings.
[MUELLER] designed to mobilize D_PARTY for MIDTERM VOTE WIN.
[MUELLER] designed to push D_PARTY backers to DONATE [GOFUNDME - D_PARTY].
[MUELLER] designed as PUBLIC OUTCRY EXCUSE should criminal charges be brought against them ['we are being 'politically' attacked because MUELLER...].
THE NEWS IS FAKE.
THE WAR IS REAL.
Q

#3991 - 2020-04-29 01:15:09 (UTC+1)

#3990 - 2020-04-29 01:14:45 (UTC+1)
FBI CHAIN OF COMMAND MIDYEAR INVESTIGATION [HRC EMAIL]?
FBI CHAIN OF COMMAND FISA-RUSSIA-POTUS-FLYNN-STONE-PAPADOP-MANAF? [CIA BRIDGE_BRENNAN_INTEL ASSESS[17]_UKRAINE_LINK]?
FBI CHAIN OF COMMAND DNC HACK? [CIA BRIDGE > UKRAINE CROWDSTRIKE_BRENNAN]?
RECONCILE.
IF CHAIN OF COMMAND + [DOJ-CIA[F + D] FOUND GUILTY [INDICTMENT CHAP 115 + [CLAS 1-99]] RE: USA V. [1-2-3-6] RE: FISA CAN THE SAME ARGUMENT BE
MIDYEAR + DNC +++?
[Ref: public optics: 'retired''left' refers to '�red/forced']
FEDERAL BUREAU OF "INVESTIGATION"
James Comey, Director - FIRED
Andrew McCabe, Deputy Director - FIRED
Jim Rybicki, Chief of Sta� and Senior Counselor - FIRED
James Baker, General Counsel - FIRED
Bill Priestap, Director of Counterintelligence (Strzok's boss) - FIRED
Peter Strzok, Deputy Assistant Director of Counterintelligence - FIRED
Lisa Page, O�ce of General Counsel - FIRED
Mike Kortan, Assistant Director for Public A�airs - FIRED
Josh Campbell, Special Assistant to Comey - FIRED
Michael Steinbach - Head of NAT SEC Div - FIRED
John Glacalone - (Predecessor to Steinbach) - Head of NAT SEC Div - FIRED
James Turgal - Assistant Director - FIRED
Greg Bower - Top Congressional Liaison - FIRED
Trisha Anderson - Principle Deputy General Counsel - FIRED
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Randy Coleman - Assistant Director of Counterintelligence Div - REMOVED 
Q

#3989 - 2020-04-29 00:43:25 (UTC+1)
***
Q

#3988 - 2020-04-26 23:38:57 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/MariaBartiromo/status/1254518803888734217
Q

#3987 - 2020-04-18 19:30:12 (UTC+1)

#3986 - 2020-04-18 04:27:29 (UTC+1)
>>8833079
For God and Country, Brother.
Q

#3985 - 2020-04-18 04:25:34 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KAfWVBvfMek
Q

#3984 - 2020-04-18 04:19:12 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/lt_freedom/status/1251260961291370500
Greetings from Maryland, DC, Hawaii, and beyond.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3983 - 2020-04-18 01:31:25 (UTC+1)

#3982 - 2020-04-18 01:16:32 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/LouDobbs/status/1251279983605092352
We are ready.
[Set 1]
Mission good.
Q

#3981 - 2020-04-17 19:00:28 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/WWinagain/status/1251191242962042880
TOGETHER WE WIN.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3980 - 2020-04-17 18:26:56 (UTC+1)

#3979 - 2020-04-17 18:26:22 (UTC+1)

#3978 - 2020-04-17 18:25:47 (UTC+1)

#3977 - 2020-04-17 18:25:08 (UTC+1)

#3976 - 2020-04-17 18:23:24 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/LotusOak2/status/1251043604728029184
Worth tracking.
Q

#3975 - 2020-04-16 20:55:30 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f-xwMSCdnW4
Clear your mind.
Heal.
Q

#3974 - 2020-04-16 20:31:54 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/jack/status/5081?lang=en
It will be your choice whether to know.
Q
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#3973 - 2020-04-16 19:54:56 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DeepStateExpose/status/1250841767609597952
Who trained/supplied ISIS?
What if [HRC] won?
Who destroyed ISIS?
Knowledge is power.
Q

#3972 - 2020-04-16 18:41:29 (UTC+1)
https://www.npr.org/2016/12/19/504998487/transcript-and-video-nprs-exit-interview-with-president-obama
Think then.
Think now.
Start [15:40]
[Knowingly]
Q

#3971 - 2020-04-15 20:34:54 (UTC+1)
…..and frogs to destroy them.
Q

#3970 - 2020-04-15 20:32:30 (UTC+1)
>>8802632
It does now, Patriot.
More than ever.
Think 2016.
Think 2020.
Think of the World Awakening.
Q

#3969 - 2020-04-15 20:28:00 (UTC+1)
>>8802592
We are far beyond the need for proofs.
You have more than you know.
Durham start.
Q OP start.
5:5?
Q

#3968 - 2020-04-15 20:14:48 (UTC+1)
>>8802424
Do you think it was Paul Ryan's choice to step down?
Rising star in [R] party?
Speaker of the H?
Age?
Do you think it was Sen. Flake's choice to step down?
………..
Q

#3967 - 2020-04-15 20:06:42 (UTC+1)
>>8802404
These people are pure evil.
This is not about politics. 
You are ready.
Q

#3966 - 2020-04-15 19:59:20 (UTC+1)
>>8802315
Imagine if we weren't here. 
While di�cult, it is important to understand this must be done by the book.
Average people must be able to digest and accept [factually] events.
FISA lead-in [stage 1 act 1]
Bad actor(s) had to be removed.
Good actor(s) had to be installed.
Sleeper(s) had to be uncovered. 
We are ready [think Barr public].
Q

#3965 - 2020-04-15 19:48:57 (UTC+1)
>>8802274
Always.
Q

#3964 - 2020-04-15 19:47:08 (UTC+1)
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6149275790001#sp=show-clips
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Be informed.
Boris.
Think for yourself.
Trust yourself.
Q

#3963 - 2020-04-15 01:09:49 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DrTedros/status/1085559977597636609
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Shiva
Symbolism.
An informed [awake] public holds all the keys.
Q

#3962 - 2020-04-15 00:33:33 (UTC+1)
https://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/492462-virginia-governor-signs-legislation-dropping-voting-restrictions
Win by any means necessary.
All assets will be deployed this election.
Q

#3961 - 2020-04-14 22:33:11 (UTC+1)
You are witnessing the systematic destruction of the old guard.
Q

#3960 - 2020-04-14 22:30:20 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/lawyer-threaten-to-sue-nevada-unless-ballot-harvesting-is-permitted
PAIN & PANIC.
Q

#3959 - 2020-04-14 22:25:57 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/world/state-department-cables-coronavirus-origin-chinese-lab-bats
Some leaks destroy the MSM narrative.
WHO BENEFITS THE MOST?
https://twitter.com/TomFitton/status/1250133778623803393
Q

#3958 - 2020-04-14 21:50:43 (UTC+1)
INFORMATION WARFARE.
Q

#3957 - 2020-04-14 21:36:22 (UTC+1)
When does NDA expire re: DrudgeR sale to foreign entity?
Think 2020_P election +1.
[removal [blackout] coming of pro_POTUS accounts]
Win by any means necessary.
All assets will be deployed this election.
Sleepers [Pro] will shift position [Nay].
[Paul Ryan_Fox]
Q

#3956 - 2020-04-14 20:09:31 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/earth_pupil/status/1250117044789370880
Hydroxychloroquine+
Q

#3955 - 2020-04-14 17:28:43 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/EverythingQAnon/status/1250079186112446464
Q

#3954 - 2020-04-14 17:27:47 (UTC+1)
Missing [29] connections - National.
Missing [98] connections - Local.
Q

#3953 - 2020-04-14 04:54:35 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/M_RevereUSA/status/1249892660795650054
Q

#3952 - 2020-04-14 02:30:44 (UTC+1)

#3951 - 2020-04-12 06:00:04 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=MY8Nfzcn1qQ
Best documentary of the year.
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[F] black sites are being closed [MK_active]
[CLAS 1-99: future]
Q

#3950 - 2020-04-12 04:37:58 (UTC+1)
Bigger than you can possibly imagine.
God bless each and every one of you.
Q

#3949 - 2020-04-12 04:36:47 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/qthewakeup?lang=en
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3948 - 2020-04-12 04:33:10 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Tdabz/status/1249159025025056770
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3947 - 2020-04-12 04:31:50 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Hev123truthsee1/status/1249159256823271424
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3946 - 2020-04-12 04:30:13 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/refrgmstr/status/1249159735418421250
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3945 - 2020-04-12 04:29:04 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Mc_Assy_/status/1249159783896289282
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3944 - 2020-04-12 04:28:21 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1249158542944329734
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3943 - 2020-04-12 04:26:27 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/TravisR03869899/status/1249160081570217984
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3942 - 2020-04-12 04:25:08 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SLYUnser/status/1249160215238455299
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3941 - 2020-04-12 04:23:53 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Wilm30451797/status/1249160223304159232
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3940 - 2020-04-12 04:09:53 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Charlie99987483/status/1249156214971301890
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3939 - 2020-04-12 04:08:29 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/rochelle_coombs/status/1249156622850707456
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3938 - 2020-04-12 04:03:30 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/HFDeltaDave/status/1249155418326208512
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3937 - 2020-04-12 04:01:12 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Education4Libs/status/1249126292672430081
Trust and believe in yourself.
Q
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#3936 - 2020-04-12 03:54:58 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DontBeFooledWWG/status/1249136287552069632
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3935 - 2020-04-12 03:53:43 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ColinSkow/status/1249018424111464451
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3934 - 2020-04-10 23:10:12 (UTC+1)
[Placeholder - Indictments Tracking > Non_Civ]
[Set 1]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
[Placeholder - Indictments Tracking > Civ]
[Placeholder - Acts of Treason + support Articles]
[Placeholder - Foreign Acts_pub]
[Placeholder - FISA_pub]

#3933 - 2020-04-10 22:41:49 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/greggers4usa/status/1248701382166798342
Q

#3932 - 2020-04-10 22:12:44 (UTC+1)
>>8748876
The public will learn the truth.
The media will attempt to spin as a partisan attack.
The House will push for Barr removal.
The House will open investigations into Barr-Durham [lack of con�dence].
FULL DISCLOSURE [DELCAS] PROVIDES TRUTH.
FOREIGN CORROBORATION PROVIDES TRUTH.
What happens when corp media 'knowingly' pushes false [propaganda] information?
What happens when corp media can no longer be trusted?
The Silent War continues..
Q

#3931 - 2020-04-10 21:53:58 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SeekretAgent/status/1248681547827417093
The credibility of our institutions [Constitutional Law that governs our Great Land [Our Republic]], and our ability to regain the trust and faith of the America
all depends on our ability to restore [EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER THE LAW] by prosecuting those responsible [Blind-Justice]. 
Treasonous acts [sedition] against the Republic [the 'People'] of the United States [START - LEAD-IN].
In�ltration [rogue] at the highest levels of our gov, media, corps, etc.
Planned & coordinated [D/ F].
This is not about politics.
Something far more sinister [evil] has been allowed to �ourish through all parts of our society. 
It has been protected and safeguarded.
It has been camou�aged to appear as trusted.
It has been projected [normalized] by stars.
[CLAS 1-99]
One must only look to see. 
[Symbolism will be their downfall]
This is not another [4] year election.
"Be on your guard; stand �rm in the faith; be courageous; be strong."
You are not alone.
We stand together.
Q

#3930 - 2020-04-10 18:49:59 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/llmcl/status/1248589990545760261
HAPPY GOOD FRIDAY!!!
Q

#3929 - 2020-04-10 18:42:54 (UTC+1)
Patriots: be cautious in your interpretations of info posted. False expectations [& push] based on 'speculation' will only weaponize those who attack us [MSM
Why does [MSM] expend resources [daily] attempting to discredit?
Do you provide the playbook to the enemy w: speci�c dates?
Logical thinking.
FISA INDICTMENTS = START (public_justice)
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https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/start
Future proves past [events unlock].
Think CEO departures.
Think FBI departures.
Think DOJ departures.
Think State departures.
Think WH departures.
Think DIA departures.
Think Pentagon departures.
Think Senate departures.
Think House departures.
Think Amb departures.
Think IG departures.
Think Judge install.
Think SC install.
Think WH install.
Think FBI install.
Think C_A install.
Think DOJ install.
Think US ATT install.
…………….
Game theory.
If you look you can see.
Q

#3928 - 2020-04-10 18:20:04 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/AbdullahJanfawi/status/1248645249364303873
Together we will win.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3927 - 2020-04-09 23:01:33 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/QTheWakeUp/status/1248352053468020737
We are UNITED in this FIGHT.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3926 - 2020-04-09 21:35:57 (UTC+1)
https://www.breitbart.com/the-media/2020/04/09/cbs-news-caught-broadcasting-fake-hospital-footage-second-time/
THE TRUTH IS RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOU.
Q

#3925 - 2020-04-09 21:21:27 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1208873492025925632
Do people really believe the biggest scandal in modern US history will go unpunished [Scot-Free]?
Backchannels are important.
Patriots stand at the ready [shills whine].
Q

#3924 - 2020-04-09 21:04:38 (UTC+1)

#3923 - 2020-04-09 20:54:04 (UTC+1)
https://www.theguardian.com/world/video/2020/mar/23/invisible-enemy-trump-says-he-is-wartime-president-in-coronavirus-battle-video
Compare and contrast.
Dates are important.
Q

#3922 - 2020-04-09 20:44:10 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/LukeGoldberg4/status/1248091038310432768
Q

#3921 - 2020-04-09 20:37:17 (UTC+1)
FISA INDICTMENTS = START
Q

#3920 - 2020-04-09 20:33:28 (UTC+1)
What happens when state actor(s) [assets] are removed?
How does a state actor gain leverage over a person in power [re: blackmail]?
De�ne 'Traitor'.
Data exchange(s) can be very dangerous.
Q

#3919 - 2020-04-09 20:00:25 (UTC+1)
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How do you hide the truth?
Ex: create a website and label it fake?
How do you hide the truth?
Create a public 'trend' re: term 'conspiracy' to humiliate [typecast as 'mental' 'crazy' 'looney'] anyone who opposes the narrative?
How do you hide the truth?
Control majority of media to project [echo] a controlled message re: a desired topic?
Q

#3918 - 2020-04-09 19:52:31 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/media/ag-william-barr-disappointed-by-partisan-attacks-levied-at-president-trump-says-media-on-a-jihad-against-hydroxychloro
Di�cult to imagine media [D party] attempting to squash all hope of a cure?
Di�cult to imagine media [D party] wanting public to remain in fear [re COVID-19] up until the election?
Di�cult to imagine media [D party] willing to sacri�ce lives in order to regain power? 
ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE.
Di�cult truths will soon see the light of day.
Q

#3917 - 2020-04-08 23:37:40 (UTC+1)
[out of order_insert important]
https://twitter.com/MonangeSauvi/status/1247988574642978816
Did you think 'spirit cooking' was just pretend?
http://cannibalclub.org/index.html
Q

#3916 - 2020-04-08 23:06:17 (UTC+1)
The Silent War continues..
Q

#3915 - 2020-04-08 22:28:59 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/M2Madness/status/1247977509091774467
Why was it fast-tracked in H?
Why did [Pelosi] hold until Jan 15th?
[what was the 'release' marker?]
Public: time to neg Senate witness/process?
What if 'impeachment' was meant to fail?
What if 'impeachment' was meant to distract from overseas developments? 
What did ALL US MEDIA focus on during 'impeachment' process?
How do you TERM POTUS rally(s)?
How do you TERM POTUS econ gains?
How do you TERM POTUS unemployment gains?
How do you TERM POTUS-CHINA trade neg?
How do you TERM [BIDEN] debates?
How do you TERM [BIDEN] public appearances? 
How do you TERM [BIDEN] live interviews?
How do you TERM [H-BIDEN] Ukraine/China MSM coverage?
HOW DO YOU CHANGE THE NARRATIVE?
WHO BENEFITS THE MOST?
How do you ALTER POTUS-[BIDEN] P_debate structure?
How do you HOLD HOSTAGE PUBLIC AID in exchange for National 'ballot harvesting' law adopt?
How do you appease radical left 'knowing' SANDERS drop out coming?
HOLD HOSTAGE PUBLIC AID in exchange for GREEN NEW DEAL?
THE TRUTH WILL SHOCK THE WORLD.
Regain power by any means necessary.
Q

#3914 - 2020-04-08 21:54:03 (UTC+1)
The world will soon understand.
Q

#3913 - 2020-04-08 18:49:22 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/chrisbergPOVNOW/status/1247680994821509121
What is the primary bene�t to keep public in mass-hysteria re: COVID-19?
Think voting.
Are you awake yet?
Q

#3912 - 2020-04-08 18:36:50 (UTC+1)
Read and discern for yourself.
Q

#3911 - 2020-04-08 18:36:02 (UTC+1)
Have you ever witnessed the media, Hwood, [D] party [full], [F] leaders, [F] media, etc. push so much hatred towards a sitting US President?
Why are 'division' tactics necessary?
Coordinated?
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De�ne propaganda. 
In�ltration instead of invasion.
They will stop at nothing to regain power.
Q

#3910 - 2020-04-08 18:16:00 (UTC+1)
https://www.nationalreview.com/2019/11/john-durham-last-trusted-prosecutor-in-washington/
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/8219763.stm
Q

#3909 - 2020-04-08 18:02:45 (UTC+1)
Read in order.
1. https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/04/06/gop-gears-up-for-next-relief-�ght-democrats-want-the-federal-government-to-take-over-elections/
2. https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/coronavirus-elections-wisconsin-democrats-harmeet-dhillon
3. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1247861952736526336
Why did WHO make several strong recommendation NOT TO impose a travel ban?
Why did select [D] govs ban the use of hydroxychloroquine [key]?
Why does FAKE NEWS push anti-hydroxychloroquine [fear tactics re: use]?
Why was impeachment pushed through H fast? [did they count on R's blocking new witnesses?]
Time sensitive?
Why?
When did [BIDEN] become the front runner?
Why was this critically important?
What happened directly after?
WHO BENEFITS THE MOST?
EVERYTHING AT STAKE.
When everything else FAILED….
DO YOU ATTEMPT TO CHEAT?
Welcome to the [D][People's Republic of China] party.
The Silent War continues..
[6+]
Q

#3908 - 2020-03-28 20:22:45 (UTC+1)

#3907 - 2020-03-28 20:21:09 (UTC+1)
The entire world is watching.
Patriots from around the world are praying for AMERICA.
We are all bound by a feeling deep inside, a feeling that cannot be publicly expressed for fear of ridicule, a feeling that challenges the mainstream (narrative
that which we are told to accept and dare not question, put simply, that people are being abused by those in power and time is running out. 
Remember the battles of Lexington and Concord - "Give Me Liberty or Give Me Death!"
For far too long we have been silent and allowed our bands of strength, that we once formed to defend FREEDOM and LIBERTY, to deteriorate. 
We became divided.
We became weak.
We elected TRAITORS to govern us.
We allowed EVIL to prey on us.
Those who claimed to represent us gave us false hope, made false promises.
The evil and corruption only grew.
----------
This is more than party politics.
This is about restoring OLD GLORY.
This is about saving our land and our people from those who wish us harm.
This is about preserving our REPUBLIC. 
This is about preserving our SAFETY.
This is about restoring our STRENGTH. 
This is about LIFE, LIBERTY, and the PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS.
This is about PROTECTING our children.
THIS IS ABOUT SAVING AMERICA.
We are all God's children.
We are, FATHERS.
We are, MOTHERS.
We are, DAUGHTERS.
We are, SONS.
We are, BROTHERS.
We are, SISTERS.
We do not look at race.
We do not look at skin color.
We are UNITED in these STATES OF AMERICA.
We are, and will always be, PATRIOTS.
WE MUST RISE AGAIN.
WE MUST UNITE AGAIN.
WE MUST FIGHT AGAIN.
FOR GOD & COUNTRY.
GOD BLESS AMERICA.
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WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3906 - 2020-03-28 20:18:02 (UTC+1)
>Decide for yourself (be free from outside opinion).
>Decide for yourself (be objective in your conclusions).
>Decide for yourself (be true in your own beliefs).
>Decide for yourself (be open to following the facts).
>Decide for yourself (be strong in defending your beliefs).
>Decide for yourself (be resistant to blindly accepting fact-less statements).
Those who attack you.
Those who mock you.
Those who cull you.
Those who control you.
Those who label you.
Do they represent you?
Or, do they represent themselves (in some form)? 
Mental Enslavement. 
The Great Awakening ('Freedom of Thought'), was designed and created not only as a backchannel to the public (away from the longstanding 'mind' control 
corrupt & heavily biased media) to endure future events through transparency and regeneration of individual thought (breaking the chains of 'group-think')
importantly, aid in the construction of a vehicle (a 'ship') that provides the scattered ('free thinkers') with a 'starter' new social-networking platform which all
freedom of thought, expression, and patriotism or national pride (the feeling of love, devotion and sense of attachment to a homeland and alliance with oth
who share the same sentiment).
When 'non-dogmatic' information becomes FREE & TRANSPARENT it becomes a threat to those who attempt to control the narrative and/or the stable. 
When you are awake, you stand on the outside of the stable ('group-think' collective), and have 'free thought'. 
"Free thought" is a philosophical viewpoint which holds that positions regarding truth should be formed on the basis of logic, reason, and empiricism, rathe
authority, tradition, revelation, or dogma. 
When you are awake, you are able to clearly see.
The choice is yours, and yours alone.
Trust and put faith in yourself.
You are not alone and you are not in the minority.
Di�cult truths will soon see the light of day.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3905 - 2020-03-28 20:15:18 (UTC+1)
A person(s) value:
1. vote
2. monetary value (tax contribution)
3. 
Why is 'free thought' ridiculed, challenged, and threatened when a person is opposed to the 'mainstream-narrative'?
[2] remains �xed (degree allowable by 'economic recession/expansion')
[1] remains a variable
[1] dependent on a 'controlled' system of information dissemination 
What happens when 90% of the media is controlled/owned by (6) corporations?
What happens when those same corporations are operated and controlled by a political ideology? 
What happens when the news is no longer free from bias? 
What happens when the news is no longer reliable and independent? 
What happens when the news is no longer trustworthy?
What happens when the news simply becomes an extension/arm of a political party?
Fact becomes �ction?
Fiction becomes fact?
When does news become propaganda?
Identity creation?
How does the average person, who is under constant �nancial stress (by design), �nd time to research and discern fact v �ction? 
Majority of people more prone to believe someone in power sitting behind a big brand 'news' name?
Do people [human psyche] tend to follow the 'majority/mainstream viewpoint' in fear of being isolated and/or shunned?
'Mainstream' is used for a reason [dominate trend in opinion].
[If majority of people believe 'x' then 'x' must be validated / true]
Why do 'mainstream' media heads, within di�erent orgs, always use the same keywords and/or catch phrases? 
Coordinated? By who? Outside entity providing instructions?
Do they count on the fact that people [human psyche] are more prone to believe something if heard over-and-over again by di�erent 'trusted' sources? 
Do 'echo chamber' tactics provide validation / credibility to the topic/point being discussed? 
Threat to intellectual freedom? 
Would control over[of] these institutions/organizations allow for the mass control of a populations viewpoint re: a desired topic? 
Read again - digest. 
Would control over[of] these institutions/organizations allow for the mass control of a populations viewpoint re: a desired topic? 
Logical thinking. 
Why, after the election of 2016, did [D]'s and media corps jumpstart a [coordinated & planned] divisive blitz intended to create falsehoods re: illegitimacy of 
character assassination of POTUS through sexism, racism, every other 'ism'? 
Pre/post 2016 election?
Why were violent [masked] terror orgs such as Antifa immediately created/funded?
Why were these orgs tasked w/ immediate intimidation/shut down of any pro-POTUS rally[s] and/or events? 
Why were marches immediately organized to counter and silence pro-POTUS rally[s] and/or events?
Why were marches immediately organized which divided people into sex/gender, race, [ism]?
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When you control the levers of news dissemination, you control the narrative.
Control of the narrative = power
When you are blind, what do you see?
They want you divided.
Divided by religion.
Divided by sex.
Divided by political a�liation. 
Divided by class.
When you are divided, and angry, and controlled, you target those 'di�erent' from you, not those responsible [controllers].
Divided you are weak.
Divided you pose no threat to their control. 
When 'non-dogmatic' information becomes FREE & TRANSPARENT it becomes a threat to those who attempt to control the narrative and/or stable [livestock
sheep].
When you are awake, you stand on the outside of the stable ('group-think' collective), and have 'free thought'. 
"Free thought" is a philosophical viewpoint which holds that positions regarding truth should be formed on the basis of logic, reason, and empiricism, rathe
authority, tradition, revelation, or dogma. 
THIS REPRESENTS A CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL REPUBLIC OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Q

#3904 - 2020-03-27 21:58:17 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Ir0nbelly/status/1243635945045479426
This is not another [4] year election.
Q

#3903 - 2020-03-26 18:30:51 (UTC+1)
[in�ltration instead of invasion]
Q

#3902 - 2020-03-26 18:17:38 (UTC+1)

#3901 - 2020-03-26 18:15:55 (UTC+1)

#3900 - 2020-03-26 18:07:19 (UTC+1)
https://www.nytimes.com/1863/09/16/archives/presidents-proclamation-the-habeas-corpus-suspended-throughout-the.html
2381.Treason.
2382.Misprision of treason.
2383.Rebellion or insurrection.
2384.Seditious conspiracy.
2385.Advocating overthrow of Government.
2386.Registration of certain organizations.
2387.Activities a�ecting armed forces generally.
2388.Activities a�ecting armed forces during war.
2389.Recruiting for service against United States.
2390.Enlistment to serve against United States.
https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?path=/prelim@title18/part1/chapter115&edition=prelim
Q

#3899 - 2020-03-26 17:49:20 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Education4Libs/status/1243022336137351169
The Silent War continues..
Q

#3898 - 2020-03-24 00:48:53 (UTC+1)
https://dailycaller.com/2020/03/10/farrell-spygate-could-make-watergate-look-like-a-third-rate-burglary/
The key that opens all doors.
The 'Start'.
Q

#3897 - 2020-03-24 00:31:36 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/RepAndyHarrisMD/status/1242178705050480640
PREVENT [[D] party destruction] BY ANY MEANS NECESSARY.
These people are sick!
Nothing can stop what is coming.
Nothing.
Q

#3896 - 2020-03-24 00:13:55 (UTC+1)
"the CHINA virus"
Worth remembering:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aeVrMniBjSc
Wuhan Institute of Virology [geo location]?
[1st biosafety lvl 4 lab - 2015]
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City/Province origin - hot zone [geo location]?
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/harvard-university-professor-and-two-chinese-nationals-charged-three-separate-china-related
"Unbeknownst to Harvard University beginning in 2011, Lieber became a "Strategic Scientist" at [Wuhan] University of Technology (WUT) in China and was a
contractual participant in China's Thousand Talents Plan from in or about 2012 to 2017."
[rapid spread]
https://www.theepochtimes.com/the-closing-of-21-million-cell-phone-accounts-in-china-may-suggest-a-high-ccp-virus-death-toll_3281291.html
>End POTUS rally(s)?
>End POTUS econ gains?
>End POTUS unemployment gains?
>End POTUS [A, B, C, D, ......]?
[weaken prior to P_elec?]
>Delay US/China trade negotiations? 
[China pref Biden[+VP] as P?]
>Shelter [Biden] public appearances?
>Shelter [Biden] debate(s)?
>Push new/revised P_2020 > vote by mail? [unsecure]
https://twitter.com/TomFitton/status/1242071506445885441
>Push [D] 'wish list' [unrelated] items CV Bill [voting amends]?
https://twitter.com/SenTomCotton/status/1242169734763819011
What is the mathematical probability this occurs [the 'time bomb' explodes] at the exact point in time that allows for maximum damage [above] prior to the
Outside of standard deviation?
WHO BENEFITS THE MOST?
[Mueller failed]
[Impeachment failed]
>Why was it critically important impeachment be rushed in the House?
[MSM[D party]/Hollywood narrative(s) failed]
[THE COUP FAILED]
[D] party leading nominee established [super T] prior to lock-down [take-over]? [Sanders ELIM_Biden_FRONT]
Occam's razor simply states that of any given set of explanations for an event occurring, the simplest one is most likely the correct one. 
Q

#3895 - 2020-03-22 03:32:03 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MK0j765ko4
Do not fear.
Q

#3894 - 2020-03-09 19:34:20 (UTC+1)
>>8358859

#3893 - 2020-03-09 19:30:28 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/RainbowFairy12/status/1236943098103713793
+comments
Per MSM [Fake News]:
(person in the basement - LARP) who simply asks(ed) questions on a forum [imageboard] that generates(ed) continued [massive (thousands)] MSM attacks &
movement [Great Awakening]?
Logical thinking.
Backchannels are important when the 'news' itself is untrustworthy [controlled].
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3892 - 2020-03-09 18:08:14 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1236980284744241154
Silent running is a tactic used when….
Q

#3891 - 2020-03-09 18:05:42 (UTC+1)
Nothing can stop what is coming.
Nothing!
Rig for Red.
Q

#3890 - 2020-02-26 06:12:52 (UTC+1)
>>8251669
Godspeed.
Q

#3889 - 2020-02-26 06:09:51 (UTC+1)
>>8251665
Love and Light, Patriot.
Have faith and trust in yourself.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3888 - 2020-02-26 06:04:38 (UTC+1)
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>>8251616

#3887 - 2020-02-26 05:59:23 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Inevitable_ET/status/1232333000853147648
Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power. Put on the full armor of God, so that you can take your stand against the devil's schemes. For our stru
against �esh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the hea
realms. Therefore put on the full armor of God, so that when the day of evil comes, you may be able to stand your ground, and after you have done everyth
stand. Stand �rm then, with the belt of truth buckled around your waist, with the breastplate of righteousness in place, and with your feet �tted with the rea
that comes from the gospel of peace. In addition to all this, take up the shield of faith, with which you can extinguish all the �aming arrows of the evil one. T
helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God.
And pray in the Spirit on all occasions with all kinds of prayers and requests. With this in mind, be alert and always keep on praying for all the Lord's people.
Q

#3886 - 2020-02-26 05:41:34 (UTC+1)
https://www.nationalreview.com/corner/born-alive-abortion-survivors-protection-act-fails-in-the-senate/
Q

#3885 - 2020-02-26 05:28:19 (UTC+1)
https://www.nationalreview.com/corner/born-alive-bill-fails-to-pass-senate-vote/
These people are sick!
Q

#3884 - 2020-02-25 22:54:39 (UTC+1)
Now, isn't that interesting?
Q

#3883 - 2020-02-25 22:27:43 (UTC+1)
>>8246640
The Silent War continues..
Q

#3882 - 2020-02-25 02:52:03 (UTC+1)
https://2009-2017.state.gov/documents/organization/119629.pdf
"Insurgency is the organized use of subversion and violence to seize, nullify or challenge political control of a region."
The presidency of Barack Hussein Obama began at noon EST on January 20, 2009, when Barack Obama was inaugurated as the 44th President of the United
What Country was the true intended target?
Q

#3881 - 2020-02-25 02:36:43 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/cain_nate/status/1231066589996318720
Listen carefully. 
Think: re: why [no] arrests (justice) yet?
What if (almost) every critical position [sr] within the US GOV apparatus was in�ltrated?
WHAT MUST BE DONE FIRST? 
THE SWAMP RUNS DEEP.
+Sleepers
Backgrounds are important.
Muslim Brotherhood
List of 'in the news now [names]' w/ known ties to Islam? 
THIS IS NOT ANOTHER 4-YEAR ELECTION.
[assumptions correct - package well rec [known]]
Q

#3880 - 2020-02-21 02:59:58 (UTC+1)
>>8200718
You have come far, Anons (Patriots).
You are ready.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B5T7Gr5oJbM
Prepare for the storm.
Q

#3879 - 2020-02-21 02:47:48 (UTC+1)
>>8200492
Primary purpose of referencing 'Twitter' accounts?
TOGETHER you are invincible. 
CONNECTED.
UNITED.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3878 - 2020-02-21 02:40:44 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/brogthefrog/status/1230664743406403586
The puzzle is coming together.
Q
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#3877 - 2020-02-20 17:27:28 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/owillis/status/1230526620483694595
Here we go again.
What happens when billion dollar media co's attack & miss?
All for a 'few thousand' followers?
All for a 'conspiracy'?
>A public awake is their greatest fear<
Q

#3876 - 2020-02-20 17:13:03 (UTC+1)
>>8194659
Thank you, Baker(s)!
THE BEST IS YET TO COME!
[re: MSM] when facts and truth are NOT on your side what tactics must be deployed?
[PS], what 'visibly' happens [re: [hidden] rats] during a �re?
Q

#3875 - 2020-02-20 07:34:03 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/sapna/status/1223639939931410435
[Epstein]
[Wexner]
The story goes much deeper [darker].
Q

#3874 - 2020-02-20 06:06:59 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/cain_nate/status/1230336935140483072
Q

#3873 - 2020-02-19 04:36:05 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QDVQe5iRiPw
Q

#3872 - 2020-02-18 03:29:50 (UTC+1)
To be blunt….
GAME OVER.
Q

#3871 - 2020-02-18 03:27:37 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/45HarisonHarold/status/1229591987369709568
Do people really believe this [attack] can happen against the President of the United States and nothing will happen?
Moves and countermoves.
Q

#3870 - 2020-02-17 23:15:23 (UTC+1)

#3869 - 2020-02-17 23:11:14 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1229510910739279873
Purpose: [D]s install numerous rules and regs re: [D] party nomination winner? 
De�ne 'superdelegates'. 
How do you control the outcome?
Why is the outcome important?
When [GS] calls who races to answer?
[ILLUSION OF DEMOCRACY]
Q

#3868 - 2020-02-17 18:26:39 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/KarluskaP/status/1229415548938833920
https://www.justice.gov/�le/1071991/download
[Pg 203]
"The OPA Supervisor said that he later learned that former President Clinton's Secret Service detail had contacted Lynch's FBI security detail and let them kn
the former President wanted to meet with Lynch. Although Lynch's sta� was supposed to receive notice of such requests, witnesses told us that they were n
informed of the request from former President Clinton."
Coordination? 
Date of tarmac meeting?
Date of [HRC] investigation END announcement? 
1 + 1 = 2
It's going to be a very hot [spring/summer].
Q

#3867 - 2020-02-15 04:16:38 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/cjtruth/status/1228460719869394944
Q
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#3866 - 2020-02-15 04:09:33 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/axiomreport/status/1228506448893603841
Q

#3865 - 2020-02-14 20:29:21 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/dbongino/status/1228389237688590336
Bigger [slam-dunk] charges coming?
Q

#3864 - 2020-02-14 19:52:38 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/johncardillo/status/1228369145110188039
Q

#3863 - 2020-02-14 19:29:15 (UTC+1)

#3862 - 2020-02-14 17:31:07 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Strandjunker/status/1228333628955996161
re: delayed testimony
1. allow for public dissemination of critical facts [possible unseal(s)-declas] prior to world televised sit down.
Sometimes the necessary forum to update the American public is provided by those same people being investigated for….
Release to change strategy?
Watch what happens next!
Q

#3861 - 2020-02-14 17:11:09 (UTC+1)
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/durham-scrutinizing-john-brennans-handling-of-russian-interference-in-2016
Read carefully.
Sound familiar?
Sometimes a leak turns into a �ood. 
Q

#3860 - 2020-02-13 19:35:33 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/1227995634533269506
Q

#3859 - 2020-02-12 22:58:46 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ABC/status/1227640976363212800
"Far-right conspiratorial writer who has no credibility…." - [CS]
PANIC IN DC!
Q

#3858 - 2020-02-12 18:04:32 (UTC+1)
[Re_drop]
What happens when 90% of the media is controlled/owned by (6) corporations?
What happens when those same corporations are operated and controlled by a political ideology? 
What happens when the news is no longer free from bias? 
What happens when the news is no longer reliable and independent? 
What happens when the news is no longer trustworthy?
What happens when the news simply becomes an extension/arm of a political party?
Fact becomes �ction?
Fiction becomes fact?
When does news become propaganda?
Identity creation?
How does the average person, who is under constant �nancial stress (by design), �nd time to research and discern fact v �ction? 
Majority of people more prone to believe someone in power sitting behind a big brand 'news' name?
Do people [human psyche] tend to follow the 'majority/mainstream viewpoint' in fear of being isolated and/or shunned?
'Mainstream' is used for a reason [dominate trend in opinion].
[If majority of people believe 'x' then 'x' must be validated / true]
Why do 'mainstream' media heads, within di�erent orgs, always use the same keywords and/or catch phrases? 
Coordinated? By who? Outside entity providing instructions?
Do they count on the fact that people [human psyche] are more prone to believe something if heard over-and-over again by di�erent 'trusted' sources? 
Do 'echo chamber' tactics provide validation / credibility to the topic/point being discussed? 
Threat to intellectual freedom? 
Would control over[of] these institutions/organizations allow for the mass control of a populations viewpoint re: a desired topic? 
Read again - digest. 
Would control over[of] these institutions/organizations allow for the mass control of a populations viewpoint re: a desired topic? 
Logical thinking. 
Why, after the election of 2016, did [D]'s and media corps jumpstart a [coordinated & planned] divisive blitz intended to create falsehoods re: illegitimacy of 
character assassination of POTUS through sexism, racism, every other 'ism'? 
Pre/post 2016 election?
Why were violent [masked] terror orgs such as Antifa immediately created/funded?
Why were these orgs tasked w/ immediate intimidation/shut down of any pro-POTUS rally[s] and/or events? 
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Why were marches immediately organized to counter and silence pro-POTUS rally[s] and/or events?
Why were marches immediately organized which divided people into sex/gender, race, [ism]?
When you control the levers of news dissemination, you control the narrative.
Control of the narrative = power
When you are blind, what do you see?
They want you divided.
Divided by religion.
Divided by sex.
Divided by political a�liation. 
Divided by class.
When you are divided, and angry, and controlled, you target those 'di�erent' from you, not those responsible [controllers].
Divided you are weak.
Divided you pose no threat to their control. 
When 'non-dogmatic' information becomes FREE & TRANSPARENT it becomes a threat to those who attempt to control the narrative and/or stable [livestock
sheep].
When you are awake, you stand on the outside of the stable ('group-think' collective), and have 'free thought'. 
"Free thought" is a philosophical viewpoint which holds that positions regarding truth should be formed on the basis of logic, reason, and empiricism, rathe
authority, tradition, revelation, or dogma. 
THIS REPRESENTS A CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL REPUBLIC OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Q

#3857 - 2020-02-12 17:56:44 (UTC+1)
Highly sophisticated 'State-level' attacks [v 8kun] followed by FAKE NEWS attacks [v Q] the next day?
Coordinated?
Ask yourself a simple question —– why?
It's time to wake up.
Q

#3856 - 2020-02-12 17:45:18 (UTC+1)
The lines are drawn.
[Zw7301-&vQ-00-00-03]
De�ne Renegade [Hussein USSS code name].
Standard de�nition.
De�ne Evergreen [HRC USSS code name]
Non-standard de�ntion.
Think depopulation. 
The Silent War continues…
Q

#3855 - 2020-02-11 23:38:06 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/AZShopRGirl/status/1227355093797765120
Q

#3854 - 2020-02-10 19:37:17 (UTC+1)
Backchannels are important.
Attacks will only intensify.
You attack those who threaten you the most.
Enjoy the show!
Q

#3853 - 2020-02-10 19:31:39 (UTC+1)
What happened 'FOLLOWING' Bolton's departure from the WH?
WH clean?
What happened 'FOLLOWING' impeachment?
Nadler, Pelosi, Schi� cannot walk down the street?
Imagine that!
Q

#3852 - 2020-02-10 19:25:03 (UTC+1)
>>8093005

#3851 - 2020-02-10 19:21:22 (UTC+1)
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/bigger-than-vindman-trump-scrubs-70-obama-holdovers-from-nsc
We got what we needed.
There is no step [5].
Thank you for playing.
Q

#3850 - 2020-02-10 18:58:12 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/kylegri�n1/status/1226908710150299649
Did 'Mueller' open the door to Ukraine?
Did 'Mueller' open the door to FISA [illegal]?
How do you introduce evidence legally?
Did 'Impeachment' provide a platform to discuss �ndings of Ukraine?
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How do you introduce evidence legally?
Did 'Impeachment' harm or help POTUS [public]?
How do you introduce [D]s high crimes [corruption] to the public?
Why didn't POTUS remove [Hussein] holdovers from NSC?
Do you really believe that POTUS & team trusted [Hussein] holdovers to remain within the admin and work to enact POTUS' agenda w/o bias or confrontatio
How do you 'awaken' the 'induced coma' public [FAKE NEWS control] from their long sleep?
Sometimes allowing your enemies to [openly] attack…….
Logical thinking. 
Q

#3849 - 2020-02-09 22:33:49 (UTC+1)
Justice.
Q

#3848 - 2020-02-09 04:17:53 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SullengerCheryl/status/1226334622658834432
The bottom half was instructed (99% good).
The �rst will send a shock wave. 
Q

#3847 - 2020-02-09 02:57:04 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/JuliansRum/status/1226321985422209024
Con�rmed.
Q

#3846 - 2020-02-09 02:33:25 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/KarluskaP/status/1226271939142004737
An informed public threatens those in power.
Q

#3845 - 2020-02-08 19:16:02 (UTC+1)
https://www.justice.gov/usao-nj/pr/new-jersey-corrections-o�cer-charged-receipt-child-pornography
Q

#3844 - 2020-02-08 19:06:14 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/HighFives12/status/1219016990594961408
Q

#3843 - 2020-02-08 18:32:11 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vDi1oAC-wSY
"For every item that carries the darkness of humanity there's one that holds the light. And that light is worth believing in. Not just in others, but in yourself a
C.M. Rayne
Trust and believe in yourself.
The Silent War Continues….
Q

#3842 - 2020-02-07 18:29:42 (UTC+1)
Why is China/Qatar donating vast sums of money to our education institutions? 
https://�nance.yahoo.com/news/harvard-leads-u-colleges-received-100000585.html
>>>>>
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/harvard-university-professor-and-two-chinese-nationals-charged-three-separate-china-related
Is it really so hard to believe [F] actors are able to bribe those in key positions within the US to betray their Country?
Q

#3841 - 2020-02-07 18:14:20 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/M2Madness/status/1225606976912199680
If dirty cops ran the investigation into the DNC breach, could an argument be made that it was corrupt? 
If dirty cops ran the investigation into election interference, could an argument be made that it was corrupt?
If dirty cops ran the investigation into [HRC] private server/email scandal, could an argument be made that it was corrupt?
RUSSIA DID NOT 'HACK' [penetrate] THE DNC SERVER.
>internal DL / release
>crowdstrike manipulation of source
RUSSIA DID NOT INTERFERE WITH US ELECTION OF 2016.
>crowdstrike manipulation of source
The truth will be made public.
Q

#3840 - 2020-02-07 18:00:26 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1225492843789242369
Q

#3839 - 2020-02-07 06:19:03 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/bennyjohnson/status/1225610404325478400
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It's time to wake up.
Q

#3838 - 2020-02-07 06:04:23 (UTC+1)
Control over the media has kept people in the dark. 
Control over the media has kept people at heel (behind).
Control over the media has kept people focused on falsehoods.
Control over the media has kept people in a constant state of fear.
Control over the media has divided our Republic into segments:
>Race
>Religion
>Class
>Political A�liation 
>Gender
[weaponized] 
When a citizenry is divided they have no 'collective' power. 
When a citizenry has no 'collective' power they can no longer control the levers that govern them [levers of control].
[illusion of democracy]
Q

#3837 - 2020-02-07 05:40:18 (UTC+1)
BIGGER THAN YOU CAN IMAGINE.
More than selling of State Secrets.
More than selling of US security.
More than selling of MIL tech.
More than selling of C_A assets.
More than selling of NSA bulk data collection programs.
More than selling of Uranium. 
More than selling of US Space NAT SEC programs & positions.
More than selling of US AID..
More than selling of SAPs
CLAS 1-99
………………
>Crimes against Humanity.
When you cannot destroy/defeat the United States of America by attacking head on, you change tactics and deploy a 'KILL FROM WITHIN' [internal] operatio
>Financial/Economy
>Military/Police
>Division of Citizenry 
>Border Collapse 
[Install 'like-minded' leaders in key positions of US Gov]
How many people [removed] from the FBI had Iranian family backgrounds?
The Silent War Continues…..
Q

#3836 - 2020-02-07 05:16:52 (UTC+1)
Think HRC Russia reset statement [Russia].
Think Hussein 'I'll have more �exibility after the election' hot mic statement to Russian depo re: Q to Hussein re: Putin.
Think Hussein WH refusal to send weapons to Ukraine [R Congress push to assist] but instead sent only blankets.
Think [D]s attack(s) re: POTUS for failure to 'protect' Ukraine against Russian aggression? [Impeachment]
What advanced weapons did POTUS send to Ukraine?
2 + 2 = 6? 
De�ne projection.
Think $1,800,000,000 Hussein WH > Ukraine [which bank?].
Think US AID > Ukraine 
Think WW AID > Ukraine
Think U1 [sale of US uranium to Russia]
Sold out US to bene�t Russia for personal �nancial gain?
Risked US National Security for personal �nancial gain?
How was payment made to US person(s)?
Think Ukraine.
Think Iran.
Russia & Iran allies? 
Russia, Iran, & China allies? 
US pol corruption China
US pol corruption Ukraine [US leverage on behalf of…]
US pol corruption Russia
US pol corruption Iran
Common denominator: China, Russia, and Iran: Closed �nancial systems?
Logical thinking.
Q

#3835 - 2020-02-07 04:42:27 (UTC+1)
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/politics/con�dential-banking-records-related-to-hunter-biden-in-senate-hands-report
Read carefully _ big development.
Senate back to work?
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Impeachment goal was to delay?
Witness requests meant to delay?
Will they try again?
Accountability is coming.
Q

#3834 - 2020-02-06 01:01:47 (UTC+1)
https://www.grassley.senate.gov/sites/default/�les/documents/2020-02-05%20CEG%20RHJ%20to%20Secret%20Service%20%28Biden%20Travel%29.pdf
Q

#3833 - 2020-02-05 20:27:15 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f78n1eHYrIE
Revival.
Q

#3832 - 2020-02-05 19:03:21 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SenBillCassidy/status/1049753562807455746?
Q

#3831 - 2020-02-05 18:23:38 (UTC+1)
People actually believe those responsible for the attempted coup [coup attempt] of a duly elected sitting US President will go unpunished? 
End to our Constitutional Republic? 
No equal justice under the law?
No accountability? 
Escape unscathed? 
Buckle up!
Q

#3830 - 2020-02-05 18:16:00 (UTC+1)
>>8035466

#3829 - 2020-02-05 18:12:36 (UTC+1)
>>8035547

#3828 - 2020-02-05 07:34:58 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJnQnD9EXnw
Q

#3827 - 2020-02-05 07:27:02 (UTC+1)
>>8031593
Sometimes the future can �nd the past.
Q

#3826 - 2020-02-05 07:23:43 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Scavino45/status/1224922494412427265
Sometimes the past can �nd the future.
Q

#3825 - 2020-02-05 07:01:15 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1224929753838211074
What happens when the mass pop witnesses [no political spin][FAKE NEWS cannot censor SOTU address] the 'anti-American' actions of the LEFT �rsthand? 
The Silent War Continues…..
Q

#3824 - 2020-02-03 19:46:57 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/michaelbeatty3/status/1214427316866011136
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0uCrA7ePno
Open your eyes to see the TRUTH.
Who are the REAL racists? 
Q

#3823 - 2020-02-01 18:48:51 (UTC+1)

#3822 - 2020-02-01 18:44:36 (UTC+1)
>>7991390

#3821 - 2020-02-01 18:41:11 (UTC+1)
Who was the 17th Director of the NSA?
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/pentagon-and-intelligence-community-chiefs-have-urged-obama-to-remove-the-head-of-the-
nsa/2016/11/19/44de6ea6-ad�-11e6-977a-1030f822fc35_story.html
Q
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#3820 - 2020-02-01 18:22:32 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/adam-schi�s-own-ukraine-connection-comes-under-scrutiny
Q

#3819 - 2020-02-01 17:17:41 (UTC+1)
Read [1]
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/politics-government/article237959369.html
Read [2]
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/politics-government/article214974800.html
5:5?
Welcome to the [D] party.
Well done, Anons. 
Q

#3818 - 2020-02-01 00:10:55 (UTC+1)

#3817 - 2020-01-31 18:50:55 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/repadamschi�/status/449641921187545088
Coming soon.
Q

#3816 - 2020-01-31 18:29:24 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/markknoller/status/1223274402327998464
Context post FISA.
Q

#3815 - 2020-01-31 18:22:57 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Pismo_B/status/1223275776163794945
What happens when people learn the TRUTH?
What happens when people WAKE UP?
They will not be able to walk down the street.
THE GREAT AWAKENING.
Q

#3814 - 2020-01-30 21:54:37 (UTC+1)
Today is January [30].
Coincidences are fun!
Thanks, DOJ.
Q

#3813 - 2020-01-30 19:53:12 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/BOOMER4K/status/1221471163785805826
Worth remembering.
Q

#3812 - 2020-01-30 19:42:54 (UTC+1)
>>7966693
https://twitter.com/paulsperry_/status/1222666659892207616
https://twitter.com/paulsperry_/status/1222637173889011712
Remember these names.
Q

#3811 - 2020-01-30 19:39:55 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/RandPaul/status/1222947515387072514
Q

#3810 - 2020-01-30 19:38:17 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/doj-relents-says-it-would-be-okay-with-probation-for-michael-�ynn
Q

#3809 - 2020-01-30 19:10:06 (UTC+1)
>>7965951
SC to hear case re: legality of impeachment Articles drafted by House? [clean record]
Failed to support [Constitution] 'Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes and Misdemeanors'?
Partisan politics. 
Q

#3808 - 2020-01-30 19:01:52 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/sessions-justice-department-has-27-investigations-into-epidemic-of-leaks
Worth remembering.
[Whistleblower - source 1 & 2 NSC]
Q
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#3807 - 2020-01-30 18:52:43 (UTC+1)
These people are stupid.
Q

#3806 - 2020-01-30 18:37:19 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/KarluskaP/status/1222922986262495232
Impeachment end.
[Attempts to send new Article(s) to Senate to delay?]
State of the Union.
Boomerang.
"And the rocket's red glare, the bombs bursting in air, gave proof through the night that our �ag was still there."
Q

#3805 - 2020-01-29 03:10:53 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/PatriotsDontSlp/status/1222337763984510977
THE BEST IS YET TO COME!
Q

#3804 - 2020-01-29 00:50:51 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ&feature=youtu.be
Q

#3803 - 2020-01-28 22:18:05 (UTC+1)
>>7944877

#3802 - 2020-01-28 22:16:03 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/jonrobweb/status/1222263326043987968
Con�rmed.
Q

#3801 - 2020-01-28 21:20:07 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/elenochle/status/1210799795075350533
Do you believe in coincidences?
Where is the rally held tonight?
Enjoy the show!
Q

#3800 - 2020-01-28 20:46:22 (UTC+1)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Durham_boat
Anons found the subtle hint dropped in the beginning.
Think Durham start.
Think 'Q' start. 
You have more than you know.
Q

#3799 - 2020-01-28 20:39:33 (UTC+1)
You didn't think we highlighted 'Epstein' for no reason did you?
Those who were once protected are no longer.
Timing is EVERYTHING.
Hunters become PREY.
Q

#3798 - 2020-01-28 20:26:18 (UTC+1)
>>7942819
Play a game of 'Where Are They Now?'.
Think CEOs.
Think FBI.
Think DOJ.
Think WH.
Think State.
Think C_A.
Think [F] intel.
………..
Think Judge install.
Think SC install.
Think DOJ install.
Think FBI install.
Think C_A install.
Think PM UK install.
Think!
THE BEST IS YET TO COME.
Q
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#3797 - 2020-01-28 20:19:51 (UTC+1)
>>7942692
Having fun yet?
Q

#3796 - 2020-01-28 20:09:05 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/BOOMER4K/status/1221471163785805826
Important.
Q

#3795 - 2020-01-28 20:07:49 (UTC+1)
Con�rmed.
Q

#3794 - 2020-01-24 01:39:36 (UTC+1)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/State_funeral
Q

#3793 - 2020-01-24 01:01:43 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1220494487375491073
Worth following.
[precursor]
Q

#3792 - 2020-01-24 00:18:00 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/BasedPoland/status/1220480211260710913
Remember when the FAKE NEWS MEDIA told you this was all in relation to a gas tax over a year ago?
Sheep no more!
The Great Awakening!
Q

#3791 - 2020-01-23 23:24:26 (UTC+1)
https://oig.justice.gov/press/2019/2019-12-09.pdf
Worth remembering.
The day the public learned [4] FISAs?
Dec 9, 2019.
[Anons: August 31, 2018]
The day the public learned illegal SURV (targeting) of Page (2)?
January 23, 2020.
[-Cruz]
Important markers to remember.
Watch the news.
Q

#3790 - 2020-01-23 23:01:20 (UTC+1)
When did the public �rst learn re: FISA warrants re: +3 [non Page]?
If FISA warrants deemed to be illegal [ALL SURV LEAPFROG HOPS] what happens to MUELLER's case(s)?
How do you invalidate a claim?
Conspiracy to commit….
Rubber bullets sting but do not last.
Q

#3789 - 2020-01-23 22:09:35 (UTC+1)
>>7889726
Article lacking source doc.
https://www.�sc.uscourts.gov/sites/default/�les/FISC%20Declassifed%20Order%2016-1182%2017-52%2017-375%2017-679%20%20200123.pdf
Q

#3788 - 2020-01-23 22:05:48 (UTC+1)
https://www.wsj.com/articles/justice-department-believes-it-lacked-legal-basis-for-continued-surveillance-of-trump-adviser-11579810061?
Correction will be needed: ALL SURV re: POTUS [hops] will be concluded that there was "insu�cient predication to establish probable cause." 
Q

#3787 - 2020-01-23 21:32:58 (UTC+1)
Corrupt [D]s �ghting for their lives to keep media/gov focused on POTUS.
Don't worry, it won't be boring forever. 
Q

#3786 - 2020-01-23 17:32:42 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DExEUgov/status/1220354468207874048
Congratulations, UK Patriots!
Independence is a beautiful thing!
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Globalism dead?
Q

#3785 - 2020-01-23 08:09:13 (UTC+1)
>>7884113
"What storm, Mr. President?"
"You'll see!" - POTUS
Q

#3784 - 2020-01-23 07:57:08 (UTC+1)
DECLAS CoC
POTUS > Barr
Barr > Durham
[[F] classi�ed intel provided [FVEY - Non FVEY] as needed]
Does Durham want to hold [freeze] 'public' declas due to criminal nature of the probe(s)? 
Think GJ material.
When did the investigation begin?
When did the investigation really begin?
Nothing can stop what is coming.
Nothing.
Slow drip > Flood
Q

#3783 - 2020-01-23 07:47:46 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/jaazee1/status/1220233223575429120
Truth and facts will prevail. 
The public will learn the truth.
Q

#3782 - 2020-01-22 22:56:13 (UTC+1)
Castle clean.
Q

#3781 - 2020-01-21 20:25:16 (UTC+1)
>>7866980
Thank you, Anon.
[SEC] server re-routes create delays.
[F]
Q

#3780 - 2020-01-21 20:09:27 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1219698190129225728
Delta?
Q

#3779 - 2020-01-21 20:07:34 (UTC+1)
They are not attempting to remove POTUS from o�ce.
[2/3rd Senate will not vote to convict [no law(s) broken]]
They are attempting to protect themselves from prosecution and prevent the public from discovering the truth. 
Q

#3778 - 2020-01-21 20:06:47 (UTC+1)
[D] party leaders ['Big 5']:
Rep. Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) - Speaker of the House
Rep. Adam Schi� (D-CA) - Chair Intel 
Rep. Jerry Nadler (D-NY) - Chair Judiciary 
Sen. Chuck Schumer (D-NY) - Senate Minority Leader
Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) - Ranking Mem Judiciary
Control over [CA] & [NY] vital to maintain [D] structural integrity? 
https://www.judicialwatch.org/press-releases/california-begins-massive-voter-roll-clean-up-noti�es-up-to-1-5-million-inactive-voters-as-part-of-judicial-watch
settlement/
https://nypost.com/2019/06/18/law-granting-illegal-immigrants-drivers-licenses-could-lead-to-voter-fraud/
Leverage (control) dictates how far you rise within the [D] party.
Q

#3777 - 2020-01-21 05:18:10 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8y06NSBBRtY
Q

#3776 - 2020-01-20 05:36:23 (UTC+1)
>>7859255

#3775 - 2020-01-20 05:24:46 (UTC+1)
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THE GREAT AWAKENING.
Q

#3774 - 2019-12-29 19:06:19 (UTC+1)
If Russia didn't [hack] the DNC (insider breach)…..
& US INTEL supported Russia [breach] claim……
What does that tell you?
THE US GOV [UNDER POTUS] WENT THROUGH [STILL ONGOING] A MAJOR REMOVE/REPLACE OPERATION.
TRAITORS EVERYWHERE.
'DRAIN THE SWAMP' HAS 'REAL' MEANING.
[Mueller][impeachment] all meant to 'slowdelayprevent' the exposure [& prosecution] of their crimes.
Will new articles of impeachment be 'continually' drafted in e�ort to hold as ammunition to prevent Senate hearings re: [D] party corruption?
Moves & countermoves.
The 'silent' war continues.
Q

#3773 - 2019-12-29 18:45:14 (UTC+1)
Follow the guide.
Q

#3772 - 2019-12-29 18:39:23 (UTC+1)
>>7653597
The point being many (R)s are confused re: must go through additional 'hoops' in order to vote (re: (R) party registration).
% not mailed?
% 'supposedly' lost?
% delayed?
% returned [D] _unchanged?
Q

#3771 - 2019-12-29 18:21:48 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/AnonMonkeyMan1/status/1211325750713954305
Do you believe in coincidences? 
The TRUTH will be told.
Q

#3770 - 2019-12-29 18:06:15 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SeanPhillipHall/status/1204126165939572736
https://twitter.com/EatCrowDemoRats/status/1207715889128148992
[D] party election interference?
[D] party corruption?
Q

#3769 - 2019-12-29 17:50:48 (UTC+1)
>>7653316
[Pic_insert_retry]

#3768 - 2019-12-29 17:48:36 (UTC+1)
No (R) option in CA when registering to vote?
Welcome to the [D] party con.
Q

#3767 - 2019-12-28 22:02:40 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/USABookClub/status/1211018562002980866
Easy to understand?
Q

#3766 - 2019-12-28 19:30:29 (UTC+1)
>>7643939

#3765 - 2019-12-28 19:27:33 (UTC+1)
>>7643883

#3764 - 2019-12-28 19:23:27 (UTC+1)
DNC server(s).
Crowdstrike.
Did Russia 'break-in' to DNC server(s)?
Why did FBI accept 'indirect' evidence re: DNC server(s) 'hack''break-in' by Crowdstrike [Ukraine]? 
Why didn't FBI 'directly' investigate DNC server(s) [in-hand]?
Download speed internal data DL vs remote? [1]
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2017/01/02/assange_to_hannity_our_source_was_not_the_russian_government.html
[1]
How does one provide content to WL?
>comp-to-comp
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>person-to-person [1]
Personal comms [secured] prior to release? [1]
The (Source(s)):
>Feeder [1]
>Recipient [1]
Interning for the DNC can be deadly.
Does Crowdstrike possess 'gov_capablity' to trace 'break-in' route(s)?
Does Crowdstrike possess 'gov_capability' re: foreign intercepts?
Possible to layer/insert code [Crowdstrike] to designate intruder [intended target]?
NSA data_bridge DNC-Crowdstrike [bulk data collection]
Matters of National Security [Highest Levels].
FISA is only the beginning.
The hole is DEEP.
Q

#3763 - 2019-12-28 18:35:25 (UTC+1)
>>7643247
Geo location 2015-2017?
Q

#3762 - 2019-12-28 18:33:17 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1210593915008638976
Haspel made Dir for a speci�c reason?
Brennan 'tapped' directly for support?
Brennan CLAS SEC DIV > spy_T?
IF C_A WAS RUNNING BLACK OP [spy_T] IN UK WOULD HASPEL [STATION CHIEF] BE INFORMED AND INSTRUCTED?
MI6?
Meeting(s) w/ Durham?
The only way to restore faith is through transparency and accountability. 
Q

#3761 - 2019-12-28 18:20:38 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/TrueQanuck11/status/1210948219494162432
PANIC mode.
People awake is their greatest fear.
Q

#3760 - 2019-12-28 07:17:48 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/THeinrich22/status/1210743632854077444
Q

#3759 - 2019-12-28 06:12:03 (UTC+1)
>>7639202
Post drop?
5:5?
Q

#3758 - 2019-12-28 05:26:04 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1210750161174941696
They are FIGHTING for their LIVES.
Good people in place.
Q

#3757 - 2019-12-28 05:00:46 (UTC+1)
>>7637777

#3756 - 2019-12-28 04:58:17 (UTC+1)
>>7637926
Something BIG is coming.
Q

#3755 - 2019-12-27 23:18:54 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/HYVEE7/status/1210685913996636166
Do you believe in coincidences?
Q

#3754 - 2019-12-27 22:58:48 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/MichaelCoudrey/status/1210328992684707840
US Taxpayer > FED Gov't
FED Gov't [HUSSEIN] > Pearson Publishing
Pearson Publishing > [HUSSEIN]
BIDEN?
Follow the money.
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Corruption.
Q

#3753 - 2019-12-23 19:05:40 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/chuckwoolery/status/1209169357240250368
Q

#3752 - 2019-12-23 18:58:52 (UTC+1)
>>7600180
Keep up the good �ght, Anons.
Q

#3751 - 2019-12-23 18:51:37 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/M2Madness/status/1209162450706280449
5:5?
Q

#3750 - 2019-12-23 17:58:17 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/trump-citizens-executive-order-census-count
Why are [D]s attempting to block the counting of 'illegal' immigrants?
2 + 2 = 4
What is the total number of illegal immigrants currently in the US?
What is the 'real' total number of illegal immigrants currently in the US?
By �ooding coastal States controlled by [D]s does this 'pull' votes out of the Heartland? 
At what point will your voice and your vote become null and void?
5:5?
Q

#3749 - 2019-12-23 17:48:57 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OB_l9wb0dz0
Watch and listen carefully.
[D]s threaten and cull 'independently elected' o�cials to fall-in-line [follow orders] or face being ousted? 
Who controls the [D] party?
Who really controls the [D] party?
Threat: If a major political party can be [controlled] does that represent a clear and present danger to the United States of America?
[GS]
Q

#3748 - 2019-12-23 17:28:05 (UTC+1)
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2019/12/22/study-immigration-redistribute-26-congressional-seats-blue-states-2020-election/
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2019/12/22/red-state-democrat-governors-approve-more-refugees-states/
Important to read and understand.
Why do [D]s want to �ood the US w/ illegal immigrants?
This is not another [4] year election.
Our democracy is at stake. 
POWER & CONTROL.
Do not mistake this backchannel [tool] as a means to be complacent.
Fight! Fight! Fight!
Your voice and your vote matters.
Q

#3747 - 2019-12-23 02:11:42 (UTC+1)
>>7593851

#3746 - 2019-12-23 02:10:30 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SenTedCruz/status/1208802760705097728
Q

#3745 - 2019-12-23 02:04:01 (UTC+1)

#3744 - 2019-12-23 01:34:41 (UTC+1)

#3743 - 2019-12-23 01:33:44 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/GOPLeader/status/1208818029578137602
Q

#3742 - 2019-12-23 01:06:24 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/M2Madness/status/1208769369171476480
WHY IS PELOSI HOLDING THE [2] ARTICLES OF IMPEACHMENT?
How do you introduce the TRUTH about what happened to the PUBLIC?
What 'value' might exist by attempting to BLOCK 'PUBLIC' testimony/hearings?
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Would educating the public through the Senate prior to Barr/Durham/Huber release(s) be important?
Narratives are created and pushed to prevent the public from discovering the TRUTH.
ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE.
Q

#3741 - 2019-12-23 00:22:26 (UTC+1)
Why are the [2] articles being held by Pelosi?
Will holding actually impact the decision of the Senate?
No.
Will holding actually provide a better scenario [public opinion] to [D]s? 
No.
Will holding actually 'sway' select Senators to change their vote? 
No. 
When blackmail and threats no longer work…….
Why are the [2] articles being held by Pelosi?
What happens when the articles of impeachment are sent from the House to the Senate?
Can the Senate conduct 'other' business during this time?
No.
What 'value' might exist by holding the articles?
How long do Senate impeachment trials normally take?
What statements have been made re: timing?
Think 'fast-tracking'.
What statements have been made by Chairman Graham re: Senate FISA hearing(s) & witnesses?
WHY IS PELOSI HOLDING THE [2] ARTICLES OF IMPEACHMENT?
Q

#3740 - 2019-12-23 00:09:09 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/wokesocieties/status/1208139679528357889
Something BIG is coming.
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1208873492025925632
Do people really think this can happen with no consequences? 
FISA = START
NOBODY is above the law [not anymore].
Q

#3739 - 2019-12-19 22:04:18 (UTC+1)
https://www.theepochtimes.com/nsa-director-rogers-disclosed-�sa-abuse-days-after-carter-page-�sa-was-issued_2692033.html
Important to read and understand.
Something BIG is coming.
Q

#3738 - 2019-12-19 22:04:18 (UTC+1)
https://www.theepochtimes.com/nsa-director-rogers-disclosed-�sa-abuse-days-after-carter-page-�sa-was-issued_2692033.html
Important to read and understand.
Something BIG is coming.
Q

#3737 - 2019-12-19 18:59:27 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ChuckGrassley/status/1207720412404240386
Q

#3736 - 2019-12-19 18:54:11 (UTC+1)
>>7561162
Correction 2.
'Your.'
On the move - long night.
Q

#3735 - 2019-12-19 18:51:55 (UTC+1)
>>7561132
Correction.
'Squall.'
On the move.
Q

#3734 - 2019-12-19 18:50:14 (UTC+1)
>>7561023
Also, think 'White Squal' re: Cuban M Crisis/JFK.
Do comms only go to Anons?
Bigger than you can imagine.
Expand you're thinking.
Q

#3733 - 2019-12-19 18:43:59 (UTC+1)
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>>7560920
Nothing is happening.
Q

#3732 - 2019-12-19 18:36:17 (UTC+1)
>>7560835
Directly after a +?
Sometimes after a long day one needs a little pick-me-up.
Q

#3731 - 2019-12-19 18:27:05 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/M2Madness/status/1207699372055711744
Puppet following orders.
Q

#3730 - 2019-12-19 08:16:12 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/QanonMichele/status/1207557095299567616
Thank you!
Q+

#3729 - 2019-12-19 07:21:22 (UTC+1)
Backchannels are important.
Know your history and you will know why.
Q

#3728 - 2019-12-19 07:09:05 (UTC+1)
>>7557088
Friend/Patriot - hold your head up high. 
POTUS was not harmed in any way today other than on paper (history books).
Sometimes you must sacri�ce yourself for the greater good.
"I will gladly take all those slings and arrows for you." - POTUS
But, even that, can be undone. 
The enormity of what is coming will SHOCK THE WORLD.
Pray.
Q

#3727 - 2019-12-19 07:00:29 (UTC+1)
>>7556980
What about when verifying new trip re: projectDcomms?
[ie calling our shot]
Standard deviation broken?
Greatest statistical anomaly witnessed or……
Q

#3726 - 2019-12-19 06:40:57 (UTC+1)
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6116884055001#sp=show-clips
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6116883424001#sp=show-clips
Q

#3725 - 2019-12-19 05:02:38 (UTC+1)
>>7555466
Fired/forced _ FBI?
Fired/forced _ DOJ?
Fired/forced _ State?
Fired/forced _ Senate?
Fired/forced _ Congress?
Fired/forced _ C_A
Fired/forced _ DoD?
Hired/install _ SC?
Hired/install _ Federal Judiciary?
Hired/install _ DOJ
Hired/install _ C_A
Locked & Loaded.
Q

#3724 - 2019-12-19 04:52:52 (UTC+1)
It must be done right.
It must be done according to the rule of law.
It must carry weight.
It must be proven in the court of law.
There can be no mistakes.
Good things sometimes take time.
Attempts to slow/block the inevitable [Justice] will fail.
[D]s election interference 2016.
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>Clinton/Hussein illegal FISA
[D]s election interference 2018.
>Mueller 
[D]s election interference 2020.
>Impeachment
Projection.
These people are sick.
We, the People, are the cure. 
Q

#3723 - 2019-12-19 04:40:27 (UTC+1)
https://www.nationalreview.com/2019/12/an-impeachment-role-for-the-supreme-court/
Q

#3722 - 2019-12-19 04:28:03 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1121023509029892096
Q

#3721 - 2019-12-18 21:22:19 (UTC+1)
[Re_drop]
What happens when 90% of the media is controlled/owned by (6) corporations?
What happens when those same corporations are operated and controlled by a political ideology? 
What happens when the news is no longer free from bias? 
What happens when the news is no longer reliable and independent? 
What happens when the news is no longer trustworthy?
What happens when the news simply becomes an extension/arm of a political party?
Fact becomes �ction?
Fiction becomes fact?
When does news become propaganda?
Identity creation?
How does the average person, who is under constant �nancial stress (by design), �nd time to research and discern fact v �ction? 
Majority of people more prone to believe someone in power sitting behind a big brand 'news' name?
Do people [human psyche] tend to follow the 'majority/mainstream viewpoint' in fear of being isolated and/or shunned?
'Mainstream' is used for a reason [dominate trend in opinion].
[If majority of people believe 'x' then 'x' must be validated / true]
Why do 'mainstream' media heads, within di�erent orgs, always use the same keywords and/or catch phrases? 
Coordinated? By who? Outside entity providing instructions?
Do they count on the fact that people [human psyche] are more prone to believe something if heard over-and-over again by di�erent 'trusted' sources? 
Do 'echo chamber' tactics provide validation / credibility to the topic/point being discussed? 
Threat to intellectual freedom? 
Would control over[of] these institutions/organizations allow for the mass control of a populations viewpoint re: a desired topic? 
Read again - digest. 
Would control over[of] these institutions/organizations allow for the mass control of a populations viewpoint re: a desired topic? 
Logical thinking. 
Why, after the election of 2016, did [D]'s and media corps jumpstart a [coordinated & planned] divisive blitz intended to create falsehoods re: illegitimacy of 
character assassination of POTUS through sexism, racism, every other 'ism'? 
Pre/post 2016 election?
Why were violent [masked] terror orgs such as Antifa immediately created/funded?
Why were these orgs tasked w/ immediate intimidation/shut down of any pro-POTUS rally[s] and/or events? 
Why were marches immediately organized to counter and silence pro-POTUS rally[s] and/or events?
Why were marches immediately organized which divided people into sex/gender, race, [ism]?
When you control the levers of news dissemination, you control the narrative.
Control of the narrative = power
When you are blind, what do you see?
They want you divided.
Divided by religion.
Divided by sex.
Divided by political a�liation. 
Divided by class.
When you are divided, and angry, and controlled, you target those 'di�erent' from you, not those responsible [controllers].
Divided you are weak.
Divided you pose no threat to their control. 
When 'non-dogmatic' information becomes FREE & TRANSPARENT it becomes a threat to those who attempt to control the narrative and/or stable [livestock
sheep].
When you are awake, you stand on the outside of the stable ('group-think' collective), and have 'free thought'. 
"Free thought" is a philosophical viewpoint which holds that positions regarding truth should be formed on the basis of logic, reason, and empiricism, rathe
authority, tradition, revelation, or dogma. 
THIS REPRESENTS A CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL REPUBLIC OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Q

#3720 - 2019-12-18 20:43:38 (UTC+1)
Timing of impeachment vote [revised]?
7pm EST
Interview w/ Barr?
7pm EST
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Coincidence? 
Q

#3719 - 2019-12-18 20:37:11 (UTC+1)
https://www.defensenews.com/breaking-news/2019/12/17/darpa-head-resigns-moving-on-to-industry/
Still tracking resignations?
[DARPA] 
[FB]
Q

#3718 - 2019-12-18 19:33:50 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1207363916759736321
Durham discoveries can lead to early retirement[?]
Think FBI departures.
Think DOJ departures.
Q

#3717 - 2019-12-17 23:03:45 (UTC+1)
First indictment [unseal] will trigger mass pop awakening. 
First arrest will verify action and con�rm future direction.
They will �ght but you are ready.
Marker [9].
Q

#3716 - 2019-12-17 23:03:45 (UTC+1)
First indictment [unseal] will trigger mass pop awakening. 
First arrest will verify action and con�rm future direction.
They will �ght but you are ready.
Marker [9].
Q

#3715 - 2019-12-17 22:50:59 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/NatSecLisa/status/1206957392275087360
Propaganda.
GoFundMe next?
https://www.wikihow.com/Prepare-for-Jail
Q

#3714 - 2019-12-17 22:23:02 (UTC+1)
https://www.�sc.uscourts.gov/sites/default/�les/MIsc%2019%2002%20191217.pdf
"The frequency with which representations made by FBI personnel turned out to be unsupported or contradicted by information in their possession, and w
they withheld information detrimental to their case, calls into question whether information contained in other FBI applications is reliable."
Think FLYNN_FISA [ILLEGAL?]
Q

#3713 - 2019-12-17 21:55:01 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/�sa-court-slams-fbi-over-surveillance-applications-in-rare-public-order
Discovery.
Q

#3712 - 2019-12-17 21:30:49 (UTC+1)
https://www.senate.gov/artandhistory/history/common/brie�ng/Impeachment_Hastings.htm
Welcome to the [D] party con.
Q

#3711 - 2019-12-17 20:50:25 (UTC+1)
>>7536263
Worth remembering.
Q

#3710 - 2019-12-17 20:47:02 (UTC+1)
>>7536259

#3709 - 2019-12-17 20:44:46 (UTC+1)
>>7536145
Dark > Light.
Those you are taught to trust most….
Q

#3708 - 2019-12-17 20:41:31 (UTC+1)
>>7536091
[Corn] harvest.
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5:5?
Q

#3707 - 2019-12-17 20:39:05 (UTC+1)
>>7536020
WW.
Though, nothing should ever replace 'Christ' in 'Christmas'. 
Merry Christmas, Anons/Patriots.
God is on our side.
Q

#3706 - 2019-12-17 20:28:02 (UTC+1)
>>7535884

#3705 - 2019-12-17 20:24:40 (UTC+1)
National Presidential Alert System [2].
Why was this created and tested?
Political warfare.
Information warfare.
Q

#3704 - 2019-12-17 20:15:56 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/LizzyBelleFox/status/1204346472545882114?
Remember, misspellings matter. 
(Durham)
5-3, 1-99
Q

#3703 - 2019-12-17 20:00:03 (UTC+1)
Anons IDEN the 'error' made re: Corney v Comey?
Think recent doc release. 
Q

#3702 - 2019-12-17 19:48:20 (UTC+1)
>>7535127
The Senate must be unrestricted to conduct 'other' important business.
If [D]s knew Senate would not vote to convict - why proceed? 
How long does a typical Senate impeachment trial take? 
Can the Senate conduct 'other' business during this time?
No.
What 'value' might this have for [D]s?
Barr/Durham working in secret? 
Senate working openly?
'Value' of public learning the truth prior to i_unseal?
Propaganda_push failing.
Transparency & Accountability is the only way forward to save the Republic.
This is not another 4-year election.
Game theory.
Q

#3701 - 2019-12-17 19:31:58 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/paulsperry_/status/1207003010641076225
The swamp runs DEEP.
Sleeper[s] everywhere.
Think Coats.
Wheels in motion.
Q

#3700 - 2019-12-17 06:54:16 (UTC+1)

#3699 - 2019-12-17 00:59:54 (UTC+1)
https://www.gchq.gov.uk/person/jeremy-�eming
Name worth remembering.
Q

#3698 - 2019-12-17 00:14:56 (UTC+1)
>>7527690

#3697 - 2019-12-17 00:11:32 (UTC+1)
https://www.dailywire.com/news/scandal-reopens-court-papers-on-democrat-it-aide-imran-awan-make-new-revelation
Q
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#3696 - 2019-12-16 22:56:30 (UTC+1)

#3695 - 2019-12-16 22:46:19 (UTC+1)
>>7526506
Logical thinking.
Q

#3694 - 2019-12-16 22:40:00 (UTC+1)
Never forget who directed.
Q

#3693 - 2019-12-16 22:37:38 (UTC+1)
Same evidence to FREE FLYNN currently being used to INDICT others [GJ]?
[302]_mod [1] count.
Who listened in [2] count [FISA?]
…………
[6] counts.
FBI agent [1][P] - FLYNN interview……..
If FISA warrant was ILLEGAL……….
If FISA warrant predicated on ILLEGAL/UNCORROBORATED……..
If FISA 'actors' purposely withheld exculpatory evidence from the court………….
[Watch] what happens next.
Q

#3692 - 2019-12-15 23:53:54 (UTC+1)
212-397-2255
Operators are standing by.
Q

#3691 - 2019-12-15 23:15:09 (UTC+1)
@Snowden 
#HOMECOMING2020
Q

#3690 - 2019-12-15 23:13:28 (UTC+1)
GANG of 8 DECLAS = [[[AS]]]
"Knowingly."
Q

#3689 - 2019-12-15 22:55:10 (UTC+1)
>>7517634
Time[ing] is important. 
How many coincidences [use of coincidences essential not to violate NAT SEC?] before mathematically impossible?
FISA = START
Q

#3688 - 2019-12-15 21:17:57 (UTC+1)
>>7516554
Exact time of Durham statement?
Think Q/Durham start date.
Coincidence? 
Having fun yet?
Q

#3687 - 2019-12-15 21:12:39 (UTC+1)
>>7516470
>>7516476
>>7516480
>>7516469
This is exactly why we are here.
Q

#3686 - 2019-12-15 21:12:31 (UTC+1)
>>7516470
>>7516476
>>7516480
>>7516469
This is exactly why we are here.
Q

#3685 - 2019-12-15 21:10:11 (UTC+1)
Anons determine signi�cance of 1:29 from [Dec 2] drop?
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What was released precisely @ 1:29?
Q

#3684 - 2019-12-15 20:10:02 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Brotello/status/1206286429581725696
Think for yourself.
Sheep no more.
Q

#3683 - 2019-12-15 19:30:37 (UTC+1)
>>7515309
We are all equal in this �ght.
No one person is above another.
"Put on the full armor of God, so that you can take your stand against the devil's schemes."
God bless you.
United We Stand.
Q

#3682 - 2019-12-15 19:16:15 (UTC+1)
https://time.com/5748850/uk-election-result-2019/
National pride.
Independence.
We, the People.
Welcome to the Party.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3681 - 2019-12-15 19:11:17 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/LadyRedWave/status/1206267112647348225
THE GREAT AWAKENING.
Q

#3680 - 2019-12-15 18:21:40 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ponkMA8ta2M
[11:50]
[AS] memo FALSE.
If [AS] was privy to GANG OF 8 classi�ed material would he not know the same FACTS (TRUTH) as NUNES/others? 
"Knowingly."
OP activity pre_July 2016?
Why is this relevant?
Worth watching from [11:50] to end.
#FactsMatter
Q

#3679 - 2019-12-15 18:20:14 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ponkMA8ta2M
[11:50]
[AS] memo FALSE.
If [AS] was privy to GANG OF 8 classi�ed material would he not know the same FACTS (TRUTH) as NUNES/others? 
"Knowingly."
OP activity pre_July 2016?
Why is this relevant?
Worth watching from [11:50] to end.
#FactsMatter
Q

#3678 - 2019-12-15 18:05:01 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1206249638732423174
Worth following.
Senate testimony next?
#FactsMatter
Q

#3677 - 2019-12-15 05:10:21 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/FollowQanon/status/1206045134036582400
FAKE NEWS hiding the TRUTH?
"Knowingly."
We, the People.
Enjoy the show!
Q

#3676 - 2019-12-15 04:47:09 (UTC+1)
>>7510237
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#3675 - 2019-12-15 04:38:40 (UTC+1)
>>7510061

#3674 - 2019-12-15 04:33:27 (UTC+1)
>>7509863
What if other AG equivalent(s) in foreign countries are also currently investigating use of their intel apparatus for illegal purposes? 
WAS THE CoC FOLLOWED?
Huber.
DOJ plane(s).
CF.
Q

#3673 - 2019-12-15 04:26:45 (UTC+1)
Month/day 'Durham' initiated?
Month/day 'Q' public campaign initiated? 
How many coincidences before mathematically impossible? 
It was over before it began.
Q

#3672 - 2019-12-15 04:21:02 (UTC+1)

#3671 - 2019-12-15 04:15:38 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DocRock1007/status/1204513241507999745
When does the B2 drop the FIRST BOMB?
Bill Barr �t into [8] spaces?
Recon�g graphic.
Knowledge is POWER. 
Q

#3670 - 2019-12-15 04:04:13 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/elenochle/status/1205331292700594176
Scope and size far greater than you can imagine.
Q

#3669 - 2019-12-14 21:37:32 (UTC+1)
>>7506083
https://oig.justice.gov/press/2019/2019-12-09.pdf
Dates [start] will become important.
Q

#3668 - 2019-12-14 21:32:20 (UTC+1)
When a B2 bomber is no longer stealth (think public statements made last week) what must that signal? 
Planned/coordinated attacks on BARR coming [smear campaign].
Public opinion is important. 
Information warfare.
A Traitor's Justice.
Q

#3667 - 2019-12-14 21:23:58 (UTC+1)
>>7505194
Fake.
Sometimes silence is necessary in order to protect select 'public' releases. 
B2 (BB) 'public' statements past week?
Durham 'public' statements past week?
Durham start.
Q start.
Did you learn (4) FISAs last week re: POTUS?
Non_public prior?
Cruz_FISA public soon?
Q

#3666 - 2019-12-07 23:17:51 (UTC+1)

#3665 - 2019-12-07 21:25:21 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/WattersWorld/status/1203403806110699521
While a biased POV shelters/protects the host, the overall discussion [eyes on] generates awareness.
Q

#3664 - 2019-12-07 19:28:22 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/KarmaTrumps/status/1203011616016666628
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Fight, Fight!
Q

#3663 - 2019-12-07 19:16:48 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DailyCaller/status/1203343309311266816
Corrupt.
Think Harvard.
Think tax break.
Think political career.
Corrupt.
DRAIN THE SWAMP!
Q

#3662 - 2019-12-07 19:05:46 (UTC+1)
Knowledge is power.
Think for yourself.
Trust yourself.
Do due diligence.
You awake, and thinking for yourself, is their greatest fear.
Sheep no more.
THE GREAT AWAKENING.
Q

#3661 - 2019-12-07 18:52:04 (UTC+1)
Ask yourself a very simple question, why?
The 'why' will be (publicly) answered soon.
Dark > Light 
Q

#3660 - 2019-12-07 18:41:02 (UTC+1)
>>96
https://twitter.com/WWG1WGA_Every1/status/1203368497750913024
Q

#3659 - 2019-12-07 18:25:23 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/us/naval-air-station-shooter-manifesto-us-nation-of-evil
Posted on Twitter prior to shooting?
Calls to ban/remove Twitter?
Calls to ban/remove 8ch for same reason?
Congressional hearing?
Why was there a coordinated e�ort to ban/remove 8ch?
What was the reason?
What was the REAL reason?
Logical thinking.
Q

#3658 - 2019-12-07 18:17:34 (UTC+1)
Where is George Soros?
Ukraine?
Who else recently traveled to Ukraine?
PANIC is real.
ALL HANDS ON DECK.
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/evil
Q

#3657 - 2019-12-07 18:10:15 (UTC+1)

#3656 - 2019-12-07 17:57:38 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/KingstonChurch3/status/1203332761542520832
What happens when people don't conform to their rule?
What happens when people cannot defend themselves?
Why do [D]'s want to abolish the 2nd amendment? 
"A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed."
What did the Framers of the Constitution fear the most? 
https://www.archives.gov/founding-docs/declaration-transcript
"–That whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Gove
laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to e�ect their Safety and Happiness. 
But when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their
their duty, to throw o� such Government, and to provide new Guards for their future security.–"
We, the People.
Q

#3655 - 2019-12-07 17:42:24 (UTC+1)
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Relevant to today re: F assets.
Deconstruction of foreign controlled [intel] US media [+alt] critical. 
Untouchable re: State backed?
Epstein thought so.
Puppets & Puppet Masters.
Q

#3654 - 2019-12-06 23:12:14 (UTC+1)
How many shootings [D][1-6]?
[D6] https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/06/us/nas-pensacola-shooting.html
[D5] https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2019/12/05/pearl-harbor-shooting-dead-sailor-navy-dod-defense/2617338001/
[D4] https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2019/12/04/jackson-state-university-shooting-lockdown-lifted-person-shot-nearby/2609270001/
[D3] https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/oshkosh-wisconsin-school-shooting-leaves-student-o�cer-injured-n1094856
[D2] https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/02/us/waukesha-south-high-school-shooting.html
[D1] https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/10-people-shot-new-orleans-police-say-n1093721
Q

#3653 - 2019-12-06 21:54:40 (UTC+1)

#3652 - 2019-12-06 21:52:47 (UTC+1)
People actually believe those responsible for stealing billions of US taxpayer dollars will actually go unpunished? 
"This is not simply another four-year election." - POTUS
Q

#3651 - 2019-12-06 21:48:08 (UTC+1)
People actually believe those responsible for the attempted coup [coup attempt] of a duly elected sitting US President will go unpunished? 
End to our Constitutional Republic? 
No equal justice under the law?
No accountability? 
Escape unscathed? 
Enjoy the show!
Q

#3650 - 2019-12-06 21:17:21 (UTC+1)
[Sample]
https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1203031379413520384
https://twitter.com/JuliaHarte1/status/1202994568125440000
https://twitter.com/pbump/status/1202989929153871872
https://twitter.com/stanveuger/status/1202976120976621569
https://twitter.com/samueloakford/status/1202975001634385922
https://twitter.com/JoeMyGod/status/1202969579221241857
https://twitter.com/AliWatkins/status/1202949538010615809
https://twitter.com/mmcintire/status/1202942304568381441
https://twitter.com/jjmacnab/status/1202928632936534019
https://twitter.com/justinhendrix/status/1202919356184829952
https://twitter.com/ThomasHuchon/status/1202925597686665216
https://twitter.com/peterdaou/status/1203015330433515520
https://twitter.com/willsommer/status/1203006644755599361
https://twitter.com/YahooNews/status/1202996314008686592
https://twitter.com/adamgoldmanNYT/status/1202926356121759744
https://twitter.com/egavactip/status/1203039747272261635
Thinking timing.
Q

#3649 - 2019-12-04 03:49:36 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJnQnD9EXnw
Q

#3648 - 2019-12-04 01:59:46 (UTC+1)

#3647 - 2019-12-03 19:43:47 (UTC+1)
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-climate-change-accord-pelosi/us-house-speaker-pelosi-says-at-climate-summit-we-are-still-in-idUSKBN1Y61SZ
Who audits where the money actually goes?
What % is typically categorized as costs?
https://worldat1c.org/how-much-will-the-paris-agreement-cost-85f78d9a035a
How to 'steal' taxpayer money?
The 'Con':
>Determine 'topic(s)' that have emotional pull (connect) on 'vocal' types 
>Create media blitz [scare] campaign ('talking points')('alarmist')
>Use 'pro-narrative minded' authorities on subject to provide foundation to support 
>Deploy 'circular reporting' and 'group-think' tactics (echo chamber) to arti�cially raise 'public outcry'
>Use 'public outcry' to justify billion dollar taxpayer spend 
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>Rinse/repeat
Who audits where the money goes?
% to original mandate?
Salary of a US Senator?
Salary of a US Congressman/woman?
Salary of a US President?
Salary of a US Vice President?
Net worth pre_o�ce?
Net worth post_o�ce?
How do elected o�cials become mega/multi-millionaires?
Corruption.
Logical thinking.
Q

#3646 - 2019-12-03 00:55:23 (UTC+1)
Anons, why would we provide the date of the FISA release? 
Logical thinking.
Ammunition is �nite. 
Q

#3645 - 2019-12-03 00:45:47 (UTC+1)
Be ready, Anons.
Public awakening coming.
Q

#3644 - 2019-12-02 21:29:13 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/M2Madness/status/1201338878046752771
Why are the largest media co's in the world constantly attacking this so-called 'conspiracy'? 
https://www.bing.com/news/search?q=qanon&qft=interval%3d%229%22&form=PTFTNR
People awake = greatest fear.
Information Warfare.
Q

#3643 - 2019-12-02 19:54:27 (UTC+1)

#3642 - 2019-12-02 19:31:36 (UTC+1)
/trip_con�rmed2/
/relay_1-99/
Q

#3641 - 2019-12-02 19:07:32 (UTC+1)
/trip_con�rmed/
/relay_1-99/
Q

#3640 - 2019-12-02 18:58:58 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1201560862856601600
/trip_IDEN_delta[-1]/
Q

#3639 - 2019-12-02 18:55:59 (UTC+1)
/trip_con�g/
Q

#3638 - 2019-12-02 18:50:31 (UTC+1)
18 U.S. Code �?2385. Advocating overthrow of Government.
Whoever knowingly or willfully advocates, abets, advises, or teaches the duty, necessity, desirability, or propriety of overthrowing or destroying the governm
United States or the government of any State, Territory, District or Possession thereof, or the government of any political subdivision therein, by force or vio
by the assassination of any o�cer of any such government; or
Whoever, with intent to cause the overthrow or destruction of any such government, prints, publishes, edits, issues, circulates, sells, distributes, or publicly d
any written or printed matter advocating, advising, or teaching the duty, necessity, desirability, or propriety of overthrowing or destroying any government i
United States by force or violence, or attempts to do so; or
Whoever organizes or helps or attempts to organize any society, group, or assembly of persons who teach, advocate, or encourage the overthrow or destru
any such government by force or violence; or becomes or is a member of, or a�liates with, any such society, group, or assembly of persons, knowing the pu
thereof-
Shall be �ned under this title or imprisoned not more than twenty years, or both, and shall be ineligible for employment by the United States or any departm
agency thereof, for the �ve years next following his conviction.
If two or more persons conspire to commit any o�ense named in this section, each shall be �ned under this title or imprisoned not more than twenty years
and shall be ineligible for employment by the United States or any department or agency thereof, for the �ve years next following his conviction.
As used in this section, the terms "organizes" and "organize", with respect to any society, group, or assembly of persons, include the recruiting of new memb
forming of new units, and the regrouping or expansion of existing clubs, classes, and other units of such society, group, or assembly of persons.

#3637 - 2019-12-02 17:43:52 (UTC+1)
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/start/

#3636 - 2019-11-25 23:35:45 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hRFHyBXEbhY&feature=youtu.be
Russian bots?
Why are the biggest media co's in the world continually attacking if we are simply a conspiracy/LARP?
Who controls the media? [6]
Who controls [6]?
Logical thinking.
Q

#3635 - 2019-11-25 22:34:40 (UTC+1)
Sometimes a good 'movie' can provide a lot of truth and/or background.
'O�cial Secrets.'
Relevant today?
Enjoy the show!
Q

#3634 - 2019-11-25 22:30:45 (UTC+1)
[D]'s (internal) in�ltration issue(s) w/ protecting NAT SEC?
Deliberate?
Do you believe in coincidences?
>DF Chinese spy_insert 20+ years
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2018/08/04/trump-russia-investigation-dianne-feinstein-chinese-spy/908865002/
>Awan IT scandal
https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/democrats-it-scandal-set-to-explode-with-possible-plea-deal
>Omar paid [F] agent
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2019/11/ilhan-omar-accused-of-being-a-paid-agent-of-qatar-and-accessing-sensitive-info-for-iran-court-testimony/
>Clinton server > China relay
https://gohmert.house.gov/news/documentsingle.aspx?DocumentID=398652
>[VJ] direct relay > Iran pre/post Iran deal [future marker]
>[Kerry] direct relay > Iran pre/post Iran deal [future marker]
IF KNOWN - WHY IS IT ALLOWED TO HAPPEN?
IF KNOWN - WILL THERE BE JUSTICE?
It's only a matter of time.
Q

#3633 - 2019-11-25 18:50:09 (UTC+1)
AFIA
AIA
DIA
ESC
ITAC
NOIC
NPIC
NSA
SRD
Q

#3632 - 2019-11-25 18:43:23 (UTC+1)

#3631 - 2019-11-25 18:37:55 (UTC+1)
We stand UNITED!
WWG1WGA!!!
_NATSEC_p_upload_2.v1
Q

#3630 - 2019-11-25 18:35:12 (UTC+1)
We stand UNITED.
WWG1WGA!!!
_NATSEC_p_upload_1.v1
Q

#3629 - 2019-11-25 18:33:24 (UTC+1)
New board created [pending approval /CM/]
/projectDcomms/
Q

#3628 - 2019-11-25 18:05:46 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Incarcerated_ET/status/1198990090757914625
Enemy of the People.
You are the news now.
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Facts matter.
Q

#3627 - 2019-11-25 01:38:33 (UTC+1)
Future trip(c) re_verify:
Notebook
Pen
Watch 
Desk
——————
Anon interaction coming soon.
Q

#3626 - 2019-11-25 01:33:39 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/gen�ynn/status/794651828981993473?lang=en
Targeted and silenced (gag) for a reason?
PAIN coming.
Q

#3625 - 2019-11-24 18:23:47 (UTC+1)
https://graphics.reuters.com/UKRAINE-BURISMA/0100B32N28V/us-senate.pdf
[HUNTER]s become the hunted.
Senate was the target.
Q

#3624 - 2019-11-23 21:53:37 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1198309490069790720
It's going to be BIBLICAL! 
THE GREAT AWAKENING.
Q

#3623 - 2019-11-23 21:24:25 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WNqKhRcpktU
[16:00]
"Are we going to be sending massive amounts of money that simply goes into other people's [personal] bank account(s) [theft]." - POTUS
Who audits where foreign aid actually goes? 
Nobody.
Foreign aid > Country [X] > Personal Bank Accts [+US person(s) involved].
Think Iran.
Think Paris Accord [attempt].
Think All.
Corrupt system. 
Do you think [GS] is spending his own money re: push of radical viewpoint adoption? 
US TAXPAYER payments [aid] > directly/indirectly [GS] organizations? 
Re-read drops re: 'Foreign Aid'
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ&feature=youtu.be
[Listen carefully]
RETURNING POWER TO THE PEOPLE.
DRAINING THE SWAMP.
POTUS IS FIGHTING FOR YOU.
It's been a long time since we've had a non_corrupt POTUS who cares for the people, and not himself.
Q

#3622 - 2019-11-23 20:57:11 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/JipeFIN/status/1198297777677176832
The Great Awakening.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3621 - 2019-11-22 18:43:23 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/MarshaBlackburn/status/1197875810256007170
Coordinated and planned?
Spy_insert(s)?
Puppets have masters.
Senate was the target.
Q

#3620 - 2019-11-22 06:48:42 (UTC+1)
>>7359408
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-44107570
Publicly known?
Think non_public.
Access granted.
Q
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#3619 - 2019-11-22 04:18:33 (UTC+1)
>>7359370
/pf/ was taken down [cleared of content] just prior to platform TERM [speci�c reason].
NAT SEC [charter] prevents use of 'keys' to establish IDEN via public utility/domain - non_reg.
Formation of 'clean' board possible to lock in trip(s) > issues w/ safeguards. 
Q

#3618 - 2019-11-22 03:16:49 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1197692575915757568
/CM/
Platform not fully functional / stable.
Pic uploads not secure / functional.
Suggest update delay to prevent IDEN re-check re: trip update failure until platform stabilized. 
Q

#3617 - 2019-11-22 02:19:03 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/kim_sax1/status/1197684058547007488
News unlocks.
You have more than you know.
Q

#3616 - 2019-11-22 01:55:51 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Solmemes1/status/1197668953113481216
THE GREAT AWAKENING.
You are the news now.
Handle w/ care.
Q

#3615 - 2019-11-22 01:47:08 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/EYEDROPMEDIA/status/1197673464326492161
Game Over.
Q

#3614 - 2019-11-22 00:33:18 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182008427930931200
Information warfare.
Q

#3613 - 2019-11-21 23:00:19 (UTC+1)
What happens when 90% of the media is controlled/owned by (6) corporations?
What happens when those same corporations are operated and controlled by a political ideology? 
What happens when the news is no longer free from bias? 
What happens when the news is no longer reliable and independent? 
What happens when the news is no longer trustworthy?
What happens when the news simply becomes an extension/arm of a political party?
Fact becomes �ction?
Fiction becomes fact?
When does news become propaganda?
Identity creation?
How does the average person, who is under constant �nancial stress (by design), �nd time to research and discern fact v �ction? 
Majority of people more prone to believe someone in power sitting behind a big brand 'news' name?
Do people [human psyche] tend to follow the 'majority/mainstream viewpoint' in fear of being isolated and/or shunned?
'Mainstream' is used for a reason [dominate trend in opinion].
[If majority of people believe 'x' then 'x' must be validated / true]
Why do 'mainstream' media heads, within di�erent orgs, always use the same keywords and/or catch phrases? 
Coordinated? By who? Outside entity providing instructions?
Do they count on the fact that people [human psyche] are more prone to believe something if heard over-and-over again by di�erent 'trusted' sources? 
Do 'echo chamber' tactics provide validation / credibility to the topic/point being discussed? 
Threat to intellectual freedom? 
Would control over[of] these institutions/organizations allow for the mass control of a populations viewpoint re: a desired topic? 
Read again - digest. 
Would control over[of] these institutions/organizations allow for the mass control of a populations viewpoint re: a desired topic? 
Logical thinking. 
Why, after the election of 2016, did [D]'s and media corps jumpstart a [coordinated & planned] divisive blitz intended to create falsehoods re: illegitimacy of 
character assassination of POTUS through sexism, racism, every other 'ism'? 
Pre/post 2016 election?
Why were violent [masked] terror orgs such as Antifa immediately created/funded?
Why were these orgs tasked w/ immediate intimidation/shut down of any pro-POTUS rally[s] and/or events? 
Why were marches immediately organized to counter and silence pro-POTUS rally[s] and/or events?
Why were marches immediately organized which divided people into sex/gender, race, [ism]?
When you control the levers of news dissemination, you control the narrative.
Control of the narrative = power
When you are blind, what do you see?
They want you divided.
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Divided by religion.
Divided by sex.
Divided by political a�liation. 
Divided by class.
When you are divided, and angry, and controlled, you target those 'di�erent' from you, not those responsible [controllers].
Divided you are weak.
Divided you pose no threat to their control. 
When 'non-dogmatic' information becomes FREE & TRANSPARENT it becomes a threat to those who attempt to control the narrative and/or stable [livestock
sheep].
When you are awake, you stand on the outside of the stable ('group-think' collective), and have 'free thought'. 
"Free thought" is a philosophical viewpoint which holds that positions regarding truth should be formed on the basis of logic, reason, and empiricism, rathe
authority, tradition, revelation, or dogma. 
Q

#3612 - 2019-11-21 03:26:50 (UTC+1)
Chairman Graham, it's time.
Senate was the target.
Q

#3611 - 2019-11-21 03:03:25 (UTC+1)
THE CLINTON FOUNDATION
[QUID PRO QUO - internal alarm [how to frame/defend]]
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/52561
Read carefully.
[Note: Podesta emails non_public [internal]]
Fact: Ukraine is the single largest CF donor
Coincidence?
Q

#3610 - 2019-11-20 20:54:49 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/FiddlerForest/status/1197238059873398784
Control of narrative = control of public opinion
Control of public opinion = power
How do you control the narrative?
Information warfare.
Q

#3609 - 2019-11-20 19:48:14 (UTC+1)
https://www.congress.gov/106/cdoc/tdoc16/CDOC-106tdoc16.pdf
These people are stupid.
Q

#3608 - 2019-11-20 19:18:53 (UTC+1)
All assets [F + D] being deployed.
[Some] who once supported POTUS [sleepers] have/will turn [puppets & puppet masters].
Control of narrative = control of public opinion
Control of public opinion = power
EVERYTHING IS AT STAKE.
OLD GUARD POWER STRUCTURE BEING DESTROYED.
WASHINGTON CIVIL WAR [CONTROL THE NARRATIVE].
PREV EXPOSURE OF TRUTH.
[SELF PRESERVATION]
FIGHTING FOR SURVIVAL.
INFORMATION WARFARE.
Q

#3607 - 2019-11-20 18:24:02 (UTC+1)
https://en.interfax.com.ua/news/press-conference/625831.html
What happens when the PUBLIC discovers the TRUTH [magnitude] re: [D] party corruption?
What happens when the PUBLIC discovers the TRUTH re: [FAKE NEWS] coordination w: [D] party to conceal, shelter, and protect those criminally responsible
De�ne 'Projection'. 
THE GREAT AWAKENING
SHEEP NO MORE
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3606 - 2019-11-20 00:48:09 (UTC+1)
There is no STEP FIVE.
-END-
Q

#3605 - 2019-11-20 00:23:00 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/AndrewKerrNC/status/1196877496949657600
PAY-FOR-PLAY only works when you hold a position of POWER.
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It's only a matter of time.
Q

#3604 - 2019-11-19 23:44:28 (UTC+1)
[Feb 11 2019]
"Step Four: Open 'new' Fake & False investigations as CHAIRMAN of the House Intel Comm to retain disinformation campaign designed to keep liberal/D Am
onboard to regain POWER & PREVENT prosecution - Executive Time!" - Q
Pre_public_awareness?
LIKE CLOCKWORK.
[D][1-6]
Enjoy the show!
Q

#3603 - 2019-11-19 17:42:46 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0TFh1YJynGA
Phones were present.
FISA goes both ways.
Information warfare.
Q

#3602 - 2019-11-16 20:41:22 (UTC+1)
https://www.starwars.com/games-apps/star-wars-commander
How do 'select' bad actors attempt comms w/o SIGINT collection?
Rebellion or Empire?
Private [invite only] faction(s)?
Dark > Light
Q

#3601 - 2019-11-16 20:11:27 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/conservativma/status/1168180896102588421
Many who 'represent' us, do not love us.
Q

#3600 - 2019-11-16 19:21:10 (UTC+1)
For those who decide to save the taxpayers some money.
There is no escaping God.
Q

#3599 - 2019-11-16 19:13:56 (UTC+1)
The Harvest [crop] has been prepared and soon will be delivered to the public for consumption.
A Higher Loyalty [Y].
Hunters become the Hunted.
Treason.
Sedition.
How do you remove a liability? 
Six o' clock can be dangerous.
Family proud?
Q

#3598 - 2019-11-15 21:04:34 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/stormypatriot21/status/1195416791431995392
"Whistle Blower Traps"
[Mar 4 2018]
'Trap' keyword select provided…..
Whole or (parts) - break/break
You have more than you know.
Future proves past.
Q

#3597 - 2019-11-15 20:30:05 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/pryerlee/status/1195369451887190017
Do you believe in coincidences?
Mathematically impossible?
Date 'public' became aware?
Date 'anons' became aware?
Reconcile.
Do you think we are targeted and attacked by the largest media co's in the world because we're a LARP?
Logical thinking.
Q

#3596 - 2019-11-15 19:38:28 (UTC+1)
What advantages might exist when you know the other sides playbook?
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/trap
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Enjoy the show!
Q

#3595 - 2019-11-15 01:39:27 (UTC+1)
AUS, IT, UK co-op DOJ (Barr, Durham, CLAS 1-4)
HUMINT, SIGINT, etc.
Non_FVEY o�cial chan [US senior person(s) req given sensitive nature of 'target' re: presidential nominee(s) - POTUS + Cruz [CLAS 1-4]]
Who gave the order(s)?
Who signed?
Papered per normal NATSEC?
Comms to/from F + Domestic?
F2F 1-4 US person(s) initiate scope memo.
US AMB 1 & 2 NSA unmask req. 
NSA > US AMB 1 & 2 > AUS, IT, UK
[special order per DIR [CLAS 1-9] AUTH unmask per US AMB]
[EACH UNMASKING REQUIRES APPROVAL / SIGN ['KEY']]
C_A domestic assist w/ rogue FBI to avoid US law [non_op domestic]?
C_A HUMINT domestic placement > T campaign [1-3 jumps primary target], T WH spy_insertion NATSEC C, personal advisor(s), cabinet?
C_A organized under DNI? 
2010 - 2017 [Clapper] [bulk]
2017 - 2019 [Coats] [sleeper/prevent [black op] release of incriminating docs]
Q

#3594 - 2019-11-13 23:21:13 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MK0j765ko4
Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power. Put on the full armor of God, so that you can take your stand against the devil's schemes. For our stru
against �esh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the hea
realms. Therefore put on the full armor of God, so that when the day of evil comes, you may be able to stand your ground, and after you have done everyth
stand. Stand �rm then, with the belt of truth buckled around your waist, with the breastplate of righteousness in place, and with your feet �tted with the rea
that comes from the gospel of peace. In addition to all this, take up the shield of faith, with which you can extinguish all the �aming arrows of the evil one. T
helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God.
Prepare.
For God & Country.
For Humanity.
We FIGHT!
Q

#3593 - 2019-11-13 23:09:44 (UTC+1)
http://www.jthnx5wyvjvzsxtu.onion/qresearch/catalog.html
Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power. Put on the full armor of God, so that you can take your stand against the devil's schemes. For our stru
against �esh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the hea
realms. Therefore put on the full armor of God, so that when the day of evil comes, you may be able to stand your ground, and after you have done everyth
stand. Stand �rm then, with the belt of truth buckled around your waist, with the breastplate of righteousness in place, and with your feet �tted with the rea
that comes from the gospel of peace. In addition to all this, take up the shield of faith, with which you can extinguish all the �aming arrows of the evil one. T
helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God.
Prepare.
For God & Country.
For Humanity.
We FIGHT!
Q

#3592 - 2019-11-13 20:04:59 (UTC+1)
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/jul/17/company-co-founded-nancy-pelosis-son-charged-secur/?
Follow the family.
Q

#3591 - 2019-11-13 19:32:54 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g1KfU5ifhqE
Follow the family.
Q

#3590 - 2019-11-13 17:54:51 (UTC+1)
https://www.grassley.senate.gov/sites/default/�les/constituents/2017-07-20%20CEG%20to%20DOJ%20%28Ukraine%20DNC%20FARA%29.pdf
Read carefully.
Re-read carefully.
Spy_insert [EC] known?
Re-read drops re: Spy_insert.
What do these people have in common?
Pelosi's son
Kerry's son
Romney's son
Biden's son
Hint: Geo location: Ukraine
Hint: Energy
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Coincidence?
When [GS] calls, D's always answer.
Nothing can stop what is coming.
Nothing!
Q

#3589 - 2019-11-13 17:15:54 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SeekretAgent/status/1194312252104544256
What are the odds of that?
Mathematically impossible?
Coincidence?
The TRUTH is right in front of you.
Q

#3588 - 2019-11-13 17:00:18 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/saracarterdc/status/1182260148334661632?lang=en
[Jul 8 2019]
"SURV of SC/JS terminated." - Q
Relevant to upcoming 'DECLAS' events?
SIGINT FVEY/Domestic.
Do you believe in coincidences?
Mathematically impossible?
1/100?
But, the 'narrative' suggests nothing is accurately 'forecasted' and this is simply a big 'conspiracy' theory [looney].
Ask yourself a very basic question - would the FAKE NEWS complex [NYT, WASHPOST, NBC, ABC, BBC, ...................................................................] attack us if we
'real' threat?
Ask yourself a very basic question - why is the 'forum' where [drops] are made under constant attack? 
Narrative: De-platform necessary 'because' precursor to violent acts posted there prior to carry-out.
Precursor postings occurred on 4ch? FB? Twitter? Reddit? IG? ..............
Push to de-platform?
Why only 8ch?
[Bonus Question: Was the time of the posting pre/post actual 'event']
Logical thinking.
[Mar 20 2019]
"Increase in attacks (de-platform, shill in�ltration, MSM/Fake MAGA direct, link(s) to terrorism/acts of violence) only demonstrates validity and close proximit
JUSTICE [PAIN]." - Q
Boomerang.
You are witnessing the largest 'organized' disinformation campaign to ever be perpetuated on the public.
Trust yourself.
Be free in your thoughts.
THE GREAT AWAKENING
RETURN POWER TO THE PEOPLE.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
It's been a long time since we've had a non-corrupt President who works on behalf of the American people and not himself. 
America is no longer for sale.
Q

#3587 - 2019-11-12 02:56:17 (UTC+1)
Indictments coming.
[2019]
Q

#3586 - 2019-11-12 02:02:56 (UTC+1)
Once C_A always C_A?
Former C_A elected to Congress?
Former C_A running for Congress?
Former C_A running for Senate?
Former C_A elected to Senate?
Former C_A elected to Presidency? 
De�ne 'black op' [clandestine]
Once C_A always C_A?
@Snowden pre_NSA?
@Snowden base of ops [geo location]?
Whistleblower(s) vs. POTUS?
Former C_A?
De�ne 'black op' [clandestine]
What happens if rogue elements of US AB[C] intel agency target [to insert] US political system [President, VP, House, Senate, NSC, US Amb., etc.] in 'black op
designated to control friend vs. foe targeting [self-preservation]? 
NSA v C_A
Q

#3585 - 2019-11-12 01:49:10 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/�llasau�cal/status/1194044070039085057
Project Looking Glass?
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Going Forward in Order to Look Back.
Q

#3584 - 2019-11-12 01:30:45 (UTC+1)
GOOG whistleblower
Project DeepMind?
"AI Manhattan Project."
https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2019/10/14/whistleblower-google-is-developing-ai-for-planetary-surveillance/
[Feb 18 2018]
"Project DeepDream v2[A]?" - Q
Do you believe in coincidences?
Q

#3583 - 2019-11-12 01:21:54 (UTC+1)
[Jun 12 2018]
"Would you believe Hussein tried to call Kim prior to the Summit?
He did not have his updated phone number." - Q
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7597821/Trump-claims-Obama-tried-call-Kim-Jong-11-times-no-respect-dictator-wouldnt-answer.html
Previous # tracked [SURV] by a select dedicated team?
# breakdown pre/post POTUS elect?
Do you believe in coincidences?
Relevant to future upcoming events.
Q

#3582 - 2019-11-12 00:51:58 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/du�ng_it_up/status/1194039578753003521
MSM constant attacks?
Ask yourself, why?
Q

#3581 - 2019-11-12 00:23:51 (UTC+1)
"Calm Before the Storm." - POTUS
Month/Day 'Q' public campaign initiated? 
Month/Day 'Durham' initiated?
What famous crime family did Durham target?
"Also spearheaded mob prosecutions of the [Gambino], Genovese and Patriarca crime families."
http://content.time.com/time/nation/article/0,8599,1918738,00.html
What AB[C] agency did Durham target?
How are messages sent?
https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-news/frank-cali-murder-ma�a-boss-qanon-motive-anthony-comello-861777/
[Dec 12 2018] 
"What if there's another prosecutor (outside of DC) assigned by SESSIONS w/ the same mandate/authority?" - Q
Do you believe in coincidences?
5:5?
Be ready, Patriots.
Q

#3580 - 2019-11-11 23:55:38 (UTC+1)
"I prefer dangerous freedom over peaceful slavery."
-Thomas Je�erson
"What we seek is the reign of law, based upon the consent of the governed and sustained by the organized opinion of mankind."
-Woodrow Wilson
"Educate and inform the whole mass of people. They are the only sure reliance for the preservation of our liberty."
-Thomas Je�erson
Q

#3579 - 2019-11-11 22:15:45 (UTC+1)
/agg_image_failure/
/route_DoD_11.11.18/
America Will Be Uni�ed Again.
Future Proves Past.
Q

#3578 - 2019-11-11 22:03:38 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/JustInformU/status/1190726730052276224
Q

#3577 - 2019-11-11 19:30:02 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/stormypatriot21/status/1193957884700299264
Q

#3576 - 2019-11-11 18:56:06 (UTC+1)
/agg_recir_deC/
Q
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#3575 - 2019-11-11 18:46:22 (UTC+1)
/deC/
Q

#3574 - 2019-11-03 00:25:13 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/3Days3Nights/status/1190742277771202560
https://twitter.com/SayWhenLA/status/1190757918712434689
RIG FOR RED
Q

#3573 - 2019-11-02 21:28:23 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wrZejBRSAO8
Q

#3572 - 2019-11-02 21:02:04 (UTC+1)
/SEC_con�g_A/1
/SEC_con�g_A1/2
/SEC_con�g_A2/3
/SEC_con�g_D/1
/SEC_con�g_D1/2
/SEC_run_COMM]s/
/SAFE_2/
/DoD_route_1-9/
/DoD_route_10-19/
/DoD_route_20-29/
/DoD_route_9999999/
/DoD_pack_1-99/
Q

#3571 - 2019-11-02 20:47:25 (UTC+1)
/BAS_Test/2

#3570 - 2019-08-01 19:22:36 (UTC+1)
[C] before [D].
[C]oats before [D]eclas.
The month of AUGUST is traditionally very HOT.
You have more than you know.
Q

#3569 - 2019-08-01 19:19:20 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/doj-will-not-prosecute-comey-for-leaking-memos-after-ig-referral-source
Bigger [slam-dunk] charges coming?
Public understanding of events just around the corner. 
Q

#3568 - 2019-07-31 06:41:49 (UTC+1)
[24hr Warning]
Be vigilant.
See something.
Say something.
Know your surroundings at all times.
Q

#3567 - 2019-07-31 06:08:18 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/GeorgePapa19/status/1156412024399679488
See Guardian article.
How do you get ahead of a story?
Coincidence? 
Q

#3566 - 2019-07-31 06:00:46 (UTC+1)
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jul/30/secret-texts-cast-light-uk-early-role-trump-russia-inquiry
Q

#3565 - 2019-07-31 02:23:13 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Pontifex/status/1156165039545606144
Godfather III
It's going to be BIBLICAL.
Q

#3564 - 2019-07-31 02:17:15 (UTC+1)
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#3563 - 2019-07-30 20:32:02 (UTC+1)
https://media.ifrc.org/ifrc/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2018/04/IFRC-Report-2017.pdf
https://www.grassley.senate.gov/news/news-releases/grassley-thompson-reintroduce-american-red-cross-transparency-act
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2861873-Senator-Grassley-s-report-on-the-Red-Cross-June.html
https://www.npr.org/2016/06/16/482020436/senators-report-�nds-fundamental-concerns-about-red-cross-�nances
The More You Know…
MSM coverage?
When you control the media, you control public opinion. 
Q

#3562 - 2019-07-30 20:27:42 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/BattleBornThom/status/1156195876093612032
Logical Q.
Q

#3561 - 2019-07-30 20:18:54 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/VictoriaRGates/status/1156264744896147458
Logical Q.
Q

#3560 - 2019-07-30 20:04:54 (UTC+1)
>>7261053
News unlocks…
5:5?
Q

#3559 - 2019-07-30 20:00:02 (UTC+1)
>>7260840 (/pb)
[Placeholder - [DECLAS] Exculpatory Evidence [Illegal Hold-Non_Report] FISA_T_SURV]
T = Target(s)(ed)?
Watch the news this week.
Q

#3558 - 2019-07-30 19:56:37 (UTC+1)
>>7260748
"Trump has periodically called for stricter voter ID laws, which advocates warn could restrict ballot access in low-income communities, students and people 
Like Clockwork.
ID required (when)?
Sheep follow the most absurd arguments.
D_party voter corruption on display.
Q

#3557 - 2019-07-30 19:52:43 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DevinNunes/status/1156251565134471168
Targets may be closer than they appear.
Hunters become the HUNTED.
Q

#3556 - 2019-07-30 19:38:22 (UTC+1)
Prepare for 'VOTER ID = voter suppression of minority vote'.
Q

#3555 - 2019-07-30 19:34:14 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/elenochle/status/1156253768649830400
Time travel is fun.
Or….
Q

#3554 - 2019-07-30 19:25:01 (UTC+1)
>>7260223

#3553 - 2019-07-30 19:23:38 (UTC+1)
Not the �rst time.
Not the last time.
Re-read past drops re: VOTER ID.
Q

#3552 - 2019-07-30 08:32:47 (UTC+1)
>>7255097
Unrelated but worth noting.
Q

#3551 - 2019-07-30 08:26:39 (UTC+1)
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?????????????????????????????(3)
?????????????D-g
????????????????????????????????????????????????1-2H
insert_key

#3550 - 2019-07-30 08:19:51 (UTC+1)
_Hot8
_Hot9
_Red_Red_y_
_FREEDOM_mark1-99_y
Pc_sigD
Conf_net[w1]

#3549 - 2019-07-30 08:13:32 (UTC+1)
Package D-g
[ROUTE_REL_29182_y]
00:00:00+4
00:00:00+3
00:00:00+2

#3548 - 2019-07-30 08:01:21 (UTC+1)
[Placeholder - [DECLAS] Exculpatory Evidence [Illegal Hold-Non_Report] FISA_T_SURV]

#3547 - 2019-07-30 05:00:15 (UTC+1)
>>7252871

#3546 - 2019-07-30 04:56:35 (UTC+1)
>>7252787
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3545 - 2019-07-30 04:55:03 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/_V3RB_/status/1156032206608879616
Q

#3544 - 2019-07-29 22:47:08 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DailyMail/status/1155932531075629057
Q

#3543 - 2019-07-29 22:27:17 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ReIncarnatedET/status/1155927864820109312
Speed accelerated +5
Q

#3542 - 2019-07-29 22:00:04 (UTC+1)
https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/exculpatory
Q

#3541 - 2019-07-29 20:59:53 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ILMFOrg/status/1155907085210660866
Good crop this season?
Q

#3540 - 2019-07-29 20:36:42 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DVATW/status/1155780603213766656
No coverage by US MSM? 
Ask yourself a simple Q - why? 
Anti-narrative?
Q

#3539 - 2019-07-29 20:21:35 (UTC+1)
>>7244956
Italy is w/ POTUS.
Attempts by D's to prevent disclosure of FVEY material (re: Nunes non_o�cial ways) was DENIED.
They are powerless.
Enjoy the show.
Q

#3538 - 2019-07-29 20:14:06 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/AmyMek/status/1155697241434284032
We now have plenty of space.
Q
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#3537 - 2019-07-29 19:14:03 (UTC+1)
>>7243889
Future marker.
Q

#3536 - 2019-07-29 19:11:56 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/JohnBrennan/status/1155797879300210688
Thank you for con�rming….
Coats BAD
Ratcli�e GOOD
Sleepers present problems re: sta� �lls.
More coming?
Q

#3535 - 2019-07-29 19:04:01 (UTC+1)
>>7243655
Anons crashed the site.
High-volume tra�c.
THE GREAT AWAKENING.
Q

#3534 - 2019-07-29 18:50:06 (UTC+1)
https://www.tra�ckingmatters.com/2018-federal-human-tra�cking-report/
Maryland has second-most defendants charged in federal human tra�cking cases?
Who represents Maryland in the House/Senate?
https://twitter.com/charliekirk11/status/1155812918467784704
The More You Know…
Q

#3533 - 2019-07-29 18:34:19 (UTC+1)
Reminder re: impeachment.
2/3rd Senate vote required to impeach POTUS.
53-47
Logical thinking.
You are watching D's 'con' liberal base using 'hope' tactics while maintaining 'POTUS obstruction of Justice' FAKE NEWS narrative. 
Think 2020. 
Q

#3532 - 2019-07-29 01:53:47 (UTC+1)
The SWAMP runs deep.
DNC server(s) hold many answers.
SCARAMUCCI MODEL.
DNI & NSA
[AWAN]
[DWS]
[D_Congress]
House of Cards.
You didn't think the plea deal was the end did you?
Q

#3531 - 2019-07-29 01:17:54 (UTC+1)
>>7233832
Those who take are o�ered more powerful positions within the party (controlled).
Italy is w/ POTUS.
Q

#3530 - 2019-07-29 01:11:09 (UTC+1)
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/65db76_d0731c7799784020a8c45a5615b8b3f3.pdf
Baltimore rec $1.8 BILLION from [HUSSEIN]'s American Recovery and Reinvestment Act?
Follow the money.
Follow the family.
Q

#3529 - 2019-07-28 21:11:59 (UTC+1)
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/john-ratcli�e-ag-william-barr-will-deliver-justice-to-any-obama-o�cials-who-committed-crimes
While Congress is away….
The month of AUGUST is traditionally a really HOT month.
Nature is unpredictable. 
Q

#3528 - 2019-07-28 21:00:25 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/nytpolitics/status/1155549637790654465
DRAIN THE SWAMP!
Q
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#3527 - 2019-07-28 03:48:09 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1155205025121132545
Q

#3526 - 2019-07-28 03:22:25 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Michell51304/status/1153068577437696000
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3525 - 2019-07-28 02:54:54 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Comey/status/1155271446207389696
Was the corn ripe for harvesting?
It is now.
[ 93 dk]
Q

#3524 - 2019-07-28 02:47:57 (UTC+1)
The President of the United States retweeted this graphic. 
Pause, re-read above.
Pause, re-read above (again).
Nature is unpredictable. 
Q

#3523 - 2019-07-28 02:30:54 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/BreitbartNews/status/1155200277802291205
Do you believe in coincidences? 
How do you clean 'dirty' money?
Q

#3522 - 2019-07-27 20:01:26 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DWYrcnehito
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3521 - 2019-07-27 19:51:46 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DevinNunes/status/1155172807480754177
Farms produce ………
5:5
Q

#3520 - 2019-07-27 19:36:07 (UTC+1)
Enemy of the People.
Q

#3519 - 2019-07-27 18:49:22 (UTC+1)

#3518 - 2019-07-27 18:46:55 (UTC+1)
>>7215015
https://twitter.com/FlGHTlNGlRlSH/status/1155155442978316288
Ask yourself a very simple Q -
How did someone die from this type of accident?
Severity of impact?
Low? 
Do you believe in coincidences? 
Q

#3517 - 2019-07-27 18:40:14 (UTC+1)
>>7214979

#3516 - 2019-07-27 18:30:17 (UTC+1)

#3515 - 2019-07-27 18:21:30 (UTC+1)

#3514 - 2019-07-27 18:01:48 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/kbq225/status/1155140942090899462
One or both of his parents �uent in Russian?
Is Russian a common language to learn?
Farms develop necessary (unique) skill-sets in order to produce results.
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Stay awake.
Q

#3513 - 2019-07-26 22:33:51 (UTC+1)
>>7204972

#3512 - 2019-07-26 22:33:22 (UTC+1)
#FLYDANFLY#
Q

#3511 - 2019-07-26 22:02:14 (UTC+1)
https://www.rt.com/uk/167376-child-voodoo-rituals-pedophile/
Q

#3510 - 2019-07-26 20:57:28 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iathwwlfV9c
Do you remember?
We do.
Q

#3509 - 2019-07-26 20:54:22 (UTC+1)
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/tarantino-billboards-hijacked-la-slam-epstein-polanski-pedowood-1227227
Coming to a theater near you.
Q

#3508 - 2019-07-26 20:50:38 (UTC+1)
https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-news/ghislaine-maxwell-je�rey-epstein-arrest-856874/
Q

#3507 - 2019-07-26 19:44:45 (UTC+1)
[Smoke & Mirrors]
How do you attempt to keep the 'narrative' in play [control the 'sheep']?
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/dems-launch-impeachment-investigation-with-bid-for-grand-jury-info-insist-mueller-delivered
Key sentence:
Nadler called the grand jury materials "critically important" for their investigation.
Does Nadler understand that the 'critically important' material requested would be illegal for AG Barr to disclose? 
https://www.nationalreview.com/2019/04/mueller-report-attorney-general-grand-jury-information/
"This means Attorney General Barr must redact grand-jury material from the Mueller report before disclosing it to Congress. Democrats will complain long a
about this, but I don't see how Barr can be reasonably faulted for following the law. Congress, after all, has the power to legislate an amendment to Rule 6(e
would permit disclosure of grand-jury materials from a special counsel investigation to appropriate congressional committees."
Will members of the D party Congress attempt to amend Rule 6(e) in order to obtain grand jury material deemed 'critically important'?
No?
Logical thinking, why?
Why paint a narrative that the one item you cannot possess is the one item you need in order to justify your argument? 
People elected 'knowingly' spreading false-information [disinformation]? 
Puppets follow orders.
Think for yourself.
Q

#3506 - 2019-07-26 05:54:45 (UTC+1)
>>7194329
While it is certainly not meant to be 'funny', it sends a very important [intended] message.
"Cast of Characters" are known. 
Q

#3505 - 2019-07-26 05:51:16 (UTC+1)
>>7194232
Nunes to receive a special package from BARR?
Q

#3504 - 2019-07-26 05:35:06 (UTC+1)
Anons going to play the new 'Save the Children from…….' video game when released?
The cast of characters should be interesting.
Q

#3503 - 2019-07-26 05:06:43 (UTC+1)
>>7192884
& we wouldn't be here without all of you (Anons/Patriots).
God bless and thank you.
Q

#3502 - 2019-07-26 02:28:13 (UTC+1)
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#3501 - 2019-07-26 02:09:23 (UTC+1)
Possible China monitored [MUELLER] hearing?
Possible China analyzing likelihood of POTUS re_ELEC 2020?
Possible China taking steps [think propaganda] to harm POTUS re: 2020? 
Possible China in sec_comms w/ D candidate(s) running for President re: re-institute US piggy-bank? 
Possible China in sec_comms w/ former D_party senior o�cials re: re-institute US piggy-bank?
Possible China put extreme [threatening?] pressure on NK the day of the [MUELLER] hearing (coincidence?) should hearing swing to POTUS? 
Possible acts were taken in e�ort to diminish (lessen) D_blow? 
Possible acts were taken in e�ort to 'change the narrative'?
De�ne 'False Flag'.
Q

#3500 - 2019-07-25 20:47:31 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/TheParanormQ/status/1154462320803713025
Con�rmed.
Q

#3499 - 2019-07-25 19:59:37 (UTC+1)
https://www.cbr.com/disney-vice-president-michael-laney-prison-sex-abuse/
Nothing!
Q

#3498 - 2019-07-25 19:52:21 (UTC+1)
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/state/�orida/article233102457.html
Nothing can stop what is coming.
Nothing.
Q

#3497 - 2019-07-25 18:31:05 (UTC+1)
>>7182843

#3496 - 2019-07-25 07:38:05 (UTC+1)
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2019/07/23/je�rey-epstein-appeal-no-bail-ruling-child-sex-tra�cking-case/1803636001/
Does a person who �ghts hard for bail, then appeals the original decision (attempt to overturn), attempt suicide prior to the ruling of the appeal? 
Logical thinking.
Q

#3495 - 2019-07-25 07:31:20 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Courtiah22/status/1154259730472132608
Do you TRUST the media?
Q

#3494 - 2019-07-25 07:22:23 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ChristinePolon1/status/1154258784497176576
Expand your thinking. 
Q

#3493 - 2019-07-25 07:02:29 (UTC+1)
ABC News told us it was just a 'gym' inside of the 'TEMPLE'……
Q

#3492 - 2019-07-25 06:39:52 (UTC+1)
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/investigations/je�rey-epstein-found-injured-marks-his-neck-new-york-jail-n1034301
Painfully obvious or willfully ignorant? 
Q

#3491 - 2019-07-25 05:20:45 (UTC+1)
>>7175231
Eyes on.
Q

#3490 - 2019-07-25 05:19:28 (UTC+1)
>>7175228
Archive and save.
Will become extremely important.
Q

#3489 - 2019-07-25 05:11:47 (UTC+1)
>>7175109

#3488 - 2019-07-25 05:10:56 (UTC+1)
>>7175039
Important.
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[Signature page]
DECLAS for speci�c reason (public).
Analyze carefully.
Relevant to future pending events.
Q

#3487 - 2019-07-25 05:06:43 (UTC+1)
https://www.dni.gov/�les/documents/icotr/RawSIGINTGuidelines-as-approved-redacted.pdf
Q

#3486 - 2019-07-25 04:58:43 (UTC+1)
Important to remember.
Public 'Guide' _ DECLAS
Q

#3485 - 2019-07-25 04:54:48 (UTC+1)
[KNOWINGLY]
[KNOWINGLY]
[KNOWINGLY]
Q

#3484 - 2019-07-25 04:50:15 (UTC+1)
>>7174503

#3483 - 2019-07-25 04:47:39 (UTC+1)
Why is Bruce Ohr still @ Justice? 
Nellie Ohr _ C_A 
Fluent in Russian?
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/congressional-investigators-seeking-nellie-ohrs-opposition-research-records-on-trump-family
Q

#3482 - 2019-07-25 04:42:04 (UTC+1)
>>7174342

#3481 - 2019-07-25 04:40:40 (UTC+1)
Important to remember.
Correlation between FISA abuse [treason remove DE_POTUS] & Midyear investigation?
Q

#3480 - 2019-07-25 04:30:57 (UTC+1)
>>7174147

#3479 - 2019-07-25 04:30:34 (UTC+1)
Worth remembering.
Q

#3478 - 2019-07-25 04:18:04 (UTC+1)
Worth remembering.
Q

#3477 - 2019-07-24 23:09:16 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/media/ilhan-omar-interview-2018-fearful-white-men-islam
The POWER of Anon research. 
Q

#3476 - 2019-07-24 22:35:08 (UTC+1)

#3475 - 2019-07-24 22:14:50 (UTC+1)
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/force_of_nature
Q

#3474 - 2019-07-24 20:07:39 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/QAnonPastryChef/status/1154088915415912449
Who are the REAL racists? 
Projection does not work when WE, THE PEOPLE, are awake.
Q

#3473 - 2019-07-24 18:40:27 (UTC+1)
There are Puppets.
There are Puppet Masters.
Which is [MUELLER]?
Attempt to replace [JC] as FBI Dir FAILED [attempt to regain FBI control].
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Plot & Plan [backup] to initiate SC to safeguard against criminal prosecution re: illegal and criminal actions?
[SC = BLOCKADE]
[SC = loss of FBI command/control safeguard]
DOJ depends on what agency for investigating criminal actions?
[MUELLER] U1.
[MUELLER] [Epstein bury & cover-up].
[MUELLER] [plot to remove duly elected POTUS].
……………..
BIGGEST SCANDAL IN AMERICAN HISTORY.
TREASON.
2019 - YEAR OF THE BOOMERANG.
Q

#3472 - 2019-07-24 18:22:53 (UTC+1)
2019 - YEAR OF THE BOOMERANG.
Q

#3471 - 2019-07-24 01:59:31 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/jsolomonReports/status/1153808044406407168
Bigger than most realize.
[Be Ready], [Bob]
Q

#3470 - 2019-07-24 00:35:02 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SenTedCruz/status/1153793598627799040
Q

#3469 - 2019-07-24 00:12:14 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SeanCordicon/status/1153737540702285825
Targets ('models') made to �ll out an extensive background report? 
Targets ('models') asked in detail re: family?
Targets ('models') generally 'green lit' based on 'loner' 'insecurity' 'depressed' P_eval? 
Targets ('models') generally 'green lit' based on 'humble' 'poorer' family background? [prevent possible 'legal' retaliation] 
THE SPIDER-WEB CONNECTS THOSE MOST TRUSTED, THOSE MOST RICH, THOSE MOST POWERFUL, …………..
SAFE?
FREE?
Highest Level Security + MAX Protect
Q

#3468 - 2019-07-23 23:18:25 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/TrumpStudents/status/1153772830108069890
[CHANGE WE CAN BELIEVE IN]
Q

#3467 - 2019-07-23 02:54:18 (UTC+1)
>>7139437

#3466 - 2019-07-23 02:51:16 (UTC+1)
These people are stupid.
Enjoy the show!
Q

#3465 - 2019-07-22 23:06:42 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ImaTXTrumpGirl/status/1153410197525794816
WWG1WGA!!!
We, the PEOPLE!
Q

#3464 - 2019-07-22 22:40:20 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Kevin_Shipp/status/1153350433013948416
Dark to LIGHT.
Hunters become the HUNTED.
This is not another 4-year election.
Q

#3463 - 2019-07-22 18:18:24 (UTC+1)

#3462 - 2019-07-22 17:49:22 (UTC+1)
>>7131949

#3461 - 2019-07-22 17:48:38 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/JohnHenryWUSA/status/1146922516247732228
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Q

#3460 - 2019-07-22 17:25:10 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/trump-says-mueller-shouldnt-testify-warns-hearing-will-back�re
[Be Ready]
Q

#3459 - 2019-07-21 22:41:15 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/1153021405476401153
Every single 'dirty' tactic being deployed to stop the growth of this movement.
Ask yourself a very simple Q - why?
Why are the biggest media co's in the world…….
Q

#3458 - 2019-07-21 22:35:27 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Comey/status/1153013050632482816
If AG Barr has access to all classi�ed material, how does [MUELLER] navigate? 
If [MUELLER] provides FALSE and/or MISLEADING testimony, will AG Barr be forced to DECLAS all documentation to ensure full public awareness of the TRUT
If [MUELLER] defers to the original report but D's / FAKE NEWS push a false narrative 'knowing majority of the public did not watch the actual hearing' will AG
forced to DECLAS all documentation to ensure full public awareness of the TRUTH?
[Be Ready], [MUELLER].
[Be Ready], [JC].
[Be Ready], [Traitors one & ALL].
Thank you for playing.
FISA goes both ways.
Q

#3457 - 2019-07-19 00:52:03 (UTC+1)
>>7088006
If you look close enough you might see….
Q

#3456 - 2019-07-19 00:50:35 (UTC+1)
Worth remembering.
Q

#3455 - 2019-07-19 00:47:40 (UTC+1)
Shall we play a game?
Reconcile.
Q

#3454 - 2019-07-19 00:36:16 (UTC+1)
https://abcnews.go.com/US/contractor-je�rey-epstein-quit-concerns-revealing-pictures-topless/story?id=64406022
Primary Purpose of the Article: 
"A colorful building that some news reports have called the "temple" was actually a gym when Epstein worked out when he was on the island, Scully said, no
interview with ABC News that the gym had a memorable feature – a massive framed photo of a topless woman."
How do you 'shape' a story?
Facts vs Fiction.
Think for yourself.
Q

#3453 - 2019-07-19 00:19:20 (UTC+1)
>>7087382
Note the date of the post - Nov 2017.
Note events happening today.
Reconcile.
News unlocks.
Q

#3452 - 2019-07-19 00:17:56 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/JohnOutbakjak/status/1151976602575577089
Explore further.
Q

#3451 - 2019-07-19 00:17:05 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/jaketapper/status/1151824768955559936
Explore further.
Q

#3450 - 2019-07-18 23:39:56 (UTC+1)

#3449 - 2019-07-18 23:15:57 (UTC+1)
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Worth remembering.
Q

#3448 - 2019-07-18 23:12:31 (UTC+1)
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/07/je�rey-epstein-case-grows-more-grotesque?
PANIC IN DC.
Q

#3447 - 2019-07-18 23:00:58 (UTC+1)
What happens when the public �nds out the TRUTH?
What happens when the FAKE NEWS MEDIA can no longer control the narrative (when disinformation is no longer swallowed and/or accepted as auto-truth
CHANGE IS COMING.
THE GREAT AWAKENING.
Q

#3446 - 2019-07-18 20:09:18 (UTC+1)
Symbolism will be their downfall.
Q

#3445 - 2019-07-18 08:39:11 (UTC+1)
>>7076947
Thank you for your continued service, BO.
It is greatly appreciated. 
Q

#3444 - 2019-07-18 08:35:08 (UTC+1)
>>7076859
Captcha can be easily bypassed by those who would seek to cause disruption.
Having active serves no purpose.
Q

#3443 - 2019-07-18 08:28:44 (UTC+1)
>>7076831
Thank you, BO.
Q

#3442 - 2019-07-18 08:25:38 (UTC+1)
Please revert bread back to original form.
New structure eliminates / reduces 'hive mind' cataloging & expansion. 
Why change a good thing?
Q

#3441 - 2019-07-18 04:43:41 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/goodmedicine4us/status/1151677370245369856
Sheep no more.
Q

#3440 - 2019-07-18 04:20:24 (UTC+1)
>>7074324
Date today?
17th?
How many coincidences before mathematically impossible? 
For Anons/Patriots.
Q

#3439 - 2019-07-18 04:14:49 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/The_Crimson_Jet/status/1151674185313337344
Outside of the standard deviation? 
Q

#3438 - 2019-07-18 02:58:06 (UTC+1)
>>7073157
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3437 - 2019-07-16 18:03:07 (UTC+1)
What happens when the 'controlled' are told to create a new false 'racist' narrative [disinformation campaign]?
Do the 'SHEEP' follow? 
Think for yourself.
SEE truth.
Q

#3436 - 2019-07-16 17:51:38 (UTC+1)
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https://twitter.com/Ilhan/status/1150882509082808320
De�ne 'Projection'.
Q

#3435 - 2019-07-15 04:07:09 (UTC+1)
[Smollett] Federal charges coming?
Watch the news.
These people are stupid.
Q

#3434 - 2019-07-15 01:50:24 (UTC+1)
A WEEK TO REMEMBER.
Q

#3433 - 2019-07-14 22:21:25 (UTC+1)
FAKE NEWS attacks only validate the message (OLD GUARD threatened).
Think size & scope of continual MSM attack(s). 
GODFATHER III
Q

#3432 - 2019-07-14 22:15:23 (UTC+1)
>>7040039
This is not another 4 year election....
"DRAIN THE SWAMP" does not simply refer to removal of those corrupt in DC....
GOD WINS.
Q

#3431 - 2019-07-14 21:52:11 (UTC+1)
>>7039638
Coincidence those mentioned in the past are now coming into the LIGHT?
Think LdR.
Think Gloria V.
Think Epstein.
Think.......
Q

#3430 - 2019-07-14 21:50:47 (UTC+1)
THE GREAT AWAKENING.
Q

#3429 - 2019-07-14 21:47:53 (UTC+1)
How do you eliminate a LIABILITY?
Where is EPSTEIN being held? 
Reconcile. 
Do you believe in coincidences?
POWERful people connected?
PANIC.
Q

#3428 - 2019-07-14 21:41:11 (UTC+1)
https://nypost.com/2019/07/14/inside-the-victorias-secret-pipeline-to-je�rey-epstein/
Ghislaine Maxwell.
Follow the Family.
UK/US 1&2
Umbrella SURV (leapfrog [1-4] points of contact).
Open source.
Find [4]
http://www.zimbio.com/photos/Ghislaine+Maxwell/2014+ETM+Children+Bene�t+Gala/Vl0uC7GgK_w
[New York Society For The Prevention Of Cruelty To Children]
Q

#3427 - 2019-07-14 20:55:27 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJpPiZClb48
These people are sick.
Hunters become the HUNTED.
Q

#3426 - 2019-07-12 17:10:54 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/politicalwire/status/1149695037204312067
Try Harder!
Nothing can stop what is coming.
Nothing!
Q
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#3425 - 2019-07-12 17:07:25 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/CBSNews/status/1149688349009092611
"FIND OUT THE PEOPLE THAT WENT TO THAT ISLAND."
-POTUS
Anons know.
Q

#3424 - 2019-07-12 16:49:33 (UTC+1)
[MUELLER] hearing delayed?
What are the odds of that?
Q

#3423 - 2019-07-12 16:27:58 (UTC+1)
[Wheels Up] �ight logs [CLAS 1-99] under investigation by FBI/DOJ?
Q

#3422 - 2019-07-12 16:26:09 (UTC+1)
[New York Society For The Prevention Of Cruelty To Children]
Q

#3421 - 2019-07-12 16:19:57 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/labor-secretary-acosta-plans-to-resign
Q

#3420 - 2019-07-12 06:00:38 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Johnjam02545194/status/1149527546033086465
Now what are the odds of that?
Q

#3419 - 2019-07-12 05:25:38 (UTC+1)
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/local/R-Kelly-Arrested-on-Federal-Sex-Crime-Charges-512618121.html
Q

#3418 - 2019-07-12 05:06:31 (UTC+1)
>>7004029
What city was Epstein arrested in?
NYC?
5:5?
Watch CA.
Q

#3417 - 2019-07-12 05:04:33 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/kim_sax1/status/1149512312648192002
How does LDR (Rothschild's) connect to the Bronfman's? 
Find the bridge.
Think Company.
How is Bronfman connected to NXIVM?
GO BACKWARDS.
NXIVM > Who Pleaded Guilty?
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/19/nyregion/nxivm-clare-bronfman.html
Allison Mack?
WHEN DOES A BIRD SING?
>>>>>>>>WATCH NYC<<<<<<<<<
News unlocks.
5:5?
Q

#3416 - 2019-07-12 04:30:19 (UTC+1)
>>7003276

#3415 - 2019-07-12 04:21:54 (UTC+1)
https://www.lifenews.com/2019/07/11/court-rules-president-trump-can-defund-planned-parenthood-will-cut-almost-60-million-in-taxpayer-funding-2/
[PP] news.
More coming.
Q

#3414 - 2019-07-11 06:25:45 (UTC+1)
Only Anons can fully appreciate the continued 'validation(s)/con�rmation(s) thru covert' (series of mathematically impossible coincidences) means in order t
maintain structural integrity.
[Wheels up]
Q

#3413 - 2019-07-11 06:10:11 (UTC+1)
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Well done, Anons.
Q

#3412 - 2019-07-11 05:34:20 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_jMP8fb9zI
Q

#3411 - 2019-07-11 05:10:07 (UTC+1)
You are witnessing the greatest 'coordinated' misinformation attack (campaign) ever to be launched against the public - all in an e�ort to protect themselve
prosecution (public exposure) and regain power (control).
[Attempted removal of the duly elected President of the United States by illegal [manufactured] means]
They believed they could win [con] public support by controlled assets (media, tech, H-wood...). 
These controlled assets set out to immediately create division through the use of a pre_designed misinformation campaign.
Groups such as 'Antifa' were funded and formed to prevent and/or lessen the appeal for 'regular' hard working Americans to gather and express non_narra
viewpoints. 
Control of this 'projected narrative' depends primarily on their ability to 'con' the masses into thinking they are the majority. 
The mindset of most: If the majority of people believe 'this', than 'this' must be more true than 'that' [CIA_CLAS 1-99_56_Human_Psych_&_Emotional_Distres
Without public support - they are powerless. 
We, the People, hold the power. 
UNITED WE ARE STRONG.
- That whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Gover
laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to e�ect their Safety and Happiness. Prude
indeed, will dictate that Governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and accordingly all experience hath shewn that
are more disposed to su�er, while evils are su�erable than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But when a long train
abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to t
such Government, and to provide new Guards for their future security. 
You are witnessing the systematic destruction of the OLD GUARD.
Q

#3410 - 2019-07-10 23:19:52 (UTC+1)
Stealth Bomber.
Date of 1st �ight?
Date of Mueller's testimony?
A, B, C, D, E....
1, 2, 3, 4, 5.....
B(2)
Q

#3409 - 2019-07-10 23:02:01 (UTC+1)
Smoke & Mirrors
Fake News Media's attempt to truncate size of movement while 'building up' size of the opposition.
Inauguration Day to current, attempts to diminish and instill a 'you are the minority' mindset (narrative) continues.
People want to believe they are part of the bigger group (size equates to accuracy in most minds)(acceptance)(the 'right' side).
One of the primary purposes of POTUS holding a RALLY is to demonstrate the massive appeal, energy, and size of this movement (+ability to correct false re
and/or highlight achievements, goals, etc.).
(Compare & Contrast) 45-RALLY vs ANY SINGLE ONE of the [D's]. 
What is obvious & true?
Why does POTUS mention crowd size at each and every RALLY?
What is projected by the MSM?
LIES becomes TRUTHS.
TRUTHS become LIES.
Smoke & Mirrors
You are the MAJORITY.
People UNITED & AWAKE is their BIGGEST FEAR.
Do you think it's a coincidence we are being attacked aggressively by some of the biggest media corporations in the world right after our return?
If we are simply a 'conspiracy' or 'LARP' or 'some kid living in a basement' as stated repeatedly, why do the world's largest media Co's continue to dedicate s
attention and time to attacking us? 
Billion-dollar Co's expending resources to stop a LARP?
Billion-dollar Co's expending resources to attempt to 'shape the mindset (narrative)' to prevent and slow digestion of the masses? 
You attack those you fear the most.
Why does the media rush to 'shape' events?
Why are the same 'keywords' always used?
Psych 101 - If you see and hear the same thing over and over again........
They do not want you thinking for yourself. 
They do not want you challenging their authority.
Logical thinking always wins.
Trust yourself (always).
Attacks will intensify [FAKE NEWS [arm of the D party]].
Enemy of the PEOPLE.
Q

#3408 - 2019-07-10 20:25:35 (UTC+1)
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2019/06/20/gop-senators-demand-doj-update-planned-parenthood-fetal-tissue-probe/
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[PP] news coming.
Q

#3407 - 2019-07-10 19:29:53 (UTC+1)
Re: Border Fight
Worth remembering.
Q

#3406 - 2019-07-10 19:10:35 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/EpochTimes/status/1148981616037023745
Q

#3405 - 2019-07-10 19:03:12 (UTC+1)
Reality is hard to swallow.
FAKE NEWS keeps you asleep (sheep) and �xed in a pre_designed false reality (narrative).
Google altering search results to 'support' the pre_designed narrative and 'prevent' (make harder) for one to learn the TRUTH?
Those (w/ in�uence) who challenge the narrative are banned, shunned, threatened.........
[Planned Parenthood is GOOD]_narrative
[China is NOT a threat]_narrative
Do you know the market price for a fetus? 
Correlation of market price & days old of fetus/baby? 
As age (days) increases so does the value?
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/senate-to-vote-on-born-alive-bill-to-protect-infants-who-survive-a-failed-abortion
D's block 'born alive' bill?
Planned Parenthood political donations? 
What party?
Do you believe this has anything to do w/ a Woman's Right to Choose? 
Welcome to the Real World.
Q

#3404 - 2019-07-10 05:45:16 (UTC+1)
Follow the date.
[One Example]
No coincidences.
Q

#3403 - 2019-07-10 05:21:52 (UTC+1)
>>6976189

#3402 - 2019-07-10 05:21:06 (UTC+1)
>>6976175
Degree of incline?
Indicate depth?
Q

#3401 - 2019-07-10 05:19:16 (UTC+1)
>>6976144
Note "2013" on the bottom.
Date.
Important.
Q

#3400 - 2019-07-10 05:13:12 (UTC+1)
>>6976025

#3399 - 2019-07-10 05:07:09 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LNue92Gta3s&feature=youtu.be
Welcome to Epstein Island.
Ask yourself, is this normal?
What does a 'Temple' typically symbolize? 
What does an 'OWL' symbolize (dark religion)? 
Tunnels underneath?
How many channels captured on RC's pic?
Rooms indicate size.
Hallways shown?
[CLAS 1-99]
Symbolism will be their downfall. 
These people are EVIL.
Q

#3398 - 2019-07-10 01:40:38 (UTC+1)
>>6973189
Not so funny now....
Q
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#3397 - 2019-07-10 01:35:00 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/billmaher
No joke and/or reference re: Epstein?
No attempt to connect back to POTUS?
Silence.
Hunted.
Q

#3396 - 2019-07-10 00:59:03 (UTC+1)
Re: BC/RC Epstein Plane Pic 
Did the FBI/DOJ interview RC?
When did 'public awareness' grow across social media?
[CLAS 1-99]
What age is RC in picture?
Under the age of 18?
[15]
Who posted the picture?
RC?
Who posted 'internal security cam' pics (Temple)(IG)? 
Untouchable mindset by all involved?
Blackmail?
Power?
Top-down protection?
Plane + Temple + XYZ pics = witness?
Witness+[CLAS 1-99]?
Why did RC start/form a modeling/talent agency?
Why was RC / Epstein & the [M]-Temple highlighted in the past?
Dark to LIGHT. 
These people are sick.
Q

#3395 - 2019-07-10 00:32:29 (UTC+1)
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/
Worth remembering.
Planned?
1+1 = 2
Q

#3394 - 2019-07-09 22:40:05 (UTC+1)
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/09/joe-biden-releases-tax-returns-during-2020-democratic-primary.html
$15mm+ more (personally declared)
What an amazing coincidence (think yesterday's drop).
Disguised under book deals? 
Q

#3393 - 2019-07-09 21:18:01 (UTC+1)
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/trumps-fed-pick-judy-shelton-gold-standard-explained/
Q

#3392 - 2019-07-09 20:52:05 (UTC+1)
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/ed-buck-sued-prominent-democratic-donor-accused-of-human-tra�cking-revenge-porn/
The HUNTERS become the HUNTED.
Q

#3391 - 2019-07-09 20:28:11 (UTC+1)
When the FAKE NEWS can't attack you directly using FACTS....
Q

#3390 - 2019-07-09 20:20:29 (UTC+1)
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/09/us/politics/�ynn-testimony-turkey-lobbying.html
So much FLYNN news today.
Q

#3389 - 2019-07-09 19:54:43 (UTC+1)
AG & Rogers meeting?
Durham & Rogers meeting(s)?
Why did Rogers retire? 
Why did Rogers visit POTUS @ TT w/o authorization shortly after a SCIF was installed?
Why did select former ABC directors call for the removal of Rogers?
Why did POTUS move his transition command center (base of ops) from TT the VERY NEXT DAY?
Q

#3388 - 2019-07-09 19:38:12 (UTC+1)
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https://twitter.com/SaraCarterDC/status/1148643612521054210
There is a big [direct] reason why FLYNN's new attorney is seeking security clearance.
Q

#3387 - 2019-07-09 18:46:46 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
Listen very carefully (again).
Note past (2) years.
Note next (6) years.
You were told what was going to happen.
You were told what battles we face.
Strategic.
Pre_planned.
Patriots in control.
Q

#3386 - 2019-07-09 18:42:09 (UTC+1)
>>6967208
Barr not recused from E 'pending' cases, only 'past'. 
[D] �ght coming.
Liberal outrage coming.
Pelosi's daughter inserted?
Counter made.
Simple.
Q

#3385 - 2019-07-09 18:37:54 (UTC+1)
You didn't think the Epstein investigation began a few months ago did you? 
It was all under the direction and oversight of AG Je� Sessions.
Expect a lot more to become public (unsealing).
Q

#3384 - 2019-07-09 05:50:59 (UTC+1)
Tom Steyer is not sleeping well these days.
"Attack a political opponent" will not work.
Justice is no longer blind to those with BILLIONS.
Q

#3383 - 2019-07-09 05:36:13 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SaraCarterDC/status/1146175340433367040
Imagine what would happen, if, by law, every US Congressman/woman, US Senator, President etc. was by US law audited every 1-2 years by an independent
Imagine what would happen if those audits extended to all family members of such 'elected' o�cial?
Would D's continue to push for Foreign Aid to other C's vs. the Homeland?
What happens when the kickbacks dry up?
M. Waters $4mm House?
N. Pelosi net worth $150mm+?
J. Biden son/brother net worth tens of millions? 
Clinton family $200mm+ (pre election of BC less than $1mm)?
Obama family $40mm+ (pre election less than $1mm)?
Disguised under book deals? 
.............
Those who take are o�ered more powerful positions within the party (controlled).
DRAIN THE SWAMP.
Q

#3382 - 2019-07-09 04:57:25 (UTC+1)
Sweet dreams.
Q

#3381 - 2019-07-09 04:42:08 (UTC+1)
Example: 
Joe Biden (Vice President of the United States)
>Follow the Family
Corruption in DC > How to Get Rich
Are Liberals willfully blind or ..........?
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/15b-contract-in-iraq-for-bidens-little-brother-exposes-obama-ahead-of-debate
Biden's brother $1.5b contract in Iraq.
https://nypost.com/2019/05/11/the-troubling-reason-why-biden-is-so-soft-on-china/
Biden's son $1.5b deal w/ China.
Coincidence? 
DRAIN THE SWAMP.
Q

#3380 - 2019-07-09 03:59:57 (UTC+1)
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>>6959981

#3379 - 2019-07-09 03:59:21 (UTC+1)
Do you �nd it interesting that everything discussed in the past is somehow making news as of late?
Q

#3378 - 2019-07-09 03:28:08 (UTC+1)
>>6959163
For HUMANITY!
Q+

#3377 - 2019-07-09 03:25:41 (UTC+1)
WE ARE WITH YOU!
Q+

#3376 - 2019-07-09 03:23:45 (UTC+1)
>>6958954
Placeholder population start Aug 2019
Q

#3375 - 2019-07-09 03:22:37 (UTC+1)
>>6958950
Disguised under the 'leaker' target program.
Q

#3374 - 2019-07-09 03:19:36 (UTC+1)
>>6958904
Haven't you �gured it out by now?
Q

#3373 - 2019-07-09 03:16:05 (UTC+1)
SURV of SC/JS terminated.
Sleep well.
Q

#3372 - 2019-07-09 03:09:50 (UTC+1)
FLYNN news coming.
Q

#3371 - 2019-07-09 03:07:51 (UTC+1)
>>6958589
Sometimes you need to 'take one for the team publicly' before you are vindicated as a hero.
Q

#3370 - 2019-07-09 03:05:13 (UTC+1)
>>6958495
Sessions began the Epstein investigation. When that is revealed those who doubted may see the light.
The wheels of Justice turn slow but when they turn they are powerful. 
10x speed now underway.
We are back online (Pelosi attempted block).
Q

#3369 - 2019-07-09 03:00:01 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SacksClark/status/1148394033926086656
The job of the media (90% owned by 6 corporations) is not to inform the public of TRUTH (using facts), but to con the public using falsehoods and opinion to
narrative that is designed to 'keep the sheep in-line' in order to maintain control and regain power.
PEOPLE AWAKE AND UNITED ENDS THEIR CONTROL (BRAINWASHING).
Q

#3368 - 2019-07-09 02:17:37 (UTC+1)

#3367 - 2019-07-09 01:46:13 (UTC+1)
How deep is the rabbit hole?
#MadHatter
Q

#3366 - 2019-07-09 01:33:03 (UTC+1)
Les Wexner.
Founder of Victoria's Secret.
Connect the dots.
Q
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#3365 - 2019-07-09 01:11:35 (UTC+1)
>>6956274

#3364 - 2019-07-09 01:09:44 (UTC+1)
>>6956101
What happens when Loretta Lynch can no longer provide legal cover for the Clinton's?
Tarmac meetings_END
Q

#3363 - 2019-07-09 01:03:27 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/WashTimes/status/1148365761171378177
Does this single picture of BC on Epstein's plane w/ RC refute his entire statement? 
FAKE NEWS disinformation campaign FAILING.
YOU ARE THE NEWS NOW.
TOGETHER YOU ARE STRONG.
Q

#3362 - 2019-07-09 00:45:27 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/us/billionaire-sex-o�ender-epstein-once-claimed-he-co-founded-clinton-foundation
Connect the dots.
Q

#3361 - 2019-07-09 00:43:15 (UTC+1)
>>6955485
Many were disappointed w/ H report when released.
Just because the 'public' isn't aware of something......
D5
Q

#3360 - 2019-07-09 00:40:18 (UTC+1)
Worth remembering.
Q

#3359 - 2019-07-09 00:28:19 (UTC+1)
>>6955098
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3358 - 2019-07-09 00:26:59 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/courageouskriss/status/1148357104262098944
You didn't think all this research tasking was for nothing did you?
Q

#3357 - 2019-07-09 00:21:33 (UTC+1)

#3356 - 2019-07-09 00:21:03 (UTC+1)

#3355 - 2019-07-09 00:11:43 (UTC+1)
>>6954455
The time has come to re_enter the public domain.
Q

#3354 - 2019-07-09 00:08:02 (UTC+1)
>>6954435
Just because the 'public' is unaware of something, does not mean 'nothing' is happening. 
MUELLER hearing a tactic meant to delay (H) report? 
(H) report release necessary prior to [C]omey release?
(H) + [C] = D
D = the start of the mass awakening (WH, ABCs, State, Foreign, ......)
Post D comes many I's.
When BLACKMAIL no longer holds due to LOSS OF SENIOR LEVEL KEY GOV POSITIONS AND 11th HOUR TESTIMONY............those previously protected becom
HUNTERS BECOME THE HUNTED.
GOD WINS.
Q

#3353 - 2019-07-08 23:58:56 (UTC+1)
What happens when those who held positions of POWER (& INFLUENCE) no longer pull the strings?
What happens when 'BLACKMAIL' no longer works?
Do you become a LIABILITY?
(H)> C, D, I
Q
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#3352 - 2019-06-27 22:34:17 (UTC+1)
FOR GOD AND COUNTRY.
PATRIOTS FIGHT.
Q

#3351 - 2019-06-27 22:28:37 (UTC+1)
[Future Comms]
Pre_stage ele_y
Pre_stage sec_y
Pre_stage dir_y
Pre_stage cap_y
[OnReady]
Q

#3350 - 2019-06-27 22:23:57 (UTC+1)
Be ready.
Q

#3349 - 2019-05-26 19:01:33 (UTC+1)

#3348 - 2019-05-26 18:56:20 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Ph03n1x24/status/1132671753212387329
Japan_public
China_non_public
SK_non_public
Q

#3347 - 2019-05-24 05:13:18 (UTC+1)
Why did POTUS circumvent DNI Coats (normal protocol for DECLAS) and give AUTH directly to AG Barr? 
Q

#3346 - 2019-05-24 04:25:37 (UTC+1)

#3345 - 2019-05-24 04:23:51 (UTC+1)

#3344 - 2019-05-24 04:11:35 (UTC+1)
>>6572883
Moves & countermoves.
Misdirection sometimes creates one person to turn on another (publicly).
[C]oming soon.
Q

#3343 - 2019-05-24 04:07:37 (UTC+1)
>>6572785

#3342 - 2019-05-24 04:02:33 (UTC+1)
>>6572656

#3341 - 2019-05-24 04:01:32 (UTC+1)
>>6572364 (/pb)
Under protection.
Threat is real.
Key to DNC 'source' 'hack' '187'.
Q

#3340 - 2019-05-24 03:53:04 (UTC+1)
>>6572267
Carter Page 'public' FISA.
Remainder are still under classi�cation (until today).
Waterfall of proofs coming (post DECLAS).
Q

#3339 - 2019-05-24 03:45:25 (UTC+1)
>>6572140
Foreign assist underway w/ DOJ.
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2017/jan/23/gchq-chief-robert-hannigan-quits
##FLYMAYFLY##
Q

#3338 - 2019-05-24 03:41:57 (UTC+1)
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>>6572130
Follow the watch.
Q

#3337 - 2019-05-24 03:35:23 (UTC+1)
Important to remember.
Page is public.
Remainder are still classi�ed.
+Cruz
Q

#3336 - 2019-05-24 03:29:33 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/trump-gives-ag-barr-authority-to-declassify-documents-related-to-2016-campaign-surveillance
PANIC IN [DC].
Q

#3335 - 2019-05-13 02:27:00 (UTC+1)
>>6482812

#3334 - 2019-05-13 02:26:01 (UTC+1)
Attempts by Dems, FAKE NEWS, and those 'guilty of TREASON' to shape the public narrative [prior to] by providing FALSEHOODS will FAIL.
TRUTH TO LIGHT.
NO SLEEP IN DC.
Q

#3333 - 2019-05-13 02:13:07 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/RepDougCollins
Eyes on.
Q

#3332 - 2019-05-13 02:10:40 (UTC+1)
BOOM WEEK AHEAD.
Treason doesn't pay well in the end.
Q

#3331 - 2019-05-02 18:41:23 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8oP2F5CM30k
You are witnessing the systematic destruction of the OLD GUARD.
May, 2019 - 'kick-o�' 'start' 'o�ense'
Enjoy the show!
Q

#3330 - 2019-04-27 21:13:33 (UTC+1)
https://saraacarter.com/breaking-fbi-texts-show-agents-discussed-recruiting-white-house-sources-to-spy-for-bureau/
Chain of Command
Chain of Custody
PENCE' CoS + Wife 
FBI 302's
FISA (spy) > Flynn
Will newly discovered evidence (AG Barr - SDNY) FREE FLYNN?
Q

#3329 - 2019-04-27 20:44:56 (UTC+1)
>>6335179
Fast Forward 1 Year.
https://thehill.com/hilltv/rising/429041-adam-schi�-glenn-simpson-and-their-forrest-gump-like-encounter-in-aspen
Rewind 1 Year.
Bigger story yet to be discovered. 
Leak investigations go both ways [R + D].
A House needs to be constantly cleaned. 
Q

#3328 - 2019-04-27 20:29:33 (UTC+1)
>>6335030
DECLAS pre or post IG report? 
[Comey] pre or post IG report? 
C comes before D.
Q

#3327 - 2019-04-27 20:25:06 (UTC+1)
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2017/jan/23/gchq-chief-robert-hannigan-quits
Soon To Be A HouseHold Name.
Q
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#3326 - 2019-04-27 20:19:55 (UTC+1)
Truth, Transparency, and Equal Justice Under the Law.
DRAIN THE [SWAMP].
United We Stand.
We, The People.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3325 - 2019-04-26 03:20:28 (UTC+1)
Why would a President of the United States [HUSSEIN] assign 'RENEGADE' as his USSS codename? 
De�ne 'Renegade'.
noun
1. a person who deserts and betrays an organization, country, or set of principles.
synonyms: traitor, defector, deserter, turncoat, betrayer;
adjective: renegade
1. having treacherously changed allegiance.
Q

#3324 - 2019-04-26 03:11:38 (UTC+1)
https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/440730-how-the-obama-white-house-engaged-ukraine-to-give-russia-collusion
[HUSSEIN]
Q

#3323 - 2019-04-25 06:34:00 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/BarackObama/status/302560295958749184
Will this age well?
Q

#3322 - 2019-04-25 06:07:10 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DarnelSugarfoo/status/1121262687919362048
Stay tuned.
Q

#3321 - 2019-04-25 05:58:06 (UTC+1)
This is why we are here.
Good �nd, Anons. 
[4] Contractors?
Joe D. stated tonight?
Nothing to see here.
Q

#3320 - 2019-04-25 05:53:51 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Sun_Q_Tzu/status/1121258711253770240
You attack those you fear the most.
Nothing can stop what is coming.
Nothing.
Q

#3319 - 2019-04-25 04:45:14 (UTC+1)
>>6303277
Michael S. Rogers.
Q

#3318 - 2019-04-25 04:43:04 (UTC+1)
>>6303277

#3317 - 2019-04-25 04:41:21 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_yMcVq6-ak
[11:00]
Listen very carefully to statements made by Joe D.
It's happening.
Q

#3316 - 2019-04-19 21:41:40 (UTC+1)
https://radio.foxnews.com/2019/04/19/john-dowd-rod-rosenstein-has-to-answer-for-appointing-robert-mueller-as-special-council/
https://www.scribd.com/document/406725805/Mueller-Report#from_embed
[Pg 11] Previously CLAS 'scope' > [RR] to [MUELLER]
The scope memo [highlighted w/in Mueller report] con�rms the 'dossier' was the 'tool' used by [RR] to justify SC and was the primary 'vehicle' to which [RR] 
MUELLER.
If the dossier was known to be unveri�ed and fake, how then was an investigation started to begin with? 
At what point did MUELLER determine there was no collusion?
[18-months ago?]
Was the investigation kept ongoing as a 'talking point' to rig the midterm elections? 
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Was the investigation kept ongoing to retain the 'BLOCKADE' to essentially restrict POTUS from unmasking and informing the public as to the TRUTH about 
really happened? 
Was the investigation kept ongoing to PROTECT THOSE WHO 'KNOWINGLY' COMMITTED TREASON/SEDITION? 
NO BLOCKADE = GAME OVER
Q

#3315 - 2019-04-19 04:53:00 (UTC+1)
Rod's departure next?
Q

#3314 - 2019-04-18 21:52:02 (UTC+1)
MUELLER BLOCKADE END.
Fake investigations by committee members will not delay what is about to be unleashed. 
Q

#3313 - 2019-04-18 21:47:48 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SaraCarterDC/status/1118947182286184449
1st & 10 on the 40.
Q

#3312 - 2019-04-11 20:34:08 (UTC+1)
If we are merely a LARP asking questions on the Chans, why are we being attacked daily by some of the world's biggest media co's, social media co's deliber
applying censorship/banning, shills paid/inserted to disrupt (media matters), blue checkmark coordinated attacks, etc.? 
All for a 'conspiracy' on the Chans? 
All for a 'LARP'? 
Why is there a constant �ow of disinformation being pushed re: Q?
Example:
Disinformation push re: Mueller is a white hat.
FAKE & FALSE narrative.
Think BLOCKADE.
When you can't attack the information directly, you attack the source, if that fails, you 'create false misleading information' to discredit knowing 'select' 'unaw
followers would not take the time to self-corroborate the claims (same vehicle/tactics used by FAKE NEWS media). 
Logical thinking always wins.
Nothing can stop what is coming.
As the target(s) turn to the other side, the attacks will intensify. 
We have the source.
Q

#3311 - 2019-04-10 18:59:08 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/doj-watchdog-fbi-informant-in-russia-probe
PANIC.
Q

#3310 - 2019-03-29 22:57:28 (UTC+1)
Threat to Controlled Narrative.
Other than POTUS, can you name a group more attacked than 'Q' by the FAKE NEWS media.
Multiple tactics deployed including framing for crimes (think bridge, mob boss, etc etc).
DESPERATION.
Reconcile using logic.
THINK FOR YOURSELF.
DIVIDERS will FAIL.
Q

#3309 - 2019-03-29 22:48:08 (UTC+1)
Why did we highlight the rally last night by showcasing volume of support? 
De�ne 'Bait'.
How many FAKE NEWS Twitter journalists are tweeting about 'Q' today re: rally attendance last night? 
These people are stupid.
Q

#3308 - 2019-03-29 22:27:22 (UTC+1)
Disregard any spelling errors. 
On the move.
Q

#3307 - 2019-03-29 22:25:10 (UTC+1)
>>5966972
When they can't attack the information provided, they attack the messenger. 
De�ne 'de�ection'.
Logical thinking.
Shill count HIGH.
Q

#3306 - 2019-03-29 22:23:25 (UTC+1)
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>>5966583
Attacks increasing? 
Context of drops mislabeled and used?
Select orgs/journalists dropping controversial info as attempt to label as whole, screenshooting, then writing articles on drops they themselves wrote? 
Highlight of corrupt PAC = de�ect by PAC = point to former members as method to shield? 
We are being bombarded for a reason.
Look for keywords to be repeated by many (controller & coordinated roll out).
FAKE NEWS IN FULL PANIC.
(less than 10).
Q

#3305 - 2019-03-29 21:53:48 (UTC+1)
Amazon purchase of Ring.
Ring app install allows for access to device?
Location services on?
Data streams accessible? 
Q

#3304 - 2019-03-29 21:35:53 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/msnbc-nbc-news-top-political-editor-accused-of-trying-to-intimidate-reporter-on-behalf-of-the-dnc
>>>
https://wikileaks.org/dnc-emails/emailid/4203
[Dafna Linzer]
FAKE NEWS = propaganda arm of [D] party.
Q

#3303 - 2019-03-28 22:34:59 (UTC+1)
>>5949296
Eyes on.
Q

#3302 - 2019-03-28 22:07:59 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/LeesyFrank/status/1111373593131122688
LOVE OF COUNTRY!
#FLAGSOUT
Q

#3301 - 2019-03-28 22:06:58 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Chance64039178/status/1111373630527553542
LOVE OF COUNTRY!
#FLAGSOUT
Q

#3300 - 2019-03-28 22:04:32 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/JesusAndCo�ee1/status/1111370295879847936
PATRIOTS UNITED.
LOVE OF COUNTRY.
Q

#3299 - 2019-03-28 22:03:26 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DoulosOfJesus17/status/1111370302913548288
LOVE OF COUNTRY!
MAKE CA GREAT AGAIN!
#FLAGSOUT
Q

#3298 - 2019-03-28 22:02:23 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/tysoneberly/status/1111370449219391494
LOVE OF COUNTRY!
#FLAGSOUT
Q

#3297 - 2019-03-28 22:01:53 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Grungelady/status/1111370461072392193
LOVE OF COUNTRY!
HONOR & RESPECT!
#FLAGSOUT
Q

#3296 - 2019-03-28 22:00:47 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/manifalcone/status/1111370476843077634
LOVE OF COUNTRY!
#FLAGSOUT
Q
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#3295 - 2019-03-28 22:00:13 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/420MyTime024/status/1111370495772016640
LOVE OF COUNTRY!
#FLAGSOUT
Q

#3294 - 2019-03-28 21:59:40 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/colleenthevet/status/1111370516374392834
LOVE OF COUNTRY!
WE ARE UNITED IN THIS FIGHT!
#FLAGSOUT
Q

#3293 - 2019-03-28 21:58:29 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/launa_usa/status/1111370612868632576
LOVE OF COUNTRY!
#FLAGSOUT
Q

#3292 - 2019-03-28 21:57:53 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/yummycatt/status/1111370664026521600
RIP PATRIOT!
YOUR SACRIFICE WILL NEVER BE FORGOTTEN.
STRENGTH AND HONOR.
Q

#3291 - 2019-03-28 21:56:18 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/CharleyGirlQ/status/1111370683546767368
LOVE OF COUNTRY!
#FLAGSOUT
Q

#3290 - 2019-03-28 21:55:42 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/roofmonqey/status/1111370752903671808
LOVE OF COUNTRY.
#FLAGSOUT
Q

#3289 - 2019-03-28 21:53:45 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/bhockett61/status/1111367967118364690
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3288 - 2019-03-28 21:52:36 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/CRHahne/status/1111368158923890689
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3287 - 2019-03-28 21:51:47 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Minimander1/status/1111368374435672064
LOVE OF COUNTRY!
#FLAGSOUT
Q

#3286 - 2019-03-28 21:50:58 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/heatherr_leighh/status/1111368557785419778
LOVE.
UNITED NOT DIVIDED.
SHEEP NO MORE.
Q

#3285 - 2019-03-28 21:49:17 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/emily_sutej/status/1111368658977198082
LOVE OF COUNTRY!
#FLAGSOUT
Q

#3284 - 2019-03-28 21:48:39 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ThanQDaddyTrump/status/1111368349181710338
LOVE OF COUNTRY!
#FLAGSOUT
Q
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#3283 - 2019-03-28 21:45:18 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/jenwilling711/status/1111367555774664704
Enjoy the show, VIP Patriot!
Q

#3282 - 2019-03-28 21:44:22 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/daniel_pressley/status/1111367658040164352
LOVE OF COUNTRY!
Q

#3281 - 2019-03-28 21:43:19 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/CNN/status/1111367455161626630
Listed up-to-date?
Normal?
Q

#3280 - 2019-03-28 21:41:38 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/WorldOLuxe/status/1111365734918164486
Enjoy the show, VIP Patriot!
Q

#3279 - 2019-03-28 21:40:54 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/John_Coctoston/status/1111365794925940736
Pre_Mueller restrictions re: FALSE call-ins re: Q threats by [THEM].
[THEY] wanted you silenced. 
YOU are a threat to the narrative. 
Q

#3278 - 2019-03-28 21:38:08 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/KeepcalmQanon/status/1111366160975564800
Fast & Furious.
Q

#3277 - 2019-03-28 21:36:09 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/kenncombs/status/1111365502243405824
#FLAGSOUT
Q

#3276 - 2019-03-28 21:35:26 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/gordosgirl24/status/1111365555158552576
Patriots have PRIDE.
Patriots have LOVE.
UNITED NOT DIVIDED.
Flags out?
Q

#3275 - 2019-03-28 21:33:12 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DrSuperElite/status/1111364363754049543
Millions of Patriots WW!
#Winning
Q

#3274 - 2019-03-28 21:29:30 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Underculture1/status/1111363628354207745
Enjoy the show, VIP Patriot!
Q

#3273 - 2019-03-28 21:21:16 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/AGirl397/status/1111360963079520256
Enjoy the show, VIP Patriot!
Q

#3272 - 2019-03-28 21:19:44 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/tkjw49419/status/1111361273437057024
Enjoy the show, VIP Patriot!
Q

#3271 - 2019-03-28 21:16:58 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/QuirkyFollowsQ/status/1111360759576039426
Enjoy the show, VIP Patriot!
Q

#3270 - 2019-03-28 21:15:50 (UTC+1)
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https://twitter.com/NativeSect/status/1111360878383980546
Enjoy the show, VIP Patriot!
Q

#3269 - 2019-03-28 21:12:27 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/WorldOLuxe/status/1111359621845958656
Enjoy the show, VIP Patriots!
Q

#3268 - 2019-03-28 21:10:29 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/tkjw49419/status/1111357640708448262
Enjoy the show, VIP Patriot!
Q

#3267 - 2019-03-28 21:09:32 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/lindzp1987/status/1111357947328843778
Enjoy the show, VIP Patriot!
Q

#3266 - 2019-03-28 21:05:19 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Danlnieb/status/1111356809988706304
Enjoy the show, VIP Patriot!
Q

#3265 - 2019-03-28 21:03:49 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/BigChief_MAGA/status/1111356913076314113
Enjoy the show, VIP Patriot!
Q

#3264 - 2019-03-28 21:02:00 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/JenPen39482643/status/1111356836459020289
Attempts to DIVIDE will only FAIL.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3263 - 2019-03-28 20:54:11 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/StevenCarr3088/status/1111355549633953792
We see you, Patriot!
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3262 - 2019-03-28 20:51:09 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Je�DeRiso/status/1111354206835875840
[Knowingly]
Q

#3261 - 2019-03-28 20:47:28 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/barch_anne/status/1111353382323785728
Front row seat, VIP Patriot!
Enjoy the show.
Q

#3260 - 2019-03-28 20:37:13 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/jsolomonReports/status/1111310208486252545
[Knowingly]
Q

#3259 - 2019-03-28 20:11:11 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_01s4Mut2YQ&feature=youtu.be
Well done, Patriot. 
TOGETHER WE WIN.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3258 - 2019-03-28 19:34:43 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Amberwinborn/status/1111334824151826433
Thank you, Patriot.
Sometimes our 'sni�er' picks and pulls w/o applying credit �le.
Q

#3257 - 2019-03-28 19:29:10 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/truthseekerd/status/1111333401775226885
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We LOVE you!
Q

#3256 - 2019-03-28 19:24:50 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SecretaryCarson/status/1111218929337290753
USA v. LifeLog?
1st of many?
Q

#3255 - 2019-03-28 19:22:39 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1111214993293357056
"FBI & DOJ to review the outrageous Jussie Smollett case in Chicago. It is an embarrassment to our Nation!"
>It shall be done.
Q

#3254 - 2019-03-28 19:19:54 (UTC+1)
5:5?
Q

#3253 - 2019-03-28 19:06:57 (UTC+1)
>>5944467

#3252 - 2019-03-28 19:05:32 (UTC+1)
>>5944351
What does that tell you about the size of the movement?
Q

#3251 - 2019-03-28 19:03:55 (UTC+1)

#3250 - 2019-03-28 18:50:09 (UTC+1)
http://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?path=/prelim@title18/part1/chapter115&edition=prelim
Q

#3249 - 2019-03-28 18:44:37 (UTC+1)
Follow keyword designators. 
[Knowingly]
[Knowingly]
[Knowingly]
Q

#3248 - 2019-03-28 18:32:43 (UTC+1)
>>5943535
FOCUS HERE:
[NO NAME][MEDIA - [JB][JC] LEAKS-?POTUS Daily Brief/FBI]
Match?
Q

#3247 - 2019-03-28 18:28:46 (UTC+1)
>>5943598
Have you applied to an intel agency?
Q

#3246 - 2019-03-28 18:23:40 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/paulsperry_/status/1111307392438943744
You have more than you know.
Q

#3245 - 2019-03-28 18:19:51 (UTC+1)
>>5943322
Corrupted and Controlled.
https://www.foxnews.com/tech/twitter-may-annotate-tweets-from-trump-and-other-elected-o�cials-if-they-violate-its-rules
Predictable and Prepared.
Q

#3244 - 2019-03-28 18:14:43 (UTC+1)
1st and 10 @ the 50.
Q

#3243 - 2019-03-28 18:07:12 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/eric-holder-when-did-you-think-america-was-great
THEY DO NOT LOVE YOU OR AMERICA.
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Welcome to the [D] party con.
Q

#3242 - 2019-03-28 18:05:01 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/RepDougCollins/status/1111256323008708608
[Page 17]
Q

#3241 - 2019-03-28 18:03:33 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1111217169730338816
"Congressman Adam Schi�, who spent two years [knowingly] and unlawfully lying and leaking, should be forced to resign from Congress!"
[Knowingly]
[Knowingly]
[Knowingly]
Leaking investigations can lead to [forced] resignations.
[Knowingly] disseminating FALSE information is illegal. 
GANG OF 8 (INTEL)
Q

#3240 - 2019-03-28 05:00:10 (UTC+1)
>>5935846
'WE' are everywhere.
Q

#3239 - 2019-03-28 04:52:53 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/whaleswarrior/status/1109826206608883713
We see you, Patriot!
Q

#3238 - 2019-03-28 04:44:04 (UTC+1)
>>5935306

#3237 - 2019-03-28 04:32:56 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/us/internal-email-from-foxxs-o�ce-shows-push-to-defend-move-to-drop-smollett-charges
FEDS (DOJ) will prosecute?
>It shall be done
Q

#3236 - 2019-03-28 04:28:00 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/trump-vows-to-release-�sa-docs-now-that-mueller-probe-is-concluded-slams-treasonous-fbi
Did you enjoy the interview?
Q

#3235 - 2019-03-28 01:52:37 (UTC+1)
>>5931148

#3234 - 2019-03-28 01:50:08 (UTC+1)
>>5930977
Find the re�ection inside the castle.
Q

#3233 - 2019-03-28 01:46:25 (UTC+1)
Re�ections are important.
Q

#3232 - 2019-03-28 01:33:51 (UTC+1)
>>5930471
Marker [2]
Set.
Q

#3231 - 2019-03-28 01:28:58 (UTC+1)
>>5930421
Marker [1]
Set.
Q

#3230 - 2019-03-28 01:27:16 (UTC+1)
Shall we play another 'Q Proof' game?
Q

#3229 - 2019-03-28 00:46:52 (UTC+1)
>>5929491
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Reference correct.
Details [CLAS 1-99]
Q

#3228 - 2019-03-28 00:45:28 (UTC+1)
>>5929545

#3227 - 2019-03-28 00:44:35 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Savedangel61/status/1111049557620768769
He thought that was part of the plan (end game)?
Hence why [RR] drafted the recommendation letter to �re?
https://twitter.com/Comey/status/1109930531389472768
"So many questions."
WHO HAS FULL CONTROL?
These people are stupid.
Indictment(s) coming?
Q

#3226 - 2019-03-27 23:25:01 (UTC+1)

#3225 - 2019-03-27 23:22:10 (UTC+1)
DOJ coordination w/ UK re: DECLAS OF FISA?
Think plane tracking.
Q

#3224 - 2019-03-27 23:20:56 (UTC+1)
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2019/03/27/exclusive-devin-nunes-criminal-referral-time-o�ense/
"Maximum transparency." 
PANIC IN DC.
Q

#3223 - 2019-03-27 21:49:17 (UTC+1)
>>5926223
Watch Hannity tonight.
POTUS may have a few words on the subject.
Q

#3222 - 2019-03-27 21:39:15 (UTC+1)
>>5925866
Some organizations do not have good intentions. 
Due diligence required. 
We highlighted this particular organization as one example.
Magacoalition.com 
https://www.opensecrets.org/pacs/lookup2.php?cycle=2018&strID=C00654343
http://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/forms/C00654343/1205696/
http://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/fecimg/?C00654343
Follow the money.
Track donations vs. expenses.
Admin, fundraising, strategy & research, etc etc expenses highly in�ated?
Monthly installment payments made to 'names' who can attract 'more donations'? (the "wheel")
How much 'donated' money was actually spent promoting MAGA / PRO_MAGA candidates (indirectly) vs. internal costs or 'wheel' costs?
>https://www.irs.gov/individuals/how-do-you-report-suspected-tax-fraud-activity
When you o�er 'better' goods and services for free there is no longer a need to 'donate' 'purchase' and/or 'follow' those who would use such platforms to e
themselves. (hence the 'attacks')
Logical thinking always wins.
Attempts to 'divide' the movement draws LIGHT to their TRUE INTENTIONS.
This is about the survival of our Nation (our World) - not funding scams.
End_of_Topic
Keep your eye on the ball.
Q

#3221 - 2019-03-27 20:57:51 (UTC+1)
>>5924784
Good luck, Patriot.
Autists should consider joining ABCs/Mil Intel programs if interested. 
Ability to decipher complex info-strings is a valued asset. 
Q

#3220 - 2019-03-27 03:27:51 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5qSPA9WRJec
Sometimes it's good to go back, once you've gone forward. 
'Knowingly' pushing a 'narrative' that is FALSE/FAKE.....
This. Is. CNN.
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Media-arm of the [D] party.
THINK. FOR. YOURSELF.
Q

#3219 - 2019-03-26 22:54:02 (UTC+1)
>>5910048
Badge of Honor, Patriot.
Over the TARGET.
Q

#3218 - 2019-03-26 22:51:24 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Complex/status/1110659711962103811
Attacks increasing?
Becoming more and more outlandish to paint as 'crazy'?
#FAKENEWS
#FACTSMATTER
Q

#3217 - 2019-03-26 22:39:08 (UTC+1)
>>5909683

#3216 - 2019-03-26 22:35:13 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Incarnated__ET/status/1110635537755365376
Loop Capital? 
What are the odds of that?
Q

#3215 - 2019-03-26 22:30:36 (UTC+1)
>>5909428
Knowing what you know now, replay the story.
Start late 2015.
Q

#3214 - 2019-03-26 22:27:37 (UTC+1)
>>5909352

#3213 - 2019-03-26 22:26:45 (UTC+1)

#3212 - 2019-03-26 22:26:03 (UTC+1)
>>5909279
Think Rogers T-Tower meeting (right after SCIF set up in Tower).
Think POTUS campaign leaving T-Tower (base of operations) THE VERY NEXT DAY.
1+1=2
Q

#3211 - 2019-03-26 22:13:38 (UTC+1)
>>5908881
If Sally Yates (SHE) was DAG during this period of time what does (HE) refer to re: DAG?
Was [RR] planned to assume DAG at that point in time?
Bake your noodle.
Q

#3210 - 2019-03-26 22:01:05 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/mccabe-page-texts-reveal-high-level-intel-meeting-after-2016-election
"DAG inquired about our plan re that FISA target if he mobilizes, GIVEN THE PHYSICAL ACCESS HE HAS."
DAG + #2 [McCabe] discussion re: 'wear a wire' entrapment re: 25th amendment?
The more you know....
Q

#3209 - 2019-03-26 21:45:46 (UTC+1)

#3208 - 2019-03-26 20:07:52 (UTC+1)
>>5906685
Well done, Anon.
The Anti-American party of hate & crime?
Q

#3207 - 2019-03-26 20:03:53 (UTC+1)
>>5906554

#3206 - 2019-03-26 19:34:02 (UTC+1)
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http://www.bing.com/news/search?q=qanon&qft=interval%3d%228%22&form=PTFTNR
Past [7] days.
Nothing to see here.
Q

#3205 - 2019-03-26 18:49:06 (UTC+1)

#3204 - 2019-03-26 18:28:06 (UTC+1)
>>5904682
Proof missed?
https://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-kim-foxx-texts-emails-jussie-smollett-20190313-htmlstory.html
Texts (phone) leak re: SMOLLETT?
News unlocks.
Q

#3203 - 2019-03-26 18:21:47 (UTC+1)
>>5904397
Phone records leak?
Where did you hear that before?
Q #2849
"What happens if the phone records of SMOLLETT leak?"
Q

#3202 - 2019-03-26 18:12:31 (UTC+1)
https://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-kim-foxx-texts-emails-jussie-smollett-20190313-htmlstory.html
Worth remembering.
Q

#3201 - 2019-03-26 17:56:11 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/brianstelter/status/1110382144390656000
How can there be FACTS if the entire story (narrative) was FICTION?
#FAKENEWS
ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE.
Q

#3200 - 2019-03-26 17:50:50 (UTC+1)
>>5903895
2 for 1?
3 for 1?
4 for 1?
These people are stupid. 
Q

#3199 - 2019-03-26 17:49:43 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/gatewaypundit/status/1110581594505560065
It shall be done.
Q

#3198 - 2019-03-26 17:41:38 (UTC+1)
>>5903586
[Kim Foxx]
Who is pulling her strings?
#GoodbyeFoxx
Q

#3197 - 2019-03-26 17:36:13 (UTC+1)
>>5903522
Was there any surprise to today's charges being dropped?
Read the drop carefully, again. 
Video evidence?
Payment evidence?
Testimony by (2) 'paid' men evidence?
Not enough evidence to convict? 
The system is rigged. 
Will the AG need to get involved? 
Q

#3196 - 2019-03-26 17:32:58 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/RepDougCollins/status/1110575409505230848
Q

#3195 - 2019-03-26 06:22:25 (UTC+1)
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https://www.c-span.org/video/?458080-1/�owers-v-mississippi-oral-argument
[19:56]
What is [RBG's] current state-of-health?
Are pictures being 'avoided' for a reason?
Pics in/out of home in/out of cars = easy 
Q

#3194 - 2019-03-26 03:28:50 (UTC+1)
>>5894473 (/pb)
"Fake News Media."
Q

#3193 - 2019-03-26 03:23:57 (UTC+1)
Flags out?
Have a Great Night!
Q

#3192 - 2019-03-26 03:18:48 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1110352406880018432
https://twitter.com/AnnCoulter/status/1110248163858747392
#FAKE #FAKE #FAKE
Q

#3191 - 2019-03-26 03:13:42 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1110357222406737921
Q

#3190 - 2019-03-26 01:22:20 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1110240177643872256
Without a BLOCKADE (shield), they are left vulnerable (exposed).
Q

#3189 - 2019-03-26 00:09:56 (UTC+1)
>>5889046

#3188 - 2019-03-25 23:23:45 (UTC+1)
>>5888717

#3187 - 2019-03-25 23:21:13 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/trump-allies-await-results-of-2-internal-probes-that-could-expose-russia-investigation-backstory
Q

#3186 - 2019-03-25 22:46:03 (UTC+1)
https://www.thedailybeast.com/anthony-comello-gambino-mob-boss-shooting-suspect-radicalized-by-qanon-far-right-sites-even-trump-lawyer-says
When the constant barrage of FAKE NEWS attacks FAIL....
Those who are the biggest threats.....
Nothing to see here.
#2
Q

#3185 - 2019-03-25 22:42:03 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/TheJusticeDept/status/1110275879605813250
Q

#3184 - 2019-03-25 22:40:24 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/B_Rush1776/status/1110292373693620225
You are the news now.
Q

#3183 - 2019-03-25 22:36:33 (UTC+1)
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/03/25/judge-je�rey-epstein-case-dies-1292394
Do you believe in coincidences?
Q

#3182 - 2019-03-25 22:26:09 (UTC+1)
Thank you, Anons, for bringing this to our attention. 
Be careful who you follow.
Follow the money.
Follow the expenses. 
https://magacoalition.com
https://www.opensecrets.org/pacs/expenditures.php?cycle=2018&cmte=C00654343
https://www.thedailybeast.com/sebastian-gorka-leaves-pizzagate-super-pac
https://twitter.com/drawandstrike/status/1042563939211595778
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https://www.irs.gov/individuals/how-do-you-report-suspected-tax-fraud-activity
https://www.fbi.gov/tips
Q

#3181 - 2019-03-25 18:59:58 (UTC+1)
BLIND JUSTICE UNDER THE LAW WILL RETURN TO OUR REPUBLIC.
There is a reason why a sword is held.
Q

#3180 - 2019-03-25 18:55:52 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/John_Nassif/status/1110236076768223232
Listen very carefully.
DIGEST the FULL GRAVITY of what the PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES says in this clip. 
Q

#3179 - 2019-03-25 18:44:59 (UTC+1)
LISTEN & WATCH SEAN HANNITY TODAY.
Q

#3178 - 2019-03-25 18:43:27 (UTC+1)
THE ONLY WAY TO REGAIN THE TRUST (RE: EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER THE LAW RE: WH RE: INTEL RE: FBI RE: DOJ RE: SENATE RE: CONGRESS RE: FVEY RE: OUR G
THE 'MAJORITY' OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE IS TO PROVIDE TRUTH, TRANSPARENCY, AND PROSECUTION OF ALL THOSE WHO 'KNOWINGLY' TOOK PART IN T
ILLEGAL MANUFACTURED EFFORT [ATTEMPTED COUP] TO TAKE DOWN THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES [1].
[1] OPENS THE DOOR.
THE GREAT AWAKENING.
Q

#3177 - 2019-03-25 18:35:27 (UTC+1)
>>5882614 (/pb)
Why didn't POTUS �re [RR] after reporting re: o�er to wear wire?
Why did WHITAKER/BARR retain [RR] to the END?
Who signed o� on the MUELLER summary report submitted by BARR yesterday?
Who signed fraudulent FISA warrants?
WHO APPOINTED MUELLER AS SPECIAL COUNSEL? 
WHO HAS FULL CONTROL?
OPTICS ARE VERY IMPORTANT.
Q

#3176 - 2019-03-25 18:28:14 (UTC+1)
PEOPLE around the WORLD are 'WAKING UP' to the FACT (NOT FICTION) that the CORPORATE [[D] party politically controlled] [6 CORPORATIONS OWN 90%]
[FAKE NEWS] IS NOT unbiased journalism but POLITICALLY MOTIVATED AND CONTROLLED.
[STATEMENTS NOT FACTS]
THINK FOR YOURSELF AND STOP BEING A SHEEP TO THEIR NARRATIVE.
THEY WILL BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE.
NOBODY WALKS AWAY FROM THIS.
Q

#3175 - 2019-03-24 01:20:31 (UTC+1)
Why are [they] attempting to re-write our history?
[D] party con.
You can RUN but you can't HIDE.
Q

#3174 - 2019-03-24 01:08:07 (UTC+1)
>>5853578

#3173 - 2019-03-24 01:06:10 (UTC+1)
>>5853322
The calm before the storm? 
What happens when a blockade (threat) is dismantled & removed? 
"You'll �nd out."
Children used as shields (manufactured crimes of perjury)? 
FIRE AT WILL, COMMANDER.
Q

#3172 - 2019-03-24 00:52:13 (UTC+1)
>>5853115
MEME misspelled but drives the point across.
Q

#3171 - 2019-03-24 00:50:04 (UTC+1)
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#3170 - 2019-03-24 00:43:56 (UTC+1)
https://mobile.twitter.com/Independent/status/1109527242613448704
MAYday
MAYday
MAYday
Democracy matters.
The WILL of the PEOPLE.
UNITED not divided.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3169 - 2019-03-23 10:29:30 (UTC+1)
You are witnessing the collapse of the largest pre-planned and coordinated propaganda event in modern day history.
'Projection' 101
Q

#3168 - 2019-03-23 10:25:53 (UTC+1)
>>5842610
Their only defense is to play 'dumb' (shocked & surprised) to avoid 'collusion' claims.
Nobody walks away from this. 
Q

#3167 - 2019-03-23 10:13:35 (UTC+1)
>>5842272
The simple fact that this made the news (multiple articles) should tell you all you need to know. 
#2 re: attacked 
Post tracking sites now censoring / adj visitor counts?
PANIC
Q

#3166 - 2019-03-23 04:18:16 (UTC+1)
https://mobile.twitter.com/LisaMei62/status/1109287444657131522
Q

#3165 - 2019-03-23 03:42:48 (UTC+1)
[They] thought it was coming last Friday.
Ammunition spent.
Q

#3164 - 2019-03-23 03:22:16 (UTC+1)
>>5836660

#3163 - 2019-03-23 03:14:42 (UTC+1)
>>5836393
At what point is it mathematically impossible? 
Power is being returned to the PEOPLE. 
The RULE OF LAW is being returned to our GREAT LAND. 
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3162 - 2019-03-23 03:03:56 (UTC+1)
>>5836091
https://mobile.twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1109143448634966020
Sanctions lift?
Anons know? 
Q

#3161 - 2019-03-23 03:00:50 (UTC+1)
BLOCKADE REMOVED.
Q

#3160 - 2019-03-21 04:57:51 (UTC+1)
https://www.fbi.gov/tips
Q

#3159 - 2019-03-21 04:55:40 (UTC+1)
>>5803267
Who did Nicky Hilton (sister of Paris) marry?
James Rothschild. 
Q

#3158 - 2019-03-21 04:48:16 (UTC+1)
THE STANDARD HOTEL.
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RACHEL CHANDLER.
Q

#3157 - 2019-03-21 04:32:53 (UTC+1)
http://www.michalchelbin.com/portfolio_in.asp?id=1477&type=100228&sub_title=Strangely_Familiar&langid=1
Connection to Ray Chandler?
Are you awake?
Q

#3156 - 2019-03-21 04:27:03 (UTC+1)
Ray Chandler = Allison Mack x 100
Q

#3155 - 2019-03-21 04:15:06 (UTC+1)
>>5802087
Keep digging, Anons. 
RACHEL CHANDLER IS KEY.
Q

#3154 - 2019-03-21 04:13:40 (UTC+1)
>>5801797 (/pb)

#3153 - 2019-03-21 04:09:15 (UTC+1)
>>5801778

#3152 - 2019-03-21 04:05:27 (UTC+1)
>>5801617
Prince Andrew is deeply connected.
Q

#3151 - 2019-03-21 04:04:25 (UTC+1)
>>5801615

#3150 - 2019-03-21 04:03:27 (UTC+1)
>>5801566

#3149 - 2019-03-21 04:02:59 (UTC+1)
>>5801561

#3148 - 2019-03-21 03:56:46 (UTC+1)
>>5801344

#3147 - 2019-03-21 03:56:25 (UTC+1)
>>5801355

#3146 - 2019-03-21 03:55:30 (UTC+1)
>>5801368

#3145 - 2019-03-21 03:55:12 (UTC+1)
>>5801371

#3144 - 2019-03-21 03:53:04 (UTC+1)
>>5801385

#3143 - 2019-03-21 03:52:09 (UTC+1)
>>5801399

#3142 - 2019-03-21 03:50:37 (UTC+1)
>>5801432
WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
Q

#3141 - 2019-03-21 03:49:32 (UTC+1)
>>5801384
Thank you, Anon.
Q

#3140 - 2019-03-21 03:48:08 (UTC+1)
>>5801072
Epstein island dungeon (beneath the temple).
Sex & torture rooms.
Openly �aunt across social media?
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Untouchable? 
Q

#3139 - 2019-03-21 03:43:24 (UTC+1)
>>5801142

#3138 - 2019-03-21 03:42:44 (UTC+1)
>>5801165

#3137 - 2019-03-21 03:40:46 (UTC+1)
>>5801159
This one case has the ability to bring down the (many) rich & powerful people. 
Those who scream the loudest....
Q

#3136 - 2019-03-21 03:38:07 (UTC+1)
>>5801100
If the records become unsealed much will be revealed.
Watch the news for Rachel Chandler. 
Q

#3135 - 2019-03-21 03:35:20 (UTC+1)
>>5801012
WHAT HIGH-PROFILE 'ELITE' PEOPLE FUND AND PROVIDE RACHEL W/ HER PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO?
WHAT IS THE STUDIO USED FOR?
WHAT IS THE STUDIO REALLY USED FOR?
WHO HAS RC BEEN PICTURED WITH?
THIS GOES FAR BEYOND SPIRIT COOKING MODELS.
Q

#3134 - 2019-03-21 03:31:52 (UTC+1)
>>5800988
WHO IS RACHEL CHANDLER?
Q

#3133 - 2019-03-21 03:30:24 (UTC+1)
>>5800566
http://www.rachelchandler.us
How many 'girls' were waiting for their return to the boat? 
Who owned the boat? 
What does a 'handler' procure? 
Is the 'handler' [one of many] connected to Epstein? 
Flight logs reveal many hidden artifacts. 
[RC]
Q

#3132 - 2019-03-20 22:39:52 (UTC+1)
https://static.politico.com/cc/9c/c411f2784711866b9be3d1977b2f/giu�relewinamicus031919.pdf
[Nick Lewin]
>Mueller connection?
>Comey connection?
NAT SEC.
Q

#3131 - 2019-03-20 21:55:42 (UTC+1)
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/03/20/je�rey-epstein-related-lawsuit-1229908
Drop #3050
[Will the rich & powerful in�uence the court to prevent the unsealing?]
Follow the ATTORNEY. 
Who took the pic?
Who was located behind the camera?
Sex_tra�cking_is_real.
Q

#3130 - 2019-03-20 21:22:39 (UTC+1)
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6823155/Alan-Krueger-noted-economist-served-Obama-died.html
"It is with tremendous sadness we share that Professor Alan B. Krueger, beloved husband, father, son, brother, and Princeton professor of economics took 
life over the weekend,' a statement from his family reads."
Start a list.
Q

#3129 - 2019-03-20 20:11:45 (UTC+1)
>>5793235
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https://twitter.com/TeaBoots/status/1108398819459387392
THIS IS NOT A GAME.
Q

#3128 - 2019-03-20 20:09:57 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/BreakingNLive/status/1108424673946157057
(51) children burned alive enough to change narrative for day(s)?
This is NOT a game.
These people are sick.
Q

#3127 - 2019-03-20 19:45:07 (UTC+1)
Ask yourself a very simple Q.
Would the FAKE NEWS media (& other controlled assets) expend this amount of time and resource attacking [attempt to discredit - cast as conspiracy - LARP
movement IF IT DID NOT POSE A SIGNIFICANT THREAT [DANGER]?
YOU ATTACK THOSE WHO THREATEN YOU THE MOST.
Logical thinking. 
Q

#3126 - 2019-03-20 19:24:35 (UTC+1)
Did both of HUSSEIN's parents learn 'RUSSIAN'?
Is 'RUSSIAN' a common language to learn?
Think then.
Think now.
[Think Nellie Ohr]
WHY WOULD YOU NEED TO KNOW HOW TO SPEAK 'RUSSIAN' IN THEIR FIELDS OF PRACTICE ('PUBLIC' FIELDS)?
The Cold War.
[AB[C]]DEFGHIJKLM.......
Q

#3125 - 2019-03-20 19:11:41 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/drawandstrike/status/1108407275939606529
The attempted 'COUP' [TREASON] opens the 'public' door to more serious......
The PILL must be easy to swallow. 
The 'LEAD-IN'.
The PUBLIC must be prepared for what is about to come.
"THE CLINTON FOUNDATION" +++++++++++++++++++++++++
Q

#3124 - 2019-03-20 18:39:48 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/jsolomonReports/status/1108402740361867265
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/obama-wh-counsel-faces-possible-prosecution-in-mueller-initiated-probe
Number(s) do not always equate to days.
The face of a watch/clock has multiple versions. 
Incorrect interpretations pushed as statements of fact often lead to pitfalls [stranglehold 'choke' tactic used by attackers]. 
Increase in attacks (de-platform, shill in�ltration, MSM/Fake MAGA direct, link(s) to terrorism/acts of violence) only demonstrates validity and close proximity
JUSTICE [PAIN].
Q

#3123 - 2019-03-19 01:20:37 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DevinNunes/status/1107788111407284224
Listen carefully.
Q

#3122 - 2019-03-19 00:30:19 (UTC+1)

#3121 - 2019-03-19 00:30:08 (UTC+1)

#3120 - 2019-03-19 00:29:55 (UTC+1)

#3119 - 2019-03-19 00:29:14 (UTC+1)

#3118 - 2019-03-19 00:29:00 (UTC+1)

#3117 - 2019-03-19 00:28:44 (UTC+1)

#3116 - 2019-03-19 00:27:58 (UTC+1)
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#3115 - 2019-03-19 00:24:09 (UTC+1)
[MUELLER] REPORT DELAY?
PANIC IN DC?
THE REAL PANIC COMES IN THE FORM OF A LAST RESORT.
[+21][+2][+4]
Q

#3114 - 2019-03-19 00:19:31 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/in�nitechan/status/1106894519859974144
Who is the real intended target?
Q

#3113 - 2019-03-19 00:17:04 (UTC+1)
What occurred the last time a countdown was presented?
[FF]
Do you believe in coincidences? 
Never interfere with an enemy........
Ammunition is hard to come by. 
Q

#3112 - 2019-03-19 00:10:03 (UTC+1)
https://nypost.com/2019/03/18/suspected-mob-boss-killer-writes-united-we-stand-maga-forever-on-his-hand/?
utm_source=twitter_sitebuttons&utm_medium=site%20buttons&utm_campaign=site%20buttons
So much e�ort to 'KILL' a LARP.
Nothing to see here.
Q

#3111 - 2019-03-19 00:04:27 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/nunes-�les-bombshell-defamation-suit-against-twitter-seeks-250m-for-anti-conservative-shadow-bans-smears
You were warned, @Jack.
The Strike Will Be Fast.
Let's Keep Playing...
Q

#3110 - 2019-03-18 04:01:01 (UTC+1)
>>5745956
'STRIKE'
On the move.
Q

#3109 - 2019-03-18 03:59:56 (UTC+1)
Thanks for playing, @Jack.
Showing your hand was the intended target.
The 'SRIKE' will be FAST.
Shall We Play A Game?
Q

#3108 - 2019-03-18 03:42:20 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1107462671614570496
@Jack
Who has the 'real' control?
Can you remove the top comments?
Q

#3107 - 2019-03-18 02:33:41 (UTC+1)

#3106 - 2019-03-18 02:19:56 (UTC+1)

#3105 - 2019-03-18 02:17:05 (UTC+1)

#3104 - 2019-03-18 02:12:54 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1107276504415854592
"Keep �ghting..."
Q

#3103 - 2019-03-18 02:10:46 (UTC+1)
"We have to �ght back."
Q
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#3102 - 2019-03-18 02:08:31 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDVT-8tU�E
'We must �ght."
Q

#3101 - 2019-03-18 01:15:28 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/BurnedSpy34/status/1106402543121260554
Q

#3100 - 2019-03-18 00:53:59 (UTC+1)
What does a dog do when he/she has a bone?
Did he have a therapist? 
Who paid for his travel to the Middle East? 
Q

#3099 - 2019-03-18 00:10:55 (UTC+1)
>>5740813
WRWY!!!
Q

#3098 - 2019-03-18 00:09:22 (UTC+1)
>>5740687
Retweet 'many' for plausible deniability? 
March (17) - message to?
Q

#3097 - 2019-03-18 00:01:13 (UTC+1)
>>5739531
What day is today?
How much more obvious can we make it?
Q

#3096 - 2019-03-15 22:53:17 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/TheJusticeDept/status/1106671946731831297
Q

#3095 - 2019-03-15 22:08:59 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/court-�les-reveal-role-of-mccain-aide-in-spreading-anti-trump-dossier
Q

#3094 - 2019-03-15 21:38:04 (UTC+1)
>>5706249
The real 'fun' starts soon.
Q

#3093 - 2019-03-15 21:01:24 (UTC+1)
>>5705810
On March 15th? 
[3:15]
Q

#3092 - 2019-03-15 20:58:46 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/45_Schedule/status/1106643293364985856
[Marker 1 Complete]
Q

#3091 - 2019-03-15 20:33:11 (UTC+1)
SEC_TEST_2
RELAY_2
Q

#3090 - 2019-03-15 20:31:40 (UTC+1)
SEC_TEST_1
Q

#3089 - 2019-03-15 20:03:57 (UTC+1)
>>5704151 (/pb)
"I have the support of the police, the support of the military, the support of the Bikers for Trump-I have the tough people, but they don't play it tough-until t
a certain point, and then it would be very bad, very bad," he told Breitbart on Thursday, and then tweeted out the remark."
Coordinated?
Same day?
How much more obvious can we make it?
Q
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#3088 - 2019-03-15 19:51:17 (UTC+1)
>>5704197
Busy saving humanity.
Q

#3087 - 2019-03-15 19:48:33 (UTC+1)
Powerful statement of UNITY.
Q

#3086 - 2019-03-15 19:26:40 (UTC+1)
/CM/ stay alert
Q

#3085 - 2019-03-15 19:25:01 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/elenochle/status/1106285164420722688
Q

#3084 - 2019-03-15 19:24:41 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/senjudiciary/status/1106613897237356544
Q

#3083 - 2019-03-15 18:10:46 (UTC+1)
These people are sick & evil. 
It is not a coincidence.
It never is.
Q

#3082 - 2019-03-15 18:09:04 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/HawleyMO/status/1106247367177764865
Dark to LIGHT.
Q

#3081 - 2019-03-15 18:07:32 (UTC+1)
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-6812853/WhatsApp-founder-warns-world-delete-Facebook-immediately.html
Dark to LIGHT.
Q

#3080 - 2019-03-15 16:41:00 (UTC+1)

#3079 - 2019-03-15 05:28:40 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/doj-reached-agreement-with-clinton-lawyers-to-block-fbi-access-to-clinton-foundation-emails-strzok-says
Tomorrow is FRIDAY.
Q

#3078 - 2019-03-15 03:52:40 (UTC+1)
>>5691475 (/pb)
Not big enough to pull headlines/news away.
Think days.
Q

#3077 - 2019-03-15 03:39:01 (UTC+1)
Be vigilant at all times.
(US, UK, FR, IT)
See Something.
Say Something.
Narrative change needed.
FAKE NEWS attempting to REBRAND HARMFUL TESTIMONY and instead provide MISLEADING info to their readers. 
[Example]
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/in-newly-released-transcript-former-fbi-lawyer-�res-back-on-charges-anti-trump-bias-a�ected-tru
clinton-probes/2019/03/12/f669f198-44f9-11e9-8aab-95b8d80a1e4f_story.html?utm_term=.5ca1b8c01716
ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE.
Q

#3076 - 2019-03-15 02:45:05 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/�lthy_liberals/status/1106369915265658880
Q

#3075 - 2019-03-14 22:52:20 (UTC+1)
Stand strong, Patriots.
The UNITED STATES is WITH YOU.
Q+
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#3074 - 2019-03-14 22:49:01 (UTC+1)
Very SAD to see GERMANY pulling the strings on the UK!
Democracy must and should always prevail. 
Q+

#3073 - 2019-03-14 22:17:26 (UTC+1)
https://seekingalpha.com/news/3442879-facebook-says-outage-caused-server-change-now-resolved
"Server con�g change."
Q

#3072 - 2019-03-14 21:50:22 (UTC+1)
>>5684297
Disregard spelling error.
On the move.
Q

#3071 - 2019-03-14 21:49:15 (UTC+1)
TO SUMMARIZE THIS WEEK:
RE: [D's] PREP TO STEAL 2020 ELECTIONS
>ATTACK FOX NEWS TO CONTROL OPPOSITION NARRATIVE
>>>6 CO'S CONTROL 90% OF THE MSM
>VOTE TO ALLOW 'ILLEGAL' IMMIGRANTS RIGHT TO VOTE IN ELECTIONS
>PUSH TALING POINTS RE: VOTER AGE SHOULD DECREASED FROM 18 TO 16
>NO WALL - OPEN BORDERS - ALL WECLOME = MORE [D] VOTES
>DENY PROPER COUNTING U.S. CENSUS > AVOID PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE REAL 'ILLEGAL' POP TO AVOID VOTER FRAUD % RISK TO ELECTIONS
WELCOME TO THE [D] PARTY!
Q

#3070 - 2019-03-14 21:37:38 (UTC+1)
>>5684007
Good movie.
ZEROCOOL.
Q

#3069 - 2019-03-14 21:35:00 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Mystara99/status/1106291684319485953
Clear history/cookies to bypass all PAYWALLS.
Read FREE.
Q

#3068 - 2019-03-14 21:26:17 (UTC+1)
>>5683675
"Class A" shares.
Fun, nonetheless.
Q

#3067 - 2019-03-14 21:21:22 (UTC+1)
>>5683535
Do you see "CI A?"
Q

#3066 - 2019-03-14 21:19:15 (UTC+1)
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/14/technology/facebook-chris-cox.html
Sometimes the TRUTH is right in front of you.
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/stock/fb/insideractions
Q

#3065 - 2019-03-14 20:42:20 (UTC+1)
https://www.theepochtimes.com/nellie-ohr-testimony-con�rms-her-work-for-the-cia_2836812.html
What did we learn this week? 
NELLIE OHR = C_A?
Next?
Q

#3064 - 2019-03-14 20:34:50 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/paulsperry_/status/1106042761407619073
What did we learn this week?
>OHR cooperating witness
>PAGE cooperating witness
>STRZOK cooperating witness
Next?
Q
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#3063 - 2019-03-14 20:12:08 (UTC+1)
REMEMBER THIS IMPORTANT FACT.
ADAM SCHIFF IS PART OF THE 'GANG OF EIGHT' (INTEL).
IT WILL BECOME CRITICAL ONCE 'GANG OF EIGHT' MATERIAL IS DECLASSIFIED. 
LOGICAL Q: IF ADAM SCHIFF 'KNEW' EVERYTHING HE'S INVESTIGATING AND STATING PUBLICLY TO BE KNOWINGLY 'FALSE' [DISINFORMATION] WHY THEN W
TAKE THE COURSE OF ACTION(S) (ONGOING)?
DID ADAM SCHIFF PURPOSELY DECEIVE THE AMERICAN PUBLIC 'THINKING' THE 'GANG OF EIGHT' MATERIAL + OTHER CLASSIFIED DOCUMENTATION WOULD
REACH THE PUBLIC DOMAIN?
WHAT 'INSURANCE' DID THEY HANG OVER POTUS' HEAD IN ORDER TO PREVENT ACTION?
A FATHER'S LOVE FOR HIS CHILDREN KNOWS NO BOUNDS.
Q

#3062 - 2019-03-14 20:02:17 (UTC+1)
https://thehill.com/hilltv/rising/406881-lisa-page-bombshell-fbi-couldnt-prove-trump-russia-collusion-before-mueller
Remember this important FACT.
IF THERE WAS NO EVIDENCE OF RUSSIA COLLUSION, WHAT GROUNDS DID DAG [ROD ROSENSTEIN] HAVE TO APPOINT [MUELLER]?
[RR] OFFERED TO WEAR A WIRE TO ENTRAP THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES IN ATTEMPT TO INVOKE THE 25TH AMENDMENT?
Q

#3061 - 2019-03-14 19:52:22 (UTC+1)
>>5681048
Another piece to the puzzle.
AUTISTS SAVING THE WORLD.
Q

#3060 - 2019-03-14 19:48:52 (UTC+1)
>>5680891
"Insurance" indictments re: Ivanka, Jared, Jr. all removed.
But, you already knew that from the drop.
Q

#3059 - 2019-03-14 19:43:38 (UTC+1)
AG BARR "DISGUSTED" BY WHAT HE'S DISCOVERED (SO-FAR).
"IN ALL MY YEARS, IN ALL MY LIFE, I NEVER WOULD HAVE THOUGHT [ ] BE POSSIBLE WITHIN THE HALLS OF THESE PRESTIGIOUS FEDERAL AGENCIES."
PRESS CONF COMING?
THEY WILL CLAIM POLITICAL ATTACK.
Q

#3058 - 2019-03-14 19:29:59 (UTC+1)
[RR] DEBRIEF COMPLETE.
Q

#3057 - 2019-03-14 19:22:32 (UTC+1)

#3056 - 2019-03-14 19:22:16 (UTC+1)
>>5680242
Thank you for your service.
The importance of Anons (Patriots) and your commitment thus far is incalculable.
God bless.
Q

#3055 - 2019-03-14 16:26:18 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SaraCarterDC/status/1106212857727930368
The End Is Near.
Q

#3054 - 2019-03-14 16:24:07 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/RepDougCollins/status/1106181620711739394
Happy Hunting!
Q

#3053 - 2019-03-14 02:56:01 (UTC+1)
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/13/technology/facebook-data-deals-investigation.html
Whistle while you work......
Have you seen the movie 'Snowden'? 
"Facebook is my B*TCH." - re: NSA ACCESS
DARPA PANIC > EXPOSURE.
Q

#3052 - 2019-03-14 02:41:44 (UTC+1)
>>5669639
The 'cleaning crew' is active. 
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Size = time+ to complete.
Q

#3051 - 2019-03-14 02:27:04 (UTC+1)
LifeLog problems?
Garbage File?
Q

#3050 - 2019-03-14 01:28:01 (UTC+1)
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/1507315-epstein-�ight-manifests.html
This is not just about sex tra�cking [1].
Will the rich & powerful in�uence the court to prevent the unsealing?
THE TALE OF TWO:
[1] - Sex Resort (non_temple_resort_only) > tra�cked & drugged underage girls
[2] - Occult / Worship of Evil (temple) [CLAS 1-99]
Haiti > 
Pray for the victims. 
Q

#3049 - 2019-03-13 21:52:42 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/reps-jordan-and-meadows-democrats-dont-care-about-the-integrity-of-the-census
If [D's] FIGHT to protect, safeguard, and promote all illegal immigrants as 'rightful' U.S. citizens who should be a�orded all bene�ts and rights accordingly, W
WOULD THEY FIGHT TO BLOCK THEM FROM BEING 'COUNTED' AS PART OF THE U.S. CENSUS?
What would the data show?
ALL THAT MATTERS IS POWER.
Welcome to the [D] party con. 
Q

#3048 - 2019-03-13 20:07:54 (UTC+1)
https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/talkingtech/2019/03/13/facebook-instagram-go-down-across-united-states-apparent-outage/3151883002/
How much more obvious can any of this be?
Think LifeLog dump.
Q

#3047 - 2019-03-13 17:20:13 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1105805989545021440
Trolling is FUN!
PANIC is GOOD.
PANIC increases the RAT population.
'Paid shill brothers' majority of time on top of POTUS' Twitter feed? 
How is that mathematically possible given volume?
Coordination between shills and Twitter?
@Jack > He (or she) who laughs last......
Nobody is safe.
Q

#3046 - 2019-03-13 06:50:17 (UTC+1)
>>5654980

#3045 - 2019-03-13 06:48:15 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/RepRatcli�e/status/1105658231198765057
The Tarmac Meeting.
Days Later....
[JC] "No charges are appropriate..........."
HOW DID HRC OBTAIN SAP (SPECIAL ACCESS PROGRAMS) ON HER PERSONAL SERVER(S)?
ACCESS TO SAP/SCI IS RECORDED IN A LOCAL ACCESS REGISTER OR IN A COMPUTER DATABASE -- WHERE ARE THE RECORDS? 
IDEN OF 'SPECIFIC' SAP/SCI ON THE SERVER PROVIDES A TARGET (ROADMAP) TO REVIEW ACCESS LOGS TO THAT SPECIFIC PROGRAM?
WHAT PROCESS AND/OR SEC CLEARANCE WOULD BE REQ TO WALK-AWAY [TERMINAL_CLEAR] W/ SAP/SCI MATERIAL 'ELECTRONICALLY'?
Did a Foreign State gain access to the server?
Did a Foreign State gain access to the SAP/SCI material on the server?
https://thehill.com/policy/national-security/404192-fbi-denies-trump-claim-that-china-hacked-clintons-private-email
IF THE TOP FBI CHAIN OF COMMAND FOR THE MIDYEAR INVESTIGATION WERE *ALL* FIRED DOES ONE CONCLUDE THE INVESTIGATION WAS NOT CONDUC
PROPERLY? 
DOES ONE CONCLUDE ALL STATEMENTS MADE BY THE FBI (THINK NO HACK OF SERVER AS SINGLE EXAMPLE) COULD BE FALSE?
Take a moment and think about what that means. 
[ ] 
TREASON.
Q

#3044 - 2019-03-13 02:59:11 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/joemo23/status/1105647240582975489
Do you believe in coincidences?
Q
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#3043 - 2019-03-13 02:27:21 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/333RDREVOLUTION/status/1105640734785445889
JUSTICE.
Q

#3042 - 2019-03-12 23:32:47 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
Q+

#3041 - 2019-03-12 23:01:57 (UTC+1)
The unsealing of the �rst several indictments will bring about 'unity' and 'change' - 'change' that 'we' can believe in.
Returning 'POWER' to the PEOPLE.
Returning 'THE RULE OF LAW' to OUR LAND.
WE STAND TOGETHER.
WE STAND TOGETHER AS PATRIOTS. 
Q

#3040 - 2019-03-12 22:48:00 (UTC+1)
Promises made?
Promises (soon-to-be) kept?
Has POTUS made a statement/assertion that didn't end up being proven correct?
Change We Can Believe In.
When They Go Low, We Go High. 
Let Freedom Ring!
Q

#3039 - 2019-03-12 22:33:26 (UTC+1)
"Change You Can Believe In"
"Forward"
"Greater Together" 
"Betting on America" 
"We Don't Quit" 
"Winning the Future" 
"We Can't Wait" 
"An America/Economy Built to Last" 
Q

#3038 - 2019-03-12 19:55:14 (UTC+1)
>Decide for yourself (be free from outside opinion).
>Decide for yourself (be objective in your conclusions).
>Decide for yourself (be true in your own beliefs).
>Decide for yourself (be open to following the facts).
>Decide for yourself (be strong in defending your beliefs).
>Decide for yourself (be resistant to blindly accepting fact-less statements).
>Decide for yourself (be free)
Those who attack you.
Those who mock you.
Those who cull you.
Those who control you.
Those who label you.
Do they represent you?
Or, do they represent themselves (in some form)? 
Mental Enslavement. 
The Great Awakening ('Freedom of Thought'), was designed and created not only as a backchannel to the public (away from the longstanding 'mind' control 
corrupt & heavily biased media) to endure future events through transparency and regeneration of individual thought (breaking the chains of 'group-think')
importantly, aid in the construction of a vehicle (a 'ship') that provides the scattered ('free thinkers') with a 'starter' new social-networking platform which all
freedom of thought, expression, and patriotism or national pride (the feeling of love, devotion and sense of attachment to a homeland and alliance with oth
who share the same sentiment).
When 'non-dogmatic' information becomes FREE & TRANSPARENT it becomes a threat to those who attempt to control the narrative and/or the stable. 
When you are awake, you stand on the outside of the stable ('group-think' collective), and have 'free thought'. 
"Free thought" is a philosophical viewpoint which holds that positions regarding truth should be formed on the basis of logic, reason, and empiricism, rathe
authority, tradition, revelation, or dogma. 
When you are awake, you are able to clearly see.
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The choice is yours, and yours alone.
Trust and put faith in yourself.
You are not alone and you are not in the minority.
Di�cult truths will soon see the light of day.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3037 - 2019-03-12 17:41:35 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/RepDougCollins/status/1105505372574502914
Q

#3036 - 2019-03-12 16:50:23 (UTC+1)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2019/03/report-barr-gave-mueller-permission-to-indict-trumps-three-adult-children-and-jared-kushner/
Re_read drop:
>>[MUELLER] sealed indictments installed [DC] prior to [RR] loss of >>power?
>>Sealed indictments [DC][blockade last resort] installed post >>SESSIONS departure & WHITAKER assumption? 
>>Sealed indictment count [DC] post_SESSIONS departure?
>>Sealed indictment count [DC] pre_WHITAKER assumption? 
>>Power of BARR?
>>Can a sealed indictment be pulled post �ling? 
Did POTUS just install a rogue AG who allows for the indictment of his children based on false pretenses? 
BARR Senate vote?
54-45
Do UNICORNS exist?
Q

#3035 - 2019-03-12 16:37:01 (UTC+1)
https://www.justice.gov/�le/1071991/download
The Clinton Connection.
WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
Lisa Barsoomian = [RR] wife?
Lisa Barsoomian = rep BILL CLINTON?
https://www.scribd.com/document/376354803/ASST-DOJ-Rod-Rosenstein-s-Con�ict-of-Interest-Wife-represented-Clinton-in-Federal-Court
[MUELLER] connection to U1 & Russia?
https://www.congress.gov/crec/2018/04/27/CREC-2018-04-27-pt1-PgH3740.pdf
The Clinton Connection.
PAY-FOR-PLAY SPIDER WEB.
Q

#3034 - 2019-03-12 16:25:42 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/M2Madness/status/1105296225396506626
Do you believe the timing is a coincidence?
Stay tuned!
Q

#3033 - 2019-03-12 01:49:45 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/cain_nate/status/1105262968793714689
Stay in the LIGHT.
Remain in open comms w/ Sen Graham & Grassley re: Whistleblower Protection Act. 
They will take your phone calls. 
Q

#3032 - 2019-03-12 01:18:09 (UTC+1)
>>5631220
[Michael Gaeta - FBI Rome]
Q

#3031 - 2019-03-12 01:17:15 (UTC+1)
(1)
https://twitter.com/GeorgePapa19/status/1105230104026902529
(2)
https://www.theepochtimes.com/interview-with-fbis-gaeta-core-to-russiagate-among-53-transcripts-slated-for-release_2674522.html
1 = 2
Q

#3030 - 2019-03-11 23:33:31 (UTC+1)
https://www.whitehouse.gov/brie�ngs-statements/the-historic-results-of-president-donald-j-trumps-�rst-two-years-in-o�ce/
Memes, Memes, and more Memes. 
#WAKEUPAMERICA
#FACTSMATTER
#SAVEAMERICA
#UNITEDNOTDIVIDED
#WWG1WGA
Q
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#3029 - 2019-03-11 23:30:49 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/BuddhaKatze/status/1105228537190068224
4-6% [brainwashed] will never wake up even when presented w/ FACTS.
https://www.whitehouse.gov/brie�ngs-statements/the-historic-results-of-president-donald-j-trumps-�rst-two-years-in-o�ce/
Q

#3028 - 2019-03-11 23:04:56 (UTC+1)
[RR] deposition week?
[RR] departure thereafter?
[MUELLER] report post deposition of [RR]? 
[MUELLER] sealed indictments installed [DC] prior to [RR] loss of power?
Sealed indictments [DC][blockade last resort] installed post SESSIONS departure & WHITAKER assumption? 
Sealed indictment count [DC] post_SESSIONS departure?
Sealed indictment count [DC] pre_WHITAKER assumption? 
Power of BARR?
Can a sealed indictment be pulled post �ling? 
[MUELLER] report > BARR?
[Bruce Ohr] deposition last week?
[Bruce Ohr] testimony dump thereafter?
[Bruce Ohr] departure thereafter? 
What other dumps are scheduled to occur? 
Think timing.
[Pelosi] pull threat to impeach?
E�ort to prevent DECLAS?
Letter to POTUS from Pelosi/Schumer today?
Subject of the letter?
Was the 'impeachment' threat real?
TALKING POINTS TO SATISFY LOONY LEFT [SHEEP DO NOT THINK FOR THEMSELVES] BASE?
TALKING POINTS MEANT TO 'PROJECT OUTRAGE' ACROSS AMERICA [USING FAKE NEWS BLOW-HORN] TO JUSTIFY FAKE INVESTIGATIONS AND TAKE IN DONO
SUPPORT?
Impeachment requires FACTS.
Impeachment requires 2/3 vote of the SENATE.
PROPAGANDA ARM OF [D] PARTY [FAKE NEWS] IS LOSING CONTROL OF THE NARRATIVE.
THE TRUTH WILL ALWAYS WIN.
TRANSPARENCY & EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER THE LAW.
SAVE AMERICA.
Q

#3027 - 2019-03-11 22:21:36 (UTC+1)
>>5627658
Time in Russia?
[8th]
Do you believe in coincidences? 
Intercepts are revealing.
Q

#3026 - 2019-03-11 22:12:35 (UTC+1)

#3025 - 2019-03-11 05:59:43 (UTC+1)
John Perry Barlow POST January 27, 2018
John Perry Barlow DEAD February 8, 2018.
Reconcile.
This is not a game.
Q

#3024 - 2019-03-11 05:48:58 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/snowden/status/997271424590143488?lang=en
Banking on HRC to win?
You never thought she would lose.
Banking on BRENNAN to bring you home?
You never expected a new DIR to be appointed.
Agency rogue elements still in control of OP? 
No.
GINA (EX_UK_DIV_) open attacks? 
[3uD_hq]
WHAT DO YOU HAVE LEFT TO SELL TO RUSSIA TO RETAIN YOUR SAFETY AND SECURITY?
WELCOME HOME, @SNOWDEN.
Q

#3023 - 2019-03-11 05:31:23 (UTC+1)
>>5617930
Who was Agency DIR from 2012- 2016?
[AGENCY DIR]
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[JOHN PERRY BARLOW]
How did we know (prior to)?
Q

#3022 - 2019-03-11 05:27:15 (UTC+1)
>>5617724
Connect the dots?
@Snowden released code words (NSA_key(s)).
@Snowden travels to RUSSIA.
Shadow Brokers release actual code (NSA_key(s)).
Shadow Brokers ORIG in RUSSIA.
Can you make the connection why @Snowden went to RUSSIA?
Can you make the connection who provided the source code to SHADOW BROKERS?
De�ne 'Spook'.
De�ne 'Shadow'.
Do 'Spooks' hide in the 'Shadows'? 
STAND STRONG, GINA. 
Q

#3021 - 2019-03-11 05:19:05 (UTC+1)
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/12/us/nsa-shadow-brokers.html
@Snowden 
Parades or Restraints? 
[2019]
Q

#3020 - 2019-03-11 05:11:24 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1104460975967592448
Why did @Snowden only attack NSA?
Where did @Snowden work prior to NSA?
Why did @Snowden pick 'RUSSIA' as his SAFE-PLACE?
What events occurred directly after release of NSA_pack(s)?
How do you avoid data privacy laws?
Charter of NSA?
Charter of Agency?
DARPA>LifeLog>FB
De�ne 'Surveillance state'. 
A surveillance state is a country where the government engages in pervasive surveillance of large numbers of its citizens and visitors.
Matters of NAT SEC?
Accepted Reality? 
Why was the NSA targeted?
Why was the Agency protected/sheltered? 
Q

#3019 - 2019-03-11 04:09:20 (UTC+1)
https://www.nsa.gov/News-Features/News-Stories/Article-View/Article/1624713/may-2018-puzzle-periodical-shall-we-play-a-game-computer-tic-tac-toe/ 
Shall We Play A Game?
How many Tweets has POTUS 'forwarded' in the past 12-hours?
Primary topic(s)? 
March Madness.
Do you have your [ ] �lled in?
Q

#3018 - 2019-03-10 06:11:01 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/hrtablaze/status/1104437148864798720
The Great Awakening.
Attempts to DIVIDE will FAIL.
Patriots have no skin color.
Q

#3017 - 2019-03-10 04:21:55 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/staceydash/status/1103407322640969728
The Great Awakening.
Attempts to DIVIDE will FAIL.
Patriots have no skin color.
Q

#3016 - 2019-03-10 03:34:28 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SaraCarterDC/status/1104563370710192129
The real reason they want OPEN BORDERS.
Follow the MAPS.
ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS FIRST.
AMERICANS LAST.
THEY ARE AFRAID OF LOSING POWER [FOREVER].
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THEY SHOULD BE.
WELCOME TO THE [D] PARTY.
Q

#3015 - 2019-03-10 02:01:31 (UTC+1)
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/it-exists-doj-�nds-letter-ordering-scrutiny-of-uranium-one-hillary-clinton/ar-BBUzHJZ?ocid=st
"It strains credulity to believe that the Justice Department didn't know about this letter when they swore under penalty of perjury that it didn't exist-you don
forget about a formal directive to investigate Hillary Clinton signed by Je� Sessions," he added.
"The fact that they only 'found' it the same week Matthew Whitaker was heading for the exit makes it hard to see DOJ's previous denial as anything but a de
attempt to conceal......."
"Sessions and Whitaker shouldn't escape accountability by skipping town." - SCARAMUCCI MODEL?
How do you keep a secret?
How do you prevent leaks?
Q

#3014 - 2019-03-10 01:36:19 (UTC+1)
>>5596800
Anons understand now why we've been targeted daily by the FAKE NEWS media and SHILLS? 
TODAY THEY ARE LEARNING THE TRUTH.
You have been prepared for what is about to take place. 
DARK TO LIGHT.
ENJOY THE SHOW!
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3013 - 2019-03-10 01:33:45 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/thedailybeast/status/1104471937869365255
Exclusive?
1.5 years behind Anons.
Q

#3012 - 2019-03-10 01:30:35 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/GeorgePapa19/status/1104516087981457410
Patriots stand at the ready, and prepared, for what is about to come.
THE GREAT AWAKENING!
Q

#3011 - 2019-03-10 01:16:00 (UTC+1)
Sealed > Unsealed.
Indictments coming.
Q

#3010 - 2019-03-10 00:35:12 (UTC+1)
IT'S ABOUT TO HAPPEN.
BE VIGILANT.
Q

#3009 - 2019-03-10 00:29:03 (UTC+1)
>>5594529

#3008 - 2019-03-10 00:24:57 (UTC+1)
>>5594428
Statistically impossible? 
Q

#3007 - 2019-03-10 00:17:45 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SaraCarterDC/status/1104373637036032000
De�ne 'Protection'.
Q

#3006 - 2019-03-10 00:12:57 (UTC+1)
Nellie Ohr > C_A?
There are others within the FBI/DOJ linked to the C_A.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/when-ex-spies-go-rogue-by-becoming-lawmakers/2019/01/01/9890c4da-095c-11e9-a3f0-71c95106d96a_story.html?
noredirect=on&utm_term=.df98c57998eb
What access does a House member have?
What access does a House Committee member have? 
Think [Brennan] spy campaign > US SENATE
What happens when the C_A targets [spy insertion] the Executive, House, Senate, DOJ, FBI, State, etc branches of the UNITED STATES GOV? 
How many so-called 'former' C_A agents ran for House elections in 2018?
What party?
[D]
What happens when the C_A targets [spy + tech insertion] of GOOG, FB [LifeLog], Twitter, etc etc? 
https://www.foxnews.com/tech/mark-zuckerbergs-conference-room-has-a-secret-panic-chute-report-says
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What happens when people wake up to the fact that FB is a cover for LifeLog [DARPA]?
What happens when people discover all RT data [inputs + listening/camera/GPS meta] is being harvested and made accessible to Langley? 
Charter of the NSA? DOMESTIC + FOREIGN?
Charter of the C_A? FOREIGN (NOT DOMESTIC (FORBID LAW))
Why is the C_A conducting an active umbrella collection campaign [stringer tangents to 9] against all US citizens through LifeLog [FB] absorb/tan targeting? 
Bypass data encryption on phone/tablet etc?
Primary focus on elected o�cials? 
Primary focus on elected o�cials in key sub committees? 
Can activation occur of 'recording' local on device pre SCIF entry? 
No logs.
No keys.
Ghost in-Ghost out.
People only engage security (+ escape vehicles) when they have something very serious to FEAR.
What is that FEAR for MZ? 
Q

#3005 - 2019-03-09 23:54:02 (UTC+1)
The President of the United States told you who authorized the targeting.
Q

#3004 - 2019-03-09 23:50:16 (UTC+1)
[1]
https://twitter.com/paulsperry_/status/1102625638245122048
SESSIONS' Senate vote?
52-47
[RR] Senate vote?
94-6
Do you target your enemies or your allies? 
Why was SESSIONS targeted?
Who appointed HUBER?
Who had DIRECT OS over HUBER?
DAG also listed for optics?
WHO REALLY HAD DIRECT OS OVER HUBER?
NO_LEAKS
NONE
Who FIRED/REMOVED the traitors within the FBI/DOJ?
Do you believe the timing is a coincidence? 
[2]
https://twitter.com/USAttyHuber/status/1104104287905275904
>clear vision for the @DOJ
>hold o�enders accountable
>advance the rule of law.
Do you believe the timing is a coincidence?
[3]
https://twitter.com/2020Republicans/status/1104424668138749957
Do you believe the timing is a coincidence?
[4]
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/5764382-AO-DOJ-HuberDirective.html#document/p3/a485908
Do you believe the timing is a coincidence?
[-21]
Q

#3003 - 2019-03-08 05:45:10 (UTC+1)
http://www.bing.com/news/search?q=facebook&qft=interval%3d%227%22&form=PTFTNR
[Parts 3-9 coming soon]
Q

#3002 - 2019-03-08 05:28:54 (UTC+1)
We stand TOGETHER in this FIGHT.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#3001 - 2019-03-08 05:21:40 (UTC+1)
https://www.scribd.com/document/401345263/Log-to-Ag-Barr-03-07-2019-Fisa#from_embed
House > Senate
Q

#3000 - 2019-03-08 05:14:19 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Davidwmiller91/status/1103826672762146817
Keep the calendar up-to-date, Patriot. 
Check o� and log.
Future proves past.
Q
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#2999 - 2019-03-08 05:07:53 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SenBlumenthal/status/1103710332994887682
Glimpse of something much bigger to come?
Actions have consequences. 
Remember, it goes both ways.
Nobody is safe.
Leak was plugged.
Q

#2998 - 2019-03-08 04:59:58 (UTC+1)
>>5565314 (/pb)
Something you should explore further.
Impressive, most impressive.
Q

#2997 - 2019-03-07 08:32:30 (UTC+1)
https://thechive.com/2012/03/08/something-is-rotten-in-the-denver-airport-25-photos/
Q

#2996 - 2019-03-07 08:07:05 (UTC+1)
>>5552800
Other articles prior to posts.
Privacy push to cover for past/future 'exposure' issue re: data release non_marketing.
There is no privacy.
There is no way to turn o� (even through app deletion) their ability to extract info.
How is that possible for a 'supposed' non_gov entity? 
Phone co's involved?
Phone_wipe resolve?
Q

#2995 - 2019-03-07 07:41:31 (UTC+1)
>>5551830
Trying to get ahead of something?
What a coincidence.
Q

#2994 - 2019-03-07 06:34:41 (UTC+1)
PEOPLE ARE PAWNS IN THEIR SICK GAME OF GLOBAL DOMINATION. 
PEOPLE ARE DIVIDED TO PREVENT A RISING OF THE PEOPLE.
PEOPLE ARE DIVIDED AND TAUGHT TO FIGHT THEMSELVES INSTEAD OF THE RULING CLASS.
RACE VS RACE
RELIGION VS RELIGION
POLITICAL VS POLITICAL 
CLASS VS CLASS
SEX VS SEX
WHEN YOU ARE DIVIDED, YOU ARE WEAK.
WHEN YOU ARE WEAK, YOU HAVE NO POWER.
WHEN YOU HAVE NO POWER, YOU HAVE NO CONTROL.
STAY STRONG, PATRIOTS.
STAY UNITED, NOT DIVIDED.
YOU ARE WHAT MATTERS.
YOU, AWAKE, IS THEIR GREATEST FEAR. 
Q

#2993 - 2019-03-07 06:23:50 (UTC+1)
https://www.iqt.org/our-history/
Why did @Snowden only engage and attack the NSA?
If @Snowden really cared about privacy/citizenship awareness, why didn't he expose the C_A's main programs?
@Snowden was priv to DARPA, IQT, and NSA SURV / COV programs.
Why did @Snowden only focus on NSA?
Where did @Snowden work prior to NSA?
ASK YOURSELF A VERY SIMPLE QUESTION, WOULD YOU RELEASE (GO LIVE) TO THE PUBLIC ACROSS THE MEDIA ALL HIGHLY CLASSIFIED MATERIAL (NSA)
...............PRIOR TO..............GETTING TO YOUR END DESTINATION?
OR, WOULD YOU LOGICALLY TRAVEL TO YOUR END DESTINATION, THEN RELEASE PUBLICLY?
WAS RUSSIA THE PLANNED LOCATION?
WHY RUSSIA?
WHY DID CHINA (HKG) LET HIM OUT OF THE COUNTRY?
WAS THERE A 'RED' SECURITY ALERT PUT OUT TO PREVENT PASSPORT TRAVEL ACROSS ALL NATIONS?
WHY DID CHINA GRANT ACCESS TO TRAVEL W/ THE BLOCK IN PLACE?
WHY RUSSIA?
RUSSIA RUSSIA RUSSIA
Q

#2992 - 2019-03-07 06:16:14 (UTC+1)
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https://qz.com/1145669/googles-true-origin-partly-lies-in-cia-and-nsa-research-grants-for-mass-surveillance/
[DARPA>GOOG]
Re-review past drops. 
Major steps underway to challenge these control pockets.
Q

#2991 - 2019-03-07 06:09:07 (UTC+1)
>>5550786
[2 of 9] complete.
Q

#2990 - 2019-03-07 06:07:30 (UTC+1)
>>5550547
Expand your thinking.
If covertly operated [data accessible to project designators] would they attempt to prevent any type of GOV regulations from being imposed? 
Expand your thinking further.
Why was MZ chosen as CEO (public �gure) tasked to expand growth? 
Family tree of MZ?
Who is the wife of MZ?
Family tree of wife? 
Why won't CHINA allow FB?
Situational awareness?
Do they know it's an individual collection asset program being covertly operated by the C_A?
Do they know it's been expanded to tap into the microphone of any device for listening and bulk data collection?
Do they know it's been expanded to tap into the GPS router of the device for RT tracking?
Do they know it's been expanded to tap into the camera function of the device in order to view/record all target designators? 
Q

#2989 - 2019-03-07 05:58:23 (UTC+1)
Logical thinking.
Did DARPA complete build/code (tax-payer funded) 'LifeLog' program?
After completion, was there fear the public wouldn't accept the adoption if known it was DoD/C_A backed? 
Do you believe people would join a platform knowing it was under the control of the C_A and FED GOV?
No.
How do you lure the masses into entering all their personal info and private messages (i.e. their LIFE LOG) onto a new platform?
Do you make it cool?
How did FB 'supposedly' start and launch?
Ivy league only?
Develop a trend and/or following?
How do you keep the project running w/o 'public' taxpayer funds? [DoD reported LifeLog was TERMINATED to Congress/Senate OS]
De�ne 'Black Budget'. 
Did HWOOD push?
Do people follow the 'stars'? 
Competitors systematically attacked (myspace) to prevent comp?
THE LARGEST 'COLLECTIVE' SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORM IN THE WORLD (BILLIONS LOGGED) IS OWNED AND OPERATED (COVERTLY) BY THE CENTRAL INTELLIG
AGENCY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
The More You Know.
Q

#2988 - 2019-03-07 05:38:12 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/amyboo69/status/1103512061693161472
De�ne 'Lifelog' [DARPA].
"an ontology-based (sub)system that captures, stores, and makes accessible the �ow of one person's experience in and interactions with the world in order 
support a broad spectrum of associates/assistants and other system capabilities". The objective of the LifeLog concept was "to be able to trace the 'threads'
individual's life in terms of events, states, and relationships", and it has the ability to "take in all of a subject's experience, from phone numbers dialed and e
messages viewed to every breath taken, step made and place gone".
De�ne 'FB'.
The Facebook service can be accessed from devices with Internet connectivity, such as personal computers, tablets and smartphones. After registering, use
create a customized pro�le revealing information about themselves. Users can post text, photos and multimedia of their own devising and share it with oth
"friends". Users can use various embedded apps, and receive noti�cations of their friends' activities. Users may join common-interest groups.
Compare & Contrast.
DARPA senior employees > FB?
DARPA TERMINATES PROGRAM FEB 4, 2004.
FB FOUNDED FEB 4, 2004. 
DARPA = FB
Q

#2987 - 2019-03-07 05:13:37 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B5T7Gr5oJbM
Never, in our history, has a communications project such as this taken place. 
>Return Power Back to the People
>Truth, Transparency, and Equal Justice Under the Law.
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men (& women) are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, th
these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. - That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men (& Women), deriving their just pow
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the consent of the governed, - That whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish
institute new Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to e�ect their S
Happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that Governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and accordingly all expe
hath shewn that mankind are more disposed to su�er, while evils are su�erable than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accusto
when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their righ
their duty, to throw o� such Government, and to provide new Guards for their future security. - 
"Freedom is never more than one generation away from extinction. We didn't pass it to our children in the bloodstream. It must be fought for, protected, an
on for them to do the same." - Reagan
United We Stand.
July 4, 2019.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#2986 - 2019-03-07 02:05:15 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/michaelbeatty3/status/1103434110310146048
We hear his source(s) are 'very' credible.
Q

#2985 - 2019-03-06 23:55:03 (UTC+1)

#2984 - 2019-03-06 23:54:18 (UTC+1)
FB RETURNING TO THE NEWS.
LIFELOG (DARPA) ENDS > FB BEGINS
LIFELOG (DARPA) TEAM TRANSFER > FB
WHAT (DARPA) TEAM MEMBERS PAST/PRESENT WORK FOR FB?
WHAT DIVISIONS?
LOCATE (3) PUBLIC.
(9) TOTAL (6_NON PUB).
BUILDING 8 EXPOSED (HERE) WHEN?
[4-11-18]
*THINK SCRAMBLE [OFFLINE SCRUB] POST XBOX/PS CHAT LOGS DROP* 
[MS SHUTDOWN IMMEDIATELY POST DROP]
BUILDING 8 NEWS RELEASE "RESTRUCTURING BUILDING 8" RELEASE?
[12-14-18] > RIP
https://techcrunch.com/2018/12/14/facebook-restructures-building-8-separating-projects-into-reality-labs-and-portal-groups/
RIP = FALSE
REORG = TRUE
CHINA-CHINA-CHINA
CHINA-CHINA-CHINA
[OPEN ACCESS - PAY FOR PLAY]
LAWS WHICH PREVENT C_A OPERATIONS INSIDE HOMELAND?
BULK DATA COLLECTION_NSA_HOMELAND?
BULK DATA COLLECTION_C_A_HOMELAND?
HOW DOES THE C_A AVOID LAW TRIGGER RE: UMBRELLA_SPY_HOMELAND?
FACEBOOK [CHINA_BUILDING 8]
GOOGLE [CHINA_DRAGONFLY]
TWITTER [US_LEG_TRACK]
FACEBOOK TRACK USER GPS, VOICE & TEXT?
GOOGLE TRACK USER GPS, VOICE & TEXT?
TWITTER TRACK USER GPS?
[PHONE_PAD_MICROPHONE_ALGO_EMBED]
ALL FOR MARKETING PURPOSES AS PUBLICLY DISCLOSED?
WHO HAS ACCESS TO BULK TRACK DATA?
WHO HAS ACCESS TO BULK DATA?
IF NSA HAS ABILITY TO 'ABSORB' DATA STREAM UT IN-HOUSE TOOLS, DOES C_A HAVE ABILITY TO 'COLLECT' DATA STREAM FROM 'FUNDED''NETWORKED' O
[BIG TECH]?
OFFSHOOTS NECESSARY TO AVOID C_A BREACH OF US DOMESTIC LAW?
AMAZON SERVER/CLOUD CONTRACT?
AMAZON_SERVER/CLOUD_ROUTE_DATA 1-99 DOMESTIC?
C_A TASKED W/ GATHERING AND ANALYZING INFO ON FOREIGN GOVS + INDIVS? SIGINT - COV
NSA TASKED W/ GATHERING AND ANALYZING INFO ON A GLOBAL SCALE (INCLUDING DOMESTIC)? SIGINT - COV
WHAT FORMER US PRESIDENT WAS C_A DIRECTOR?
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/25241/george-h-w-bush-saved-the-cia
THINK C_A [BRENNAN] AUTH SPY CAMPAIGN US SENATE UNDER HUSSEIN.
THINK C_A INSTALL CAMPAIGN US HOUSE & SENATE INFILTRATION.
[PART 1 OF 9]
Q

#2983 - 2019-03-06 18:00:12 (UTC+1)
>>5538127
Why is POTUS pushing for TERM LIMITS?
TIME = CORRUPTION.
Q
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#2982 - 2019-03-06 17:58:00 (UTC+1)
FREEDOM OF THOUGHT WILL NOT ONLY SAVE YOU, BUT IT WILL SAVE THE WORLD. 
THE DAYS OF FAKE NEWS [CONTROL OF NARRATIVE] [BRAINWASHING] ARE OVER.
ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE.
THE GREAT AWAKENING.
Q

#2981 - 2019-03-06 17:47:05 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SaraCarterDC/status/1103334659537203200
But, they [D's] already know, they just LIE [DISHONEST].
https://twitter.com/therealcornett/status/1102665191890866177
Welcome to the [D] party CON.
Q

#2980 - 2019-03-06 17:13:22 (UTC+1)
https://nypost.com/2018/11/28/trump-threatens-to-declassify-devastating-docs-about-democrats/
Read carefully knowing what you know now.
Predictable?
Moves & Countermoves.
Death Blossom.
Q

#2979 - 2019-03-05 23:45:25 (UTC+1)
>>5525463
Kansas.
Q

#2978 - 2019-03-05 23:39:25 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Sun_Q_Tzu/status/1103061455337861120
Good catch, Patriot!
A puzzle within a puzzle.
Red/Green?
Magic swords?
NSA humor.
Q

#2977 - 2019-03-05 23:19:33 (UTC+1)
>>5524789
'X' also grew up watching 'Thundercats' so....
Q

#2976 - 2019-03-05 23:15:45 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/NSAGov/status/1103051978320564230
Sometimes you need a little humor.
Look familiar? 
Q

#2975 - 2019-03-05 22:43:06 (UTC+1)
Every barrel has a bad apple.
But, in this case, bad apples do not spoil the bunch.
The core is what counts.
The SWAMP is EVERYWHERE.
Q

#2974 - 2019-03-05 22:38:17 (UTC+1)
>>5523830
"Fire."
Q

#2973 - 2019-03-05 22:36:33 (UTC+1)
"Meet IG"
Huber interview re: 
"They range from domestic terrorism to court-authorized wiretaps of criminal organizations to child pedophiles and those who would exploit our children. C
aliens. Big fraud schemes." 
Do you think the above is UT related? 
Crumbs are being dropped and missed.
Think scope.
Q

#2972 - 2019-03-05 22:34:22 (UTC+1)
>>5523731
Coincidence post stringers dropped last night?
[-48]
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Watch the news.
Q

#2971 - 2019-03-05 22:26:29 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Uncle_Jimbo/status/1102922529084239872
Listen carefully ref re: proof v evidence.
[D] party con.
De�ne 'evidence'.
noun
1. the available body of facts or information indicating whether a belief or proposition is true or valid.
"the study �nds little evidence of overt discrimination"
synonyms: [proof], con�rmation, veri�cation, substantiation, corroboration, a�rmation, authentication, attestation, documentation; De�ne 'proof'.
noun
1. [evidence] or argument establishing or helping to establish a fact or the truth of a statement.
"you will be asked to give proof of your identity"
synonyms: evidence, veri�cation, corroboration, authentication, con�rmation, certi�cation, validation, attestation, demonstration, substantiation, witness, te
PROOF = EVIDENCE?
Listen to the clip again re: proof & evidence.
De�ne 'brainwashing'.
The TRUTH is RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOU.
Think for yourself!
Q

#2970 - 2019-03-05 22:03:17 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/toddpenley/status/1103035619863719936
Sometimes reading between the lines provides......
"Meet IG"
Q

#2969 - 2019-03-05 02:04:32 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SaraCarterDC/status/1102705823829102592
Q

#2968 - 2019-03-05 01:57:30 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxbusiness.com/technology/google-continues-work-on-controversial-china-search-engine-report
https://theintercept.com/2019/03/04/google-ongoing-project-dragon�y/
Did the �re in China cause GOOG to continue work from CA? 
Those awake can see clearly. 
Q

#2967 - 2019-03-05 01:01:09 (UTC+1)
Public comms prevent.
Switch private_reg_C.
FS on incoming.
Q

#2966 - 2019-03-05 00:59:57 (UTC+1)
Battery A_roof 1A.
Battery F_ground 9G.
Active_commence 
Track report (2)
Track con�rm (2)
[-48] Dark.
Q

#2965 - 2019-03-05 00:57:12 (UTC+1)
Dark pattern active.
[-48]
LMT_NO_NONS.
Q

#2964 - 2019-03-05 00:55:52 (UTC+1)
>>5508196
CLEAR ALL NONS.
[-48]
Q

#2963 - 2019-03-05 00:54:45 (UTC+1)
>>5508181
MGL_change_route_under
Assist P_193
Q

#2962 - 2019-03-05 00:54:04 (UTC+1)
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Protect_MGL
SJAH_X-830198374 [-48]
D Fire_Good
Location assist_Good
Q

#2961 - 2019-03-04 22:13:05 (UTC+1)
>>5505069 (/pb)
Is there a bene�t (think public optics) to allowing your enemy to open the front door?
'War-like' Posture Activated?
Thank you for playing.
Q

#2960 - 2019-03-04 22:04:32 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QEC1oVjH_vU
Promises made.
Promises kept.
Q

#2959 - 2019-03-04 21:39:34 (UTC+1)
Hussein gave the order to start the spy campaign. 
It was logged o�cially 2x.
1x - Domestic.
1x - Foreign.
FISC judge WH meeting?
WH visitor logs are important. 
Hussein library CLAS doc move?
Attempt to shelter/protect?
Who has AUTH to obtain?
The More You Know.
Q

#2958 - 2019-03-04 21:14:57 (UTC+1)
>>5503585
De�ne 'backchannel'. 
Q

#2957 - 2019-03-04 21:08:32 (UTC+1)
>>5503398
'Scaramucci model'.
'TEMP' hire by design.
Shadow to Sessions by design.
Public will become aware > doc dump.
Q

#2956 - 2019-03-04 21:00:00 (UTC+1)
>>5503240
Departure from the DOJ doesn't mean he's not on the team and still in the game (or, by our analogy, an actor in the movie).
Q

#2955 - 2019-03-04 20:57:21 (UTC+1)
>>5502835
You have a short memory, Anon.
He did remain on and in a senior role as stated by the DOJ.
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/02/15/whitaker-justice-department-attorney-general-counselor-1172109
Duration stated?
Why are key positions always interchanging? 
Logical thinking by oneself clari�es easy-to-answer questions.
Q

#2954 - 2019-03-04 05:05:03 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QR1NnBA4HMI&feature=youtu.be
The Great Awakening.
Q

#2953 - 2019-03-04 03:26:45 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/marklevinshow/status/1102341867537133568
On the schedule.
Q

#2952 - 2019-03-04 02:37:01 (UTC+1)
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6009535459001/#sp=show-clips
Q
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#2951 - 2019-03-04 01:44:08 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/billslater/status/1102368049716436995
Q

#2950 - 2019-03-04 01:22:24 (UTC+1)
>>5489943
You are the news now.
Q

#2949 - 2019-03-04 01:21:39 (UTC+1)
>>5489783
The power of the People.
Tweet deleted. 
Q

#2948 - 2019-03-04 01:18:49 (UTC+1)
>>5489614 (/pb)
[7] seconds?
We are getting closer to 0:00:00.
How is that possible?
Close proximity? 
Q

#2947 - 2019-03-04 01:11:23 (UTC+1)
>>5489637
At what point is it statistically impossible? 
Q

#2946 - 2019-03-04 01:02:46 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/MeetThePress/status/1102345043501858816
"Enormous evidence."
Q

#2945 - 2019-03-04 00:48:35 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/tedlieu
You should update your T-banner pic to properly re�ect the crowd size when the event actually started.
Have you ever witnessed a public all-out attack by the opposition party against the President of the United States?
Those who would normally hide in the shadows are forced into the LIGHT.
P-A-N-I-C
Patriots in Control.
Q

#2944 - 2019-03-04 00:29:07 (UTC+1)
>>5488642
Con�rmed.
Q

#2943 - 2019-03-04 00:17:55 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/tedlieu/status/1102265163107971077
More statements made (evidence) without presenting facts. 
If 'evidence' exists(ed), under 'broad' scope #1, would Mueller have the auth to pursue?
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/�le/967231/download
The Special Counsel is authorized to conduct the investigation con�nned by then-FBI Director James 8. Corney in testimony before the House Permanent Se
Committee on Intelligence on March 20, 2017, including:
(i) any links and/or coordination between the Russian government and individuals associated with the campaign of President Donald Trump; and
(ii) any matters that arose or may arise directly from the investigation; and
(iii) any other matters within the scope of 28 C.F.R. � 600.4(a).
Because no evidence exists(ed) and/or was found by SC/Mueller, was scope #2 enacted in an attempt to go outside of the 'intended engagement'?
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/4429989-Rod-Rosenstein-memo-outlining-scope-of-Mueller.html
Why is scope #2 classi�ed only to AG/DAG and a select few others (read at terminal only)?
If 'evidence' exists(ed), why did R+D members of the Senate conclude NO DIRECT EVIDENCE EXISTS ..............?
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/congress/senate-has-uncovered-no-direct-evidence-conspiracy-between-trump-campaign-n970536
If 'evidence' exists(ed), as per your statement released today, again, why did the SENATE (R's + D's) JUST CONCLUDE NO EVIDENCE EXISTS? 
When will Americans wake up to the [D] party con that is continually pushed without facts, without support, and supported and further pushed by the medi
the [D] party [FAKE NEWS MEDIA]?
Reading the comments on these Tweets further demonstrates the seriousness of media brainwashing in our Country whereby statements are considered fa
need to provide proof.
Group-Think.
Control of the Narrative.
If enough people state the same thing w/o providing evidence and/or support does it become FACTUAL to those caught in the loop?
NATIONAL CRISIS.
Q

#2942 - 2019-03-03 23:59:38 (UTC+1)
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https://www.foxnews.com/politics/hillary-clinton-says-country-is-in-full-�edged-crisis-during-speech-in-selma-to-mark-bloody-sunday
Full-scale attack.
March Madness.
Prepare.
Q

#2941 - 2019-03-03 22:21:19 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/tedlieu/status/1102227809341181953
Read the comments. 
Those still asleep buying the 'narrow' scope 'new narrative' shift.
If the scope memo was never unclassi�ed (v2) how do D's make this statement? 
#FactsMatter
Q

#2940 - 2019-03-03 21:57:33 (UTC+1)
>>5486062
Thank you, Anon.
Note: Not all are USA v. [ ]
Nothing to see here.
Q

#2939 - 2019-03-03 21:31:28 (UTC+1)
https://www.abc4.com/news/local-news/prosecuting-major-criminals-behind-the-badge-with-utah-s-us-attorneys/1813060694
Sometimes reading between the lines provides... 
"Huber says every one of the prosecutors is already handling about twenty cases."
"They range from domestic terrorism to court-authorized wiretaps of criminal organizations to child pedophiles and those who would exploit our children. C
aliens. Big fraud schemes." 
Q

#2938 - 2019-03-03 20:55:55 (UTC+1)
Ask yourself a very simple, logical, question. 
What is a FISA warrant/application?
Is it a highly con�dential [safeguarded] product of the UNITED STATES GOV?
If a product of the US GOV _ how did UK/AUS know what was listed inside of the package?
Think call to POTUS to prevent DECLAS [sources & methods].
If the US GOV requests UK/AUS [+2] to spy [+ campaign insertion] on an AMERICAN PRESIDENTIAL PRE_NOMINEE + POTUS ELECT, is there a CHAIN OF COM
APPROVE such AUTH?
Paper trail of the CHAIN OF COMMAND & umbrella spy metadata? 
If not tasked & targeted under FVEY - what legal authority existed to engage the targeting? 
Think Nunes' statement "not through normal collection, gathering, and reporting/oversight re: (FVEY)."
Did the dossier provide the 'bulk data' anchor for the spy campaign? 
What entity paid for the 'research' dossier?
Opposition candidate?
What US Ally completed the collection of false data?
Why was it important to use sources within the UK vs. US? 
How do you circumvent US LAW?
What other 'anchors' were provided to FISC in order to gain the warrant? [DECLAS will show].
Was the 'other' data (collection/process) worse than the dossier? 
Why didn't FISC require 'in room' presentations of the data prior to 'sign o�'? 
Who signed apps 1-4?
Who traveled to UK/AUS post election of POTUS?
Why were SECURITY PRIV removed from select 'formerly active' individuals?
Treason-Sedition-Corruption at the highest levels of GOV (WW).
How do you repair a bridge without closing it down?
Q

#2937 - 2019-03-03 20:27:22 (UTC+1)
Why have there been no arrests?
Why have 'speci�c' dates been mentioned only to see no action?
De�ne 'game theory'.
Why must disinformation be provided?
De�ne 'open source'.
De�ne 'public purview'. 
Do we let our enemies walk through the front door?
De�ne 'plausible deniability'. 
Why was it important to FIRST clean house within the FBI & DOJ (public info)?
Why was it important to FIRST clean house within other ABC agencies (non_public info)?
What are the duties of the FBI?
What are the duties of the DOJ?
When does MIL INTEL have jurisdiction? 
What vested powers does POTUS have re: MIL INTEL vs. ABC agencies re: matters of NAT SEC (HOMELAND)?
Think 'umbrella surv'.
What agency does the FBI report to? 
What is the role of the AG?
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Does the AG oversee the �ring of FBI & DOJ senior/mid/lower sta�?
How many FBI & DOJ were FIRED/FORCED?
Does 'Russia' recusal prevent/block AG from this responsibility? 
What time period did this occur? 
Who appointed and tasked HUBER?
Who appointed and tasked the OIG?
Who was AG?
[zero leaks - none]
Transfer from AG1 to AG2?
Why might that be important? 
How do you avoid 'politically motivated/attack - obstruction - attempt to block/obstruct Mueller'?
Optics are important.
When are optics not important?
Think Whitaker. 
De�ne 'stage set'. 
Who recently walked 'on stage' to take command?
What 'stage' experience did this person have?
Think Bill Clinton impeachment.
Has the 'stage' been cleaned & cleared for the next performance? 
If the 'stage' is clean, can the performance begin?
How might 'transparency' [DECLAS] �t into the dialogue?
De�ne 'thesis' statement.
What bene�t(s) does this provide BARR?
"This is not simply another four-year election. This is a crossroads in the history of our civilization that will determine whether or not we, the people, reclaim
over our government." - POTUS 
Logical thinking.
Q

#2936 - 2019-03-03 19:52:38 (UTC+1)
At what stage in the game do you play the TRUMP card?
Q

#2935 - 2019-03-03 19:50:20 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/nadler-announces-sweeping-document-requests-declares-trump-obstructed-justice
When the original 'insurance' policy expires [MUELLER] and you must attempt to 'protect' those in harms way by re_applying BLOCKADE + maintain leftist ha
FAKE NEWS narrative you...........
Q

#2934 - 2019-03-03 07:24:17 (UTC+1)
WE STAND TOGETHER.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#2933 - 2019-03-03 07:17:43 (UTC+1)
>>5477001

#2932 - 2019-03-03 07:11:27 (UTC+1)
>>5477029
Roger that, Anon.
Mass distribution of message creates the need to correct.
Q

#2931 - 2019-03-03 07:10:02 (UTC+1)
>>5477043
Think formation of the Freedom Caucus. 
Think Freedom Caucus today.
Think Jim Jordan.
Think Mark Meadows.
.............
Q

#2930 - 2019-03-03 07:07:32 (UTC+1)
Important to Remember:
POTUS already ordered the DECLAS (per Q-proof Sep 17).
He's awaiting the DOJ IG (now Barr + OIG) to proceed w/ the order. 
Optics are important.
Delay by design post order to DECLAS?
Tactics?
Bene�ts?
[RR]
[Ohr]
Q

#2929 - 2019-03-03 07:02:09 (UTC+1)
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>>5476642
Correction: 
Could not have been taken post_2016.
Think 2015.
Long day.
Q

#2928 - 2019-03-03 06:59:26 (UTC+1)
>>5476681

#2927 - 2019-03-03 06:58:40 (UTC+1)
>>5476676
POTUS formally announced his candidacy on June 16, 2015.
Why did the HRC campaign actively work to push POTUS as the 'right' candidate for GOP? 
Why did the HRC campaign publicly attack POTUS' opponents? 
Why did the HRC campaign want POTUS to be the nominee? 
Did the FAKE NEWS play along?
Think pre_nominee. 
What 'set up' 'insurance' �le was created 'assuming POTUS would become the nominee?
POTUS 1.
CRUZ 2. 
Was CRUZ the target of a separate illegal spy campaign? 
Q

#2926 - 2019-03-03 06:48:26 (UTC+1)
>>5476615
Physical landscape +/- 'proves' it could not have been taken pre_2016. 
OP active pre_announcement.
Intel awareness pre_2016.
Q

#2925 - 2019-03-03 06:40:38 (UTC+1)
>>5476474

#2924 - 2019-03-03 06:40:00 (UTC+1)
>>5476450

#2923 - 2019-03-03 06:38:56 (UTC+1)
>>5476441

#2922 - 2019-03-03 06:37:28 (UTC+1)
>>5476411

#2921 - 2019-03-03 06:36:27 (UTC+1)
>>5476370

#2920 - 2019-03-03 06:34:58 (UTC+1)
>>5476324

#2919 - 2019-03-03 06:31:19 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/GeorgePapa19/status/1101927377691500544
RAT BAIT.
Stay in the LIGHT.
Q

#2918 - 2019-03-03 02:22:29 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JOUFsCS7xYE
Sometimes it takes a 'roast' in order to be able to speak the TRUTH and get away w/ it. 
[Selected Samples]
[13:45] - Deception 
[14:05] - Pretending not to hate Catholics 
[14:40] - Haiti
Symbolism will be their downfall. 
Q

#2917 - 2019-03-03 02:02:57 (UTC+1)
>>5471677
The 'real' racist.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsESl9kJ2OE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FjuNTBuE9qE
FAKE NEWS coverage?
Pure evil.
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#WakeUpAmerica
Q

#2916 - 2019-03-03 01:43:52 (UTC+1)
>>5471283 (/pb)
We are far beyond statistical analysis at this stage.
Q

#2915 - 2019-03-03 01:34:29 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton
Your T-banner is appropriate and �ts you well.
Q

#2914 - 2019-03-03 01:30:07 (UTC+1)
Emphasis on mistakes not corrected.
"Time to start looking at the other side where real crimes were committed." - POTUS
Time to reveal our insurance policy?
TRUTH always wins.
Q

#2913 - 2019-03-02 21:54:51 (UTC+1)
The clock is ticking.
If we are merely a so-called conspiracy (FAKE NEWS NARRATIVE), why the daily attacks by the biggest media co's in the world (attempt to control)?
You are the news now.
Q

#2912 - 2019-03-01 18:55:43 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1101472084730003457
"Oh' I see! Now that the 2 year Russian Collusion case has fallen apart, there was no Collusion except [bye] Crooked Hillary and the Democrats, they say, "ge
an idea, let's look at Trump's �nances and every deal he has ever done. Let's follow discredited Michael Cohen....."
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1101473899357880321
"...and the fraudulent and dishonest statements he made on Wednesday. No way, it's time to stop this corrupt and illegally brought Witch Hunt. [Time to sta
at the other side where real crimes were committed]. Republicans have been [abused long enough]. Must end now!"
Carpet bombs are ok.
Tactical nukes are better.
[-21][-20][-19][-18]..........
Q

#2911 - 2019-02-27 06:03:26 (UTC+1)
Test 10
Q

#2910 - 2019-02-27 06:03:22 (UTC+1)
Test 12
Q

#2909 - 2019-02-27 06:03:22 (UTC+1)
Test 11
Q

#2908 - 2019-02-27 05:59:12 (UTC+1)
Test 8
Q

#2907 - 2019-02-27 05:58:55 (UTC+1)
Test 7
Q

#2906 - 2019-02-27 05:33:28 (UTC+1)
>>5407826
Anons have the originals?
How is that possible?
Test 6
Q

#2905 - 2019-02-27 04:54:56 (UTC+1)
>>5406506
Test 5
Q

#2904 - 2019-02-27 00:56:40 (UTC+1)
The Armor of God
Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power. Put on the full armor of God, so that you can take your stand against the devil's schemes. For our stru
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against �esh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the hea
realms. Therefore put on the full armor of God, so that when the day of evil comes, you may be able to stand your ground, and after you have done everyth
stand. Stand �rm then, with the belt of truth buckled around your waist, with the breastplate of righteousness in place, and with your feet �tted with the rea
that comes from the gospel of peace. In addition to all this, take up the shield of faith, with which you can extinguish all the �aming arrows of the evil one. T
helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God. And pray in the Spirit on all occasions with all kinds of prayers and requests. With 
mind, be alert and always keep on praying for all the Lord's people.
Q

#2903 - 2019-02-27 00:49:44 (UTC+1)
>>5401939
It's going to be HISTORIC!
Planned long ago.
[-21]
Within the next 21 days BIG BIG BIG HAPPENINGS are going to take place.
Q

#2902 - 2019-02-26 22:16:29 (UTC+1)
When the real TRUTH re: Russian collusion is right in front of you but the FAKE NEWS media prevents public awareness.
Conformity and Behavior.
Q

#2901 - 2019-02-26 22:04:55 (UTC+1)
[INTERNAL CIVIL WAR]
All-out assault against the duly elected President of the United States.
We have never experienced anything like this in our history.
Treason & sedition at the highest levels of o�ce throughout many departments [F + D].
Propaganda arm [FAKE NEWS MEDIA] of the D party in full attack mode (no facts, only statements).
Propaganda arm [FAKE NEWS MEDIA] of the D party prevent-limit 'sheep (you)' from learning the TRUTH.
Propaganda arm [FAKE NEWS MEDIA] of the D party retain-control of NARRATIVE (control over you).
House D's in full attack mode (no facts, only statements).
Senate D's in full attack mode (no facts, only statements).
THIS IS THEIR LAST STAND.
Fear of prosecution?
Fear of the public learning the TRUTH?
Fear of losing POWER?
Bribes, blackmail, threats, etc. all being deployed.
WE ARE AT WAR.
Q

#2900 - 2019-02-26 21:29:03 (UTC+1)
Truth v Lies - the propaganda war for your mind. 
Q

#2899 - 2019-02-26 21:01:35 (UTC+1)
https://thehill.com/homenews/senate/431633-murkowski-to-vote-for-resolution-blocking-trumps-emergency-declaration
Puppet & Puppet Master.
Q

#2898 - 2019-02-26 04:09:53 (UTC+1)
Test 3
Q

#2897 - 2019-02-26 03:26:19 (UTC+1)
>>5385640
POTUS is currently evaluating legal options re: EO.
Watch the news.
How can anyone support such EVIL?
Q

#2896 - 2019-02-26 02:33:08 (UTC+1)
https://www.nationalreview.com/corner/born-alive-bill-fails-to-pass-senate-vote/
These people are SICK & EVIL.
Q

#2895 - 2019-02-26 02:10:55 (UTC+1)
Good �nd, Anons.
Q

#2894 - 2019-02-26 02:08:29 (UTC+1)
https://edition.cnn.com/2019/02/25/australia/cardinal-george-pell-vatican-conviction-intl/index.html
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-australia-47366113
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-australia-abuse-pell/vatican-treasurer-pell-found-guilty-of-abusing-two-choir-boys-22-years-ago-idUSKCN1QF009
Many more to come?
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Dark to LIGHT.
Q

#2893 - 2019-02-25 21:57:33 (UTC+1)
>>5380232
"You are on the right track."
Ex: video clip re: paid to shill re: K bros. 
Think context.
Think bigger picture.
Think connections.
De�ne 'Map'.
The truth can always be found.
Q

#2892 - 2019-02-25 21:33:33 (UTC+1)
Arrival team reporting light rain. 
Q

#2891 - 2019-02-25 21:19:06 (UTC+1)
>>5379729
Just another day at the o�ce.
Q

#2890 - 2019-02-25 21:12:36 (UTC+1)
>>5379582
You are on the right track.
Q

#2889 - 2019-02-25 21:05:17 (UTC+1)
https://thehill.com/opinion/criminal-justice/431353-dear-attorney-general-barr-advice-from-insiders
Q

#2888 - 2019-02-25 19:19:36 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/pattonoswalt/status/354640013004259328?lang=en
https://twitter.com/pattonoswalt/status/397417761204224000?lang=en
Who will be next to fall post Weinstein? 
Big name coming?
Nobody is safe.
Dark to LIGHT.
These people are sick!
Q

#2887 - 2019-02-24 19:57:24 (UTC+1)
Ask yourself a simple question, should a woman who travels to Syria to support and encourage 'JIHAD' against the 'West' deserve to live...................? 
Ask yourself a simpler question, if brainwashed by ISIS terrorists (her husband and other close-proximity �ghters), could this same woman be 'tasked' & 'tra
carry out a TERRORIST ACT upon return?
Why did ISIS launch a social media campaign designed to 'attract' US/UK (and other foreign nationals) to join their cause?
Logical thinking. 
Q

#2886 - 2019-02-24 19:19:31 (UTC+1)
Those who are the loudest.....
Q

#2885 - 2019-02-24 19:12:51 (UTC+1)
They NEVER thought Crooked Hillary would lose.
SO MANY DISASTROUS MISTAKES MADE.
RETURNING POWER TO THE PEOPLE!
Q+

#2884 - 2019-02-23 05:55:03 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/JBenShade/status/1098538883829121024
Nothing to See Here.
You are the news now.
Q

#2883 - 2019-02-23 05:38:07 (UTC+1)
(1) Info
https://www.ncc.gov.ng/documents/297-understanding-internet-infrastructure-emerging-issues/�le
(2) Remove Control from Gov't and provide to CA (who controls CA?)
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jodywestby/2016/09/24/7-days-before-obama-gives-away-internet-national-security/#2129f20b30d4
(3) Signi�cant Risk? Cover? Control?
https://www.icann.org/news/announcement-2019-02-22-en
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Why would [HUSSEIN] transfer US Gov't control of the internet to a non-pro�t CA co? 
You are the news now.
Q

#2882 - 2019-02-23 02:42:35 (UTC+1)
>>5336224
Coincidence days after this post?
We have everything.
Q

#2881 - 2019-02-23 02:26:36 (UTC+1)
>>5336136
Start 2
https://twitter.com/sandrahartle
https://twitter.com/sanmateogirl11
https://twitter.com/sbelle1950
https://twitter.com/sarahgi00782242
https://twitter.com/scheer69
https://twitter.com/scottrickho�
https://twitter.com/seacoastview
https://twitter.com/specialkmb1969
https://twitter.com/seaschells
https://twitter.com/starknightz
https://twitter.com/starlasimms
https://twitter.com/steph93065
https://twitter.com/su68399458
https://twitter.com/t_h_e_u_s_a
https://twitter.com/takebkus
https://twitter.com/tellthem2016
https://twitter.com/tgradous
https://twitter.com/thebeasmith
https://twitter.com/thegoldwaterus
https://twitter.com/thedrmouse
https://twitter.com/thepeoplesgovus
https://twitter.com/therealcornett
https://twitter.com/thomas1774paine
https://twitter.com/toby_dorena
https://twitter.com/tohellwithlibs
https://twitter.com/tomadams9999
https://twitter.com/trey_vondinkis
https://twitter.com/trump_woman
https://twitter.com/trumplican4ever
https://twitter.com/trumpwillwinnn
https://twitter.com/trusselise
https://twitter.com/truth_again
https://twitter.com/two001snake
https://twitter.com/unseen1_unseen
https://twitter.com/vicky4trump
https://twitter.com/vicpenley
https://twitter.com/vietnammongoose
https://twitter.com/warriors_mom
https://twitter.com/winegirl73
https://twitter.com/youcallwehaul6
https://twitter.com/zeusfanhouse
Patriots, you have been selected as 'threats' and falsely labeled as 'Foreign Disinfo' agents (though they attempt to disguise at the bottom as 'not all'). This is
attempt to target & remove by false pretense all threatening voices (ELIMINATION OF FREE SPEECH TO PREVENT LOSS OF CONTROL). These actions are now
monitored and would strongly encourage forwarding this information to the appropriate members of Congress, Senate and the media. We believe this is a '
to e�ectively silence the opposition while testing the potential media backlash and/or 'o�cial' response. This attempt to remove/silence ('FASCISM') those w
oppose their view/narrative should further demonstrate their resolve to control the 'message' / 'narrative' (win at any cost).
Q

#2880 - 2019-02-23 02:26:08 (UTC+1)
[Public Service Announcement]
TARGETED (DIRECTED) PURGE]
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/02/20/2020-candidates-social-media-attack-1176018
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1098294023738064898
https://www.iwr.ai/voterfraud/index.html#top
[Targeted Accounts]
https://twitter.com/1776stonewall
https://twitter.com/2018magamidtrmt
https://twitter.com/aalivesmatter
https://twitter.com/2runtherace
https://twitter.com/aiiamericangiri
https://twitter.com/actlightning
https://twitter.com/alisand3
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https://twitter.com/amvn90210
https://twitter.com/americandiaries
https://twitter.com/andromodid
https://twitter.com/americanvoterus
https://twitter.com/angiedaddy69
https://twitter.com/anitalou_
https://twitter.com/anthemrespect
https://twitter.com/anonymouse4537
https://twitter.com/babysgramma
https://twitter.com/arizonakayte
https://twitter.com/baggabrigade
https://twitter.com/bbusa617
https://twitter.com/battleofever
https://twitter.com/bconsdr8
https://twitter.com/bfraser747
https://twitter.com/bekahdon
https://twitter.com/bigboater88
https://twitter.com/bn81159
https://twitter.com/bocavista2016
https://twitter.com/brookemorter19
https://twitter.com/carminezozzora
https://twitter.com/busylizzie48
https://twitter.com/cccinnc
https://twitter.com/choosetobfree
https://twitter.com/chris77394591
https://twitter.com/christinelvb1
https://twitter.com/chrismo37540912
https://twitter.com/drmartyfox
https://twitter.com/donnawr8
https://twitter.com/entheosshines
https://twitter.com/eyegloarts
https://twitter.com/�ny06
https://twitter.com/�yer1618
https://twitter.com/francifelli
https://twitter.com/fredfrom�orida
https://twitter.com/freedmeto
https://twitter.com/friendlyjmc
https://twitter.com/ghstaigle
https://twitter.com/gaetasusan
https://twitter.com/gregboll
https://twitter.com/gran_cracka
https://twitter.com/headsnipe011
https://twitter.com/houston_vicious
https://twitter.com/hirscha8720
https://twitter.com/hrtablaze
https://twitter.com/immoralreport
https://twitter.com/inthematrixxx
https://twitter.com/iwashrren
https://twitter.com/ish10040
https://twitter.com/jali_cat
https://twitter.com/jameswa55188246
https://twitter.com/javashots
https://twitter.com/je�bailey69
https://twitter.com/jewelsjones1
https://twitter.com/jlenarddetroit
https://twitter.com/joannecolombo
https://twitter.com/jonmichaelolse1
https://twitter.com/jskielb3
https://twitter.com/judy_shwabe
https://twitter.com/libertyladyusa
https://twitter.com/leahr77
https://twitter.com/lindasuhler
https://twitter.com/lilbulli1031
https://twitter.com/lmchristi1
https://twitter.com/lsh_henrytx52
https://twitter.com/lynn_weiser
https://twitter.com/martucci_peter
https://twitter.com/matthewcogdeill
https://twitter.com/mediajuggernaut
https://twitter.com/megavolts001
https://twitter.com/mermaid7474
https://twitter.com/meowwch
https://twitter.com/mgtucsi
https://twitter.com/michaelkeyes
https://twitter.com/mikandynothem
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https://twitter.com/misterdish69
https://twitter.com/minmtwit
https://twitter.com/mn_2a_patriot
https://twitter.com/moej4242
https://twitter.com/newportlost
https://twitter.com/naniof_two
https://twitter.com/nikifontaine
https://twitter.com/nottalemming
https://twitter.com/o_irisht
https://twitter.com/occupycorruptdc
https://twitter.com/on_the_hook
https://twitter.com/otdon
https://twitter.com/ouchinagirl
https://twitter.com/pa2ny2015
https://twitter.com/patriot_mom_17
https://twitter.com/patriot_girl_tx
https://twitter.com/peaceandjoy101
https://twitter.com/penn50w
https://twitter.com/phil200269
https://twitter.com/pink_lady56
https://twitter.com/pinklady66
https://twitter.com/pinkk9lover
https://twitter.com/pjamesjp1
https://twitter.com/pjstrikeforce
https://twitter.com/playstrumpcard
https://twitter.com/pmbasse
https://twitter.com/popstherock33
https://twitter.com/polishprincessh
https://twitter.com/proudamerpatr
https://twitter.com/pwrfulwomantoo
https://twitter.com/pyrrhophytes
https://twitter.com/rhondahurley2
https://twitter.com/rb4444
https://twitter.com/richardtburnett
https://twitter.com/rnr�orida
https://twitter.com/richgas8
https://twitter.com/robby12692
https://twitter.com/roberth35632482
https://twitter.com/robin_ked
https://twitter.com/rsultzba
https://twitter.com/samarasusan14
-----
End 1
Q

#2879 - 2019-02-23 00:47:17 (UTC+1)
>>5333867
https://www.icann.org/news/announcement-2019-02-22-en
Tools of prevention online.
Q

#2878 - 2019-02-23 00:11:53 (UTC+1)
>>5333408
https://www.iwr.ai/voterfraud/index.html#top
Link embedded in article.
CROOKED [[[HILLARY]]].
Q

#2877 - 2019-02-23 00:04:12 (UTC+1)
>>5333408
Disregard all spelling/other errors.
On the move.
Q

#2876 - 2019-02-23 00:03:30 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1098294023738064898
For those who think this war is fake, or we are not a considered a major threat, this is a direct attack by Hillary Clinton on 'Q' & 'PRO POTUS' PATRIOTS. 
The article referenced has an embedded link that literally TARGETS PRO POTUS/Q Twitter accounts that have been IDENTIFIED by CLINTON/DS as serious th
(ability to shift the narrative).
Twitter has already begun to remove targeted accounts (stages) under false pretenses. 
The war is real.
The threat is real.
CLINTON PANIC.
CLINTON FEAR.
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JUDGEMENT DAY COMING.
Q

#2875 - 2019-02-22 19:59:22 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/dcexaminer/status/1099019423363592193
One step closer.
Q

#2874 - 2019-02-22 19:51:49 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/AP_Politics/status/1098989560585965573
How do you �ll your admin if majority of those 'in politics' are corrupt?
DRAINING THE SWAMP.
Q

#2873 - 2019-02-22 19:42:21 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/purplesealion/status/1099014180953305089
FAKE NEWS ONLY DIVIDES.
DIVIDED YOU ARE WEAK.
TOGETHER YOU ARE STRONG.
#UnitedNotDivided
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#2872 - 2019-02-22 19:34:11 (UTC+1)
>>5328018
Hillary Clinton & Foundation.
Crime Against Children.
Q

#2871 - 2019-02-22 19:25:29 (UTC+1)
>>5327889
Sedition.
Treason.
Crimes against Humanity.
Q

#2870 - 2019-02-22 19:21:42 (UTC+1)
>>5327780
https://www.urbandictionary.com/de�ne.php?term=Sex%20Puppy
Q

#2869 - 2019-02-22 19:16:48 (UTC+1)
>>5327581
Super Bowl (winners)?
Puppy (sex_urban dic)?
Q

#2868 - 2019-02-22 19:05:25 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ReaganBattalion/status/1098034970856181760
It's amazing what a person �nds when they simply 'research'.
Praising Castro?
Will the next wave of [D] 2020 candidates begin to push the 'everything will be free' 'reparations for all Black Americans' 'more gov't control will save us' etc.
(broken record) lines in order to 'buy'/'con' voters?
More talk?
More claims?
No facts?
No plan?
No details?
What happened re: Bernie's wife 'fraud' case?
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/federal-prosecutors-drop-investigation-of-wife-of-bernie-sanders-adviser-says/2018/11/13/4b567468-e76e-11e8-
9469f1166f9d_story.html?utm_term=.a66b89bd1c64
IT PAYS TO PLAY.
The More You Know.
Q

#2867 - 2019-02-22 18:07:39 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cl51wZVdwYA
Are we having fun yet?
The best is yet to come.
Q

#2866 - 2019-02-22 17:57:58 (UTC+1)
>>5325789 (/pb)
Impossible to defend.
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Vietnam trip coming.
Enjoy the show!
Q

#2865 - 2019-02-22 17:30:28 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DonaldTrump_KAG/status/1098982335712821248
Memes, memes, and more memes!
THE TRUTH WILL ALWAYS WIN.
Q

#2864 - 2019-02-22 17:15:35 (UTC+1)
>>5325320
There sure are a lot of 'Q' comments on that Tweet POTUS just referred to. 
Happy Friday!
Q

#2863 - 2019-02-22 17:11:41 (UTC+1)
>>5325292
Got popcorn?
Q

#2862 - 2019-02-22 17:04:36 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/VoxDawg/status/1098950800406204416
https://twitter.com/Je�DeRiso/status/1098958812491460611
Dead on.
Q

#2861 - 2019-02-22 07:49:52 (UTC+1)
>>5320696
Just another coincidence we dropped [LL] was o�ered a SC seat on Feb 6th and backed up by POTUS on April 15th. 
Enjoy the show!
Q

#2860 - 2019-02-22 07:47:17 (UTC+1)
The Deal of a Lifetime?
[Tarmac] meeting not planned according to [LL] & [BC]?
Security reports indicate USSS (sec detail [BC] & FBI (sec detail [LL]) planned for meeting?
SC/[LL] deal presented by BC?
What actions did [JC] take days after?
Less than a week after the tarmac meeting, [JC] announced that the FBI would not recommend an indictment against [HRC]?
Returning to the news?
Q

#2859 - 2019-02-22 07:16:57 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/clarkprasad/status/1098827102055526400
Our reach is a direct threat to their control.
Would the largest news co's in the world attack us (daily) if we weren't a threat to their narrative/control?
You attack those who threaten you the most.
Q

#2858 - 2019-02-22 06:42:43 (UTC+1)
Re: Conservative attacked on UC Berkeley campus
Attacker = member of local ANTIFA chapter (joined April 2018).
Facial scans do not 'hit' directly > 2 jumps downstream req. 
Q

#2857 - 2019-02-22 06:34:42 (UTC+1)
We thank you for your service, BO.
We thank you for your service, Vols.
We thank you for your service, Bakers.
We thank you for your service, Anons.
God bless each and every one of you.
Patriots, one and all!
Pepe is proud and has never been more popular. 
Q

#2856 - 2019-02-22 06:20:27 (UTC+1)
[Soft Push of New Narrative - Example]
https://twitter.com/KimStrassel/status/1098748506364203008
https://twitter.com/nytopinion/status/1098725171022700545
https://twitter.com/robreiner/status/1098395056052948992
What happened to the Mueller hype?
What happened to the Mueller will take down POTUS threats [@JohnBrennan]?
Was MUELLER the 'insurance' policy aka BLOCKADE designed to limit/restrict POTUS' ability to enforce the law?
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[TRAITORS]
New talking points being pushed backing away from Mueller as the savior re: excuse A, excuse B, excuse C? 
Why are *new* investigations by [AS] being started, if, as he's stated for almost (2) years, 'evidence' exists that ties POTUS to Russia?
If they had evidence, do you think it would have leaked? 
If they had evidence, would they be backing away (playing down) the Mueller report about to be released?
First they pushed for a SC.
Now they claim the SC didn't look deep enough?
IF THE SC REPORT IS CLASSIFIED - HOW DO THEY KNOW WHERE, WHO, WHEN, WHY, AND HOW DEEP EACH CASE ..............?
IF THE SC REPORT IS CLASSIFIED - HOW DO THEY KNOW THE CONCLUSIONS OF THE REPORT?
Are *new* investigations designed to be an 'insurance' extension? 
Designed to prevent POTUS from CLEANING HOUSE?
Attack on political opponent(s) who is/are actively conducting (leading) investigations into the President for XYZ charges beyond Mueller for XYZ reasons (ze
evidence to support) - OBSTRUCTION TRAP?
[SDNY] opening 'private' investigation for the sole purpose of FINDING A CRIME?
Evidence to support? 
Evidence presented?
Does [SDNY] report to AG BARR?
Watch the news.
[MW] opening *new* investigations into the '�nances' of POTUS and/or his family? 
Why did D's state 'things will calm down if we retake the House' prior to the midterm elections?
Was their plan to retake the House in order to 'chair' each respective committee in order to start *new* erroneous investigations in an attempt to retain the
BLOCKADE? 
Retain the 'insurance' policy?
Retain the optical illusion that a crime was committed?
Retain the narrative?
Retain D_base outrage?
Retain D_base obstruction?
Retain D_base support to block POTUS' agenda?
If you know your opponents move, what advantages that does present?
If you have the TRUTH on your side, what advantages does that present? 
If you have full control of the US MIL, what advantages does that present?
If you have complete AUTH TO DECLAS, what advantages does that present?
If you have the SUPPORT OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE (PATRIOTS), what advantages does that present? 
DO NOT TRUST THE FAKE NEWS MEDIA.
YOU ARE THE MAJORITY.
MUELLER > DECLAS > OIG > TRUTH > JUSTICE
THE GREAT AWAKENING.
YOU ARE THE NEWS NOW.
Q

#2855 - 2019-02-21 23:34:56 (UTC+1)
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-election-north-carolina/north-carolina-elections-board-orders-new-u-s-house-election-idUSKCN1QA1QG
Welcome to the Democrat Party.
THEY WILL STOP AT NOTHING TO REGAIN POWER.
Time to adopt VOTER ID LAW?
Q

#2854 - 2019-02-21 23:20:27 (UTC+1)
https://www.forbes.com/sites/thomasdelbeccaro/2018/04/19/the-top-four-reasons-california-is-unsustainable/#6570827b3a23
They know what's best for our Country?
Pelosi > CA rep since 1987
Waters > CA rep since 1991
Schi� > CA rep since 2001
Feinstein > CA rep since 1992
Harris?
Lieu?
..................
Lead by example?
CA estimated $2T in debt?
Homelessness population on the rise?
Highest tax rates in the Country?
Undocumented Immigrants in California vs Nation?
Uncontrollable state gov spending?
If you can't �x your own home state, what makes you think you can �x the Country?
"If you are living in one of the 49 other states, you should learn from the lesson that is California. If you are living in California, there is always the lesson of h
Michigan came to be governed by a more centrist government. Of course, that came after the failure of the prior government. For now, however, for all its c
sustainable foods and products, California is on a high-speed rail to unsustainability."
#FactsMatter
Q

#2853 - 2019-02-21 22:49:47 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/NeverGiveUpWall/status/1098700042565812224
#WeStandTogether
#UnitedNotDivided
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#WWG1WGA
Q

#2852 - 2019-02-21 22:26:13 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/cleveburgher8/status/1098694995886911490
#Truth
#FactsMatter
Q

#2851 - 2019-02-21 22:01:33 (UTC+1)
Memes, memes, and more memes!
Why are memes so important?
Q

#2850 - 2019-02-21 21:55:09 (UTC+1)
>>5308748
https://www.foxnews.com/us/jussie-smolletts-alleged-hate-crime-hoax-sheds-light-on-similar-phony-accusations
Notice a TREND by LIBERALS + D's? 
FAKE! FAKE! FAKE!
THEY WILL STOP AT NOTHING TO REGAIN POWER.
#WakeUpAmerica
Q

#2849 - 2019-02-21 21:49:46 (UTC+1)
HATE HOAX by [SMOLLETT] [FF designed to pass anti-lynching law] gets wall-to-wall FAKE NEWS coverage?
REAL HATE [REAL VIOLENCE] [& FASCISM] carried out by members of ANTIFA gets ZERO coverage?
Reconcile. 
1=1?
When will the FBI conclude their investigation into ANTIFA? 
What happens if the phone records of SMOLLETT leak?
Who did he talk to multiple times prior to turning himself in? 
Political forces @ work?
ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE.
Q

#2848 - 2019-02-21 21:40:19 (UTC+1)
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/state/�orida/article226577419.html
Equal justice under the law or RIGGED SYS?
Being a Clinton donor really pays o�!
Q

#2847 - 2019-02-21 18:35:01 (UTC+1)
https://www.sciencenews.org/article/chemicals-vinyl-�oors-�re-resistant-couches-kids-health-risk
You have more than you know.
5:5?
Q

#2846 - 2019-02-21 18:02:07 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/JudahsTrumpets/status/1098604676621189122
Be ready for the 'Q', Anon(s).
Eyes on increasing +each day.
You are the news now.
Handle w/ care.
Q

#2845 - 2019-02-21 17:55:45 (UTC+1)
>>5303949
We are the news now (WW).
Q

#2844 - 2019-02-21 17:27:56 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/JuliansRum/status/1098378470218969089
What is the process to enter a SCIF?
What security level must exist in order to gain entry?
Can non-security-level person(s) be invited to participate? 
Do logs exist for each designated meeting? 
Do logs record time in/time out/who in/who out?
Ability to enter (arrange) w/o paper trail?
:RT Jan 29 2018 - IDEN [not for anons]
IDEN Jan 29 2018 & run back 1-2 [not for anons]
SCIF logs can be 'very' revealing.
HUSSEIN's USSS codename: RENEGADE
De�ne 'Renegade'.
noun
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1. a person who deserts and betrays an organization, country, or set of principles.
synonyms: traitor, defector, deserter, turncoat, betrayer
Q

#2843 - 2019-02-21 03:57:03 (UTC+1)
>>5294864 (/pb)
But, you knew that already.
Hence why [AS][SDNY][MW] are attempting to keep the 'insurance' scheme ongoing post Mueller. 
FEAR.
The fun begins directly after.
Will make the Super Bowl look like a puppy show. 
Q

#2842 - 2019-02-21 03:44:43 (UTC+1)
https://mobile.twitter.com/anncoulter/status/266087794110259200?lang=en
https://mobile.twitter.com/anncoulter/status/964952114828070913?lang=en
Hypocrite? 
History of "�ip-�opping"?
What *made* her �op this time?
Wire transfers are an e�ective way at swaying opinions. 
Shills come in many di�erent forms. 
Race to build a base (followers) to build worth to draw funds.
Common these days? 
Q

#2841 - 2019-02-21 02:55:59 (UTC+1)
>>5293706
https://twitter.com/anncoulter/status/266087794110259200?lang=en
Happy Hunting!
Q

#2840 - 2019-02-21 02:54:09 (UTC+1)
>>5293564
Mitt Romney.
Mitt Romney.
Mitt Romney.
Wire transfers are a convenient way of transferring money.
Q

#2839 - 2019-02-20 22:15:39 (UTC+1)
Mueller must deliver report to DOJ prior to OIG releasing next installment.
You will understand why in the coming weeks.
Q

#2838 - 2019-02-20 20:35:07 (UTC+1)
https://www-m.cnn.com/2019/02/20/politics/special-counsel-conclusion-announcement/index.html?r=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnn.com%2F
Right after BARR installed? 
What a coincidence.
News moving fast?
Q

#2837 - 2019-02-20 20:21:43 (UTC+1)
https://mobile.twitter.com/RepAdamSchi�/status/1098261545551884290
We really started something, didn't we? 
Well, now we know he's a bad apple. 
#FlyCoatsFly#
Q

#2836 - 2019-02-20 20:12:08 (UTC+1)
>>5286620
What an amazing coincidence. 
Q

#2835 - 2019-02-20 20:07:01 (UTC+1)
>>5286402
Red Castle?
Where have you seen that before?
Q

#2834 - 2019-02-20 19:59:33 (UTC+1)
https://mobile.twitter.com/SaraCarterDC/status/1098294616296701952
Q
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#2833 - 2019-02-20 17:15:39 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/jsolomonReports/status/1098251637347487746
Q

#2832 - 2019-02-20 17:09:19 (UTC+1)
WE ARE THE NEWS NOW.
Q

#2831 - 2019-02-20 17:04:59 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/JWAYNEWW2012/status/1098251132781121539
What a coincidence!
Q

#2830 - 2019-02-20 16:49:13 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/590586710540603392?
"When you can't make them see the light, make them feel the heat." - Ronald Reagan
Q

#2829 - 2019-02-20 16:42:46 (UTC+1)
>>5283173

#2828 - 2019-02-20 16:38:43 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1098195686540169223
"Stories are written that have absolutely no basis in fact."
#FactsMatter
Q

#2827 - 2019-02-20 16:35:49 (UTC+1)
[Example]
https://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/1097985914154950656
https://twitter.com/SenatorCollins/status/1098223853006934016
Do you think nobody is paying attention to the drops?
Q

#2826 - 2019-02-20 16:30:02 (UTC+1)
>>5282631
When their attempts to silence through 'print' fail, they must now include in TV/video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kSAxcQ5VL5c
Why put so much attention into a so-called conspiracy? 
Why is it critically important for them to change your opinion or prevent you from opening your mind?
Q

#2825 - 2019-02-20 04:43:23 (UTC+1)
https://mobile.twitter.com/jazzisnana1/status/1098064078386409474
Filters picking up many references tonight.
Desperate to sway opinion?
Q

#2824 - 2019-02-20 04:11:50 (UTC+1)
>>5276210

#2823 - 2019-02-20 04:10:17 (UTC+1)
>>5276189
All he needs to do is ask.
Q

#2822 - 2019-02-20 04:08:12 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/GrrrGraphics/status/1097899933078716416
Thank you, Patriot.
Q

#2821 - 2019-02-20 01:48:33 (UTC+1)
>>5272527 (/pb)
Thoughts and prayers.
May you be comforted by the outpouring of love surrounding you. 
Q

#2820 - 2019-02-20 01:39:26 (UTC+1)
Review time.
Q

#2819 - 2019-02-20 01:21:23 (UTC+1)
Review time.
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Q

#2818 - 2019-02-20 00:58:31 (UTC+1)

#2817 - 2019-02-20 00:53:04 (UTC+1)
>>5271917
Error made.
Always on the move.
Q

#2816 - 2019-02-20 00:43:38 (UTC+1)
The DECLASSIFICATION of all requested documents (+ more) will occur.
This is not a game.
Do not let personal (emotional) desires ("do it now""now""what is taking so long""NOW!") take over. 
Logical thinking and strategy should always be applied. 
Game-Theory. 
WE ALL WANT TO SEE EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER THE LAW.
NEW THREATS (investigations by [SDNY], [AS], [MW] in an e�ort to delay/prevent release ('insurance extension') WILL FAIL.
TRANSPARENCY is the only way forward.
De�ne the following:
Treason.
Sedition.
Subversion.
Conspiracy to commit...
Do you understand and fully appreciate the GRAVITY of the situation?
Do you understand and fully appreciate what POTUS endures each and every singly day?
He loves this County.
He loves you.
WE MUST STAND TOGETHER IN THIS FIGHT.
There is EVIL in this world. 
There is DARKNESS in this world. 
There are those in POWER who wish to CONTROL (enslave) you.
To keep you sedated. 
To keep you unaware.
To keep you blind. 
This will be on our timetable. 
(....AND WE WILL DELIVER).
(Transparency and Prosecution)
There is simply no other way.
[Except 1]
Q

#2815 - 2019-02-20 00:05:17 (UTC+1)
>>5271150
Insert 'info' between critical & from.
On the move.
Q

#2814 - 2019-02-20 00:04:12 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SaraCarterDC/status/1097906308932603904
Discretion must be applied when dealing w/ matters of NAT SEC / sensitive ongoing investigations.
Info released to date was necessary in order to refute the FAKE NEWS narrative and provide the public w/ a taste of the TRUTH (i.e. future events).
Conf sources (House) that you gain critical from is simply one of many vehicles used (by design).
CONTROLLED AT THE TOP.
NO LEAKS for this reason.
Q

#2813 - 2019-02-19 21:02:27 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=No8pGQT3Twk&feature=youtu.be
Q

#2812 - 2019-02-19 20:18:03 (UTC+1)

#2811 - 2019-02-19 19:48:03 (UTC+1)
>>5266411
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7LIzKEc4n_w
Are you ready, shill?
Survival of the FITTEST.
Q

#2810 - 2019-02-19 19:41:35 (UTC+1)
>>5265751 (/pb)
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Start from beginning.
(Small) sampling of proofs. 
Patriots in control.
You are the news now.
Q

#2809 - 2019-02-19 18:47:31 (UTC+1)
https://mobile.twitter.com/NBCNews/status/1097905513394774016
But, FAKE NEWS pushes the 'narrative' that POTUS is ......
#WakeUpAmerica
Q

#2808 - 2019-02-19 18:09:09 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cKR7Srh3uJI
Thank you, Patriot.
Q

#2807 - 2019-02-19 16:47:31 (UTC+1)

[TOPIC: TAXPAYER THEFT]
INSIDER vs OUTSIDER
RETAIN CONTROL vs. LOSE CONTROL
Kennedy was an outsider [assassinated]
Reagan was an outsider [assassination attempt]
POTUS is an outsider [CLAS HIGH]
How much money (CASH) was sent by the FED to Iraq (Iraq War)? 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2007/feb/08/usa.iraq1
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-iraq-usa-cash/u-s-sent-pallets-of-cash-to-baghdad-idUSN0631295120070207
https://www.cnbc.com/id/45031100
How much money (CASH) was con�scated from the Iraq Central Bank? 
https://www.ozy.com/�ashback/saddam-husseins-billion-dollar-bank-heist/66076
[Example - not intended for PUBLIC awareness]
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/12/world/investigation-into-missing-iraqi-cash-ended-in-lebanon-bunker.html
If it worked in IRAQ, why not replicate in IRAN?
How much money (CASH) was sent to IRAN?
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/us-paid-iran-1-3b-two-days-after-400m-cash-transfer
Who controls the distribution of funds?
Who accounts for the funds?
Who has access to the funds?
Who 'really' has access to the funds?
Do funds return in the form of political donations? 
Do funds return in the form of massive donations to 'FOUNDATIONS' and/or 'INSTITUTES'? 
Do funds return in the form of o�shore bank accounts for future payments/payo�s? 
Replicate: Environment ('Green'), AID assist, etc.
NO HONEST CONTROL IN PLACE.
NO CHECKS & BALANCES IN PLACE.
NO SAFEGUARDS IN PLACE.
Threat of an OUTSIDER becoming PRESIDENT?
LOSS OF CONTROL?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
"Trillions of dollars at stake."
"Controlled by group of special interests."
"Illusion of democracy."
[Welcome to the Real World]
WE CANNOT AFFORD TO LOSE THIS RARE OPPORTUNITY TO RIGHT THE WRONGS. 
WE, THE PEOPLE, MUST RECLAIM WHAT IS RIGHTFULLY OURS. 
WE MUST RISE.
WE MUST FIGHT.
GOD BLESS THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Q

#2806 - 2019-02-19 06:27:45 (UTC+1)

#2805 - 2019-02-19 06:08:53 (UTC+1)
>>5257446
https://mobile.twitter.com/Comey/status/1097720507443675136
Drop put you on notice?
Direction to bunker down, stop talking, or risk being assaulted?
A woven 'elaborate' nest will not save or protect you nor will the C_A further provide you with actionable intelligence.
Cold on the outside? 
Traitor's Justice.
Q
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#2804 - 2019-02-19 05:39:48 (UTC+1)
>>5257078
[First Placeholders]
OIG report, DECLAS, other released facts re: 18 U.S. Code Chapter 115 - TREASON, SEDITION, AND SUBVERSIVE ACTIVITIES.
Q

#2803 - 2019-02-19 05:25:17 (UTC+1)
Look for 'Placeholder' updates @ /PatriotsFight 
Indictments, arrests, and DECLAS will force WW coverage. 
Leaks, bribery, collusion re: media will force resignations w/ follow up criminal prosecution.
Q

#2802 - 2019-02-19 05:10:28 (UTC+1)
Timeline attached. 
What has since occurred? 
Future proves past (track & update).
Think calendar. 
Q

#2801 - 2019-02-19 02:22:45 (UTC+1)
Pick a Network - Any Network.
Search 'Qanon'
https://www.nbcnews.com/pages/search/?q=qanon
https://abcnews.go.com/search?searchtext=qanon
https://www.washingtonpost.com/newssearch/?date�lter=All%20Since%202005&query=qanon&sort=Relevance&utm_term=.d3e179a0682e
https://www.nytimes.com/search?query=qanon
https://www.cnn.com/search/?q=qanon
http://www.msnbc.com/search/qanon
https://www.newsweek.com/search/site/qanon
http://fortune.com/search/?q=qanon
https://www.wired.com/search/?q=qanon&page=1&sort=score
https://www.theguardian.com/us (search: Qanon)
https://www.npr.org/search?query=qanon&page=1
https://www.vox.com/search?q=qanon
https://www.gq.com/search?q=qanon
https://www.pbs.org/search/?q=qanon
https://www.theverge.com/search?q=qanon
https://observer.com/?s=qanon
https://www.aljazeera.com/Search/?q=qanon
https://www.foxnews.com/search-results/search?q=qanon
https://www.breitbart.com/search/?s=qanon#gsc.tab=0&gsc.q=qanon&gsc.page=1
https://psmag.com/search?query=qanon
https://www.newyorker.com/search/q/qanon
https://www.latimes.com/search/?q=qanon
https://www.seattletimes.com/search/?query=qanon&sortby=mostrecent&page=1&perpage=20
https://www.esquire.com/search/?q=qanon
https://www.thesun.co.uk/?s=qanon
https://www.bbc.co.uk/search?q=qanon
https://www.jpost.com/Arab-Israeli-Con�ict/Muslim-woman-�ghts-for-Israel-despite-death-threats-watch-581066#/search;query=qanon
https://qz.com/search/qanon/
http://nymag.com/search.html?q=qanon
https://www.politico.com/search?q=qanon
https://thehill.com/search/site/qanon
https://search.hu�ngtonpost.com/search?utf8=?&p=qanon&fr=hu�post
http://time.com/search/?q=qanon
https://www.vice.com/en_us/search?q=qanon
https://www.salon.com/search/qanon
https://www.dailydot.com/?s=qanon
https://www.miaminewtimes.com/search?keyword=qanon
https://www.rollingstone.com/results/#?q=qanon
https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/search?q=qanon
https://www.snopes.com/?s=qanon
https://www.buzzfeed.com/search?q=qanon
https://www.mediamatters.org/search/index?qstring=qanon
http://thefederalist.com/?s=qanon
Reconcile.
Q

#2800 - 2019-02-18 22:34:26 (UTC+1)
>>5248831

#2799 - 2019-02-18 22:32:54 (UTC+1)
>>5248785
Always 0 results.
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What does that tell you?
Q

#2798 - 2019-02-18 22:26:46 (UTC+1)
>>5248631

#2797 - 2019-02-18 22:23:29 (UTC+1)
>>5248193
>>5248213

#2796 - 2019-02-18 22:14:36 (UTC+1)
>>5248019

#2795 - 2019-02-18 22:10:02 (UTC+1)
>>5247912
https://www.newsguardtech.com
Yes, they are.
Q

#2794 - 2019-02-18 21:56:17 (UTC+1)
>>5247847
The Corinthia Hotel.
Q

#2793 - 2019-02-18 21:50:20 (UTC+1)
Chatter uptick re: how to e�ectively prevent cross-talk re: anti-narrative across all social media/online platforms. 
Ability to prevent cross-talk narrows comms only to FAKE NEWS which provides for more control over what is released to inform the public. 
A series of scenarios is currently being conducted ['game the sys'] to test response, risk, and calc results.
'Censorship' [added] layers of inserted code 'through keyword targeting' in bio, history, and comments + indiv platform mods has failed to curtail the proble
'China-Russia-Iran' 'fake' take-down hacks of select platforms (for maintenance) is one scenario being game-played.
[Zero-Day]
Countermeasures in place.
[Example]
Think Emergency Alert System. 
Think WH controlled *new* RT 'news' website
Think WH controlled *new* video stream platform
Think Here.
Should this occur, immediate steps will be taken to classify each as 'Public Utility' (essential public services) to gain appropriate gov regulation (control).
Why do we make things public?
Q

#2792 - 2019-02-18 20:31:59 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1097567705933275137
FEAR IS REAL.
Something BIG is coming.
Q

#2791 - 2019-02-18 20:15:21 (UTC+1)
>>5245512
Interesting this leaked already.
Q

#2790 - 2019-02-18 20:10:50 (UTC+1)

#2789 - 2019-02-18 20:07:39 (UTC+1)
Fellow Patriots:
What you are about to learn (learning) should not only scare you, but intensify your resolve to take back control [Freedom]. The information that will becom
will further demonstrate the criminal & corrupt [pure evil] abuse of power that the Hussein administration undertook in joint e�orts w/ domestic and foreig
dignitaries. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
WWG1WGA.
Q

#2788 - 2019-02-18 19:57:32 (UTC+1)
How can an entity known only as 'Q' (face-less, name-less, fame-less, etc.) begin to ask questions on 4ch (now 8ch) and build something of this magnitude?
How can this same 'Q' entity garner such a massive amount of WW MSM [FAKE NEWS] attention [attacks]?
How is it possible this 'Q' entity can 'forecast' future events or 'know' when the POTUS is about to Tweet? 
How is it possible 'FUTURE PROVES PAST' re: information provided?
How is it possible this 'Q' entity, an entity who began by merely asking questions on 4ch/8ch, was able to .........(�ll in the blank).
Think logically. 
People are craving TRUTH.
People are craving TRANSPARENCY.
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People are craving EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER THE LAW.
People are craving GOOD.
People are craving RIGHT.
People are craving TRUE FREEDOM.
People are craving SAFETY & SECURITY.
People are craving ...........(�ll in the blank).
PROOFS NEGATE FALSEHOOD/CONSPIRACY ATTACKS.
Those who attack have an agenda or remain plugged into the biggest disinformation campaign to be ever witnessed.
------------
Ask yourself, why are 'Liberals' always angry?
Why do they curse?
Why do they slander (push fake labels > racist, sexist, ...ist etc.)?
Why do they create 'emotional outbursts' when challenged?
Why are they violent?
Why do they form mobs (packs)?
Why are they incapable of listening to the other side (fascist)? 
When you don't have facts to support your arguments (present logical reasoning), you must resort to the above tactics.
The NARRATIVE is designed to keep people in a constant state of 'FEAR' thereby forcing 'ANGER', 'RAGE', 'VIOLENCE'.
Emotionally unstable people are easier to CONTROL.
They want you DIVIDED.
DIVIDED BY RACE.
DIVIDED BY CLASS.
DIVIDED BY RELIGION.
DIVIDED BY POLITICAL AFFILIATION.
DIVIDED AS HUMAN BEINGS.
DIVIDED you are WEAK.
TOGETHER you are STRONG.
WHEN YOU ARE STRONG YOU THINK FOR YOURSELF.
WHEN YOU ARE STRONG YOU CHALLENGE WHAT YOU ARE TOLD TO BELIEVE.
WHEN YOU ARE STRONG YOU ARE AWAKE.
WHEN YOU ARE STRONG YOU ARE NO LONGER CONTROLLED.
........................
TRUST YOURSELF.
TRUST THAT YOU ARE NOT ALONE.
TRUST THAT THERE ARE GOOD PEOPLE RIGHT BESIDE YOU FIGHTING FOR WHAT WE KNOW TO BE RIGHT.
GOD BLESS YOU ALL.
WHERE WE GO ONE, WE GO ALL!
Q

#2787 - 2019-02-18 19:06:26 (UTC+1)
>>5244054
Attempt to isolate @ FBI/DOJ?
Do you believe the FBI/DOJ acted alone?
If HRC directed & �nanced the 'dossier' in order to obtain the 'bulk' so-called evidence in order to generate circular news articles (think Yahoo!) and obtain a
o�, is it reasonable to think that members of the INTEL APPARATUS, STATE DEPT, WH, FOREIGN ALLIES, ETC. were also involved? 
THE BIGGEST SCANDAL IN OUR KNOWN HISTORY [A NEW WORD FOR 'TREASON' WILL NEED TO BE INVENTED].
Why does HUSSEIN continue to 'proudly' state his administration was 'scandal free'?
De�ne 'Projection'.
Q

#2786 - 2019-02-18 17:42:29 (UTC+1)
https://mobile.twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1097488256848007173
The President of the United States, the Commander in Chief, AGREED that an illegal coup was attempted against him. 
Stop and understand the GRAVITY of acknowledgement. 
Do you believe nothing will happen?
Do you believe no one will be prosecuted?
POTUS making statements for no reason? 
How do you introduce the TRUTH to those still asleep? 
DECLAS coming?
The message must be direct (bypass the non reporting of the TRUTH (facts) by FAKE 'spin the narrative' NEWS).
Q

#2785 - 2019-02-18 17:19:28 (UTC+1)
>>5242466
Read between the lines re: MSM 'LEFT'....
Research for yourself.
Trust yourself. 
No one 'news' location will provide unbiased content. 
#WakeUp
#FactsMatter
You are the news now.
Q

#2784 - 2019-02-18 17:13:31 (UTC+1)
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/feb/18/online-conspiracy-theorists-democracy
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What does FEAR look like? 
30m use 'Qanon' across 'censored' platforms?
Incorrect, much more. 
The Great Awakening.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#2783 - 2019-02-18 17:01:17 (UTC+1)
https://www.breitbart.com/the-media/2019/02/18/cbss-lara-logan-on-media-bias-unless-you-seek-out-breitbart-you-wont-see-the-other-side/
It takes courage to speak the TRUTH these days.
Q

#2782 - 2019-02-18 10:19:58 (UTC+1)
[Example CA]
https://calmatters.org/articles/commentary/gavin-newsoms-keeping-it-all-in-the-family/amp/?
What 'family' runs CA?
They are all connected.
Wealth-Power-In�uence
[RIGGED]
The More You Know....
Q

#2781 - 2019-02-18 07:13:53 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Courtiah22/status/1097377236771053568
Impressive, most impressive.
Q

#2780 - 2019-02-18 07:07:37 (UTC+1)
>>5237651
Dead cat bounce.
Nothing can stop this.
Q

#2779 - 2019-02-18 06:55:20 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/iHeartPOTUS/status/1097372254441226240
Excellent graphic - seconds matter!
Mathematically impossible.
(17th) 
Q

#2778 - 2019-02-18 05:34:08 (UTC+1)
>>5234560
https://mobile.twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1097350271188062208
Do you believe in coincidences? 
Kitchen is HOT.
Q

#2777 - 2019-02-18 04:03:09 (UTC+1)
>>5234560
Disregard any misspelling.
On the move.
Q

#2776 - 2019-02-18 04:02:02 (UTC+1)
Barr to Mueller:
"Bob, show me the evidence and reasoning for why this investigation was started and still ongoing."
Mueller to Bart:
"With regards to the President we have found no links or ties to any foreign entity etc"
Barr to Mueller:
"Mandate was clear - verify and investigate reports of possible foreign collusion between President & Russia." "What justi�cation existed to e�ectively launc
massive domestic / foreign surv campaign against the President (pres elect / president) and members of his transition / campaign team?"
Mueller to Barr:
"Steele dossier along w/ media corroboration of those �ndings."
Barr to Mueller:
"Was the Steele report a 'trusted and veri�ed' report per Intel to continue especially considering the funding party was the opposition party?"
Mueller to Barr:
"Those facts were never taken into consideration." "FISC granted auth to conduct based on conclusions presented."
Barr to Mueller:
"Was FISC made aware of all details surrounding the dossier?"
Mueller to Barr:
"No." "We believe there was urgency placed on the auth given the gravity and timeline of events that those involved negated to populate fully." 
Barr to Mueller:
"Why were e�orts made to continue investigating the President, interrupt his o�cial capacity in governing, if the only doc presented was unsubstantiated an
unveri�ed?" "Why were questions and threat of subpoena communicated to the President if no factual foundation existed?" 
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"All charges thus far are unrelated to the original mandate - why are you still active and pursuing a crime if no veri�able evidence or evidence through disco
exists?"
Barr to RR:
"What justi�cation did you have to e�ectively expand the mandate, not report that expansion to Congress, in order to seek a crime outside of R collusion?" "
speci�c reasoning and/or facts existed to justify the appointment of a SC to begin with per the law?" "Why did you recommend to Sessions that he should re
"Why wasn't the mandate / budget and regular updates provided to Congress upon request?" "Why is everything kept con�dential and under inappropriate
classi�cation?" "Was the purpose of investigating to �nd a crime vs investigate evidence of a crime?"
CLAS 1-99
Q

#2775 - 2019-02-18 01:06:10 (UTC+1)
>>5231025
Well done, Patriot.
Important to note 'Q' drops just prior to POTUS.
Something BIG is coming.
Q

#2774 - 2019-02-18 00:51:27 (UTC+1)
Graphic request.
(3) Q/POTUS [0] DELTA 
Q

#2773 - 2019-02-18 00:47:31 (UTC+1)
>>5230665
(3) today? 
What are the odds of that?
Q

#2772 - 2019-02-18 00:44:38 (UTC+1)
>>5230378
The World is waking up to the TRUTH.
Expect 'attacks' to dramatically intensify across all platforms.
Q

#2771 - 2019-02-18 00:28:16 (UTC+1)
http://time.com/5324130/most-in�uential-internet/
They knew the 'reach' then.
Think about now.
Q

#2770 - 2019-02-18 00:23:28 (UTC+1)
How do you in�ltrate the MSM?
[Example 1]
ABC NEWS exec producer Ian Cameron married to Susan Rice (Nat Sec Advisor - HUSSEIN)?
CBS NEWS/CNN Journ Bianna Vitalievna married to Peter R Orszag (Dir of O�ce of Mgmt/Budget - HUSSEIN)?
CBS NEWS president David Rhodes brother of Ben Rhodes (Del Nat Sec Advisor - HUSSEIN)?
ABC NEWS correspondent Claire Shipman married to Jay Carney (WH Press Sec - HUSSEIN)?
...............
MSM = arm/extension of the [D] party?
Nothing to See Here.
Q

#2769 - 2019-02-17 23:13:42 (UTC+1)
>>5228903
Irony.
Q

#2768 - 2019-02-17 23:04:54 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/cory-booker-withholding-judgment-on-smollett-case-after-calling-it-attempted-modern-day-lynching
Harris & Booker applying political pressure re: Chicago PD re: Smollett FF case? 
What Bill did the Senate recently pass re: lynching? 
Who were the authors of the Bill?
What FF event took place just prior to the passing of the Bill?
Did the FF event involve a 'noose'? 
Did the FF event sway Senators in their decision to prevent FAKE NEWS attacks re: Smollett case?
Did FAKE NEWS contact many Senators prior to vote seeking out pro/nay in attempt to coerce using Smollett case as foundation for possible future smear?
What is the mathematical probability of these [2] events occurring within this same time period? 
What is the relationship of Smollett & Booker/Harris? 
Will Rahm Emanuel get involved?
Will the Chicago PD cave under pressure?
These people are sick!
#WakeUpAmerica
Q
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#2767 - 2019-02-17 22:29:49 (UTC+1)
@Snowden
What happens when Russia gives you up?
Will the C_A protect you?
Sleep is important.
Q

#2766 - 2019-02-17 21:17:28 (UTC+1)
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/02/15/whitaker-justice-department-attorney-general-counselor-1172109
WHITAKER remain DOJ senior sta�?
Senior counselor in the associate attorney general's o�ce?
Planned?
Q

#2765 - 2019-02-17 21:01:21 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/graham-calls-mccabe-comments-beyond-stunning-as-he-threatens-to-subpoena-former-fbi-chief
Planned?
Q

#2764 - 2019-02-17 20:13:22 (UTC+1)
>>5225833
Great work, Patriot.
Slowing will further highlight.
Q

#2763 - 2019-02-17 20:02:12 (UTC+1)
>>5225562

#2762 - 2019-02-17 19:59:05 (UTC+1)
>>5225482
Think about why separated both maps (2 posts) instead of placing both in the orig.
At what point is it mathematically impossible?
Q

#2761 - 2019-02-17 19:50:30 (UTC+1)
>>5225342
Thank you, Patriot.
Q

#2760 - 2019-02-17 19:49:11 (UTC+1)
>>5225271
You are the news now.
Q

#2759 - 2019-02-17 19:43:25 (UTC+1)
>>5225131
Q+

#2758 - 2019-02-17 19:40:58 (UTC+1)
>>5225105
We love our Memes, don't we folks?
Q+

#2757 - 2019-02-17 19:39:14 (UTC+1)
>>5225094
Swap 'we' for 'you'.
On the move.
Q

#2756 - 2019-02-17 19:38:05 (UTC+1)
>>5224943
Date posted (early)?
Oct 31 2017
Prior to the black pop awakening?
Why did we emphasize as important?
When you are awake we can see clearly.
Q

#2755 - 2019-02-17 19:29:07 (UTC+1)
>>5224931

#2754 - 2019-02-17 19:28:46 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/THawk23055136/status/1097194764250673152
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It's very simple - w/o the illegal vote D's lose.
Previous illegal imm high pop v D win by county provided.
[Example 2]
Why do D's push for illegals to obtain a driver's license? 
Does having a DL make it easier to vote?
http://www.ncsl.org/research/immigration/states-o�ering-driver-s-licenses-to-immigrants.aspx
What states provide DL's to illegals?
What checks are in place within each of the 'DL granted states' to prevent 2x-3x-4x-5x voting?
Compare v. 2016 Presidential election results.
What do you notice?
Do you believe in coincidences?
Memes are important.
#FactsMatter
Q

#2753 - 2019-02-17 09:37:17 (UTC+1)
https://mobile.twitter.com/TeaBoots/status/1096744370928275456
Q

#2752 - 2019-02-17 08:55:58 (UTC+1)
>>5219376
You are the news now. 
Q

#2751 - 2019-02-17 08:42:34 (UTC+1)
>>5219261
The Lord is leading us all.
Good v Evil
Q

#2750 - 2019-02-17 08:40:47 (UTC+1)
>>5219185

#2749 - 2019-02-17 08:38:41 (UTC+1)
>>5219066
Trust your President!
Q

#2748 - 2019-02-17 08:27:09 (UTC+1)
>>5218953

#2747 - 2019-02-17 08:20:13 (UTC+1)
https://www.whitehouse.gov/brie�ngs-statements/president-donald-j-trumps-border-security-victory/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/brie�ngs-statements/statement-by-the-president-28/
Q

#2746 - 2019-02-17 08:04:57 (UTC+1)
>>5217756
They were removed.
When was Page removed from the investigation?
What month? 
July 2017? (Early)
When was Scaramucci hired?
July 2017? (Late)
Re: the 'Scaramucci' model 
5:5?
Those who left (majority) did not have a choice.
ALL remained pro MAGA and loyal to POTUS?
Why are we attacked by pro MAGA?
The 'establishment' runs deep.
Logical thinking. 
Q

#2745 - 2019-02-17 06:39:30 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/former-top-fbi-lawyer-2-trump-cabinet-o�cials-were-ready-to-support-25th-amendment-e�ort
Information waterfall. 
Buckle up!
[Traitors] 
Q

#2744 - 2019-02-17 03:46:28 (UTC+1)
"But the Lord is faithful, and he will strengthen you and protect you from the evil one." - 2 Thessalonians 3:3
"God is our refuge and strength, an ever-present help in trouble." - Psalm 46:1 
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"And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from the evil one." - Matthew 6:13
Q

#2743 - 2019-02-17 02:04:57 (UTC+1)
https://www.breitbart.com/the-media/2019/02/16/networks-refuse-cover-senates-no-russia-collusion-report/
How do you know when the media is biased and pushing a knowingly false (fake) narrative?
Disinformation campaign designed to buy 'them' more time by attempting to 'con' enough people in order to remove the duly elected POTUS in order to 'sa
themselves from prosecution. 
Enemy of the People. 
Q

#2742 - 2019-02-16 22:03:32 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/sensaycommon/status/1096875350913634309
Similar to below?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KKvvOFIHs4k
Q

#2741 - 2019-02-16 21:44:45 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/333RDREVOLUTION/status/1096871434549424128
Bigger than you realize.
Purpose of FAKE NEWS attacks (slow growth/reach).
Q

#2740 - 2019-02-16 21:13:30 (UTC+1)
>>5208844
You have more than you know.
Why did [LL] [ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES] grant 'special entry' to Natalia Veselnitskaya (Don Jr. 'set up' meeting)?
Why was [NV] barred from entering prior to?
If you have no real evidence of 'Russian Collusion' you must attempt to manufacture.
Q

#2739 - 2019-02-16 20:55:53 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/CarpeDonktum/status/1096495237663518720
On the daily.
Q

#2738 - 2019-02-16 20:00:44 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Scavino45/status/1096628767701848064
Army Chief of Engineers?
ALL 'FUTURE' CONSTRUCTION?
How long have Anons known?
FAKE NEWS attacking us daily?
D's are predictable (stupid).
Nothing to See Here.
Q

#2737 - 2019-02-16 02:43:14 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/dhs-o�cial-border-security-bill-does-not-contain-amnesty-poison-pills.amp?
Be careful who you follow.
Q

#2736 - 2019-02-15 16:13:52 (UTC+1)
>>5188784

#2735 - 2019-02-15 16:09:24 (UTC+1)
Be prepared for more FAKE NEWS disinfo claiming we stated 'death'.
Read carefully.
F15.
Q

#2734 - 2019-02-15 15:21:58 (UTC+1)
>>5187870
F-15
NAT EM today?
Q

#2733 - 2019-02-15 15:18:38 (UTC+1)
https://mobile.twitter.com/SevenFlamingos/status/1096412901424881664
Q

#2732 - 2019-02-15 15:06:01 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/michael-goodwin-andrew-mccabe-is-a-national-disgrace-and-we-owe-him-a-big-fat-thank-you
Dark to Light.
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The orders came from the highest o�ce in the land. 
Q

#2731 - 2019-02-15 12:41:46 (UTC+1)
Think McCabe [#2] interview re: meeting re: 25th amendment
Think [RR] wear a wire re: attempt to entrap re: 25th....
[2] accounted for? 
IDEN remaining coming.
Note 'Border Open' context same drop.
Border has more importance than what is publicly disclosed.
Q

#2730 - 2019-02-15 12:17:48 (UTC+1)
>>5186193
Your husband answered the call as a brave and sel�ess Patriot. 
We are forever grateful for his service & sacri�ce to this Country. 
May god bless you and your family. 
Honor & respect.
Q

#2729 - 2019-02-15 12:04:25 (UTC+1)
Remember the cover story for this? 
Helicopter? 
Coincidence re: AF1 re: CA route NK?
Bigger than 25th amendment attempt to remove. 
Depth of this is very serious.
Q

#2728 - 2019-02-15 11:37:13 (UTC+1)
>>5185721
You have more than you know.
It's all there.
Future proves past. 
Q

#2727 - 2019-02-15 11:24:11 (UTC+1)
>>5185578
https://thehill.com/homenews/senate/430023-senate-passes-bill-to-make-lynching-a-federal-crime?amp
In the past, what was the punishment re: a TRAITOR?
Coincidence? 
Q

#2726 - 2019-02-15 11:11:04 (UTC+1)
Be alert next 10 days.
FF attempts may be carried out in attempt to change narrative (neg optics).
High possibility of 'multiple day' coverage event forcing pause on news.
See something > Say something.
Q

#2725 - 2019-02-15 05:46:33 (UTC+1)
Chatter - Bill & Hillary's 'public' health will begin to rapidly deteriorate. 
Q

#2724 - 2019-02-15 05:42:27 (UTC+1)
A Traitor's Justice.
Phase III
Panic in DC.
RATS EVERYWHERE.
For those who decide to save the taxpayers some money - There is no escaping God.
Q

#2723 - 2019-02-15 05:34:40 (UTC+1)
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6002418364001/#sp=show-clips
Truth push.
Q

#2722 - 2019-02-15 05:31:08 (UTC+1)
No mercy.
No bargaining. 
A Traitor's justice.
P-A-I-N
Q
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#2721 - 2019-02-15 05:29:18 (UTC+1)

#2720 - 2019-02-15 01:42:35 (UTC+1)
>>5177926

#2719 - 2019-02-15 01:38:30 (UTC+1)
https://mobile.twitter.com/NormieWokeAF/status/1096206390295699456
What a coincidence! 
Return 'publicly'?
Pace picking up?
Q

#2718 - 2019-02-15 01:26:45 (UTC+1)
https://mobile.twitter.com/2runtherace/status/1096166043972747271
How is that possible?
On same day as BARR con�rmation? 
What a coincidence. 
De�ne the word 'plan'.
Q

#2717 - 2019-02-15 01:19:18 (UTC+1)
https://mobile.twitter.com/TheJusticeDept/status/1096195732967706629
E�ective today, MUELLER reports to BARR.
[Coming weeks]
Q

#2716 - 2019-02-15 00:53:41 (UTC+1)
>>5176841
Spelling error by mistake.
On the move.
Q

#2715 - 2019-02-15 00:52:34 (UTC+1)
>>5176626
More importantly, why is the WASH POST leading the attack vs 'Q'? 
Who owns the WASH POST? 
Who funds Amazon? 
Who targeted NSA re: SURV expose/prevent pre U1 / IRAN? 
Why are we attacked daily by the largest news co's on the world?
Use caution - high follower count targeting to direct 'deep in narrative' mob as method to remove.
Q

#2714 - 2019-02-15 00:43:26 (UTC+1)
Memes are important. 
Mod attached re: FBI only re: last drop re: FIRED. 
If nothing criminal (i.e. treason vs duly elected President) occurred, why then did majority of senior FBI leadership get FIRED/removed? 
What do they ALL have in common?
CLINTON CONNECTION.
DOJ later ([2]departures imminent).
Q

#2713 - 2019-02-15 00:28:21 (UTC+1)
>>5176247
We only go 'public' when we want the 'target' to 'know'.
Q

#2712 - 2019-02-15 00:26:29 (UTC+1)
>>5176128
Credit to Anons who deciphered Red/Green Castle.
Why must we communicate this way? 
Think NAT SEC laws.
Q

#2711 - 2019-02-15 00:19:51 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/mcconnell-says-trump-prepared-to-sign-border-security-bill-and-will-declare-national-emergency
Anons knew last March?
Do you believe in coincidences?
At what point is it mathematically impossible?
#WinningBigly
Q

#2710 - 2019-02-14 12:02:24 (UTC+1)
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Stop track.
Register all data pulls to location.
Standby.
Q

#2709 - 2019-02-14 11:56:29 (UTC+1)
Pull all views +/- [10]
Scan P-P100z
Narrow/+wide 
Q

#2708 - 2019-02-14 11:46:55 (UTC+1)
>>5167220
RT 
Night crawl active
[3]
Q

#2707 - 2019-02-14 11:41:27 (UTC+1)
Sequence complete. 
Target(s) known.
Track 7B-DS
Q

#2706 - 2019-02-14 11:31:17 (UTC+1)
Sequence register.
Location active.

#2705 - 2019-02-12 17:53:43 (UTC+1)
>>5141350
Not seeing an error now.
Long night.
Q

#2704 - 2019-02-12 17:51:34 (UTC+1)
>>5141323
Spelling error by mistake.
On the move.
Q

#2703 - 2019-02-12 17:50:48 (UTC+1)
>>5141276
Mathematically impossible.
Those who challenge have an agenda or are simply still asleep.
The NARRATIVE has them.
Q

#2702 - 2019-02-12 17:48:10 (UTC+1)
>>5141130
Maybe one day we'll hit 0:00.00.
Many 0:00.xx's but that doesn't cut it for Anon's.
Q

#2701 - 2019-02-12 17:43:48 (UTC+1)
>>5141012
Devices in the same location w/ the same military encrypt w/ the same service yet hitting send spreads an unusual gap (even accounting for pic/non-pic tran
data II).
Sometimes we get a hit, sometimes we don't.
We are past that now, correct?
Q

#2700 - 2019-02-12 17:34:13 (UTC+1)
POTUS: "This can never be allowed to happen again (in our Country or to another President)."
How do you deter & prevent this from happening again?
Simply by terminating employment of those responsible?
Simply by conducting a few 'non-threatening' investigations?
Or by:
Prosecuting those responsible to the fullest extent of the law?
Setting up new checks & balances and oversight designed to increase transparency? 
Provide OIG o�ce(s) w/ funding inc (size) ++ authority? 
Provide select committees w/ access and in-house viewing of non NAT SEC CLAS material? 
Provide a check on Directors/Dep Directors/Asst Directors of all such ABC agencies? 
Establish '�nancial checks/reviews' of those in senior (critical) positions (audits) + direct family (close proximity)? 
Transparency and Prosecution is the only way forward to save our Republic and safeguard such criminal and treasonous acts from occurring again. 
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While some want to quietly remove those responsible and go about our business (save face on the World Stage), those in control, understand, this band-aid
simply not work.
Nobody should be above the law (no matter how massive the spider-web is (entangled)). 
This will never happen again.
TRUTH WORKS.
FACTS MATTER.
Q

#2699 - 2019-02-12 16:17:57 (UTC+1)
http://clerk.house.gov/public_disc/�nancial-pdfs/2016/10016846.pdf
What does a dog do when he/she has a bone?
You are the news now.
Q

#2698 - 2019-02-12 16:15:43 (UTC+1)
>>5139710
https://twitter.com/FuctupMike/status/1095170275132493824
[Controlled by those who worked for the Clinton's]
They have ZERO control now.
Q

#2697 - 2019-02-12 16:10:22 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/newly-released-emails-show-fbi-scrambling-to-respond-to-clinton-lawyer-amid-weiner-laptop-review
Shall We Play a Game?
Where are they now?
[Ref: public optics: 'retired''left' refers to '�red/forced']
FEDERAL BUREAU OF "INVESTIGATION"
James Comey, Director - FIRED
Andrew McCabe, Deputy Director - FIRED
Jim Rybicki, Chief of Sta� and Senior Counselor - FIRED
James Baker, General Counsel - FIRED
Bill Priestap, Director of Counterintelligence (Strzok's boss) - FIRED
Peter Strzok, Deputy Assistant Director of Counterintelligence - FIRED
Lisa Page, O�ce of General Counsel - FIRED
Mike Kortan, Assistant Director for Public A�airs - FIRED
Josh Campbell, Special Assistant to Comey - FIRED
Michael Steinbach - Head of NAT SEC Div - FIRED
John Glacalone - (Predecessor to Steinbach) - Head of NAT SEC Div - FIRED
James Turgal - Assistant Director - FIRED
Greg Bower - Top Congressional Liaison - FIRED
Trisha Anderson - Principle Deputy General Counsel - FIRED
Randy Coleman - Assistant Director of Counterintelligence Div - REMOVED 
Coleman Authored:
(1) Anthony Wiener [sic]
(2) [Unrelated]
(3) Wiener [sic] - texting 15 yo - Sexually Explicit
9/26 - Federal SW - IPhone/IPAD/Laptop
Initial analysis of laptop - thousands emails
Hillary Clinton & Foundation
Crime Against Children
Kevin Clinesmith - track & follow
Tashina Gauhar - track & follow
Sally Moyer - track & follow
Jason V. Herring - track & follow
Nothing being done?
FAKE NEWS?
Q

#2696 - 2019-02-12 05:22:27 (UTC+1)
>>5134529
You will never be alone. 
We are UNITED.
God speed, Patriot.
WWG1WGA!
Q

#2695 - 2019-02-12 05:07:05 (UTC+1)
>>5134144
https://twitter.com/Jvineyard2011/status/1095168967457558528
POTUS "Did they get the clip?"
Yes, Mr. President.
POTUS "Did they catch all the references?"
Yes, Mr. President.
POTUS "Show me."
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Thank you, Mr. John Vineyard. 
Thank you, Anons. 
(return publicly)
Q

#2694 - 2019-02-11 23:53:54 (UTC+1)
>>5127462
Life Lesson - [AS]
The next time you 'leak' classi�ed information, don't have your phone (or allow phones of the 'unknown' go-between 'students') present. 
FISA works both ways.
Q

#2693 - 2019-02-11 23:44:56 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/RepAdamSchi�/status/1095051195658522625
Let's actually use 'FACTS':
Step One: Hype an invented threat of POTUS working w/ the RUSSIANS (disinformation campaign).
Step Two: Send FBI/DOJ/CONGRESS/SENATE/C_A/NSA/INTEL/FVEY/etc... to address and investigate the IMAGINARY THREAT.
Step Three: Justify the 'SPECIAL COUNSEL' and MILLIONS OF TAXPAYER DOLLARS SPENT as necessary to protect the public and our election process against 
imaginary, made-up, non-existent threat (which really is) designed to protect the illegal activities of many elected o�cials.
Step Four: Open 'new' Fake & False investigations as CHAIRMAN of the House Intel Comm to retain disinformation campaign designed to keep liberal/D Ame
onboard to regain POWER & PREVENT prosecution - Executive Time!
Q

#2692 - 2019-02-11 23:29:04 (UTC+1)
https://www.judicialwatch.org/press-room/press-releases/judicial-watch-fbi-general-counsel-talked-to-hillary-clintons-lawyer-about-comeys-letter-on-weine
clinton-emails/
Baker's heads up on the Kendall call was sent to:
Then-Director James Comey; since �red;
Then-Associate Deputy Director David Bowdich, who later replaced Andrew McCabe as deputy director;
Michael Steinbach, the F.B.I.'s former executive assistant director for national security;
Then-Assistant Director of Counterintelligence E.W. Priestap, now retired;
James Rybicki, former chief of sta� to Comey;
FBI intelligence analyst Jonathan Mo�a;
Former Acting Assistant Director Jason V. Herring;
Michael Kortan, FBI assistant director for public a�airs, now retired;
Former principal deputy general counsel Trisha Anderson;
Strzok and Page
Does the list above look familiar? 
Re_read drops re: FBI 'Midyear' OIG ....... & review graphics.
Q

#2691 - 2019-02-11 23:00:54 (UTC+1)
If [AS] has seen 'evidence' of collusion and/or POTUS/RUSSIA illegal activities, as he's stated in the past many times across all D-arm media networks, why th
a need to open 'new' investigations? 
What about the so-called 'evidence' already seen?
How is [AS] making open statements re: MUELLER not investigating POTUS/Deutsche Bank thorough enough if the MUELLER investigation itself is CLASSIFIE
How does [AS] know what MUELLER has/hasn't investigated?
FAKE NEWS DESIGNED TO KEEP THE FAKE NARRATIVE IN PLAY [COVER].
You are witnessing the greatest 'DISINFORMATION' campaign to ever be pushed by a political party. 
Ask yourself, why?
FEAR of what?
The message must be direct.
The WAR is very real.
Q

#2690 - 2019-02-11 18:50:46 (UTC+1)
>>5123210

#2689 - 2019-02-11 18:50:22 (UTC+1)
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/acting-attorney-general-and-secretary-homeland-security-submit-joint-report-impact-foreign
[Only when the election harms the D party will they claim foreign interference]
Keyword: 'Foreign'
What about Domestic interference?
>Non-Cit votes by county
>Non-Cit promo by county
>Non-Cit org by county
>Targeted districts breakdown by 'Non-Cit' data acc
>Voter irregularities [internal]
>(-2) Laws enacted in battleground areas as test for 2020 (voter roll screening/review of non_votes (D) > ballot pop > track for sign > submit late for count) - v
�gures + rule of law (new standard of no show vote SC 2019 scope case?)
Why do D's push for NO VOTER ID in U.S. elections?
Why do D's push for OPEN BORDERS?
Find the connection.
Sometimes a MAP helps.
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What SC decision (6-3) ruled VOTER ID did NOT suppress votes or deter minorities?
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-politics-court/supreme-court-upholds-photo-id-voting-law-idUSWAT00940020080428
What (FALSE) 'narrative' is pushed by D's re: VOTER ID LAW?
Racist?
Voter suppression of minority vote?
When is an ID required?
Should an ID not be required at all (for any reason) given the argument made by D's?
Does the argument 'A NATIONAL VOTER ID LAW would suppress the minority vote' suggest minorities are incapable of obtaining an ID?
When is an ID required?
Which minorities are they referring to? 
(illegal immigrants?)
Logical thinking.
If there is a previous SC decision on the matter (pre-POTUS Justice conf), would a NATIONAL VOTER ID LAW MANDATE using the SC ruling of 2008 (+ commo
logic/arguments) as the LEGAL FOUNDATION, have merit?
Is every other country that has a VOTER ID LAW considered racist?
https://www.newsobserver.com/news/politics-government/state-politics/article92593512.html
Will the DOJ support the push instead of �le legal challenges as [LL] did in the past?
If the SC ruled in 2008 that VOTER ID laws do not impact/harm or prevent 'minorities' from voting, how could the U.S. 4th Circuit Court rule opposite?
Is the 4th Circuit Court considered LEFT/Liberal?
https://www.newsobserver.com/news/politics-government/article215247000.html
Why do D's want POWER at all costs?
One example above.
Logical thinking.
#FactsMatter
You are the news now.
Q

#2688 - 2019-02-11 06:05:09 (UTC+1)
>>5117543
>>5117590
You attack those you fear the most.
The sheer volume of attacks by the largest media corporations in the world, should, using common sense and logic, indicate there is something more to the
Q

#2687 - 2019-02-11 05:50:41 (UTC+1)
>>5117187
Why does the FAKE NEWS media continue to attack a so-called 'conspiracy'?
Did you know there's been 1,000+ articles written about this movement by the FAKE NEWS media machine?
Google: "Qanon" select: 'News' past 30 days (example)
What are they afraid of?
People coming together and thinking for themselves?
Q

#2686 - 2019-02-11 02:24:09 (UTC+1)
https://www.liveaction.org/what-we-do/investigations/child-sex-tra�cking-cover-up/
Why do D's push to fund [PP] using taxpayer dollars ($500m/year)?
Where does the money go?
Past political donations of [PP]?
What is the process of disposal re: aborted fetus?
What regulations (who monitors) are in place to ensure that process is being followed?
Why is there a new push by D's to legalize late term abortions?
See past drops re: [PP] re: Congressional report (WARNING: GRAPHIC)
This has nothing to do w/ a woman's right to choose (tactic they deploy when challenged to activate liberals/media hysteria).
The focus is on the organization itself. 
https://www.crainsnewyork.com/awards/kirk-adams-cecile-richards
Ask yourself a very simple question: 
Given the amount of evidence demonstrating illegal & disturbing activities by [PP]- where is the FBI investigation?
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/planned-parenthood-under-investigation-by-justice-department-over-sale-of-fetal-tissue
[RR][MCCABE]
What senior political o�cials are providing cover to [PP]?
Will action be taken by DOJ/FBI?
2019?
Q

#2685 - 2019-02-11 01:13:55 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c6MwPgPK7WQ
Q

#2684 - 2019-02-10 23:04:06 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1094714204328771586
Stage set?
Public border-wall �ght necessary to bring public awareness re: true intentions of D party.
Anons knew?
Narrative Fight.
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Dark to Light.
Q

#2683 - 2019-02-10 22:52:24 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ohboywhatashot/status/1094206741166866432
Would you know if not posted by individuals on social media?
FAKE NEWS attempting to 'CONTROL' the narrative by not providing coverage?
Do the protests in EU go against the narrative that majority of people are for globalism, open borders, and mass immigration? 
1. Dilution of citizen voice
2. Dilution of citizen vote
3. Dilution of national independence 
>Police turned against its own citizens 
>Citizens turned against its own police
>People v People 
Controlled media > prevent mass awareness 
If the news doesn't report the facts (ie, truth) - how do people get informed in order to be heard?
Silence the people.
Localize disruption. 
Target leaders of disruption (quietly take action).
Deploy scare tactics & political cross-talk
Control volume.
The media no longer represents the will of the people. 
Think for yourself.
Research for yourself.
Trust yourself.
Sheep no more.
Q

#2682 - 2019-02-10 21:53:21 (UTC+1)
https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/429292-the-case-for-russia-collusion-against-the-democrats
De�ne 'Projection'.
How do you �x something that is known to be broken (corrupt)?
Do you �rst need to remove those responsible? 
Think FBI/DOJ 'exit' list.
How do you 'restore' the image (public faith) of our most prestigious 'law enforcement' institutions? 
Hold people accountable?
Equal justice under the law?
The battle begins (as seen today) w/ public opinion. 
The FIGHT to win PUBLIC FAVORABILITY.
The FIGHT to control the NARRATIVE.
How do D's control the NARRATIVE?
1) FAKE NEWS MEDIA push of 'by design' narrative [daily updates - 4am]
2) FAKEWOOD echo of 'by design' narrative
3) SOCIAL MEDIA stream/promote of 'by design' narrative + censor/block/ban of challenger(s) of that narrative
Do they provide evidence to support their conclusions? 
POTUS/RUSSIA narrative - evidence?
None.
POTUS racist narrative - evidence?
None.
POTUS ............(you can play this game all day long)
'None'.
What do they count on? 
How many experiments have been conducted by the C_A re: mind control?
Psych 101: If you hear & see something over and over again by multiple (supposedly credible) news agencies, elected o�cials, actors/actresses, documentar
movies, internet, social media, foreign press etc. all pushing the same narrative/conclusions.......what happens? 
Do FACT-LESS claims become FACTS in the minds of many?
Do they count on the fact that w/ work, family, stresses of life, etc. that the typical person does not have enough time in the day to research topics for thems
therefore would believe narratives projected in the echo chamber w/o the need to provide facts or substance other than opinion? 
Why do they try so hard to keep you DIVIDED by race, gender, class, ......?
Notice an increase in this push over the past 2-years? 
Are you stronger together/UNITED or DIVIDED?
If you dare to challenge their narrative are you cast out [banned] by society as a threat/conspiracy theorist etc..?
Are you cast out by members of your own family? 
'DIVIDED'
'Group-Think'
THEY DO NOT WANT YOU TO THINK FOR YOURSELF.
A FREE-THINKING 'LOGICAL' PERSON WHO DRAWS CONCLUSIONS BASED ON FACTS ARE, PUT SIMPLY, A THREAT TO THEIR CONTROL/POWER GRIP. 
ALL THEY CARE ABOUT IS CONTROL [I.E. POWER].
WITH CONTROL COMES PERSONAL GAIN.
They want to keep you poor and in need of government assistance.
Bigger the gov't, the more CONTROL they have, the more POWER they possess. 
When you are in need, you are weak.
When you are weak, you are not strong.
When you are not strong, you do not FIGHT BACK.
This is as real as it gets.
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They never thought she would lose.
Why? See above re: Control. 
Transparency is the only way forward.
Transparency is the only way to PROVE TO THE PUBLIC that everything SOLD TO YOU as TRUTH was nothing but a FAKE NARRATIVE DESIGNED TO KEEP, YO
PEOPLE, POWERLESS, AND KEEP THEM, IN CONTROL [I.E. IN POWER].
FAKE NEWS' [propaganda arm of the Democrat machine] sole responsibility is to prevent the TRUTH from ever being disseminated to the masses. 
Mass In�ltration (everywhere).
Transparency is the only way forward re: public opinion.
Prosecution is the only way forward re: save & defend the rule of law.
Prosecution and Transparency is the only way to save our way of life.
Q

#2681 - 2019-02-10 04:54:04 (UTC+1)
[-30]
[-45]
[-60]
[-90]
-Blockade removal ['Scaramucci' model]
-[RR] removal [Goodbye #2 [#1 _ oversight of Mueller]
-[Ohr] removal
-[1-4] removal 
-Barr install
-Barr (w/ Whitaker) review [RR] notes re: strong reservations to DECLAS due to sources & methods + Foreign CLAS (irreparable harm) > OIG review prior to e
order 
-Barr (w/ Whitaker) pull DECLAS review assignment from OIG [cite: executive order from POTUS does not require special oversight - DOJ/FBI (Wray) fully capa
reviewing and commenting re: OP integrity (sources & methods) etc.]
-Barr executes order to DECLAS + provide members of H committee long requested supplemental documentation in C setting [scope memo + CLAS] as requ
Law.
-Whitaker remain DOJ senior sta� 
-Barr meeting Huber & OIG 
-OIG report 
-House D's threaten subpoena of Barr/Whitaker re: DECLAS, SC report, Huber, etc....
-House D's use subpoena power to ........................Acts 1, 2, and 3. [spill +30]
-Meeting w/ NK > DENUC plan/process > sanctions lift meets subj A, B food for people (aid)
UK/AUS narrative shift re: in_country spy campaign v. POTUS (hops 1 to 2; 2 to 3; 3 to 4; 4 to target)
-D sky is falling push to public (scare to control)(projection)
-Public Awakening
-Narrative damage control
-Placeholders active
-Wall discussion end (public awareness of D's) 
-Red/Green Castle per orig plan
Dark to Light.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
Q

#2680 - 2019-02-10 04:05:00 (UTC+1)
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/03/politics/whitaker-prosecutor-fbi/index.html
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2019/01/16/william-barr-in-2017-doj-abdicating-its-responsibility-by-ignoring-clinton-uranium-deal-in-favor-of-russia-coll
Read between the lines.
BLOCKADE END > 
GOOD TO GO.
Q

#2679 - 2019-02-10 03:15:15 (UTC+1)
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/shuttle/launch/countdown101.html
Q

#2678 - 2019-02-10 03:12:49 (UTC+1)
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/social-media/russian-troll-accounts-purged-twitter-pushed-qanon-other-conspiracy-theories-n966091
RUSSIA! RUSSIA! RUSSIA!
FAKE NEWS attacks continue? 
Ask yourself, why?
What happens when the news no longer reports FACTS?
What happens when the news no longer reports TRUTH?
Enemy of the people.
Controlled.
Q

#2677 - 2019-02-09 21:52:03 (UTC+1)
>>5094289
We never left.
It's time to return publicly.
Q
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#2676 - 2019-02-09 21:48:12 (UTC+1)
Optics are important.
Stealth bombers silent?
Re_read Mueller re: 'designed to' drops.
Probe conclusion coming? 
[-30]
Coincidence 'conclusion' occurring as new AG installed?
What is the purpose of WHITAKER?
Re_read drops re: 'Scaramucci' model.
Purpose?
Who did Scaramucci remove?
E�ective?
Optics important?
What occurs post installed 'BLOCKADE' removal?
DECLAS?
[RR] 'complete' removal?
OIG release of �ndings?
How are they preparing to combat [narrative = vital]?
House intel launch of more 'FAKE' investigations in attempt to retain 'FALSE NARRATIVE' and claim 'POLITICAL ATTACK(S)' if investigated/prosecuted themse
[AS]?
[SDNY-AG]?
Attempts to retain 'BLOCKADE'?
Attempts to prevent public release of the TRUTH?
ZERO leaks re: HUBER?
ZERO.
Do not mistake 'public' silence for inaction. 
"This is not another 4-year election." 
Q

#2675 - 2019-02-01 19:22:49 (UTC+1)

#2674 - 2019-02-01 19:22:24 (UTC+1)
Last post before going dark?
Re: [PP]?
What events followed that post?
Coincidence?
Anons understand.
Q

#2673 - 2019-01-13 20:52:02 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/charliekirk11/status/1084488036598075393
FAKE NEWS control over those who do not think for themselves limits exposure of TRUTH.
[D] Party Con.
Q

#2672 - 2019-01-13 20:08:58 (UTC+1)
https://www.realclearinvestigations.com/articles/2018/02/11/former_cia_director_john_brennan_investigated_for_perjury.html
D House focus on POTUS = 'insurance' extension from MUELLER to House.
GJ testimony underway in several states.
Attempts to BLOCK/PROTECT themselves will FAIL.
Far beyond political corruption/sedition.
Law governing removal of a sitting Congress(m/w)/Senator?
Lights on.
Q

#2671 - 2019-01-11 11:15:03 (UTC+1)
If a woman is selected as the nominee does that eliminate the wrap up smear re: sexual assault? 
What other tactics might be planned to block and/or force name removal? 
Why is the Senate important? 
Who controls the Senate?
53-47
Enjoy the show.
Q

#2670 - 2019-01-11 09:36:09 (UTC+1)
At what point is it mathematically impossible? 
The very next day.
Red Castle.
Green Castle.
Public access to intel?
Q

#2669 - 2019-01-11 09:27:18 (UTC+1)
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Awaiting VIP arrival.
What senior US o�cial is arriving in China?
Purpose?
Q

#2668 - 2019-01-11 09:19:34 (UTC+1)
BOOM!
BOOM!
BOOM!
BOOM!
Q

#2667 - 2019-01-07 15:35:53 (UTC+1)
>>4644100
First time in more than 25 years?
Morning, Patriot.
Q

#2666 - 2019-01-07 15:31:43 (UTC+1)
http://www.bing.com/news/search?q=ginsburg&FORM=HDRSC6
Imagine that.
What a coincidence.
Q

#2665 - 2019-01-07 14:44:12 (UTC+1)
>>4643371
The reason why we are here, however, this is incomplete and missing the 3rd Tweet.
Q

#2664 - 2019-01-07 14:38:27 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1082259636227620865
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1082262839501508609
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1082268365081767936
"With all of the success that our Country is having, including the just released jobs numbers which are o� the charts, the Fake News & totally dishonest Med
concerning me and my presidency has never been worse. Many have become crazed lunatics who have given up on the TRUTH! The Fake News will knowing
demean in order make the tremendous success of the Trump Administration, and me, look as bad as possible. They use non-existent sources & write storie
total �ction. Our Country is doing so well, yet this is a sad day in America! The Fake News Media in our Country is the real Opposition Party. It is truly the Ene
People! We must bring honesty back to journalism and reporting!"
Compare & Contrast.
Ring a Bell?
Think Drop Yesterday.
>New narrative created
>Refusal to provide coverage of successes
Why is this important?
Sometimes making a connection leads to uncovering ......
Q

#2663 - 2019-01-07 06:24:44 (UTC+1)
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/7920010/cia-mkultra-mind-control-drugs-hypnosis-electric-documents/
Program dev ongoing under o�shore [not domestic] 'tangent' agency?
Covert funding?
Animals > Humans
Humans 1988
71% avg success rate.
Targeted (mental) 'criteria' designated as [ , ].
Mental institutions & therapists > 'program-specialists'.....
Cocktail regimen 4x daily brain intercept [administered by ]
Hint:
https://ncats.nih.gov/pubs/features/brain-signals-action
WIA military personnel targets of the program?
PTSD+
Clandestine Black OPs > zero a�liation (non_stick)
Something out of a movie?
Fiction?
The hole is deep.
Q

#2662 - 2019-01-07 05:51:54 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/joe-digenova-cardinal-james-comey-the-man-who-destroyed-the-fbi
"The treachery revealed by Comey, Clapper, and Brennan requires accountability. That can only happen through a federal grand jury investigation headed b
Huber, the U.S. Attorney in Utah who has been appointed to investigate the FISA criminality by the Obama FBI and DOJ."
Q

#2661 - 2019-01-07 03:27:48 (UTC+1)
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https://twitter.com/maggienyt/status/1009982937952079873?lang=en
https://twitter.com/maggienyt/status/1065100343846031362?lang=en
A stone sits idle while the world around it evolves. Evolution, depending on the stage, can be deadly.
https://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/1081974511598211072
We can talk through code or we can act through transparency. The choice is yours. However, the clock is ticking, and, at a select point in time, that option wi
expired. Regular service appointments should be made in order to maintain functionality. 
Q

#2660 - 2019-01-07 01:59:04 (UTC+1)
>>4616371
https://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/1081974511598211072
Handler (Conductor):
Smoking can be bad for your health. Read the warning label. Deboard train and walk away. Once in the tunnel, there is no going back.
Q

#2659 - 2019-01-07 01:30:38 (UTC+1)
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2019/01/04/dershowitz_secret_emails_about_underage_sex_allegations_will_put_prominent_people_in_handcu�s.h
Get in line.
Q

#2658 - 2019-01-07 00:57:01 (UTC+1)
Remember when D's and the FAKE NEWS media [+FAKEWOOD] pushed mass fear that POTUS would start WWIII re: North Korea?
POTUS > PEACE on the Korean P > NO further missile tests or U enrichment.
New narrative created.
Refusal to provide coverage of successes.
Remember when D's and the FAKE NEWS media [+FAKEWOOD] pushed a stock market collapse if POTUS was elected?
POTUS E + policies > largest gains recorded in market's history
New narrative created.
Refusal to provide coverage of successes.
[Use FED to inc rates to counter growth and project POTUS blame]
Remember when D's and the FAKE NEWS media [+FAKEWOOD] pushed complete economic collapse if POTUS was elected?
POTUS E + policies > lowest unemployment records in history + record jobs/GDP growth 
New narrative created.
Refusal to provide coverage of successes.
[Deploy and use 'racism' 'sexism' and every other ....'ism' to counter potential Black/Hispanic pop support]
Why do D's and the FAKE NEWS media [+FAKEWOOD] continually push the 'IMPEACH' narrative if impeachment requires 2/3rd SENATE VOTE TO ENACT (odd
that?)?
Do they push this FAKE NARRATIVE to project a supposed 'supportable w/ evidence' wrongdoing to their BASE (con�rmation bias)?
Accusations never supported by facts?
Group-Think.
The list goes on and on.....
PANIC IN DC?
WHY?
WHAT WAS LOST?
POWER OF THE PURSE.
COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE UNITED STATES MILITARY.
POWER TO REPLACE SENIOR OFFICIALS WITHIN CRUCIAL GOV POSITIONS (DEPT'S) WHO CAN THEN REPLACE SR+MID+LOW POSITIONS (TRICKLE_DOWN
REPLACEMENT).
POWER TO APPOINT SC JUSTICES.
(What if HRC won and appointed 2+ crooked SCJs?)
(The Last Resort)
POWER TO DIRECTLY UNDO HUSSEIN/PREV EO'S WHICH HARMED-GREATLY LIMITED THE US IN MANY VITAL/NEC WAYS.
POWER TO REBUILD THE UNITED STATES MILITARY (BACK) TO A GLOBAL SUPER POWER. 
(CHINA PAYOFFS (BRIBE $) FAILURE)
POWER TO ENACT LAWS BY EO TO COMBAT AND PROTECT OUR PEOPLE.
POWER TO SHIFT FOREIGN POLICY THEREBY REDUCING OUR ENEMIES ABILITY TO PROSPER AND SOMEDAY REIGN.
(IRAN DEAL - PARIS ACCORD - CHINA TRADE - SYRIA - ......................)
POWER TO DECLAS CRUCIAL DOCS TO PROVIDE THE PUBLIC W/ THE TRUTH (TRANSPARENCY).
POWER TO GIVE BACK POWER TO THE PEOPLE (AS INTENDED BY OUR FOUNDERS).
LEADER OF THE FREE WORLD.
.....................
Q

#2657 - 2019-01-06 21:09:09 (UTC+1)
When will the public discover that Ted Cruz was also illegally SURV (pre_POTUS_R nomination)?
C_A 'illegal' SURV > members of Congress? 
C_A 'illegal' SURV > members of the Press?
C_A 'illegal' SURV > SENATE INTEL COMM?
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/sep/10/cia-senate-investigation-constitutional-crisis-daniel-jones
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/01/world/senate-intelligence-commitee-cia-interrogation-report.html
Who ordered the SURV?
What justi�cation was provided to AUTH SURV of ELECTED OFFICIALS?
SURV fall under scope of FISA warrant or internal to Dept or outsourced to FVEY?
Reality check - friend or foe, we all spy on each other?
Should we be spying on ourselves?
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Should we be tasking others to spy on ourselves in order to avoid U.S. law?
Was FVEY established & designed by the INTEL COMM as a backchannel SURV apparatus to avoid domestic laws triggers and Congressional/Senate oversigh
What keylogs exist to monitor FVEY intel collection?
What ability do former GOV o�cials have re: ability to access C_LEVEL FVEY o�shore data?
How did HRC gain access to highest CLAS SAPs (closed system access) and able to transfer to remote/home server?
(Q above should scare every single American)
How did CHINA locate primary C_A assets within CHINA [187]?
Money buys POWER.
No punishment [Brennan] by HUSSEIN ADMIN re: SURV of Senate etc?
Logical thinking, why?
https://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/nation-world/national/national-security/article24770296.html
Justice Dept declines to pursue?
Fake News media limits exposure to public?
When did @Snowden breach NSA & PUBLICLY RELEASE (CRIPPLE) INTEL GATHERING ABILITY (NSA)?
NSA targeted?
Where did @Snowden work prior to NSA contractor ACCEPT?
What SENIOR LEVEL GOV/C_A OFFICIAL rec @Snowden for NSA contractor OFF/TAR position?
Post public release of CLAS NSA PRO > U1?
Where is @Snowden today?
What country was involved in U1?
If real target country was VENEZUELA or ECUADOR - why didn't @Snowden take a direct �ight from Hong Kong to those locations?
How many direct �ights run daily from HK to V&E?
If @Snowden was C_A/NSA would he not understand (simple logic) going public PRIOR TO END DESTINATION SAFETY would 'LIMIT' ACTIVE PASSPORT TRAVE
due to block_DEREG?
WHY WOULDN'T @Snowden PUBLICLY RELEASE INFO AFTER HE ALREADY WAS SAFELY AT FINAL DESTINATION?
Why then would @Snowden route through RUSSIA?
Was RUSSIA �nal destination?
Was RUSSIA true destination?
Could @Snowden be seen releasing CLAS programs/intel FROM INSIDE OF RUSSIA?
What role did BRENNAN PLAY in the @Snowden leaks re: NSA?
What was BRENNAN's background re: SAUDI ARABIA?
Does the C_A hold blackmail on political leaders?
Does the C_A protect those who protect them?
Why are ex C_A contractors running for o�ce?
How many ex C_A contractors are currently in o�ce?
Hello, [AS].
Once an agent, always an agent.
Q

#2656 - 2019-01-06 19:39:05 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1081981310699229184
Anons knew?
Q

#2655 - 2019-01-06 19:34:40 (UTC+1)
How many AUTH FISA UMBRELLA SURV warrants targeting those who illegally targeted [ ] are currently active? 
Upstream collection can be very revealing. 
When you no longer control the levers of POWER, do FVEY ('Allies') buckle & cooperate in order to preserve and maintain their future?
Germany losing stranglehold on EU?
The future will not repeat the past.
The clock is ticking.
Q

#2654 - 2019-01-06 19:06:00 (UTC+1)
https://www.axios.com/trump-acting-cabinet-heads-more-�exibility-d708dcb6-967b-42ba-97dc-9b1cf1d30aaf.html
Scaramucci model?
Public opinion (optics) do not matter.
Temps can be very dangerous to those who are targeted.
Q

#2653 - 2019-01-06 18:32:35 (UTC+1)
[RBG]
Why was she 'selected'?
Who appointed her?
Remember [her] history.
Ref: 230-page book called Sex Bias in the U.S. Code, published in 1977 by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.
Highlights:
>Called for the sex-integration of prisons and reformatories so that conditions of imprisonment, security and housing could be equal. She explained, "If the 
design of such institutions is to prepare inmates for return to the community as persons equipped to bene�t from and contribute to civil society, then perpe
single-sex institutions should be rejected." (Page 101)
>Called for the sex-integration of Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts because they "perpetuate stereotyped sex roles." (Page 145)
>Insisted on sex-integrating "college fraternity and sorority chapters" and replacing them with "college social societies." (Page 169)
>Cast constitutional doubt on the legality of "Mother's Day and Father's Day as separate holidays." (Page 146)
>Called for reducing the age of consent for sexual acts to people who are "less than 12 years old." (Page 102)
>Asserted that laws against "bigamists, persons cohabiting with more than one woman, and women cohabiting with a bigamist" are unconstitutional. (Page 
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>Objected to laws against prostitution because "prostitution, as a consensual act between adults, is arguably within the zone of privacy protected by recent
constitutional decisions." (Page 97)
>Ginsburg wrote that the Mann Act (which punishes those who engage in interstate sex tra�c of women and girls) is "o�ensive." Such acts should be consid
"within the zone of privacy." (Page 98)
>Demanded that we "�rmly reject draft or combat exemption for women," stating "women must be subject to the draft if men are." But, she added, "the ne
a�rmative action and for transition measures is particularly strong in the uniformed services." (Page 218)
>An indefatigable censor, Ginsburg listed hundreds of "sexist" words that must be eliminated from all statutes. Among words she found o�ensive were: ma
manmade, mankind, husband, wife, mother, father, sister, brother, son, daughter, serviceman, longshoreman, postmaster, watchman, seamanship, and "to
vessel). (Pages 15-16)
>Wanted he, she, him, her, his, and hers to be dropped down the memory hole. They must be replaced by he/she, her/him, and hers/his, and federal statute
use the bad grammar of "plural constructions to avoid third person singular pronouns." (Page 52-53)
>Condemned the Supreme Court's ruling in Harris v. McRae and claimed that taxpayer-funded abortions should be a constitutional right.
http://humanevents.com/2005/08/23/senators-overlooked-radical-record-of-ruth-bader-ginsburg/
Who are the doctors 'currently' treating [RBG]?
What other political [former/current] sr. political heads are they a�liated w/?
What 'o�-market' drugs are being provided to [RBG] in order to sustain minimum daily function? 
What is the real medical diagnosis of [RBG]?
Who is managing her care?
Who is 'really' managing her care?
The clock is ticking.
PANIC IN DC.
Q

#2652 - 2019-01-06 02:29:01 (UTC+1)
>>4617970
2.2 million attempted access within 1-2 minutes.
Site crashed.
Q

#2651 - 2019-01-06 02:20:07 (UTC+1)
https://www.foreignassistance.gov/explore
Why, for decades, has the UN encouraged donor countries to contribute 0.7% of their gross domestic product (GDP) on foreign aid?
The corruption (in�ltration) at the top (WW) has spread like cancer. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
Listen again, carefully.
The Great Awakening.
Q

#2650 - 2019-01-06 02:06:58 (UTC+1)
>>4617213
Why do D's always PUSH (force R's to include Spending Bills for approval) BILLIONS OF DOLLARS FOR FOREIGN AID?
Who audits where the money 'actually' goes?
How do politicians become 'extremely' wealthy while in o�ce on gov't salaries? 
How do xyz 'orgs' etc. remain funded?
https://www.foreignassistance.gov
https://www.foreignassistance.gov/explore
Why do D's only care about CONTROL/POWER?
POWER OF THE PURSE.
POWER = PROTECTION.
THE WHEEL OF CORRUPTION.
Welcome to the CON.
Q

#2649 - 2019-01-06 01:50:25 (UTC+1)
How do you outmaneuver the obstructionists? 
How do you expose the obstructionists for what they really are?
'ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE'
They are only now �guring it out.
Q

#2648 - 2019-01-06 01:09:17 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/1081693680291991552
Several days?
What if this was always the plan? 
Justice K.
Timing is everything.
Why deploy vested powers of the O�ce of the President (under 'veri�able' matters of National Security) when you can instead unveil America's TRUE ENEMY
Public awakening.
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/7524
"We have has a very good relationship with Maggie Haberman of Politico over the last year. We have had her tee up stories for us before and have never be
disappointed. While we should have a larger conversation in the near future about a broader strategy for reengaging the beat press that covers HRC, for thi
we can achieve our objective and do the most shaping by going to Maggie."
You are not safe.
Q
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#2647 - 2019-01-06 00:19:44 (UTC+1)
>>4614558
Will POTUS be @ CD tomorrow?
[1 year delta]
Matters of NAT SEC?
The clock is ticking.
Follow the watch.
Q

#2646 - 2019-01-05 19:53:28 (UTC+1)
>>4610613
Do you notice any similarities?
D's attempt to turn the public against our police, ICE, and those who continually serve the public interest (protect)?
Open borders w/ no Immigration & Customs O�cials to safeguard the people?
EU gov't attempt to turn the police against the people re: yellow vest protests?
Police vs People _ EU
D's attempt to sway public vs Police/ICE _ US
A war against GLOBALISM.
A war to retain SOVEREIGNTY.
DIVIDE THOSE WHO POLICE & SAFEGUARD AGAINST THE PEOPLE THEY ARE SWORN TO PROTECT.
CHAOS.
MAKE THE PEOPLE FIGHT THEMSELVES VS ORIGINAL TARGETS (OLD GUARD).
FAKE NEWS push of racism, fascism, sexism, every other ...'ism' etc.... against those seeking to END GLOBALISM in favor of NATIONALISM (pride of heritage a
culture - preservation & security/safety) is DESIGNED TO KEEP YOU SUBMISSIVE. 
Why do D's deploy and use 'racism' as their 'go-to' tactic when an argument or narrative cannot factually be substantiated? 
POTUS & BLACK COMMUNITY PRE_CANDIDACY?
POTUS & BLACK COMMUNITY POST_CANDIDACY?
RECONCILE.
They want you DIVIDED.
CONTROLLED SUBMISSIVE SHEEP.
Posse Comitatus Act.
Q

#2645 - 2019-01-05 19:21:19 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Ruptly/status/1081555779059105793
Complete BLACKOUT by the FAKE NEWS MEDIA?
Ask yourself, why?
Are they afraid of U.S. Patriots engaging in the same tactics?
Did the LIBERAL LEFT (OLD GUARD) engage and form organizations such as ANTIFA TO COMBAT AND SILENCE (FASCISM) any such DEVIATION OF THE CONT
NARRATIVE?
Do the actions of those Patriots abroad DESTROY THE FAKE NEWS NARRATIVE re: majority agree w/ the policies of the LIBERAL LEFT?
WE WILL NOT GO SILENT INTO THE NIGHT.
WE WILL NOT GO WITHOUT A FIGHT.
DO YOU BELIEVE THIS MOVEMENT AND WW EVENTS ARE SIMPLY A COINCIDENCE?
DIVIDED YOU ARE WEAK.
TOGETHER YOU ARE STRONG.
WE, THE PEOPLE.
WE, THE PEOPLE, HAVE THE POWER.
EO ACTIVE.
WHERE WE GO ONE, WE GO ALL!!!
Q

#2644 - 2019-01-05 18:45:01 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1081579754191552514
(2 days ahead of schedule)
Q

#2643 - 2019-01-05 17:57:15 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/brithume/status/1080929050120593410
What happens when all 'insiders' know the news is FAKE?
What happens when all 'insiders' know [AS] is the leak of false data?
What happens when a member of the House Intel Comm purposely leaks FAKE & FALSE data to 'friendly' news sources in order to maintain & portray a FAL
NARRATIVE to the public? 
How do you build a case against a member of the House Intel Comm if they themselves have access to the intelligence? 
What critical 'mission' did SESSIONS publicly announce re: leaks? 
Why did SESSIONS make this PUBLIC?
Optics are important.
Control of the NARRATIVE.
TRUTH & TRANSPARENCY IS THE ONLY WAY FORWARD>
RE: MUELLER deleted 'critical' text messages between PS+LP?
Re_read Re: [MUELLER] designed to....
The 'MUELLER' insurance policy has expired.
Q
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#2642 - 2018-12-23 05:36:43 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gHnGFkUS_lc
FAKE! FAKE! FAKE!
The More You Know...
Research for yourself. 
Q

#2641 - 2018-12-23 04:48:03 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/phil4gop/status/1076565841804697600
How can the 'LEFT' refute this?
What happens when you can no longer trust those elected to represent you?
FAKE! FAKE! FAKE!
TRUTH & FACTS MATTER.
Anons can play this game all day long.
Q

#2640 - 2018-12-21 17:12:27 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1076128583419088896
HUSSEIN "ISIS JV TEAM...."
Did ISIS form on HUSSEIN's watch?
Did HUSSEIN take care of business or allow them to expand?
How long did it take POTUS to ERADICATE and DESTROY ISIS?
THE AMERICAN PEOPLE ARE WAKING UP TO THE TRUTH.
https://www.investors.com/politics/editorials/197-military-o�cers-purged-by-obama/
Why did HUSSEIN attempt to destroy our military (weaken)?
What was the 16-year plan to destroy America?
Why did HUSSEIN install traitors at the highest levels of our Gov't?
Think DOJ.
Think FBI.
Think C_A.
Think NAT SEC.
Why did HUSSEIN bring people into the WH who HATE AMERICA and what we stand for?
What years did HRC serve as Sec of State?
What years did ISIS expand?
Why did HUSSEIN put restrictions on US MIL COMMAND re: ABILITY TO ATTACK TARGETS AT WILL > WH DIRECT APPROVAL REQ FOR EACH ACTION?
FACTS NOT FICTION.
BLIND SHEEP FOLLOW.
EYES ON TARGET.
Q

#2639 - 2018-12-21 16:42:54 (UTC+1)
Why do people trust the FAKE NEWS media? 
Anons can play this game all day long.
Compare & Contrast.
FAKE! FAKE! FAKE!
Q

#2638 - 2018-12-21 03:05:49 (UTC+1)
Chemical attack in Syria?
Public 'pull out' of troops in Syria....
History will not repeat itself this time.
Q

#2637 - 2018-12-21 03:02:56 (UTC+1)
Rogers departure. Intel.
Sessions departure. Law.
Kelly departure. Warfare/MIL
Mattis departure. Warfare/MIL
Notice a pattern?
Q

#2636 - 2018-12-20 19:41:41 (UTC+1)
ALICE & MAD HATTER.
Q

#2635 - 2018-12-20 19:33:09 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/democratic-operatives-created-fake-russian-bots-in-alabama-race-designed-to-link-kremlin-to-republican-roy-moore
The [D] party will cease to exist once it's all exposed.
FAKE NEWS can no longer control [dampen] public awareness of the TRUTH.
DARK TO LIGHT.
Q

#2634 - 2018-12-20 18:56:00 (UTC+1)
>>4392645
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Old news.
Q

#2633 - 2018-12-20 18:54:44 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/mccain-associate-gave-unveri�ed-steele-dossier-to-buzzfeed-court-�ling-says
"McCain associate shared unveri�ed Steele dossier with Buzzfeed, court �ling says."
Drop Dec 22 2017:
US SEN NO NAME>
NEWS SHOP>
BUZZF>
News unlocks.
You have the keystone.
Q

#2632 - 2018-12-20 18:41:48 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/FBI/status/1075760394210299904
Why would the FBI DIR take the time to visit ALL 56 FBI FIELD OFFICES around the entire United States? 
Completed this week.
Logical thinking.
Q

#2631 - 2018-12-20 18:38:58 (UTC+1)
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2017/08/spot-the-di�erence-oval-o�ce-edition/538008/
Anons know why.
Q

#2630 - 2018-12-20 18:33:29 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/mccain-associate-gave-unveri�ed-steele-dossier-to-buzzfeed-court-�ling-says
Future proves past.
News unlocks.
You have more than you know.
"....and House Speaker Paul Ryan's chief of sta�, John Burks."
When did Paul Ryan announce he was retiring? 
Why would the Speaker of the House retire?
Age of Paul Ryan?
Sometimes reading between the lines demonstrates those complicit in treasonous / traitorous acts are no longer (or soon to be) in positions of power. 
Forced?
R's easier to remove than D's?
D's holding on to power as long as possible hoping to sway pending action [cover]?
Think DECLAS.
Think SC.
...........
How many senior FBI & DOJ o�cials have been removed? 
None left by choice.
Nothing To See Here.
Nothing is being done.
The Biggest 'ACCURATE' Conspiracy....
FAKE NEWS ATTACKS DEMONSTRATE WHAT?
Q

#2629 - 2018-12-20 00:23:03 (UTC+1)
[D] Day, Patriots.
We will have our Country back!
Q+

#2628 - 2018-12-20 00:19:27 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
This is not another 4-year election....
Listen very carefully.
Power returned to the people.
Long term solutions.
Panic.
Q

#2627 - 2018-12-20 00:14:15 (UTC+1)
>>4381127
Why does the FAKE NEWS media continually attack a (as they say) so-called 'only a conspiracy' 'nothing to see here' 'lonely guy behind a keyboard' movemen
The largest media co's in the world giving so much attention....
WASH POST leading the attack?
Logical thinking always wins.
Q

#2626 - 2018-12-20 00:11:25 (UTC+1)
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/internet/�ynn-hearing-leaves-far-right-s-conspiracy-theorists-wanting-n949626
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The clock is ticking.
When will the 1st alarm ring?
If the Senate was the primary target (majority control)....
53-47 active when?
EO (designated_target(s)) active when?
Ongoing investigations.....
"There are a lot of sealed indictments" - SC
"It's all going to come out, U1, Dossier, CF, etc...." - SH
"I have pretty good sources..." - SH
There is a reason why SH, SC, and JS are on stage. 
Q

#2625 - 2018-12-13 01:23:31 (UTC+1)
/End
Stress test failed.
Q

#2624 - 2018-12-13 01:19:33 (UTC+1)
>>4281684
'Guardians' of intelligence.
Q

#2623 - 2018-12-13 01:16:27 (UTC+1)
>>4281583
(3) detention centers being prepped.
Monitor funding.
Q

#2622 - 2018-12-13 01:12:00 (UTC+1)
>>4281479
No.
Q

#2621 - 2018-12-13 01:10:18 (UTC+1)
>>4281387
Yes.
"Watch CA" was deliberate.
Q

#2620 - 2018-12-13 01:08:53 (UTC+1)
>>4281121
Assumption correct.
10k YE.
2019 1 + 2 should be closely evaluated.
Help will be provided.
Senate to investigate 2019.
Q

#2619 - 2018-12-13 01:01:15 (UTC+1)
>>4280876
Yes.
Gold shall destroy FED.
Q

#2618 - 2018-12-13 00:59:10 (UTC+1)
>>4280653
Only her beauty and love of country.
Q

#2617 - 2018-12-13 00:56:52 (UTC+1)
>>4280746
NSA ability to overreach hosts possible.
Q

#2616 - 2018-12-13 00:55:52 (UTC+1)
>>4280688
Not intended.
Separated by 2.
Q

#2615 - 2018-12-13 00:54:13 (UTC+1)
>>4280617
No.
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Reports of 'power grid' attacks (6 mo prep) should be disregarded. 
While attacks do occur, we are safeguarded by a 'Black Eye'.
Q

#2614 - 2018-12-13 00:52:39 (UTC+1)
>>4280575
Yes.
Added server(s)/bandwidth improved performance.
Q

#2613 - 2018-12-13 00:50:34 (UTC+1)
>>4280423
No.
Q

#2612 - 2018-12-13 00:49:48 (UTC+1)
>>4280453
Negotiating for return.
Traitor.
Mission to harm NSA.
Q

#2611 - 2018-12-13 00:47:54 (UTC+1)
>>4280260
No.
Q

#2610 - 2018-12-13 00:45:22 (UTC+1)
>>4280236
No.
2019 push Voter ID based on veri�able intel (fraud).
2020+ safeguarded.
Q

#2609 - 2018-12-13 00:43:49 (UTC+1)
>>4280228
Yes.
Q

#2608 - 2018-12-13 00:43:33 (UTC+1)
>>4280212
Our promise to 'counter'.
Q

#2607 - 2018-12-13 00:43:11 (UTC+1)
>>4280193
No.
Q

#2606 - 2018-12-13 00:42:51 (UTC+1)
>>4280192
Control.
Q

#2605 - 2018-12-13 00:42:08 (UTC+1)
Q&A
Q

#2604 - 2018-12-12 23:52:23 (UTC+1)
>>4278980
FALSE.
HUBER will bring SEVERE PAIN TO DC.
SESSIONS' forced release of name [HUBER] to House created another variable.
Use Logic.
Why would we tell you the plan if in doing so also alerts those who we are actively engaged in HUNTING?
You are witnessing, �rst-hand, the demise of those in power [OLD GUARD].
Those who push simply have no grasp of reality. 
Those who push simply do not understand warfare tactics. 
Emotions cloud judgement.
Emotions cloud logic.
You have more than you know.
Securing the SENATE meant EVERYTHING.
Securing the SC meant EVERYTHING.
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[Avoided Z] 
We, the PEOPLE.
ENOUGH IS ENOUGH.
TOGETHER WE WIN!
Do you think all these attacks on 'Q' (We, the People) is simply for a person on the internet who they label as a conspiracy? 
Think for yourself.
Trust yourself.
Research for yourself.
Be in control of yourself.
NEVER let someone else DRIVE YOU.
Those who try to DRIVE YOU are not your friend. 
Q

#2603 - 2018-12-12 23:33:56 (UTC+1)
>>4278743
What if there's another prosecutor (outside of DC) assigned by SESSIONS w/ the same mandate/authority?
ONE FOR THE HISTORY BOOKS?
NOT LONG NOW.
Q

#2602 - 2018-12-12 23:31:38 (UTC+1)
>>4278801
PANIC IS GOOD!
FAKE NEWS attacks.
BLUE CHECKMARK attacks.
SHILL attacks.
BADGE OF HONOR.
OVER THE TARGET.
Q

#2601 - 2018-12-12 23:22:57 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/paul_serran/status/1072953304165113857
Goodbye, Mr. Rosenstein.
[RR] still overseeing SC?
https://oversight.house.gov/hearing/oversight-of-nonpro�t-organizations-a-case-study-on-the-clinton-foundation/
Schedule for tomorrow.
Where is HUBER?
NOBODY IS ABOVE THE LAW.
THE WORLD IS WATCHING.
Q

#2600 - 2018-12-12 21:44:12 (UTC+1)
https://saraacarter.com/clinton-whistleblowers-thursdays-public-hearing-to-reveal-explosive-information/
Q

#2599 - 2018-12-12 19:20:44 (UTC+1)
>>4274486
Con�rmed.
PEPE THE BAKER?
Think POTUS Tweet re: PEPE
Trolling the FAKE NEWS media IS SO MUCH FUN!
Q

#2598 - 2018-12-12 19:03:55 (UTC+1)
>>4274344
Con�rmed.
'QA' > 'QAnon' > Hammer
More to �nd over time.
Happy Hunting!
Q

#2597 - 2018-12-12 18:57:44 (UTC+1)
>>4273309
Con�rmed.
'O' made into 'Q'
More to �nd over time.
Happy Hunting!
Q

#2596 - 2018-12-12 18:46:43 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/tnewtondunn/status/1072905228498948096
'Tis the Season of Treason!
[MAY]
[MERKEL]
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[MACRON]
NEVER STOP FIGHTING!
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#2595 - 2018-12-12 17:33:09 (UTC+1)
How many names start w/ a 'Q'? 
What are the odds of a 'Q' stocking?
What are the odds of a 'Q' stocking next to a 'T' stocking?
How many stockings in total?
How many letters used?
Logical thinking.
A little Holiday Fun for the FAKE NEWS media.
Think 'Elf on the Shelf'.
Can you �nd the next one?
Q

#2594 - 2018-12-12 17:29:43 (UTC+1)
>>4272374
#3 in the pecking order.
De�ne 'pecking' [animals].
Q

#2593 - 2018-12-12 17:22:53 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Q_ANONBaby/status/1072738984332312578
Excellent Q, VIP Patriot!
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1072836035514634240
NAT SEC had to be included for reasons I'm sure you can understand.
Think Green/Red Castle.
Think MIL.
Happy Holidays!
Q

#2592 - 2018-12-12 17:06:18 (UTC+1)
>>4272217
T & Q placed together.
What a coincidence. 
The More You Know...
Q

#2591 - 2018-12-12 17:04:43 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/TrumpHotels/status/1072253507867152384
Trolling the FAKE NEWS media is FUN!
>>>ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE<<<
Q

#2590 - 2018-12-12 17:00:11 (UTC+1)
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6487315/High-pro�le-�gure-convicted-suppression-orders-prevent-publication-persons-identity.html
https://www.theage.com.au/national/victoria/why-the-media-is-unable-to-report-on-a-case-that-has-generated-huge-interest-online-20181212-p50lta.html
https://www.perthnow.com.au/news/nsw/an-awful-crime-the-person-is-guilty-but-we-cant-publish-the-story-ng-4be7ee27075d4fb302aae9989c40ad34
[Cardinal Pell]
Dark to LIGHT.
Q

#2589 - 2018-12-12 06:29:24 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/maga_swaga/status/1072721710015688709
What a coincidence.
Q

#2588 - 2018-12-12 05:42:39 (UTC+1)
>>4267057
GOOG (upcoming) �nancial statements should receive extra scrutiny [10-Q].
Follow the money.
Help will be provided.
Q

#2587 - 2018-12-12 05:33:44 (UTC+1)
>>4266938
https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/gy7mnx/google-ceo-says-no-plans-to-launch-dragon�y-chinese-search-engine-sundar-pichai
Google CEO Says No Plan to 'Launch' Censored Search Engine in China"
How do you cover your tracks?
Start a FIRE.
GOOG says NO PLAN TO LAUNCH.......
What if GOOG already gave access to China?
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CHINA launch?
WILL CHINA BE ANNOUNCING A STATE-FUNDED & STATE-MADE NEW SEARCH ENGINE IN THE COMING MONTHS?
The FIRE that brought down GOOGLE.
Q

#2586 - 2018-12-12 04:46:46 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/�lthy_liberals/status/1072692036329975808
What a coincidence.
Q

#2585 - 2018-12-11 23:45:43 (UTC+1)
How do you quell 'growing' protests against you?
https://www.hannity.com/media-room/manhunt-suspect-in-strasbourg-shooting-identi�ed-was-on-terror-watch-list/
Notice a pattern?
Q

#2584 - 2018-12-11 22:01:13 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/mark-levin-a-time-for-truth
Re: #5 Impeachment 
Impeachment requires 2/3rd vote by the Senate.
https://www.senate.gov/artandhistory/history/common/brie�ng/Senate_Impeachment_Role.htm
What are the odds of that?
YOU ARE WATCHING FAKE NEWS FAKE POLITICIANS FAKE HOLLYWOOD ALL PLAY TO THEIR 'DESTROY AMERICA' BASE.
#FactsMatter
Q

#2583 - 2018-12-11 20:50:06 (UTC+1)
https://abcnews.go.com/US/story?id=92098&page=1
Think Graham KAV exchange.
Q

#2582 - 2018-12-11 18:27:39 (UTC+1)
>>4257129
"You will not win?" - Pelosi 
You didn't think the largest MIL spending bill in history (FY 2019) wasn't going to [indirectly] include funding for the wall did you? 
Learn the Constitution re: vested powers of POTUS re: matters of NAT SEC.
This was planned and forecasted as the 'border funding' solution from the beginning.
https://twitter.com/inthematrixxx/status/977540875323691011?lang=en
Anons had the proof long ago but shining a light back then would have defeated the primary purpose of showing the 'public' the real objective of D's (party 
borders/elim of ICE/elim of security/defend illegals over Americans _Midterm_elec). 
These people are stupid.
Q

#2581 - 2018-12-11 18:04:43 (UTC+1)
>>4250950
https://www.scribd.com/document/395382132/U-S-Attorney-Motion-Opposing-DCNF-Request-to-Unseal-FBI-Raid-Documents-December-7-20128
Read carefully.
Why is the 'CLINTON FOUNDATION' back in the news?
NAMES OF WHISTLEBLOWERS BEING LEAKED OR PUT OUT FOR STRATEGIC REASONS?
NORMALLY, A WHISTLEBLOWER IS PROTECTED AND SHIELDED FROM ALL NON ESSENTIALS (CLAS).
How do you protect a valuable witness (whistleblower)?
How do you protect the chain of custody of evidence?
Name IDEN Public > FBI 'intrusion' > Lawsuit > Response to Lawsuit > Public Reveal (otherwise sealed?)
Moves & Countermoves. 
Q

#2580 - 2018-12-11 17:39:47 (UTC+1)
>>4256557

#2579 - 2018-12-11 17:32:10 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1072471575956504576
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/trump-threatens-to-have-military-build-border-wall-if-pelosi-schumer-wont-budge
Anons already knew that...
Q

#2578 - 2018-12-11 05:13:47 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/cain_nate/status/1072221511443013633
Sometimes 'intrusions' have a way of safeguarding people & evidence.
Sometimes 'intrusions' are a necessary event in order to safeguard chain of custody [post OIG WB status + doc handover protocols].
Active criminal investigations of this magnitude must be handled w/ extreme care.
The moment your name went 'live' there was no other choice.
Keep the faith, Patriot.
You are never alone.
Q
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#2577 - 2018-12-11 04:58:47 (UTC+1)
>>4249648
+17 min delta between Tweets (cherry on top).
Q

#2576 - 2018-12-10 21:24:28 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SamanthaJPower/status/1071755419499069441
Those with the most to lose are the loudest.
Those who 'knowingly' broke the law in a coordinated e�ort [treason] are the most vocal. 
Crimes against Humanity. 
Q

#2575 - 2018-12-10 21:20:23 (UTC+1)
The plan to have the FED raise rates [steep incline beginning Mar 2019] in an e�ort to 'kill' the economy prior to 2020 P_elec is known and planned for.
Structure change coming?
Q

#2574 - 2018-12-10 21:11:00 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/GrrrGraphics/status/1072161456857088000
Q

#2573 - 2018-12-10 20:47:08 (UTC+1)
"The times are too grave, the challenge too urgent, and the stakes too high - to permit the customary passions of political debate. We are not here to curse t
darkness, but to light the candle that can guide us through that darkness to a safe and sane future."
-JFK
Q

#2572 - 2018-12-10 20:07:45 (UTC+1)
Example 22A (1 of 100s):
Drops 'layered' to provide 'advance knowledge'.
Do not let them DIVIDE you.
PANIC BUTTON PUSHED.
Q

#2571 - 2018-12-10 19:58:22 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/T_S_P_O_O_K_Y/status/1072116335952441345
PUBLIC AWAKENING = GAME OVER
Q

#2570 - 2018-12-10 19:53:59 (UTC+1)
>>4241823
Thank you, Patriot.
Fire at will.
Q

#2569 - 2018-12-10 19:52:40 (UTC+1)
POTUS.
NSA.
UNITED STATES MILITARY (G)
THE FREEDOM CAUCUS (EST)
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC PATRIOTS.
2015.
THE FIGHT TO SAVE THE WORLD.
Q

#2568 - 2018-12-10 19:47:13 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/johnpodesta/status/1072137513899356160
De�ne 'Projection'.
De�ne 'Getting Ahead of the Story'.
What is scheduled to happen this week?
Coincidence?
PANIC?
THIS IS AS REAL AS IT GETS.
NO ESCAPE.
NO DEALS.
ADD BRENNAN TO GRAPHIC AND UPDATE.
EVIL HAS NO PLACE HERE.
Q

#2567 - 2018-12-10 19:39:04 (UTC+1)
https://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/196239148
https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/759282300135809024?lang=en
Scott Free > WWG1WGA!!!
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AF1 Code Change > Q 0 > Q+
Q/POTUS Twitter 0 Delta Exchanges
FAKE NEWS coordinated attacks [#2 only to POTUS]
How do you 'safely' & 'securely' communicate through a backchannel w/ the public and bypass the FAKE NEWS MEDIA? 
How do you 'safely' & 'securely' communicate w/o breaking the law and violating NAT SEC?
>Add multiple layers of 'coincidences' which mathematically proves legitimacy (standard deviation)<
At what point do people wake up?
Q

#2566 - 2018-12-10 07:04:22 (UTC+1)
"THE WORLD IS WATCHING." 
UNITED NOT DIVIDED.
TOGETHER WE WIN.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#2565 - 2018-12-07 18:47:50 (UTC+1)
Scott Free = WWG1WGA
Q 0 = Q+
At what point do they WAKE UP?
Q

#2564 - 2018-12-07 18:40:01 (UTC+1)
>>4198635
Operators are ACTIVE.
Q

#2563 - 2018-12-07 18:32:54 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/CivMilAir/status/1071065348546457601
Where is the '+' on a mobile phone when dialing? 
Trolling the FAKE NEWS media is FUN!
At some point, the Q will be asked.
Q

#2562 - 2018-12-07 17:21:52 (UTC+1)
https://video.foxnews.com/v/5976775955001/?#sp=show-clips
Interesting music for Fox News?
Sound familiar? 
Why 'all of a sudden' are people talking about the CLINTON FOUNDATION (including whistleblowers and hidden company established to investigate covertly
(ex_ABCs))?
Would you 'go public' if the investigation was still ongoing? 
What happens when you have enough evidence to PROCEED?
What is the bene�t of educating the public PRIOR TO proceeding?
COME[Y]
Q

#2561 - 2018-12-07 00:56:20 (UTC+1)
>>4186896
When did POTUS make the statement "Calm Before the Storm?"
When was HUBER activated by SESSIONS?
Who was/is assigned to HUBER?
ACTING AG PRIMARY PURPOSE?
SCARAMUCCI MODEL?
PUBLIC OPINION (OPTICS) DO NOT MATTER.
What was leaked today (on purpose?)?
https://twitter.com/johnrobertsFox/status/1070749777334292481
HUBER to testify re: Clinton Foundation?
HUBER to reveal 'active' probe actively underway into organization?
OIG to release report #2 [overview indicating many 'potentially criminal referrals' made]?
"We do not discuss active/ongoing DOJ / FBI investigations."
MIL INTEL
FISA
THE WORLD IS WATCHING.
Q

#2560 - 2018-12-07 00:41:11 (UTC+1)
https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/420131-feds-received-whistleblower-evidence-in-2017-alleging-clinton-foundation
Read carefully.
Why is "The Clinton Foundation" back in the news?
Q

#2559 - 2018-12-06 00:00:21 (UTC+1)
RUSSIA = THE REAL CONSPIRACY.
De�ne 'PROJECTION'.
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What happens when they lose control and the TRUTH is exposed?
What happens when PEOPLE no longer believe or listen to the FAKE NEWS CONTROLLED MEDIA, CONTROLLED HOLLYWOOD, CONTROLLED BLUE CHECKMA
SHILLS, ETC ETC???
THE GREAT AWAKENING.
SHEEP NO MORE.
WE, THE PEOPLE.
FOR GOD & COUNTRY - WE FIGHT!
Q

#2558 - 2018-12-05 23:50:16 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/obamas-fbi-brass-hollowed-out-after-latest-resignation-of-key-o�cial
It's all just a CONSPIRACY.
Nothing To See Here.
Nothing is happening.
RUSSIA RUSSIA RUSSIA
Q

#2557 - 2018-12-05 23:47:00 (UTC+1)
https://thehill.com/hilltv/rising/419901-fbi-email-chain-may-provide-most-damning-evidence-of-�sa-abuses-yet
What do you want for XMAS?
Q

#2556 - 2018-12-05 21:27:27 (UTC+1)
The 'blue checkmark' FAKE NEWS Twitter personalities are out in full-force today attempting to push another FALSE narrative that arrests were supposed to
today. 
Controlled Narrative?
#FactsMatter
How much attention does "Q" receive from the FAKE NEWS MEDIA?
Why are they working so hard to try and discredit something they label as a "FAKE CONSPIRACY."
People awake are what they FEAR THE MOST. 
LOSS OF CONTROL
THE GREAT AWAKENING.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#2555 - 2018-12-05 20:58:46 (UTC+1)
>>4168720
WHITAKER, HOROWITZ, HUBER, and WRAY.
Long meetings held within a SCIF [unusual] usually indicate something 'highly important' was discussed [planned]?
Q

#2554 - 2018-12-05 20:46:59 (UTC+1)
https://oversight.house.gov/hearing/oversight-of-nonpro�t-organizations-a-case-study-on-the-clinton-foundation/
Will another attempt to 'delay' be made?
Delay > > > D's control House?
JC + LL
Move and countermoves.
See something.
Say something.
Q

#2553 - 2018-12-05 19:27:19 (UTC+1)
>>4166910
One man, who gave up everything, risking his life (himself/family), to �ght for & defend, We, the PEOPLE.
Bait expends ammunition.
EVIL has no place here.
Q

#2552 - 2018-12-05 17:01:19 (UTC+1)
https://www.wsj.com/articles/another-high-ranking-fbi-o�cial-to-depart-1543964483
"After Mr. Priestap's departure, none of the high-ranking bureau o�cials involved in the two investigations will remain with the bureau."
Follow the names on the list provided [update].
PANIC IN DC.
THE CLINTON FOUNDATION.
Nothing To See Here.
Q

#2551 - 2018-12-05 08:08:19 (UTC+1)

#2550 - 2018-12-05 08:00:44 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/BarbaraRedgate/status/1070152875798605825
Attention On Deck!
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For God & Country.
Q

#2549 - 2018-12-05 06:01:07 (UTC+1)
Logical thinking.
D5 drops 1st - last.
Content & Dates.
Huber drops 1st - last.
Content & Dates.
Role of Huber (as portrayed by 'Q')?
What are the odds (mathematical probability) that Huber would be scheduled to testify re: Clinton Foundation on D5?
What are the odds (mathematical probability) GHWB passes away and the State Funeral date is on D5?
What other interviews and investigations were wiped clean (postponed) given a STATE FUNERAL takes up media coverage for a week?
Why does the (global) FAKE NEWS media [largest in the world] continually attack 'Q'?
Why is the WASH POST leading the attack? 
Think ABC agency.
When you are awake you can SEE CLEARLY.
[RAPID_FIRE]
Q

#2548 - 2018-12-05 05:42:55 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Tom_Winter/status/1070140182907756544
[Dec 4, 2018]
https://twitter.com/Tom_Winter/status/1070138096916799488
"NBC News: There appears, although the redacted documents do not make it completely clear, that there is a [[[+++separate criminal investigation going on
Special Counsel Robert Mueller's purview+++]]] for which Flynn has been providing signi�cant assistance."
Markers are important.
[Dec 4, 2017] > [Dec 4, 2018]
Think No Name.
Did Mueller have a choice in making the recommendation? 
Who does Mueller 'now' report to? 
Does WHITAKER also oversee HUBER + OIG?
What case(s) is HUBER + OIG + team of 470 currently working on?
Who has the server(s)?
Who has access to NSA UT Term1-12?
Does FISA grant access to NSA umbrella collection?
You are witnessing something [�rsthand] that many cannot possibly comprehend or accept as reality [Sci-Fi or precision M_planning?]
Coincidences > > > reveal w/o violating NAT SEC 
Coincidences > > > mathematically impossible to be 'FALSE'
Coincidences > > > bypass 'installed' restrictions to prevent future legal attachments
Comms understood? 5:5?
SENATE WAS THE TARGET.
Q

#2547 - 2018-12-04 03:12:29 (UTC+1)
FOX execs pulled (3) scheduled guests.
Focus: 41
Q

#2546 - 2018-12-03 23:41:45 (UTC+1)
>>4134817
The President of the United States initiated and con�rmed the order when he stated "The Calm Before the Storm."
When was the statement made?
When did "Q" go active?
Watch the News.
Watch the FBI.
Watch the DOJ.
Q

#2545 - 2018-12-03 23:38:51 (UTC+1)
https://www.secretservice.gov/join/apply/
https://www.fbijobs.gov/working-at-FBI/how-to-apply
If you decide to change careers...
Your name has been entered to be fast-tracked.
Q

#2544 - 2018-12-03 23:35:39 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B5T7Gr5oJbM&feature=youtu.be
Q

#2543 - 2018-12-03 23:05:58 (UTC+1)
The Art of Trolling the Fake News Media
Step 1:
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1069614615510859776
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Step 2:
https://people.com/politics/donald-trump-typo-scott-free/
Who is Scott Free?
Step 3:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scott_Free_Productions
>>White Squall
>>WWG1WGA (from the movie)
Thank you for playing.
Q

#2542 - 2018-12-03 20:03:09 (UTC+1)

#2541 - 2018-12-03 19:50:01 (UTC+1)
THE GREAT AWAKENING.
Q

#2540 - 2018-12-03 19:16:01 (UTC+1)
https://docs.house.gov/Committee/Calendar/ByWeek.aspx?WeekOf=12022018_12082018
Postponed.
Well-played DS.
Please allow us to counter.
Q

#2539 - 2018-12-03 19:02:17 (UTC+1)
The public is about to learn that the DOJ, FBI, + other US/Foreign assets have been actively working behind the scenes in one of the largest criminal investiga
modern day history.
DECLAS > Purpose > illuminate the 'TRUTH' > People
Transparency is the only way forward [CONTROLLED MEDIA - 'Enemy of the People'].
Q

#2538 - 2018-12-03 18:52:14 (UTC+1)
https://www.theepochtimes.com/the-common-thread-behind-four-investigations_2728104.html
DOJ [policy] does not discuss ongoing investigations.
Majority of leaks [by them] serve to their bene�t.
Some do not.
Some are designed to provide the public w/ a 'glimpse' into the shadows. 
Glimpse > Leverage.
Leverage > Panic.
Panic > RATS.
Dark to Light.
Q

#2537 - 2018-12-03 18:42:42 (UTC+1)
Odds of a State Funeral on D5?
How many coincidences before mathematically impossible?
68-95-99.7 rule
Q

#2536 - 2018-12-03 01:27:28 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Jamierodr10/status/1069328274675908608
Be proud!
The World is about to change.
Q

#2535 - 2018-12-03 00:41:11 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/AndreVanDelft/status/1069349195017084931
United We Stand, Patriot.
Together We Win.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#2534 - 2018-12-03 00:26:15 (UTC+1)
>>4119614
Ask yourself a very simple question, why is there a total & complete MSM blackout re: France, Belgium, Germany, EU riots etc? 
When you are awake you can SEE CLEARLY.
FAKE NEWS = ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE.
Q

#2533 - 2018-12-03 00:08:31 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/BreakingNLive/status/1069340718844522496
Nothing can stop what is coming.
Nothing.
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History books.
Q

#2532 - 2018-12-02 23:45:12 (UTC+1)
>>4119124
Light through Darkness.
Do you believe in coincidences?
Q

#2531 - 2018-12-02 23:38:29 (UTC+1)
>>4118906
You are learning, Anon.
[J C] & Vive la France.
Riots in France today.
Comey testimony?
Do you believe in coincidences? 
Q

#2530 - 2018-12-02 23:28:47 (UTC+1)
What you are witnessing in France has nothing to do w/ gas [forced narrative].
Vive la France!
Q

#2529 - 2018-12-02 23:14:52 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Happy_Home_Makr/status/1069351337761153024
Do not mistake silence for size. 
This movement is larger than anyone can possibly imagine. 
God bless, Patriot.
Q

#2528 - 2018-12-02 22:47:00 (UTC+1)
Power belongs to the people.
You are what matters.
All you needed was a spark to UNITE TOGETHER.
They are scared.
Think Fake News attacks [2nd only to POTUS himself].
TOGETHER WE WIN.
Trust yourself.
Think for yourself.
You are not alone.
Open your heart and your mind.
Where We Go One > We Go ALL!!!
Q

#2527 - 2018-12-02 22:26:57 (UTC+1)
>>4117309
Think WAVES.
WW?
De�ne 'uni�ed'
[17]
SAT knockout forced new CLAS tech [online] by who? 
[Controlled] moment activated? [17]
Do you believe in coincidences?
Do you believe your e�orts here persuade people to stop the pursuit of TRUTH, [CA_J]? 
There is a place for everyone.
Q

#2526 - 2018-12-02 22:15:28 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/simplemindqsall/status/1069333065237958659
A WORLD UNITED IS A BEAUTIFUL THING.
People are inherently good.
We stand TOGETHER.
Q

#2525 - 2018-12-02 19:22:24 (UTC+1)
>>4115161
"Goodbye" Mr. Rosenstein.
>>>Removal > SC oversight
Did [RR] feel safe post AF1 30-min meeting w/ POTUS?
Did [RR] communicate meeting back to handlers?
When your 'enemy' feels in control....
PANIC re: WHITAKER?
PANIC re: HUBER?
Why has the FISA court kept QUIET re: DISCOVERY OF FRAUD PERPETRATED ON COURT?
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When an OPERATION is ACTIVE....
These people are stupid.
Q

#2524 - 2018-12-02 19:16:19 (UTC+1)
>>4115084
Think multiple meanings.
"Goodbye" 
1. Fired and/or removed from DOJ
2. Removed from SC oversight 
[2] completed
[1] coming?
Learn our comms.
HUBER FISA(S) [2-way street]
Q

#2523 - 2018-12-02 19:03:21 (UTC+1)
http://www.theintelligencer.net/news/top-headlines/2018/12/305th-military-police-company-deploys-to-guantanamo-bay/
https://www.military.com/daily-news/2018/03/28/when-it-comes-guantanamo-trump-truly-builder-chief.html
https://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/politics-government/white-house/article210304199.html
"They are unlawful enemy combatants"
Questioning: Graham > KAV re: 'enemy combatants' [unusual?]
De�ne 'Treason'
EO e�ective 1.1.19?
DOJ O�ce of Legal Counsel opinion re: detain re: US Citizen(s) re: 'Enemy Combatant' 
Drops combined paint a full picture. 
Do you believe in coincidences?
May GOD BLESS those who �ght to defend our great Nation.
We, the PEOPLE.
Q

#2522 - 2018-12-01 06:31:55 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1067076628050669568
Re: GHWB USSS code name re: Timber wolf
The grey wolf (Canis lupus; also known as timber wolf) shares a common ancestry with the domestic dog.
State funeral next week.
Coincidence?
Q

#2521 - 2018-12-01 05:21:59 (UTC+1)
>>4094729
http://www.bing.com/news/search?q=QAnon&qpvt=qanon&FORM=EWRE
Q

#2520 - 2018-12-01 05:15:56 (UTC+1)
>>4094697
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2014/07/the-details-about-the-cias-deal-with-amazon/374632/
Q

#2519 - 2018-12-01 05:11:22 (UTC+1)
>>4094606
What a coincidence.
Why is the WASH POST leading the attack re: Q?
How many articles have been written re: Q?
Who owns the WASH POST?
Who funds the WASH POST?
ALL FOR A LARP?
Q

#2518 - 2018-12-01 05:07:57 (UTC+1)
>>4094556

#2517 - 2018-12-01 04:58:25 (UTC+1)
>>4094206

#2516 - 2018-12-01 04:53:02 (UTC+1)
Anons geo_located [last pic]: Chongqing, China.
Hyatt Regency.
Players: 8
Watch the news.
Q

#2515 - 2018-12-01 04:33:39 (UTC+1)
>>4093626
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It's spreading.
We, the PEOPLE.
Q

#2514 - 2018-12-01 04:31:00 (UTC+1)
>>4093483
Future will prove past.
History books.
JUSTICE.
Enjoy the show.
Q

#2513 - 2018-12-01 04:27:02 (UTC+1)
>>4093335
Why do the CLINTON'S remain in CONTROL of many still in POWER?
>>>BLACKMAIL
The Clinton family is working overtime.
PANIC IN DC.
Nothing can stop what is coming.
Nothing.
Q

#2512 - 2018-12-01 04:21:58 (UTC+1)
>>4093224
Mueller will face charges re: U1
He's working to save himself.
Q

#2511 - 2018-12-01 04:13:34 (UTC+1)
re: MUELLER
5:5?
Q

#2510 - 2018-12-01 04:12:29 (UTC+1)
>>4092826
Edit:
Q post timestamp re: DECLAS prior to/post testimony?
Come[y] timestamp re: attorney challenge to subpoena?
Do the math.
Q

#2509 - 2018-12-01 04:00:28 (UTC+1)
>>4092602
Q post timestamp re: DECLAS prior to/post testimony?
Come timestamp re: attorney challenge to subpoena?
Do the math.
Q

#2508 - 2018-12-01 03:47:07 (UTC+1)

#2507 - 2018-12-01 03:46:11 (UTC+1)
>>4092294
FIRST AND ONLY LEAK (public) re: HUBER activities. 
NO FURTHER DETAILS SHOULD BE RELEASED [WARNING]
PAIN COMING.
Q

#2506 - 2018-12-01 03:29:50 (UTC+1)
>>4092062
To all those who doubted SESSIONS & HUBER you WILL ALL PAY THE PRICE VERY SOON.
Q

#2505 - 2018-12-01 03:27:58 (UTC+1)
To the person who leaked Huber > [Clinton Foundation] Whistleblower' DO NOT reveal more. 
MONDAY.
Q

#2504 - 2018-11-29 12:01:45 (UTC+1)
A picture is worth many sentences. 
Has POTUS ever made a statement that hasn't been proven to be correct (future)? 
Think timing.
Think Senate lock.
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Think SC lock.
Locked & (who is) Loaded.
Q

#2503 - 2018-11-29 11:49:55 (UTC+1)
6X-382-NTP0038-3u2
We know.
Q

#2502 - 2018-11-26 03:37:32 (UTC+1)
Border Security = National Security.
FY 2019 Defense Spending Bill 
https://dod.defense.gov/News/SpecialReports/Budget2019.aspx
>>Budget Overview
Budget Reconciliation 
https://www.countable.us/bills/hr7073-115
What if the House fails prior to majority change?
What vested auth does the Constitution grant a sitting President re: matters of NAT SEC?
Thank you, Mr. Soros.
Q

#2501 - 2018-11-26 02:55:51 (UTC+1)
WHITAKER (in conjunction w/ OIG) approved the release of CLAS docs 1-4 as requested by the House Committee and as ORDERED BY THE PRESIDENT OF TH
STATES.
Will the release occur prior to scheduled testimony? 
List advantages.
Will the release occur post scheduled testimony?
List advantages.
If those testifying 'know' select CLAS docs will become public [self-incrimination] how might that alter/change their testimony? 
DC has become RAT infested. 
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CFR-2010-title3-vol1/pdf/CFR-2010-title3-vol1-eo13526.pdf
Executive Order 13526
Sec 1.7
"Classi�cation Prohibitions and Limitations. (a) In no case shall information be classi�ed, continue to be maintained as classi�ed, or fail to be declassi�ed in 
(1) conceal violations of law, ine�ciency, or administrative error;
(2) prevent embarrassment to a person, organization, or agency;
(3) restrain competition; or
(4) prevent or delay the release of information that does not require protection in the interest of the national security."
Does UK stand w/ the US or only select divisions within the US?
Does AUS stand w/ the US or only select divisions within the US?
Will immediate action(s) be 'publicly' taken within each country to REUNIFY THE BOND that was once held PRIOR TO.......[CLAS 9]?
[Koala]
Q

#2500 - 2018-11-26 02:06:45 (UTC+1)
>>4029281
CORSI > [attempt in�ltrate] Q
MUELLER > CORSI
CORSI PLEA DEAL
THERE ARE BAD PEOPLE WHO PRETEND TO BE GOOD.
Re_read drops re: WARNINGS 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/new-book-by-trump-advisers-calls-out-the-presidents-embedded-enemies/2018/11/24/afcbd0fc-ede3-11e8-baac-
2a674e91502b_story.html?utm_term=.80e6d1b24752
THOSE [MOST] WHO LEFT THE WH DID NOT HAVE A CHOICE.
FAKE NEWS.
FAKE MAGA.
TRANSPARENCY IS THE ONLY WAY.
PATRIOTS UNITED.
Q

#2499 - 2018-11-26 01:52:38 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1066793504804913152
Everything stated has a purpose.
Think timing of Tweet (above) v last drops [HouseOfCards] re: Maggie NYT re: WL 'Maggie' drops re: WL attack re: 'Q' 
Do you believe in coincidences? 
Be 'extremely' vigilant in Dec.
See something.
Say something.
EXTREME PANIC IN [DC]
WWG1WGA!
Q

#2498 - 2018-11-21 05:46:59 (UTC+1)
>>3980302
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https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/20/us/politics/democrats-ivanka-trump-email.html#click=https://t.co/Eh2tHJEr0z
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/20/us/politics/president-trump-justice-department.html
Do you believe in coincidences?
Think D5.
Panic in DC.
Q

#2497 - 2018-11-21 05:41:59 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/1065100343846031362
FBI - 3
DOJ - 1
People are nervous.
Q

#2496 - 2018-11-21 05:04:59 (UTC+1)
Panic in DC
Did Whitaker remove [SC] 'special articles' inserted by [RR] re: expanded scope v2?
Was the scope narrowed to the original mandate assigned?
Item used when walking a dog? 
Q

#2495 - 2018-11-21 04:00:31 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/LisaMei62/status/1065067172429529088
TOGETHER WE WIN.
Attacks on WHITAKER will only intensify.
SENATE WAS THE TARGET.
53-47
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-senate-committees/senate-judiciary-chair-grassleys-move-to-leave-key-opening-idUSKCN1NL231
Q

#2494 - 2018-11-21 03:42:33 (UTC+1)
https://thehill.com/hilltv/rising/417761-house-gop-to-hold-hearing-into-dojs-probe-of-clinton-foundation
[D]ec 5
D5
Nothing can stop what is coming.
Nothing.
This election was not about �xing the economy, trade, borders, military, protecting our children etc. all so another corrupt politician or 'insider' can simply u
[band-aid].
This was not simply another 4-year election, but, a crossroads in the history of our civilization that will determine whether or not, WE, THE PEOPLE, reclaim c
over our gov't.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
Panic in DC.
Q

#2493 - 2018-11-13 06:12:14 (UTC+1)
53-47
Q

#2492 - 2018-11-13 05:50:47 (UTC+1)
ARIZONA
R Gov won by 328,000 votes.
D Sen is winning by 32,000 votes.
R Gov won Maricopa County by 325,000 votes.
D Sen winning Maricopa by 32,000 votes?
[350,000] vote swing to D Sen?
Q

#2491 - 2018-11-13 05:13:00 (UTC+1)
#1 attacked person by FAKE NEWS [+swamp [R+D]]?
POTUS
#2 attacked entity by FAKE NEWS [+swamp [R+D]]? 
Q
As of 3:02 pm est today, "Qanon" is now the #2 most attacked entity behind POTUS within the U.S.
[R+D COORDINATED BLITZ ATTACK]
Logical Thinking > WHY?
WHY WOULD THE BIGGEST MEDIA CO'S IN THE WORLD CONTINUE TO ATTACK THIS MOVEMENT?
2+2=4
Congratulations, Anons!
YOU ARE NOW THE SECOND BIGGEST THREAT TO THE ESTABLISHMENT.
BADGE OF HONOR!
SOMETHING BIG IS ABOUT TO DROP.
Q

#2490 - 2018-11-12 18:36:45 (UTC+1)
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FAKE NEWS > [optics] 'FALSE' majority > BLUE WAVE
BLUE WAVE [optics] > No Voter Irregularities > Nothing to See Here
FAKE NEWS > Voter Irregularities Challenge > CONSPIRACY 
Q

#2489 - 2018-11-12 18:30:42 (UTC+1)
[Placeholder - OIG Report & Findings]
[Placeholder - OIG report > FBI, DOJ, & Media Coll]
[Placeholder - OIG report > Exe B_ABCs & Media Coll]
[Placeholder - OIG report > Foreign ASST_D1]
[Placeholder - OIG report > Foreign_Insert(s)_ORec & Info Diss]
[Placeholder - OIG report > FISA Abuse DIR_INDIR_Source_DIS]
[Placeholder - OIG report > Umbrella SPY & Targeting]
[Placeholder - OIG report > OTR_C_]

#2488 - 2018-11-11 21:48:17 (UTC+1)
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/justice-department/ratcli�e-gowdy-join-list-potential-attorney-general-picks-n934616
Q

#2487 - 2018-11-11 20:41:55 (UTC+1)
[Placeholder - DECLAS GEN_pub]
[Placeholder - SPEC_C_pub]

#2486 - 2018-11-11 20:41:25 (UTC+1)
[Placeholder - FVEY_pub]
[Placeholder - FISA_pub]

#2485 - 2018-11-11 20:40:57 (UTC+1)
[Placeholder - Acts of Treason + support Articles]
[Placeholder - Foreign Acts_pub]

#2484 - 2018-11-11 20:40:15 (UTC+1)
[Placeholder - Branch termination(s)]
[Placeholder - Leak(s)]

#2483 - 2018-11-11 20:39:52 (UTC+1)
[Placeholder - SC rulings re: challenges re: Civ Non_Civ]
[Placeholder - SC rulings re: USA v Def appeals]

#2482 - 2018-11-11 20:39:32 (UTC+1)
[Placeholder - Indictments Tracking > Non_Civ]

#2481 - 2018-11-11 20:39:14 (UTC+1)
[Placeholder - Indictments Tracking > Civ]

#2480 - 2018-11-11 19:51:14 (UTC+1)
With Respect, Honor, and Gratitude.
Your sacri�ce(s) will never be forgotten.
Thank you and God Bless, Veterans!
Q

#2479 - 2018-11-11 19:36:43 (UTC+1)
WHAT IF THE BELOW COULD BE PROVEN?
1-Election + D party o�cials �lled out many thousands of blank ballots?
2-Election + D party o�cials removed and destroyed 'legal' ballots?
3-Election + D party o�cials deliberately organized non-citizen voting? 
4-Election + D party o�cials in [XX] locations across the US [under lock & key] stored many thousands of 'blank' ballots for purposes of 'altering the vote tota
Who safeguards 'blank' ballots? 
Who issues 'blank' ballots?
Who controls 'blank' ballots?
How many 'blank' ballots are generated vs. total county pop?
THE CONTROL AND ISSUANCE OF BLANK BALLOTS IS KEY.
Why did the same counties [under dispute today] REFUSE to turn over voter registration information upon request to the Voter Fraud Commission? 
Why was the Voter Fraud Commission disbanded and turned over to DHS?
What vested auth does DHS have compared to a commission body?
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/without-evidence-trump-and-sessions-warn-of-voter-fraud-in-tuesdays-elections/2018/11/05/e9564788-e115-11e
a55347f48762_story.html?utm_term=.db84f6960764
Enemy @ the Front Door.
Q

#2478 - 2018-11-11 18:58:18 (UTC+1)
Let the unsealing begin.
Let the DEC[L]AS begin.
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Let the WORLD witness the TRUTH.
We, the PEOPLE.
JUSTICE UNDER THE LAW.
Q

#2477 - 2018-11-11 18:06:11 (UTC+1)
Enemy @ the Front Door.
USSS 'stay' alerts prevent travel. 
A Week To Remember.
Q

#2476 - 2018-11-10 22:01:12 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/dbongino/status/1061355053733285890
Dig deeper!
Re_read drops re: Gmail + Xbox / PS comms 
[There is a reason why 'directly' after the drop MS shut down their entire network to erase 'collected & stored' data]
Sometimes people need to see the future in order to save the past.
Q

#2475 - 2018-11-10 21:36:04 (UTC+1)
News unlocks.
Q

#2474 - 2018-11-10 21:24:28 (UTC+1)
SHEEP NO MORE!
AMERICAN PATRIOTS UNITED.
FIGHT! FIGHT! FIGHT!
Q

#2473 - 2018-11-10 21:10:55 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/USMC_Truther/status/1061347365565526016
We thank you for your service, Patriot!
May God watch over you and your family for all eternity.
#SemperFi
Q

#2472 - 2018-11-10 19:56:59 (UTC+1)
https://www.scribd.com/document/330420022/11-03-2016-Chelsey-Smith-SOE-A�davit
We knew then.
We know now.
This time - we have Gov't control.
Boomerang Suicide.
Q

#2471 - 2018-11-10 19:24:33 (UTC+1)
Expand further. 
http://www.tampabay.com/news/politics/national/prominent-terror-cases-with-ties-to-�orida/2282146
Q

#2470 - 2018-11-10 19:04:58 (UTC+1)
WHEN DID WH LEAKS CEASE?
Who was removed?
Sealed > Unsealed 
Q

#2469 - 2018-11-10 18:52:21 (UTC+1)
[DARK] TO LIGHT
FL & AZ attempt(s) to 'steal' the election(s) - DO NOT LOOK HERE
CA shooting & Fires [same location(s)] - LOOK HERE
[NEXT WEEK]
Q

#2468 - 2018-11-10 18:44:56 (UTC+1)
The 'Scaramucci' Play
Temp hire to remove embedded 'untrustworthy' sta�ers? 
>Spicer
>Priebus 
Temps can be very dangerous to those who are targeted.
Think Whitaker.
[NEXT WEEK]
WH [optics] must remain stable.
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/list-o�cials-left-trump-administration/story?id=49334453
[Many] did not leave by choice.
[Save-Face] and promote MAGA or [be exposed].
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LESS THAN 10.
Attacks occur from all directions.
Logical thinking.
Why attack a movement simply, by design, asking people to think for themselves?
CONTROL = POWER
Why are the biggest news co's in the world continuing to attack this movement? 
WHY IS THE WASH POST LEADING THE ATTACKS?
WHY DO THE ATTACKS COME IN WAVES?
COORDINATED?
YOU ATTACK THOSE THE MOST WHO ARE THE BIGGEST THREAT.
[SWAMP] contains RED & BLUE.
Q

#2467 - 2018-11-10 18:21:14 (UTC+1)
Do you believe in coincidences?
How many coincidences before it becomes mathematically impossible?
Expand your thinking.
>Amount of �res in CA past 12-months?
>Amount of �res in CA past 10-years?
>Date FED funding cut o� from CA as result of violation(s) of Sanctuary State/City?
>CA budget cuts past 12-months re: Fire & Prevention?
>>Reduce/eliminate dry brush clean up?
>>Reduce/eliminate tree-line clean up?
>>Reduce/eliminate �re break installation(s)?
>>Reduce/eliminate chopper �y over(s) to target 'high exposure' areas?
>>Reduce/eliminate population areas exposure & �re break safety management? 
>>Reduce/eliminate use of inmates [correction facilities] for Highway clean up and dry brush removal? 
What is the primary purpose of declaring a State of Emergency?
What determines the size of the FED payment to a State that has declared a State of Emergency? 
What is the current debt of CA?
The More You Know...
Q

#2466 - 2018-11-10 02:48:05 (UTC+1)

#2465 - 2018-11-10 02:23:10 (UTC+1)
[Future Comms]
Pre_stage ele_y
Pre_stage sec_y
Pre_stage dir_y
Pre_stage cap_y
[OnReady]
Q

#2464 - 2018-11-10 01:15:57 (UTC+1)
http://www.bing.com/news/search?q=QAnon&qft=interval%3d%228%22&form=PTFTNR
Q

#2463 - 2018-11-10 00:50:16 (UTC+1)
>>384
Will recent [expected] voter fraud actions by the D party provide support for a VOTER ID LAW?
VOTER ID LAW = DEATH OF D PARTY.
Boomerang Suicide? 
Q

#2462 - 2018-11-10 00:32:17 (UTC+1)
Logical thinking required.
A) How can arrests occur prior to removing the corruption from the DOJ & FBI?
B) How can arrests occur prior to safely securing a majority in the SUPREME COURT [CONSTITUTION - RULE OF LAW]
C) What is the role of the SENATE?
>Role of GOODLATTE?
>Role of GOWDY?
>Role of SESSIONS?
>GOODLATTE, GOWDY, and SESSIONS *ALL* RESIGNED
>GOODLATTE, GOWDY, and SESSIONS *ALL* RESIGNED.
>Who did SESSIONS appoint in NOV 2017?
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/sessions-federal-prosecutor-evaluating-alleged-fbi-doj-wrongdoing-no-second-special-counsel-for-now
>Who is HUBER?
>Who RE_CONFIRMED HUBER?
>WHO ORIGINALLY APPOINTED HUBER?
>IMPORTANCE OF PARTISAN OPTICS?
>Mandate charged to HUBER? 
>Resources provided to HUBER?
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>Who is HOROWITZ?
>Mandate charged to HOROWITZ?
>Resources provided to HOROWITZ?
>Who was SESSIONS' CHIEF OF STAFF?
>What were the responsibilities of WHITAKER?
>WHAT IS THE ROLE OF A CHIEF OF STAFF? 
>SHADOW PLAYERS ARE THE DEADLIEST [STEALTH]
>What is the advantage of having a 'temp' ('acting') in a leadership position?
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-40684697
"The appointment itself, on 21 July, triggered a shake-up at the Trump White House. Chief of Sta� Reince Priebus and spokesman Sean Spicer both left their
over his hiring." -Mission Successful
>Laser designator(s) locked on target(s)
>Who was assigned directly to SESSIONS by POTUS?
>Mandate charged to Ezra Cohen-Watnick [Defense Intelligence Agency]?
>NAT SEC ADVISOR TO SESSIONS [counterintelligence and counterterrorism]?
>Who briefed NUNES on classi�ed intel re: HUSSEIN spy campaign v. POTUS?
https://www.businessinsider.com/ezra-cohen-watnick-doj-hired-trump-order-devin-nunes-2018-4
>Who briefed Goodlatte & Gowdy on classi�ed intel re: DOJ & FBI?
>>
>THE WORLD IS WATCHING.
THE WORLD IS WITNESSING THE TRUE IDENTITY OF THE D PARTY.
WAR.
Q

#2461 - 2018-11-09 22:23:27 (UTC+1)
https://www.thedailybeast.com/qanon-referenced-by-man-arrested-for-threatening-to-kill-trump
Why are we under heavy �re?
Why are we so important to the FAKE NEWS media?
Attacks coordinated? 
THE SWAMP IS EVERYWHERE.
There is a reason some could no longer be trusted.
YOU ARE WITNESSING THE SYSTEMATIC DESTRUCTION OF THE OLD GUARD. 
Forced exposure.
Standard deviation broken long ago.
P-A-I-N
Q

#2460 - 2018-11-08 05:47:49 (UTC+1)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martial_law
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Posse_Comitatus_Act
"..or in response to chaos associated with protests and mob action,"
Article 1, Section 9 of the US Constitution states, "The Privilege of the Writ of Habeas Corpus shall not be suspended, unless when in Cases of Rebellion or In
public Safety may require it." 
Q

#2459 - 2018-11-07 23:53:26 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/EricHolder/status/1060263157262893056
Imagine if the new acting AG now releases all previously 'blocked' doc requests by the House (including the [RR] secondary CLAS scope doc).
Stealth Bombers �y undetected. 
The 'Red Line' months old 4am narrative should be updated.
Pain coming.
Q

#2458 - 2018-11-07 23:24:08 (UTC+1)
RED LINE ON THE ANNIVERSARY OF RED OCTOBER?
NOW WHAT ARE THE ODDS OF THAT?
Q

#2457 - 2018-11-07 23:10:38 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/supermom43207/status/1060281789665738752
Coincidence?
Q

#2456 - 2018-11-07 23:03:49 (UTC+1)

#2455 - 2018-11-07 22:37:24 (UTC+1)
>>3788121
There will be no recusal.
PANIC IN DC.
Q

#2454 - 2018-11-07 22:32:33 (UTC+1)
>>3787701
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Board under attack.
Do you understand why?
Q

#2453 - 2018-11-07 22:30:12 (UTC+1)
>>428
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1060256623439110146
While we cannot telegraph everything, for reasons all can understand, we do try in our own way to inform loyal Anons & Patriots.
What are the odds "thank you for your service" was posted less than 1 hour prior to POTUS re: Sessions "thank you for your service?"
Do you believe in coincidences?
How many coincidences before mathematically impossible? 
THE SENATE WAS THE KEY.
Enjoy the show!
Q

#2452 - 2018-11-07 22:02:17 (UTC+1)
Thank you for your service to our Country, Mr. Je� Sessions!
Your sacri�ces will never be forgotten. 
Q+

#2451 - 2018-11-07 19:57:00 (UTC+1)
Thank you for your service to our Country, Mr. Trey Gowdy!
Thank you for your service to our Country, Mr. Bob Goodlatte!
Your sacri�ces will never be forgotten. 
Q+

#2450 - 2018-11-07 19:12:06 (UTC+1)
We are going to show you a new world. 
Those who are blind will soon see the light.
A beautiful brave new world lies ahead. 
We take this journey together.
One step at a time.
WWG1WGA!
Q

#2449 - 2018-11-07 19:10:51 (UTC+1)
>>3783759
We are with you, Anons.
Q

#2448 - 2018-11-07 19:10:14 (UTC+1)
>>3782992
We are at war. 
Think logically.
Why was winning the House majority the primary goal for them?
To this point, what chamber is currently directing the DOJ/FBI investigations?
To this point, what chamber do they feel most threatened by? 
While the focus was on the House for them (due to above), our underlying focus was adding PRO_POTUS members to the Senate and safely securing a
PRO_MAJORITY.
THE SENATE IS WORTH SO MUCH MORE.
THE SENATE CONTROLS JUDGES & CABINET POSITIONS W/O HOUSE APPROVAL.
THE SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE HAS DIRECT OVERSIGHT OVER THE DOJ&FBI [MORE POWER THAN THE HOUSE].
While we had a senate majority on paper, in reality, we never did, nor could we count on bringing investigations to that body until it was safely in our full con
THE SENATE WAS ALWAYS THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVE.
Moves & countermoves. 
We de�ed history by picking up Senate seats.
Patriots delivered.
Disinfo is necessary.
Enemy at the front door.
Our attempt at reassurance re: last drops re: House >>> Senate backed by POTUS tweet directly thereafter stating the same thing should have put this to be
How many coincidences before it's mathematically impossible?
Do you think the current 'shill' attack is organic? 
Buckle up.
Q

#2447 - 2018-11-07 15:48:19 (UTC+1)
Future proves past.
Q

#2446 - 2018-11-07 08:06:39 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1060056007316045825
The Senate was the target.
Corker + Flake removed.
How do you catch a FISH?
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Mission forward.
These people are stupid. 
Q

#2445 - 2018-11-07 07:59:00 (UTC+1)
Do you believe in coincidences?
Which (2) House members ran the investigations re: DOJ/FBI etc.?
https://judiciary.house.gov/press-release/goodlatte-gowdy-reach-agreement-with-the-department-of-justice/
Gowdy resignation.
What role did he play re: House investigations?
House Oversight and Government Reform Committee Chairman
Goodlatte resignation.
What role did he play re: House investigations?
House Judiciary Chairman
House >>> Senate
House >>> Senate
House >>> Senate
TRUST GRASSLEY 
Senate Judiciary Chairman
[House of Cards]
Military planning at its �nest. 
Q

#2444 - 2018-11-07 06:55:31 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1060022696703070208
We got what we needed.
Thank you, Patriots!
Senate means everything.
Think Judges (SC) & Cabinet.
DECLAS overrides all potential House blockades.
POTUS has ultimate authority. 
Shift to Senate Judiciary (oversight) from House to now occur (stronger position and held in reserve for this scenario).
Lower chamber (House) used as 2-year starter.
Upper chamber (Senate) will be used next 2-year closer. 
https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/about/jurisdiction
Military planned. 
No impact re: ongoing investigations 
Team is stronger [PRO].
Q

#2443 - 2018-11-06 22:22:24 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/AddrianStorm/status/1059917452836974594
We are UNITED.
The world is changing. 
Can you feel it?
Q

#2442 - 2018-11-06 22:16:21 (UTC+1)
History is being made.
You are the saviors of mankind.
Nothing will stop what is coming.
Nothing.
Q

#2441 - 2018-11-06 21:53:40 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/RealTT2020/status/1059879444213510144
Together We Win.
Q

#2440 - 2018-11-06 20:51:19 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LmnlwR2IAuU
BE PROUD, PATRIOTS.
TODAY, LIKE IN 2016, YOU ARE, IN ONE UNITED VOICE, RISING UP TO DEFEND THIS GREAT NATION.
TODAY, LIKE IN 2016, YOU ARE, IN ONE UNITED VOICE, PROTECTING THE FREEDOMS IN WHICH SO MANY HAVE DIED TO PROVIDE.
TODAY, LIKE IN 2016, YOU ARE, IN ONE UNITED VOICE, MAKING AMERICA GREAT AGAIN.
WE STAND TOGETHER.
WE STAND UNITED.
WE STAND FOR OUR FLAG.
WE STAND FOR GOOD.
WE STAND FOR WHAT IS RIGHT.
WE STAND FOR COMPASSION.
WE STAND FOR FREEDOM.
WE STAND FOR PEACE.
WE STAND FOR LIBERTY.
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WE STAND FOR JUSTICE.
WE STAND FOR EQUALITY.
WE STAND FOR PROSPERITY FOR ALL.
WE STAND FOR RELIGIOUS FREEDOM.
WE STAND FOR HUMAN RIGHTS.
WE STAND FOR LIFE.
WE STAND FOR EACH OTHER.
WE STAND FOR FRIENDSHIP.
WE STAND FOR LOVE.
WE STAND FOR ..........
WE STAND FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA!
ARE YOU PROUD TO BE AN AMERICAN?
TODAY, AMERICA IS REUNITED.
Q

#2439 - 2018-11-06 18:39:49 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/TheJusticeDept/status/1059806871379501056
Protect the VOTE!
Q

#2438 - 2018-11-06 18:24:45 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/staceydash/status/1059707071581409280
Q

#2437 - 2018-11-06 18:16:59 (UTC+1)
They want one thing, and only one thing, POWER.
They will LIE, CHEAT, and PROMISE YOU THE WORLD to obtain it.
They do not love our Country.
They despise it.
They want to destroy it.
SHOW YOUR LOVE OF COUNTRY BY VOTING TODAY.
RETURN POWER TO THE PEOPLE.
RETURN OLD GLORY TO HER FORMER STATE.
WE HONOR THOSE WHO FOUGHT (& CONTINUE TO FIGHT) TO SAVE & DEFEND THIS GREAT COUNTRY.
WE WILL DO OUR PART -- WILL YOU DO YOURS?
VOTE! VOTE! VOTE!
JUSTICE COMING.
Q

#2436 - 2018-11-06 09:44:13 (UTC+1)
The entire world is watching.
Patriots from around the world are praying for AMERICA.
We are all bound by a feeling deep inside, a feeling that cannot be publicly expressed for fear of ridicule, a feeling that challenges the mainstream (narrative
that which we are told to accept and dare not question, put simply, that people are being abused by those in power and time is running out. 
Remember the battles of Lexington and Concord - "Give Me Liberty or Give Me Death!"
For far too long we have been silent and allowed our bands of strength, that we once formed to defend FREEDOM and LIBERTY, to deteriorate. 
We became divided.
We became weak.
We elected TRAITORS to govern us.
We allowed EVIL to prey on us.
Those who claimed to represent us gave us false hope, made false promises.
The evil and corruption only grew.
----------
This is more than party politics.
This is about restoring OLD GLORY.
This is about saving our land and our people from those who wish us harm.
This is about preserving our REPUBLIC. 
This is about preserving our SAFETY.
This is about restoring our STRENGTH. 
This is about LIFE, LIBERTY, and the PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS.
This is about PROTECTING our children.
THIS IS ABOUT SAVING AMERICA.
We are all God's children.
We are, FATHERS.
We are, MOTHERS.
We are, DAUGHTERS.
We are, SONS.
We are, BROTHERS.
We are, SISTERS.
We do not look at race.
We do not look at skin color.
We are UNITED in these STATES OF AMERICA.
We are, and will always be, PATRIOTS.
WE MUST RISE AGAIN.
WE MUST UNITE AGAIN.
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WE MUST FIGHT AGAIN.
FOR GOD & COUNTRY -- PLEASE ANSWER THE CALL & VOTE.
GOD BLESS AMERICA.
WWG1WGA!
Q

#2435 - 2018-11-06 08:25:29 (UTC+1)
VOTE! & MEME!
VOTE! & MEME!
VOTE! & MEME!
We are counting on you.
Q

#2434 - 2018-11-06 08:19:43 (UTC+1)
>>3754247
The world will follow.
Think Merkel.
Q

#2433 - 2018-11-06 08:16:41 (UTC+1)
>>3754138
We put the spotlight on him for this very reason.
He has no choice now but to remain in the light.
This is not a game.
Q

#2432 - 2018-11-06 08:05:54 (UTC+1)
>>3754053
Amen, Patriot.
We are grateful.
Q

#2431 - 2018-11-06 07:09:41 (UTC+1)
There was a time when our children stood at attention, put their hand on their heart, and in one UNITED voice, recited the PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE.
There was a time when STRENGTH and HONOR meant something.
There was a time when standing for our FLAG meant something.
There was a time when our history (heritage) was taught with PRIDE and RESPECT.
There was a time when respect was given to those who serve(d), bled, and died to protect and defend our GOD GIVEN FREEDOM. 
There was a time when we were GRATEFUL.
There was a time when these UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ONE NATION UNDER GOD, was UNITED.
There was a time when these UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ONE NATION UNDER GOD, was UNITED UNDER ONE FLAG.
There was a time when, WE, THE PEOPLE, decided our future.
There was a time when, WE, THE PEOPLE, had a voice. 
There was a time when, WE, THE PEOPLE, were UNITED and STRONG.
I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the United States of America, and to the Republic for which it stands, one Nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and jus
"Freedom is never more than one generation away from extinction. We didn't pass it to our children in the bloodstream. It must be fought for, protected, an
on for them to do the same, or one day we will spend our sunset years telling our children and our children's children what it was once like in the United Sta
men were free." 
"You and I have the courage to say to our enemies, "There is a price we will not pay." "There is a point beyond which they must not advance." 
"We'll preserve for our children this, the last best hope of man on earth, or we'll sentence them to take the last step into a thousand years of darkness."
-Ronald Reagan
It is time, WE, THE PEOPLE, reclaim what is rightfully ours.
Will you answer the call?
Your Country needs you.
Your VOTE matters!
WE STAND TOGETHER.
"Be on your guard; stand �rm in the faith; be courageous; be strong."
- 1 Corinthians 16:13
Q

#2430 - 2018-11-06 06:42:24 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Mamadidntraise/status/1059681515536142337
Eyes On, Patriots!
History books.
Q

#2429 - 2018-11-06 06:24:12 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/GeorgePapa19/status/1059631841458573312
DECLAS coming.
Remain in the public light (safety).
Q

#2428 - 2018-11-06 01:22:10 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1058531274795638785
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MEMES now front & center.
Attack on 'Q' movement?
Fear?
Coincidence?
Q

#2427 - 2018-11-06 01:11:50 (UTC+1)
>>3747094
Fake News.
But, both brothers do have a pending sealed indictment.
Q

#2426 - 2018-11-06 01:05:39 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DisclosureBP/status/1059594870703017984
The 'LEFT' has no chance.
Q

#2425 - 2018-11-06 00:14:18 (UTC+1)
VOTE! VOTE! VOTE!
VOTE! VOTE! VOTE!
VOTE! VOTE! VOTE!
Will you answer the call?
Your Country needs you!
Q

#2424 - 2018-11-06 00:11:22 (UTC+1)
>>3745849
POTUS 'really' made that one obvious didn't he?
It was the 'end' that sealed it.
Q

#2423 - 2018-11-06 00:08:58 (UTC+1)
>>3745801
Trolling the FAKE NEWS media is FUN!
Q

#2422 - 2018-11-06 00:04:25 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/cubicinch400/status/1059569316062994435
Do you 'AIR Q'?
Q

#2421 - 2018-11-05 23:19:45 (UTC+1)
>>3744948
& another prior to.
MEMES locked on target?
Fire when ready.
High priority targets today/tomorrow.
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#2420 - 2018-11-05 23:08:35 (UTC+1)
"Did they get the shot?"
"I pointed directly at it 3x."
"I turned and double pointed just to be clear."
"Did they pick up the 'Boom, Boom, Boom....Something is Happening'?"
Yes, Mr. President, Anons are actively tracking. Message received.
"Good, that's good."
Q

#2419 - 2018-11-05 17:17:18 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/parscale/status/1059471543443578881
What # does the passcode add up to?
For Anons...
Q

#2418 - 2018-11-05 17:09:39 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1059464880955277312
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1059470847751131138
Polls are rigged and do not capture an accurate snapshot. 
(SILENT) MAJORITY
Will You Answer the Call?
VOTE! VOTE! VOTE!
Q
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#2417 - 2018-11-05 04:26:48 (UTC+1)

#2416 - 2018-11-04 23:33:58 (UTC+1)
[PANIC IN DC]
If you witness members of ANTIFA or any other people or organizations stationed at 'key' voter locations making threats or attempting to use scare tactics [v
intimidation] please contact local authorities immediately and report the incident(s). 
Internal comms suggest preparations are being made and organized to conduct a 29+ location push [battleground locations].
See Something
Say Something
Uniformed and Non-Uniformed personnel will be stationed across the country in an e�ort to safeguard the public.
If you witness anything out of the ordinary with regards to sta�, o�cials, machinery & equipment failures and/or malfunctions, unusual 'grouping' [buses dr
people w/ guide and/or instructor], voter prevention [blocking], or other suspicious activity please contact local authorities immediately and report the incid
See Something
Say Something
[take a picture and/or video only when safe to do so]
Q

#2415 - 2018-11-04 22:48:21 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Kath3853/status/1059193352585908230
https://twitter.com/Tko77457444/status/1059198355799240704
https://twitter.com/WwgQn/status/1059198596560683008
Eyes On, Patriots!
-----------End
TOGETHER we are STRONG.
TOGETHER WE WIN!
Q

#2414 - 2018-11-04 22:36:37 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Truthplease5/status/1059187924204433409
https://twitter.com/twiddledout/status/1059192372821704704
https://twitter.com/DrLeslieMoore81/status/1059192071255457792
https://twitter.com/Qwillredpillyou/status/1059190451884961793
https://twitter.com/maria_giavanna/status/1059191612952207360
https://twitter.com/Roberta79656672/status/1059191574335119360
https://twitter.com/DocCamo/status/1059191431158530048
https://twitter.com/BillCITRMS/status/1059191044145848321
https://twitter.com/Amberwinborn/status/1059189936748929024
https://twitter.com/tinksmom38/status/1059194862552207363
https://twitter.com/MAGANurse87/status/1059193367857381376
https://twitter.com/BillCITRMS/status/1059192900356050946
https://twitter.com/CrissyLynnn/status/1059195550195695616
https://twitter.com/LeighHarvey612/status/1059194944756301829
Eyes On, VIP Patriots!
The World Is Watching.
Q

#2413 - 2018-11-04 22:02:21 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/BrandiCox15/status/1059188427369918464
5:5 - Eyes On, VIP Patriots!
On The Move.
Q

#2412 - 2018-11-04 21:48:04 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Jennife61366461/status/1059183771646287872
Our Eyes Are Everywhere, VIP Patriot!
Q

#2411 - 2018-11-04 21:43:14 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/basementrx/status/1059180199294709760
5:5 - Eyes On, VIP Patriots!
Q

#2410 - 2018-11-04 21:41:54 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Mona87239279/status/1059182653826576385
5:5 - Eyes On, VIP Patriot!
Q

#2409 - 2018-11-04 21:36:00 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/chadkanera/status/1059181873480388609
We See VIP Patriots!
Where We Go One, We Go ALL!
Q
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#2408 - 2018-11-04 21:07:19 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/in�nateworth/status/1059169764134670336
5:5 - Eyes On, VIP Patriot!
Q

#2407 - 2018-11-04 20:37:24 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/HarrietCash8/status/1059158546422661121
5:5 - Eyes On, VIP Patriots!
Q

#2406 - 2018-11-04 20:07:18 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
Listen carefully - strategic speech to be used in the future.
Q

#2405 - 2018-11-04 19:16:23 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1059143657574592512
WE WILL PROTECT THE VOTE.
ALL HANDS ON DECK.
Q

#2404 - 2018-11-04 19:14:16 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/MariaWall93/status/1059144524394565632
Eyes on, VIP Patriots!
Q

#2403 - 2018-11-04 19:03:25 (UTC+1)
Your Country Needs You.
Your Vote Matters!
We, the People.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DWYrcnehito
The Time is Now.
Patriots Fight!
"Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power. Put on the full armor of God so that you can take your stand against the devil's schemes. For our stru
not against �esh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the
realms. Therefore put on the full armor of God, so that when the day of evil comes, you may be able to stand your ground, and after you have done everyth
stand. Stand �rm then, with the belt of truth buckled around your waist, with the breastplate of righteousness in place, and with your feet �tted with the rea
that comes from the gospel of peace. In addition to all this, take up the shield of faith, with which you can extinguish all the �aming arrows of the evil one. T
helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God. And pray in the Spirit on all occasions with all kinds of prayers and requests. With 
mind, be alert and always keep on praying for all the saints."
- Ephesians 6:10-18
"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among 
Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. -That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent
governed, -That whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute n
Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to e�ect their Safety and Ha
Prudence, indeed, will dictate that Governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and accordingly all experience hath 
that mankind are more disposed to su�er, while evils are su�erable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But wh
train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their d
throw o� such Government, and to provide new Guards for their future security."
- Declaration of Independence 
We Will Do Our Job to Protect the Vote.
Will You Do Yours?
Will You Answer the Call?
WWG1WGA!!!
Q

#2402 - 2018-11-04 18:32:22 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Mountainminder/status/1059134494127595525
Eyes on, VIP Patriot!
Q

#2401 - 2018-11-04 18:18:15 (UTC+1)
https://www.washingtonpost.com/amphtml/entertainment/museums/art-can-help-distinguish-between-conspiracy-and-reality-and-this-exhibition-proves-
it/2018/11/03/e548a8f0-ded3-11e8-b3f0-62607289efee_story.html
When you can't discredit this movement using logic and facts, you resort to comparing it to ART?
How many articles has the WASH POST released attacking the 'Q' movement? 
Why is the WASH POST dedicated to attacking this movement?
WASH POST owned by AMAZON?
ABC's & AMAZON
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2014/07/the-details-about-the-cias-deal-with-amazon/374632/
If we aren't a threat, or real, or simply just a conspiracy theory, why the [constant] heavy attacks?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vTGkcTWCaio
[Information Warfare][IW]
[Destroy the Controlled Narrative]
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POWER BELONGS WITH THE PEOPLE.
WWG1WGA!!!
(((Q+)))
Q

#2400 - 2018-11-03 21:51:56 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ABOwarrior/status/1058817590561292288
Eyes on, VIP Patriot!
Q

#2399 - 2018-11-03 20:38:22 (UTC+1)
Who are the real racists?
[2016 Democrat Nominee for President of the United States]
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/hillary-clinton-jokes-they-all-look-alike-after-interviewer-mixes-up-cory-booker-and-eric-holder
"THEY ALL LOOK ALIKE"
Fake News Cover Up > Prevent Black Americans from Seeing the TRUTH
Another FREE PASS?
Ignorance is BLISS.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryweuBVJMEA
[YOU ARE BEING CONTROLLED AND FED A FALSE NARRATIVE]
#TakeBackControl
#FactsMatter
#SheepNoMore
Q

#2398 - 2018-11-03 20:09:12 (UTC+1)
[D] Party Con:
When you can't raise money 'organically' through party (individual) donations (voter base) YOU STEAL IT from the American taxpayer and give it back to you
form of campaign contributions. 
[Example 1]
Planned Parenthood
https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-18-204R
$1.5 billion provided in taxpayer funding over 3-year period.
[Case 1]
PP spent $30 million [disclosed - real estimates close to $65 million] in taxpayer subsidies to in�uence the outcome of the 2018 midterm elections.
[Conclusion]
Should it be legal for a taxpayer [D+R+I] funded organization to donate massive amounts of money to the D party in an e�ort to sway an election?
D_insider_term: T_WASH
Re_read drops re: Soros & taxpayer funding
YOUR HARD EARNED TAX DOLLARS AT WORK.
VOTE! VOTE! VOTE!
Q

#2397 - 2018-11-03 19:16:38 (UTC+1)
Keep your eye on the ball.
Midterms & Memes.
[ ]
Remember, POTUS already ordered the DECLAS.
-[RR] pushed back hard
-OIG tasked to review [determine 'sensitive info']
-OIG works w/ HUBER (important to remember)
-HUBER reports 'directly' to SESSIONS (important to remember)
Was the DECLAS already cleared for release?
Was the gambit played by [RR] to stall & delay post election banking on [D's win House]?
POTUS AF1 [RR] > An enemy who feels safe [& in control] is an enemy who.....
POTUS AF1 [RR] > Mueller END
[Important to remember]
How do you navigate around installed BLOCKADE?
[MUELLER] designed to take-in evidence needed to 'expose' DS [DOJ block re: Mueller 'evidence' ongoing investigation].
[MUELLER] designed to limit POTUS' ability to maneuver.
[MUELLER] designed to 'stall-for-time' until MIDTERM ELECTIONS to TERMINATE all HOUSE / SENATE ongoing investigations.
[MUELLER] designed to 'safeguard' D_PARTY_BASE false narrative re: RUSSIA COLLUSION [POTUS CHEATED - EVIL - SKY FALLING] in e�ort to DIVIDE and MO
future protests, riots, threats, violence, FF's, etc.
[MUELLER] designed to provide FAKE NEWS w/ ammunition to sway public opinion, obstruct foreign + domestic agenda, fuel impeachment/removal, fuel an
[DIVISION] [prevent UNITY], etc..
[MUELLER] designed to demonstrate to foreign players that OLD GUARD still pulls strings.
[MUELLER] designed to mobilize D_PARTY for MIDTERM VOTE WIN.
[MUELLER] designed to push D_PARTY backers to DONATE [GOFUNDME - D_PARTY].
[MUELLER] designed as PUBLIC OUTCRY EXCUSE should criminal charges be brought against them ['we are being 'politically' attacked because MUELLER...].
How do you REMOVE installed BLOCKADE?
DECLAS-DECLAS-DECLAS
How do you navigate around installed corrupt [FBI][DOJ]?
USE A STEALTH BOMBER 
--------
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VOTE! VOTE! VOTE!
Q

#2396 - 2018-11-03 19:02:18 (UTC+1)
POTUS meeting PUTIN on 11.11
Now what are the odds of that?
Q

#2395 - 2018-11-03 01:37:38 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/LisaMei62/status/1058513212814123008
+MS13/ISIS reinforcements for 'wet work'.
Re_read drops re: MS13
https://twitter.com/RepMattGaetz/status/1052629557826736129
See the 'gun' tucked in the pants of the 'money man'?
Q

#2394 - 2018-11-02 23:19:23 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/senjudiciary/status/1058472888406290434
Nothing to See Here.
Q

#2393 - 2018-11-02 23:02:10 (UTC+1)
>>383
https://twitter.com/TheGreatStorm/status/1058478239893598208
Amazing what you discover when you research for yourself.
God bless you, Patriots!
Q

#2392 - 2018-11-02 22:42:49 (UTC+1)
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/upshot/election-2016-voting-precinct-maps.html?smid=fb-nytimes&smtyp=cur#3.56/39.58/-94.58
Cross reference 'blue' areas w/ illegal immigrant high pop zones.
You might be shocked what you discover.
The real TRUTH about why D's depend on illegal immigrants and why they care more about them than you.
#FactsMatter
Q

#2391 - 2018-11-02 22:25:24 (UTC+1)
The TRUTH will set you FREE.
Q

#2390 - 2018-11-02 22:13:51 (UTC+1)
There is TRUTH in MEMES.
TRUTH that DESTROYS the FAKE NEWS narrative. 
HOUSE OF CARDS.
Q

#2389 - 2018-11-02 19:56:00 (UTC+1)
http://time.com/5324130/most-in�uential-internet/
Never forget.
Q

#2388 - 2018-11-02 19:35:57 (UTC+1)
Why did select senior members of the D party [6] send a letter to Don McGahn in early Oct. outlining 'Hatch Act' violations re: Q? 
FOIA works in this situation.
Q

#2387 - 2018-11-02 19:07:51 (UTC+1)
>>3701031
There is a reason why we encourage 'Memes' so much.
There is a reason why we came here to drop.
There is a reason why they are all working overtime to build code to censor and defend against 'Memes.'
Re_read drops re: Memes
All just a coincidence?
Directed @ 'Q'
Fire when ready.
Q

#2386 - 2018-11-02 18:54:16 (UTC+1)
Ask yourself a very simple question.
Why is the FAKE NEWS media continually expending resources to defame, debunk, and cast as a conspiracy, for, as they say, a nobody who started on 4chan
Why did the FAKE NEWS media attempt to cast blame of recent events on the 'Q' movement?
Was it an attempt to silence? 
[Sample Past 7-Days]
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https://www.newsweek.com/qanon-republican-congressional-candidate-promotes-conspiracy-theory-1195615
https://www.dailydot.com/layer8/qanon-anniversary-movement/
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-46073979
https://www.mediamatters.org/blog/2018/10/30/nevada-gop-backed-congressional-candidate-promotes-qanon-video/221930
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/guess-what-trump-can-totally-rewrite-the-constitution/2018/10/31/d707a2c6-dd4f-11e8-b732-3c72cbf131f2_sto
utm_term=.36fccdcbc1a7
https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/post-partisan/wp/2018/10/26/were-all-part-of-the-right-wing-conspiracy-theory-machine/?utm_term=.46acaa18a78
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/25/business/false-�ag-theory-bombs-conservative-media.html
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/oct/28/robert-bowers-pittsburgh-synagogue-shooting-suspec/
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/nov/01/trump-rallies-america-midterms-white-house
https://news.vice.com/en_us/article/3kmxdv/kicking-gab-o�-the-internet-wont-kill-online-extremism-it-may-make-it-worse
https://www.yahoo.com/news/robert-bowers-alleged-pittsburgh-synagogue-gunman-left-trail-chilling-anti-semitic-social-media-posts-183646761.html
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-46003665
http://www.bostonherald.com/news/columnists/howie_carr/2018/10/howie_carr_zip_your_lips_don_t_blame_trump
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/oct/27/pittsburgh-shooting-suspect-antisemitism
https://www.newsweek.com/gab-collusion-big-tech-app-trump-shooter-bowers-free-speech-anti-semitic-1190903
https://www.haaretz.com/us-news/.premium-screw-your-optics-i-m-going-in-who-is-the-suspected-pittsburgh-shooter-1.6595724
https://www.timeso�srael.com/study-online-attacks-on-jews-ramp-up-before-election-day/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/hoaxes-hate-speech-�nd-home-on-instagram/ar-BBPfsXl
https://www.businessinsider.com/ap-study-online-attacks-on-jews-ramp-up-before-election-day-2018-10
https://theintercept.com/2018/10/26/cesar-sayoc-bomb-suspect-trump/
https://worldisraelnews.com/synagogue-shooter-spewed-online-hate-for-jews/
https://www.examiner.org/newsx/ap-news/103396-loved-ones-remember-legacies-of-synagogue-shooting-victims
https://www.inquisitr.com/5135679/trump-says-outcome-of-pittsburgh-shooting-would-have-been-di�erent-if-synagogue-had-armed-guard/
https://conservativedailypost.com/synagogue-shooters-pro�le-reveals-massive-anti-semitic-anti-trump-sentiment/
https://hotair.com/headlines/archives/2018/10/living-age-political-paranoia/
http://www.bostonherald.com/news/national/2018/10/synagogue_massacre_suspect_posted_i_m_going_in
https://www.patheos.com/blogs/accordingtomatthew/2018/10/christian-nationalist-identi�ed-as-pittsburgh-synagogue-shooter/
https://heavy.com/news/2018/10/robert-bowers-social-media-rob-gab/
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/robert-bowers-alleged-pittsburgh-synagogue-gunman-left-trail-chilling-anti-semitic-social-media-posts-183646761.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-pittsburgh-shooter-could-become-the-second-american-to-face-death-for-a-federal-hate-crime/ar-BBP4Mwy
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/pittsburgh-synagogue-shooter-gab-robert-bowers-�nal-posts-online-comments-a8605721.html
https://www.hu�ngtonpost.com/entry/robert-bowers-synagogue-shooter-hate-crime_us_5bd4892be4b0a8f17ef84019
https://www.haaretz.com/us-news/trump-pittsburgh-the-jews-and-anti-semitism-a-dangerous-double-game-1.6601063
https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-features/taibbi-conspiracy-qanon-trump-750486/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/pittsburgh-synagogue-shooting-suspect-identi�ed-as-robert-bowers-what-we-know-2018-10-27/
https://hollywoodlife.com/2018/10/27/who-is-robert-bowers-pittsburgh-gunman-shooter/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/pittsburgh-synagogue-shooter-spewed-his-hate-on-gab-the-alt-rights-favorite-social-network?source=articles&via=rss&yptr=
https://www.thedailybeast.com/of-course-donald-trump-inspired-cesar-sayocs-terrorism?via=desktop&source=Reddit
ALL FOR A LARP?
[ATTACK THOSE WHO THREATEN YOU THE MOST]
Are we subject to the Hatch Act?
Think Executive Branch / NSA / etc.
Acceptable 'turn on' comms?
[Filter applied - legal analysis]
Cannot point to any particular candidate or party prior to Nov 7?
We, the PEOPLE.
Fight, Fight, Fight!
YOUR VOTE MATTERS!
WE ARE IN THIS TOGETHER!
THIS MOVEMENT HAS NO SKIN COLOR.
Attempts to label all those who challenge their narrative as 'racists' 'white supremacists' will fail [predictable].
Q

#2385 - 2018-11-02 05:47:08 (UTC+1)
Mathematically impossible or every detail planned?
Today.
1 Year Ago.
WWG1WGA!
Q

#2384 - 2018-11-02 03:48:04 (UTC+1)
>>375
Power shall be RETURNED to the PEOPLE.
"...returning power to YOU, the AMERICAN PEOPLE." - POTUS
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1058182740414226433
Coincidence?
Q

#2383 - 2018-11-02 02:01:23 (UTC+1)
"We have to bypass the media in order to get straight to the people."
"We've gone around them like no one in history has gone around them."
-POTUS @ tonight's rally
Think MSM attacks re: Q (We, the People).
Q
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#2382 - 2018-11-02 01:44:41 (UTC+1)
Do not let them DIVIDE you.
TOGETHER you are STRONG.
TOGETHER YOU WIN.
Your vote matters!
Re_read drops re: Polls
https://www.oge.gov/web/oge.nsf/Resources/Political+Activities
https://osc.gov/resources/ha%20pamphlet%20sept%202014.pdf
Q

#2381 - 2018-10-10 03:42:13 (UTC+1)
Statement release 10.9.18 [p_AUTHORITY1]
General Statement:
We understand that there is extreme fatigue and frustration re: the wheels of justice [slow]. 
Exclude emotion and personal desire, instead use logic and critical thinking based on situational awareness [undo a lifetime of evil & corruption [infestation
span of less than 2 years w/ a corrupt DOJ & FBI in place?].
[Process & Planning - Law and Order]
[Military OP]
How can you make arrests [non military] prior to �rst fully cleaning out corrupt elements [at the top] of those departments [FBI][DOJ] that oversee 'investiga
prosecution' in the United States [they [themselves] are the very ones engaged in the illegal treasonous acts]?
James Comey, Director - FIRED
Andrew McCabe, Deputy Director - FIRED
Jim Rybicki, Chief of Sta� and Senior Counselor - FIRED
James Baker, General Counsel - FIRED
Bill Priestap, Director of Counterintelligence (Strzok's boss) - Cooperating witness [power removed]
Peter Strzok, Deputy Assistant Director of Counterintelligence - FIRED
Lisa Page, O�ce of General Counsel - FIRED/FORCED
Mike Kortan, Assistant Director for Public A�airs - FIRED
Josh Campbell, Special Assistant to Comey - FIRED
David Laufman, Chief of the Justice Department's Counterintelligence and Export Control Section [NAT SEC - HRC email invest] - FIRED/FORCE
John Carlin, Assistant Attorney General - Head of DOJ's National Security Division - FIRED/FORCED
Sally Yates, Deputy Attorney General & Acting Attorney General - FIRED
Mary McCord, Acting Assistant Attorney General - Acting Head of DOJ's National Security Division - FIRED/FORCED
Bruce Ohr, Associate Deputy Attorney General - Demoted 2x - cooperating witness [power removed] - TERMINATION IMMINENT
Rachel Brand, Associate Attorney General - No. 3 o�cial behind Deputy AG Rosenstein - FIRED/FORCED
[Batter's Box]
Michael Steinbach
John Glacalone
Randy Coleman
Trisha Anderson
https://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/09/fashion/weddings/trisha-anderson-charles-newman-weddings.html
Kevin Clinesmith
Tashina Gauhar
Sally Moyer
How do you ensure those prosecuted [non military] would receive an impartial judgement based on the RULE OF LAW? 
Think Federal Judge rulings [obstruction] [POTUS' granted CONSTITUTIONAL authority].
How do you ensure 'appeals' to the U.S. Supreme Court are evaluated impartially > based on the RULE OF LAW?
Think Justice K (5 to 4).
Military Law v Criminal Law
"Enemy Combatant" 
How do you navigate around installed BLOCKADE?
[MUELLER] designed to take-in evidence needed to 'expose' DS [DOJ block re: Mueller 'evidence' ongoing investigation].
[MUELLER] designed to limit POTUS' ability to maneuver.
[MUELLER] designed to 'stall-for-time' until MIDTERM ELECTIONS to TERMINATE all HOUSE / SENATE ongoing investigations.
[MUELLER] designed to 'safeguard' D_PARTY_BASE false narrative re: RUSSIA COLLUSION [POTUS CHEATED - EVIL - SKY FALLING] in e�ort to DIVIDE and MO
future protests, riots, threats, violence, FF's, etc.
[MUELLER] designed to provide FAKE NEWS w/ ammunition to sway public opinion, obstruct foreign + domestic agenda, fuel impeachment/removal, fuel an
[DIVISION] [prevent UNITY], etc..
[MUELLER] designed to demonstrate to foreign players that OLD GUARD still pulls strings.
[MUELLER] designed to mobilize D_PARTY for MIDTERM VOTE WIN.
[MUELLER] designed to push D_PARTY backers to DONATE [GOFUNDME - D_PARTY].
[MUELLER] designed as PUBLIC OUTCRY EXCUSE should criminal charges be brought against them ['we are being 'politically' attacked because MUELLER...].
How do you REMOVE installed BLOCKADE?
DECLAS-DECLAS-DECLAS
How do you navigate around installed corrupt [FBI][DOJ]?
USE A STEALTH BOMBER 
Who must authorize �ring of FBI/DOJ o�cials?
Why did McCabe try to take SESSIONS out?
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari-melber/watch/�red-fbi-o�cial-authorized-perjury-investigation-against-sessions-1191727171576?v=raila&
What was the SESSIONS SENATE CONF VOTE?
52-47 
No. 175 
Logical thinking v clickbait.
Q
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#2380 - 2018-10-09 23:19:44 (UTC+1)
>>3219413
Guangdong = Guangzhou = Shenzhen?
Do you believe in coincidences?
Q

#2379 - 2018-10-09 22:41:49 (UTC+1)
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/heres-what-trumps-ethanol-plan-means-for-farmers-re�ners-and-motorists-2018-10-09
Increase ethanol [corn] concentration in gasoline >>> e�ort to combat CHINA's attempts to harm our farmers.
[Announcement Tonight]
Q

#2378 - 2018-10-09 22:21:14 (UTC+1)
>>297
No. 297 - where was this picture taken?
Hanging of �ags traditional/occurs in this part of the country for what holiday?
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-10-09/new-evidence-of-hacked-supermicro-hardware-found-in-u-s-telecom
"Western intelligence contacts that the device was made at a Supermicro subcontractor factory in Guangzhou, a port city in southeastern China. Guangzhou
miles upstream from Shenzhen, dubbed the `Silicon Valley of Hardware,'"
What state does [Feinstein] represent? 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/explain-the-chinese-spy-sen-feinstein/2018/08/09/0560ca60-9bfd-11e8-b60b-1c897f17e185_story.html?
noredirect=on&utm_term=.f0be11930e64
GOOG & CHINA
https://theintercept.com/2018/10/09/google-china-censored-search-engine/
Dragon�y
Look HERE [RUSSIA]
DO NOT LOOK HERE [CHINA]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aeVrMniBjSc
Worth 43 minutes of your time.
ALL [INSIDE] ROADS TO CHINA ARE BEING CLOSED.
AMERICA IS NO LONGER FOR SALE.
Q

#2377 - 2018-10-09 17:14:53 (UTC+1)
https://thehill.com/hilltv/what-americas-thinking/410447-former-fbi-lawyer-plot-to-record-remove-trump-not-a-joke
https://saraacarter.com/former-top-fbi-lawyer-testi�ed-that-rosenstein-seriously-considered-secretly-recording-trump/
BOOM 
BOOM
BOOM
BOOM
Coincidence the news today is focused on a resignation?
Q

#2376 - 2018-10-09 05:58:37 (UTC+1)
[Sally Yates]
Q

#2375 - 2018-10-08 23:45:14 (UTC+1)
>>3398290
Court order to preserve ALL data sent to GOOG?
Think GOOG+ / Gmail / etc.
Comms Cleanup?
The More You Know...
Q

#2374 - 2018-10-08 21:05:15 (UTC+1)

#2373 - 2018-10-08 20:27:19 (UTC+1)
https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-exposed-user-data-feared-repercussions-of-disclosing-to-public-1539017194
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/28/technology/facebook-hack-data-breach.html
https://techcrunch.com/2018/09/21/twitter-bug-sent-user-direct-messages-to-developers-for-over-a-year/
Do you believe in coincidences?
Data provided to D party 'a�liate' to [target] voters for Nov 6 election?
Win-at-all-costs?
Q

#2372 - 2018-10-08 20:12:00 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/peggy-grande-dianne-feinstein-shows-her-true-colors-in-the-kavanaugh-�ght
#WALKAWAY
Q

#2371 - 2018-10-08 19:53:20 (UTC+1)
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>>357
113,000+ 'suppressed' [new] views in less than 24hrs. 
Your voice is spreading.
Q

#2370 - 2018-10-08 19:49:52 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/TomFitton/status/1049333485742313472
But, of course, Anons already knew this.
Knowledge is power.
Q

#2369 - 2018-10-08 19:39:07 (UTC+1)
https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/410287-fbis-smoking-gun-redactions-protected-political-embarrassment-not
[Why not?] [if true] D's do not want DECLAS [TO PROVE] POTUS was colluding w/ RUSSIA?
Why are D's opposed to DECLAS if what they say is true?
DECLAS would [PROVE] evidence v. POTUS to obtain FISA WARRANT - why the block?
De�ne 'Projection'.
See article above - redactions made to 'protect' exposing the REAL TRUTH?
Logical thinking.
McCabe Memos [source] >>> NYT [RR] 'wear a wire'
Sessions Subpoena >>> McCabe Memos delivery to House
Baker Testimony >>> House [what was learned?][D]
[Next Up][RR] Testimony >>> House
Locked & Loaded.
Q

#2368 - 2018-10-08 18:44:09 (UTC+1)
>>306
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/dems-wage-war-on-kavanaugh-court-new-battles-over-legitimacy-impeachment-recusal
But, of course, Anons already knew D's playbook re: KAV.
Think [HERD SHEEP].
Think 2/3rd Senate vote req to impeach [impossible].
Q

#2367 - 2018-10-08 18:13:39 (UTC+1)
>>293
But, of course, Anons already knew POTUS would not be baited to FIRE.
Think Red Line.
Q

#2366 - 2018-10-08 07:02:31 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Reuters/status/1049149205254737922
Q

#2365 - 2018-10-07 22:44:03 (UTC+1)
https://www.justice.gov/�le/1071991/download
[Pg 294]
[Meeting between Comey and Coleman on October 4]
>Coleman told us that he could not recall this brie�ng with Comey.
>Coleman's notes from October 4 contained the following entry:
(1) Anthony Wiener [sic]
(2) [Unrelated]
(3) Wiener [sic] - texting 15 yo - Sexually Explicit
-9/26 - Federal SW - IPhone/IPAD/Laptop 
-Initial analysis of laptop - thousands emails 
-Hillary Clinton & Foundation
-Crime Against Children+++
>We asked Coleman about these notes and he told us that, given their placement in his notebook, the notes would most likely represent information he wa
on �rst thing in the morning by his subordinates in the +++Criminal Investigative Division+++.
>Comey told us that he did not recall the brie�ng by Coleman re�ected in his calendar.
>We asked Comey if this brie�ng could have been the time in early October that he recalled being told about the connection between Midyear and the Wein
investigation. Comey stated:
"It's possible, possible this is what is knocking around in the back of my head, but I really, see I know the frailty of memory from having done a lot of this wo
in my memory it's much more of an informal than a meeting about it, but it's possible."
>We showed Coleman's notes from October 4 to Comey. Comey did not recall being briefed on the information contained in the notes.
I DO NOT RECALL.
I DO NOT RECALL.
I DO NOT RECALL.
THESE PEOPLE DESERVE TO [ ].
THESE PEOPLE ARE SICK.
WE ARE THE CURE.
PATRIOTS IN CONTROL.
THE WORLD WILL KNOW THE TRUTH.
Q
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#2364 - 2018-10-07 21:24:43 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ValerieJarrett/status/1048323034745098240
[CHANGE IS COMING]
>>>
https://www.judicialwatch.org/blog/2015/06/communism-in-jarretts-family/
Goodbye, Valerie Jarrett.
Q

#2363 - 2018-10-07 20:50:15 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xJq0Q1jAAiI
Q

#2362 - 2018-10-07 20:00:27 (UTC+1)
"Freedom is never more than one generation away from extinction. We didn't pass it to our children in the bloodstream. It must be fought for, protected, an
on for them to do the same, or one day we will spend our sunset years telling our children and our children's children what it was once like in the United Sta
men were free." 
"You and I have the courage to say to our enemies, "There is a price we will not pay." "There is a point beyond which they must not advance." 
"We'll preserve for our children this, the last best hope of man on earth, or we'll sentence them to take the last step into a thousand years of darkness."
-Ronald Reagan
[BOOM WEEK]
Q

#2361 - 2018-10-07 04:22:26 (UTC+1)
UNPLUG FROM FAKE NEWS [FALSE REALITY]
[PROPAGANDA ARM OF D PARTY]
THINK for yourself.
RESEARCH for yourself.
TRUST yourself.
FIND THE TRUTH.
DON'T BE A PAWN IN THEIR SICK GAME.
Q

#2360 - 2018-10-07 03:18:38 (UTC+1)
[Repost][Search & Destroy]
https://www.c-span.org/video/?c4674689/wrap-smear
"Wrap-Up Smear" deployed v. Justice K?
"Wrap-Up Smear" deployed v. POTUS?
These people are SICK!
#WALKAWAY
#VOTEREPUBLICAN
Q

#2359 - 2018-10-07 00:52:44 (UTC+1)
https://www.c-span.org/video/?c4674689/wrap-smear
"Wrap-Up Smear" deployed v. Justice K?
The More You Know...
[Archive]
Q

#2358 - 2018-10-07 00:36:11 (UTC+1)
>>306
Expect this.
We will impeach Justice K...
CON sold to voters by the LYING D's.
[HERD THE SHEEP]
2/3rd Senate vote required to impeach SCJ.
What are the odds of that?
Q

#2357 - 2018-10-06 22:59:59 (UTC+1)
CELEBRATE, PATRIOTS!!!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DWYrcnehito
"Let us rea�rm America's destiny of goodness and good will."
-Ronald Reagan
Q

#2356 - 2018-10-06 22:19:18 (UTC+1)
>>298
A GREAT DAY FOR THE RULE OF LAW.
CONGRATULATIONS, JUSTICE K!
THERE IS MUCH WORK TO BE DONE.
TODAY, THE REPUBLIC, TOOK BACK CONTROL.
Q+
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#2355 - 2018-10-06 22:08:40 (UTC+1)
>>3367982
God bless, Patriot.
Celebrate - this means so much.
Closer than anticipated but a win nonetheless.
Red-State D's who voted 'no' are in trouble.
Q

#2354 - 2018-10-06 21:28:45 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1048653590208962560
POLITICAL HIT by D's.
REGAIN POWER BY ANY MEANS NECESSARY.
NEW NARRATIVE COMING.
Q

#2353 - 2018-10-06 21:08:23 (UTC+1)
WELCOME TO THE DEMOCRAT PARTY.
The Party of threats, violence, intimidation, name-calling, racism, fascism, division, .....
#WALKAWAY
#VOTEREPUBLICAN
Q

#2352 - 2018-10-06 06:05:20 (UTC+1)
Justice K >>> Highest Court in the Land.
Law & Order [majority] [U.S. Constitution] safeguarded. 
IT WAS OUR LAST CHANCE TO SAVE IT [Non-Force]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
Think HRC win >> SC appointments >> SC 'Corrupt' TILT [ex: LL]
Now comes the real PAIN.
Now comes the real TRUTH.
BOOM
BOOM
BOOM
BOOM

They want you DIVIDED.
DIVIDED by RACE.
DIVIDED by RELIGION.
DIVIDED by CULTURE.
DIVIDED by CLASS.
DIVIDED by POLITICAL AFFILIATION. 
DIVIDED YOU ARE WEAK.
TOGETHER YOU ARE STRONG.
This movement challenges their 'forced' narrative. 
This movement challenges people to not simply trust what is being reported.
Research for yourself.
Think for yourself.
Trust yourself.
This movement is not about one person or a group of people.
WE, the PEOPLE.
Save the Republic!
Hatred and Dissension in the Nation will Heal.
WHERE WE GO ONE, WE GO ALL.
Q

#2351 - 2018-10-06 02:50:46 (UTC+1)
Look HERE [RUSSIA]
DO NOT LOOK HERE [CHINA]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aeVrMniBjSc
Worth 43 minutes of your time.
FAKE NEWS WILL NEVER REPORT.
Important to understand going forward.
FACTS MATTER.
Q

#2350 - 2018-10-06 00:06:41 (UTC+1)
>>344
Post Justice K con�rmation.
RUSSIA RUSSIA RUSSIA
Think UK / AUS >> RUSSIA RUSSIA RUSSIA
DEFLECT DECLAS 
DEFLECT BLAME
[FOCUS RUSSIA >>> GLOBAL ENEMY]
"The Hunt For" dropped - why?
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When was the unauthorized missile �red?
Was it found/discovered prior to [Hunt]?
RUSSIA SUB THREAT PUSH?
RED_OCTOBER
Double meanings exist.
.................
Q

#2349 - 2018-10-05 23:49:06 (UTC+1)
>>343
https://twitter.com/CNNPolitics/status/1048324715469783040
And so it begins..
How do you start a WAR?
[Markers] matter.
Playbook [FAIL].
Q

#2348 - 2018-10-05 22:27:13 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DEFCONWSALERTS/status/1048293513249677312
Double meanings exist.
Q

#2347 - 2018-10-05 19:53:48 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Q_ANONBaby/status/1048079911813107713
Important moment in time.
The picture will be the signi�er.
The signi�er will 'force' the Q.
The Q will be answered (((WWG1WGA))).
Q

#2346 - 2018-10-05 19:47:46 (UTC+1)
Important to remember.
Q

#2345 - 2018-10-05 19:38:26 (UTC+1)
[Picture Repost]
A picture is worth a thousand words.
See EVIL in the face of FEINSTEIN?
See FEAR & EMOTION in the face of MURKOWSKI?
A phone was present.
Q

#2344 - 2018-10-05 03:27:12 (UTC+1)
>>3337502
Are you ready to see arrests?
Are you ready to see PAIN?
Are you ready to be part of history?
Q

#2343 - 2018-10-05 03:25:27 (UTC+1)
>>3337425
Memes ready?
Q

#2342 - 2018-10-05 03:22:00 (UTC+1)
Anons ready?
Q

#2341 - 2018-10-05 00:01:54 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Glazetron/status/1047969082052632576
Roget that, VIP Patriot.
USSS granted entry to MANY.
Q

#2340 - 2018-10-04 23:57:57 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/BBCNews/status/1047795368493178880
DECLAS COMING?
NARRATIVE SHIFT IN FULL FORCE.
UK / AUS ASSISTED ROGUE ELEMENTS OF THE US GOV'T TO TAKE DOWN A DULY-ELECTED CANDIDATE/PRESIDENT.
Q

#2339 - 2018-10-04 23:49:03 (UTC+1)
https://ag.ny.gov/sites/default/�les/2018_the_people_of_the_stat_v_the_people_of_the_stat_memorandum_9._.pdf
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Swamp Fighting Back.
Q

#2338 - 2018-10-04 23:40:53 (UTC+1)

#2337 - 2018-10-04 23:27:07 (UTC+1)
Israeli intelligence - stand down.
[TERM_3720x380-293476669283001]
Media assets will be removed.
Q

#2336 - 2018-10-04 23:22:53 (UTC+1)
>>333

#2335 - 2018-10-04 23:14:39 (UTC+1)
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2018-10-04/the-big-hack-how-china-used-a-tiny-chip-to-in�ltrate-america-s-top-companies
"Elemental's servers could be found in Department of Defense data centers, the CIA's drone operations, and the onboard networks of Navy warships."
"Multiple people familiar with the matter say investigators found that the chips had been inserted at factories run by manufacturing subcontractors in China
"One o�cial says investigators found that it eventually a�ected almost 30 companies, including a major bank, government contractors, and the world's mos
company, Apple Inc."
"One country in particular has an advantage executing this kind of attack: China, which by some estimates makes 75 percent of the world's mobile phones a
percent of its PCs."
"But that's just what U.S. investigators found: The chips had been inserted during the manufacturing process, two o�cials say, by operatives from a unit of t
People's Liberation Army. In Supermicro, China's spies appear to have found a perfect conduit for what U.S. o�cials now describe as the most signi�cant su
attack known to have been carried out against American companies."
The More You Know...
Q

#2334 - 2018-10-04 21:20:48 (UTC+1)
>>3331878
Did we hit [0:00]?
We do try.
Q

#2333 - 2018-10-04 21:17:51 (UTC+1)
https://thehill.com/blogs/blog-brie�ng-room/news/409961-russian-deputy-ag-linked-to-lawyer-in-trump-tower-meeting
Nothing to See Here...
D5.
RED OCTOBER.
Q

#2332 - 2018-10-04 20:14:10 (UTC+1)
>>330
How the [SPY OP] re: Russia hacking + POTUS-Russia False Narrative + Installation of Mueller was CONSTRUCTED.
http://cdn.cnn.com/cnn/2017/images/10/25/fusion.perkins.coie.pdf
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/russian-government-hackers-penetrated-dnc-stole-opposition-research-on-trump/2016/06/14/cf0
316e-11e6-8�7-7b6c1998b7a0_story.html?utm_term=.e9181961ce6e
CrowdStrike.
"Britain, Australia and New Zealand have accused Russian military intelligence of carrying out a worldwide campaign of "malicious" cyber attacks, including t
hacking of the US Democratic National Committee in 2016.
Why now?
Think DECLAS.
https://www.cnn.com/2018/10/03/uk/uk-russia-cyber-attacks-intl/index.html
D5.
Q

#2331 - 2018-10-04 19:24:33 (UTC+1)
>>329
[Part re: Fusion GPS, Perkins Coi now being revealed?]
"Former FBI general counsel James Baker met during the 2016 season with at least one attorney from Perkins Coie, the Democratic National Committee's pr
�rm."
https://www.perkinscoie.com/en/professionals/michael-sussmann.html
https://twitter.com/repgoodlatte/status/1045781994477637632
Q

#2330 - 2018-10-04 06:52:29 (UTC+1)
https://thehill.com/hilltv/rising/409817-russia-collusion-bombshell-dnc-lawyers-met-with-fbi-on-dossier-before
Read carefully.
Q

#2329 - 2018-10-04 06:29:15 (UTC+1)
>>3323746
UNITED WE STAND.
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STRONG TOGETHER.
>>3323750
We are honored.
ANONS are sel�ess, nameless, faceless, fameless, and FEARLESS.
We are grateful.
Q

#2328 - 2018-10-04 06:23:19 (UTC+1)
>>3323661
https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/senate-resolution/610
Sponsor?
Not what you think.
Q

#2327 - 2018-10-04 05:29:47 (UTC+1)
It takes time to reach the public domain. 
Why were the 'McCabe Memos' released to the NYT >>> [RR] 'wear a wire'?
Insurance?
Threat?
What did they think was about to drop?
Think DECLAS.
Did the delay and smear tactics used by D's re: Justice K help R's re: public support / endorsement re: con�rmation & NOV 6 E? 
Did select D's expose themselves re: leaks / release of con�dential personal info, [CDE[F]?
If you know your opponents move(s)....
RED OCTOBER.
Q

#2326 - 2018-10-04 04:29:00 (UTC+1)
>>324
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/top-fbi-lawyer-baker-o�ers-explosive-testimony-on-abnormal-handling-of-russia-probe-into-trump-campaign-lawmakers
Read carefully.
Sessions tomorrow [doc related]
Justice K con�rmation [weekend]
[RR] next week [probe-not update]
Follow the pattern.
>>>RED OCTOBER<<<
Q

#2325 - 2018-10-04 00:07:02 (UTC+1)
Tensions Flaring.
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/capitol-hill-tensions-�are-over-kavanaugh-as-protesters-confront-lawmakers
https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1047604279538868225
Tolerant Left?
Q

#2324 - 2018-10-03 23:57:26 (UTC+1)
>>324
James Baker closed door testimony today + previous to IG / GJ statements > sealed > timed re: Sessions subpoena tomorrow?
If Sessions is recused from Russia probe [prevented rec of related docs / info / etc] how can Sessions learn [RR] con�icts re: Russia probe? 
Per subpoena to Sessions - Schedule 1 - 'McCabe Memos'.
https://judiciary.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/092718_Subpoena.pdf
'McCabe Memos' = SOURCE DOCS for NYT article re: [RR] "wear a wire" - 25th amendment?
Enjoy the show!
Q

#2323 - 2018-10-03 23:32:38 (UTC+1)
>>267
Did James Baker just testify behind closed doors [RR] & [JC] coordinated to appoint Mueller?
What a wonderful day.
Q

#2322 - 2018-10-03 22:42:03 (UTC+1)
https://foia.state.gov/Search/Results.aspx?collection=Litigation_F-2016-07895_47
[Pg 20 - Assange Arrest]
By: Marty Torrey [Mad Hatter]
Q

#2321 - 2018-10-03 21:27:16 (UTC+1)
Sessions meeting Huber THE SAME DAY as POTUS_ALERT.
Sessions meeting Huber THE DAY PRIOR to >>>
https://judiciary.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/092718_Subpoena.pdf
What must be understood prior to?
Think GJ information.
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What are the odds of that?
Q

#2320 - 2018-10-03 21:06:51 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/DUTnews/status/1047544403823194112
What a wonderful day.
Q

#2319 - 2018-10-03 07:50:21 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Kevin_Shipp/status/1047333936102363136
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/christine-blasey-ford-ex-boyfriend-says-she-helped-friend-prep-for-potential-polygraph-grassley-sounds-alarm
Ford herself coached by the C_A?
FARM (pre-family invite) w/ internship assignment (Stanford)?
C_A-assisted 'sex assault' 'sleepers' who are targeted based on trusted family backgrounds, geopolitical location relative to families of power/in�uence, abili
harvest [control], etc.? 
Fantasy or Reality?
Normal-to- [self-induced] in stages to exhibit past trauma-level events w/ 'friendly' therapy sessions notated as unde�ned?
'Past trauma' exerted to IDEN 'mind w/ feelings' w/ TARGET INSERTION.
Polygraph administered by [former] FBI agent?
Who was the agent? 
Background? 
Mueller-era?
HOW MANY TIMES WAS THE TEST ADMINISTERED BEFORE RESULTS SATISFACTORY? 
WERE QUESTIONS MODIFIED TO CREATE POSITIVE RESULT?
Goal: [per past statistical success rates] apply enough 'false' intensive private & public pressure for nominee to resign.
Mission Failed.
Target provided w/ info to prep [counter].
The More You Know...
Q

#2318 - 2018-10-02 21:31:13 (UTC+1)
53-47
Q

#2317 - 2018-10-02 21:08:34 (UTC+1)

#2316 - 2018-10-02 20:11:47 (UTC+1)
Are you registered to vote on Nov 6th?
These people are SICK!
https://nypost.com/2018/10/02/packages-sent-to-pentagon-test-positive-for-ricin/
Q

#2315 - 2018-10-02 20:10:15 (UTC+1)
Symbolism will be their downfall.
Q

#2314 - 2018-10-02 02:01:35 (UTC+1)
>>3285666
No words, Patriot.
Allow us to carry this heavy burden.
Trust your fellow man.
We will win.
God bless you and your family.
Q

#2313 - 2018-10-02 01:43:03 (UTC+1)
>>3285327
Darkest days.
Amen, brother.
This evil must be destroyed.
Q

#2312 - 2018-10-02 01:27:24 (UTC+1)
>>3285173
God bless you, Patriot.
Q

#2311 - 2018-10-02 01:25:05 (UTC+1)
>>3284952

#2310 - 2018-10-02 01:10:25 (UTC+1)
>>3284775
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#2309 - 2018-10-02 01:02:57 (UTC+1)
>>3283955
Does POTUS normally Tweet "Heading to X" prior to a rally?
Today, for the 1st time, we IDEN where we would be. 
Reconcile.
Q

#2308 - 2018-10-02 00:09:41 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DWYrcnehito
Q+

#2307 - 2018-10-01 22:33:26 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/FoxNews/status/1046848272063770630
[9:00]
"We will be voting this week."
Heading to TN now.
Q

#2306 - 2018-10-01 22:04:47 (UTC+1)
>>3282114
Refused to hand over therapy notes to FBI.
Think WHY.
Justice K NEVER named.
[Mr X logged in book along w/ physical description during 'eyes closed' session = / = Justice K].
FBI no subpoena power [no GJ] to demand.
Justice K NEVER named / asked during Polygraph. 
Something did happen to Dr. Ford in her past.
Use of that 'something' to 'frame' Justice K.
Dr. Ford's family has strong ties to SWAMP.
FBI has expanded investigation into other suspicious acts w/ support of ABC agency as AUTH BY POTUS.
[RR] involved?
Q

#2305 - 2018-10-01 21:42:31 (UTC+1)
>>3281924
Simple.
We made it public.
Operation closed and cleaned.
Coincidence post drop?
Coincidence No Name [exact 30]?
Coincidence Sen. Graham activated?
In the end, you will be 'shocked' to learn what you've 'essentially' witnessed.
Think NYC bomber '�reworks' hours prior.
WWG1WGA!
Q

#2304 - 2018-10-01 21:29:54 (UTC+1)
How many plane crashes since post?
Standard deviation? 
Q

#2303 - 2018-10-01 21:15:19 (UTC+1)
[Quick History Lesson]
https://twitter.com/ChrisEvans/status/1046483677184700420
>>>
https://twitter.com/KatrinaPierson/status/1046751452629270528
Why is the D party �ghting to change history?
Facts matter!
False narrative "Old D party is now new R party" line no longer swallowed.
SHEEP NO MORE.
Q

#2302 - 2018-10-01 20:28:04 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/MariaWall93/status/1046822478054658049
VIP PATRIOTS!
[THEY] call in threats prior to each rally in an e�ort to diminish reach of message.
ALL FOR A LARP.
When one shirt is not enough..
TWO becomes the solution.
Q

#2301 - 2018-09-30 21:53:45 (UTC+1)
RED OCTOBER 
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STAY TUNED AND WATCH!
Q+

#2300 - 2018-09-30 21:33:44 (UTC+1)
R
RED OCTOBER
D
Justice K con�rmation
DECLAS
Goodbye, Mr. Rosenstein [payment in full]
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/je�-�ake-brett-kavanaugh-fbi-probe-today-elevator-protest-chris-coons-2018-09-28/
"Flake's decision came after he spoke to senators of both parties and withstood pressure from some Republicans not to take such a step. As he considered 
of action, Flake also had a conversation with Deputy Attorney General [Rod Rosenstein], who is in charge of special counsel Robert Mueller's investigation."
De�ne 'Treason'.
The crime of betraying one's country, especially by attempting to kill the sovereign or overthrow the government.
De�ne 'Subversion'.
The act of subverting : the state of being subverted; especially : a systematic attempt to overthrow or undermine a government or political system by person
secretly from within?
Think line of questions re: Sen. Graham > Justice K re: 'Enemy Combatants'.
1-800-273-8255
Operators standing by.
Q

#2299 - 2018-09-29 22:16:44 (UTC+1)
Splash1-X
AIRG_patrol_HIGH
Check_in_Z[des_TFC]381
Q

#2298 - 2018-09-29 22:04:05 (UTC+1)
TWITTER has been given the green light to blanket censor all content deemed to threaten their SURVIVAL [election].
GOOG - FB will follow.
EXPECT COMMS BLACKOUT ATTEMPT (POTUS TWITTER)
[ROGUE_EMPLOYEE_EXCUSE]
Welcome to the POLICE STATE.
THEY KNOW IF THEY LOSE IT'S OVER.
THE TIME TO FIGHT!!!!!!!! IS NOW.
GOOD V EVIL
HUMANITY IS AT STAKE
DROP THE MEMES
SILENT MAJORITY NO MORE
BE LOUD - YOU HAVE A VOICE
ARE YOU REGISTERED?
VOTE THEM ALL OUT
PREPARE
RED OCTOBER
WE STAND TOGETHER.
Q

#2297 - 2018-09-29 20:35:03 (UTC+1)
https://www.c-span.org/congress/?chamber=senate
[1:02:40 - 1:03:35]
THE TRUTH IS RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOU.
[CONSPIRACY LABEL]
WE HAD THE VOTES.
SWAMP FIGHTING BACK.
EVIL KNOWS NO BOUNDS.
PREPARE.
RED OCTOBER.
Q

#2296 - 2018-09-28 18:37:24 (UTC+1)
D's Playbook (Midterm E):
We will impeach Justice K (ZERO corroborating evidence and ALL factual witnesses provided by accuser ALL DENIED ALLEGATIONS) should we take control in
LIBERAL LEFT LUNACY [BAIT].
These people are EVIL, SICK, & STUPID.
You are watching/witnessing the systematic destruction of the OLD GUARD. 
OLD GUARD >>> POWER TO THE PEOPLE
RED OCTOBER.
Q

#2295 - 2018-09-28 07:22:53 (UTC+1)
>>3225317
https://twitter.com/EdensVision/status/1045541749295321088
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YT deleted original.
Graham questioning then [listen carefully].
Graham comments today.
Reconcile.
Q

#2294 - 2018-09-28 06:49:02 (UTC+1)
https://thehill.com/HillTV/rising/408850-mr-president-tear-down-the-wall-hiding-those-�sa-abuses
"House Speaker Paul Ryan (R-Wis.) - a member of Congress's "Gang of Eight" that was briefed more than anyone else about the inadequacies of the Russia e
believes you should declassify. His o�ce told me so today."
Puzzle becoming more clear w/ each passing day?
Q

#2293 - 2018-09-28 06:30:43 (UTC+1)
>>3225498
Hive Mind.
Q

#2292 - 2018-09-28 06:24:39 (UTC+1)
>>3225317
Have faith, Patriots.
Q

#2291 - 2018-09-28 06:21:01 (UTC+1)
Did you see Sen. Graham's speech today?
Coincidence? 
Enjoy the show!
Q

#2290 - 2018-09-28 06:12:29 (UTC+1)
>>3225050
Nothing gets past Anons!
Q

#2289 - 2018-09-28 06:05:59 (UTC+1)
>>3224849
Ready when you are.
Q

#2288 - 2018-09-28 06:01:44 (UTC+1)
>>3224714
MIDTERM ELECTIONS>>>
[Days Prior]
11.11
What a wonderful day!
Q

#2287 - 2018-09-28 05:56:59 (UTC+1)
>>3224486
RED OCTOBER>>>
MIDTERM ELECTIONS
RED WAVE OR RED TSUNAMI?
FIGHT!
FIGHT!
FIGHT!
Q

#2286 - 2018-09-28 05:47:55 (UTC+1)
Justice K con�rmation
Goodbye, Mr. Rosenstein 
DECLAS 
POTUS Alert-Test
RED OCTOBER?
Q

#2285 - 2018-09-28 05:08:10 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/TracyLynn128/status/1045507277699076096
Are you AWAKE?
The TRUTH is right in front of you.
Think for yourself.
Trust yourself.
Logical thinking.
FAKE NEWS/HWOOD PUPPETS LOST CONTROL.
Q
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#2284 - 2018-09-28 04:24:21 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/SenBlumenthal/status/1045430208810168322
FALSE IN ONE THING.
FALSE IN EVERYTHING.
LEFT HYPOCRISY. 
#WALKAWAY
Q

#2283 - 2018-09-28 04:01:20 (UTC+1)
Supreme Court Justice(s) to receive FULL TIME security detail(s) - (pending).
Q

#2282 - 2018-09-28 03:41:24 (UTC+1)
>>300

#2281 - 2018-09-28 03:41:00 (UTC+1)
[FEINSTEIN] THREAT TO MURKOWSKI?
EVIL BE GONE.
Q

#2280 - 2018-09-28 01:57:09 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/CapUSA1/status/1045461838106890240
Q

#2279 - 2018-09-28 01:50:59 (UTC+1)
>>3219273
You are correct.
Q

#2278 - 2018-09-28 01:39:28 (UTC+1)
Welcome aboard, Judge K.
Q

#2277 - 2018-09-28 01:34:42 (UTC+1)
FEINSTEIN.
Q

#2276 - 2018-09-28 01:33:11 (UTC+1)

#2275 - 2018-09-24 17:29:37 (UTC+1)
>>293
Did the IG recommend [RR] step down or be �red [speed]?
Why was Rachel Brand removed?
HUSSEIN + MO actively campaigning for the midterm elections? 
Normal?
PANIC.
D5.
Q

#2274 - 2018-09-24 01:43:32 (UTC+1)
TRUST GRASSLEY.
Q

#2273 - 2018-09-23 18:36:42 (UTC+1)
>>281
DECLAS of FISA = [RR] self-incrimination.
[RR] in charge of DECLAS.
Due to massive CONFLICT OF INTEREST IG HOROWITZ was TASKED to �nal review [speed].
[PREVENT LEFT 'ENDANGER' SOURCES & METHODS + MUELLER INTERFERENCE NARRATIVE]
IT WILL ALL COME OUT.
POTUS will not be BAITED TO FIRE when the release itself will FORCE RESIGNATION/TERMINATION [RR].
UK/AUS (+ OTHERS) MUST LEARN THE TRUE DEFINITION OF 'ALLY'.
[RR] PREVENTED [FORCE] FROM SIGNING NEW FISA's.
ALL SIGNERS ARE CURRENTLY UNDER GJ INVESTIGATION.
MCCABE MEMOS [NYT [RR] ARTICLE][PROVE] THE RATS ARE PANICKING.
2018 WILL BE GLORIOUS. 
PREPARE FOR 'SKY IS FALLING' WEEK.
Q

#2272 - 2018-09-22 03:59:16 (UTC+1)
https://voat.co/v/QRV
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https://voat.co/v/QRV
https://voat.co/v/QRV
https://voat.co/v/QRV
https://voat.co/v/QRV
[Reddit Replacement]
Q

#2271 - 2018-09-22 03:55:21 (UTC+1)
>>3131764
We will remain here. 
Q

#2270 - 2018-09-22 03:52:23 (UTC+1)
>>3131643
Good home for ex /GA/ Redditors. 
In the coming weeks it will be important to have one central location (non 8ch).
Q

#2269 - 2018-09-22 03:48:10 (UTC+1)
>>3131408
https://voat.co/v/QRV
Thank you /BO/ 
Fully endorsed.
Time to UNITE.
Q

#2268 - 2018-09-22 02:46:25 (UTC+1)
>>3130421
Thank you /BO/ 
We stand ready to support.
Q

#2267 - 2018-09-22 02:39:53 (UTC+1)
/BO/ thank you for your service
People are scattered since Reddit termination
What about starting a trusted VOAT board under your direction? 
If you build it - they will come.
Q

#2266 - 2018-09-22 01:41:59 (UTC+1)
>>3129085

#2265 - 2018-09-22 01:30:10 (UTC+1)
>>3128846
[McCabe] leak memos to NYT re: [RR]?
Sound familiar? 
Think [Comey] memos.
Q

#2264 - 2018-09-22 01:21:00 (UTC+1)
Comey & McCabe talking?
Next comes NYT article against [RR]?
PANIC.
ALLIANCES FORMING?
These people are stupid.
Q

#2263 - 2018-09-22 01:09:15 (UTC+1)
FAKE NEWS ABOUT TO SHIFT NARRATIVE AGAINST THEIR MASTERS IN EFFORT TO WEATHER THE STORM?
PANIC EVERYWHERE.
PATRIOTS ARE READY.
ENJOY THE RALLY @ THE 'Q' TONIGHT!
Q

#2262 - 2018-09-22 00:46:16 (UTC+1)
MUSIC IS ABOUT TO STOP.
202-456-1414
Q

#2261 - 2018-09-22 00:42:41 (UTC+1)
PANIC IN DC
[LL] talking = TRUTH reveal TARMAC [BC]?
[LL] talking = TRUTH reveal COMEY HRC EMAIL CASE?
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[LL] talking = TRUTH reveal HUSSEIN instructions re: HRC EMAIL CASE?
[LL] talking = TRUTH reveal BRENNAN NO NAME COORD TO FRAME POTUS?
.................
FISA = START
FISA BRINGS DOWN THE HOUSE.
WHEN DO BIRDS SING?
Q

#2260 - 2018-09-22 00:39:23 (UTC+1)
PANIC IN DC
[LL] recorded calls w/ [RR]?
[LL] talking?
Q

#2259 - 2018-09-22 00:38:24 (UTC+1)
PANIC IN DC
[RR] called [LL] 4x in the past 11 days?
Q

#2258 - 2018-09-22 00:19:09 (UTC+1)
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-09-21/rosenstein-is-said-to-have-suggested-he-d-record-trump-secretly
Schumer's Warning
Senate Democratic Leader Chuck Schumer quickly warned Trump against seizing on the report as a reason to dismiss Rosenstein.
"This story must not be used as a pretext for the corrupt purpose of �ring Deputy Attorney General Rosenstein in order install an o�cial who will allow the p
to interfere with the Special Counsel's investigation," Schumer said in a statement. He added that many "White House and cabinet o�cials have been report
critical things of the president without being �red."
THE RED LINE.
LIKE CLOCKWORK.
Q

#2257 - 2018-09-22 00:03:51 (UTC+1)
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/21/us/politics/rod-rosenstein-wear-wire-25th-amendment.html
1 = 1
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/09/07/omarosa-plans-another-tape-release-next-week-report.html
The More You Know...
Q

#2256 - 2018-09-21 23:37:24 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/outkold99/status/1043242468706279425
Patriot -
Reminder: Prior to each Rally 'threats' are called into local & federal authorities re: 'Qanon'
Panic!
Q

#2255 - 2018-09-21 21:17:01 (UTC+1)
>>3124058
Think PLAYBOOK.
Think NYT article. 
Think [RR] meetings push.
PANIC!!!
CLOCKWORK.
Q

#2254 - 2018-09-21 21:07:47 (UTC+1)
We are at the PRECIPICE.
[SWAMP] FIGHTING BACK
Remain CALM.
We are here for a reason.
Patriots are in control.
Q

#2253 - 2018-09-21 20:46:48 (UTC+1)
Step 1: Read the 1st sentence re: [RR]
Step 2: Read the NYT article re: [RR] wear wire
Attempts to BAIT POTUS to FIRE to cross RED LINE will FAIL.
FISA DECLAS WILL BRING THE HOUSE DOWN.
Q

#2252 - 2018-09-21 20:42:41 (UTC+1)
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/21/us/politics/rod-rosenstein-wear-wire-25th-amendment.html
https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1043206110105231361
Goodbye, Mr. Rosenstein.
Q
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#2251 - 2018-09-21 19:29:34 (UTC+1)
PATRIOTS KNEW!
THINK FAKE NEWS MEDIA ATTACKS!
ANONS ARE MONTHS AHEAD OF THE NEWS.
Q

#2250 - 2018-09-21 17:34:50 (UTC+1)
http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2018/09/21/newt-gingrich-texas-o�ers-blueprint-for-red-wave-election-in-november.html
"You may not have read about this GOP victory, because the liberal national media is not exactly excited to report that Republicans reclaimed a seat they ha
in 139 years."
"...this victory is even more frightening because the district is 73 percent African-American and Hispanic."
Read carefully - signi�cant! 
RED WAVE
Q

#2249 - 2018-09-21 17:22:48 (UTC+1)
>>3121219
Important graphic.
How do you catch a FISH?
Use BAIT?
Imagine the information being shared NOW out of FEAR.
Q

#2248 - 2018-09-21 17:17:11 (UTC+1)
Ask yourself, how would 'FOREIGN' Allies' KNOW what is within a US TOP SECRET FISA warrant?
"NO INTELLIGENCE SHARED THROUGH THAT 'OFFICIAL CHANNEL' [FVEY]" - NUNES
Ask yourself, why are [2] 'KEY' Allies' VERY CONCERNED re: DECLAS & RELEASE?
YOU HAVE MORE THAN YOU KNOW.
UK/AUS [PRIMARY]
RATS RUNNING?
THE WORLD WILL KNOW.
ANONS KNEW.
JUST ANOTHER COINCIDENCE?
NOTHING TO SEE HERE.
Q

#2247 - 2018-09-21 07:36:32 (UTC+1)
>>3118079

#2246 - 2018-09-21 07:34:12 (UTC+1)
>>3117830
Nice catch, Anon.
Q

#2245 - 2018-09-21 06:06:09 (UTC+1)

#2244 - 2018-09-21 04:42:12 (UTC+1)
>>274
https://twitter.com/306Deplorables/status/1042965260544733186
Q

#2243 - 2018-09-21 04:36:51 (UTC+1)
>>3115286
[-10:34]
VIP Patriot
Front Row.
Q

#2242 - 2018-09-21 04:28:12 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ColinSkow/status/1042953008017956864
POTUS provided you w/ a VERY special greeting.
Did you catch it?
Q

#2241 - 2018-09-21 04:12:37 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/michaelbeatty3/status/1042959024235266048
Good catch, Patriot.
Q

#2240 - 2018-09-21 01:50:40 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/ColinSkow/status/1042922397895032832
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VIP Patriot
Q

#2239 - 2018-09-21 01:45:01 (UTC+1)
Those in attendance - be vigilant tonight.
See something
Say something
Q

#2238 - 2018-09-21 01:26:47 (UTC+1)
https://saraacarter.com/fbi-memos-raise-deep-questions-about-russia-trump-intel-assessment/
Q

#2237 - 2018-09-20 21:23:36 (UTC+1)
History will judge you well.
Q

#2236 - 2018-09-20 21:08:49 (UTC+1)
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/secret-recording-shows-gop-s-nunes-saying-rosenstein-impeachment-would-n899031
Q

#2235 - 2018-09-20 20:12:48 (UTC+1)
>>3107152
We thank him for his service to this country.
May GOD watch over him always.
God bless, Patriot.
WWG1WGA!
Q

#2234 - 2018-09-20 20:02:45 (UTC+1)
>>3106936
Imagine the frustration if we weren't here communicating w/ you.
You are many tens of millions strong (Q).
Let your VOICES BE HEARD.
Information is meant to be FREE.
POWER TO THE PEOPLE.
Q

#2233 - 2018-09-20 19:56:59 (UTC+1)
>>3106697
Thank you, Anon.
Q

#2232 - 2018-09-20 19:53:45 (UTC+1)
>>3106797
Faster than you know.
But, that will soon change (re: visibility).
Public interest forces the SUN to SHINE.
Why are we here?
Q

#2231 - 2018-09-20 19:52:03 (UTC+1)
>>3106763
Correct, Anon.
What does that tell you when it continually happens?
Q

#2230 - 2018-09-20 19:50:39 (UTC+1)
>>3106680
Panic in DC re: Baker con�rmed?
Note IG involved.
Huber >> IG (Horowitz) >> Storch
Q

#2229 - 2018-09-20 19:46:54 (UTC+1)
>>3106656
Impressive, Anon.
Q

#2228 - 2018-09-20 19:41:42 (UTC+1)
>>3106571
Less than (1). 
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Ever wonder how that's possible?https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1042828275121369088
Q

#2227 - 2018-09-20 19:29:42 (UTC+1)
>>221
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bOwr9PX05p4
[13:35]
Q

#2226 - 2018-09-20 03:03:54 (UTC+1)
>>3094846
412,000 now.
Q

#2225 - 2018-09-20 02:58:13 (UTC+1)
>>3094804
False, moon landings are real.
Programs exist that are outside of public domain.
Q

#2224 - 2018-09-20 02:36:38 (UTC+1)
/CM/ pls con�rm ASAP resource upgrade.
Tracking 330,000 IPs which is causing extreme lag.
Q

#2223 - 2018-09-20 02:32:42 (UTC+1)
>>3093917
Due to K con�rmation push.
Hand in hand.
[RR] stand down due to K conf.
Q

#2222 - 2018-09-20 02:25:34 (UTC+1)
>>3093831
No.
Highest classi�cation.
Consider the vastness of space.
Q

#2221 - 2018-09-20 02:12:51 (UTC+1)
>>3093795
Yes.
Q

#2220 - 2018-09-20 02:10:03 (UTC+1)
/CM/ pls divert more resources/bandwidth into board.
Q

#2219 - 2018-09-20 02:08:00 (UTC+1)
>>3093306
Sexual misconduct is the 'public shelter' to accept resignation. 
Watch those announcing 2020 P running.
"You cannot attack a political opponent"
None are protected.
None are safe.
Q

#2218 - 2018-09-20 01:56:55 (UTC+1)
>>3093293
In the end, all will be right.
Patriots protect Patriots.
Q

#2217 - 2018-09-20 01:54:36 (UTC+1)
>>3093289
Billionaire(s) 187.
FVEY
Safety House Build.
U1 Funnel >> Canada >> X
Q

#2216 - 2018-09-20 01:50:13 (UTC+1)
Q&A
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Q

#2215 - 2018-09-20 01:45:07 (UTC+1)
PANIC IN UK
PANIC IN DC
PANIC IN UK
PANIC IN DC
Q

#2214 - 2018-09-20 01:39:44 (UTC+1)
Castle LOCK.
Q

#2213 - 2018-09-20 00:30:13 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/intheMatrixxx/status/1042266996061229056
Do you believe in coincidences?
Think of context.
Nothing to See Here.
Q

#2212 - 2018-09-20 00:19:53 (UTC+1)
[RR] attempts to stall DECLAS and/or REDACT have FAILED.
Got popcorn?
Enjoy the show.
Q

#2211 - 2018-09-20 00:07:38 (UTC+1)
How about a nice game of chess?
IG Horowitz ("Justice" Dept) speech - 'whistleblowers'
https://oig.justice.gov/about/meet-ig.htm
CHAIRMAN OF THE COUNCIL OF THE INSPECTOR GENERALS ON INTEGRITY AND EFFICIENCY?
"Since 2015, he has simultaneously served as the Chair of the Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and E�ciency (CIGIE), an organization comprise
federal Inspectors General."
Think yesterday. 
What was learned?
Robert Storch con�rmed NSA IG?
https://www.nsa.gov/news-features/press-room/press-releases/2017/robert-storch-nsa-ig.shtml
First presidentially-appointed IG for NSA?
Dept of "Justice" [background] important?
Federal prosecutor in N. District of NY [background] important?
CHAIRMAN OF THE COUNCIL OF THE INSPECTOR GENERALS ON INTEGRITY AND EFFICIENCY [BACKGROUND] IMPORTANT?
"Prior to joining NSA, Mr. Storch served in several positions at the Department of Justice's OIG, including as Senior Counsel to the IG and Acting Deputy IG pr
2015 appointment as Deputy IG. He also served as chairman of the Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and E�ciency (CIGIE) Whistleblower Ombu
Working Group. The Whistleblower Ombudsperson program he helped establish is widely seen as a leader in the �eld."
"Earlier in his career, Mr. Storch also worked as a federal prosecutor in the Northern District of New York, most recently serving as the Deputy Criminal Chie
Counsel to the U.S. Attorney. He was also posted overseas for two years as a Department of Justice Resident Legal Advisor in Ukraine."
VEHICLE FOR CROSS-SHARING OF DEPT-TO-DEPT INFO RE: INSPECTOR GENERALS?
COUNCIL OF INSPECTORS GENERAL ON INTEGRITY AND EFFICIENCY?
https://www.ignet.gov
"The CIGIE is comprised of all Inspectors General whose o�ces are established under section 2 or section 8G of the Inspector General Act of 1978 (5 U.S.C. A
those that are Presidentially-appointed/Senate Con�rmed and those that are appointed by agency heads (designated federal entities)."
http://legcounsel.house.gov/Comps/Inspector%20General%20Act%20Of%201978.pdf
How might this bene�t 'possible' ongoing investigations across inter-intra federal agencies?
HUBER >> HOROWITZ >> STORCH
US ATTORNEY (PROSECUTOR) >> DOJ/FBI INSPECTOR GENERAL (INVESTIGATOR) >> SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE (SIGINT) AND INFORMATION ASSURANCE (IA) PR
AND SERVICES
https://www.justice.gov/usao-ut/pr/attorney-general-je�-sessions-appoints-utah-us-attorney-john-w-huber-leadership-position
NSA been pushed since the beginning?
Logical thinking.
The "Experts"
But... SESSIONS should appoint a 2nd SC in DC aka THE CORRUPT SWAMP
But... SESSIONS should appoint a 2nd SC in DC aka THE CORRUPT SWAMP [team of less than 20 typically] & wait 2-4 years [take a gamble]
But... SESSIONS should appoint a 2nd SC in DC aka THE CORRUPT SWAMP because unlike the CLINTON EMAIL CORRUPT CASE [as demonstrated by the FBI/
people FIRED/REMOVED] this will be conducted faithfully and honestly [like MUELLER] 
But... HUBER has not 'directly' interviewed several witnesses therefore the appointment of HUBER by SESSIONS [and therefore the IG] is not genuine
But... SESSIONS & HUBER are following standard DOJ open/ongoing investigation policy by not discussing [making public] so therefore nothing must be hap
[FIRE SESSIONS!]
But... HUBER [ability to prosecute + empanel a grand jury outside of DC [90%+ voted HRC (2016)], who already began the investigation(s) late last year w/ ass
team of 470 investigators (attorneys) + IG + legal jurisdiction across all 50 states, is not a 'special counsel' so therefore nothing is being done 
But... POTUS is attacking SESSIONS via TWITTER so therefore he is not working on behalf of the people's interest (or POTUS') [D's/LEFT LOVE/TRUST SESSION
But... interestingly, if nothing is being done behind the scenes, why are so many FBI & DOJ senior o�cials being FIRED and/or REMOVED from their respectiv
positions of power? Who is AG? Who must sign o� on each removal? DOJ in charge of FBI?
But... interestingly, if nothing is being done behind the scenes, why are there 50,000+ sealed indictments across the US [what % = USA v. X?]? Coincidence vs
start?
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But... interestingly, if nothing is being done behind the scenes, why are many 'powerful' CEOs, members of Congress/ Senate, resigning? Coincidence? Exam
Pre_POTUS did the SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE indicate wanting to leave politics? 
But... interestingly, if nothing is being done behind the scenes, why are human tra�cking arrests SURGING?
Nothing to See Here.
Q

#2210 - 2018-09-19 05:15:05 (UTC+1)
http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2018/09/18/gregg-jarrett-if-rod-rosenstein-de�es-trumps-order-to-declassify-documents-should-be-�red.html
Goodbye, Mr. Rosenstein.
Q

#2209 - 2018-09-19 02:17:30 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6NedgyDfZpY
Truth to Power.
Listen carefully.
Q

#2208 - 2018-09-19 00:57:02 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/RepAdamSchi�/status/1041841277074132993
"The DOJ and FBI have previously informed me that release of some of this information would cross a "red line."
DECLAS FISA >> [RR] FORCE >> RED LINE
NEW PLAYBOOK NEEDED?
WE SEE YOU.
Q

#2207 - 2018-09-19 00:17:25 (UTC+1)
[Example]
https://twitter.com/EricHolder/status/1042020158489944064
https://twitter.com/RepSwalwell/status/1041823800034131968
ABUSE OF POWER?
[Reminder - HUSSEIN EO]
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CFR-2010-title3-vol1/pdf/CFR-2010-title3-vol1-eo13526.pdf
Executive Order 13526
Sec 1.7
"Classi�cation Prohibitions and Limitations. (a) In no case shall information be classi�ed, continue to be maintained as classi�ed, or fail to be declassi�ed in 
(1) conceal violations of law, ine�ciency, or administrative error;
(2) prevent embarrassment to a person, organization, or agency;
(3) restrain competition; or
(4) prevent or delay the release of information that does not require protection in the interest of the national security."
SLEEP NO MORE?
THE AMERICAN PEOPLE (& OTHERS AROUND THE WORLD) ARE AWAKENING. 
PANIC?
GAME OVER.
Q

#2206 - 2018-09-18 22:50:14 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1042067964403572736
DEFINE PROJECTION.
DS PANIC IS REAL.
https://www.wired.com/story/qanon-conspiracy-facebook-meme-ai/
THINK ABOUT REAL-TIME 'Q' TRACKING.
SEPT 10 DROP re: MEMES NON_NSA ABILITY
SEPT 13 & 14 [2] ARTICLES DROP re: FB MEMES
SEPT 16 [2] ARTICLES DROPPED/HIGHLIGHTED [EXAMPLES]
SEPT 18 [WIRED] RESPONDS [1] ARTICLE re: MEMES & Q
THE WAR IS REAL.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/2018/09/18/how-conspiracy-theories-spread-internets-darkest-corners/?utm_term=.e968aa9fb4ea
THE POWER YOU HAVE IS REAL.
FIGHT! FIGHT! FIGHT!
Q

#2205 - 2018-09-18 02:54:01 (UTC+1)
PANIC IN DC
SESSIONS CLAS LETTER TO SC JUSTICES 1&2 RE: RECUSAL, UNRECUSAL, AND CLARITY RE: CONFLICTS BASED ON UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL [TODAY].
HIGHEST COURT AUTHORITY APPROVAL 
Q

#2204 - 2018-09-18 02:47:05 (UTC+1)
PANIC IN DC
SESSIONS & HUBER WEEKEND MEETING(S).
Q

#2203 - 2018-09-18 02:43:37 (UTC+1)
PANIC IN DC
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LYNCH talking.
Q

#2202 - 2018-09-18 02:37:56 (UTC+1)
PANIC IN DC.
BLACKMAIL v Senate & House [BRIDGE: FAKE NEWS MEDIA] being used to apply leverage against POTUS and/or force immediate 'impeachment' hearings ba
'mental state - potential release of state secrets - sources & methods....'
Q

#2201 - 2018-09-18 02:34:28 (UTC+1)
PANIC IN DC.
[RR] req meeting #2 w/ POTUS DECLINED.
Q

#2200 - 2018-09-18 02:33:16 (UTC+1)
PANIC IN DC
D's o�ering to [KILL] sexual assault allegation v Judge K in exchange for immediate pullback of DECLAS.
POTUS: Judge K will be con�rmed regardless...
Q

#2199 - 2018-09-18 01:55:46 (UTC+1)
https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/9gm52s/a_peak_at_rgreatawakening_tra�c_stats_from/?st=JM6UXCG7&sh=714a478d
The World is Watching.
Q

#2198 - 2018-09-18 01:50:17 (UTC+1)
>>235
Anons knew.
Q

#2197 - 2018-09-18 01:43:18 (UTC+1)
Activate ]SESSIONS[
Q

#2196 - 2018-09-18 01:09:23 (UTC+1)
Goodbye, Mr. Rosenstein.
Goodbye, Mr. Mueller.
PATRIOTS IN CONTROL
Q

#2195 - 2018-09-18 00:41:32 (UTC+1)
>>3062563
https://twitter.com/MyPen_3Stacks/status/1041696968802750464
Do you believe in coincidences?
Q

#2194 - 2018-09-18 00:34:08 (UTC+1)

#2193 - 2018-09-18 00:31:05 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1041815160833404930
WWG1WGA!
Q

#2192 - 2018-09-18 00:05:33 (UTC+1)
>>3061810
You are learning.
We will not fail you.
Q

#2191 - 2018-09-18 00:00:31 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/LisaMei62/status/1041800195539984385
At what point does it become mathematically impossible?
Q

#2190 - 2018-09-17 23:56:25 (UTC+1)
>>3061664
Anons picked up on the 'carpet' bombs.
For you and you alone.
FIGHT, FIGHT, FIGHT!
Q

#2189 - 2018-09-17 23:55:09 (UTC+1)
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Attention on deck.
Memes at the ready.
Lock on target.
Fire at will.
Q

#2188 - 2018-09-17 23:48:30 (UTC+1)
https://www.whitehouse.gov/brie�ngs-statements/statement-press-secretary-34/
SEPT --17--
Do you believe in coincidences?
Q

#2187 - 2018-09-16 20:13:12 (UTC+1)
TEST [Thursday] by DoD to con�rm 'free-�ow' of direct comms.
POTUS SPEC AUTH REQ [think 'the football'].
NSA monitoring for any attempts to disrupt and/or term access.
CENTRAL Command.
Q

#2186 - 2018-09-16 19:50:41 (UTC+1)
>>3046027
Attempts to 'Snowden II' NSA FAILED.
They are scrambling.
Compare date(s) of article(s) to drop.
Q

#2185 - 2018-09-16 19:44:31 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/jsolomonReports/status/1041282049955561472
Q

#2184 - 2018-09-16 19:16:26 (UTC+1)
>>3045943
Buckle up.
Memes at the ready.
https://www.wired.com/story/facebook-rosetta-ai-memes/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/facebook-will-start-fact-checking-memes-2018-09-13
Do you believe in coincidences?
THE FIGHT IS REAL.
THE TIME IS NOW.
Q

#2183 - 2018-09-16 19:11:05 (UTC+1)
>>3045932
FOR THEM!
Q

#2182 - 2018-09-16 19:08:38 (UTC+1)
>>3045858
+Content match re: Nunes interview
It will become even more apparent going forward.
Q

#2181 - 2018-09-16 18:39:08 (UTC+1)
>>242
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1041362405350141952
Timestamp & Content.
12:24
12:25
https://dailycaller.com/2018/09/16/house-intelligence-russia-transcripts/
NUNES
AWAKE?
HAPPY SUNDAY!
Q

#2180 - 2018-09-16 18:24:13 (UTC+1)
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/09/16/lisa-page-testimony-collusion-still-unproven-by-time-muellers-special-counsel-appointment.html
No evidence of 'Collusion' PRIOR TO MUELLER appointment?
https://dailycaller.com/2018/09/16/house-intelligence-russia-transcripts/
[HOUSE OF CARDS]
https://dailycaller.com/2018/02/09/three-democrats-rouhani-louis-farrakhan/
Why would [3] D Congressman attend a private dinner w/ Iranian President Hassan Rouhani [#1 state sponsor of terrorism] in 2013?
>>Rep Keith Ellison (Minnesota)
>>Rep Andre Carson (Indiana)
>>Rep Gregory Meeks (New York) 
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>>Louis Farrakhan
http://history.house.gov/Institution/Origins-Development/Oath-of-O�ce/
"I do solemnly swear (or a�rm) that I will support and defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign and domestic; that I will bea
and allegiance to the same; that I take this obligation freely, without any mental reservation or purpose of evasion; and that I will well and faithfully discharg
duties of the o�ce on which I am about to enter: So help me God."
De�ne 'Traitor'.
1. a person who betrays another, a cause, or any trust.
2. a person who commits treason by betraying his or her country.
Synonym = Renegade
What was the USSS codename for HUSSEIN?
[RENEGADE]
Q

#2179 - 2018-09-16 06:19:00 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=heLpUvhGMRg&feature=youtu.be&t=212
Q

#2178 - 2018-09-16 06:01:43 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tRQ0d3dd4A8
REMEMBER YOUR OATH
UNITED WE STAND.
Q

#2177 - 2018-09-16 02:55:33 (UTC+1)
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CFR-2010-title3-vol1/pdf/CFR-2010-title3-vol1-eo13526.pdf
Executive Order 13526
Sec 1.7
"Classi�cation Prohibitions and Limitations. (a) In no case shall information be classi�ed, continue to be maintained as classi�ed, or fail to be declassi�ed in 
(1) conceal violations of law, ine�ciency, or administrative error;
(2) prevent embarrassment to a person, organization, or agency;
(3) restrain competition; or
(4) prevent or delay the release of information that does not require protection in the interest of the national security."
Q

#2176 - 2018-09-16 02:03:37 (UTC+1)
https://www.nationalreview.com/2018/09/trump-russia-probe-fbi-�sa-application/
PANIC IN DC.
Q

#2175 - 2018-09-16 00:09:21 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/2runtherace/status/1041059934266445825
TOGETHER WE ARE STRONG.
TOGETHER WE WIN.
Q

#2174 - 2018-09-15 22:28:26 (UTC+1)
They want you DIVIDED.
DIVIDED by RACE.
DIVIDED by RELIGION.
DIVIDED by CULTURE.
DIVIDED by CLASS.
DIVIDED by POLITICAL AFFILIATION. 
DIVIDED YOU ARE WEAK.
TOGETHER YOU ARE STRONG.
WE, THE PEOPLE.
WWG1WGA!
Q

#2173 - 2018-09-15 21:28:09 (UTC+1)
SEPT --17-- [week of]
https://www.cnn.com/2018/09/15/politics/fema-presidential-alert-trump-emergency-test/index.html
DECLAS coming?
MORE INCRIMINATING [TEXT] RELEASES COMING?
DARK TO LIGHT.
CARPET BOMBS >>> MOAB
Q

#2172 - 2018-09-15 20:35:10 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realTRUMPERLAND/status/1037149645548347397
Q

#2171 - 2018-09-13 02:44:35 (UTC+1)
How do you demonstrate 'reasonable cause' to regulate and/or break up BIG TECH?
What is the common theme/tactic of the LEFT?
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De�ne 'Fascism'. 
Forcible suppression of opposition?
De�ne 'Censorship'.
The institution, system, or practice of censoring?
De�ne 'Narrative'.
A way of presenting or understanding a situation or series of events that re�ects and promotes a particular point of view or set of values?
De�ne 'Projection'.
The attribution of one's own ideas, feelings, or attitudes to other people or to objects; especially : the externalization of blame, guilt, or responsibility as a de
against anxiety?
The forming of a plan : scheming?
De�ne 'Psychological Projection'.
A theory in psychology in which the human ego defends itself against unconscious impulses or qualities (both positive and negative) by denying their existen
themselves while attributing them to others?
De�ne 'Narcissist'.
A person who has an excessive interest in or admiration of themselves: narcissists who think the world revolves around them | narcissists preening themse
front of the mirror?
De�ne 'Dogma'.
A point of view or tenet put forth as authoritative without adequate grounds?
De�ne 'Aggression'.
Forceful and sometimes overly assertive pursuit of one's aims and interests?
De�ne 'Suppression'.
The action of suppressing something such as an activity or publication?
[Bonus Round]
'Narcissists' are renowned for using 'psychological projection' to blame other people, even when it is entirely apparent that they are the ones in the wrong.
-----------
De�ne 'Realism'.
The quality or fact of representing a person, thing, or situation accurately or in a way that is true to life?
[Realism]
Actions of [ANTIFA]:
-Aggression (Projection)
-Suppression (Fascism)
-Censorship (Narrative-Dogma)
Actions of [FAKE NEWS]:
-Aggression (Projection)
-Suppression (Fascism)
-Censorship (Narrative-Dogma)
Actions of [TWITTER, FB, GOOG, YT, REDDIT, etc..]:
-Aggression (Projection)
-Suppression (Fascism)
-Censorship (Narrative-Dogma)
BOMBS AWAY!
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-09-11/sessions-is-said-to-be-open-to-probe-of-social-media-giants
http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2018/08/31/hey-google-facebook-twitter-trumps-got-point-need-to-do-better-job-self-regulating.html
MASSIVE FAKE NEWS ATTENTION FOR A 'CONSPIRACY' REDDIT BOARD BEING BANNED?
WHY ARE WE BEING TARGETED BY SOME OF THE LARGEST MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS ON THE PLANET?
[Sample]
https://www.theverge.com/2018/9/12/17847186/reddit-qanon-milliondollarextreme-ban-sam-hyde
https://nypost.com/2018/09/12/reddit-bans-qanon-conspiracy-theory-forums/
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/business/Reddit-Bans-Qanon-Great-Awakening-Subreddits-493096041.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/reddit-bans-qanon-subreddits-after-months-violent-threats-n909061
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-intersect/wp/2018/09/12/reddit-bans-r-greatawakening-the-main-subreddit-for-qanon-conspiracy-theorists/?
utm_term=.76fbe6bdbb4b
https://qz.com/1384432/reddit-banned-qanon/
https://slate.com/technology/2018/09/reddit-banned-qanon-conspiracy-theory-message-boards.html
https://www.newsweek.com/qanon-great-awakening-subreddit-conspiracy-theory-q-anon-latest-storm-1119060
http://thehill.com/policy/technology/406344-reddit-bans-qanon-subreddit
https://www.engadget.com/2018/09/12/reddit-bans-qanon-communities/
https://www.dailydot.com/layer8/reddit-bans-qanon-forum-great-awakening/
https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/7xj989/reddit-bans-the-greatawakening-subreddit-responsible-for-mainstreaming-qanon-conspiracy-theories
http://nymag.com/selectall/2018/09/reddit-bans-major-qanon-message-board-r-greatawakening.html
https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1040009457244274688
"PANIC IN DC" statements start a FIRE?
Twelve moves ahead.
Suicide watch.
Q

#2170 - 2018-09-13 00:09:14 (UTC+1)

#2169 - 2018-09-12 23:43:57 (UTC+1)
>>2995106
297k
>>2995190
Military planning at its �nest.
Q
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#2168 - 2018-09-12 23:21:05 (UTC+1)
>>2994458
https://8ch.net/patriots�ght/catalog.html
Main points of interest only.
It will serve as the main hub of all communications once all other sites 'tracking' collapse [8ch only].
What part of another wave of attacks coming [yesterday] wasn't understood?
This is not a game.
Q

#2167 - 2018-09-12 22:50:46 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/FoxNews/status/1039950606448910336
"SEXUAL MISCONDUCT"
Nothing to See Here.
Dominoes.
Q

#2166 - 2018-09-12 22:45:33 (UTC+1)
https://www.theverge.com/2018/9/12/17847186/reddit-qanon-milliondollarextreme-ban-sam-hyde
https://www.cnet.com/news/reddit-bans-qanon-subreddit-that-featured-pro-trump-conspiracy-theories/
CONTENT VIOLATIONS?
STAY STRONG.
STAY TOGETHER.
CENSORSHIP WILL FAIL.
THOSE THEY ATTACK THE MOST ARE THE BIGGEST THREAT.
EXPECT TWITTER/FB FORCE NEXT.
AJ [TEMPLATE] WAS DESIGNED TO ATTACK/CENSOR 'QANON' [primary obj].
Q

#2165 - 2018-09-12 22:26:54 (UTC+1)
How do you in�ict MAX PAIN / DAMAGE?
Drop [daily] carpet bombs [RATS RUNNING] >>> drop/release MOAB?
https://saraacarter.com/how-anti-trump-leakers-moved-from-o�ense-to-defense/
SESSIONS and FLYNN [targeted] for [immediate] removal/recusal? 
SESSIONS Senate CONF vote?
[RR] Senate CONF vote?
Reconcile.
IF SESSIONS WASN'T A THREAT WHY WAS HE THE PRIMARY TARGET?
WHY WAS IT CRITICAL TO MOVE [RR] INTO DOJ ACTING AG RE: APPOINTMENT OF MUELLER / DIR SC OVERSIGHT [AUTH]?
IF YOU KNOW WHAT YOUR ENEMY IS PLANNING HOW DO YOU PREPARE STRATEGICALLY?
THINK TODAY.
LEFT SUPPORTING SESSIONS?
LEFT DEFENDING SESSIONS?
STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE?
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/09/12/new-strzok-page-texts-reveal-others-were-leaking-like-mad-in-lead-up-to-trump-russia-probe.html
https://twitter.com/FoxBusiness/status/1039907275274678273
https://twitter.com/AmericaNewsroom/status/1039872139694878722
With PANIC comes MISTAKES.
With PANIC comes BETRAYAL.
With PANIC comes TESTIMONY.
With PANIC comes .............
These people are STUPID.
FISA GOES BOTH WAYS.
+
HOOAH!
Q

#2164 - 2018-09-12 04:31:27 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Stardust_1416/status/1038164687744053250
Q

#2163 - 2018-09-12 03:57:56 (UTC+1)
TOGETHER we WIN.
Q

#2162 - 2018-09-12 01:47:55 (UTC+1)
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/11/magazine/a-trail-of-bread-crumbs-leading-conspiracy-theorists-into-the-wilderness.html
Another wave of attacks coming?
Nothing to See Here.
Q

#2161 - 2018-09-12 01:33:17 (UTC+1)
Rats running.
Timing is everything.
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Enjoy the show.
Q

#2160 - 2018-09-12 01:32:22 (UTC+1)
Panic in DC.
Steele req non_extradition to U.S?
UK-US extradition treaty 2003.
Q

#2159 - 2018-09-12 01:30:23 (UTC+1)
Panic in DC.
Bruce Ohr [in e�ort to save Nellie Ohr] testifying against Rosenstein, Yates, Lynch, and Comey?
Q

#2158 - 2018-09-12 01:28:51 (UTC+1)
Panic in DC.
Lisa Page testifying against Peter Strzok? 
Q

#2157 - 2018-09-12 01:27:53 (UTC+1)
Panic in DC.
James Baker testifying against Comey?
Q

#2156 - 2018-09-12 01:27:10 (UTC+1)
Panic in DC.
Comey in communication w/ McCabe re: 'testimony' 'story'?
Q

#2155 - 2018-09-12 01:26:28 (UTC+1)
Panic in DC.
King & Spalding hired [last week] to represent Sally Yates?
Q

#2154 - 2018-09-12 01:24:04 (UTC+1)
Panic in DC.
[RR] req meeting w/ POTUS DECLINED.
Q

#2153 - 2018-09-12 00:51:26 (UTC+1)
Coming 'VERY SOON' to a theater near you.
Q

#2152 - 2018-09-12 00:40:05 (UTC+1)
https://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/09/11/pope-francis-compares-vatican-whistleblower-satan/
Q

#2151 - 2018-09-12 00:24:01 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/RepMarkMeadows/status/1039582215229857795
https://twitter.com/RepMarkMeadows/status/1039582218832805888
Q

#2150 - 2018-09-11 21:04:04 (UTC+1)
http://www.military.com/video/operations-and-strategy/terrorism/powerful-must-see-9-11-tribute/2663294173001
We Will Never FORGET!
We Will Never FORGIVE!
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/presidential-proclamation-patriot-day-2018/
PATRIOT DAY.
Q

#2149 - 2018-09-11 05:31:21 (UTC+1)

#2148 - 2018-09-11 01:30:42 (UTC+1)
>>2965953
WE WILL NEVER FORGET!
WE WILL NEVER FORGIVE!
Q

#2147 - 2018-09-11 01:25:15 (UTC+1)
>>2965895
ATTENTION ON DECK.
BATTLE STATIONS.
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MEMES AT THE READY.
WWG1WGA!
Q

#2146 - 2018-09-11 01:23:00 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Thorlock1248/status/1039291230667137025
PREPARE YOUR MEMES.
(NON_NSA TECH TODAY CANNOT READ/FILTER)
Q

#2145 - 2018-09-11 01:09:57 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/nypost/status/1039172411973885952
https://twitter.com/SkyNews/status/1038465404572758017
Nothing to See Here.
Q

#2144 - 2018-09-11 00:15:08 (UTC+1)
>>2964559
HOOAH!
>>2964624
Oscar worthy?
Q

#2143 - 2018-09-11 00:05:57 (UTC+1)
>>2964423

#2142 - 2018-09-11 00:03:14 (UTC+1)
>>2964345
We, thank you.
>>2964367
Shills only shill.
Patriots WIN.
Q

#2141 - 2018-09-10 23:57:41 (UTC+1)
>>2964303
Make it and they will crumb.
Q

#2140 - 2018-09-10 23:53:13 (UTC+1)
>>2964144
ANONS CATCH IT ALL!
[2] devices used.
[1] Carrier.
Pushed [exactly] at same time.
[0:10 sec variance]
Device lag or feeder site delay.
Request ful�lled.
Q

#2139 - 2018-09-10 23:46:53 (UTC+1)
>>2964015
Graphics showing [2] time zones.
Update requested.
[0:00] 
Q

#2138 - 2018-09-10 23:23:30 (UTC+1)
>>2963562
WRWY!
WWG1WGA!
Q

#2137 - 2018-09-10 23:12:12 (UTC+1)
>>2963466

#2136 - 2018-09-10 23:02:30 (UTC+1)
[Sample]
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/09/10/maxine-waters-goes-on-trump-impeachment-tear-vows-to-get-him.html
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/author-believes-multiple-grounds-for-impeaching-trump-1316688451927?v=raila&
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2018/09/jerry-nadler-trump-democrats-impeachment/569626/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/shhhh-dem-leaders-don-t-want-say-impeach-bill-clinton-n907906
http://thehill.com/opinion/campaign/405891-impeachment-will-be-at-the-top-of-democrats-agenda-if-they-take-the-house
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http://www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/politics/2018/september/as-congresswoman-chants-impeachment-8-times-others-point-to-coup-in-trump-admin
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/trump-impeachment-robert-mueller-russia-investigation-bob-woodward-richard-nixon-joh
ehrlichman-a8528241.html
https://heavy.com/news/2018/09/trump-impeachment-odds-september-7/
http://time.com/5389848/donald-trump-impeachment-rally/
https://www.hu�ngtonpost.com/entry/opinion-trump-un�t-for-o�ce_us_5b916e0ee4b0511db3e05239
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-09-06/market-won-t-crash-if-trump-faces-impeachment-barclays-says
https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2018/09/04/trump-attack-sessions-justice-impeachment-fodder-collins-hunter-column/1189784002/
Q

#2135 - 2018-09-10 22:49:32 (UTC+1)
Think DOJ/FBI classi�ed leaks to FAKE NEWS > insert into FISA app in e�ort to provide 'new sources'.
No. 198 
09/07/18
[Today]
"Review of the new documents raises grave concerns regarding an apparent systemic culture of media leaking by high-ranking o�cials at the FBI and DOJ re
ongoing investigations."
https://saraacarter.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/9.10.18-Letter-from-MRM-to-DAG-Rosenstein.pdf
Q

#2134 - 2018-09-10 22:32:47 (UTC+1)
>>2962827

#2133 - 2018-09-10 22:27:08 (UTC+1)
>>2962342

#2132 - 2018-09-10 22:02:33 (UTC+1)
https://saraacarter.com/new-texts-reveal-fbi-leaked-information-to-the-press-to-damage-trump/
Q

#2131 - 2018-09-10 21:39:25 (UTC+1)
>>208
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1039235839333679105
[0:00]
Q

#2130 - 2018-09-10 21:35:16 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/mitchellvii/status/1039216694000906241
Q

#2129 - 2018-09-10 19:41:01 (UTC+1)
DECLAS OF FISA WILL INITIATE THE RESIGNATION/RECUSAL AND/OR REMOVAL OF ROD ROSENSTEIN. 
DECLAS OF FISA WILL INITIATE THE 'AWARENESS' THAT ALL SIGNERS WILL BE [CURRENTLY] UNDER INVESTIGATION.
DECLAS OF FISA WILL FACTUALLY DEMONSTRATE WITHOUT ARGUMENT THE US GOVERNMENT, UNDER HUSSEIN, KNOWINGLY, PRESENTED FALSE EVIDENC
IN AN EFFORT TO OBTAIN 'LEGAL' US INTELLIGENCE 'UMBRELLA' SURV OF POTUS [IDEN TARGET] FOR THE SOLE PURPOSE OF INFLUENCING THE 2016 ELECT
THE PRESIDENCY [NOT RUSSIA BUT HUSSEIN/HRC - PROJECTION] + SAFEGUARD AGAINST POSSIBLE LOSS OF POWER [FIREWALLS]. 
USE OF BACKCHANNEL SURV / SPY INSERTION [BODY 1, 2, AND 5] BY UK/AUS [PRIMARY] ACTIVATED UNDER DIR BRENNAN DIR CLAPPER W/ PDB REGULAR U
[LIVE STREAMING] WH HUSSEIN NON-OVAL [SITUATION ROOM] COORDINATION.
FISA [FULL] BRINGS DOWN THE HOUSE [WH].
Q

#2128 - 2018-09-10 19:14:25 (UTC+1)
Why are 'powerful' [in�uential] people resigning due to 'past sexual misconduct' allegations?
Why are these 'allegations' now surfacing [10-month span]? 
WHY NOW?
Human tra�cking arrests up?
SA cooperating? 
NXIVM?
When does a BIRD sing?
EYES WIDE OPEN.
https://www.whitehouse.gov/brie�ngs-statements/president-donald-j-trump-working-end-human-tra�cking/
Coincidence?
Network being dismantled? 
SHEEP NO MORE.
Q

#2127 - 2018-09-10 18:39:26 (UTC+1)

#2126 - 2018-09-10 01:07:54 (UTC+1)
>>2950906
How do you know when something VERY BIG is about to drop?
ATTACKS INCREASE FROM ALL DIRECTIONS.
READY THE MEMES.
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[FISA CORRUPTION]
You have more than you know.
KEEP UP THE GOOD FIGHT.
WE STAND TOGETHER.
Q

#2125 - 2018-09-10 01:00:20 (UTC+1)
>>2950871

#2124 - 2018-09-10 00:57:37 (UTC+1)
>>2950820

#2123 - 2018-09-10 00:55:52 (UTC+1)
>>2950600
Last and �nal comment(s) re: AJ & Associates [attempts]
Logical thinking.
https://twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/1038778638613839872
[0:21]
Breitbart article linked [2 days prior] to the article being published?
Reconcile.
Note the time?
[9:41]
[100%]
Note Apple's stock image(s)?
[9:41]
[100%]
Reconcile.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mMfCvmykRxg&app=desktop
Reconcile.
https://twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/1038858004899266564
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/974008177271410688.html
Reconcile.
Attempts to deceive AUTISTS/ANONS will FAIL.
We are a threat to their livelihood [+CLAS].
Do not let their attempts corrupt GOOD organizations.
Think OANN.
They want you DIVIDED.
Stay STRONG.
Stay TOGETHER.
https://twitter.com/TuckerCarlson/status/1038898688725270533
"Division keeps them in power."
Q

#2122 - 2018-09-09 20:52:42 (UTC+1)
>>2947825
https://twitter.com/Thomas_Drake1/status/1038587419019419648
https://twitter.com/Thomas_Drake1/status/1038663989251776512
Knowledge is POWER.
Q

#2121 - 2018-09-09 20:51:28 (UTC+1)
>>2947705

#2120 - 2018-09-08 20:46:35 (UTC+1)

#2119 - 2018-09-08 20:33:44 (UTC+1)
There was a time when our children stood at attention, put their hand on their heart, and in one UNITED voice, recited the PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE.
There was a time when STRENGTH and HONOR meant something.
There was a time when standing for our FLAG meant something.
There was a time when our history (heritage) was taught with PRIDE and RESPECT.
There was a time when respect was given to those who serve(d), bled, and died to protect and defend our GOD GIVEN FREEDOM. 
There was a time when we were GRATEFUL.
There was a time when these UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ONE NATION UNDER GOD, was UNITED.
There was a time when these UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ONE NATION UNDER GOD, was UNITED UNDER ONE FLAG.
There was a time when, WE, THE PEOPLE, decided our future.
There was a time when, WE, THE PEOPLE, had a voice. 
There was a time when, WE, THE PEOPLE, were UNITED and STRONG.
"I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the United States of America, and to the Republic for which it stands, one Nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and ju
all."
It is time, WE, THE PEOPLE, reclaim what is rightfully ours.
MAY GOD BLESS AMERICA AND ALL THOSE WHO DEFEND AND PROTECT HER AGAINST ALL ENEMIES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC.
WE STAND TOGETHER AS PATRIOTS.
WHERE WE GO ONE, WE GO ALL.
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HOME OF THE BRAVE.
Q+

#2118 - 2018-09-08 00:22:13 (UTC+1)
>>2926085
If [RR] is dirty, Mueller must also be dirty.
if Mueller is dirty, [RR] must also be dirty.
Q

#2117 - 2018-09-08 00:11:48 (UTC+1)
>>2925844
What FISA is about to be DECLAS?
Public spotlight?
How can you prosecute someone and provide testimony to the JUDGE when you KNOW the TRUE EVIDENCE is about to come to LIGHT?
Digging a deeper hole re: testimony to the court?
Q

#2116 - 2018-09-08 00:05:43 (UTC+1)
>>2925758
FISA warrant issued / approved>Papadopoulos
Mueller>>Papadopoulos
YOU MUST TARGET, REMOVE, AND SILENCE ALL THOSE ILLEGALLY TARGETED FOR FISA SURV....
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/09/07/former-trump-campaign-adviser-george-papadopoulos-sentenced-to-14-days-in-prison-for-lying-to-fbi.html
CLOCKWORK.
Q

#2115 - 2018-09-08 00:00:49 (UTC+1)
>>2925488
Speci�c timing rests w/ POTUS.
Hints expend ammunition. 
Think NYT 'Anon' article (Ex)
The WORLD is WATCHING.
Q

#2114 - 2018-09-07 23:52:10 (UTC+1)
>>2925398
https://twitter.com/johnpodesta/status/1037506265398894592
[Activated]
If 'schedule' is known....
Better prepared?
SIGINT 
Q

#2113 - 2018-09-07 23:43:36 (UTC+1)
>>2925189
Logical thinking.
Month: Sept
Public learned GJ empaneled re: McCabe?
Coincidence?
Follow the connections.
We have it all. 
Q

#2112 - 2018-09-07 23:34:10 (UTC+1)
>>2925016
Do you believe in coincidences?
NYT "Anon" source?
"Sleeper Cells"
Q

#2111 - 2018-09-07 23:11:40 (UTC+1)

#2110 - 2018-09-07 22:52:42 (UTC+1)
Why did [RR] recommend the �ring of [JC] to POTUS?
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/3711188-Rosenstein-letter-on-Comey-�ring.html
Did the �ring of [JC] provide the 'necessary vehicle' to appoint Mueller?
Who appointed Mueller?
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/05/17/former-fbi-head-robert-mueller-named-to-oversee-russia-election-probe.html
[RR]
The plan [inter-organizational collaboration] [is] being carried out by highest level [former and current] positions [F + D].
FISA = START
Q
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#2109 - 2018-09-07 21:57:28 (UTC+1)
Goodbye, Mr. Rosenstein.
Q

#2108 - 2018-09-07 21:49:40 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/1038146899046477825
#FLY[RR]FLY#
Desperate people do desperate things.
It is during this period of time that surveillance pays o�.
When does a BIRD sing?
Q

#2107 - 2018-09-07 19:56:50 (UTC+1)
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2018/08/02/nunes_carter_page_�sa_redacted_to_hide_part_steele_dossier_played_cover_intel_agencies.html
Re_review important.
Who signed?
Who signed pg 380?
Who signed pg 389?
Who signed pg 390?
Who signed pg 391?
Who signed pg 392?
Pg 389 - Andrew McCabe
Pg 391 - Rod Rosenstein
Pg 271 - Dana Boente
Pg 269 - James Comey
Pg [ ] - Sally Yates
'KNOWINGLY' used FALSE intelligence?
Think HRC [paid for] FAKE DOSSIER [bulk].
Think Steele > BO [post FBI �ring] intel collection.
Think DOJ/FBI classi�ed leaks to FAKE NEWS > insert into FISA app in e�ort to provide 'new sources'.
Think PDB placement by BRENNAN to AUTHENTICATE source as credible.
Think BO >>> WEISSMANN 'regular updates' re: Steele [Firewall][Mueller]
......................
"I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing information regarding Carter W. Page is TRUE and CORRECT."
https://vault.fbi.gov/d1-release/d1-release/view
Q

#2106 - 2018-09-07 17:02:29 (UTC+1)
https://www.reddit.com/r/greatawakening/comments/9dum8q/microchip_microfake_you_can_change_any_chats_on/
These people are stupid.
Their attempts will FAIL.
Q

#2105 - 2018-09-07 01:56:23 (UTC+1)
VIP Patriots!
We see you.
Q

#2104 - 2018-09-07 01:37:56 (UTC+1)
>>2909503
Follow the picture.
"Jerome Corsi who I outed as a Mossad asset/agent in a 1997 sting operation in London. Corsi and Piper Ja�ray broker Brad Ahmundson were integral to a f
took Minnesota investors for $1 million that the FBI refused to properly investigate. Instead, agents sought to portray me as responsible. Corsi is named as t
of several best-selling Israeli psy-ops books, including Un�t for Command (2004), Atomic Iran (2005), Minutemen (2006), The Obama Nation (2008)."
Q

#2103 - 2018-09-07 01:25:13 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1037809606364418049
This is called 'PANIC'.
Q

#2102 - 2018-09-07 01:08:46 (UTC+1)
>>2908723
Control & Divide.
Think Mueller.
Who is testifying before Mueller tomorrow?
Forensic data analysis on phone(s) and/or computers?
This is not about Guccifer 2.0.
What happens if Mueller 'proves' 'Free Speech Systems LLC' aka 'InfoWars' is linked to a Foreign Intel Agency or other Non_Domestic entity? 
How can the 'LEFT' use that information to DIVIDE and CENSOR the RIGHT?
Why are a�liates of InfoWars constantly attacking 'Q'?
Who is pulling the strings?
[ ]>>>[Free Speech Systems LLC] 
Q
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#2101 - 2018-09-07 00:11:57 (UTC+1)
>>2908303
There is a lot more to this than you realize.
Think 'collective' attacks v. 'Q'
Q

#2100 - 2018-09-06 23:20:03 (UTC+1)
Why, before each rally, are 'threats' now being called in re: 'Q' attendees [e�ort to prevent...]?
Why are bots and/or paid shills tasked to down vote and/or 'shill' 'Q' discussion boards? 
Why is FAKE NEWS media attacking this movement in strategic/coordinated waves [similar anti-POTUS tactics?]?
ALL FOR A CONSPIRACY?
WHAT ARE THEY AFRAID OF?
HOW MANY COINCIDENCES BEFORE IT IS MATHEMATICALLY IMPOSSIBLE?
THE WORLD IS WATCHING.
THE WORLD IS CHANGING.
WWG1WGA!
Q

#2099 - 2018-09-06 23:00:31 (UTC+1)
>>2907383

#2098 - 2018-09-06 21:46:32 (UTC+1)
>>2904064
1/Billion Coincidence?
Enjoy the show tonight.
Q

#2097 - 2018-09-06 21:35:38 (UTC+1)
>>2905624
Read between the lines.
[March 22]
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/03/22/goodlatte-subpoenas-doj-for-documents-related-to-clinton-email-probe-�sa-abuses.html
"We are individually reviewing the remaining documents to ensure that they do not include grand jury information, information about ongoing law enforcem
actions involving American citizens, or privileged attorney-client communications," Prior said.
Per today:
"Federal prosecutors have for months been using a grand jury..."
You didn't think nothing was HAPPENING did you?
Q

#2096 - 2018-09-06 00:33:59 (UTC+1)
Fellow Patriots:
What you are about to learn should not only scare you, but intensify your resolve to take back control [Freedom]. The information that will become public w
demonstrate the criminal & corrupt [pure evil] abuse of power that the Hussein administration undertook in joint e�orts w/ domestic and foreign dignitarie
snowball has begun rolling - there is no stopping it now. D5.
Stay the course and trust the plan. 
Protective measures are in place.
Remain BRAVE. 
We knew this day would come.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
United We Stand (WW).
WWG1WGA.
We FIGHT.
Conspiracy no more.
Q

#2095 - 2018-09-06 00:19:37 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1037464177269514240
Q+

#2094 - 2018-09-05 23:33:03 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tocc8EolxXg&feature=youtu.be
[26:00]
Interesting line of questions?
Normal?
Military Law v. Criminal Law.
Think EO.
Think HRC panic.
Do you believe in coincidences?
You have more than you know.
Q

#2093 - 2018-09-05 21:08:00 (UTC+1)
>>190
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https://saraacarter.com/president-trump-may-declassify-the-20-�sa-docs-congress-wants/
Do you believe in coincidences?
Q

#2092 - 2018-09-05 19:58:31 (UTC+1)
https://www.politico.com/story/2018/09/05/trump-classi�ed-documents-russia-808316
Do you believe in coincidences?
Q

#2091 - 2018-09-05 19:44:07 (UTC+1)
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/05/us/politics/jerome-corsi-subpoena-mueller-investigation.html
Q

#2090 - 2018-09-05 19:01:16 (UTC+1)
>>99
Re: why not post an original picture +/- 1,2,3 secs to establish credibility? 
Ex 1: 
_AF1_5A_2 posted 11/09/17
_AF1_5A_3 posted 05/22/18
[2 sec stream]
Prepared.
Predictable.
This is not a game.
These people are stupid.
Q

#2089 - 2018-09-05 18:39:27 (UTC+1)
>>2887228
Ask yourself a (simple) logical question...
Why are the majority of 'Q' attacks by "PRO_MAGA" supporters coming from AJ [MOS backed] and/or AJ known associates? 
Why are we a threat to them?
Why not simply publish an original picture +/- 1,2,3 secs to establish credibility?
Why was this done in the past?
We knew this type of "attack" was coming.
PREDICTABLE.
FAKE NEWS.
ATTACKS WILL ONLY INTENSIFY. 
Q

#2088 - 2018-09-05 17:50:19 (UTC+1)
>>177
Ex 2 - "Being Afraid"
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1037335127947468800
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1037335130468233216
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1037335133966221315
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1037335137695002624
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1037335141369217026
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1037335145173475328
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1037335147719401472
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1037335151016140800
WITCH HUNT.
Q

#2087 - 2018-09-05 17:34:26 (UTC+1)
https://vault.fbi.gov/uranium-one-transaction/uranium-one-transaction-part-01-of-01/view
[Letter from Committee on Financial Services]
Maxine Waters, California, Ranking Member
https://�nancialservices.house.gov/about/members.htm
How do you obstruct oversight?
How do you obtain 'inside knowledge' to closed door '�nancial' investigations?
Maxine Waters, California, Ranking Member
Those who are the loudest....
Have the most to FEAR [hide]?
http://video.foxnews.com/v/5493622538001/?#sp=show-clips
Money talks.
Q

#2086 - 2018-09-05 04:47:28 (UTC+1)
>>2881180
What are the odds of that?
They never thought she would lose.
Q

#2085 - 2018-09-05 03:53:57 (UTC+1)
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https://www.reddit.com/r/greatawakening/comments/9d1sh7/football_rating_is_going_up/
Almost!
Q

#2084 - 2018-09-05 03:48:06 (UTC+1)
A Week to Remember.
Q

#2083 - 2018-09-04 20:22:31 (UTC+1)
>>180
What are the odds?
Q

#2082 - 2018-09-04 20:10:45 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1037035627198521344
CLOCKWORK.
Q

#2081 - 2018-09-04 19:56:46 (UTC+1)
Like Mother
Like Daughter
Q

#2080 - 2018-09-04 19:47:53 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/RealKyleMorris/status/1036782274203865088
https://twitter.com/Imamofpeace/status/1036808475744002048
Q

#2079 - 2018-09-04 19:05:25 (UTC+1)
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/09/04/chicago-mayor-rahm-emanuel-announces-will-not-seek-re-election.html
Add to the list.
Q

#2078 - 2018-09-04 19:01:39 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/dougducey/status/1037020098010079233
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/09/04/jon-kyl-will-be-john-mccains-successor-in-senate-cindy-mccain-says.html
Q

#2077 - 2018-09-04 18:54:49 (UTC+1)
Ex 1 - 'Being Afraid'
Does HRC care about you?
If she cared about protecting you...
Would she sell out America's secrets and Uranium to China/Russia [Ex 1]?
They always thought if charges were brought [v. them] they would ultimately be safe [SC control].
[AS] out
[HRC] appointment(s) >>
End of all ends.
Final.
Did Anthony Kennedy have a choice?
Was this the original plan according to HRC election win?
What evidence was he shown?
RBG replacement [lifetime appointment - age]?
What's at STAKE?
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1036611901671858176
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1036611904691691521
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1036611905912287232
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1036611908395249664
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1036611909779431424
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1036611911008313345
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1036611912195362816
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1036611913277485057
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1036611914766450689
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1036611916158910464
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1036966970170769408
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1036966972146233344
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1036966973408780289
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1036966975455592448
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1036966976613216258
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1036966977959616512
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1036966979460976640
Pain comes in many di�erent forms.
Full control.
Enjoy the show.
Q
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#2076 - 2018-09-04 06:26:00 (UTC+1)
https://fas.org/sgp/othergov/state-oig-email.pdf
"as some compromised home systems have been recon�gured by these actors to automatically forward copies of all composed emails to an undisclosed re
Pages 33 & 34 
The More You Know....
Q

#2075 - 2018-09-04 04:28:10 (UTC+1)
FB outages today?
@Jack
Shadowbans lifted [24]?
Legal cover pre_testimony?
"Twitter denies the 'current' adoption of 'shadowbanning' re: political viewpoints etc.....no discrimination etc.....pride ourselves re: no censorship etc......open
transparent etc....."
>Twitter re_engages 'shadowbanning' across entire platform....
You've been a BAD boy [NP].
Q

#2074 - 2018-09-04 04:06:50 (UTC+1)
>>2866697

#2073 - 2018-09-04 04:04:33 (UTC+1)
>>2866631

#2072 - 2018-09-04 03:27:59 (UTC+1)
>>173
The "Experts"
But... SESSIONS should appoint a 2nd SC in DC aka THE CORRUPT SWAMP
But... SESSIONS should appoint a 2nd SC in DC aka THE CORRUPT SWAMP [team of less than 20 typically] & wait 2-4 years [take a gamble]
But... SESSIONS should appoint a 2nd SC in DC aka THE CORRUPT SWAMP because unlike the CLINTON EMAIL CORRUPT CASE [as demonstrated by the FBI/
people FIRED/REMOVED] this will be conducted faithfully and honestly [like MUELLER] 
But... HUBER has not 'directly' interviewed several witnesses therefore the appointment of HUBER by SESSIONS [and therefore the IG] is not genuine
But... SESSIONS & HUBER are following standard DOJ open/ongoing investigation policy by not discussing [making public] so therefore nothing must be hap
[FIRE SESSIONS!]
But... HUBER [ability to prosecute + empanel a grand jury outside of DC [90%+ voted HRC (2016)], who already began the investigation(s) late last year w/ ass
team of 470 investigators (attorneys) + IG + legal jurisdiction across all 50 states, is not a 'special counsel' so therefore nothing is being done 
But... POTUS is attacking SESSIONS via TWITTER so therefore he is not working on behalf of the people's interest (or POTUS') [D's/LEFT LOVE/TRUST SESSION
But... interestingly, if nothing is being done behind the scenes, why are so many FBI & DOJ senior o�cials being FIRED and/or REMOVED from their respectiv
positions of power? Who is AG? Who must sign o� on each removal? DOJ in charge of FBI?
But... interestingly, if nothing is being done behind the scenes, why are there 50,000+ sealed indictments across the US [what % = USA v. X?]? Coincidence vs
start?
But... interestingly, if nothing is being done behind the scenes, why are many 'powerful' CEOs, members of Congress/ Senate, resigning? Coincidence? Exam
Pre_POTUS did the SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE indicate wanting to leave politics? 
But... interestingly, if nothing is being done behind the scenes, why are human tra�cking arrests SURGING?
......................
Clickbait & opinions vs logical thinking.
Direct communication necessary.
Trust yourself.
Think for yourself. 
WWG1WGA!
Q

#2071 - 2018-09-04 02:29:49 (UTC+1)

#2070 - 2018-09-04 02:01:25 (UTC+1)
FBI & DOJ CORRUPTION 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF "INVESTIGATION"
James Comey, Director - FIRED
Andrew McCabe, Deputy Director - FIRED
Jim Rybicki, Chief of Sta� and Senior Counselor - FIRED
James Baker, General Counsel - FIRED
Bill Priestap, Director of Counterintelligence (Strzok's boss) - Cooperating witness [power removed]
Peter Strzok, Deputy Assistant Director of Counterintelligence - FIRED
Lisa Page, O�ce of General Counsel - FIRED/FORCED
Mike Kortan, Assistant Director for Public A�airs - FIRED
Josh Campbell, Special Assistant to Comey - FIRED
Michael Steinbach -
John Glacalone - 
Randy Coleman - 
Trisha Anderson -
Kevin Clinesmith -
Tashina Gauhar -
Sally Moyer -
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DEPARTMENT OF "JUSTICE"
David Laufman, Chief of the Justice Department's Counterintelligence and Export Control Section [NAT SEC - HRC email invest] - FIRED/FORCE
John Carlin, Assistant Attorney General - Head of DOJ's National Security Division - FIRED/FORCED
Sally Yates, Deputy Attorney General & Acting Attorney General - FIRED
Mary McCord, Acting Assistant Attorney General - Acting Head of DOJ's National Security Division - FIRED/FORCED
Bruce Ohr, Associate Deputy Attorney General - Demoted 2x - cooperating witness [power removed] - TERMINATION IMMINENT
Rachel Brand, Associate Attorney General - No. 3 o�cial behind Deputy AG Rosenstein - FIRED/FORCED
Nothing to See Here.
WHO ORDERED?
[PDB]
Q

#2069 - 2018-09-04 00:59:16 (UTC+1)
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-45386528
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1036740691211284480
Magic Sword.
Q

#2068 - 2018-09-04 00:53:38 (UTC+1)
>>2863368
With love comes trust.
Schedule changes can be very painful.
Q

#2067 - 2018-09-04 00:29:27 (UTC+1)
Both [C-3]h[A-5]mbers (House / Senate) in [S-6]ESSION tomorrow. 
Where once there was [D-1]ARK
Th[E-2]re is now [L-4]IGHT
Q

#2066 - 2018-09-02 22:27:38 (UTC+1)
>>2848974

#2065 - 2018-09-02 22:24:57 (UTC+1)
>>2848894

#2064 - 2018-09-02 22:18:24 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G02wKufX3nw
Played by 'Operation Specialists' [pre-event] last night.
Q

#2063 - 2018-09-02 21:25:11 (UTC+1)
>>2847946
How might [DARPA] aka GOOG play a role in the spy campaign against POTUS?
Think GMAIL.
Think GMAIL DRAFTS.
Think ES RESIGNATION.
It will [ALL] connect eventually.
Q

#2062 - 2018-09-02 21:21:53 (UTC+1)
>>2847844
https://qz.com/1145669/googles-true-origin-partly-lies-in-cia-and-nsa-research-grants-for-mass-surveillance/
Read between the lines.
Q

#2061 - 2018-09-02 21:15:35 (UTC+1)
>>2847730
Sergey Brin - GOOG [Founder][BORN IN MOSCOW]
was married to...
Anne Wojcicki - 23andme [Founder]
was brother-in-law to...
Susan Wojcicki - CEO of YouTube
[DARPA]
Q

#2060 - 2018-09-02 21:06:05 (UTC+1)
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/09/01/all-the-facebook-executives-who-announced-departure-so-far-in-2018.html
"At least seven senior Facebook executives have announced their departures this year."
Nothing to See Here.
[DARPA]
Q
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#2059 - 2018-09-02 20:28:29 (UTC+1)
[3] Bill Priestap - Head of FBI Counterintelligence (Strzok's boss) - Cooperating witness [power removed]
[4] Peter Strzok - Deputy Assistant Director of Counterintelligence [FBI] - Cooperating witness [FIRED]
Q

#2058 - 2018-09-02 19:41:48 (UTC+1)
>>2846457
BRIDGES - connecting people.
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/11/us/politics/ezra-cohen-watnick-justice-department-national-security-adviser.html
Q

#2057 - 2018-09-02 19:24:11 (UTC+1)
Ezra Cohen-Watnick
Q

#2056 - 2018-09-01 21:37:23 (UTC+1)
It must be hard to communicate.
Every moment together is a moment you should not waste.
Former President's are still able to arrange SCIFs?
Does the American taxpayer 'foot the BILL' for the [12] hotel rooms in close proximity to the central SCIF?
SS detail(s) ordered @ max perimeter def?
Nice color choice.
It's a shame the windows had to be blocked out to eliminate that view.
Q

#2055 - 2018-09-01 18:56:25 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/CIA/status/1034866941587087360
Q

#2054 - 2018-09-01 18:42:01 (UTC+1)
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/presidential-proclamation-national-preparedness-month-2018/
National Preparedness Month is a time to focus our attention on the importance of preparing our families, homes, businesses, and communities for disaste
threaten our lives, property, and homeland. During this time, we also honor the brave men and women who sel�essly respond to crises and disasters, rend
to those in need. These �rst responders, who work tirelessly to safeguard our Nation and protect our citizens, deserve our utmost gratitude and appreciatio

Over the past year, communities nationwide and across the Territories have witnessed and endured damage from multiple hurricanes, wild�res, tornadoes
volcanic eruptions, and other natural disasters. The historic hurricane season of 2017 included three catastrophic storms that made landfall within a month
followed by a destructive series of wild�res in California. Combined, these natural disasters a�ected 47 million people and tens of thousands were mobilize
provide aid, comfort, and assistance. We are also especially mindful of those currently a�ected by ongoing wild�res in California, Oregon, and Colorado. In s
tremendous challenges, the resilience of the American people continues to prevail.

Tragedies are somber reminders that preparedness is a shared responsibility and that it is critical to maintain readiness. All Americans can prepare for pote
disasters by developing and practicing a family emergency response plan, assembling a disaster supply kit, signing up for alerts on mobile devices, setting a
emergency savings, and maintaining adequate insurance policies for their homes and businesses. The Federal Emergency Management Agency's Ready Cam
outlines other important steps to best prepare for a major disaster.

This month, I encourage all Americans to take the opportunity to ensure they have an emergency response plan in place and ready to be properly executed
Emergencies and disasters test the resilience and strength of families, communities, and our Nation. It is impossible to avoid every challenge and threat, bu
and must prepare for them. By doing so, we can help protect our communities and save lives.

NOW, THEREFORE, I, DONALD J. TRUMP, President of the United States of America, by virtue of the authority vested in me by the Constitution and the laws o
United States, do hereby proclaim September 2018 as National Preparedness Month. I encourage all Americans, including Federal, State, and local o�cials, 
action to be prepared for disaster or emergency by making and practicing their emergency response plans. Each step we take to become better prepared m
real di�erence in how our families and communities will respond and persevere when faced with the unexpected.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this thirty-�rst day of August, in the year of our Lord two thousand eighteen, and of the Independence 
United States of America the two hundred and forty-third.

DONALD J. TRUMP

#2053 - 2018-09-01 16:39:54 (UTC+1)
http://www.judicialwatch.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/JW-v-State-Hillary-emails-July-2-00687-99-100.pdf
"And, I hope you and Chris enjoy your time in the Land of Alice and the MH-all the best from Hanoi-H"
Nothing to See Here.
Q

#2052 - 2018-09-01 07:07:41 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xW2ijF2ya1c&t=119s
Q

#2051 - 2018-09-01 06:13:08 (UTC+1)
>>2827754
Past drops important to frame context.
These people need to ALL be ELIMINATED.
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Those who know cannot sleep.
Q

#2050 - 2018-09-01 05:46:33 (UTC+1)
>>2827163
https://www.sfgate.com/opinion/brinkley/article/Child-marriage-still-an-issue-in-Saudi-Arabia-3270366.php
http://www.iwf.org/news/2435061/Saudi-Migrant-Workers-Subject-to-Abuse
https://www.state.gov/j/tip/rls/tiprpt/countries/2015/243521.htm
SA was a priority.
We wish this was a dream.
Q

#2049 - 2018-09-01 05:33:08 (UTC+1)
HRC = Alice
SA = Wonderland
WHO ARE THE WHITE RABBITS?
Re_read drops re: SA
Have faith.
For God & Country.
Q

#2048 - 2018-09-01 05:02:46 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1035717747936768000
Do you believe in coincidences? 
Enjoy the show.
Q

#2047 - 2018-09-01 04:58:25 (UTC+1)
>>2826578

#2046 - 2018-09-01 04:56:56 (UTC+1)
But.....
How could we know?
https://foia.state.gov/search/results.aspx
Q

#2045 - 2018-09-01 04:09:08 (UTC+1)

#2044 - 2018-09-01 03:52:51 (UTC+1)
THEY WANT THE KEYS TO THE KINGDOM.
http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/nationworld/politics/ct-abigail-spanberger-cia-gop-20180829-story,amp.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/powerpost/paloma/daily-202/2017/10/18/daily-202-ex-cia-o�cers-running-for-congress-as-
democrats/59e6b25b30fb041a74e75de5/?utm_term=.fe9dbeb5b033
https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/18/politics/intel-o�cers-running-against-trump-2018/index.html
[ACTIVE]
Q

#2043 - 2018-09-01 03:29:12 (UTC+1)
Special Approval 
P729173009391_Z
[SETUP EX 1]
http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/342118-homeland-security-con�rms-special-entry-for-russian-lawyer
[LL]>paper trail>special entry
[Natalia Veselnitskaya]>Manafort
FISA warrant issued / approved>Manafort
Mueller>>Manafort
FISA warrant issued / approved>Papadopoulos
Mueller>>Papadopoulos
FISA warrant issued / approved>Page
Mueller>>Page
FISA warrant issued / approved>FLYNN
Mueller>>FLYNN
YOU MUST TARGET, REMOVE, AND SILENCE ALL THOSE ILLEGALLY TARGETED FOR FISA SURV + UK ASSIST.
UK ASSIST + FISA SURV INCLUDED ALL UPSTREAM COLLECTION + TANGENT CONTACTS [UMBRELLA SURV].
FOREIGN TARGET DESIGNATOR(S) CREATE LEAPFROG (HOPS) TO ISOLATED 'REAL' TARGET(S) NON F_COMMS.
[SEC 702]
https://www.nsa.gov/news-features/press-room/statements/2017-04-28-702-statement.shtml
Ex: 
P talks to X
X talks to Y
Y talks to Z
P, X, Y, Z = BULK DATA COLLECTION [UMBRELLA]
UK ASSIST ALLOWS FOR NORMAL FISA LAW DECONSTRUCT.
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DECONSTRUCT INCLUDES D2_SPY INSERT.
DECONSTRUCT INCLUDES NON_FISA_WARRANT_SPEC_OPS
WARRANT_SPEC_OPS CLASSIFIED PUBLIC
Q

#2042 - 2018-09-01 02:29:11 (UTC+1)
https://getyarn.io/yarn-clip/205f5d91-73e8-4e0c-bc4b-33�26d4db90
http://www.�sc.uscourts.gov/sites/default/�les/Presiding%20Judge%20Rosemary%20M%20Collyer%20response%20to%20Chairman%20Nunes%20180215.p
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/02/07/nunes-grappled-over-inviting-chief-justice-john-roberts-to-testify.html
Q

#2041 - 2018-08-31 22:12:36 (UTC+1)
https://www.judicialwatch.org/press-room/press-releases/judicial-watch-justice-department-discloses-no-�sa-court-hearings-held-on-carter-page-warrants/
BIG BIG BIG BIG BIG
Q

#2040 - 2018-08-31 22:06:36 (UTC+1)
>>2820665
https://www.judicialwatch.org/press-room/press-releases/judicial-watch-justice-department-discloses-no-�sa-court-hearings-held-on-carter-page-warrants/
BIG
BIG
BIG
Q

#2039 - 2018-08-31 21:55:13 (UTC+1)
WHERE WE GO ONE, WE GO ALL!
WE, THE PEOPLE!
FROM SEA TO SHINING SEA.
LET FREEDOM RING, PATRIOTS.
IT IS YOUR TIME.
IF AMERICA FALLS, THE WORLD FALLS.
UNITED WE STAND!
GOD BLESS YOU ALL.
Q+

#2038 - 2018-08-31 21:31:53 (UTC+1)
>>2820100
We will do our job to protect the vote.
Will you do yours?
FIGHT! FIGHT! FIGHT!
Q

#2037 - 2018-08-31 21:26:59 (UTC+1)
>>2819745
What about the budget?
http://insider.foxnews.com/2018/08/29/gavin-newsom-wants-free-health-care-illegal-immigrants-if-elected-governor-tomi-lahren
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/06/04/california-one-step-closer-to-expanding-medicaid-for-illegal-immigrants.html
Why would CA 'elected' o�cials knowingly collapse the budget?
Who 'elects' CA o�cials?https://www.foxbusiness.com/politics/california-dmv-allows-illegals-to-vote-gop-chairman
Money to be made?
[Example]
https://www.forbes.com/sites/theapothecary/2018/02/26/how-american-citizens-�nance-health-care-for-undocumented-immigrants/#265162c912c4
BIG PHARMA DONATES HOW MUCH TO CA/NY 'ELECTED' OFFICIALS?
COMPARE VS OTHER STATES.
Why are CA & NY VITAL areas of control?
Think Ports.
Think Legal PROTECTION.
Q

#2036 - 2018-08-31 21:02:17 (UTC+1)
http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/08/31/california-bullet-train-project-on-track-to-blow-through-billions-more-dollars.html
Does this mean more �res?
Paul & Nancy Pelosi Charitable Foundation.
Q

#2035 - 2018-08-31 20:10:47 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/RandyRRQuaid/status/1035509816335187969
BOTH CHAMBERS (HOUSE / SENATE) IN SESSION ON TUES.
Q

#2034 - 2018-08-31 19:36:26 (UTC+1)
>>2818389
LIKE CLOCKWORK.
Q
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#2033 - 2018-08-31 19:35:42 (UTC+1)
LIKE CLOCKWORK.
Q

#2032 - 2018-08-31 19:06:22 (UTC+1)
>>2817461
Do you believe actual 'polls' were conducted?
Pre-election polls: HRC favored 90-98%?
Reconcile against results.
Why is there emphasis put on polls?
De�ne 'Human Nature'.
: the general psychological characteristics, feelings, and behavioral traits of humankind, regarded as shared by all humans?
[Point 1 - FAKE NEWS LOGIC]
If people believe the odds are hopeless their candidate will win...
Do they still make the e�ort to vote?
[Point 2]
If people believe the odds are overwhelming their candidate will win....
Do they still make the e�ort to vote?
Does 1 cancel 2?
[Point 3 - FAKE NEWS LOGIC]
If people believe the 'majority' of people feel a certain way about something....
Do they 'go with the majority' to feel accepted?
If the 'majority' of people believe something does that imply it must be RIGHT?
Does this give rise to 'we are the majority' mindset?
De�ne 'Echo Chamber'.
: a metaphorical description of a situation in which beliefs are ampli�ed or reinforced by communication and repetition inside a closed system?
Prior to new platforms [networks] connecting people....
Did the OLD GUARD have FULL CONTROL?
Did the OLD GUARD 'learn' from this mistake (2016 election) and now tasking all new platforms [networks] to censor?
When you are awake you can see CLEARLY.
Q

#2031 - 2018-08-31 18:43:43 (UTC+1)
>>2817463

#2030 - 2018-08-31 18:42:21 (UTC+1)
>>2817197
Think [WAPO]
Qanon yesterday (poll)
POTUS today (poll)
Notice any similarities? 
FAKE NEWS readers (asleep: not attentive or alert; inactive) told to SUPPORT SESSIONS? 
"Every battle is won before it's ever fought."
Are you awake?
Q

#2029 - 2018-08-31 18:25:00 (UTC+1)
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/poll-60-percent-disapprove-of-trump-while-clear-majorities-back-mueller-and-sessions/2018/08/30/4cd32174-ac7
a8d7-0f63ab8b1370_story.html?utm_term=.8146403a7c36
Think 'Polls' posted yesterday - [WAPO].
What are the odds of that?
Notice any similarities?
[Sample]
https://www.politico.com/story/2018/08/31/trump-approval-rating-poll-washington-post-abc-805563
https://hillreporter.com/trumps-disapproval-rating-soars-in-latest-washington-post-abc-poll-6630
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/08/31/most-americans-support-robert-mueller-probe-and-ag-je�-sessions-poll.html
https://www.axios.com/poll-je�-sessions-robert-mueller-trump-7b1b514d-2cd2-4495-a129-d7c92f750135.html
http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-brie�ng-room/news/404528-poll-most-americans-side-with-sessions-over-trump
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/aug/31/more-americans-support-je�-sessions-trump-poll/
https://nypost.com/2018/08/31/half-of-americans-favor-launching-impeachment-proceedings-poll/
https://www.newsweek.com/majority-americans-support-sessions-mueller-investigation-poll-�nds-1099008
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/trouble-trump-disapproval-high-63-back-mueller-half/story?id=57507081
http://www.rollcall.com/news/politics/half-of-americans-support-impeachment-process-against-trump
https://www.msn.com/en-xl/northamerica/northamerica-top-stories/poll-60-percent-disapprove-of-trump-while-clear-majorities-back-mueller-and-sessions
BBMHdAW?li=BBKxOg5
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/2018/08/31/leave_je�_sessions_alone_452019.html?ref=hvper.com&utm_source=hvper.com&utm_medium=website
https://news.vice.com/en_us/article/qvmy7v/majority-of-americans-support-mueller-and-sessions-over-trump
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/poll-disapproval-trump-hits-new-high-n905431
Do you believe in coincidences? 
Q

#2028 - 2018-08-31 17:45:40 (UTC+1)
>>2816069
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Information comes in many forms.
Q

#2027 - 2018-08-31 16:56:21 (UTC+1)
https://nsa.gov1.info/utah-data-center/
UTAH
What are the odds of that?
Q

#2026 - 2018-08-31 05:23:55 (UTC+1)
>>2811253
https://twitter.com/dcexaminer/status/1035331728506847233
Q

#2025 - 2018-08-31 05:20:12 (UTC+1)
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/08/30/dojs-bruce-ohr-kept-mueller-deputy-in-loop-about-anti-trump-dossier-sources-say.html
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/08/30/trump-threatens-doj-fbi-to-start-doing-their-job-or-hell-get-involved-during-indiana-rally.html
"The whole world is watching."
Q

#2024 - 2018-08-31 04:12:03 (UTC+1)
>>2809998
Retaliation - 'Horizon' active.
Q

#2023 - 2018-08-31 03:39:16 (UTC+1)
>>2809340
BIG!
Q

#2022 - 2018-08-31 02:13:43 (UTC+1)
>>2807174
Main frequency bands TERMINATED.
#Goodbye
Q

#2021 - 2018-08-31 02:12:19 (UTC+1)
GCHQ Bude sent DISTRESS SIG 8:09 EST.
NSA NO MORE.
Q

#2020 - 2018-08-31 01:56:13 (UTC+1)
>>2806653
We will gladly end our lives to ensure he lives.
More than you can imagine.
Q

#2019 - 2018-08-31 01:47:19 (UTC+1)
BIG BIRD-9 NOW OFFLINE.
Q

#2018 - 2018-08-31 00:59:54 (UTC+1)
>>2805410
Disruption end.
Good to go.
Q

#2017 - 2018-08-31 00:52:12 (UTC+1)
>>2805260
BLIND EYES IN THE SKY.
SHALL WE PLAY A GAME?
Q

#2016 - 2018-08-31 00:48:47 (UTC+1)
>>2805214
CORONA 16 TASK ROUTE Z8301
CORONA 16 NOW OFFLINE
Q

#2015 - 2018-08-31 00:47:21 (UTC+1)
>>2805156
CORONA 8 RE_ROUTE T_83
CORONA 8 NEW CONTROL.
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CORONA 8 NOW OFFLINE 
Q

#2014 - 2018-08-31 00:45:30 (UTC+1)
>>2805130
CORONA 4 NOW OFFLINE
Q

#2013 - 2018-08-31 00:44:36 (UTC+1)
>>2804887
[DEAC>KILLBOX1AZB]
CORONA 1 NOW OFFLINE.
Q

#2012 - 2018-08-31 00:37:25 (UTC+1)
>>2804843
SNOW WHITE 7 NOW OFFLINE.
PACKAGE COMPLETE.
HAVE A NICE DAY.
Q

#2011 - 2018-08-31 00:36:22 (UTC+1)
>>2804815
SNOW WHITE 6 NOW OFFLINE.
Q

#2010 - 2018-08-31 00:35:22 (UTC+1)
>>2804728
SNOW WHITE 4 NOW OFFLINE.
Q

#2009 - 2018-08-31 00:30:48 (UTC+1)
SNOW WHITE 3 NOW OFFLINE.
Q

#2008 - 2018-08-30 23:13:56 (UTC+1)
>>2803371
But....
We should 'attack' while 'corrupt' members of the DOJ, FBI, NY_AG....are still in place.......
But....
We should use a 2nd SC in DC [SWAMP] [team of 20] and wait 2-4 years and hope for the best w/ NO CONTROL.
But....
Logical thinking ELIMINATES emotional nonsense.
BIG rally tonight.
Q

#2007 - 2018-08-30 23:05:11 (UTC+1)
>>2802984
Emotions cloud judgement.
Why is 'Huber' being discussed now?
What if the TX Congressman was not supposed to drop that name?
Why is 'Huber' being discussed now?
Why is 'Huber' (all of a sudden) being grouped into the 'Anti-Sessions' remove, �re, ....nothing being done?
Discussed by Right or Left?
Huber did not 'directly' interview....[insert name]?
Huber did not.......
Huber did not.......
Sessions did not.......
Sessions did not.......
When will Sessions.......
When will Sessions.......
Who does Huber work with speci�cally?
Who investigates?
Who prosecutes?
Team of 470?
Will BO transcripts be released?
Huber + IG + 470?
Inside or outside of the DC [SWAMP]?
How many members of Congress not seeking re-election?
SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE not seeking re-election?
How many Senators have resigned or not seeking another term?
How many (senior) FBI have been removed?
How many (senior) DOJ have been removed?
Nothing to See Here.
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But....
We should 'attack' them 'head on'....in DC....using a 2nd SC....
Emotion clouds judgement.
Q

#2006 - 2018-08-30 22:24:57 (UTC+1)
>>2802222
Good �nd!
The 'Marathon Media' is working hard. 
Q

#2005 - 2018-08-30 20:36:55 (UTC+1)
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/08/30/gohmert-doubles-down-after-fbi-dismisses-claim-clinton-server-hack.html
Has POTUS made a statement (since being elected) that didn't end up being proven FACTUALLY TRUE?
Everything stated by POTUS will be made PUBLIC.
Follow the LEADER.
Focus Here:
"The ICIG declined to comment."
Q

#2004 - 2018-08-30 18:59:17 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1035148684432953346
Everything stated has meaning.
What is the signi�cance of Nellie Ohr being �uent in Russian?
Is Russian a common language to learn?
Why might this language be studied? 
What position might this language be useful?
The FARM requires select skill-sets.
Q

#2003 - 2018-08-30 18:46:36 (UTC+1)
>>2798428
>>2798428
We believe in FULL TRANSPARENCY.
Hence the reason why we are here.
Hence the reason why THE PEOPLE are being updated.
Emphasis on (SOME) things.
The WORLD is connected.
(SOME) things would irreparably harm our ability to advance.
Q

#2002 - 2018-08-30 18:16:48 (UTC+1)
>>2798230
"FAKE NEWS"
Q

#2001 - 2018-08-30 18:10:40 (UTC+1)
>>2798105
To preserve the Republic-
(Some) things must remain BURIED.
Q

#2000 - 2018-08-30 18:08:17 (UTC+1)
>>2797853
Think about this.
Did the Washington Post dedicate resources to conduct an actual POLL re: Qanon? 
All for a conspiracy?
Ask yourself, why?
Q

#1999 - 2018-08-30 17:58:01 (UTC+1)
>>2797858
Those who are attacked the most are the BIGGEST threat.
Q

#1998 - 2018-08-30 17:55:54 (UTC+1)
>>2797703
Spooks are Spooked.
Clowns inserted [Snowden2] last year.
Operation failed.
Expect another BIG coordinated wave [#3] of attacks by FAKE NEWS.
Q

#1997 - 2018-08-30 17:48:00 (UTC+1)
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2018/08/30/the-qanon-conspiracy-movement-is-very-unpopular-our-new-poll-�nds/?
utm_term=.87d889fcef0f
https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/plum-line/wp/2018/04/24/trumps-historic-unpopularity-is-a-big-important-story/
Notice any similarities? 
Q

#1996 - 2018-08-30 01:49:07 (UTC+1)
>>2789612

#1995 - 2018-08-30 01:38:39 (UTC+1)
>>2789525
Congratulations!
Those who 'pull the trigger' seem to prefer:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LvkXyAmG1B4
Not exactly wedding material but great when in the action.
Q

#1994 - 2018-08-30 01:23:36 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/replouiegohmert/status/1034910123783868422
Q

#1993 - 2018-08-30 00:34:32 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1034907478566359041
Nothing to See Here.
Q

#1992 - 2018-08-29 23:07:56 (UTC+1)
http://dailycaller.com/2018/07/12/ig-clinton-foreign-emails/
http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/06/10/chinese-hackers-stole-sensitive-data-on-us-navy-submarine-weaponry-report-says.html
Q

#1991 - 2018-08-29 21:48:26 (UTC+1)
Shall We Play A Game?
https://www.dni.gov/index.php/ctiic-who-we-are/leadership
"Ms. Ugoretz oversaw intelligence products and brie�ngs for the FBI Director and the Attorney General, as well as FBI analysts' contributions to the Presiden
Brief."
Who discovered the Chinese link to HRC's server(s)?
Who reported the discovery?
Who inserted the discovery into the PDB?
Paper-trail.
Q

#1990 - 2018-08-29 20:18:57 (UTC+1)
https://www.scribd.com/document/373986084/Grassley-Letter-to-AG-DAG-Requesting-Special-Counsel-March-15th
Footnote #5 
[BO] Interview Dates:
Ohr FD-302 12/19/16 (interview date 11/22/16) - HUSSEIN FBI
Ohr FD-302 12/19/16 (interview date 12/05/16) - HUSSEIN FBI
Ohr FD-302 12/19/16 (interview date 12/12/16) - HUSSEIN FBI
Ohr FD-302 12/27/16 (interview date 12/20/16) - HUSSEIN FBI
Ohr FD-302 01/27/17 (interview date 01/27/17) - POTUS / JC
Ohr FD-302 01/31/17 (interview date 01/23/17) - POTUS / JC
Ohr FD-302 01/27/17 (interview date 01/25/17) - POTUS / JC 
Ohr FD-302 02/08/17 (interview date 02/06/17) - POTUS / JC / IG
Ohr FD-302 02/15/17 (interview date 02/14/17) - POTUS / JC / IG
Ohr FD-302 05/10/17 (interview date 05/08/17) - POTUS / 1-DAY PRIOR TO +++++JC FIRING+++++ [RR]
Ohr FD-302 05/12/17 (interview date 05/12/17) - POTUS / IG
Ohr FD-302 05/16/17 (interview date 05/15/17) - POTUS / IG
Meetings Not Yet Released [+7]
HUBER + IG
Q

#1989 - 2018-08-29 19:29:59 (UTC+1)
>>2784812
Q

#1988 - 2018-08-29 19:23:11 (UTC+1)
>>2784450
Logical thinking!
How did this FAKE/MISLEADING story pop up?
Hannity 8.28.18
https://www.youtube.com/watchv=d3p7aqtUSJc&feature=youtu.be
[24:50] - "Rec - Huber contact my o�ce re: BO"
[30:45] - "Just learned BO was not interviewed by Huber"
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[30:45] based on comments re: [24:50]
[24:50] statements made by (1) Congressman who does NOT know if Huber has already interviewed BO. 
See how FAKE NEWS works?
See how CLICKBAIT works?
See how EMOTIONAL PUSHES TO TARGETED READERS works?
Q

#1987 - 2018-08-29 18:51:26 (UTC+1)
>>2784197
Notice those stated as 'cooperating' are called before the House to provide testimony?
[2] remaining
Enjoy the show.
Q

#1986 - 2018-08-29 18:47:09 (UTC+1)
Do you notice a PATTERN?
05/04/2018
Bruce Ohr - Demoted 2x - cooperating witness [power removed]
-House testimony 
Peter Strzok - cooperating witness [power removed]
-House testimony
Lisa Page - cooperating witness [power removed]
-House testimony
Bill Priestap - cooperating witness [power removed]
-TO BE CALLED?
Mike Kortan - cooperating under 'resigned' title
-TO BE CALLED?
Who are they cooperating with?
Do you believe in coincidences?
The More You Know...
Q

#1985 - 2018-08-29 18:25:52 (UTC+1)
Nothing to See Here.
Q

#1984 - 2018-08-29 17:23:41 (UTC+1)
>>2783116
Error not intended.
Q

#1983 - 2018-08-29 17:19:17 (UTC+1)
>>2783014
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/20/world/asia/china-cia-spies-espionage.html
Starting in 2010?
HRC Sec of State 2009 - 2013.
Coincidence?
Think Sever Access [granted]
Money talks.
[CROWDSTRIKE]
Q

#1982 - 2018-08-29 17:15:38 (UTC+1)
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/08/29/chinese-company-reportedly-hacked-clintons-server-got-copy-every-email-in-real-time.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-russia-nunes/congressman-nunes-sought-meeting-with-uk-spy-chiefs-in-london-idUSKCN1LD1VX
Q

#1981 - 2018-08-29 07:02:38 (UTC+1)
>>2779165
What if a paper-trail exists...
PDB via No Such Agency?
HUSSEIN made aware w/ no action?
Why did POTUS refuse 'select' PDBs during transition?
Who knew?
Threat assessment.
Adm Rogers?
FLYNN?
Why did HUSSEIN + HRC + ADMIN + Sta� + ... use private emails to communicate? 
Was HRC the only one to use unsecured server(s)?
If access was granted re: HRC private server(s) can you assume access was granted re: House server(s) re: AWAN?
AWAN>Pakistani Intelligence?
AWAN FREE? 
Huma>Muslim Brotherhood?
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Matters of NAT SEC.
Q

#1980 - 2018-08-29 06:40:38 (UTC+1)
>>2779241
Error made.
Swap "of" w/ "in."
Long day.
Q

#1979 - 2018-08-29 06:39:44 (UTC+1)
>>2779165
https://www.justice.gov/�le/1071991/download
Reconcile.
1 = 1?
1 = 0?
Evidence of an ongoing investigation.....
Q

#1978 - 2018-08-29 06:36:08 (UTC+1)
>>2779059
Why is POTUS pushing the FBI & DOJ on this issue?
What if access to the server(s) was deliberate? 
What if this is 'known' within the intelligence community? 
What if this is 'known' within the FBI & DOJ?
If known - why no action?
How might this discredit the FBI's investigation into HRC's emails? 
How might this OPEN THE DOOR to [WEINER] / [Huma] / [HRC]?
Logical thinking.
WHY WAS THE INFORMATION ON WEINER'S LAPTOP IN THE FIRST PLACE?
D5.
Q

#1977 - 2018-08-29 06:29:30 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1034654816046329856
BIG statement.
What's coming?
Q

#1976 - 2018-08-29 05:40:19 (UTC+1)
https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/2018-03-15%20CEG%20LG%20JC%20TT%20to%20AG%20DAG%20(Special%20Counsel).pdf
#21 - #25
[Today - BO Testimony]
https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/4426661/AG-Letter-Re-IG-and-Huber-Reviews.pdf
https://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/03/31/turley-sessions-using-utah-federal-prosecutor-much-better-trump-2nd-special-counsel/
Q

#1975 - 2018-08-29 04:06:05 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1034610829860261895
"What are the odds that the FBI and DOJ are right on top of this?"
Q

#1974 - 2018-08-29 03:57:13 (UTC+1)
If the FAKE Steele Dossier constituted the 'bulk' of the 'facts submitted' to FISC to obtain FISA warrant(s) against POTUS....
Dossier dismissed as FAKE/BASELESS.
If Mueller was appointed as SC based on the Dossier - and the Dossier was proven to be FAKE/DISINFORMATION - and the Dossier was proven to be the 'bu
information submitted to FISC in order to obtain the warrants (+FISA signers 'pre-mediated' neglect to disclose the actual FACTS (lied to)) - then how is Muel
BO never called to testify re: Mueller?
Mueller investigating 'Russian Collusion'? 
Why would Mueller not contact BO? 
BO was the 'BACKCHANNEL' between FBI/DOJ & STEELE.
Why wouldn't Mueller seek testimony? 
Mueller: Impeach POTUS operation? 
If impeachment is the goal via retake House (midterms), does it still not require a 2/3 vote in the Senate?
What will the [20] FISA 4th warrant disclose?
Trust the Plan.
HUBER has EVERYTHING.
Q

#1973 - 2018-08-29 03:27:56 (UTC+1)
Are you watching Hannity?
Did you hear what the TX Congressman just stated?
Huber.
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[Ohr]
Q

#1972 - 2018-08-29 02:43:54 (UTC+1)
https://saraacarter.com/bruce-ohr-fbi-knew-about-bias-before-getting-a-�sa-on-carter-page/
BIGGER THAN WATERGATE.
BIGGEST SCANDAL IN US HISTORY.
CRICKETS.
[FAKE NEWS].
Desperate to SHELTER.
De�ne 'Shelter'.
A place giving temporary protection from bad weather or danger.
Q

#1971 - 2018-08-29 01:36:26 (UTC+1)
>>2773710
You didn't think military planes were falling out of the skies all within a short period of time just by chance did you?
Outside of the standard deviation? 
Q

#1970 - 2018-08-29 01:33:25 (UTC+1)
>>2773700

#1969 - 2018-08-29 01:29:20 (UTC+1)
>>2773295
No one person is above another.
Why does the FAKE NEWS media put so much time / energy / e�ort into attacking a so-called 'conspiracy'? 
Those who are attacked the most are the BIGGEST threat.
LOGIC WINS EVERY SINGLE TIME.
Q

#1968 - 2018-08-29 01:18:29 (UTC+1)
>>2773150
Do you remember that our enemies are also monitoring this board?
See above, re�ect, use logic.
Q

#1967 - 2018-08-29 01:15:34 (UTC+1)
>>2773222
/patriots�ght/
Read 
Comprehend
Use Logic
Q

#1966 - 2018-08-29 01:14:35 (UTC+1)
>>2773199
In our opinion, until those responsible are dead and/or su�ering, it shall remain 'will be'. 
Q

#1965 - 2018-08-29 01:12:37 (UTC+1)
>>2773113
The World is NOW UNITED.
HISTORY BOOKS.
FAKE NEWS suppression creates a FALSE REALITY.
This movement is BIGGER than you can imagine.
SILENT MAJORITY NO MORE.
Q

#1964 - 2018-08-29 01:05:40 (UTC+1)
>>2772799
Patriot -
A little perspective...
Patriots are dying to defend this great country and the FREEDOM she provides.
Children are being kidnapped, tortured, raped, and sacri�ced in the name of PURE EVIL.
Stay the course.
We are FIGHTING a deeply entrenched enemy.
Think LISA BARSOOMIAN (Smile).
2018 WILL BE GLORIOUS.
Q

#1963 - 2018-08-29 00:41:51 (UTC+1)
>>2772476
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/08/02/feinstein-was-morti�ed-by-fbi-allegation-that-sta�er-was-spy-for-china-report.html
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Morti�ed?
What is the purpose of a BRIDGE?
Q

#1962 - 2018-08-29 00:38:38 (UTC+1)
>>2772439

#1961 - 2018-08-29 00:32:37 (UTC+1)
>>2772236
You are not alone, Patriot.
You are part of history.
Never, in our history, has this been attempted.
GOD BLESS YOU & YOUR FAMILY.
Stay strong.
Stay the course.
WWG1WGA!
Q

#1960 - 2018-08-29 00:24:08 (UTC+1)
>>2771818
https://twitter.com/rpollockDC/status/1034509991905042432
Richard -
Pro TIP: Look @ CrowdStrike 
CrowdStrike managed the in�ltration program based on payments to CF.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/virginia-politics/clinton-foundation-mcauli�e-donor-caught-up-in-chinese-cash-for-votes-scandal/2016/09/16/bfb3b
11e6-ac8e-cf8e0dd91dc7_story.html?utm_term=.6f711af92f97
The More You Know...
Q

#1959 - 2018-08-29 00:05:08 (UTC+1)
Trending Non-MSM...
China hacked HRC server?
False.
Access was granted.
You have more than you know.
Q

#1958 - 2018-08-28 23:34:10 (UTC+1)
There is a reason why we continue to highlight this speech.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
Listen carefully.
TRUTH & HONESTY.
Part (2) - Rally [RED October]
Mouthpieces do not think or speak for themselves.
Q

#1957 - 2018-08-28 23:22:58 (UTC+1)
>>2770816
Buy a history book published 20 years ago.
Buy a history book published 10 years ago.
Buy a history book published this year.
Compare.
Focus on WWI/WWII
Something ALARMING will be discovered.
Q

#1956 - 2018-08-28 23:17:34 (UTC+1)
>>2770654
It's always been out in the open.
You just have to LOOK.
You MUST stay TOGETHER.
TOGETHER YOU ARE STRONG.
Symbolism = END.
Q

#1955 - 2018-08-28 23:11:00 (UTC+1)
>>2770515
Do not force those not yet ready.
The FAKE NEWS narrative (make-believe) has been ingrained for a long time.
Do not isolate yourself within your own family.
Dark to Light.
TRUTH will SHINE.
Impossible to DEFEND.
Impossible to IGNORE.
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Stay Strong.
You are NOT ALONE.
Patriots ALL.
Q

#1954 - 2018-08-28 23:00:23 (UTC+1)
>>2770319
Symbolism will be their downfall. 
Q

#1953 - 2018-08-28 22:52:50 (UTC+1)
>>2770117
Stay LOCAL (U.S.)
GLOBAL = re�ection of LOCAL.
Think MIRROR.
Know your enemy.
"Every battle is won before it's ever fought."
Knowledge is POWER.
Q

#1952 - 2018-08-28 22:43:19 (UTC+1)
>>2770076
Double meanings exist.
Q

#1951 - 2018-08-28 22:27:56 (UTC+1)
>>2769783
We, the PEOPLE.
-The People (Q)

#1950 - 2018-08-28 22:12:23 (UTC+1)
U.S.-HOLY SEE RELATIONS
"The Holy See is the universal government of the Catholic Church and operates from Vatican City State, a sovereign, independent territory. The Pope is the r
both Vatican City State and the Holy See. The Holy See, as the supreme body of government of the Catholic Church, is a sovereign juridical entity under inter
law."
https://www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/bgn/3819.htm
Wealth?
Power?
Sanctuary against criminal prosecution? 
Recipe for .......
Q

#1949 - 2018-08-28 21:34:03 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/esaagar/status/1034522244121276416
Q

#1948 - 2018-08-28 20:40:53 (UTC+1)
https://in.reuters.com/article/iran-economy-rouhani-sanctions/iran-parliament-censures-rouhani-in-sign-pragmatists-losing-sway-idINKCN1LD0DL
[Hassan Rouhani]
Who paid HUSSEIN to attend HARVARD LAW SCHOOL?
Who is Prince Alwaleed bin Talal?
Why would Prince Alwaleed bin Talal (Saudi Royal) pay HUSSEIN to attend HARVARD LAW SCHOOL?
Was HUSSEIN a prominent political �gure or a person of in�uence at the time?
No.
Who is Valerie Jarrett? 
Where was she born?
When did Valerie Jarrett hire Michelle Robinson?
1991
Timeline.
https://www.thisisinsider.com/how-did-barack-and-michelle-obama-meet-2017-10#1991-they-got-engaged-in-a-simple-and-sweet-way-3
Who is Mayor (former) Richard Daley?
Who is Mayor (current) Rahm Emanuel?
HUSSEIN should be VERY nervous.
BRENNAN should be VERY nervous.
KERRY should be VERY nervous.
MERKEL should be VERY nervous.
+29
How were the pallets of cash divided?
How many planes were used to transport? 
Who operated the planes?
What 'shadow' agency directed operations?
Why wasn't the money [simply] wire transferred?
US had AUTH to open bank-to-bank transfers.
How do you prevent �nancial T logs?
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How were the cash withdrawals in EU categorized/labeled? 
Where did the cash originate from?
What time of day did the withdrawals occur? 
Who provided SECURITY?
Why wasn't Congress noti�ed?
Why was the U.S. Gov't kept in the DARK?
US law broken?
Did ALL planes land in the same location (airport)? 
Why did [1] particular plane land outside of Iran?
Why was a helicopter involved?
[WHO] did the money go to?
HOW DO YOU AUDIT A FOREIGN AID BIG BLOCK TRANSFER?
Did Rouhani keep 'unknown' comms as insurance?
What agency collects ALL FORMS OF DATA?
What agency did @Snowden work for orig?
Did he train on THE FARM?
When did @Snowden join No Such Agency?
De�ne 'Contractor'.
De�ne the 'PRISM' program.
What year did @Snowden release spec-details of PRISM?
Mid 2013?
IMPACT-LIMIT NSA's ability to utilize/collect? 
FAKE NEWS push for Congressional restrictions?
OPEN SOURCE PUSH to create COUNTER-DEF?
PURPOSE?
BLUE SKIES FOR CLOWN OP?
When was the Joint Plan of Action (IRAN DEAL) executed? 
Late 2013?
Do you believe in coincidences?
Nothing to See Here.
Q

#1947 - 2018-08-28 19:34:00 (UTC+1)
DEFEND GOOG AT ALL COSTS.
[Sample]
https://www.cnn.com/2018/08/28/politics/donald-trump-google-conspiracy-theory/index.html
https://money.cnn.com/2018/08/28/technology/donald-trump-google-rigged/index.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/google-denies-donald-trump-claims-171542813.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-accuses-google-of-suppressing-positive-news-about-his-presidency-1535459748
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-intersect/wp/2018/08/28/a-short-investigation-into-trumps-tweets-on-rigged-google-results-about-himself/?
utm_term=.dc5ce84ccac0
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2018/08/28/donald-trump-considering-regulations-google-search-engine-aide/1108261002/
http://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-trump-google-20180828-story.html
https://www.politico.com/story/2018/08/28/larry-kudlow-google-regulations-conservative-outlets-798995
https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2018/08/trump-claims-with-no-evidence-that-google-is-rigged-against-him/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trump-tech/trump-accuses-google-of-hiding-fair-media-coverage-idUSKCN1LD1I1
GOOG TO BE REGULATED.
TWITTER, FB, YT.....?
>>>THESE PEOPLE ARE STUPID.
CENSORSHIP WITH NO CONSEQUENCES?
HOW DO YOU SET A TRAP?
OPEN THE DOOR AND WE SHALL ALWAYS WALK THROUGH AND TAKE CONTROL.
Q

#1946 - 2018-08-28 19:25:09 (UTC+1)
https://www.reddit.com/r/greatawakening/comments/9aug3g/qanon_is_deemed_hate_speech_and_violent_content/
Do you believe in coincidences?
Nothing to See Here.
Q

#1945 - 2018-08-28 19:18:06 (UTC+1)
>>2767120
De�ne 'Treason'.
[Fact]
: the o�ense of attempting by overt acts to overthrow the government of the state to which the o�ender owes allegiance or to kill or personally injure the so
or the sovereign's family
: the betrayal of a trust : treachery
De�ne 'Treason'.
[Fiction][Sample]
https://www.nbcnews.com/think/opinion/americans-have-forgotten-what-treason-actually-means-how-it-can-ncna848651
https://www.politifact.com/truth-o-meter/article/2018/jul/23/treason-trumps-actions-russian-putin-meeting/
http://www.latimes.com/opinion/op-ed/la-oe-he�ernan-treason-20180804-story.html
https://www.haaretz.com/jewish/did-trump-commit-treason-bill-maher-and-john-brennan-agree-he-has-1.6413926
https://www.newsweek.com/bill-maher-calls-trump-traitor-conversation-former-cia-director-john-brennan-1090821
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/15/opinion/trump-russia-investigation-putin.html
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https://www.marketwatch.com/story/is-trump-treasonous-heres-the-legal-and-historical-answer-to-that-charge-2018-07-17
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/�ve-myths-about-treason/2017/02/17/8b9eb3a8-f460-11e6-a9b0-ecee7ce475fc_story.html?
noredirect=on&utm_term=.f082167f9992
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/jul/18/readers-panel-us-voters-react-to-trumps-conference-with-putin
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/shortcuts/2018/jul/17/are-donald-trump-and-theresa-may-really-committing-treason
http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/opinion/commentary/ct-perspec-trump-treason-oath-of-o�ce-0720-20180719-story.html
https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2018/07/16/some-dare-call-it-treason-219014
https://www.wsj.com/articles/treason-trustand-trump-1534803727
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2018/07/18/treason-trump-benedict-arnold-legal-de�nition-widespread-political-application/792598002/
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/990334/Donald-Trump-Vladimir-Putin-visit-Helsinki-summit-treason-USA-law
https://www.hu�ngtonpost.com/entry/trump-putin-treason-searches_us_5b4d1330e4b0de86f485ada1
De�ne 'Projection'.
What is the penalty for treason? 
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/2018-amendments-manual-courts-martial-united-states/
Q

#1944 - 2018-08-28 18:56:22 (UTC+1)
FISA (ABCs) v INSCOM
NOFORN
NSA INSCOM BRIDGE
FISA = FISC
Who is accountable to Congress (civilian body)?
De�ne 'State Secrets'.
Process of obtaining a FISA warrant?
What must be DEMONSTRATED to be GRANTED?
Who must SIGN OFF?
Can 'select' individuals in senior positions of power be SHADOW BANNED from ACTIVE FISA WARRANTS / SURV?
NAT SEC
Su�cient evidence shown to demonstrate rogue elements of intelligence apparatus illegally violated FISA law (tenets) in coordinated e�ort w/ d+foreign allie
impact/mod the outcome of the 2016 Presidential election & safeguard against future uncover / criminal prosecution?
Who must sign o� on FISA warrants?
Who directs the signers? 
Given magnitude of spy campaign (U.S. Presidential Election Republican Party Nominee Candidate + President Elect + President of the United States) would 
be required to DIRECT ORDER?
How would updates occur?
PDB?
Who has access to the PDB?
On-site CLAS brie�ngs / SIT ROOM / OO / PEOC / N_C? 
How often does a President use PEOC?
https://www.washingtonian.com/2013/02/01/obama-moving-to-a-new-oval-o�ce/
Could FISA warrants be issued/active for numerous 'in-the-news now/future' U.S. targets?
'Foreign' tangent req to obtain warrant to spy on U.S. ORIG?
De�ne 'Projection'.
What is Known?
Connections (them) to Russia/other F assets?
Who commands INSCOM?
Who commands No Such Agency?
Who has ULTIMATE command?
Q

#1943 - 2018-08-28 17:41:01 (UTC+1)
Watch IRAN.
Something incredible is about to happen.
[Hassan Rouhani]
The Good People of IRAN have the POWER.
FIGHT FOR YOUR FREEDOM.
Q

#1942 - 2018-08-28 17:38:56 (UTC+1)
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/08/28/fbi-agent-says-bureau-leaked-stories-then-used-them-to-get-�sa-warrants.html
Q

#1941 - 2018-08-28 07:16:41 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HIAhOBJlR0M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=glMgSCdK1xU
Was 'Nazism' ever truly destroyed?
Was it merely a sub-division within a larger organization?
One �nger attached to a hand?
Did ANTIFA organically form?
Flag design coincidence?
Socialist push in US/WW coincidence?
Global power struggle.
There is a price we will not pay.
There is a point beyond which they must not advance.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDVT-8tU�E
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
We, the PEOPLE.
Q

#1940 - 2018-08-28 06:06:43 (UTC+1)
>>2761932

#1939 - 2018-08-28 06:02:11 (UTC+1)
>>2761474
BO>>UK>>AUS
AUS>>UK>>BO
BO>>Alexander Downer (FVEY)(EX1)
FAKE NEWS BLAST
NARRATIVE SHIFT NEC
[Sample]
https://www.politico.eu/article/tony-blair-�re-and-fury-michael-wol�-calls-claims-he-warned-trump-of-uk-spying-complete-fabrication/
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/jan/04/tony-blair-donald-trump-gchq-spied
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/trump-spies-uk-blair-warning-latest-mi6-british-intelligence-a8140791.html
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/5264892/tony-blair-british-spooks-donald-trump-warning/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/01/03/tony-blair-warned-trump-aides-britain-may-have-spied-election/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5233733/Blair-warned-Trump-aides-Brit-intelligence-spied-them.html
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/politics/tony-blair-warned-donald-trump-11793848
https://metro.co.uk/2018/01/04/tony-blair-denies-warning-trump-uk-intelligence-agencies-may-spied-7202705/
https://www.bbc.com/news/blogs-the-papers-42561216
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-42561680
https://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/us/tony-blair-denies-warning-trump-that-uk-may-have-spied-on-him-1.3344803
https://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/899872/donald-trump-tony-blair-job-middle-east-jared-kushner-Michael-Wol�-book-gchq-iraq-war
BO unlocks UK / F_intel [FVEY]
UK / F_intel unlocks REQ
REQ = [Think Highest Levels]
[Focus 2]:
"This is the case with Halper, who is now proven to be a spy, possibly with (Australian Ambassador) Alexander Downer" who her husband met with in Londo
https://saraacarter.com/whistleblower-exposes-key-player-in-fbi-russia-probe-it-was-all-a-set-up/
BO closed door necessary.
Red-Handed comms revealed to 'encourage truthful testimony'.
[19] phone calls today - DC/UK/AUS panic?
[WHO] ARE THE FIREWALLS?
What will the FAKE NEWS push tomorrow?
Q

#1938 - 2018-08-28 05:29:13 (UTC+1)
>>2761427

#1937 - 2018-08-28 02:16:17 (UTC+1)
WITCH HUNT.
No deals.
Q

#1936 - 2018-08-28 02:11:09 (UTC+1)
>>2758706
Think for yourself.
Research for yourself.
Trust yourself.
Clickbait opinions are designed to attract reader to subscribe and/or follow and/or shape a pre-designed narrative.
FOLLOW THE FACTS.
SHEEP NO MORE.
Q

#1935 - 2018-08-28 02:04:20 (UTC+1)
Focus Here:
"...raise troubling questions about Halper, who was believed to have worked with the CIA and part of the matrix of players in the bureau's 'CrossFire Hurrica
investigation into Trump's 2016 presidential campaign. Halper, who assisted the FBI in the Russia investigation, appears to also have signi�cant ties to the R
government, as well as sources connected directly to President Vladimir Putin."
https://saraacarter.com/whistleblower-exposes-key-player-in-fbi-russia-probe-it-was-all-a-set-up/
De�ne 'Projection'.
D's SCREAM when POTUS meets w/ PUTIN?
D's demand to hold hearings w/ the interpreter used during the private POTUS-PUTIN meeting? 
D's demand ALL meetings w/ PUTIN be CANCELLED?
If POTUS knows everything - control over what orgs are central to operational success? 
1. DOJ
2. FBI
3. NSA
4. US MILITARY
5. STATE
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6. F_ASSETS
Ask yourself, if above are central to operational success, who would you pick to lead such orgs?
HRC election loss = CF in�ow stop
CF in�ow stop = No Name Institute in�ow ramp
Compare donors.
De�ne DARK MONEY.
Direct correlation? 
[He did not depart on his own terms]
Think FLYNN [30].
Exactly [30].
Q

#1934 - 2018-08-28 01:10:22 (UTC+1)
https://saraacarter.com/whistleblower-exposes-key-player-in-fbi-russia-probe-it-was-all-a-set-up/
>>BIG PUZZLE PIECE
Who is systematically arranging the leaks to select individuals? 
Why is this important [to drop] prior to BO testimony?
Q

#1933 - 2018-08-26 17:46:38 (UTC+1)
Suicide weekend?
Hands up?
[30]
[0:28]
Impossible?
Coincidence?
We are in control.
BIG week ahead.
Q

#1932 - 2018-08-21 07:09:08 (UTC+1)
https://www.reddit.com/r/greatawakening/comments/98yduw/connnecting_some_dots/
The Great Awakening.
Q

#1931 - 2018-08-20 14:29:31 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Comey/status/1031243024897126402
Do you believe in coincidences?
Nothing to See Here.
Q

#1930 - 2018-08-20 06:16:39 (UTC+1)
>>2674099

#1929 - 2018-08-20 06:02:47 (UTC+1)
[Movie 1]
Showtime.
>>BO>>CS>>BO>>NO>>CS>>NO>>BO>>[ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
Who instructed the DOJ to release 'select' text messages?
When did [RR] learn of involvement [BO][NO]?
What happens if [RR] knew PRIOR TO signing CP FISA?
Why did [RR] under congressional testimony refuse to answer the question re: reading of FISA prior to execution? 
Who signed pg 380?
Who signed pg 389?
Who signed pg 390?
Who signed pg 391?
Who signed pg 392?
https://vault.fbi.gov/d1-release/d1-release/view
Who is [1 of 4] FIREWALLS?
Who signed?
FIREWALLS?
Who signed?
FIREWALLS?
FISA [20] 
The 'TRILOGY'. 
MOVIE 1 [Full]: The 'START'
PLOT: How the intelligence apparatus, State Dept, and Dept of "JUSTICE" of the United States, in joint e�ort w/ our (x) primary foreign allies + other covert as
directed by HUSSEIN [WH] in coordination w/ HRC, colluded and conspired to RIG THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION OF 2016 in an e�ort to install HRC, frame PO
(PROJECTION!), create emergency contingencies re: installation of SAFEGUARDS and FIREWALLS to PREVENT EXPOSURE OR CONTINUATION OF PRESIDENCY
COUNTER FAIL TO ENSURE OPERATORS, ACTORS, AGENTS OF POWER, PAST & PRESENT, REMAIN IN CONTROL, AND USE SOURCES/COVERT ASSETS OF THE F
NEWS MEDIA TO CARRY OUT X-FRAME BARRAGE OF STRATEGIC COORDINATED [GUIDED] ATTACKS DESIGNED TO DIVIDE, COVER/SHELTER, JUSTIFY
IMPEACHMENT/REMOVAL IN EFFORT TO REGAIN CONTROL AND PREVENT PUBLIC AWARENESS OF ILLEGAL, CRIMINAL, TREASONOUS ACTS [MOVIES 1-3 FUL
Coming SOON to a theater near you.
MOVIE 2 - Coming this FALL.
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MOVIE 3 - TBA
Enjoy the show.
Q

#1928 - 2018-08-20 06:00:08 (UTC+1)
[Movie 1]
Showtime.
>>BO>>CS>>BO>>NO>>CS>>NO>>BO>>[ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
Who instructed the DOJ to release 'select' text messages?
When did [RR] learn of involvement [BO][NO]?
What happens if [RR] knew PRIOR TO signing CP FISA?
Why did [RR] under congressional testimony refuse to answer the question re: reading of FISA prior to execution? 
Who signed pg 380?
Who signed pg 389?
Who signed pg 390?
Who signed pg 391?
Who signed pg 392?
https://vault.fbi.gov/d1-release/d1-release/viewWho is [1 of 4] FIREWALLS?
Who signed?
FIREWALLS?
Who signed?
FIREWALLS?
FISA [20] 
The 'TRILOGY'. 
MOVIE 1 [Full]: The 'START'
PLOT: How the intelligence apparatus, State Dept, and Dept of "JUSTICE" of the United States, in joint e�ort w/ our (x) primary foreign allies + other covert as
directed by HUSSEIN [WH] in coordination w/ HRC, colluded and conspired to RIG THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION OF 2016 in an e�ort to install HRC, frame PO
(PROJECTION!), create emergency contingencies re: installation of SAFEGUARDS and FIREWALLS to PREVENT EXPOSURE OR CONTINUATION OF PRESIDENCY
COUNTER FAIL TO ENSURE OPERATORS, ACTORS, AGENTS OF POWER, PAST & PRESENT, REMAIN IN CONTROL, AND USE SOURCES/COVERT ASSETS OF THE F
NEWS MEDIA TO CARRY OUT X-FRAME BARRAGE OF STRATEGIC COORDINATED [GUIDED] ATTACKS DESIGNED TO DIVIDE, COVER/SHELTER, JUSTIFY
IMPEACHMENT/REMOVAL IN EFFORT TO REGAIN CONTROL AND PREVENT PUBLIC AWARENESS OF ILLEGAL, CRIMINAL, TREASONOUS ACTS [MOVIES 1-3 FUL
Coming SOON to a theater near you.
MOVIE 2 - Coming this FALL.
MOVIE 3 - TBA
Enjoy the show.
Q

#1927 - 2018-08-19 21:05:47 (UTC+1)
[Cause]
De�ne 'Subversion'.
The act of subverting : the state of being subverted; especially : a systematic attempt to overthrow or undermine a government or political system by person
secretly from within?
[E�ect]
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/
"The United States seeks to impose tangible and signi�cant consequences on those who commit serious human rights abuse or engage in corruption, as we
protect the �nancial system of the United States from abuse by these same persons."
"I therefore determine that serious human rights abuse and corruption around the world constitute an unusual and extraordinary threat to the national sec
foreign policy, and economy of the United States, and I hereby declare a national emergency to deal with that threat."
NATIONAL EMERGENCY.
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/2018-amendments-manual-courts-martial-united-states/
January 1, 2019
"Sec. 12. In accordance with Article 33 of the UCMJ, as amended by section 5204 of the MJA, the Secretary of Defense, in consultation with the Secretary of H
Security, will issue nonbinding guidance regarding factors that commanders, convening authorities, sta� judge advocates, and judge advocates should take 
account when exercising their duties with respect to the disposition of charges and speci�cations in the interest of justice and discipline under Articles 30 an
the UCMJ. That guidance will take into account, with appropriate consideration of military requirements, the principles contained in o�cial guidance of the A
General to attorneys for the Federal Government with respect to the disposition of Federal criminal cases in accordance with the principle of fair and evenh
administration of Federal criminal law."
+ FBI personnel removal
+ DOJ personnel removal
+ C_A personnel removal
+ State personnel removal
+ WH personnel removal 
+ House personnel removal
+ Senate personnel removal
+ Chair/CEO/VP removal
+ MIL budget (largest in our history).
+ MIL presence around POTUS 
+ 45,000 sealed indictments 
https://www.military.com/daily-news/2018/03/28/when-it-comes-guantanamo-trump-truly-builder-chief.html
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/feb/23/trump-revives-private-prison-program-doj-obama-administration-end
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/03/31/turley-sessions-using-utah-federal-prosecutor-much-better-trump-2nd-special-counsel/
Nothing to See Here.
Q

#1926 - 2018-08-19 20:03:32 (UTC+1)
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De�ne 'Fascism'. 
Forcible suppression of opposition?
De�ne 'Censorship'.
The institution, system, or practice of censoring?
De�ne 'Narrative'.
A way of presenting or understanding a situation or series of events that re�ects and promotes a particular point of view or set of values?
De�ne 'Projection'.
The attribution of one's own ideas, feelings, or attitudes to other people or to objects; especially : the externalization of blame, guilt, or responsibility as a de
against anxiety?
The forming of a plan : scheming?
De�ne 'Psychological Projection'.
A theory in psychology in which the human ego defends itself against unconscious impulses or qualities (both positive and negative) by denying their existen
themselves while attributing them to others?
De�ne 'Narcissist'.
A person who has an excessive interest in or admiration of themselves: narcissists who think the world revolves around them | narcissists preening themse
front of the mirror?
De�ne 'Dogma'.
A point of view or tenet put forth as authoritative without adequate grounds?
De�ne 'Aggression'.
Forceful and sometimes overly assertive pursuit of one's aims and interests?
De�ne 'Suppression'.
The action of suppressing something such as an activity or publication?
[Bonus Round]
'Narcissists' are renowned for using 'psychological projection' to blame other people, even when it is entirely apparent that they are the ones in the wrong.
-----------
De�ne 'Realism'.
The quality or fact of representing a person, thing, or situation accurately or in a way that is true to life?
[Realism]
Actions of [ANTIFA]:
-Aggression (Projection)
-Suppression (Fascism)
-Censorship (Narrative-Dogma)
Actions of [FAKE NEWS]:
-Aggression (Projection)
-Suppression (Fascism)
-Censorship (Narrative-Dogma)
Actions of [TWITTER, FB, GOOG, YT, REDDIT, etc..]:
-Aggression (Projection)
-Suppression (Fascism)
-Censorship (Narrative-Dogma)
SHEEP NO MORE.
The More You Know....
Q

#1925 - 2018-08-17 02:32:11 (UTC+1)
>>2635778
Timelines change.
Watch the budget.
Q

#1924 - 2018-08-17 01:21:13 (UTC+1)
>>2634937
UK has problems.
Q

#1923 - 2018-08-17 01:20:15 (UTC+1)
>>2634794
Badge of honor - military grade.
Q

#1922 - 2018-08-17 00:47:26 (UTC+1)
Mistake in photo collage posted.
Ref to McCann was not intended.
No connection.
Q

#1921 - 2018-08-17 00:41:26 (UTC+1)
>>2634140
https://e�le.fara.gov/pls/apex/f?p=171:200:0::NO:RP,200:P200_REG_NUMBER:5926
https://www.fara.gov/docs/5926-Exhibit-AB-20120313-15.pdf
Why did the Podesta Group close?
Q

#1920 - 2018-08-17 00:20:25 (UTC+1)
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>>2633829
>>2633830
Within a week of the last "BOOM" set? 
What a coincidence.
Remember Southwest?
Remember TX?
Four?
BOOM BOOM BOOM BOOM
Q

#1919 - 2018-08-17 00:11:44 (UTC+1)
>>2633643
Remember, 'conspiracy' friends, LARPS have access to a full stock of 'original' surveillance photos.
Nothing to see here.
FAKE NEWS CONSTANT ATTACKS.
Nothing to see here.
Enjoy the show.
Q

#1918 - 2018-08-17 00:08:07 (UTC+1)
>>2633258
https://www.fara.gov/docs/5926-Short-Form-20170817-348.pdf
https://soprweb.senate.gov/index.cfm?event=getFilingDetails&�lingID=09B71870-0B05-4D45-A4B7-1B5AF0618975&�lingTypeID=1
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/50428
Nothing to see here. 
Q

#1917 - 2018-08-16 22:46:09 (UTC+1)
What are shovels used for?
Q

#1916 - 2018-08-16 22:08:05 (UTC+1)
https://www.reddit.com/r/greatawakening/comments/97v4mg/these_people_are_sick_catholic_priest_hits_crying/
Man of God?
See something.
Say something.
PEOPLE must unite to clean out these old institutions. 
Q

#1915 - 2018-08-16 21:28:44 (UTC+1)
[Sample]
https://twitter.com/tictoc/status/1030162448622538753
https://www.thedailybeast.com/top-republicans-hit-up-qanon-conspiracy-nuts-for-cash
https://www.afr.com/news/world/north-america/the-4chan-conspiracy-that-believes-trump-is-a-genius-20180813-h13w3z
https://www.salon.com/2018/08/16/qanon-why-we-have-the-cia-partly-to-thank-for-the-craziest-conspiracy-theory-yet_partner/
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/salvadorhernandez/russian-trolls-spread-baseless-conspiracy-theories-like
https://www.cnn.com/2018/08/15/politics/democratic-generic-ballot-advantage/index.html
https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-features/a-deep-dive-into-the-deep-state-unpacking-the-summer-of-trump-conspiracy-theories-710953/
https://www.mediamatters.org/stories-and-interests/alt-right-and-pro-trump-trolls
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/15/us/politics/parkland-students-voting.html?partner=rss&emc=rss
Another wave of attacks?
Same day as the targeted [coordinated] attack v. POTUS?
Nothing to see here.
Q

#1914 - 2018-08-16 20:38:22 (UTC+1)
>>2630212

#1913 - 2018-08-16 20:28:24 (UTC+1)
What a coincidence!
[JC] Did your email trigger a FAKE NEWS blast?
[Sample]
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/12/us/politics/president-daily-brief.html
https://www.npr.org/2016/12/13/505348507/what-exactly-is-the-presidents-daily-brief-and-why-is-it-important
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/tag/presidential-daily-brie�ng
https://www.cnn.com/2016/12/09/politics/intelligence-brie�ngs-trump/index.html
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2016/12/14/intelligence-brie�ng-obama-trump-pdb/81751230/
Q

#1912 - 2018-08-16 20:10:00 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/Comey/status/1029893474269777920
Line 4
Email (gmail)12.9.16
"...............untethered to department standards...............concerned dedicated resources in-place are not adequate to shelter against the PDB in which severa
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contribute............"
Will you stand tall or cower?
Resist OP will not provide enough public support for cover.
Smile for the camera.
Patriots in control.
Q

#1911 - 2018-08-16 19:07:20 (UTC+1)
>>2628758
Hooah! Soldier.
Thank you for your service.
God bless.
Q
>>2628768
It should be clear in this context ES = @Snowden
It should be clear based on prev drop re: game comms why ES was included.
It should be clear that 'ES' was used in both (GOOG + @Snowden) drops to est a link.
Q

#1910 - 2018-08-16 18:58:30 (UTC+1)
What happens if FISA fails or 'signers' cannot be trusted?
Who signed the CP FISA?
How do you keep something SECURE & SAFEGUARDED when those at the top of ABC depts are CORRUPT and being REMOVED?
https://www.army.mil/inscom
https://www.inscom.army.mil
PATRIOTS ONE AND ALL.
Q

#1909 - 2018-08-16 18:49:37 (UTC+1)
>>2627887
Nothing to see here.
Q

#1908 - 2018-08-16 18:38:24 (UTC+1)
Ask yourself simple questions.
If ES was trying to travel to UIO from HKG.
Why would he route through Russia?
How many direct �ights (per day) from HKG to UIO?
What if Russia was the original target?
Ask yourself, would you NOT want to be at your preferred destination PRIOR TO going public?
Logical thinking.
Q

#1907 - 2018-08-16 18:33:17 (UTC+1)
>>2628080
Nothing to see here.
Drops equate to reaction/action?
Q

#1906 - 2018-08-16 18:24:50 (UTC+1)
>>2627990

#1905 - 2018-08-16 18:16:35 (UTC+1)
Anyone have problems w/ their 'XBOX Live' accounts shortly after the drop yesterday?
[Purge]
How many coincidences before mathematically impossible?
Q

#1904 - 2018-08-16 02:35:00 (UTC+1)
>>2618489

#1903 - 2018-08-16 02:03:43 (UTC+1)
>>2617982

#1902 - 2018-08-16 01:57:33 (UTC+1)
>>2617755
Compare & contrast.
1=1
Location of painting con�rmed.
Travel to Rome.
Charms are very important.
Q
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#1901 - 2018-08-16 01:53:25 (UTC+1)
>>2617744
Con�rmed.
What do you notice?
Q

#1900 - 2018-08-16 01:53:05 (UTC+1)
>>2617739
1 of 2
Q

#1899 - 2018-08-16 01:52:10 (UTC+1)
>>2617682
>>2617709
Cross against Podesta.
Travel to Rome.
Review 2015/2016 pics (inside only).
Q

#1898 - 2018-08-16 01:50:08 (UTC+1)
>>2617647
Compare pool of V w/ painting of kids in pool (red shoes).
Q

#1897 - 2018-08-16 01:44:41 (UTC+1)
>>2617554
Find the matches.
Open source.
They never thought they'd be hunted.
Q

#1896 - 2018-08-16 01:42:11 (UTC+1)
>>2617535
Below hand.
Q

#1895 - 2018-08-16 01:37:58 (UTC+1)
>>2617413
Symbolism will be their downfall. 
Focus on her necklace.
Bottom 'charm' has SIGNIFICANT meaning.
Find the match.
"Red shoes"
Q

#1894 - 2018-08-16 01:27:46 (UTC+1)
>>2617206
Normal?
Q

#1893 - 2018-08-16 01:24:09 (UTC+1)
>>2616942
Je� Zucker.
NBC 
CNN
Heart Surgery?
10-year issue?
"Fox News Pure Propaganda"
In the Line of FIRE.
Q

#1892 - 2018-08-16 00:53:40 (UTC+1)
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/jul/31/cia-admits-spying-senate-sta�ers
NEVER FORGET.
BLACK OPS AGAINST USA.
TOTAL TAKEOVER OF OUR COUNTRY.
WHAT NO-AGENCY LEAKED THE DATA?
TRAITORS ALL.
Q

#1891 - 2018-08-15 23:55:08 (UTC+1)
Texts, emails (gmail), drafts (gmail), HAM comms, PS/Xbox chat logs..
JC-BO-CS-LL-#2-NO-SY
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Bonus round.
Q

#1890 - 2018-08-15 23:36:06 (UTC+1)
>>159
Logical thinking.
Q

#1889 - 2018-08-15 23:33:12 (UTC+1)
https://saraacarter.com/exclusive-steele-anxious-over-comey-testimony-hopes-�rewalls-will-hold/
"Firewall" 
Q

#1888 - 2018-08-15 22:17:25 (UTC+1)
>>2613853
Did they ask Combetta for advice?
These people are stupid.
https://www.usnews.com/news/articles/2016-09-19/paul-combetta-computer-specialist-who-deleted-hillary-clinton-emails-may-have-asked-reddit-for-tips
>>Oprah Show
You get to go to JAIL.
You get to go to JAIL.
You get to go to JAIL.
You get to go to JAIL.
You ALL get to go to JAIL.
Q

#1887 - 2018-08-15 21:51:29 (UTC+1)
>>2613023
Has intel been shared w/ our enemies in an e�ort to warn them against capture/kill?
How long did it take to locate/kill UBL?
How many times did we locate UBL in the past and stand down orders were given? 
Why did the WH put itself in the middle of every OP?
Why did POTUS immediately remove the WH from the CoC military engagement equation?
How has POTUS been able to essentially destroy ISIS within the 1st year of his Presidency but HUSSEIN could not throughout entire term?
What is JB's background?
Muslim by faith?
What is Hussein's background?
Muslim by faith?
What is VJ's background?
Muslim by faith?
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/28660
Why was the Hussein admin breaking down admin by faith?
Why was the PUBLIC sheltered re: ISIS for so long?
Why was AL-Q deemed the primary adversary vs ISIS?
Do you believe US intel did not 'know' UBL's son was a prominent �gure in AL-Q?
If known, no 'live' intel or geo-t to target?
De�ne C_A regional assets.
Operation Cyclone>> Mujahideen/Afghanistan
>>Aiding anti-Soviet resistance 
>>Withdrawal of Soviet troops
Control of $800mm+?
Control of weapons?
Control of training?
>>Afghan Arabs>>Haqqani + Hekmatyar
>>UBL [CRITICAL] Allies?
Haqqani + Hekmatyar relations w/ C_A (in_country)?
Dark to LIGHT.
Q

#1886 - 2018-08-15 21:12:17 (UTC+1)
"For now we see only a re�ection as in a mirror; then we shall see face to face. Now I know in part; then I shall know fully, even as I am fully known."
- Corinthians 13:4-13

"Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power. Put on the full armor of God so that you can take your stand against the devil's schemes. For our stru
not against �esh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the
realms. Therefore put on the full armor of God, so that when the day of evil comes, you may be able to stand your ground, and after you have done everyth
stand. Stand �rm then, with the belt of truth buckled around your waist, with the breastplate of righteousness in place, and with your feet �tted with the rea
that comes from the gospel of peace. In addition to all this, take up the shield of faith, with which you can extinguish all the �aming arrows of the evil one. T
helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God. And pray in the Spirit on all occasions with all kinds of prayers and requests. With 
mind, be alert and always keep on praying for all the saints."
- Ephesians 6:10-18

#1885 - 2018-08-15 20:54:30 (UTC+1)
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/08/15/trump-revokes-security-clearance-for-former-cia-director-john-brennan.html
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Q

#1884 - 2018-08-15 20:52:15 (UTC+1)
SA [ACCESS] CLOSED.
EPSTEIN ISLAND [ACCESS] CLOSED.
HAITI [ACCESS] CLOSED.
NK [ACCESS] CLOSED.
CHINA [ACCESS] CLOSED.
RUSSA [ACCESS] CLOSED.
CUBA [ACCESS] CLOSED.
SUDAN [ACCESS] PENDING [GOV'T][SA US PUSH]
SYRIA [ACCESS] PENDING [GOV'T]
YEMEN [ACCESS] PENDING [GOV'T][SA US PUSH]
LIBYA [ACCESS] PENDING [MAIN PORT CLOSED][LIMITED]
SOMALIA [ACCESS] PENDING [SA US PUSH]
Q

#1883 - 2018-08-15 07:31:20 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDVT-8tU�E
WE STAND TOGETHER.
Q

#1882 - 2018-08-15 07:26:08 (UTC+1)
https://www.bbc.com/news/election-us-2016-37826098
Read very carefully.
Q

#1881 - 2018-08-15 07:10:19 (UTC+1)
>>152
"This is far from a 'vigilante group'; leading the team is ex-Department of Homeland Security special agent Tim Ballard, perhaps America's foremost human 
expert. "The problem in Haiti is an international crisis," Ballard explains. "With so many children displaced or orphaned during the recent earthquake and hu
recruiters moved quickly to sweep these children up. And the worst part of it all is that in many cases the clients are the foreigners who've come here to hel
NGO workers and the so-called humanitarians."
PURE EVIL.
[[[[HUNTERS]]]] BECOME THE HUNTED.
THE MORE YOU KNOW!!!!!
Q

#1880 - 2018-08-15 07:01:13 (UTC+1)
Haiti
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mvTqqYCb-e8
[Read very carefully]
https://www.news.com.au/entertainment/tv/current-a�airs/sunday-nights-matt-doran-goes-undercover-with-operation-underground-railroad-to-bring-dow
child-sex-ring/news-story/dcecf5950ca5b6d501c48ed927127bc3
"Child tra�cking victims who've spent their formative years servicing the carnal desires of men, often foreigners, who are three, four, �ve or six times their a
madam tells me that many of their customers are western humanitarian workers who've come here to help rebuild Haiti after the recent run of natural disa
The more you know...
Q

#1879 - 2018-08-15 06:05:27 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/08/14/stunning-�ndings-on-report-catholic-church-abuse-pa-priests-molested-more-than-1000-children.html
House of GOD?
Only the beginning.
Those who you are taught to trust the most....
Expect MANY MANY MANY similar reports to surface from around the world.
IT GOES A LOT DEEPER.
Connected.
The choice to know will be yours.
Q

#1878 - 2018-08-15 02:37:13 (UTC+1)
https://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/08/14/woman-arrested-at-extremist-muslim-new-mexico-compound-moved-to-federal-custody-sheri�-says.html
SICK & DISGUSTING.
Judge Sarah Backus?
Q

#1877 - 2018-08-15 02:22:15 (UTC+1)
>>2602749
https://apnews.com/828aefab64d4411bac257a07c1af0ecb/AP-Exclusive:-Google-tracks-your-movements,-like-it-or-not
[SIRI]
FB listens [even after you remove app].
TWITTER GEO-T/L
You are under constant tracking/surveillance. 
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DARPA.
Q

#1876 - 2018-08-15 02:02:45 (UTC+1)
GMAIL DRAFTS 
[GOOG SAFEGUARDED HIGHEST LEVEL [Access [3-GOOG] - SERVER ROUTING - NON US BASED]
[Sample]
Wet Work?
Human Tra�cking? 
Sharing of ICE/Border Patrol C-INTEL [schedules] to SAFEGUARD? EXIT/ENTRANCE?
Sharing of FBI C-INTEL to SAFEGUARD PRIV-OPs?
Sharing of DOJ 'Where We Stand' investigation(s) & Guide to OVERCOME-DISMISS-WIN?
Transfer of money instructions to LEFT ORGS>>>DOJ Settlements?
O�-book meetings?
Play dates?
Stand down orders?
Non-action orders?
Muslim Brotherhood?
Cross coord w/ UK assets / O-PRO in SIS/UK-P?
Coord w/ foreign actors for payment/money disperse?
Coord w/ AID ORGS for [illegal] plans?
HAM radio instructions if remote-5?
.................
Why did ES make public NSA CLAS tools?
Think XKeyscore + PRISM speci�cally.
Was such tech kept from 'elected' o�cials?
Was such tech kept from 'elected' directors?
Why was NO SUCH AGENCY created?
Think SIGINT.
What ADVANTAGES exist to BIG TECH, other ABC o�/on agencies, elected o�cials, CEOs, FOREIGN ADVERSARIES etc. if such information is learned?
What price are you (the PUBLIC) willing to pay?
Did you ever play HIDE-AND-SEEK?
Q

#1875 - 2018-08-15 01:05:52 (UTC+1)
>>2601488
Con�rmed.
Q

#1874 - 2018-08-15 01:03:30 (UTC+1)
>>2601407
SEC TEST.
[PING]
DEFEND_B720-1A
Q

#1873 - 2018-08-15 00:58:27 (UTC+1)
>>2601331
Armed man Hoover Dam re: link to Q?
They will not stop.
Nothing to see here.
Ask yourself - WHY?
Q
Q

#1872 - 2018-08-15 00:55:00 (UTC+1)
>>2601052
Do you believe in coincidences?
CA 'light �res' dropped.
Next: Man [caught] who follows 'Q'
Think previous: BOOM BOOM BOOM BOOM
What happened?
Random coincidences?
Conspiracy?
Re_read drops re: SET UP.
Q

#1871 - 2018-08-15 00:46:46 (UTC+1)
Ex 1.1
(MOS)
/ \
(Alt + US Media) (US Politicians)
/ \
(.......................)(.........................)
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Those who scream the loudest....
Find the connections.
1:1:1:1
Primary>>A�liateA>>A�liateB>>A�liateC>>
Marching to the same beat?
Coincidence?
Logical thinking.
Q

#1870 - 2018-08-15 00:31:12 (UTC+1)
>>2600476
Not seen since WL Podesta dump?
Similar in nature to attacks on POTUS?
Think waves.
Think coordinated.
Think ALL outlets utilized + FAKES [Fake MAGA]
Foreign & Domestic.
Are the emails in the WL Podesta dump AUTH?
Has POTUS made a statement as PRESIDENT that hasn't ended up being TRUE AND CORRECT?
DESTROY THE NARRATIVE.
This is MUCH BIGGER than even AUTISTS can imagine (MUCH BIGGER!).
REPEATS necessary.
5,000+ new/day.
WELCOME TO THE AWAKENING.
FREE INFORMATION.
POWER BACK TO THE PEOPLE.
WITH KNOWLEDGE COMES POWER.
Q

#1869 - 2018-08-15 00:15:47 (UTC+1)
>>2600205
Calculate probability.
What is the mathematical probability that a rogue missile launched at/near the runaway plane?
Was he a trained pilot?
How fast did intercept occur?
Think missile intercept.
Think aircraft.
Outside of standard deviation? 
Do people travel to islands to [Fish]?
How many billionaires own islands?
How many billionaires live on islands?
[GEO-T] 
CLANDESTINE.
Q

#1868 - 2018-08-14 23:59:57 (UTC+1)
>>2600020
Do not link to [CF].
[CF] docs kept in NYC>>UT.
Q

#1867 - 2018-08-14 23:57:30 (UTC+1)
>>2599937
They are in full blown panic mode.
Enjoy the show.
Each FAKE NEWS article written or attack is a badge of honor - military grade.
Q

#1866 - 2018-08-14 23:53:36 (UTC+1)
>>2599779
Important takeaway. 
We've had the ball the entire time.
Think o�ense.
Why did POTUS move his entire operation out of TT the DAY AFTER the ADM ROGERS [SCIF] MEETING?
The WORLD is WATCHING.
The WORLD is HERE.
EYES ON.
Q

#1865 - 2018-08-14 23:42:13 (UTC+1)
>>2599082
Actors will act.
We target NBC.
NBC targets Q.
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Strategic?
We are in control.
Q

#1864 - 2018-08-13 21:57:01 (UTC+1)
https://saraacarter.com/2016-trump-tower-meeting-looks-increasingly-like-a-setup-by-russian-and-clinton-operatives/
Q

#1863 - 2018-08-13 20:46:27 (UTC+1)
@SeanHannity
@FoxNews
@TheRealRoseanne
Do not let this HYPOCRISY stand.
FIGHT!
MUCH more coming.
Q

#1862 - 2018-08-13 20:38:54 (UTC+1)
FAKE NEWS = ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE.
If all directions of the echo chamber [MSM] state the same thing - even if FICTION/FALSE - do most people then consider it TRUE (factual)?
Direct communication is CRITICAL.
Who controls the FAKE NEWS?
Why is ANTIFA allowed to incite violence, wear masks, make threats, use/carry weapons, and physically harm others who oppose their ideology? 
Why does ANTIFA attempt to 'justify' such violence by labeling the 'challenger' as ALT-RIGHT or NAZI?
Why doesn't the LEFT condone such acts of violence and call for an immediate end?
De�ne 'Projection'.
De�ne 'Insurance Policy'.
De�ne 'Warning Against Attempts to Unveil'. 
['They' prey on emotionally unstable (helpless) individuals and use them as PAWNS]
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/12/01/fbi-probe-antifa-ideology-underway-wray-tells-house-panel.html
What does WRAY know and when will he release to the PUBLIC?
Does such violence (extremism) justify NG deployment in the future ahead of 'planned' public releases?
https://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/07/11/left-wing-antifa-terrorists-freaking-out-over-proposed-unmasking-law/
https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/formally-recognize-antifa-terrorist-organization-0
Military Spending Bill.
Smile for the Camera.
Q

#1861 - 2018-08-13 08:17:53 (UTC+1)
>>147
Normal?
Q

#1860 - 2018-08-13 07:58:34 (UTC+1)
https://www.reddit.com/r/greatawakening/comments/96tlyp/unbelievable_i_was_reading_a_tweet_from_jordan/
Normal?
https://twitter.com/NBCNews/status/1028408743309008899
The More You Know...
Q

#1859 - 2018-08-12 20:22:19 (UTC+1)
>>2569956
This Twitter acct was referenced for a very speci�c reason. 
HOLDS many 'questionable' messages from people of power/in�uence.
These accounts are run by BIG NAMES.
Q

#1858 - 2018-08-12 20:13:20 (UTC+1)
>>2570066
You are the MAJORITY - by far - and GROWING.
FAKE NEWS' purpose is to project FALSE NARRATIVES.
Q

#1857 - 2018-08-12 20:06:52 (UTC+1)
>>2569957
Fair & Balanced.
Q

#1856 - 2018-08-12 19:36:38 (UTC+1)
How STUPID are these PEOPLE?
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2018/08/12/john-kelly-omarosa-tape-meet-the-press-rs-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/omarosa-manigault/
"Integrity violations."
Integrity violations = LEAKS
Recording a 'privileged & con�dential' meeting w/ the WH CoS?
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What document(s) are signed prior to entering the WH?
What documents(s) were added by POTUS speci�cally prior to allowing sta� to join his administration? 
What documents(s) were added later by POTUS speci�cally targeting 'leaks'?
Why was FAKE NEWS infuriated by this?
[Sample]
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/trumps-nondisclosure-agreements-came-with-him-to-the-white-house/2018/03/18/226f4522-29ee-11e8-b79d-
f3d931db7f68_story.html?utm_term=.0e40ed22d16c
https://www.thedailybeast.com/report-trump-made-white-house-senior-sta�-sign-ndas
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/03/19/former-o�cials-slam-reported-white-house-non-disclosure-agreements.html
http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2018/03/trump-made-white-house-sta�-sign-ndas-to-stop-leaks-report.html
https://www.newsweek.com/donald-trump-white-house-sta�ers-nda-nondisclosure-agreements-pro-bono-851583
https://www.quora.com/Can-the-President-require-NDAs-be-signed-by-White-House-sta�-as-a-condition-of-employment-Would-they-have-any-force-of-law
https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/21/politics/donald-trump-white-house-nondisclosure-agreements/index.html
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2018/03/18/trump-pushed-white-house-sta�-sign-non-disclosure-agreements-report/436778002/
Why would a person 'openly' broadcast a CRIMINAL VIOLATION?
Do they feel protected?
Who do they report to?
If known in advance, could this be an advantage?
These people are STUPID.
Enjoy the show.
Q

#1855 - 2018-08-12 18:01:42 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1028633682918166528
https://twitter.com/MariaBartiromo/status/1028669284535422976
BOOM
BOOM
BOOM
BOOM
Why did NBC have a 'con�dential' con call yesterday w/ a few of its news a�liates re: the need to remove 'potentially' sensitive Tweets?
Panic @ NBCNews?https://twitter.com/NBCNews/status/1028597500427550720
Has Media Matters been hired to locate and IDEN 'potentially' sensitive Tweets from 'known' characters?
The more you know....
Q

#1854 - 2018-08-12 05:58:13 (UTC+1)
>>2563815
The choice to know will be yours.
https://twitter.com/s8n/status/671489910281498624?lang=en
Q

#1853 - 2018-08-12 02:23:21 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/NBCNews/statuses/1028408743309008899
Do you believe in coincidences?
TRUTH to power.
Q

#1852 - 2018-08-12 01:10:28 (UTC+1)
>>2559940
https://twitter.com/billmaher/status/112332199386296320
Q

#1851 - 2018-08-11 23:54:33 (UTC+1)
Sometimes the TRUTH is right in front of you.
https://www.breitbart.com/big-hollywood/2018/08/11/photos-surface-of-guardians-director-james-gunn-at-pedophilia-themed-party/
These people are SICK!
You people are a DISEASE.
We, THE PEOPLE, are the CURE.
Q

#1850 - 2018-08-11 23:24:28 (UTC+1)
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/08/10/west-virginia-lawmakers-move-to-impeach-entire-supreme-court.html
Normal?
[Not Updated]
Not seeking re-election.
[Senate]
Bob Corker - Republican 
Je� Flake - Republican 
Orrin Hatch - Republican 
No Name - Republican [Departure Soon]
[House]
Bill Shuster - Republican 
Bob Goodlatte - Republican 
Carol Shea-Porter - Democrat 
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Charles W. Dent - Republican 
Darrell Issa - Republican 
Dave Reichert - Republican 
David Trott - Republican 
Dennis Ross - Republican 
Edward Royce - Republican 
Elizabeth Esty - Democrat
Frank LoBiondo - Republican 
Gene Green - Democrat 
Gregg Harper - Republican 
Ileana Ros-Lehtinen - Republican 
Jeb Hensarling - Republican 
Jim Bridenstine - Republican
Joe Barton - Republican 
John Delaney - Democrat
John J. Duncan, Jr. - Republican 
Lamar Smith - Republican 
Luis V. Gutierrez - Democrat 
Lynn Jenkins - Republican 
Niki Tsongas - Democrat
Paul Ryan - Republican 
Rick Nolan - Democrat 
Robert Brady - Democrat
Rodney Frelinghuysen - Republican 
Ruben J. Kihuen - Democrat 
Ryan Costello - Republican 
Sam Johnson - Republican 
Sandy Levin - Democrat 
Ted Poe - Republican 
Thomas Rooney - Republican 
Trey Gowdy - Republican 
[Resigned]
Al Franken - Democratic U.S. Senate
Blake Farenthold - Republican U.S. House
Jason Cha�etz - Republican U.S. House
John Conyers, Jr. - Democrat U.S. House
Louise Slaughter - Democrat U.S. House
Patrick Meehan - Republican U.S. House
Patrick J. Tiberi - Republican U.S. House
Thad Cochran - Republican U.S. Senate
Tim Murphy - Republican U.S. House
Trent Franks - Republican U.S. House
Xavier Becerra - Democrat Attorney General of California
Normal?
Q

#1849 - 2018-08-11 22:33:23 (UTC+1)
Welcome to THE SWAMP.
Ex 1 GOOG
State Dept [HRC]>>Eric Schmidt>>Lisa Shields
https://www.cfr.org/board-directors
https://www.politico.com/story/2012/02/molinari-to-head-googles-dc-o�ce-073217
Bill Paxon.
Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akin_Gump_Strauss_Hauer_%26_Feld
John Dowd.
https://www.businessinsider.com/john-dowd-says-mueller-is-terri�c-2018-3
Melissa Laurenza
https://www.cnn.com/2018/05/23/politics/special-counsel-reveal-witnesses-manafort/index.html
Q

#1848 - 2018-08-11 21:52:46 (UTC+1)
IRON EAGLE.
Q

#1847 - 2018-08-11 21:21:45 (UTC+1)
How do you prevent the public release of incriminating acts that would forever strip their power away?
How do you BIND the hands of POTUS?
Two-Pronged SITU.
>>Test strength of midterms through private analysis (win/loss ratio)
>>Analysis below key metric w/o chance for recovery - START A WAR.
Think missile(s) accidentally �red.
Against WHO?
Relationships are VERY IMPORTANT.
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The SHARING of INFORMATION IS VERY IMPORTANT.
Q

#1846 - 2018-08-11 21:07:01 (UTC+1)
>>2556646
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/11/us/seattle-plane-crash-stolen.html
BOOM
BOOM
BOOM
BOOM
[NEXT WEEK]
Q

#1845 - 2018-08-11 21:03:15 (UTC+1)
Autists catch the message?
Think missile. 
Do you believe in coincidences?
Q

#1844 - 2018-08-11 19:23:43 (UTC+1)
>>138
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telecommunications_Act_of_1996
https://www.fcc.gov/general/telecommunications-act-1996
[BC set the stage]
[Plan]
Could a new Telecommunications Act be on the way?
Q

#1843 - 2018-08-11 19:15:19 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/billmaher/status/1028147514719924225
Do you remember their names?
We do.
Do you really believe you are still safe?
Protected?
The World is WATCHING.
Q

#1842 - 2018-08-11 19:12:31 (UTC+1)
These people are stupid!
https://www.cohenmilsteinprocessserver.com
"Never Interfere With an Enemy While He's in the Process of Destroying Himself."
Discovery.
http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/400882-wikileaks-says-senate-panel-requested-assange-testimony-in-russia-probe
Do you believe in coincidences?
We have the source.
Q

#1841 - 2018-08-11 18:51:36 (UTC+1)
FAKE NEWS consolidation [propaganda arm of the D party].
De�ne Antitrust Law(s).
https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/competition-guidance/guide-antitrust-laws/antitrust-laws
The Sherman Act outlaws "every contract, combination, or conspiracy in restraint of trade," and any "monopolization, attempted monopolization, or conspir
combination to monopolize."
https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/competition-guidance/guide-antitrust-laws
"The FTC's competition mission is to enforce the rules of the competitive marketplace - the antitrust laws. These laws promote vigorous competition and pro
consumers from anticompetitive mergers and business practices."
Reconcile.
+GOOG
+FB
+TWITTER
[CHANGE WE CAN BELIEVE IN]
Q

#1840 - 2018-08-10 22:15:38 (UTC+1)
[Fish]ing is fun.
These people are stupid.
Q

#1839 - 2018-08-10 20:44:55 (UTC+1)
PACKET HDQ-7309217392
Q

#1838 - 2018-08-10 20:43:53 (UTC+1)
Code: AB-aKd&Egh281Q
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282-18-2983821-28172391u721
DISTRESS.
CHECK-IN 00:00+[37209-a271927]-[381937821]
ROUTE T
Q

#1837 - 2018-08-10 20:35:30 (UTC+1)
Patriots-
We are under [extreme] heavy attack by [3] intel agencies [Foreign & Domestic].
We are in comm/coordination w/ necessary division(s).
STAY STRONG.
STAY TOGETHER.
Q

#1836 - 2018-08-10 20:26:08 (UTC+1)
NEW TRIP CONFIRMED.
/PF/ SAFE.
Q

#1835 - 2018-08-10 20:24:24 (UTC+1)
We are under HEAVY attack.
AB[C] took control.
Tripcode compromised. 
No. 131 Last.
TRIP UPDATE COMING.
Q

#1834 - 2018-08-10 18:44:55 (UTC+1)
THEY NEVER THOUGHT SHE WOULD LOSE.
NOW THEY ALL LOSE.
Q+

#1833 - 2018-08-10 18:40:08 (UTC+1)
http://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/401247-dems-seek-gop-wipeout-in-california
>>>THIS ALL REVOLVES AROUND REMOVING NUNES<<<
CA/NY notorious voter fraud.
Controlled & Coordinated by Corrupt [+ so-called volunteers] State O�cials.
Logical Thinking.
WHY ARE D'S OPPOSED TO IMPLEMENTING VOTE ID LAW?
Q

#1832 - 2018-08-10 18:15:09 (UTC+1)
>>2538860
Re_read drops re: Haiti.
At some point it will not be safe for them to walk down the street.
PURE EVIL.
HOW MANY IN WASHINGTON AND THOSE AROUND THE WORLD (IN POWER) WORSHIP THE DEVIL?
Conspiracy?
Fake News?
The World is WATCHING.
Q

#1831 - 2018-08-10 18:00:09 (UTC+1)
Does POTUS make statements that are false?
Knowing what you know now.....
[Start @ 12:00]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JOUFsCS7xYE
Think Haiti [14:40]
Think Watergate Commission [removed_why_investigate].
Listen very carefully.
TRUTH.
Surrounded by EVIL.
NEVER STOP PRAYING.
WWG1WGA!!!!!!
Q

#1830 - 2018-08-10 04:54:19 (UTC+1)
THE CLINTON FOUNDATION.
(888) 373-7888
Q

#1829 - 2018-08-10 04:45:15 (UTC+1)
>>126
What assets (people) were placed (spy) in POTUS' campaign? 
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Why did the news cycle drop this investigation?
Think several.
What if those 'placed' are being investigated by BM? 
Plants need water. 
What if others 'placed' connect to....(future)
What if Nellie Ohr prev worked on the FARM?
The START (public justi�cation to proceed (clean)).
Q

#1828 - 2018-08-10 04:27:00 (UTC+1)
[SPY OP]
[WH [Hussein][VJ][DM][JB][RE][[[JK]]][SP][KM]]

#1827 - 2018-08-10 02:57:59 (UTC+1)
>>2530206
Comfy?
Previews are over.
Showtime!
Q

#1826 - 2018-08-10 02:36:23 (UTC+1)
[Past 24hrs - Nunes Attack]
[Sample]
https://www.cnn.com/2018/08/09/politics/devin-nunes-trump-congress-republican-majority/index.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/politics/wp/2018/08/09/in-one-sentence-devin-nunes-proved-his-critics-right/?utm_term=.068a8bfbc1f7
https://www.newsday.com/news/nation/white-house-trump-1600-1.20386551
https://www.rawstory.com/2018/08/ex-cia-analyst-phill-mudd-explodes-devin-nunes-admitting-hell-protect-trump-regardless-collusion-facts/
https://www.cnn.com/2018/08/09/opinions/�nally-nunes-admits-what-charade-is-all-about-zelizer/index.html
https://www.aol.com/article/news/2018/08/09/secret-recording-shows-nunes-saying-rosenstein-impeachment-would-delay-supreme-court-pick/23499482/
https://www.visaliatimesdelta.com/story/opinion/2018/08/09/devin-nunes-and-terrible-horrible-no-good-very-bad-summer/947514002/
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/08/devin-nunes-leaked-audio-reveals-house-plans-to-impeach-rod-rosenstein.html
https://twitter.com/tedlieu/status/1027397318117675008
https://twitter.com/funder/status/1027680427765649408
https://twitter.com/JanzforCongress/status/1027626879702843392
https://twitter.com/MaddowBlog/status/1027371647534284800
https://twitter.com/MJGerson/status/1027706775380865024
https://twitter.com/elizabethforma/status/1027638359483662336
https://twitter.com/TheDemCoalition/status/1027680529402028038
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2018/08/devin-nunes-2018-midterm-election-impeachment
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/secret-recording-shows-gop-s-nunes-saying-rosenstein-impeachment-would-n899031
https://www.vox.com/2018/8/9/17670930/devin-nunes-tape
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/08/09/nunes-on-leaked-audio-rosenstein-hasnt-been-impeached-because-of-ti.html
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/08/09/nunes-mocks-furor-over-secret-tape-comments-as-left-wing-media-spin.html
https://www.politico.com/story/2018/08/09/devin-nunes-secret-recording-trump-midterms-769197
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2018/08/08/devin-nunes-audio-protecting-trump-rosenstein-impeachment-timing/943636002/
https://www.hu�ngtonpost.com/entry/devin-nunes-rosenstein-kavanaugh_us_5b6b9b3ee4b0bdd062063b76
http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/trms-exclusive-devin-nunes-speaks-candidly-fundraiser
https://www.nationalreview.com/news/devin-nunes-gop-needs-to-keep-the-house-to-protect-trump-from-mueller/
http://thehill.com/homenews/house/401021-nunes-suggested-at-private-fundraiser-that-republican-majority-is-needed-to
https://www.businessinsider.com/devin-nunes-leaked-audio-russia-investigation-trump-republicans-midterms-2018-8
https://thinkprogress.org/devin-nunes-leaked-audio-maddow-collusion-crime-trump-3b137b51a8c9/
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/devin-nunes-blames-rosenstein-impeachment-delay-on-brett-kavanaughs-supreme-court-nomination-report 
http://dailycaller.com/2018/08/09/maddow-devin-nunes-trump/
https://nypost.com/2018/08/09/nunes-secretly-recorded-at-fundraiser-we-have-to-protect-trump-from-mueller/
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/gops-devin-nunes-in-leaked-audio-says-trump-tweets-make-him-cringe/
Coordinated e�ort to silence/remove?
Notice a pattern?
Echo chamber conspiracy?
THESE PEOPLE ARE SICK!
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/eradicate
U.S. Air Force B-52 [Precision Bombs].
Q

#1825 - 2018-08-07 23:17:45 (UTC+1)
>>122
Digest and understand.
'Foundation to support censorship against Conservatives'
https://www.reddit.com/r/greatawakening/comments/95cqhw/lisamei62_here_we_go_hr_5181_was_stu�ed_into_the/
All-in [Blue Wave].
Midterms.
>>>Their entire future depends on winning majority in the House<<<
Q

#1824 - 2018-08-07 02:13:45 (UTC+1)
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Ask yourself, if the U.S. GDP is greater than the total of all others combined (G7), which allows us to negotiate from a position of strength, why would previo
President's 'knowingly' [unequally] distribute America's wealth away by making unbalanced trade deals?
Why was America's wealth being distributed WW? 
Why was the American taxpayer essentially subsidizing the the rest of the world?
The AMERICAN TAXPAYER has no equal anywhere in the world. 
ACCESS to the AMERICAN CONSUMER (U.S. Market) is ESSENTIAL for every major country in the world. 
AMERICA WAS SYSTEMATICALLY BEING WEAKENED.
OUR MILITARY WAS SYSTEMATICALLY BEING WEAKENED.
AMERICA IS BACK TO LEADING.
AMERICA FIRST.
THIS IS WHAT HAPPENS WHEN POTUS HAS NO STRINGS ATTACHED.
Q

#1823 - 2018-08-07 01:39:46 (UTC+1)
The BILL that opened the door for TWITTER, FB, GOOG, etc. to CENSOR & CONTROL.
https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-bill/5181/text
Think Russian bots.
Think Foreign propaganda.
The more you know.
Q

#1822 - 2018-08-07 01:31:41 (UTC+1)
Psychological Projection.
De�ne Conspiracy.
1. a secret plan by a group to do something unlawful or harmful.
"a conspiracy to destroy the government"
2. the action of plotting or conspiring.
"they were cleared of conspiracy to pervert the course of justice"
[Fake News]
Fake News collaborating and pushing knowingly false information?
Fake News 'KNOWINGLY FALSE' narrative pushes.
1. POTUS colluded w/ Russia to win the 2016 Presidential election
2. POTUS is puppet to PUTIN
3. POTUS to irreparably harm relationships w/ our allies 
4. POTUS will collapse U.S. economy 
5. POTUS will collapse stock market 
6. POTUS will cause war w/ NK
7. POTUS will cause war w/ IRAN
8. POTUS will destroy the world.
9. On and on........(knowingly false)
FEAR & SCARE PUSH.
They would rather see NK peace negotiations fail (WAR!) than see POTUS resolve. 
Scandalous Media Bias? 
Conspiracy?
Collaboration? 
What are they hiding?
FAKE NEWS MEDIA IS NOT FREE AND INDEPENDENT.
FAKE NEWS MEDIA = PROPAGANDA ARM OF THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY.
Think WL list of journalists who colluded w/ HRC/DNC (2016 Pres election).
They want you DIVIDED.
DIVIDED by RACE.
DIVIDED by RELIGION.
DIVIDED by CULTURE.
DIVIDED by CLASS.
DIVIDED by POLITICAL AFFILIATION. 
DIVIDED YOU ARE WEAK.
TOGETHER YOU ARE STRONG.
YOU, THE PEOPLE, HAVE THE POWER.
This movement challenges their 'forced' narrative. 
This movement challenges people to not simply trust what is being reported.
Research for yourself.
Think for yourself.
Trust yourself.
This movement is not about one person or a group of people.
WE, THE PEOPLE.
You are witnessing a FULL PANIC ATTACK by the FAKE NEWS MEDIA & COVERT ALT MEDIA AFFILIATES (foreign gov't).
They cannot contain or defeat what they do not understand. 
Is any of this normal?
Think sealed indictments count.
Think resignations of CEOs.
Think resignations of Senators.
Think resignations of Congress.
Think termination of sr FBI...
Think termination of sr DOJ...
WATERGATE X1000
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Attacks will only intensify. 
Logical thinking.
Ask yourself a simple question - WHY????
Q

#1821 - 2018-08-06 20:49:39 (UTC+1)
Important to understand prior to next.
https://intelligence.house.gov/uploaded�les/hpsci_memo_key_points.pdf
https://intelligence.house.gov/uploaded�les/�sa_title_i_summary.pdf
Q

#1820 - 2018-08-05 22:14:24 (UTC+1)
Trip update con�rmed.
Q

#1819 - 2018-08-05 22:12:52 (UTC+1)
Trip update.
Q

#1818 - 2018-08-05 19:38:26 (UTC+1)
Reconcile.
Q

#1817 - 2018-08-05 08:41:42 (UTC+1)
Be aware of your surroundings.
See something.
Say something.
Q

#1816 - 2018-08-05 08:00:15 (UTC+1)
FISA.
FISA.
FISA.
[20]
There is a reason why we needed to go mainstream prior to the EVIDENCE being dropped.
You have more than you know.
D5.
WWG1WGA.
Q

#1815 - 2018-08-03 23:26:29 (UTC+1)
http://www.judicialwatch.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/JW-v.-DOJ-02046-Hillary-R.-Clinton-Part-24-of-24.pdf
https://twitter.com/JordanSchachtel/status/1025442755600891904/photo/1
We have the server[S].
Q

#1814 - 2018-08-03 23:18:39 (UTC+1)
[Across all major MSM networks]
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/08/03/what-is-qanon-conspiracy-theory-group-showing-up-to-trump-rallies.html
Full visibility has many advantages.
Right on schedule. 
Q

#1813 - 2018-08-03 22:32:13 (UTC+1)
https://snew.github.io/r/The_Donald/comments/942l7x/the_war_economy_on_twitter_q_anon_exposed_trump_q/
In�ltration.
Q

#1812 - 2018-08-03 22:10:11 (UTC+1)
>>2434941
Think WRAY (yesterday).
Think [RR] (today).
Comms understood?
Do you believe in coincidences?
Q

#1811 - 2018-08-03 21:36:27 (UTC+1)
>>2434705
What a wonderful day!
Q

#1810 - 2018-08-03 21:31:55 (UTC+1)
>>2434543
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>>2434558
Do you believe in coincidences?
Q

#1809 - 2018-08-03 20:40:11 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/damartin32/status/1025136510398550023?s=21
Q

#1808 - 2018-08-03 20:33:30 (UTC+1)

#1807 - 2018-08-03 20:13:05 (UTC+1)
https://www.justice.gov/�le/1071991/download
Figure 3.1 - FBI Chain of Command for the Midyear Investigation
James Comey - FBI Director - FIRED
Jim Rybicki - Chief of Sta� (JC) - FIRED
Andrew McCabe - Deputy Director - FIRED
James Baker - O�ce of General Counsel - FIRED
Bill Priestap - Head of Counterintelligence (Strzok's boss) - POWER REMOVED / COOPERATING WITNESS
Lisa Page - Special Counsel - FIRED 
Peter Strzok - Lead Investigator/Deputy Asst Director of Counterintelligence - POWER REMOVED / ESCORTED OUT [CLAS-F]
Michael Steinbach?
John Glacalone?
Randy Coleman?
Trisha Anderson?
Kevin Clinesmith?
Tashina Gauhar?
Sally Moyer?
NOTHING TO SEE HERE?
LOGICAL THINKING.
BIGGEST COVER UP IN US HISTORY [ATTEMPTED].
Q

#1806 - 2018-08-03 17:09:53 (UTC+1)
Full attack mode.
Washington Post leading?
[Sample Past 5hrs]
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-intersect/wp/2018/08/03/this-is-the-moment-how-a-wave-of-media-coverage-gave-qanon-conspiracy-theorists-
week-ever/?utm_term=.cf4f4e0f506c
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/politics/wp/2018/08/03/theres-a-virus-in-trumpland/?utm_term=.73cb6867bf8c
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2018/08/03/qanon-meet-a-real-life-believer-in-the-online-pro-trump-conspiracy-theory-thats-burs
view/?utm_term=.1c12101c8280
Who owns the Washington Post?
Amazon?
What ABC agency is heavily tied to Amazon?
https://www.businessinsider.com/amazon-web-services-launches-secret-region-2017-11
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-06-20/cia-tech-o�cial-calls-amazon-cloud-project-transformational
Q

#1805 - 2018-08-03 08:36:45 (UTC+1)
>>2425988
Incorrect decoding.
Not the person.
Think connection.
Threat 1 
Threat 2
1 = past (newspaper)
2 = future (rally)
1=2
Post noted (VIP access).
Message sent.
We know.
Q

#1804 - 2018-08-03 08:22:50 (UTC+1)
>>2425560
Autists present?
No connection?
Logical thinking.
Re: VIP access.
Subject: Threat to POTUS thwarted?
Rally: USSS threat IDEN > action taken.
Comms dark.
Message sent.
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5:5?
Q

#1803 - 2018-08-03 08:02:36 (UTC+1)
How do you safeguard the integrity of our elections from domestic & foreign criminal actors?
How do you utilize the Russia Russia narrative to knock out decades old election corruption? 
https://mobile.twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1025191775756079104
https://www.whitehouse.gov/brie�ngs-statements/president-donald-j-trump-strengthening-security-elections/?
utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=wh
Why are D's opposed to cleaning up voter rolls?
Why are D's opposed to imposing VOTER ID LAWS to further safeguard our elections?
Why oppose basic 'common sense' methods that are currently deployed WW?
Logical thinking.
Corruption.
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/01/04/trump-sounds-call-for-voter-id-laws-to-�x-rigged-system-after-nixing-fraud-panel.html
Q

#1802 - 2018-08-03 04:20:02 (UTC+1)
Something BIG is about to drop.
Q

#1801 - 2018-08-03 04:09:14 (UTC+1)
>>2422143

#1800 - 2018-08-03 04:06:43 (UTC+1)
https://www.reddit.com/r/greatawakening/comments/9454cr/the_reason_you_did_not_see_a_lot_of_q_signs_the/
Threat received. 
USSS acted appropriately. 
This is not a game.
Q

#1799 - 2018-08-02 20:56:38 (UTC+1)

#1798 - 2018-08-02 20:14:29 (UTC+1)
>>2413389
VIP access.
Q

#1797 - 2018-08-02 19:26:32 (UTC+1)
What does FEAR look like?
What does PANIC look like?
What does CONTROL look like?
What does COORDINATION look like?
What does FAKE NEWS look like?
SHEEP NO MORE.
[Sample 4]
https://www.cnn.com/2018/08/01/us/youtube-qanon-8chan-conspiracy-theory-trnd/index.html
https://www.sltrib.com/news/politics/2018/08/02/political-corn�akes/
https://www.bbc.com/news/blogs-trending-45040614
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/8/1/17253444/qanon-trump-conspiracy-theory-reddit
https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/news/qanon-explained-origins-what-is-it-trump-russia-investigation-paedophilia-pizzagate-a847
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/what-is-the-qanon-conspiracy-theory/
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/02/podcasts/the-daily/trump-qanon-conspiracy-theory.html
https://globalnews.ca/news/4366914/qanon-conspiracy-theory-trump/
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/how-the-false-fringe-qanon-conspiracy-theory-aims-to-protect-trump
https://www.businessinsider.com/what-is-qanon-right-wing-conspiracy-theory-surfaces-at-trump-rally-2018-8
https://www.conservativereview.com/news/chris-cuomo-�oats-insane-qanon-conspiracy-theory-gets-called-out/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/qanon-the-pro-trump-conspiracy-theory-now-believes-jfk-jr-faked-his-death-to-become-its-leader
http://www.startribune.com/who-is-q-behind-the-conspiracy-emerging-at-trump-rallies/489798191/
http://fortune.com/2018/08/01/qanon-conspiracy-trump-tampa-rally/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-08-01/who-is-q-behind-the-conspiracy-emerging-at-trump-rallies
https://www.dictionary.com/e/pop-culture/qanon/
Q

#1796 - 2018-08-02 09:24:15 (UTC+1)
Welcome to the mainstream.
We knew this day would come.
(glimpse)(what to expect) 
>POTUS' twitter comments
Liberal Democrats 
Fake News WW
Fake MAGA supporters 
Bandwagon shills 
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Paid shills (Media Matters)
Intel in�ltration (neg dissemination).
MSM in�ltration (neg dissemination).
Twitter bot attack (twitter controls dir/fake accts)
(FB/Twitter/etc create massive amounts of fake user accts for SP (fake user growth %)/bot use etc).
All activated past 24hrs.
Full attack mode (brute force).
False 'violent' narrative push.
Ask yourself, why?
Enjoy the show!
Q

#1795 - 2018-08-02 07:20:15 (UTC+1)
>>2405745

#1794 - 2018-08-02 06:36:07 (UTC+1)
FISA
FISA
FISA
[20]
Public disclosure.
Impossible to defend.
ILLEGAL.
Re: MSM
"Never Interfere With an Enemy While He's in the Process of Destroying Himself."
Q

#1793 - 2018-08-01 23:29:43 (UTC+1)
>>2397147
Right after we mentioned FOX NEWS? 
What a coincidence.
Fishing is fun!
Q

#1792 - 2018-08-01 22:16:22 (UTC+1)
What happens when you are a THREAT to the MSM/OLD GUARD?https://twitter.com/NBCNews/status/1024747172829556741
Coincidence?
Threats/scare tactics deployed.
Fear not.
Q

#1791 - 2018-08-01 21:50:19 (UTC+1)
>>2395142
Did you notice the FOX NEWS coverage of 'Qanon' last night?
Targeted? 
Why isn't FOX NEWS part of the MSM coordinated blitz attack?
Logical thinking.
POTUS.
Q

#1790 - 2018-08-01 21:45:30 (UTC+1)
[Sample 3+]
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/01/us/politics/what-is-qanon.html
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation-now/2018/08/01/qanon-trump-�orida-rally-what-q-signs-mean/878642002/
https://heavy.com/news/2018/08/sarah-sanders-qanon-question-answer-video/
https://www.axios.com/donald-trump-rally-qanon-conspiracy-theory-the-storm-85446651-6de5-4a6a-8943-2d14680c4702.html
MSM Coordination?
Pre-planning has its advantages.
Q

#1789 - 2018-08-01 20:54:07 (UTC+1)
Mainstream = when you are now the news.
Mainstream = when a WH pool reporter asks about you.
Mainstream = when coordinated attacks (waves) against you continue to occur.
Game Theory.
Q

#1788 - 2018-08-01 20:06:23 (UTC+1)
>>2392766
Who is the one person who can answer?
POTUS.
[Less than 10].
Q
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#1787 - 2018-08-01 19:15:09 (UTC+1)
>>2391787
[WW]
Eyes on: 300-350mm
Tracking: 52-58mm
>>2391804
You didn't think 'common sense' was simply a coincidence did you?
Think email.
Think #1776.
But how did we know an article was going to be dropped later that night?
Q

#1786 - 2018-08-01 19:07:04 (UTC+1)
>>2391684
You are now mainstream.
Handle w/ care.
The Great Awakening.
WWG1WGA!
Q

#1785 - 2018-08-01 19:03:27 (UTC+1)
[Sample 3]
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2018/08/01/we-are-q-a-deranged-conspiracy-cult-leaps-from-the-internet-to-the-crowd-at-trumps
tour/?utm_term=.e2fa376890db
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/jul/30/qanon-4chan-rightwing-conspiracy-theory-explained-trump
https://www.fastcompany.com/90212200/qanon-the-alternate-reality-that-was-front-and-center-at-trumps-rally
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/as-the-bizarre-qanon-group-emerges-trump-rallies-go-from-nasty-to-dangerous/2018/08/01/063ed6f8-9585
a679-b09212fb69c2_story.html?utm_term=.48a0d2b54d5f
https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-news/trump-qanon-705425/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6015627/Fans-bizarre-QAnon-cult-droves-Trump-rally-signs-t-shirts.html
https://thinkprogress.org/trump-tampa-rally-qanon-conspiracy-goes-mainstream-68037c87f50b/
https://www.newsweek.com/what-qanon-conspiracy-theorists-showed-support-trump-tampa-rally-1051708
https://splinternews.com/trumps-tampa-rally-was-full-of-insane-conspiracy-theori-1828015269
https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/399801-trump-rally-attendee-holds-up-sign-linked-to-infamous-conspiracy
https://www.today.com/video/youtube-under-�re-for-allowing-conspiracy-theories-on-a-list-celebrities-public-�gures-1289814083720
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2018/08/01/qanon-8chan-conspiracy-theory-trump-supporters-ath-vpx.cnn
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/msnbcs-hallie-jackson-covers-insane-qanon-conspiracy-theories-pizzagate-on-bath-salts/
Twitter [today] releases ban?
Was Twitter told to by MSM to demonstrate impact?
Do you think they got the [4am] memo?
Coincidence?
All for a Conspiracy?
Enjoy the show.
Q

#1784 - 2018-08-01 05:10:38 (UTC+1)
>>2381934
https://www.reddit.com/r/greatawakening/comments/93l5w9/q_just_got_home_from_rally_heres_the_back_of_the/
VIPs!!!
Patriots - thank you!
Q

#1783 - 2018-08-01 04:34:42 (UTC+1)
>>2382201
We saw you, Patriots.
God bless!
WWG1WGA!
Q

#1782 - 2018-08-01 04:23:01 (UTC+1)
>>2381963
https://www.bostonherald.com/opinion/op_ed/2018/07/�sa_documents_reveal_fbi_collusion?amp
Enjoy the show!
Q

#1781 - 2018-08-01 04:19:01 (UTC+1)
>>2381898
https://www.reddit.com/r/greatawakening/comments/93ku02/potus_pointing_at_q_cutout/
No source as of yet.
Q

#1780 - 2018-08-01 04:05:15 (UTC+1)
https://www.wsj.com/articles/what-are-the-fbi-and-cia-hiding-1533078662
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[UK]
Q

#1779 - 2018-08-01 03:30:22 (UTC+1)
>>2380269
Congrats!
Gift.
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/08/01/tony-podesta-under-investigation-following-special-counsel-referral.html
Q

#1778 - 2018-08-01 02:03:43 (UTC+1)
>>2378523
>>2378713
The World is about to change.
Q

#1777 - 2018-08-01 01:15:29 (UTC+1)
To the person holding the "Q" cut out: 
Please post your pic/vid as POTUS speci�cally pointed at you moments ago.
We will scrub the web to �nd the source no matter where posted.
WE ARE Q.
Q

#1776 - 2018-08-01 01:06:03 (UTC+1)
"Without the pen of the author of Common Sense, the sword of Washington would have been raised in vain."
-John Adams
Q

#1775 - 2018-07-31 22:35:39 (UTC+1)
How often does the Presidential motorcade honk upon request?https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cl51wZVdwYA
#TryHarderMSM
#AskTheQ
Tampa Rally looking great!
WWG1WGA!
Q

#1774 - 2018-07-31 20:28:47 (UTC+1)
FINALLY.
Public DOMAIN.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zaknV3FMGow
[RR] exonerated Manafort FOR THE SAME CHARGES (8) years ago.
>https://www.politico.com/story/2018/04/03/mueller-paul-manafort-probe-rosenstein-approves-497701
Can you locate the orig court docs?
[RR][RR][RR]
[RR][RR]
[RR]
Q

#1773 - 2018-07-31 07:14:44 (UTC+1)
>>2367152
Track last.
JA o�ine cause.
Q

#1772 - 2018-07-31 06:52:07 (UTC+1)
https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/pr/joshua-adam-schulte-charged-unauthorized-disclosure-classi�ed-information-and-other
Tracking?
Unsealed indictment.
Q

#1771 - 2018-07-31 04:01:12 (UTC+1)
>>2363457
Excellent!
You cannot fool a massive group of dedicated gold star researchers.
At what point does it become mathematically impossible?
Comms structure designed for a very speci�c reason.
Q

#1770 - 2018-07-31 03:53:22 (UTC+1)
Obvious MSM coordination?
Independent? 
POTUS coordinated attacks.
Q coordinated attacks.
Who/what else is under coordinated attack by the MSM?
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Logical thinking.
What do they know?
Why won't they ask the obvious question?
All for a conspiracy?
Enjoy the show.
Q

#1769 - 2018-07-31 03:26:24 (UTC+1)
>>2362968
Feel proud Autists, Anons, and Patriots.
You did this!
You are taking back control.
You have the power.
Stay the course.
Q

#1768 - 2018-07-31 03:19:04 (UTC+1)
>>2362960

#1767 - 2018-07-31 03:18:34 (UTC+1)
Here we go.
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/jul/30/qanon-4chan-rightwing-conspiracy-theory-explained-trump
Q

#1766 - 2018-07-31 01:22:26 (UTC+1)
Right on schedule.
https://www.thedailybeast.com/avenatti-targeted-in-person-by-qanon-the-crazy-pro-trump-conspiracy-theory
Q

#1765 - 2018-07-31 01:06:54 (UTC+1)
>>2360166
Who supplied the FEED?
SA.
CF.
We have it all.
U-Access KILLS.
[spook]
Q

#1764 - 2018-07-30 22:57:32 (UTC+1)
https://www.dni.gov/�les/documents/icotr/51117/2016_Cert_FISC_Memo_Opin_Order_Apr_2017.pdf
>Nicholas Rasmussen (IMPORTANT name to remember)
>Former Director of NCTC
https://www.mccaininstitute.org/sta�/nicholas-rasmussen/
Think FISA.
Think NO NAME.
WH visitor logs: NO NAME/HUSSEIN (dates?)
WH visitor logs: NO NAME/BRENNAN/HUSSEIN (dates?)
WH visitor logs: NO NAME/BRENNAN/COMEY/HUSSEIN (dates?)
WH visitor logs: NO NAME/BRENNAN/CLAPPER/RICE/HUSSEIN (dates?)
Replaced by:
https://www.dni.gov/index.php/nctc-who-we-are/director-nctc
>Defense Intelligence Liaison to British Intelligence in London
Think UK.
Current Director of the C_A.
https://www.cia.gov/about-cia/leadership/gina-haspel.html 
(UK bio removed)
>CIA's station chief London, UK 
"Furthermore, Haspel is seen as a Russia expert and a close ally of Britain's MI6, having being London station chief from 2014 to 2017."
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/may/08/gina-haspel-cia-director-atone-past
The more you know.
Q

#1763 - 2018-07-30 18:16:47 (UTC+1)
Those you are taught to TRUST the most.....
https://apnews.com/amp/eb96fb3a70b9415884c945711fb5b783?__twitter_impression=true
https://apnews.com/amp/f7ec3cec9a4b46868aa584fe1c94fb28?__twitter_impression=true
https://www.justice.gov/psc
Dark to LIGHT.
Q

#1762 - 2018-07-30 18:11:43 (UTC+1)
What happens when CA is in serious debt and lost priority aid from the FED gov due to sanctuary status (illegal)?
Light �res.
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Declare State of Emergency and req billions from FED.
Why did POTUS reject in the past?
Sick people!
The more you know.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/justice-dept-sues-california-over-sanctuary-laws-that-aid-those-in-us-illegally/2018/03/06/fd489c2
11e8-94da-ebf9d112159c_story.html?noredirect=on&utm_term=.a09a30d0059a
https://www.forbes.com/sites/thomasdelbeccaro/2018/04/19/the-top-four-reasons-california-is-unsustainable/#e3dfc913a239
https://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-california-wild�re-funds-20171119-story.html
Q

#1761 - 2018-07-30 00:09:36 (UTC+1)
Bigger than you realize. 
They know the real tra�c this is generating (connecting people together).
https://time.com/5324130/most-in�uential-internet/
Stay the course.
WWG1WGA!
Q

#1760 - 2018-07-29 23:28:29 (UTC+1)
>>2342903

#1759 - 2018-07-29 22:53:34 (UTC+1)
>>2342716

#1758 - 2018-07-29 22:48:44 (UTC+1)
>>2342603
This is NOT A GAME.
Q

#1757 - 2018-07-29 22:42:51 (UTC+1)
Do you believe in coincidences? 
https://twitter.com/MichaelAvenatti/status/1006008288318668800
Q

#1756 - 2018-07-29 21:18:40 (UTC+1)
>>2340923
What a coincidence.
[MSM]
Q

#1755 - 2018-07-29 21:07:21 (UTC+1)
>>2340789
5 min delay.
Message sent.
Q

#1754 - 2018-07-29 21:00:12 (UTC+1)
O�ces of MA.
Work on Sunday?
Who is supplying feed? 
Who is �nancing?
Q

#1753 - 2018-07-29 20:53:05 (UTC+1)
Foundation.
Bottom to top.
Layers.
FISA = Foundation.
Start.
People are more aware of current events.
Establish link.
Think criminal/illegal act(s) to prevent/overturn Presidential election of POTUS.
Public awareness.
Evidence introduced.
MSM covert link.
Think Sessions open statement re: leak investigations.
How do you build a home?
Foundation to structure (layers).
Huber.
Layers (U1, Iran, Human Tra�c, Haiti, Corruption, etc etc).
Logical thinking.
Q

#1752 - 2018-07-29 20:13:46 (UTC+1)
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https://avenatti.com
Buckle up!
Q

#1751 - 2018-07-29 19:36:58 (UTC+1)
>>2338977
Every C_A/MOS tactic of in�ltration and internal disruption is being deployed on this board (central hub).
The World is Here.
Recognize.
This movement is bigger than anyone can possibly imagine.
Peace through strength.
Q

#1750 - 2018-07-29 19:28:56 (UTC+1)
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2018/07/20/msnbcs_ali_velshi_apple_and_google_pro�ting_from_apps_promoting_qanon_pizzagate_conspiracy_the
They do not want you asking questions.
They do not want you thinking for yourself.
They do not want you UNITED.
They want you to live in FEAR/DIVIDED.
They want you asleep. 
They want you blind.
The message must bypass the MSM.
It is the only way.
People UNITED hold the power.
Think election 2016.
Power shall be RETURNED to the PEOPLE.
Q

#1749 - 2018-07-29 19:13:56 (UTC+1)
https://www.reddit.com/r/greatawakening/comments/92qclx/a_letter_to_america/
Patriots are UNITED in their pursuit of common goals.
>GOOD v EVIL
>RIGHT v WRONG
>HUMANITY
>POWER OVER ANOTHER PERSON IS NOT OK
Patriots are NOT divided.
Borders DO NOT separate us. 
We FIGHT TOGETHER.
We are STRONG TOGETHER.
WE, THE PEOPLE!
WWG1WGA!
Q

#1748 - 2018-07-29 17:51:38 (UTC+1)
Listen VERY carefully.
https://mobile.twitter.com/FoxNews/status/1023586696196247552/video/1
POTUS legal in review (Huber).
Something BIG is about to drop.
Q

#1747 - 2018-07-28 21:16:21 (UTC+1)
>>2326757

#1746 - 2018-07-28 21:06:24 (UTC+1)
>>2326502
NO MATTER WHAT HAPPENS THE MEDIA WILL NOT PUSH THE TRUTH.
MSM IMPLICATED IN HIGHEST LEVEL TREASON EVENT IN US MODERN DAY HISTORY.
REFER BACK TO PREV DROPS.
WITNESSING HIGHEST LEVEL TREASON EVENT UNFOLD IN US/WW MODERN DAY HISTORY.
HAVE YOU EVER WITNESSED SO MANY CONGRESS/SENATE SEATS VACATE IN A SHORT PERIOD OF TIME?
HAVE YOU EVER WITNESSED SO MANY CEO/BOD VACATE EVENTS IN A SHORT PERIOD OF TIME?
HAVE YOU EVER WITNESSED THE DOJ/FBI (WHAT IS KNOWN) FIRE/RELEASE (VACATE) EVENTS IN A SHORT PERIOD OF TIME?
HAVE YOU EVER WITNESSED THE VACATING PARTY (ALL POSITIONS) CHALLENGE/FIGHT/PUSH FOR THE REMOVAL OF THE ENTERING/DULY ELECTED POTUS?
HAVE YOU EVER WITNESSED A FORMER US PRESIDENT TRAVEL THE WORLD AHEAD/BEHIND OF THE CURRENT ATTEMPTING TO UNDO/THREATEN/HIDE/COV
PREV/CURRENT ILLEGAL/CORRUPT/EVIL EVENTS?
HAVE YOU EVER WITNESSED 40-50K SEALED INDICTMENTS? NOT ALL FEDERAL/CRIMINAL.
HAVE YOU EVER WITNESSED SO MANY PEDO/CHILD EXP PEOPLE GO DOWN?
HAVE YOU EVER WITNESSED A SIMILAR LIKE GROUP RISE UP (MIMICS NAZI GERMANY) W/ SIMILAR-LIKE LOGO, PUSH, ETC.?
HAVE YOU EVER WITNESSED A DEFCON SCARE?
HAVE YOU EVER WITNESSED UNAUTH MISSILES FIRED? PHOTO EVIDENCE YET DISMISSED????
HAVE YOU EVER WITNESSED POLITICAL FOUNDATIONS REC HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF DOLLARS FROM SPECIFIC TERRORIST SPONSOR ORGS ETC ONLY TO
IMMEDIATELY CEASE ONCE OUT OF POWER? 
ALL DURING THE SAME PERIOD OF TIME?
NOTHING IS HAPPENING>?
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NOT FAST ENOUGH?
DO YOU NOT UNDERSTAND/COMP WHAT WE ARE CURRENTLY DEALING WITH?
PEOPLE ARE DYING.
WE ARE UNDER THREAT OF KILL EVERY SECOND OF THE DAY.
THOSE WHO YOU TRUST THE MOST ARE THE MOST EVIL.
THIS IS NOT A GAME.
HUMMANITY IS AT STAKE.
NO SPELLING ERRORS INTENDED - MOBILE / UNKNOWN IF ABOVE.
Q

#1745 - 2018-07-28 20:53:15 (UTC+1)
>>2326287
FISA = START.
FISA = IMMEDIATE CONF OF ILLEGAL ACTS RE: SIGNERS.
FISA = IMMEDIATE CONF START OF HUSSEIN SPY CAMPAIGN TO RIG AN ELECTION WAS BASED ON FALSE INFO.
FISA = IMPLICATES HRC / D PARTY AS FEEDERS OF FALSE INFO W/ THE INTENT OF SECURING MSM + BLAST/INSURANCE.
FISA = IMPLICATES SENIOR MEMBERS OF UK MI5/6/SIS, US INTEL, WH, FVEY, R PARTY (CONGRESS/SENATE) OF KNOWN CORRUPTION IN EFFORT TO RETAIN P
AND RIG ELECTION + SAFEGUARD EVENT(S) BY POLITICAL KILL TO ACT WHILE IN POWER GIVEN MSM FAKE PUSH RUSSIA NAR.
FISA = TIES MSM HEADS (TV/BEHIND/CORP) TO D PARTY OTHER FOREIGN HEADS OF STATE IN CO-OP STRATEGY.
FISA BRINGS DOWN THE HOUSE.
FOIA DOES NOT INCLUDE FISA.
DECLAS BY POTUS KEY PARTS THAT FACTUALLY DEMONSTRATE THE 'DIRTY' 'FAKE' DOSSIER WAS USED AS PRIMARY SOURCE TO SECURE HIGHEST LEVEL OF 
SPYING ON PRIMARY REPUBLICAN OPPONENT (+POST ELECTION (INTEL ASSETS FOR/DOM SPYING ON THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES)) FOR THE O
THE PRESIDENCY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
LOGICAL THINKING.
PUBLIC AWARENESS - FISA/SPYING 
FOUNDATION BUILT HUBER.
NO SPELLING ERRORS INTENDED - MOBILE / UNKNOWN IF ABOVE.
Q

#1744 - 2018-07-28 20:39:58 (UTC+1)
>>2326190

#1743 - 2018-07-28 19:58:45 (UTC+1)
>>2325405
Was the Truth revealed re: FISA/Dossier?
Important marker.
Think connections.
D5.
Q

#1742 - 2018-07-28 19:48:46 (UTC+1)
>>2325302
Follow the family.
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-217.html
Think texts between PS/MH.
Think past settlements.
They have in�ltrated every senior critical position.
The Circle.
Q

#1741 - 2018-07-28 19:36:07 (UTC+1)
Welcome to the no borders, pro pedo, destroy ICE, socialist movement - Antifa (arm of Democratic Party).
Dark to LIGHT.
Q

#1740 - 2018-07-27 21:53:06 (UTC+1)
Device test C.
Q

#1739 - 2018-07-27 21:52:33 (UTC+1)
Device Test X.
Q

#1738 - 2018-07-27 21:52:06 (UTC+1)
Device test E.
Q

#1737 - 2018-07-27 21:51:50 (UTC+1)
Device test.
Q

#1736 - 2018-07-27 20:16:06 (UTC+1)
What are the odds?
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Q

#1735 - 2018-07-27 20:13:18 (UTC+1)
There is nothing more precious than our children.
Evil has no boundaries.
https://genius.com/Slayer-evil-has-no-boundaries-lyrics
The choice to know will ultimately be yours.
These people are SICK!
https://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/2018/07/27/cbs-honcho-les-moonves-will-be-accused-sexual-misconduct-in-latest-ronan-farrow-bombshell-repor
says.html
To those who are courageous enough to speak out - we stand with you!
You are not alone in this �ght.
God bless.
Q

#1734 - 2018-07-27 19:58:47 (UTC+1)
A message that nobody but who understands?
Q

#1733 - 2018-07-27 19:49:29 (UTC+1)
Who recently pulled out of FB?
Arti�cial support.
What events recently occurred in China re: FB?https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/25/business/facebook-china.html
Why did China suddenly reverse course? 
The more you know.
Q

#1732 - 2018-07-27 19:25:43 (UTC+1)
>>2312021
Speci�c reason for the reminder.
Everything stated has a purpose.
Q

#1731 - 2018-07-27 19:23:20 (UTC+1)
>>2311980
Given CoC process to launch what does this tell you?
CLAS removal WASH minutes after.
Q

#1730 - 2018-07-27 19:21:16 (UTC+1)
>>2311906
Specialized weapons package.
CLAS-5.
Q

#1729 - 2018-07-27 19:17:30 (UTC+1)
>>2311869
F-16s intercept.
Q

#1728 - 2018-07-27 19:14:22 (UTC+1)
Unauthorized missile �red.
Unauthorized emergency incoming missile threat activated Hawaii.
POTUS AF1.
POTUS re-routes.
Coincidence?
NO MSM investigations?
Biggest threat to the American people!
Q

#1727 - 2018-07-27 18:33:37 (UTC+1)
>>2311235

#1726 - 2018-07-27 18:32:55 (UTC+1)

#1725 - 2018-07-27 18:14:47 (UTC+1)
>>2310904

#1724 - 2018-07-27 18:11:28 (UTC+1)
>>2310720
Warning to UK?
Decipher re: last.
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[Redacted FISA].
Q

#1723 - 2018-07-27 18:00:46 (UTC+1)
>>2310672
PS round 2.
[Lead investigator HRC/Russia].
Q

#1722 - 2018-07-27 17:58:18 (UTC+1)
>>2310523
Public awareness forces hand.
Q

#1721 - 2018-07-27 17:50:59 (UTC+1)
>>2310449
Keep your promise.
This is not a game.
Q

#1720 - 2018-07-27 17:47:08 (UTC+1)
When does a bird sing?
Q

#1719 - 2018-07-27 17:20:30 (UTC+1)
Twitter near 20% slide?
FB near 20% slide?
All because of missed earnings?
What does the Street know?
Insiders dumping?
[DC moves slow]
@Jack 
MZ
Your hands are dirty.
Q

#1718 - 2018-07-26 22:17:45 (UTC+1)
Facebook Investors Want to Strip Zuckerberg of Chairman Title
Barron's
Shareholder Wants to Oust Zuckerberg as Facebook Chairman
Fortune
Facebook shareholders try to �re Mark Zuckerberg as chairman
Daily Mail
[DC moves slow]
Q

#1717 - 2018-07-26 22:02:24 (UTC+1)
https://thehill.com/policy/national-security/399010-meadows-swaps-rosenstein-impeachment-e�orts-for-contempt-after
Do you understand what is happening?
Think optics.
Q

#1716 - 2018-07-26 21:54:06 (UTC+1)
https://www.wsj.com/articles/thank-you-je�-sessions-1522708237
Q

#1715 - 2018-07-26 20:49:21 (UTC+1)
>>2298430
You'd be amazed how much is shared on /pol/. 
Data exchange.
https://guardianproject.info/apps/pixelknot/
Q

#1714 - 2018-07-26 20:45:24 (UTC+1)
>>2298410
How do you hide a message in clear sight?
Q

#1713 - 2018-07-26 20:42:54 (UTC+1)
>>2298369
The author of the post.....
The face is never the author.
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Direct comms come in many di�erent forms.
Q

#1712 - 2018-07-26 20:39:43 (UTC+1)
Put to death, therefore, whatever belongs to your earthly nature: sexual immorality, impurity, lust, evil desires and greed, which is idolatry. 6 Because of the
wrath of God is coming.
-Colossians 3:5
Your evil has no place in this world.
Q

#1711 - 2018-07-26 18:44:26 (UTC+1)
https://1zwchz1jbsr61f1c4mgf0abl-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Gohmert_Mueller_UNMASKED.pdf
What was the point of �ling impeachment art if Ryan was going to reject?
Known beforehand?
Optics.
Think logically. 
Could Sessions publicly challenge [RR] w/o creating a dilemma? 
What events would immediately transpire if Sessions challenged [RR]?
Would it immediately demonstrate that Sessions must be aware of key Mueller facts?
Facts (or failure of duty) that he cannot possibly 'know' if recused?
Facts (a case) he is suppose to be recused from?
Think logically.
One challenge to [RR] would immediately trigger attacks to remove Sessions given his clear involvement in receiving information re: a case he is fully recuse
Who does Huber [directly] report to?
Is it normal [RR] is side-stepped re: Huber CoC?
Why is this important?
Why did Sessions recuse?
Is the LEFT attacking Sessions?
What advantage(s) exist based on this setup?
POTUS publicly expresses his anger re: his recusal?
Do you believe POTUS would allow a complete takeover of his DOJ if nothing was being done behind the scenes to hold people accountable?
When POTUS states "the swamp is being drained" do you believe it?
When POTUS states "it's happening" do you believe it?
Do you believe POTUS would allow Sessions & [RR] to run HIS DOJ if something wasn't being done to his liking? 
LOGICAL THINKING.
Clickbait derails logical thought.
Think for yourself.
Trust yourself.
Mueller investigating POTUS' Tweets for obstruction?
You have a front row seat.
Enjoy the show.
Q

#1710 - 2018-07-26 02:58:52 (UTC+1)
Relevant today.
News unlocks.
Q

#1709 - 2018-07-26 02:35:43 (UTC+1)
>>2287764
Something BIG is about to drop.
Q

#1708 - 2018-07-26 01:56:38 (UTC+1)
>>2287348
>>2287348
What if the UK gov worked hand-in-hand w/ the Hussein admin to sabotage the 2016 election?
Data collection.
Voice.
Video.
Bugging.
Creation of fake intel dossier using ex spy.
Co-sponsor insurance policy re: POTUS election.
PS.
LP.
No Name.
Clapper.
Brennan.
Rice.
LL.
HRC.
BC.
Hussein.
+22
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What if intel masked penetration(s) to frame Russia?
Crowdstrike?
Servers.
SR.
JA.
Why does the UK gov desperately want JA?
Think source �les.
The more you know.
Q

#1707 - 2018-07-26 01:38:34 (UTC+1)
>>2287225
When did No Name travel to the UK?
Q

#1706 - 2018-07-26 01:28:35 (UTC+1)
No name returning to headlines.
Q

#1705 - 2018-07-26 01:27:00 (UTC+1)
>>2286943
>>2286944
You'll soon know why.
Q

#1704 - 2018-07-26 01:20:30 (UTC+1)
>>2286869

#1703 - 2018-07-26 01:13:16 (UTC+1)
https://mobile.twitter.com/RepMarkMeadows/status/1022255468461391872
[RR]
Q

#1702 - 2018-07-25 22:37:56 (UTC+1)
EU BLINKED.
CONCESSIONS MADE.
ZERO TARIFFS (US>EU).
AMERICA FIRST.
THIS IS WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THE POTUS DOES NOT SELL OUT.
AFTER SUCH AN ENORMOUS ANNOUNCEMENT WHAT QUESTION(S) WERE SHOUTED @ POTUS?
>RUSSIA DELAY IN MEETING PUTIN (DC).
EYES OPEN?
MSM DOES NOT REPRESENT THE PEOPLE.
THE DAYS OF OUR LEADERS LINING THEIR POCKETS AT THE EXPENSE OF THE AMERICAN TAXPAYER ARE OVER.
RECENT EXAMPLE.
https://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/07/24/report-businesses-mccaskills-husband-131-million-federal-subsidies/
GO KANSAS!
Q

#1701 - 2018-07-25 20:10:51 (UTC+1)
>>2282049

#1700 - 2018-07-25 20:08:27 (UTC+1)
- That whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Gover
laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to e�ect their Safety and Happiness. Prude
indeed, will dictate that Governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and accordingly all experience hath shewn that
are more disposed to su�er, while evils are su�erable than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But when a long train
abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to t
such Government, and to provide new Guards for their future security. -
Q

#1699 - 2018-07-25 19:53:54 (UTC+1)
>>2281677
To all Americans, please pray.
B8028-Z-KDHYQ-M5-ZAF1aT9
Q+

#1698 - 2018-07-25 19:51:49 (UTC+1)
I [name] do solemnly swear (or a�rm) that I will support and defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign and domestic; that I w
true faith and allegiance to the same; that I take this obligation freely, without any mental reservation or purpose of evasion; and that I will well and faithfull
discharge the duties of the o�ce on which I am about to enter. So help me God.
https://www2.fbi.gov/publications/leb/2009/september2009/oath.htm
Remember.
You owe it to your country.
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To yourself.
To your children.
We stand with you.
The time is now.
Q

#1697 - 2018-07-25 17:21:07 (UTC+1)
>>2279498
There is only Q.
Q

#1696 - 2018-07-25 17:20:09 (UTC+1)
>>2279471
Happy days ahead, Patriot!
Q

#1695 - 2018-07-25 17:18:14 (UTC+1)
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/07/20/trump-poised-to-take-control-of-the-federal-reserve.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/07/23/strategist-mark-grant-trump-has-a-right-to-call-out-the-fed.html
2+2 con�rmations.
Fast.
We will never again be under their control.
Q

#1694 - 2018-07-25 07:43:52 (UTC+1)
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/07/20/trump-poised-to-take-control-of-the-federal-reserve.html
Q

#1693 - 2018-07-25 04:33:29 (UTC+1)

#1692 - 2018-07-24 21:31:19 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/LarsPrintzen/status/1021822850427248641
What a wonderful day.
Do you believe in coincidences?
Q

#1691 - 2018-07-24 20:39:22 (UTC+1)
We saw you!
God bless Patriots!
https://www.reddit.com/r/greatawakening/comments/91j83q/motorcade_honk/
Q

#1690 - 2018-07-24 20:28:41 (UTC+1)
You are witnessing/watching the systematic destruction of the OLD GUARD.
POWER WILL RETURN TO THE PEOPLE.
Q

#1689 - 2018-07-24 20:24:55 (UTC+1)
>>2265154
We do try.
Q

#1688 - 2018-07-24 20:19:49 (UTC+1)
>>2264981
There is no greater [current] threat to the American people than the FAKE NEWS MEDIA.
#ControlledMSM
Study Nazism. 
Compare/contrast ANTIFA.
Compare/contrast SOCIALISM push.
Push for REBIRTH.
Who �nanced then?
Who is �nancing now?
Dark to LIGHT.
GOOD WINS.
Q

#1687 - 2018-07-24 20:11:27 (UTC+1)
All for a baseless conspiracy?
Enjoy the show!
Sample [2]
https://twitter.com/NBCNightlyNews/status/1019744881844113408
https://www.hu�ngtonpost.com/entry/qanon-conspiracy-real-life_us_5b54bbafe4b0b15aba8fe484
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https://www.rightwingwatch.org/post/massachusetts-senate-candidate-shiva-ayyadurai-spreads-qanon-conspiracy-theory/
https://www.nbcnews.com/business/business-news/fringe-conspiracy-theory-qanon-there-s-plenty-merch-sale-amazon-n892561
https://www.mediamatters.org/blog/2018/07/15/gop-twitter-account-helping-spread-baseless-internet-conspiracy-theory-qanon/220677
https://www.thedailybeast.com/what-is-qanon-the-craziest-theory-of-the-trump-era-explained
Something BIG is about to DROP.
Q

#1686 - 2018-07-24 19:28:11 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G9GXgcoqJJI
Does FOIA cover FISA?
No.
[FISA highest level of CLAS]
How did FOIA generate redacted FISA [Page]?
DECLAS.
Who DECLAS?
Section 5.2 CLAS [O�ce of President]
Why redacted?
Think HUBER.
WWG1WGA!
Q

#1685 - 2018-07-24 18:51:59 (UTC+1)
>>2263659
Now do you understand why mirrors and disinformation is necessary?
Logical thinking.
[20]
Q

#1684 - 2018-07-24 18:50:26 (UTC+1)
https://www.hu�ngtonpost.com/entry/qanon-conspiracy-real-life_us_5b54bbafe4b0b15aba8fe484
PANIC!
Q

#1683 - 2018-07-24 18:38:59 (UTC+1)
You have more than you know.
https://gosar.house.gov/uploaded�les/criminal-referral.pdf
Q

#1682 - 2018-07-24 17:45:27 (UTC+1)
From Sea to Shining Sea.
Who does Huber report to [directly]?
De�ne evidence.
Who has the server?
Why does POTUS continually refer to the server?
POTUS does not speculate.
Future proves past.
Who has it all?
Topics stated in past.
Future BIG meaning?
Repeats important.
Think Twitter.
Those awake see.
Those asleep blind.
Fake news [prop arm of D/DS] failing.
Panic.
Silence is golden.
Q

#1681 - 2018-07-04 19:03:24 (UTC+1)
Today, as Patriots, we celebrate our Independence. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6PSUr9rMVtc
Q

#1680 - 2018-07-04 06:21:31 (UTC+1)
>>2022584
Who do you see?
Q

#1679 - 2018-07-04 06:15:42 (UTC+1)

#1678 - 2018-07-04 06:07:06 (UTC+1)
>>2022233
Trolling is fun.
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Hussein/Trump interior = identical minus small changes.
(World) news in rear literally placed same prior to each departure.
Placing that mug holder near the lamp was the hook.
Enjoy!
Q

#1677 - 2018-07-04 04:55:57 (UTC+1)
>>2020544
>>2019832
>>2019981
Who would have thought the 'Twitter' phone could be so useful.
Do 're�ections' violate NAT SEC rules?
Where must one be located in order to obtain a re�ection on the back of a phone of that image? 
Image provided here has been distorted (stretched).
Q

#1676 - 2018-07-04 01:20:16 (UTC+1)
"For years, Schools worked alongside another Justice Department mainstay, David Margolis, who was known as the "Yoda" of the department. When Margo
DOJ brass asked Schools to come back to Washington to try to �ll those shoes."
"Divide they try.
Fail they will."
Everything has meaning.
Q

#1675 - 2018-07-04 00:39:14 (UTC+1)
>>2016766

#1674 - 2018-07-03 20:59:38 (UTC+1)
Add another to the list.
https://www.npr.org/2018/07/03/625581627/another-top-justice-department-lawyer-steps-down-following-earlier-departures
CONSPIRACY?
COINCIDENCE?
Q

#1673 - 2018-07-03 20:49:15 (UTC+1)
>>2013625
Matters of National Security.
https://www.justice.gov/usam/criminal-resource-manual-2054-synopsis-classi�ed-information-procedures-act-cipa
Q

#1672 - 2018-07-03 17:59:37 (UTC+1)
Logical thinking.
Why was the case against AWAN �led under BANK FRAUD?
The result today is re: BANK FRAUD.
See last.
Connect.
The SWAMP is being DRAINED.
Q

#1671 - 2018-07-03 17:38:20 (UTC+1)
>>2011499
Think logically.
Thing IG report.
Think what's missing.
Do you think this was going to be litigated in this setting?
Case that implicates some of the most senior elected o�cials (treason) is being handled by the appropriate o�ce.
Think NATIONAL SECURITY.
Q

#1670 - 2018-07-03 08:26:13 (UTC+1)
[4am]
What will tomorrow be?
Coordinated.
What happened to Stormy?
Fake news!
Q

#1669 - 2018-07-03 08:22:20 (UTC+1)

#1668 - 2018-07-03 07:58:15 (UTC+1)
>>2007869
>>2007911
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#1667 - 2018-07-03 07:54:59 (UTC+1)
>>2007869
"Normally, intelligence passed on from a member of the "Five Eyes" alliance - Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the U.K., and the U.S. - to another member co
through an o�cial channel for intelligence sharing.
However, Nunes, upon reviewing the document that formally launched the FBI's investigation, said there was no intelligence shared through that o�cial cha
meaning that the intelligence was shared through uno�cial means."
Q

#1666 - 2018-07-03 07:52:44 (UTC+1)
https://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/07/02/nunes-refers-ten-obama-o�cials-to-house-judiciary-and-oversight-joint-task-force/amp/?
__twitter_impression=true
Re_ read drops re: Five Eyes / FVEY.
Will be extremely important going forward.
[UK] - primary 
Turn taken.
FBI/DOJ to State / Hussein WH (inc C_A / other appointment Start) to Foreign Bad Actors.
[RR] deadline?
We have the server. 
Q

#1665 - 2018-07-02 03:46:25 (UTC+1)
Thank you, Ben.
We rather enjoyed this one.
WWG1WGA!
Q

#1664 - 2018-07-02 03:13:38 (UTC+1)
There will be no civil war.
Coordinated MSM hysteria designed to instill fear - change narrative.
NK is NOT advancing their weapons program.
Coordinated MSM hysteria designed to instill fear - change narrative.
FAKE NEWS!
Q

#1663 - 2018-07-02 02:21:07 (UTC+1)
Thank you USSS.
https://www.theblaze.com/news/2018/07/01/stunning-revelation-buried-deep-in-ig-report-blows-hole-in-lynch-clinton-tarmac-meeting-narrative/amp?
__twitter_impression=true
Q

#1662 - 2018-07-01 21:23:25 (UTC+1)
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/jul/1/us-really-did-have-manchurian-candidate-white-hous/
Q

#1661 - 2018-07-01 20:35:22 (UTC+1)
>>1986489
Think stages.
What role can MIL INTEL play?
What role can NSA play?
BANG!
Q

#1660 - 2018-07-01 20:29:32 (UTC+1)
>>1986153
Ask yourself - does Huber have the ability to �le across all 50 states?
Is any of this normal?
Think sealed indictments.
Think resignations of CEOs.
Think resignations of Senators.
Think resignations of Congress.
Think termination of senior FBI....
Think termination of senior DOJ....
Media BLACKOUT.
Midterms punt.
All or nothing?
Race?
Would a 2nd SC take years to complete?
Would a 2nd SC be based in corrupt DC?
Would the grand jury be members of the DC community?
What % of DC voted for HRC?
How large is Mueller's team?
20-25?
Think 470.
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The more you know.
Q

#1659 - 2018-07-01 20:11:28 (UTC+1)
>>1986043
Ask yourself - who is �ling the indictments?
It would take a very large team to work this quickly.
Who has that kind of manpower?
470
https://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/03/31/turley-sessions-using-utah-federal-prosecutor-much-better-trump-2nd-special-counsel/
Q

#1658 - 2018-07-01 20:04:40 (UTC+1)
Good tracking.
Ask yourself - is this normal?
This is bigger than people can possibly imagine.
Nothing being done?
Q

#1657 - 2018-07-01 17:56:14 (UTC+1)
Do you feel the emotion/anger this writer has?
http://www.businessinsider.com/conspiracy-theories-in-trump-era-political-arguments-2018-6
Doxxing the billboard owners?
https://www.snopes.com/news/2018/06/29/billboards-promoting-4chan-conspiracy-theory/
They are scared of you.
Nothing is more powerful than the public being awake and collectively free-thinking / talking / etc.
Stay UNITED!
Q

#1656 - 2018-07-01 17:03:33 (UTC+1)
>>1983724
Make no mistake-
Rep Gowdy is a Patriot.
Q

#1655 - 2018-07-01 16:59:48 (UTC+1)
>>1983663
Being on the list does not equate to receiving the nomination.
Q

#1654 - 2018-07-01 16:57:43 (UTC+1)
>>1983633
You delete what you no longer need.
You save what you do need.
Q

#1653 - 2018-07-01 16:55:27 (UTC+1)
What a coincidence.
Q

#1652 - 2018-07-01 16:48:43 (UTC+1)
"ICE executes its mission through the enforcement of more than 400 federal statutes, and focuses on smart immigration enforcement, preventing terrorism
combating the illegal movement of people and trade."
https://www.ice.gov
Abolish ICE?
#GoodbyeDemocrats
Q

#1651 - 2018-07-01 16:45:20 (UTC+1)

#1650 - 2018-06-30 21:53:08 (UTC+1)
>>1973737
It will not be Gowdy.
Q

#1649 - 2018-06-30 21:46:19 (UTC+1)
>>1973567
Think SC vote to con�rm (coming).
No Name action.
Every dog has its day.
Enjoy the show. 
Q
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#1648 - 2018-06-30 21:38:35 (UTC+1)
>>1973514
Think logically.
Ask yourself - is this normal?
Conspiracy? 
Q

#1647 - 2018-06-30 21:37:47 (UTC+1)
Think logically.
Ask yourself - is this normal? 
Conspiracy?
Q

#1646 - 2018-06-30 20:36:13 (UTC+1)
You have a choice.
The choice has always been yours.
POWER TO THE PEOPLE.
THEY WANT YOU DIVIDED.
THEY WANT RACE WARS.
THEY WANT CLASS WARS.
THEY WANT RELIGIOUS WARS.
THEY WANT POLITICAL WARS.
THEY USE THE MEDIA.
THEY USE HOLLYWOOD.
THEY USE POLITICAL LEADERS.
THEY ARE LOUD.
GROUP THINK.
PUBLIC SHAME AGAINST THOSE WHO CHALLENGE.
SLAVERY.
THEY KNOW WHAT IS COMING.
IT IS NOW MORE CLEAR THAN EVER.
NEVER IN OUR HISTORY HAVE THEY BEEN THIS EXPOSED.
NEVER IN OUR HISTORY HAVE THEY COME OUT FROM THE SHADOWS TO FIGHT.
THE TRUTH IS CLEARLY VISIBLE.
DEFEND MS-13?
DEFEND THE DESTRUCTION OF OUR BORDERS?
PROMOTE THE FEAR NUCLEAR WAR IF POTUS REMAINS IN OFFICE?
NUCLEAR ALERTS MALFUNCTION?
COMPARE TO HITLER/NAZIS?
PROMOTE VIOLENCE?
PROMOTE HATE?
PROMOTE WAR?
PROMOTE ECONOMIC DECLINE?
PROMOTE NK TO END TALKS W/ POTUS?
PROMOTE IMPEACHMENT FOR NO REASON?
PROMOTE RACISM?
PROMOTE FACISM?
PROMOTE RIOTS?
FORM ANTIFA - VIOLENT GROUP DESIGNED TO INSTILL FEAR IN FREE SPEECH.
HATRED FOR AMERICA.
SHEEP FOLLOW BLINDLY.
THEY ARE SCARED.
THEY ARE LOSING CONTROL.
WE KNEW THIS DAY WOULD COME.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
WE PLANNED.
WE TOOK CONTROL OVER KEY ELEMENTS.
WE STAND AT THE READY.
WE FIGHT.
DARK TO LIGHT.
GOD BLESS AMERICA.
GOD BLESS PATRIOTS AROUND THE WORLD.
THINK FOR YOURSELF.
TRUST YOURSELF.
COURAGE.
TOGETHER.
"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among 
Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.-That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent 
governed, -That whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute n
Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to e�ect their Safety and Ha
Prudence, indeed, will dictate that Governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and accordingly all experience hath 
that mankind are more disposed to su�er, while evils are su�erable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But wh
train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their d
throw o� such Government, and to provide new Guards for their future security."
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"Be on your guard; stand �rm in the faith; be courageous; be strong."
Q

#1645 - 2018-06-30 19:27:57 (UTC+1)
Play LOUD.
Be PROUD!
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=JDVT-8tU�E
FIGHT for what is RIGHT!
FIGHT for FREEDOM!
They will not win.
Divide they try.
Fail they will.
TOGETHER.
WWG1WGA!
Q+

#1644 - 2018-06-29 06:59:18 (UTC+1)
>>1952748
It must happen.
Conspiracy no more.
Think of every post made.
It would force us to prove everything stated to avoid looking crazy, correct?
What do they fear the most?
Public awakening.
If they ask.
They self destruct. 
They know this is real.
See attacks.
The build is near complete.
Growing exponentially.
You are the frame.
You are the support.
People will be lost.
People will be terri�ed.
People will reject.
People will need to be guided.
Do not be afraid.
We will succeed. 
Timing is everything.
Think Huber.
Think DOJ/FBI reorg.
Think sex/child arrests / news.
Think resignations (loss of control).
How do you remove evil in power unless you reveal the ultimate truth?
It must be compelling to avoid a divide (political attack/optics).
We are the majority (growing).
WW.
Sheep no more.
TOGETHER.
Q

#1643 - 2018-06-29 06:18:21 (UTC+1)
>>1952489
We are waiting for a reporter to ask the ultimate question.
What are they waiting for?
They can end this at any time simply by asking POTUS, right?
We may have to 'force' this one.
Q

#1642 - 2018-06-29 06:14:07 (UTC+1)
What vote occurred today?
Full weight of the House.
Why is this relevant?
Provides supportable grounds for?
Deadline?
Q

#1641 - 2018-06-29 05:54:56 (UTC+1)
Coordinated e�ort to ramp pro violent attacks (4ch 8ch /pol/) (threads).
Mods controlled (4ch).
Staged to frame pro POTUS supporters.
Push violence (trap).
Shareblue.
Coordinated RL attacks (link).
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Cause & E�ect.
MSM outcry to force action.
It's already begun (small > large).
https://www.hu�ngtonpost.com/entry/dark-parts-of-internet-celebrate-capital-gazette-shooting_us_5b3547bae4b007aa2f7e7226
Anticipated.
Goal?
Ready David?
Q

#1640 - 2018-06-29 04:20:38 (UTC+1)
Site under attack.
Info shared highly sensitive.
Q
>>1950617

#1639 - 2018-06-29 04:14:18 (UTC+1)
SEC TEST
Q

#1638 - 2018-06-29 04:03:37 (UTC+1)
>>1950237
Think Bourne.
Covert OPs classi�ed.
Career installed.
Think Cell.
Past drops go missing.
Q

#1637 - 2018-06-29 03:53:45 (UTC+1)
>>1950123
NK = FAKE NEWS [UK orig].
NK already began denuclearization process under guidance from US. 
Rapid.
Why are people always being moved around?
Think strategy.
The Plan.
Military OP.
Q

#1636 - 2018-06-29 03:45:55 (UTC+1)
>>1949870
The key = therapist.
Weak minds.
Use of symbolism to push strength and belonging to something powerful.
Controlled.
Duty.
Find the link (common denominator).
Error made.
Name can be found due to �ling.
Fake?
Background?
O�ce?
Other patients?
Relocation imminent?
Conspiracy risk.
End (for now).
Haspel must �nd & term clas program.
She knows.
Q

#1635 - 2018-06-29 03:30:58 (UTC+1)
>>1949789

#1634 - 2018-06-29 03:25:44 (UTC+1)
https://web.archive.org/web/20140124185707/http://mysite.verizon.net/jwramos79/
Bottom graphic.
Q

#1633 - 2018-06-29 03:07:14 (UTC+1)
>>1949195
Coincidence?
Everything stated has meaning.
Find paper articles re: Freemasons.
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Controlled.
Q

#1632 - 2018-06-29 02:04:44 (UTC+1)
>>1947578
Most all powerful organizations have sinister components.
With power comes corruption.
Like alphabet agencies, not all are bad apples.
Should the bad spoil the bunch?
Q

#1631 - 2018-06-29 00:32:20 (UTC+1)
>>1946381
Everywhere!
Q

#1630 - 2018-06-29 00:23:24 (UTC+1)
>>1946203
Why are Freemasons on the scene of most shooting locations?
Openly giving interviews or in background shots?
Symbolism will be their downfall.
Q

#1629 - 2018-06-29 00:19:24 (UTC+1)
Law enforcement should interview the therapists.
Each shooter has one coincidentally.
Targets?
Relocation within 30 days of each shooting?
New name?
FBI doesn't know this?
Spooks are hard to �nd?
Dream to reality.
Q

#1628 - 2018-06-28 23:57:51 (UTC+1)
>>1945685
Coincidence?
JA in the news a lot lately (out of nowhere).
Crisis mode.
Q

#1627 - 2018-06-28 23:51:18 (UTC+1)
>>1945594
Low IQ Maxine should be blamed!
They know exactly what they are doing.
Q

#1626 - 2018-06-28 23:42:44 (UTC+1)
>>1945408
Server or JA = truth exposed (SR).
D's are in crisis mode.
AWAN is bigger than you can imagine.
Putin / U1 will come out post summit (they will try to apply arti�cial MSM heat to cancel).
These people are corrupt beyond belief. 
America for sale.
Sold out.
Q

#1625 - 2018-06-28 23:29:20 (UTC+1)
http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2018/06/28/report-facebook-investors-consider-coup-of-ceo-mark-zuckerberg/
Q

#1624 - 2018-06-28 20:28:04 (UTC+1)
>>1942629
We are!
PAIN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Q

#1623 - 2018-06-28 20:25:13 (UTC+1)
Trying to 'normalize'.
http://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/2018/06/28/net�ix-under-�re-for-�lm-critics-say-contains-child-pornography.html
Who just joined the Board of Net�ix?
Who pushed?
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What is coming?
Q

#1622 - 2018-06-28 18:52:13 (UTC+1)
Are you ready?
Q

#1621 - 2018-06-28 18:33:42 (UTC+1)
We remember you, Mr. VIP!
https://mobile.twitter.com/Q_ANONBaby/status/1012232994646581248
WWG1WGA!
Where did the Storm derive from?
Some things leave lasting impressions.
Listen carefully.
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=B5T7Gr5oJbM&feature=youtu.be
When did POTUS make the statement?
When did we arrive to start the awakening?
You have more than you know.
Fireworks.
Q

#1620 - 2018-06-28 18:24:37 (UTC+1)
>>1940664
Who brought the bill to the �oor?
Read between the lines.
Q

#1619 - 2018-06-28 18:22:02 (UTC+1)
Why are they trying to 'normalize' this?
https://nypost.com/2018/03/05/facebook-survey-asks-users-if-they-condone-pedophilia/
What is coming?
Do they really believe this will EVER be swallowed?
Will the progressive LEFT defend and support these actions once those guilty are brought to LIGHT?
These people are SICK!
They do NOT love this country.
Q

#1618 - 2018-06-28 18:17:39 (UTC+1)
>>1940568
Focus on House �oor vote (now).
Q

#1617 - 2018-06-28 18:10:15 (UTC+1)
Only the beginning.
Power to the people.
http://time.com/5324130/most-in�uential-internet/
Q

#1616 - 2018-06-28 03:26:29 (UTC+1)
https://yournewswire.com/clinton-campaign-o�cial-arrested-child-rape/amp/?__twitter_impression=true
Coincidence?
These people are sick!
Q

#1615 - 2018-06-28 02:08:14 (UTC+1)
#Winning 
Patriots one & all!
Q

#1614 - 2018-06-28 01:46:49 (UTC+1)
We see you.
So many VIPs @ the rally.
Q

#1613 - 2018-06-28 01:36:18 (UTC+1)
>>1931388
Goodlatte on Fox "FBI attorney instructing PS not to answer.........answers re: texts not believable."
Sound familiar?
Rest assured JUSTICE will be served.
Q

#1612 - 2018-06-28 01:24:32 (UTC+1)
>>1931405
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Just landed.
You have time.
Q

#1611 - 2018-06-28 01:21:03 (UTC+1)
Sound familiar?
https://saraacarter.com/grilled-strzok-questioned-by-lawmakers/
Q

#1610 - 2018-06-27 23:01:56 (UTC+1)
>>1929392
GDP error.
Link to article placed incorrectly.
Busy day!
Q

#1609 - 2018-06-27 22:58:30 (UTC+1)
ARE YOU AWAKE?
MSM = propaganda tool of the D party. 
POTUS economy - not good enough - IMPEACH.
POTUS job creating (record) - not good enough - IMPEACH.
POTUS GPD - not good enough - IMPEACH.
POTUS fair trade (protect America) - not good enough - IMPEACH.
POTUS manufacturing - not good enough - IMPEACH.
POTUS record low unemployment - not good enough - IMPEACH.
POTUS tax reform (more take home money) - not good enough - IMPEACH.
POTUS save the world from NK - not good enough - IMPEACH.
POTUS stock market gains - not good enough - IMPEACH.
POTUS undo harmful regulations - not good enough - IMPEACH.
POTUS boost US energy dominance - not good enough - IMPEACH.
POTUS protect US homeland - not good enough - IMPEACH.
POTUS combatting opioids - not good enough - IMPEACH.
POTUS accountability (audit Pentagon, SC, re-org executive branch etc.) - not good enough - IMPEACH.
POTUS protecting life - not good enough - IMPEACH.
POTUS helping Veterans - not good enough - IMPEACH.
POTUS peace through strength - not good enough - IMPEACH.
POTUS restore con�dence/respect of US - not good enough - IMPEACH.
....................all while under constant attack.
DO YOU NOT BELIEVE THE TRUTH IS SPREADING?
DO YOU NOT BELIEVE THEY ARE LOSING THEIR SLAVE GRIP HOLD?
DO YOU NOT BELIEVE WE ARE WINNING?http://www.breitbart.com/big-journalism/2018/06/27/poll-72-of-americans-believe-establishment-media-intentiona
report-fake-news/
'SILENT' MAJORITY NO MORE. 
FIGHT, FIGHT, FIGHT!
WWG1WGA!!!!!
WHAT A WONDERFUL DAY.
Q

#1608 - 2018-06-27 21:57:50 (UTC+1)
"I will not be �ling for re-election to Congress nor seeking any other political or elected o�ce; instead I will be returning to the justice system," Gowdy said in
statement.
Should we add him to the list?
Q

#1607 - 2018-06-27 20:20:18 (UTC+1)
>>1926855
His choice?
Remember, Kennedy was the swing vote.
No more.
Locked & Loaded.
RBG next.
Q

#1606 - 2018-06-27 20:09:24 (UTC+1)

#1605 - 2018-06-27 19:31:43 (UTC+1)
PS "Texts taken out of context"
PS "While emotional over the election, I conduct myself w/ upmost integrity w/o bias while undertaking any such investigation, especially a high-pro�le case 
the POTUS."
PS "In hindsight, it was a bad idea to openly discuss my feelings, but, in no way did those feelings impact my ability to conduct a fair and proper investigation
followed where the "facts" took us."
PS "I decline to answer that question on advice from counsel." 
: When you state "where 'facts' led us" - what 'facts' are you referring to? To date, there has been zero evidence of any such collusion or connections betwee
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Trump campaign and Russia." In fact, the only facts discovered thus far have been between the Clinton camp and Russia and other foreign groups...."
PS "On advice of counsel, I decline to answer that question"
PS "Because of the ongoing investigation, such answers may violate the security of such investigations.........."
: "Mr S, I believe nobody here is buying what you are selling. I believe there was/is a serious e�ort on the part of people more senior than you to remove Mr
from o�ce out of fear of what this Administration may uncover. I believe you are being dishonest in your answers and frankly shocked you agreed to come 
today. I believe everyone on this panel (minus those from the other side of the aisle) knew exactly what your answers would be and if you think we are going
here and accept these answers you would be a foolish. We are also following the facts and once we uncover more (which we will) we will act accordingly. I'm
retained counsel - you'll need one and hopefully they are very good."
......................
Q

#1604 - 2018-06-27 19:17:45 (UTC+1)
We stand w/ the good people of IRAN who are currently battling their 'installed' regime for FREEDOM.
TRUE RULE, THE PEOPLE HAVE THE POWER.
RISE UP and DEMAND THEY BE REMOVED.
At some point military generals will act w/ the will of the people simply because their soldiers ARE THOSE SAME PEOPLE and have no choice. 
We stand with you.
We are monitoring the situation closely. 
Stay safe.
God bless.
Q

#1603 - 2018-06-27 18:58:04 (UTC+1)
>>1925332
If you are smart (stupid) you know what just occurred at the meeting in Russia.
Attempts to frame Russia / POTUS (optics) are failing and will soon be exposed.
[Objective] to keep POTUS away from PUTIN failed.
Bolton + PUTIN should scare you.
Enemies are allies. 
EVIL has no place here.
America is no longer for sale.
The age of taxing our citizens across the World while entry to our markets is FREE is OVER.
The WORLD will UNITE in this cause (G v E/R v W).
Forced immigration pushers will be exposed (the 'why').
Read the BIBLE.
GOD WINS.
Q

#1602 - 2018-06-27 18:45:55 (UTC+1)
>>1925226
If you continue to proceed down this dangerous path only know that we are prepared.
You should know this based on earlier drops re: SA / Nat Guard / MIL Assets activate US soil.
The game is over when the public knows.
The �ght to keep the LIGHTS OFF is all that matters to you.
You will FAIL.
The AMERICAN PEOPLE are AWAKE.
You lost CONTROL.
SHEEP NO MORE.
You underestimated their resolve and their ability to free-think away from the pipeline narrative.
We will DECLAS.
We will shine LIGHT.
THERE IS NOWHERE TO HIDE.
No amount of money, in�uence, or power can stop this.
Our rights to secure and protect at all costs then become justi�ed.
We stand at the ready.
RED WAVE.
WHITE SQUALL.
IN GOD WE TRUST.
Q

#1601 - 2018-06-27 08:18:30 (UTC+1)
Fist pumps re: POTUS / Q encounter = 
Keep up the good �ght, Patriot.
This will be a very common theme known only to you.
Feel proud.
#Winning
WWG1WGA!
https://www.reddit.com/r/greatawakening/comments/8tzk3w/potus_signed_my_hat_last_night_he_saw_the_wwg1wga/
Q

#1600 - 2018-06-27 07:05:40 (UTC+1)
Chatter.
Trains.
Buses.
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Be vigilant. 
Q

#1599 - 2018-06-27 05:39:12 (UTC+1)
>>1918913
Access to cockpit.
Frame of shot.
Expand your thinking.
Q

#1598 - 2018-06-27 05:36:59 (UTC+1)
>>1918887

#1597 - 2018-06-27 05:36:41 (UTC+1)
>>1918879

#1596 - 2018-06-27 05:36:20 (UTC+1)

#1595 - 2018-06-27 05:10:09 (UTC+1)
Desperate agencies do stupid things.
Dead cat bounce.
You may have the site but we have the source.
https://mobile.twitter.com/wikileaks/status/1011441579565953025
Panic is good.
Panic is right.
July 2018 - the month the world discovered the TRUTH.
Conspiracy no more. 
Time to FEED.
Q

#1594 - 2018-06-27 04:50:46 (UTC+1)
https://www.thedailybeast.com/curt-schilling-backs-pro-trump-qanon-conspiracy-theory
Why are we a threat to them?
Q

#1593 - 2018-06-27 04:25:41 (UTC+1)
>>1917343

#1592 - 2018-06-27 04:21:46 (UTC+1)

#1591 - 2018-06-27 03:27:15 (UTC+1)
>>1916245
JA in the news?
Think JC.
Server unlocks SR.
MS_13 (2 187'd nearby) phones unlock command & control. 
ETA (estimated).
It has begun.
Q

#1590 - 2018-06-27 03:24:01 (UTC+1)
>>1916176
Error.
Long night.
Q

#1589 - 2018-06-27 03:19:12 (UTC+1)
>>1915880
Signal sent.
Attempt still made.
Averted. 
Do you believe it's a coincidence extreme rhetoric is being pushed while at the same time [RR] is on the brink of collapse? 
De�ne.
[RR] must either comply with all document demands or face impeachment.
2-way failure.
If he complies, he fails (self-implication)(known con�ict).
If he failes to comply, he gets impeached (removed). 
Why no DOJ texts disclosed to the public?
RR to LL "..............."
LL to H "..............."
X to X "......................."
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JC to LL 247x (relevant)
LL IS KEY to CONNECTING TO WH / HRC/BC/JB/JC/SP/EH.....
Where are the JC / AM text messages?
Gmail messages?
Burner phone messages?
Call pulls?
Coming soon to a theater near you.
PS/LP texts are only scratching the surface.
Threats of assassination?
They are preparing for this by activating progressive activists. 
RED LINE.
Once the documents are supplied and viewed by Senate and Congressional leaders (& the public), they LOSE.
SET UP.
SCAM.
FISA.
ABUSE OF EXEC POWERS.
ILLEGAL SPYING.
FRAME.
INSERT ASSETS.
Prevent AT ALL costs.
Traitors ALL.
THEY KNOW WE KNOW.
BUT UNTIL THE PUBLIC KNOWS IT IS CONTAINED.
THE PEOPLE HAVE THE POWER.
MSM will portray progressive activists as a large part of the pop - this is FALSE.
No possibility of compromise. 
Do not underestimate our resolve. 
We stand at the ready.
Q

#1588 - 2018-06-27 03:04:01 (UTC+1)
>>1915774
Coincidence?
Review image/location.
Nothing provided is random.
SFO>JFK
A321
Direct
Q

#1587 - 2018-06-23 00:10:04 (UTC+1)
Q&A reschedule.
Forthcoming.
Q

#1586 - 2018-06-21 08:06:16 (UTC+1)
>>1843055
Q&A Saturday.
Time TBD.
Q

#1585 - 2018-06-21 08:01:30 (UTC+1)
>>1842740
We stand.
We �ght.
TOGETHER.
Organized riots being planned.
Counter measures in place.
Resistance far smaller than portrayed by MSM.
Attacks will intensify.
You, collectively, are a massive threat.
Censorship applied to scale down impact/reach.
It's failing.
Trust yourself.
Public awakening.
Q

#1584 - 2018-06-21 07:35:10 (UTC+1)
>>1842655
We told you proofs were going to be important very soon.
New eyes.
Be ready.
5:5?
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We thank you for your service.
Q

#1583 - 2018-06-21 07:28:40 (UTC+1)
>>1842592
Jan 20, 2017
June 20, 2018
Exactly 17 months.
Do you believe in coincidences?
God bless you all.
Q

#1582 - 2018-06-21 04:44:55 (UTC+1)
Now that's what I call a VIP!
https://mobile.twitter.com/Q_ANONBaby/status/1009614122642825217/photo/1
Q+

#1581 - 2018-06-21 03:22:46 (UTC+1)
We serve at the pleasure of the President.
We left the decision on timing to him.
Today, at the rally, he made his decision.
Shift in tactics.
Attacks ^
Q

#1580 - 2018-06-21 03:14:11 (UTC+1)
>>1838246
R they serious?
Q

#1579 - 2018-06-21 03:13:01 (UTC+1)
Boom!
https://mobile.twitter.com/RepMattGaetz/status/1009431577682763776
[[[ ]]]
[[ ]]
[ ]
Q

#1578 - 2018-06-21 02:19:46 (UTC+1)
>>1837019
Look for more direct con�rmations.
It's time.
Q

#1577 - 2018-06-21 02:18:21 (UTC+1)
>>1836621
TOGETHER.
WWG1WGA!
#WINNING
Q

#1576 - 2018-06-21 00:50:05 (UTC+1)
We hear you, Patriots!
WWG1WGA!
Q

#1575 - 2018-06-20 23:09:35 (UTC+1)
Abandon ship!
Hussein sta� talking.
https://mobile.twitter.com/YahooNews/status/1009540003674943488
What are we leading up to? 
Q

#1574 - 2018-06-20 20:06:05 (UTC+1)
They want you DIVIDED!
They call us names.
They make threats.
They censor.
They lie.
They project.
They cheat.
They steal.
They harm.
They are sick.
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They are evil.
At some point the streets (for them) will not be safe.
Q

#1573 - 2018-06-20 17:43:02 (UTC+1)
https://www.hannity.com/media-room/bureau-bias-top-republican-says-fbi-misled-doj-with-false-information/amp/?__twitter_impression=true
Re_read drops re: 302 mod
DOJ forced to supply.
[RR]
Fireworks.
Rank & �le testifying as informants. 
Hussein WH SR Sta�er ON RECORD.
PAIN.
House of Cards.
These people are SICK.
Doctor(s) treating. 
Q

#1572 - 2018-06-20 16:21:46 (UTC+1)
>>1828594
Part of the club.
Q

#1571 - 2018-06-20 16:11:40 (UTC+1)
>>1828481
Spelling error due to mobile.
Q

#1570 - 2018-06-20 16:09:03 (UTC+1)
FF prevented.
Next.
Immigration / chikd separation.
Narrative change critical.
IDEN talking points.
Distract IG report / hearings / Korea.
Iran next.
Regime in trouble.
People awake.
Projection.
These people are sick.
WINNING.
Q

#1569 - 2018-06-20 05:01:38 (UTC+1)
>>1823342
Thank you for your service.
God bless and stay safe.
Q

#1568 - 2018-06-20 04:25:14 (UTC+1)
>>1822797
[1] min Delta.
Conspiracy?
Q

#1567 - 2018-06-20 04:23:10 (UTC+1)
>>1822727
What a coincidence.
Twitter shot in the Oval and next a Tweet.
Q

#1566 - 2018-06-20 04:16:09 (UTC+1)

#1565 - 2018-06-20 02:53:43 (UTC+1)
>>1821067
45

#1564 - 2018-06-19 22:01:12 (UTC+1)
What a wonderful day.
Q

#1563 - 2018-06-19 21:48:56 (UTC+1)
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Text A
Text B
Text C
Text B missing and takes (4) attempts to recover due to 'glitch'. 
Text B supplied in IG report.
How can you obtain Text A & C but somehow the most incriminating (Text B) is lost due to a glitch (recovered later only after classi�ed intel methods applied
This is the level of corruption we are dealing with.
The American people are NOT STUPID.
Q

#1562 - 2018-06-19 19:18:59 (UTC+1)
>>1814421
What is this?
Would she know?
https://mobile.twitter.com/PoliticalEye17/status/1009115546485325824/video/1
Q

#1561 - 2018-06-19 19:14:14 (UTC+1)
>>1814299
What a coincidence.
Q

#1560 - 2018-06-19 18:54:59 (UTC+1)
Sample.
Why so much attention?
https://amp.thedailybeast.com/qanon-the-crazy-pro-trump-conspiracy-melts-down-over-oig-report?__twitter_impression=true
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/ywex8v/what-is-qanon-conspiracy-theory
"Conspiracy."
Q

#1559 - 2018-06-19 17:53:55 (UTC+1)
DECLAS
LP "Viva Le Resistance."
Viv[a] vs Viv[e]
[J C]
Why classi�ed by intel comm @ highest level?
De�ne title.
De�ne role w/ Mueller.
Exchange shelters VERY senior member.
Q

#1558 - 2018-06-19 07:55:48 (UTC+1)
Free Iran!!!
Fight 
Fight
Fight
Regime change.
People have the power.
We stand with you.
Q

#1557 - 2018-06-19 06:04:34 (UTC+1)
>>1807979
You asked for popcorn.
Let's start here.
Q

#1556 - 2018-06-19 06:01:50 (UTC+1)
Amanda Renteria.
Bridge LL & HRC.
+1 BC & LL (Tarmac)
Witness.
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/video/video-appears-show-day-bill-clinton-loretta-lynch-41487655
Look close (behind BC).
Trusted by Clinton's. 
Running for CA Gov?
Who is funding?
Who is campaign manager?
Risk is HIGH.
Q

#1555 - 2018-06-19 02:49:49 (UTC+1)
No name absent.
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End near?
Q

#1554 - 2018-06-19 02:34:07 (UTC+1)
>>1805065
15:00
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=nIBa7VLumWk
One of many examples.
Q

#1553 - 2018-06-19 02:19:33 (UTC+1)
"Attorney General Je� Sessions has also said U.S. Attorney John Huber is investigating claims of FBI and DOJ misconduct related to these actions, noting that
would be "conducting his work from outside the Washington D.C. area and "in cooperation" with Horowitz."
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/06/15/ig-2-0-could-be-even-worse-for-fbi-as-feds-brace-for-trump-spying-probe.html
"This is not the end of the process. United States Attorney John Huber continues his work in cooperation with the Inspector General to review certain prosec
and investigative determinations made by the Department in 2016 and 2017," Sessions said. He has reviewed this report and, based on its �ndings and his o
investigation, will provide recommendations as to whether any matter not currently under investigation should be opened, whether any matters currently u
investigation require further resources, or whether any matters merit the appointment of Special Counsel."
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/06/14/doj-ig-report-says-peter-strzok-had-biased-state-of-mind/
SC = restart w/ signi�cantly less sta� = stupid
(Reddit Summary)
-Professor Turley is a very respected liberal law professor and longtime civil libertarian. Has been critical of both parties over the years.
-Turley says the use of John Huber gives the IG the prosecutor he needs to bring charges and seek indictments. (No need to go through RR which is critical)
-Huber is conducting a full-�edged criminal investigation into all the matters Republicans are calling for a special counsel to investigate.
-Huber has been investigating these possible crimes for �ve months (Now seven), since November 2017.
-By giving the IG a prosecutor they can now go after the deep state without looking like a political witch hunt. This is critical.
-Sessions informed Congress in his letter that all the matters recommended for investigation by Goodlatte, Gowdy, and Grassley are "fully within the scope 
[Huber's] existing mandate." He also informed the chairmen that Inspector General Michael Horowitz, who is working with Huber, has a sta� of 470 investig
giving Huber access to enormous investigative �repower that far exceeds the sta� of any special counsel. (Who needs a SC with that type of manpower?)
-The inspector general's jurisdiction to conduct civil and criminal investigations includes "actions taken by former employees after they have left governmen
Then Huber can act on any of those matters.
-This is HUGE A Grand Jury can be empaneled anywhere, in any deep red state, away from D.C. (This is very important and why Trump needed to appoint as
Judges as possible)
-Huber and Horowitz can accomplish everything a SC can do.
-If Sessions feels that charges should have been made that weren't, he can still appoint a SC to make that happen.
-Huber is a lawyer from deep red Utah, not the D.C. swamp.
-"If a special counsel were appointed, there would be a great deal of delay," Turley stated, versus the team of Huber and Horowitz, who are already �ve mon
this investigation. (It's too late to even appoint a SC. Charges can be �led before midterms.)
-From /u/ClardicFug - Huber and Horowitz were both appointed to their positions by the Obama administration. This helps optics a lot. Pretty much decimat
"Trumped rigged the investigation" argument that's sure to be made.
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/03/31/turley-sessions-using-utah-federal-prosecutor-much-better-trump-2nd-special-counsel/
Q

#1552 - 2018-06-19 01:49:12 (UTC+1)
>>1804036
IG email investigation (weakest of set).
Opened door to:
Weiner HRC / Others - crimes against children.
Noose.
Ref to Huber?
Non public.
CF investigation ongoing.
Connected.
Ref to Huber?
+FBI protection of HRC.
+FBI criminal acts.
Ref to Huber?
What about DOJ texts/emails?
Why did the intel comm rate sections of the IG report @ highest level of NAT SEC?
What does it involve?
DOJ?
WH?
Tarmac?
Ref to Huber?
[[RR]] 
IG report release does not coincide with true start date (info push to) of Huber re: above.
Scope & Size biggest in history.
Grand Jury in place?
Q

#1551 - 2018-06-19 01:18:48 (UTC+1)

#1550 - 2018-06-19 00:33:17 (UTC+1)
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>>1803191
Amanda Renteria.
Bridge between LL / HRC.
Q

#1549 - 2018-06-19 00:25:13 (UTC+1)
Autists catch the exchange re: POTUS private calls w/ Kim (new number) via iPhone? 
How did that particular Senator know that kind of highly classi�ed intel?
Q

#1548 - 2018-06-18 19:22:24 (UTC+1)
http://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/392683-schi�-deeply-disturbing-that-nunes-received-fbi-information
Did you know?
Q

#1547 - 2018-06-18 18:52:59 (UTC+1)
>>1798338
Ability to share [open].
(Heat) on who?
(Full) transparency _ DECLAS?
(Undiscovered) facts emerge?
Ability to move forward?
Occam's Razor.
Q

#1546 - 2018-06-18 18:46:59 (UTC+1)
What a wonderful day.
ES in the front row.
GOOG access KILLS.
[J C]
Happy Hunting D!
http://thehill.com/hilltv/rising/392745-clapper-declares-it-is-time-for-mueller-to-wrap-up-the-russia-probe-soon
PAIN.
PAIN.
PAIN.
Q

#1545 - 2018-06-18 09:27:31 (UTC+1)
>>1795201
Message not for Anons.
Q

#1544 - 2018-06-18 09:24:45 (UTC+1)
http://www.tehrantimes.com/news/424351/EU-is-taking-steps-to-protect-companies-in-Iran
http://iran-daily.com/News/216823.html
Money NOT security (nuke dev prevention).
Owned politicians.
Returning to the news.
Q

#1543 - 2018-06-18 08:43:38 (UTC+1)
D
Morning sun brings heat.
Full moon coming.
Undiscovered stars learned.
Missions forward.
Q

#1542 - 2018-06-18 08:32:42 (UTC+1)

#1541 - 2018-06-18 08:18:05 (UTC+1)
>>1794556
J C

#1540 - 2018-06-18 08:17:33 (UTC+1)
See next.
Eggshells.
Q

#1539 - 2018-06-18 08:15:58 (UTC+1)
http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2018/04/�red-white-house-o�cial-joins-doj-at-trumps-insistence.html
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Important to remember.
Q

#1538 - 2018-06-18 06:33:39 (UTC+1)
Public learned today.
Why?
What must be �nished?
Why still employed?
Purpose?
LP released after.....
PS will be released after.....
Just because something isn't public doesn't mean....
[DOJ texts / emails]
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/apr/20/trump-cia-�ring-intelligence-community-white-house
C_A down [19] this year alone.
When will records be unsealed?
SHOCK AND AWE.
Projection.
Attack POTUS Foundation (acting NY AG (told)).
Why?
CF Foundation [Nightmare Awake] [slush fund / children].
Claim: Politcal attack re: case against POTUS.
Projection.
POTUS & Russia.
Why?
HRC Hussein etc & Russia.
Claim: Political attack re: case against POTUS.
Pattern.
Q

#1537 - 2018-06-18 03:02:51 (UTC+1)
>>1791066
Trolling is fun!
Q

#1536 - 2018-06-18 02:46:09 (UTC+1)
>>1790916

#1535 - 2018-06-18 02:00:48 (UTC+1)
>>1790261
Review lawsuit.
Review GoFundMe plea.
Review �nancial disclosure.
Review formation date.
Review initial investor(s).
Controlled.
Q

#1534 - 2018-06-18 01:52:47 (UTC+1)
>>1790105
For a LARP we sure do get a lot of coverage.
Must be all the original pics.
[7] Delta today.
Word for word.
+7 POTUS 
How many days in a week?
Enjoy the show.
Q

#1533 - 2018-06-18 01:45:46 (UTC+1)
>>1790063
https://www.snopes.com/news/2018/05/18/conspiracy-theories-texas-santa-fe-shooting/
+Snopes building algo to now track and refute all claims as false.
Q

#1532 - 2018-06-18 01:35:40 (UTC+1)
@2:20
https://ftw.usatoday.com/2018/03/saturday-night-live-charles-barkley-alex-rodriguez-the-champions-sketch
It's coming.
Q

#1531 - 2018-06-17 19:05:46 (UTC+1)
>>1785584
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=aNoiYpOKnqs
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Lead in was cover.
Exit out was missing what?
Q

#1530 - 2018-06-17 18:48:58 (UTC+1)
>>1785535
Happy Father's Day!
Q

#1529 - 2018-06-17 18:39:03 (UTC+1)
https://mobile.twitter.com/KBMAGAFL/status/1008386945905504256/video/1
Q

#1528 - 2018-06-17 18:09:47 (UTC+1)
Barcelona.
The World is watching.
Truth.
Light.
Q

#1527 - 2018-06-17 18:01:40 (UTC+1)
>>1784823

#1526 - 2018-06-17 17:59:56 (UTC+1)
>>1784660
Thank you & God bless.
Q

#1525 - 2018-06-17 17:53:35 (UTC+1)
https://mobile.twitter.com/FoxNews/status/1008357349193539585
Listen carefully.
What will this week bring?
Q

#1524 - 2018-06-17 17:32:11 (UTC+1)
>>1784493
Track history.
Q

#1523 - 2018-06-17 17:26:41 (UTC+1)
>>1762746

#1522 - 2018-06-17 17:23:12 (UTC+1)
>>1784394
GOOG OP provided undeniable proof.
How do you share what you already know (legally)?
Those who don't act now know they cannot hide the reasons why.
What a wonderful day.
Q

#1521 - 2018-06-17 17:17:35 (UTC+1)
>>1784355

#1520 - 2018-06-17 16:59:54 (UTC+1)
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/06/17/gop-will-hit-fbi-doj-with-full-arsenal-constitutional-weapons-if-dont-comply-with-subpoena-gowdy-warns.html
Do you believe in coincidences?
Have faith.
Q

#1519 - 2018-06-16 08:50:30 (UTC+1)
>>1769896
No one person is above another.
We are in this together.
WWG1WGA!
Q

#1518 - 2018-06-16 08:42:45 (UTC+1)
>>1769812
Well done, Anon.
Shows commitment.
Q

#1517 - 2018-06-16 08:37:16 (UTC+1)
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>>1769691
IG started long before Huber setting stage.
Important note.
Think:
IG = FBI
Huber = DOJ (no DC)
Why are we emphasizing this given the world is watching?
Strategic?
Or, they already know hence CEO/political mass resignations.
Adding up?
Logical?
Careful of clickbait.
Q

#1516 - 2018-06-16 08:31:39 (UTC+1)
>>1769202
JP / Huma NOV.
Huber recent reveal by Sessions (Nov start).
HRC panic / deal req DEC (think Huber).
Coincidence?
You have more than you know.
News unlocks past.
MAP.
Q

#1515 - 2018-06-16 07:50:56 (UTC+1)
These reporters and networks have been named in the WikiLeaks to have colluded with the DNC or Hillary campaign during the 2016 election cycle:
ABC - Cecilia Vega
ABC - David Muir
ABC - Diane Sawyer
ABC - George Stephanoplous
ABC - Jon Karl
ABC - Liz Kreutz
AP - Julie Pace
AP - Ken Thomas
AP - Lisa Lerer
AURN - April Ryan
Bloomberg - Jennifer Epstein
Bloomberg - John Heillman
Bloomberg/MSNBC - Jonathan Alter
Bloomberg - Mark Halperin
Buzzfeed - Ben Smith
Buzzfeed - Ruby Cramer
CBS - Gayle King
CBS - John Dickerson
CBS - Norah O'Donnell
CBS - Steve Chagaris
CBS - Vicki Gordon
CNBC - John Harwood
CNN - Brianna Keilar
CNN - Dan Merica
CNN - David Chailan
CNN - Erin Burnett
CNN - Gloria Borger
CNN - Jake Tapper
CNN - Je� Zeleny
CNN - Je� Zucker
CNN - John Berman
CNN - Kate Bouldan
CNN - Maria Cardona
CNN - Mark Preston
CNN - Sam Feist
Daily Beast - Jackie Kucinich
GPG - Mike Feldman
Hu�Po - Amanda Terkel
Hu�Po - Arianna Hu�ngton
Hu�Po - Sam Stein
Hu�Po - Whitney Snyder
LAT - Evan Handler
LAT - Mike Memoli
McClatchy - Anita Kumar
MORE - Betsy Fisher Martin
MSNBC - Alex Seitz-Wald
MSNBC - Alex Wagner
MSNBC - Andrea Mitchell
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MSNBC - Beth Fouhy
MSNBC - Ed Schultz
MSNBC - Joe Scarborough
MSNBC - Mika Brzezinski
MSNBC - Phil Gri�n
MSNBC - Rachel Maddow
MSNBC - Rachel Racusen
MSNBC - Thomas Roberts
National Journal - Emily Schultheis
NBC - Chuck Todd
NBC - Mark Murray
NBC - Savannah Gutherie
New Yorker - David Remnick
New Yorker - Ryan Liza
NPR - Mike Oreskes
NPR - Tamara Keith
NY Post - Geofe Earl
NYT - Amy Chozik
NYT - Carolyn Ryan
NYT - Gail Collins
NYT - John Harwoodje
NYT - Jonathan Martin
NYT - Maggie Haberman
NYT - Pat Healey
PBS - Charlie Rose
People - Sandra Sobieraj Westfall
Politico - Annie Karni
Politico - Gabe Debenedetti
Politico - Glenn Thrush
Politico - Kenneth Vogel
Politico - Mike Allen
Reuters - Amanda Becker
Tina Brown - Tina Brown
The Hill - Amie Parnes
Univision - Maria-Elena Salinas
Vice - Alyssa Mastramonoco
Vox - Jon Allen
WaPo - Anne Gearan
WaPo - Greg Sargent
WSJ - Laura Meckler
WSJ - Peter Nicholas
WSJ - Colleen McCain Nelson
Yahoo - Matt Bai
THE BRIDGE: PODESTA GROUP 
Bridge between media, FBI/DOJ, HRC+
Why did the Podesta Group close?
Public charges?
No?
Why close?
When did Huber start?
November?
JP/ Huma NOV.
Sealed.
Do they know?
Why did the Podesta group close?
Why no leaks?
Who else knows?
HRC deal request?
Why?
IG>Huber
Can IG disclose evidence in pending criminal cases in public disclosures/reports?
Why not?
Grand jury TAINT/BIAS?
Everyone has an opinion.
Clickbait.
Q

#1514 - 2018-06-16 07:09:35 (UTC+1)
>>1768697
News unlocks.
Q

#1513 - 2018-06-16 07:02:16 (UTC+1)
Future proves past.
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News unlocks.
Q

#1512 - 2018-06-16 02:45:21 (UTC+1)
>>1764829
Note CF children drop in IG report.
Important.
O�cial doc statement.
'The Beginning'
Not all are awake.
Q

#1511 - 2018-06-16 02:34:06 (UTC+1)
>>1764782
Search foreign posts (State).
Face important. 
Q

#1510 - 2018-06-16 02:28:59 (UTC+1)
>>1764595
Why are Hussein records sealed? 
Unusual?
Why did 42 Hussein admin sta� obtain FBI bypass (no background check)?
IT scandal Awan.
Access to classi�ed emails / summary sec meeting notes/brie�ngs etc with NO FBI background check or clearance. 
Purpose?
Paki leak?
MB in�ltration? 
IG report on HRC email handling means LITTLE.
Keep your eyes on the ball.
POTUS is not going through this for nothing.
Watch the vid again if you need clarity ('speech that will get POTUS elected').
There is so much evil and corruption it's horrifying.
We owe it to our children!
Q

#1509 - 2018-06-16 02:16:54 (UTC+1)
>>1764453
Have you IDEN other person?
Search Hussein admin.
No facial hair.
Obtain name.
Cross FBI sec clearance?
No.
Why?
Origin?
Q

#1508 - 2018-06-16 02:13:47 (UTC+1)
>>1764437
Plants need water!
Q

#1507 - 2018-06-16 01:05:32 (UTC+1)
>>1763411
Will inspect/review.
Marine One proofs forthcoming.
AF1 (inside) thereafter.
More & More. 
Q

#1506 - 2018-06-16 01:02:57 (UTC+1)
>>1763343
Check timestamp.
:18 Stroll 
:32 POTUS 
5:5?
Q

#1505 - 2018-06-16 00:45:29 (UTC+1)
>>1763093
We do try!
Have a wonderful weekend.
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Trust in your President!
Q

#1504 - 2018-06-16 00:43:38 (UTC+1)
>>1762921
What came out in IG report? 
JC gmail.
They all had them.
Re_read drops re: private emails re: convicting HRC = convicting themselves.
Why did the entire Hussein admin use private emails?
ES is KEY.
What a wonderful day.
Q

#1503 - 2018-06-16 00:33:00 (UTC+1)
>>1762874
Think meeting yesterday.
Q

#1502 - 2018-06-16 00:21:32 (UTC+1)
>>1762748

#1501 - 2018-06-16 00:19:41 (UTC+1)
>>1762746

#1500 - 2018-06-16 00:18:55 (UTC+1)
Access Kills.
POTUS in good spirits today.
Morning strolls are refreshing.
2.5 hrs
Q

#1499 - 2018-06-14 21:55:24 (UTC+1)

#1498 - 2018-06-14 19:28:13 (UTC+1)
[[RR]] approved/signed FISA-warrant application(s) to extend surveillance on POTUS/others.
What evidence to support?
Snowball.
[[RR]] @ WH.
Why was Rachel Brand removed?
Critical thinking.
Q

#1497 - 2018-06-14 05:52:38 (UTC+1)
>>1739449
Thank you USSS.
Q

#1496 - 2018-06-14 05:50:25 (UTC+1)
POTUS in possession of (and reviewing):
1. Original IG unredacted report 
2. Modi�ed IG unredacted report [RR version]
3. Modi�ed IG redacted report [RR version]
4. IG summary notes re: obstruction(s) to obtain select info (classi�ed)
[#3 released tomorrow]
[SEC: FBI/DOJ handling of HRC email investigation]
[[RR]]
Who has the sole ability to DECLAS it all?
Did you witness the stage being set today?
Nunes/Grassley/Freedom C. push for docs.
[[RR]] central �gure within docs (personally involved).
KNOWN CONFLICT.
Immediate impeachment / resignation / termination / recusal IF EVER BROUGHT TO LIGHT.
Be loud.
Be heard.
Fight for TRUTH.
Q

#1495 - 2018-06-13 21:55:53 (UTC+1)
"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among 
Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.-That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent 
governed, -That whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute n
Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to e�ect their Safety and Ha
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Prudence, indeed, will dictate that Governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and accordingly all experience hath 
that mankind are more disposed to su�er, while evils are su�erable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But wh
train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their d
throw o� such Government, and to provide new Guards for their future security."
Q

#1494 - 2018-06-13 21:42:03 (UTC+1)
>>1732221
WHAT THEY DO NOT ANTICIPATE IS POTUS DECLAS IT ALL DUE TO OPTICS AND ARM/MSM FOOTHOLD ON COMMS TO PAINT POLITICAL ATTACK + RUSSIA
INVESTIGATION COVER UP / ADV. 
WE ARE HERE FOR A REASON.
WE ARE HERE TO UNITE THE CORE.
YOU.
WHY DID POTUS NAME FAKE NEWS AS OUR BIGGEST ENEMY?
USE LOGIC.
THIS WILL BE A FIGHT NOT THROUGH DC (WE CONTROL) BUT WITH PUBLIC OPINION ONCE THIS JUMPS.
(2) MISSILE FIRES W/ A STRATEGIC PURPOSE
(2) EXTINGUISHED.
THIS IS NOT A GAME.
THIS IS WAR.
THIS IS LITERALLY EVIL KNOCKING.
WILL YOU ANSWER?
WILL YOU FIGHT?
WILL YOU DEFEND?
WE WILL.
WE ARE.
YOU ELECTED US TO TAKE BACK OUR COUNTRY (OUR WORLD).
ENOUGH IS ENOUGH.
Q

#1493 - 2018-06-13 21:35:33 (UTC+1)
>>1732221
Lee S.
Re: D OPs Hussein Hacking State Voting Sys
The TIP.
THEY MUST WIN.
AT ALL COSTS.
SR 187 DISCOVERY.
UK SIS.
C_A RUSSIA MASK HACK (SAME HAS CHINA SUB WASH - SET UP).
GOD SAVE US.
Q

#1492 - 2018-06-13 21:30:41 (UTC+1)
>>1731991
Re_read 10x 50x 100x.
Slowly & CAREFULLY. 
STOP AFTER EACH SENTENCE.
ANALYZE.
UNDERSTAND SIGNIFICANCE.
RE_READ.
CONTINUE.
APPOINTMENT OF A 2ND SC WOULD FAIL.
THINK WHY.
Sealed Tight.
Race for TIME.
They DEPEND ON WINNING IN NOV TO DEFEND/IMPEACH/STOP INVESTIGATIONS.
THEIR ONLY HOPE.
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/03/31/turley-sessions-using-utah-federal-prosecutor-much-better-trump-2nd-special-counsel/
Q

#1491 - 2018-06-13 19:26:27 (UTC+1)
>>1730584
Why are many Iranian resistance (Freedom Fighters) tagging #QAnon on Twitter? 
Big things coming folks.
Q+

#1490 - 2018-06-13 19:23:17 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/POTUS_Schedule/status/1006850222373462016
Busy day.
Q

#1489 - 2018-06-13 06:41:17 (UTC+1)
MSM attacks.
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[Round 2]
MOSSAD attempts failed.
Clown attempts failed.
Expect bigger push.
FBI (4) open investigations.
8ch risk (DDOS_+_inject).
TOGETHER YOU ARE STRONGER.
TOGETHER YOU CONTROL NARRATIVE & RESPONSE.
PEOPLE RESPOND TO LOGIC/FACTS.
PEOPLE SLEEPING ATTACH TO OPINION/PERSONALITY/GROUP THINK.
FEAR IS REAL.
FEAR [re: Twitter throttling & shadowban (coded #Qanon)
FEAR [re: 4ch mods + remove/replace - controlled]
FEAR [re: Reddit mods + remove/replace - controlled]
FEAR [re: MSM conspiracy push 1 - controlled]
FEAR [re: FB remove/replace - controlled]
Quiet attempts to shut down will become public & loud.
Strength TOGETHER (primary purpose).
DO NOT BE SILENT (MAJORITY).
They are losing control.
POWER W/ THE PEOPLE.
GREAT AWAKENING.
TRUTH.
GOOD V EVIL.
WWG1WGA.
TRUST YOURSELF.
Q

#1488 - 2018-06-13 05:49:29 (UTC+1)
>>1723986
Roger that.
Q

#1487 - 2018-06-13 05:43:17 (UTC+1)
>>1723855
Think new arrivals.
Proofs are important.
Thank you Autists/Anons.
Q

#1486 - 2018-06-13 05:37:53 (UTC+1)
>>1723756
No proofs collection here (pinned)?
No links within each post (top)?
You will need soon.
Q

#1485 - 2018-06-13 05:34:23 (UTC+1)
Link to Proofs?
Q

#1484 - 2018-06-13 05:15:52 (UTC+1)
>>1723395
Who brings the votes (House �oor)?
Who decides? 
Why is this important?
What is coming?
Full weight of the House.
Some must remain clean (distance) from what is about to happen.
Q

#1483 - 2018-06-13 05:09:05 (UTC+1)
>>1723305
Full weight of the House v. ARM.
Why are optics important?
How does DC work?
WHY IS RYAN STILL IN OFFICE (lame duck)?
WHY IS RYAN LEAVING OFFICE?
WHO CONTROLS RYAN?
AUTISTS ENGAGED?
Q

#1482 - 2018-06-13 04:17:18 (UTC+1)
>>1722473
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Good interviews coming up on Ingraham re: RR.
Freedom Caucus.
Q

#1481 - 2018-06-13 04:08:43 (UTC+1)
Connected.
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/05/14/nunes-gowdy-accuse-doj-launching-anonymous-attacks-on-congressional-investigator.html
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/06/12/rosenstein-threatened-to-subpoena-gop-led-committee-in-chilling-clash-over-records-emails-show.html
Kashyap Patel - name to remember.
Q

#1480 - 2018-06-13 00:31:20 (UTC+1)
Ghost-CON active.
Approval 58203-JX

#1479 - 2018-06-13 00:18:26 (UTC+1)
>>1718830
Reverse image search.
Think hack.
Comms dark.
Q

#1478 - 2018-06-13 00:09:42 (UTC+1)
>>1718708
Event talk being attacked.
Ref: VOL pic, POTUS Tweet(s), Missing letters....
You have more than you know.
Some areas we cannot expand on.
Critical thinking.
Q

#1477 - 2018-06-12 23:48:10 (UTC+1)
>>1718351
"D"

#1476 - 2018-06-12 23:37:55 (UTC+1)
This is not a game.
Certain events were not suppose to take place.
Q

#1475 - 2018-06-12 23:08:41 (UTC+1)
GODSPEED ONE AND ALL.
Q+

#1474 - 2018-06-12 22:55:46 (UTC+1)
FOX M1 STOLEN TAKEDOWN
ACTION KDN-0000
VIC-INTEL_34.xxxxCLAS_38.xxxxCLAS
[]CON SIT-AWARE
ON GUARD Z-BUNK_T6_Y
EXE_70283-BM-3802873492719236872021028392821000T

#1473 - 2018-06-12 22:20:02 (UTC+1)
JDLKD-8382KDJDzAZ7301
YTRR-aRb730100-JQE195
CZTA68-KDHG-[ t]
CASTLE ARRIVAL GOOD
BLUE METAL

#1472 - 2018-06-12 20:08:57 (UTC+1)

#1471 - 2018-06-12 19:38:05 (UTC+1)
>>1715083
Think strategically. 
Does Acosta's continued disrespectful and poor behavior hurt or help us in the future?
Let them all DIG THEIR OWN GRAVES.
Q

#1470 - 2018-06-12 19:36:02 (UTC+1)
>>1714982
When the info is released [RR] no more.
When the info is released no more Russia investigation.
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It will factually conclude the corrupt nature by which the entire false narrative was created all to 1) prevent the election of POTUS 2) delay/shelter/mask/hide
activities by Hussein/others during past 8 years. 
DOJ/FBI cleanse vital as primary.
Huber coming.
These people HATE America.
Q

#1469 - 2018-06-12 19:23:48 (UTC+1)
>>1714826

#1468 - 2018-06-12 19:20:15 (UTC+1)
>>1714785
What a coincidence.
4 points / 4 booms
Dark to Light 1:07
More to come.
Q

#1467 - 2018-06-12 19:16:36 (UTC+1)
>>1714675
ES isn't sleeping well.
Q

#1466 - 2018-06-12 19:09:15 (UTC+1)
>>1714630

#1465 - 2018-06-12 19:02:24 (UTC+1)
Would you believe Hussein tried to call Kim prior to the Summit? 
He did not have his updated phone number.
(3) NK Generals [released] closed the pathway for bad actors.
Q

#1464 - 2018-06-12 18:08:47 (UTC+1)
No. 100
Dark to Light.
1:07 [Marker]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A838gS8nwas
Do you believe in coincidences?
Q

#1463 - 2018-06-11 23:53:30 (UTC+1)
>>1704039
Patriot.
Q

#1462 - 2018-06-11 23:50:26 (UTC+1)
>>1703935
What recent news came out re: SR/JA/WL lawsuit?
Back in the news.
The 'server' brings down the house.
Q

#1461 - 2018-06-11 23:37:22 (UTC+1)
>>1703606
Past statement was directed @ con�rmation statements, not assumptions (+JA throw in).
These are spread to discredit knowing will not materialize. 
Good decoding.
Technically US 11th = SING 12th, correct?
What else might (23) refer to?
Dash v Minus?
Military.
Q

#1460 - 2018-06-11 23:03:55 (UTC+1)
>>1702926
When did we mention/emphasize the 11th? 
Those with an agenda to discredit are pushing false information.
They (you) will fail.
Learn.
Use logic.
Q

#1459 - 2018-06-11 21:19:56 (UTC+1)
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>>1701934

#1458 - 2018-06-11 21:13:53 (UTC+1)
>>1701838
"Asked about the letter, however, a DOJ o�cial said Rosenstein is currently "representing the United States in a brief unrelated visit to a foreign nation, one 
America's key intelligence partners," indicating he would plan on responding during the previously scheduled brie�ng on Thursday."
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/06/11/doj-refusing-to-give-grassley-access-to-agent-who-interviewed-�ynn.html
This statement should ring alarms.
Hint: Those responsible for spying (FVEY) are present.
PANIC.
Q

#1457 - 2018-06-11 21:05:07 (UTC+1)
Where is [RR]?
What country speci�cally?
Why?
Insurance pleas will fail.
You cannot hide what is already known (and can be proven).
#[[[RR]]]#
Q

#1456 - 2018-06-11 19:47:23 (UTC+1)
>>1700690
Good.
Tweet meant to provide time guide.
What event occurs in Dec (London)?
Think Hyde Park.
Think prev pic [2] people.
Provides Timeframe.
Q

#1455 - 2018-06-11 19:09:57 (UTC+1)
London pics [prev].
Year determined?
Relevant.
2015/2016.
Find the markers [street/surroundings updates]
UK/SIS
WH/C_A/FBI/DOJ
Joint-Treason.
You have a choice.
SIS 'good' agents.
The time is now.
Contact window(s) [GOOD]
Biblical. 
Q

#1454 - 2018-06-11 18:56:26 (UTC+1)
EU sanctions (IRAN).
Leaders of EU only care about protecting �ow of MONEY - NOT the safety and security of their people/world. 
IRAN deal orchestrated for the sole purpose of lifting sanctions (blockade) to allow access of foreign businesses for individual & co-wide enrichment. SCAM!!
Nothing to do w/ NUKES (cover_)
Hussein pallets of cash.
Hussein secret auth to convert USD.
More coming.
No MSM coverage.
Got Popcorn?
Q

#1453 - 2018-06-11 18:38:59 (UTC+1)
>>1699813
There will be many redactions.
Why was the EO put on ice?
To wait for the release of the 'Clinton Investigation' portion of the IG report?
Why?
To include in the DECLAS?
Why would it be important to include? (all in one)
Optics are meaningful.
Political hit job narrative.
R's v D's.
Not right v wrong.
Projection.
END OF THE D PARTY [leaders].
IG>Huber.
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Who appointed Huber?
Re_read (again).
Slowly & carefully. 
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/03/31/turley-sessions-using-utah-federal-prosecutor-much-better-trump-2nd-special-counsel/
Q

#1452 - 2018-06-11 18:28:11 (UTC+1)
>>1699750
IG>Huber.
You have more than you know.
Q

#1451 - 2018-06-11 18:24:10 (UTC+1)
Does Kim look nervous prior to the 'BIG' meeting w/ POTUS?
Did they already meet long ago?
Is he preparing at his hotel w/ his advisors ahead of time?
Or, is he out enjoying the 'FREEDOM' he never had in the past?
Deal done?
Safe?
On guard?
POTUS moves up departure - why?
The World is Safer.
IRAN developments...
Q

#1450 - 2018-06-11 17:41:09 (UTC+1)
>>1699199
Gardens by the Bay.
See prev pic.
Timestamp.
Coincidence?
Everything shown has meaning.
You are watching a 'scripted' movie.
Q

#1449 - 2018-06-11 17:26:18 (UTC+1)
No. 72
Where was Kim tonight?
How was this known?
You are watching a 'plan' being set in motion.
Enjoy the show.
Q

#1448 - 2018-06-11 06:27:44 (UTC+1)
FF weather alert (WW).
Stay vigilant and maintain situational awareness.
Q

#1447 - 2018-06-11 06:22:59 (UTC+1)
>>1694833

#1446 - 2018-06-11 06:20:57 (UTC+1)
Every single picture posted is ORIGINAL.
Pulled/Wiped or Taken.
Think about what that means.
Q

#1445 - 2018-06-11 06:16:25 (UTC+1)
Track ALL suicides.
Example 1:
Think Spade.
Trace to Children Foundation(s) (NY).
Trace to Import/Export.
Trace from China/MX to Long Beach.
Trace sale/spin o� of Co.
Trace to CF.
Trace to Port (Security Clearance Pro�le (L5)).
Who granted?
Hussein/HRC.
Expect A LOT more.
Q

#1444 - 2018-06-11 06:09:38 (UTC+1)
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#1443 - 2018-06-11 05:53:46 (UTC+1)
#FLY[RR]FLY#
Failure per WH instruction / agreement.
DECLAS_Public[3]
EO dated_o�cial
IG redactions [heavy+][remove]
Hussein [WH [call] [tarmac] BC/LL] #RR#
JC.
#2.
LL.
BP.
PS.
LP.
..........
302s
Texts
Tarmac
FBI
DOJ 
Operative insertion(s).
UK [SIS]
Dark to LIGHT.
Shall we play a game?
------------
You have a choice.
Do what is right.
FBI agents willing to testify +24
Next DOJ - o�er open [2].
Next C_A - o�er open [3].
GOOD vs. EVIL.
Q

#1442 - 2018-06-11 05:18:31 (UTC+1)
>>1693990
Not POTUS.
Q

#1441 - 2018-06-11 05:11:35 (UTC+1)
Start the Clock.
A Week to [Remember].
Think Logically.
First private [CLAS-5(6)]
Second public.
Blackwater on GUARD.
Evidence KILLS.
These people are STUPID.
Q

#1440 - 2018-06-03 21:58:29 (UTC+1)
BOOM.
BOOM.
BOOM.
BOOM.
A WEEK TO REMEMBER.
DARK TO LIGHT.
BLACKOUT NECESSARY.
Q

#1439 - 2018-05-22 23:29:23 (UTC+1)
UNITY NOT DIVISION. 
Last post was simply for IDEN_reconf.
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/05/22/fbi-doj-to-brief-lawmakers-on-handling-russia-probe-on-thursday.html
Who is missing from the scheduled meeting?
[RR]
Who is Ed O'Callahan?
"Acting"
[Ed]
DECLAS_
Pain.
Enjoy the show.
Q

#1438 - 2018-05-22 22:07:28 (UTC+1)
>>1508060
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IDEN_reconf
v. 11.9
Sequence.
Attack[s] anticipated. 
Coordinated?
Why are they continuing [internal]?
Attacks will intensify [all sides].
Q

#1437 - 2018-05-22 21:47:10 (UTC+1)

#1436 - 2018-05-22 20:04:35 (UTC+1)
>>1506817
It's happening.
Q

#1435 - 2018-05-22 20:01:41 (UTC+1)
>>1506500
Avoid NSA data collection.
It failed.
Q

#1434 - 2018-05-22 18:52:25 (UTC+1)
Re_read.
Slowly & carefully. 
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/03/31/turley-sessions-using-utah-federal-prosecutor-much-better-trump-2nd-special-counsel/
Did you see the Ryan [PR] interview a short time ago?
When you are no longer seeking another term you are 'FREE' to make better decisions.
RAPID FIRE.
'Flood is coming'
Future proves past.
[CNN].
Q

#1433 - 2018-05-22 01:04:49 (UTC+1)
Military OP.
[Green]
General K [JFK]
Full Disclosure.
General Statement:
Once the 'extremely guarded & highly classi�ed' information is �nally revealed to House investigators, DNI, public etc., RR must recuse or forcefully terminat
[RR] problems.
What was RR's Senate Conf Vote?
WRAY reports to RR [important fact].
Who do you TRUST?
[RR] recuse/�red who has direct oversight of Mueller? 
Sessions un-recuse or #3 [until re�ll]?
Who is Rachel Brand?
Why was Rachel Brand dismissed?
Think timing.
"The succession question is actually a bit complicated. By default, under an obscure statute known as the the Vacancies Reform Act of 1998, Brand's tempor
successor as the "acting" associate attorney general is her principal deputy, Jesse Panuccio. That same statute would also allow the president to choose som
to serve as the "acting" AAG on a temporary basis for up to 210 days; the pool of individuals from which the president could draw in this case includes indiv
already holding Senate-con�rmed positions elsewhere in the executive branch (like EPA administrator Scott Pruitt) or senior civil service lawyers in the Justic
Department, speci�cally."
"Acting"
https://www.justice.gov/asg
When does the clock run out?
Why is Schneiderman's removal 'extremely' relevant?
TRUST (name).
These people are stupid.
D5.
Q

#1432 - 2018-05-21 00:34:26 (UTC+1)
"Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power. Put on the full armor of God so that you can take your stand against the devil's schemes. For our stru
not against �esh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the
realms. Therefore put on the full armor of God, so that when the day of evil comes, you may be able to stand your ground, and after you have done everyth
stand. Stand �rm then, with the belt of truth buckled around your waist, with the breastplate of righteousness in place, and with your feet �tted with the rea
that comes from the gospel of peace. In addition to all this, take up the shield of faith, with which you can extinguish all the �aming arrows of the evil one. T
helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God. And pray in the Spirit on all occasions with all kinds of prayers and requests. With 
mind, be alert and always keep on praying for all the saints."
- Ephesians 6:10-18
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"Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast, it is not proud. It is not rude, it is not self-seeking, it is not easily angered, it keeps no record 
Love does not delight in evil but rejoices with the truth. It always protects, always trusts, always hopes, always perseveres. Love never fails."
- 1 Cor 13:4-13

#1431 - 2018-05-21 00:05:34 (UTC+1)
Those who are loudest...
Suicide weekend?
Pain.
Q

#1430 - 2018-05-20 21:19:05 (UTC+1)
Clari�cation.
We exposed the password [#91] on purpose [23].
Subsequent posts [on here] were then made by Anons.
Timestamps verify.
Use Logic.
Understood?
Be careful who you follow.
Q

#1429 - 2018-05-20 21:06:04 (UTC+1)
The Truth has been in front of you the entire time.
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/411247268763676673
Q

#1428 - 2018-05-20 21:04:27 (UTC+1)
>>1483003
ROT = Rotation.
Q

#1427 - 2018-05-20 20:53:41 (UTC+1)

#1426 - 2018-05-20 19:58:41 (UTC+1)

#1425 - 2018-05-20 19:54:04 (UTC+1)
>>1482048
Given we have now undeniably [on purpose] veri�ed ourselves to be an inside source, expect the MSM [Clown Army] to attack in full cooperation w/ foreign
domestic assets. 
Be prepared.
TRUST the plan.
Conspiracy NO MORE.
We are in full control.
PAIN!
Q

#1424 - 2018-05-20 19:46:10 (UTC+1)
Follow the PEN.
Think timing.
Coincidence?
The attacks will only get worse.
They are losing [all] control. 
Q

#1423 - 2018-05-20 19:40:46 (UTC+1)
Note the time.
Note the vehicles on the road.
Compare against 2.16.18.
[6] surv [value targets].
UK:US
US:UK
Q

#1422 - 2018-05-20 01:07:48 (UTC+1)

#1421 - 2018-05-20 00:41:54 (UTC+1)
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/997951982467014656

#1420 - 2018-05-20 00:23:33 (UTC+1)
>>1472647
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/CM/BO/:
IP hash release OK.
Proves same throughout. 
We control [utility].
Q

#1419 - 2018-05-20 00:17:19 (UTC+1)
>>1472580
I'd watch the news that day.
Q

#1418 - 2018-05-20 00:10:28 (UTC+1)
>>1472472
Mistake or on purpose?
Q

#1417 - 2018-05-20 00:07:06 (UTC+1)
Updated.
Q

#1416 - 2018-05-20 00:06:20 (UTC+1)
TRIP CHANGE
Q

#1415 - 2018-05-20 00:03:54 (UTC+1)
>>1472035
They thought it was coming yesterday.
They were wrong.
Follow the pen.
Q

#1414 - 2018-05-18 02:20:30 (UTC+1)
Messages sent.
END.
Q

#1413 - 2018-05-18 02:15:27 (UTC+1)
Guardian of the Pope.
[Personal]
Q

#1412 - 2018-05-18 02:09:02 (UTC+1)

#1411 - 2018-05-18 01:44:26 (UTC+1)

#1410 - 2018-05-18 01:24:48 (UTC+1)
>>1448660

#1409 - 2018-05-18 01:16:15 (UTC+1)
>>1448537

#1408 - 2018-05-18 01:08:47 (UTC+1)
>>1448466
We are everywhere Anon.
Q

#1407 - 2018-05-18 00:47:09 (UTC+1)
>>1448152
Note the jackets.
Time of year.
Q

#1406 - 2018-05-18 00:42:45 (UTC+1)
>>1448140

#1405 - 2018-05-18 00:41:56 (UTC+1)

#1404 - 2018-05-17 23:57:40 (UTC+1)
58204802B92838x-ZjA378402-12
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#1403 - 2018-05-17 20:39:47 (UTC+1)
>>1445248

#1402 - 2018-05-17 20:30:25 (UTC+1)
>>1444934
What had to happen �rst? 
Think logically.
Think DOJ & FBI.
Think cleaning.
#64
Puzzle coming together?
We have reached our cruising altitude of 40,000 ft. long ago.
As we prepare to land, please fasten your seatbelt and make sure your seat back and folding trays are in their full upright position.
Q

#1401 - 2018-05-17 20:18:48 (UTC+1)
>>1444808
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/05/17/report-inspector-general-will-declare-fbi-doj-broke-law-in-clinton-email-probe/
God Bless the United States of America.
D5.
Q

#1400 - 2018-05-17 20:13:19 (UTC+1)
>>1444682
What is the common theme when bad news is about to break (against them)?
Stay vigilant. 
Q

#1399 - 2018-05-17 20:04:39 (UTC+1)
>>1444632
The hard part for us is having to wait for the 'public' to 'know' what we've known for a very long time. 
There is no bigger threat to 'them' than the public being awake and thinking for themselves. 
Why are we here?
Q

#1398 - 2018-05-17 19:54:21 (UTC+1)

#1397 - 2018-05-17 19:54:06 (UTC+1)

#1396 - 2018-05-17 08:44:45 (UTC+1)
https://mobile.reuters.com/article/amp/idUSKCN1GJ2KH?
Q

#1395 - 2018-05-17 06:49:55 (UTC+1)
>>1439665
Bomb disposal team.
Bomb(s) about to blow.
Which means?
1) They know 
2) They are told (controlled)
3) Both
Coordinated.
Clowns wear masks.
Q

#1394 - 2018-05-17 06:37:26 (UTC+1)
>>1439507
Think Pickle Factory.
Q

#1393 - 2018-05-17 06:27:54 (UTC+1)
>>1439389
Impressive, Anon.
Q

#1392 - 2018-05-17 06:19:21 (UTC+1)
>>1439204
100% authentic.
Q

#1391 - 2018-05-17 05:24:08 (UTC+1)
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#1390 - 2018-05-17 05:21:28 (UTC+1)
>>1438387

#1389 - 2018-05-17 00:54:07 (UTC+1)
You have a choice.
Do what is right.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDVT-8tU�E
Q

#1388 - 2018-05-17 00:00:34 (UTC+1)

#1387 - 2018-05-16 22:36:31 (UTC+1)
>>1434153
"FREEDOM" Caucus.
2015.
Coincidence?
Q

#1386 - 2018-05-16 22:32:08 (UTC+1)
>>1434062
EO unreleased.
Today was the precursor. 
It must be requested 'o�cially' �rst, correct?
Q

#1385 - 2018-05-16 22:25:07 (UTC+1)
US History [ABCs]
SIS [FBI] > C_A
Did the 'covert' counterintelligence branch of the FBI end?
Or, was it expanded into a new agency?
Double meanings exist.
SIS is good?
UK:US
US:UK
Q

#1384 - 2018-05-16 20:49:07 (UTC+1)
>>1432956
Those with an agenda to silence will fail.
Pain coming.
Q

#1383 - 2018-05-16 20:48:04 (UTC+1)
>>1432955

#1382 - 2018-05-16 20:46:45 (UTC+1)
>>1432926
SIS.
Q

#1381 - 2018-05-16 20:45:50 (UTC+1)
Follow the pen.
Already written?
Letters left visible to match.
https://mobile.twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/996821093146120192
WWG1WGA!
Q

#1380 - 2018-05-16 17:42:00 (UTC+1)
No Such Agency vs Clowns In America.
Today.
Now.
What is being revealed?
What will it lead to?
PS.
Faces of lawmakers stepping out.
Focus.
When did Adm R step down?
Reconcile.
Nunes.
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Gowdy.
DOJ.
FBI.
Next [1/2].
Q

#1379 - 2018-05-16 08:10:02 (UTC+1)
>>1428282
>>1428260
[5.2]
[NP 8:11 "Speaker [xxxxxxx] your protection against..."]
[JD 8:13 "[ABC] has an interest in this..."]
[NP 8:14 "------- Pier 39..."]
Q

#1378 - 2018-05-16 07:14:32 (UTC+1)
NK news today = FAKE!
Twitter news today = REAL!
Under the Radar.
Free speech manipulation [visibility / reach].
FB fake acct deletion?
100% fake?
Checks & Balances?
None?
#InternetBillofRights
[Narrative Control]
[Bandwidth Test]
[Public Response]
[Test Limitations]
[Midterms]
Politicians bought & paid for?
Start a Storm.
Q

#1377 - 2018-05-15 18:28:34 (UTC+1)
>>1419965
Do you trust POTUS?
Does POTUS trust SESSIONS to protect the lives of our brave law enforcement?
Our Country?
Reconcile.
Would SESSIONS be AG (still) if DEEP STATE?
Critical thinking dismisses �ctional clickbait claims.
Q

#1376 - 2018-05-15 18:20:08 (UTC+1)
Did you catch it?
[speech]
What NYPD detectives were [187] mid 2017?
O�cer Familia [1]
Godspeed, Patriot.
We will never forget.
Q

#1375 - 2018-05-15 18:06:44 (UTC+1)
Autists - we thank you.
Patriots - we thank you.
We came here for a reason.
Freedom of information.
No �lters.
History books.
Be proud.
TOGETHER.
WWG1WGA!
Q

#1374 - 2018-05-15 17:57:43 (UTC+1)
>>1419514
What do you notice?
They all drop hints they are considering future elected positions.
Why?
Claim interference?
Attack on opposition party?
Protection?
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Can you serve from jail?
Q

#1373 - 2018-05-15 17:51:58 (UTC+1)
>>1419500
They knew this day would come.
EVIL everywhere.
CORRUPTION everywhere.
We Fight!
We, The PEOPLE.
Q

#1372 - 2018-05-15 17:45:42 (UTC+1)
Time of publish?
[4am]
Timing of drop?
Coincidence?
Fight to reinstall roadblock?
https://www.bloomberg.com/amp/news/articles/2018-05-15/bharara-said-to-weigh-independent-race-for-n-y-attorney-general?
Who is Richard Donoghue?
Background?
PAIN.
Q

#1371 - 2018-05-15 07:41:09 (UTC+1)
>>1416216
Find the [2] NYPD detectives [187] mid 2017.
Did they view the insurance �le?
Threats are real.
This is not a game.
Q

#1370 - 2018-05-15 07:32:59 (UTC+1)
Why was Preet Bharara �red?
Why was the NY AG just removed?
Why did Rudy recently join POTUS' legal team after being 'quiet' for so long?
What must be cleaned �rst?
Who investigates?
Who prosecutes?
WHAT CAN FINALLY BE DONE?
WHO HAS THE ULTIMATE AUTHORITY?
DOES IT FALL UNDER THE RUSSIA RECUSAL?
DOES FLYNN KNOW?
De�ne "On the Record."
You have more than you know.
ENJOY THE SHOW.
Q

#1369 - 2018-05-15 07:04:10 (UTC+1)
#1776
"That whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Gover
laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to e�ect their Safety and Happiness. Prude
indeed, will dictate that Governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and accordingly all experience hath shewn that
are more disposed to su�er, while evils are su�erable than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But when a long train
abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to t
such Government, and to provide new Guards for their future security."
https://soundcloud.com/breitbart/breitbart-news-daily-erik-prince-november-4-2016
]SESSIONS[
We Fight!
Q

#1368 - 2018-05-15 05:18:10 (UTC+1)
Allison Mack [NXIVM] arrested [date]?
When does a bird sing?
Schneiderman resigns [date]?
Coincidence?
Eyes Wide Open.
Who will be next?
Watch NYC.
Watch CA.
Q

#1367 - 2018-05-15 04:24:54 (UTC+1)
Pain coming.
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Q

#1366 - 2018-05-15 04:18:27 (UTC+1)
>>1413137

#1365 - 2018-05-15 03:56:34 (UTC+1)
>>1413017

#1364 - 2018-05-15 03:54:48 (UTC+1)
Who knows where the bodies are buried?
Re_read drops re: Who knows where....
Rudy.
Now comes the pain.
Q

#1363 - 2018-05-14 18:30:18 (UTC+1)
Image search for '�re truck / engine'.
Letter common in front of #?
Post 74.
Coincidence?
U.S. Flag [post] 'Castle LOCK' - pointed ref?
Comms understood?
Q

#1362 - 2018-05-14 18:22:39 (UTC+1)
[They] are afraid.
They are losing control of the message.
WWG1WGA!
Q

#1361 - 2018-05-14 18:06:36 (UTC+1)
Sample.
http://nymag.com/selectall/2017/12/qanon-4chan-the-storm-conspiracy-explained.html
https://harpers.org/archive/2018/06/the-wizard-of-q/
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/06/opinion/qanon-trump-conspiracy-theory.html
https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/the-conspiracy-theory-that-says-trump-is-a-genius/
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/conspiracy-theory-donald-trump-genius-hilary-clinton-roseanne-barr-barack-obama-georg
america-a8293806.html
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/2018/04/06/the_conspiracy_theory_that_says_trump_is_a_genius_439119.html
http://metro.co.uk/2018/04/09/people-claiming-trump-secret-genius-pretending-collude-russians-7452136/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-�x/wp/2018/03/31/the-conspiracy-theory-behind-a-curious-roseanne-barr-tweet-explained/?
noredirect=on&utm_term=.0a5319532879
https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/plum-line/wp/2018/04/09/the-crisis-in-journalism-thats-helping-trump/?utm_term=.b303dbe749fd
http://www.newsweek.com/how-storm-biggest-fake-news-story-796725
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kSAxcQ5VL5c
https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/31/politics/roseanne-barr-conspiracy-tweets/index.html
https://thinkprogress.org/rosanne-barr-promotes-pro-trump-conspiracy-theory-d52a65887183/
http://www.newsweek.com/roseanne-barr-tweets-about-right-wing-qanon-conspiracy-theory-867983
https://www.buzzfeed.com/juliareinstein/roseanne-qanon-explainer?utm_term=.kkxvYjNeP#.nqg3P8mw7
https://medium.com/@willsommer/roseanne-barr-is-tweeting-about-qanon-a-new-pizzagate-style-conspiracy-theory-234526f52e54
http://thehill.com/homenews/media/381123-roseanne-barr-faces-social-media-backlash-over-trump-conspiracy-theory-tweet
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/roseanne-president-trump-has-freed-children-pimps-all-world-1098812
Coordinated? 
All For A LARP?
[ATTACKS WILL ONLY INTENSIFY]
Ask yourself, WHY?
Q

#1360 - 2018-05-13 18:48:00 (UTC+1)
Full Circle.
http://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/presidential-campaign/292310-huma-abedins-ties-to-the-muslim-brotherhood
https://www.scribd.com/doc/100244266/Bachmann-Letter-Responding-to-Ellison
It's all connected.
Welcome back Huma.
Now comes the pain.
Q

#1359 - 2018-05-13 09:39:18 (UTC+1)
"A group representing German trade interests said the US decision to withdraw from the deal will hit German companies and urged the EU to protect their i
Trade between Germany and Iran reached 3.4 billion euros ($4 billion) last year, according to BGA, another foreign trade association."
What about Total S.A.?
Total S.A. is a French multinational integrated oil and gas company and one of the seven "Supermajor" oil companies in the world. 
http://www.iran-daily.com/News/214793.html
Who recently visited the WH?
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What was their purpose?
Coincidence?
What about the safety & security of the world?
What about preventing Iran Nuclear capabilities?
Fake News.
Will the EU resort to protecting the deal so the money �ow remains in place?
Why is Kerry in the EU?
Will the US be forced to ban and declare certain EU countries o� limits?
Who controls elected leaders?
Who do elected leaders report to?
Pickle.
Will Iran expose the names of corrupt o�cials?
Pickle.
Will the US expose the names of corrupt o�cials + con deal?
We await your answer [48].
On Guard.
Q

#1358 - 2018-05-13 08:54:08 (UTC+1)
Trust must be earned.
Trust is not blind, nor is truth.
We �ght every sigle day on behalf of you, the people who put us here. 
We knew this day would come.
We will never forget.
Do not glorify us.
We are merely the vehicle.
You are what matters.
You are hope.
You are love.
You are peace.
Stay united.
Stay together.
Stay strong.
This is bigger than any one person or entity.
You are �ghting for truth - collectively. 
Will of the people.
Trust in yourself.
The choice will always be yours.
God bless you all.
Where we go one, we go ALL.
Q+

#1357 - 2018-05-13 08:02:24 (UTC+1)
>>1393485
What must happen pre 11.11?
11.11 provided as strategic marker.
Post midterms.
RED wave coming?
Strength.
Justice.
Q

#1356 - 2018-05-13 07:48:25 (UTC+1)
>>1393351

#1355 - 2018-05-13 07:46:15 (UTC+1)
>>1393313
Why are D's slow-walking POTUS' FED J nominations?
Watch what happens [-30].
Q

#1354 - 2018-05-13 07:43:18 (UTC+1)
>>1393295
LOOP.
Q

#1353 - 2018-05-13 07:42:28 (UTC+1)
>>1393269
Well done, Anon.
Q

#1352 - 2018-05-13 07:40:34 (UTC+1)
https://nationalsecurityaction.org/who-we-are/
Q
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#1351 - 2018-05-13 06:59:49 (UTC+1)
Sealed indictments.
De�ne indictment.
"An indictment is a formal accusation against one or more defendants, charging them with one or more crimes. In the federal criminal system, the indictme
principal method by which a prosecutor initiates criminal proceedings."
How are they sealed?
How are they secured?
How are they safeguarded?
No leaks [unusual?]
Federal vs ....
Why are accusations sealed?
Grand jury involved?
Re_read crumbs re: DOJ / FBI re: IG / Huber 
Who appointed Huber?
SESSIONS.
WHAT DEPTS MUST BE CLEANED PRIOR TO REC FAIR AND EQUAL [JUSTICE] UNDER THE LAW?
What happens if FED [criminal] indictments are brought forth to a corrupt FBI / DOJ / FED Judge?
FBI / DOJ - 1st.
C_A / State - next?
Now comes the pain.
Q

#1350 - 2018-05-13 05:24:18 (UTC+1)
If America falls, the World falls.
God bless our brave �ghting men & women.
They deserve our deepest gratitude.
Through their strength, and the millions of united Patriots around the World, we will succeed in this �ght.
Peace through strength.
Now comes the pain.
Q

#1349 - 2018-05-13 05:09:10 (UTC+1)
>>1391481
Godspeed, Patriot.
Q

#1348 - 2018-05-13 05:04:40 (UTC+1)
>>1391351
Coincidence days after Iran deal withdrawal?
Corruption everywhere.
Q

#1347 - 2018-05-13 04:58:44 (UTC+1)
>>1391341
News beginning to leak.
Not new to Anons.
Old.
Future proves past.
Eyes on.
Q

#1346 - 2018-05-13 04:57:30 (UTC+1)
>>1391298
Digest.
Next.
What CEOs have resigned post POTUS election?
Cross check against Co's in Iran post deal.
You have more than you know.
Happy Hunting!
Q

#1345 - 2018-05-13 04:53:26 (UTC+1)
Re_read crumbs re: Iran.
It was never about WW safety & security.
It was never about Nuclear disarmament. 
It was about opening a new untapped market.
It was about securing a black site.
The 'Exchange'.
U1.
Risk the welfare of the world.
Why?
Money.
Organized/planned by BC/HRC.
Carried out by Hussein.
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[remember HRC ran against Hussein]
U1 [donations to CF].
$1.7b in-cash transfer to Iran [4 routes][5 planes].
Did the total withdrawal actually depart EU?
Why EU?
De�ne bribe.
De�ne kickback.
Special Interest Groups (SIG).
What US/EU Co's Immediately closed large deals in Iran post deal?
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/09/business/iran-nuclear-trump-business-europe.html
Cross check Co's against political + foundation payments.
De�ne bribe.
De�ne kickback.
Why are people panicking about Iran deal pullout?
THEY NEVER THOUGHT SHE WOULD LOSE.
Truth coming.
Q

#1344 - 2018-05-13 00:25:28 (UTC+1)

#1343 - 2018-05-13 00:16:10 (UTC+1)
They attempted to in�ltrate, repackage & rebrand as their own.
Pro�t-vehicle.
Destroy through [misinformation].
Absorb the 'confused'.
Re-route tra�c to other platforms.
Action was needed [2].
1. Prevent false decodes/misinformation
2. Kill [targeted] infection prior to expansion
Simple 'non-direct' statements made.
"Be careful who you follow."
"Some are pro�ting o� this movement."
Message sent.
Message received.
Those guilty immediately reacted (predictably).
Timetable accelerated (misinformation-attack).
Exposed.
Attempts to divide.
We responded.
House cleaning.
Heal [core].
Important to clean prior to next events.
The choice has always been yours.
The choice will always be yours.
This is not a game.
This is not a popularity contest.
This is LIFE.
FREEDOM.
TOGETHER.
We, the PEOPLE.
WWG1WGA.
[Time to move on]
Dark to LIGHT.
Attacks will only get worse.
Truth is Freedom.
Truth is logic.
Stay the course.
Q

#1342 - 2018-05-12 20:18:39 (UTC+1)
PEOPLE UNITED hold the power.
http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2018/05/11/facebook-faces-class-action-lawsuit-for-saving-text-and-call-logs-of-users/amp/?__twitter_impression=true
Q

#1341 - 2018-05-12 17:50:47 (UTC+1)
>>1383888
Time to move on.
Big week ahead!
http://insider.foxnews.com/2017/04/17/alex-jones-performance-artist-attorney-says-texas-child-custody-case
Q

#1340 - 2018-05-11 19:42:48 (UTC+1)
This is why we are here.
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https://www.reddit.com/r/greatawakening/comments/8ia0vu/the_long_and_secret_info_wars_against_q_and_how/
Q

#1339 - 2018-05-11 19:12:38 (UTC+1)
Expand your thinking.
Why are we being attacked?
Why are we being attacked by people who claim to be PRO-POTUS?
Do we have a face?
Do we have a name?
Do we use platforms whereby we collect followers?
Sel�ess.
Zero vanity.
Why are we here?
Why do we ask questions?
The choice has always been yours.
Use logic.
Free information.
What draws people here?
Expanding exponentially?
They all claim to be insiders.
They all claim to have insider contacts.
They do not.
Patriots do NOT reveal classi�ed information.
Why do we communicate this way?
Think for yourself.
Clickbait.
We are a threat to pro�teering.
Information should �ow freely w/o costs. 
We established a series of 'proofs' for this speci�c reason.
Undeniable.
Unpredictable.
Coincidence after Coincidence.
Growth due to con�rmations.
Real source(s) communicating w/ the people.
Unrestricted.
TOGETHER.
Control the information (THEY).
Harness followers / pro�teering (THEY).
De�ne Media.
Primary goal of the Media?
To Sell (each selling a dif narrative - set of targets).
Selling makes money.
Be careful who you follow.
De�ne 'Patriot'.
They want you DIVIDED.
Attacks will only get worse.
Q

#1338 - 2018-05-11 07:29:40 (UTC+1)
>>1368028
Explore further.
Q

#1337 - 2018-05-11 07:11:07 (UTC+1)
Facebook is listening to you 24/7/365.
Literally.
[F9 algorithm]
Are they recording/safe-housing?
Metadata collection?
Building 8.
DARPA.
[CHINA-CHINA-CHINA]
Q

#1336 - 2018-05-11 06:45:37 (UTC+1)
[Example]
Clinton Foundation.
Post Election Loss.
Layo�s.
No Access / Control = No Donations 
Today.
NZ Donation Restart.
Others?
Why?
1) Selling Secrets?
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2) Selling 'Future' Access [regain control/power]?
3) Selling Silence?
Read below slow and carefully.
FVEY.
Why do 'Former' Dignitaries Still Hold SEC Clearance? 
U.S. to U.S. = Logged/Flagged/Recorded
U.S. [in] NZ = No Logs/No Flags/No Records = U.S. Sec Clearance AUTH FVEY VIEW + Doc Take.
Read above slow and carefully.
WHY DO WE ALLOW [FORMER] DIGNITARIES SEC CLEARANCE?
Welcome to the Deep State.
Future to prove past.
Q

#1335 - 2018-05-11 05:54:21 (UTC+1)
>>1366601
Note the pictures we post are ALL originals.
Think about what that means.
Q

#1334 - 2018-05-11 05:31:03 (UTC+1)
Rank & File.
DOJ, FBI, C_A, State.
[G-2][Collect]
[SIS Good].
Not Forgotten.
Overcome.
Q

#1333 - 2018-05-11 05:00:27 (UTC+1)
Castle LOCK.
Q

#1332 - 2018-05-11 04:43:20 (UTC+1)
Fellow Patriots:
What you are about to learn should not only scare you, but intensify your resolve to take back control [Freedom]. The information that will become public w
demonstrate the criminal & corrupt [pure evil] abuse of power that the Hussein administration undertook in joint e�orts w/ domestic and foreign dignitarie
snowball has begun rolling - there is no stopping it now. D5.
Stay the course and trust the plan. 
Protective measures are in place.
Remain BRAVE. 
We knew this day would come.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
United We Stand (WW).
WWG1WGA.
We FIGHT.
Conspiracy no more.
Q

#1331 - 2018-05-11 03:49:00 (UTC+1)

#1330 - 2018-05-10 23:53:58 (UTC+1)
This is not a game.
Q

#1329 - 2018-05-10 22:17:23 (UTC+1)

#1328 - 2018-05-10 22:02:52 (UTC+1)
Patriot.
1. a person who loves, supports, and defends his or her country and its interests with devotion.
2. a person who regards himself or herself as a defender, especially of individual rights, against presumed interference by the federal government.
Traitor.
1. a person who betrays another, a cause, or any trust [FOCUS].
2. a person who commits treason by betraying his or her country.
They want you DIVIDED.
DIVIDED you are WEAK.
TOGETHER you are STRONG.
There was no attempt to DIVIDE.
There was however a strategic move to REVEAL.
[Be careful who you follow]
Incorrect message translated [past] autists.
Correction made.
No names mentioned.
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They revealed themselves.
Fake & False [incorrect] decodes removed/resolved.
Fake & False claims of an 'unknown' allowed access to classi�ed sealed indictments removed/resolved. 
Do not fall victim to con artists.
Use LOGIC.
Stay on point.
This is NOT about a single person.
This is NOT about fame, followers, or pro�teering.
We, the PEOPLE.
We, the PEOPLE. 
We, the PEOPLE.
THERE WILL COME A TIME THEY WILL NOT BE SAFE WALKING DOWN THE STREET. 
We will not be held hostage.
SKY EVENT.
WWG1WGA.
Q+

#1327 - 2018-05-10 17:28:27 (UTC+1)
https://mobile.twitter.com/THE_47th/status/993441109668966400

#1326 - 2018-05-10 17:15:01 (UTC+1)
https://mobile.twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/994586105822564353
Names?
No Name prev meeting(s)?
Panic?
Discussions of death/funeral?
Medical or escape?
Now comes the pain.
Q

#1325 - 2018-05-09 19:50:32 (UTC+1)
http://www.iran-daily.com/News/202615.html
Happy hunting!
Q

#1324 - 2018-05-09 01:53:32 (UTC+1)
>>1342085
Corrected.
We all make mistakes.
Busy day.
Q

#1323 - 2018-05-09 01:50:40 (UTC+1)
We made a mistake on /qresearch/ exposing the password.
We did not input "Q #" in the beginning which exposed the password.
Error corrected.
Safe.
Q

#1322 - 2018-05-09 01:47:17 (UTC+1)
TRIP con�rmed.
Q

#1321 - 2018-05-09 01:46:39 (UTC+1)
TRIP Update.

#1320 - 2018-05-09 01:44:19 (UTC+1)
Today, EVIL lost control / leverage of Iran.
Today, POTUS took control of Iran.
Today, w/ pending sanctions and military action(s), POTUS will gain more ammunition / intel against THEM.
Suicide watch.
The deal kept Iran quiet.
The goal was to keep POTUS in until impeachment / term end.
Bigger than people can imagine.
Treason is 1/10th.
Ask yourself, why are they panicking? 
Ask yourself, why is UK, France, and Germany so involved?
Trips to the WH?
What are they hiding?
Why is HRC in NZ?
Is NZ part of 5 Eyes?
Why is that relevant?
Suicide watch.
Q
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#1319 - 2018-05-08 19:38:39 (UTC+1)
Review Time.
Not seeking re-election.
[Senate]
Bob Corker - Republican 
Je� Flake - Republican 
Orrin Hatch - Republican 
No Name - Republican [Departure Soon]
[House]
Bill Shuster - Republican 
Bob Goodlatte - Republican 
Carol Shea-Porter - Democrat 
Charles W. Dent - Republican 
Darrell Issa - Republican 
Dave Reichert - Republican 
David Trott - Republican 
Dennis Ross - Republican 
Edward Royce - Republican 
Elizabeth Esty - Democrat
Frank LoBiondo - Republican 
Gene Green - Democrat 
Gregg Harper - Republican 
Ileana Ros-Lehtinen - Republican 
Jeb Hensarling - Republican 
Jim Bridenstine - Republican
Joe Barton - Republican 
John Delaney - Democrat
John J. Duncan, Jr. - Republican 
Lamar Smith - Republican 
Luis V. Gutierrez - Democrat 
Lynn Jenkins - Republican 
Niki Tsongas - Democrat
Paul Ryan - Republican 
Rick Nolan - Democrat 
Robert Brady - Democrat
Rodney Frelinghuysen - Republican 
Ruben J. Kihuen - Democrat 
Ryan Costello - Republican 
Sam Johnson - Republican 
Sandy Levin - Democrat 
Ted Poe - Republican 
Thomas Rooney - Republican 
Trey Gowdy - Republican 
[Resigned]
Al Franken - Democratic U.S. Senate
Blake Farenthold - Republican U.S. House
Jason Cha�etz - Republican U.S. House
John Conyers, Jr. - Democrat U.S. House
Louise Slaughter - Democrat U.S. House
Patrick Meehan - Republican U.S. House
Patrick J. Tiberi - Republican U.S. House
Thad Cochran - Republican U.S. Senate
Tim Murphy - Republican U.S. House
Trent Franks - Republican U.S. House
Xavier Becerra - Democrat Attorney General of California
+ DOJ
+ FBI
+ CEOs
Conspiracy? 
Nothing happening?
Goodlatte & Gowdy [important].
Chairman of the House Committee on the Judiciary.
Chairman of the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee.
Why is the NY AG resignation important? 
What past/current 'high pro�le' FBI investigations are within the jurisdiction of NY?
De�ne roadblock.
You have more than you know.
Do not fall victim to MSM/other fake/false narrative pushes. 
STAY THE COURSE.
WWG1WGA.
Q

#1318 - 2018-05-08 06:36:41 (UTC+1)
Think LOGICALLY.
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Mass exodus in DC?
Mass exodus - corporate CEOs?
Why?
Who has the POWER?
Who has the CONTROL?
If POTUS was NOT IN CONTROL would they be retreating? 
Who is the AG? 
Who MUST approve the �ring/dismissal of DOJ o�cials?
Re_read DOJ org change (open source - more in pipe)
Who is the FBI director? 
Who MUST approve the �ring/dismissal of FBI agents? 
Re_read FBI org change (open source - more in pipe)
If SESSIONS & WRAY are DC SWAMP/DEEP STATE why are they cleaning their respective houses? 
Use LOGIC.
Why are they slow walking unredacted data? 
Why are they slow walking doc disclosures? 
Why is the WH backing up DOJ?
What if the same data is being used by other investigators? 
What does it mean if a grand jury is impanelled? 
Why are confusing questions asked as to outcome re: Mueller? 
What would be the purpose of creating confusion?
What was Sessions' Senate con�rmation vote?
What was RR's Senate con�rmation vote? 
If RR is dirty, Mueller must also be dirty.
If Mueller is dirty, RR must also be dirty.
Common denominator. 
Why did Sessions pick RR? 
Everyone has an opinion.
Few have the facts.
Few know the plan.
Midterms [save & push]?
Swing voters to retake House/Senate? 
Impeachment proceedings (open source) initiated? 
Power at all costs? 
Blue wave?
Use LOGIC.
Why must the DOJ & FBI be cleaned FIRST?
What is the DOJ responsible for?
What is the FBI responsible for? 
Why did HRC get a free pass? 
Use LOGIC.
De�ne single shooter.
Who is HUBER? 
De�ne IG.
When does SESSIONS step back in?
Already is?
Why did SESSIONS secretly engage HUBER? 
Why did SESSIONS reveal HUBER? 
Timing is everything.
Department of Justice does not discuss ongoing investigations or con�rm speci�c matters,
What about the active investigation into leaks? 
"Horowitz oversees a nationwide workforce of more than 450 special agents, auditors, inspectors, attorneys, and support sta� whose mission is to detect an
waste, fraud, abuse, and misconduct in DOJ programs and personnel, and to promote economy and e�ciency in Department operations."
Why did MP step into the C_A prior to Sec of State? 
They are deeply connected.
Think O�shore. 
MIL INTEL providing support during this time?
Why are select EO's aggressively being written and put into law?
State/C_A next?
Think logically.
No outside comms.
JUSTICE.
Q

#1317 - 2018-05-05 04:21:37 (UTC+1)
Re_read drops.
Today: JK & Iran
Important - context for future news.
Why is Hussein/JK traveling WW and meeting w/ foreign heads of state (some enemies of the U.S.)? 
HRC/BC �ying under the radar - same/unreported - why?
(2) former presidents/sec of states (out of power/authority) racing around the world pre/post POTUS - why? UNPRECEDENTED? 
The World is Connected.
The World is Watching.
Q
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#1316 - 2018-05-05 03:47:29 (UTC+1)
[Updated]
James Baker - FIRED [reported today - resigned [false]] / removed Jan/FIRED 4.21
Lisa Page - FIRED [reported today - resigned [false]]
Testimony received. 
Tracking_y.
[Added]
Mike Kortan, FBI Assistant Director for Public A�airs - FIRED [cooperating under 'resigned' title]
Josh Campbell, Special Assistant to James Comey - FIRED
[DOJ]
David Laufman, Chief of the Justice Department's Counterintelligence and Export Control Section [NAT SEC - HRC email invest] - FIRED/FORCE
John Carlin, Assistant Attorney General - Head of DOJ's National Security Division - FIRED/FORCE
Sally Yates, Deputy Attorney General & Acting Attorney General - FIRED
Mary McCord, Acting Assistant Attorney General - Acting Head of DOJ's National Security Division - FIRED/FORCE
Bruce Ohr, Associate Deputy Attorney General - Demoted 2x - cooperating witness [power removed]
Rachel Brand, Associate Attorney General - No. 3 o�cial behind Deputy AG Rosenstein - FIRED/FORCE
Cross against House/Senate resignations/�nal term announcements + CEO departures.
CONSPIRACY?
FAKE NEWS?
THE SWAMP IS BEING DRAINED.
TRUST THE PLAN.
JUSTICE.
Q

#1315 - 2018-05-05 01:40:21 (UTC+1)

#1314 - 2018-05-04 22:46:23 (UTC+1)
[Future Comms]
Pre_stage ele_y
Pre_stage sec_y
Pre_stage dir_y
Pre_stage cap_y
[OnReady]
Q

#1313 - 2018-05-04 22:02:22 (UTC+1)
/patriots�ght/
Q

#1312 - 2018-05-04 22:01:19 (UTC+1)
TRIP CONF
Q

#1311 - 2018-05-04 21:59:49 (UTC+1)
TRIP UPDATE

#1310 - 2018-05-03 05:29:26 (UTC+1)

#1309 - 2018-05-03 04:55:57 (UTC+1)

#1308 - 2018-05-03 04:55:33 (UTC+1)

#1307 - 2018-04-30 19:38:11 (UTC+1)
Knowing what you know now.
re: Israel disclosure moments ago.
Authentic.
Why is Sec of State there?
WHY IS THE EU / OTHERS PRESSING TO REMAIN IN THE DEAL?
Think logically.
France & Germany came to the WH for the sole purpose of pressing POTUS to remain in the deal.
5% shared.
POTUS deCLAS Syria/Iran + U1 connection.
Where does EU �t in?
SICK!
Q

#1306 - 2018-04-30 17:51:06 (UTC+1)
De�ne the terms of the Iran nuclear deal.
Does the agreement de�ne & con�ne cease & desist 'PRO' to the republic of Iran?
What if Iran created a classi�ed 'satellite' Nuclear facility in Northern Syria?
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What if the program never ceased?
What other bad actors are possibly involved?
Did the U.S. know?
Where did the cash payments go?
How many planes delivered?
Did all planes land in same location?
Where did the U1 material end up?
Is this material traceable?
Yes.
De�ne cover.
What if U1 material ended up in Syria?
What would be the primary purpose?
SUM OF ALL FEARS.
In the movie, where did the material come from?
What country?
What would happen if Russia or another foreign state supplied Uranium to Iran/Syria?
WAR.
What does U1 provide?
De�ne cover.
Why did we strike Syria?
Why did we really strike Syria?
De�ne cover.
Patriots in control.
Q

#1305 - 2018-04-30 16:41:16 (UTC+1)
No name out.
Now.
https://mobile.twitter.com/LindseyGrahamSC/status/990953165267681281
We love good singers.
Q

#1304 - 2018-04-30 07:07:44 (UTC+1)
Emmy awards.
Red carpet event?
Q

#1303 - 2018-04-30 06:43:19 (UTC+1)
>>1243759
Assets in place.
Q

#1302 - 2018-04-30 06:32:40 (UTC+1)
>>1243593

#1301 - 2018-04-30 06:32:02 (UTC+1)
>>1243510
Connect.
No coincidences.
https://mobile.twitter.com/DeptofDefense/status/990772726884392965
Q

#1300 - 2018-04-30 06:26:09 (UTC+1)
https://mobile.twitter.com/USEmbassyJordan/status/990666003037204481
Q

#1299 - 2018-04-30 05:30:19 (UTC+1)
>>1242682

#1298 - 2018-04-30 05:25:24 (UTC+1)
>>1241774
>>1241803
Do you believe in coincidences?
Autists on �re!
>>1241803
Do you believe in coincidences?
Think recent Mueller drops.
Think private comms.
They fall for it every single time.
Risk.
Watch what happens.
Q

#1297 - 2018-04-29 17:33:42 (UTC+1)
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>>1233553
Statements today needed to be made.
Operators have died.
They approach the �eld of battle w/o fear.
They lay down their lives for YOU.
They are SELFLESS.
They are �ghting for our FREEDOM.
They �ght unconditionally because they hold a core value, a value that we should all live in FREEDOM.
We HONOR them.
We must do better to protect them.
WWG1WGA.
Q+

Patriots.

#1296 - 2018-04-29 17:17:29 (UTC+1)
>>1233458
Personal thank you to the BO, Bakers, and Autists/Anons who continually dedicate their time and energy to the GREAT AWAKENING.
You are all Patriots.
The hard part is coming to an end.
The next phase will bring JUSTICE.
Q+

#1295 - 2018-04-29 17:11:22 (UTC+1)
Be careful who you are following.
Some are pro�ting o� this movement.
Some are building a big following o� this movement only then to retreat and go mainstream. 
Patriots make sacri�ces.
Some, the ultimate sacri�ce.
Patriots are SELFLESS.
Do they ask for monthly payments to remain Patriots?
Think logically.
To some, it's only about the money.
Those who would seek personal gain at the expense of others in this movement has an agenda.
You decide.
This is not a game.
The only pro�t we should all be striving for is TRUE FREEDOM.
God bless you all.
Q

#1294 - 2018-04-29 04:52:19 (UTC+1)
>>1228857
Godspeed, Patriot(s).
Stay strong.
Stay united.
BOOM week ahead.
Q

#1293 - 2018-04-29 04:19:12 (UTC+1)
>>1228588
Noted:IP-Ghost:
Q

#1292 - 2018-04-29 04:17:34 (UTC+1)
>>1228489
Shall we play a game?
Can you trust?
You know that we know.
You know what we have.
Your move.
Q

#1291 - 2018-04-28 06:33:12 (UTC+1)
>>1218465
Who makes arrests?
FBI & DOJ?
Can you make arrests w/ a crooked FBI sr team?
See prev post re: FBI.
Not easy for anyone.
We are in this together.
Much appreciation.
It's what you don't know and can't see (ongoing) that will validate your e�orts.
Trust the plan.
Step back.
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Remove arrests.
What do you see?
Stage being set?
Godspeed, Patriot.
Q

#1290 - 2018-04-28 05:57:57 (UTC+1)
>>1218316
Hope not.
Might as well go sit in the CIA.
Russia grounding our military planes in Syria.
Military aircraft crashing in US.
Coincidence?
Autists need Red Bull?
Q

#1289 - 2018-04-28 05:52:40 (UTC+1)
Peace on the Korean Peninsula isn't big news?
Should we drop a #MOAB on that?
Timetables shift. 
[Next Week].
Q

#1288 - 2018-04-28 05:40:01 (UTC+1)
Focus only on the FBI [for now].
Jim Rybicki, chief of sta� and senior counselor - FIRED.
James Baker, general counsel - FIRED.
Andrew McCabe, deputy director - FIRED.
James Comey, director - FIRED.
Bill Priestap, Head of Counterintelligence and Strzok's boss - Cooperating witness [power removed].
Peter Strzok, Deputy Assistant Director of the Counterintelligence - cooperating witness [power removed].
Lisa Page, attorney with the FBI's O�ce of the General Counsel - cooperating witness [power removed].
Conspiracy?
Think about the above.
Only the above.
Get the picture?
Q

#1287 - 2018-04-28 02:27:33 (UTC+1)
Cohen raid by FBI?
Public context: re: payment to Stormy Daniels?
SC & FBI raided POTUS' attorney to pull Stormy Daniels payment info?
RR signed o�?
What other docs were collected?
How many places raided?
Raid on the President of the United States' attorney for payment details re: private case re: Stormy Daniels?
Think logically.
How do you introduce evidence into an investigation (legally)?
Who has everything?
Methods which info collected/ obtained?
Admissible in the court of law?
Insert Rudy.
First public statement.
"It shouldn't take more than "a week or two" to come to a resolution on the probe."
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/04/20/rudy-to-rescue-giuliani-vows-to-wrap-up-mueller-probe.html
Think resignations.
Who has the POWER?
If POTUS was in a weakened position (about to be impeached/indicted) would 'they' resign?
Why are we here?
Public forum.
World watching.
Sharing of intel to bad actors?
Purpose?
Not con�rming SC is on /team/.
Question everything.
Timing important.
Planned?
Q

#1286 - 2018-04-28 01:39:07 (UTC+1)
Reconcile.
Reporting incorrect?
Per WH?
The day before.
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Enemy?
Slave?
Mueller & U1?
Mueller & 
https://www.politico.com/story/2017/08/08/robert-mueller-counsel-�nancial-records-241414
Comey to POTUS - not being investigated.
RR to POTUS - not being investigated.
Mueller to POTUS - not a criminal target.
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/04/19/rosenstein-tells-trump-is-not-target-cohen-investigation.html
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/04/03/mueller-claims-trump-is-not-criminal-target-in-his-investigation-report-says.html
http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/336802-rnc-comey-testimony-proves-trump-not-under-investigation
Baiting POTUS?
Why no contact w/ WL / JA? 
What is being investigated?
Why is Mueller's team stacked w/ ex Clinton / D sr level authorities?
Why are POTUS supporters screaming for END?
POTUS WITCH HUNT END
ADD RUDY (quiet).
Can the investigation o�cially/publicly drop POTUS from review & continue?
Why did the Podesta Group close shop?
https://www.pacer.gov
Why are known bad actors in full support of Mueller?
Why did POTUS interview (FBI Dir) Mueller a day prior to SC appointment if impossible to assign position?
Why did Sessions recuse?
What are the powers of Huber / IG (H)?
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/03/31/turley-sessions-using-utah-federal-prosecutor-much-better-trump-2nd-special-counsel/
Who has the POWER?
Who can know?
Are D's using as midterm tactic to win House?
Are D's using as ammo to gain majority to impeach?
Impeach on what grounds?
What facts exist to impeach?
House report POTUS no evidence of collusion.
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/04/27/house-intelligence-committee-releases-russia-report.html
Mueller report will contradict per Brennan Tweet today?
Disconnect exists.
R's / D's negative for POTUS.
Insurance policy?
Comey release of memos to obtain SC?
SC attack POTUS WITCH HUNT
SC/Comey/RR state POTUS not under investigation.
Flynn pleads guilty to none committed crime?
S interviewed?
S/P relationship w/ judge? 
#2/S/P 302 mod?
Fusion GPS.
The Brits - raw intel / dossier / 5 eyes.
GOOG
DNC rigging super delegates / funding/ voter rolls / agreement BS
Election/voter fraud
CIA 
DNI
FBI
DOJ
Sec of State
President.
............
More than you can imagine.
re: HRC insurance [win]
Why?
Cover?
Remainder illegal acts.
Confused?
SC targeting who?
SC on team?
SC o� team?
Questions reveal answers.
Time will tell.
Q

#1285 - 2018-04-28 00:11:30 (UTC+1)
http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/337182-trump-considered-mueller-for-fbi-director-before-he-was-named-special
https://www.npr.org/2017/06/09/532286723/special-counsel-robert-mueller-had-been-on-white-house-short-list-to-run-fbi
https://www.fbi.gov/history/directors
"Congress passed Public Law 94-503, limiting the FBI Director to a single term of no longer than 10 years."
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Reconcile.
Q

#1284 - 2018-04-27 20:57:25 (UTC+1)
>>1211682
These do not match.
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/12/01/michael-�ynn-charged-in-special-counsels-russia-investigation.html
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/04/27/house-report-backs-claim-that-fbi-agents-did-not-think-�ynn-lied-despite-guilty-plea.html
Re_read drops.
Future proves past.
You have more than you know.
Q

#1283 - 2018-04-27 20:52:56 (UTC+1)
>>1211560
If the FBI found NO evidence of lying why was Flynn charged?
Expand your thinking.
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/12/01/michael-�ynn-charged-in-special-counsels-russia-investigation.html
1 & 1 don't equal 2.
EYES OPEN?
COMMS GOOD?
Q

#1282 - 2018-04-27 20:45:40 (UTC+1)
>>1211493
Expand.
Who interviewed Flynn?
What redacted texts were released yesterday?
Coincidence?
Why did Flynn take the bullet?
Rubber bullet?
Lawmakers make public?
Lawmakers learned gmail draft comms yesterday?
Lawmakers go hunting?
What is the purpose of a laser pointer?
You have more than you know.
Comms understood?
Q

#1281 - 2018-04-27 20:30:14 (UTC+1)
>>1211294
What was completed and released today?
Re: Flynn?
"Done in 30."
Expand.
Q

#1280 - 2018-04-27 20:26:42 (UTC+1)
"Done in 30."
[30]
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/04/27/house-report-backs-claim-that-fbi-agents-did-not-think-�ynn-lied-despite-guilty-plea.html
Why would Flynn plead guilty to something untrue?
De�ne testimony.
De�ne 'on record'.
Who knows where the bodies are buried?
Flynn is safe.
Expand your thinking.
Q

#1279 - 2018-04-27 04:01:50 (UTC+1)
>>1203096
We have it all.
The right people have the information.
GOOD people are acting on the information.
Think GOOG.
Think ES departure.
Think NK.
Many drafts.
Many shared users [foreign & domestic].
Variable access.
Codes.
Fake emails.
Game forum comms.
New intel revealed today.
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Gmail comms.
[R].
[EG].
De�ne Evergreen.
When do you call a plumber?
Ongoing investigations require.....
Q [auth478-24zgP]

#1278 - 2018-04-27 03:48:19 (UTC+1)
Re_read.
Precursor.
They are buying time.
National crisis.
Some [top eyes on 1st] are calling for immediate arrests.
Cooperating.
Still have access.
Controlled.
Kept at top.
Chair+
NAT SEC issue.
POTUS.
Reveal gmail draft comms.
Who had access?
Legal case(s) building.
You have a voice.
Be heard.
Patience isn't always easy.
But vital to get right.
Q

#1277 - 2018-04-26 22:40:47 (UTC+1)
>>1198778
Important to note [texts only].
[R] = Renegade
Not RR.
Q

#1276 - 2018-04-26 21:16:46 (UTC+1)
>>1197573
How many pics can you �nd of JL & HRC?
re: Haiti?
Marching into the Darkness - lyrics.
Follow the stars.
It's everywhere.
Q

#1275 - 2018-04-26 21:01:03 (UTC+1)
Interesting theory.
It's nice when you can work in peace.
https://bigleaguepolitics.com/heres-je�-sessions-might-playing-4-d-chess/
#Releasethetexts 
No redactions.
Q

#1274 - 2018-04-26 03:36:15 (UTC+1)
>>1189008
Try harder.
Ready for tomorrow?
Q

#1273 - 2018-04-26 02:18:54 (UTC+1)
>>1187631
What happens to the special counsel?
Rudy met w/ Mueller today.
Coincidence?
Connect.
Public announcement.
End of POTUS investigation?
Continue w/ other investigations?
Stage set?
Support growing?
Strategic?
Planned?
We have it all.
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Welcome to the WH.
Q

#1272 - 2018-04-26 02:11:11 (UTC+1)

#1271 - 2018-04-26 01:38:48 (UTC+1)
>>1187000
Note 187.
Q

#1270 - 2018-04-26 01:37:45 (UTC+1)
>>1186910
Happened.
Not public.
Debate how to handle.
Buying time.
Toxic.
Dangerous.
Threats.
Q

#1269 - 2018-04-25 22:33:17 (UTC+1)
Are you awake?
Do you SEE (for yourself) the MSM = propaganda tool of the LEFT?
Do you SEE FB/Twitter/GOOG censoring non LEFT POVs?
Do you SEE the corruption?
Do you SEE the EVIL?
Are you a SLAVE?
Are you CONTROLLED?
Are you a SHEEP?
ARE YOU AWAKE?
DO YOU THINK FOR YOURSELF?
LEARN THE TRUTH.
FACTS.
HISTORY.
THE GREAT AWAKENING.
THEY ARE LOSING CONTROL.
RESPECT OPINION OR ATTACK THOSE WHO DARE CHALLENGE THE NARRATIVE?
IT'S RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOU.
WHO ARE THE TRUE FASCISTS?
WHO ARE THE TRUE RACISTS?
WHY DOES THE ANTIFA FLAG MIMIC THAT OF THE NAZIS?
COINCIDENCE?
FOR HUMANITY - WAKE UP - LEARN.
FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT 
WHERE WE GO ONE, WE GO ALL!
Q

#1268 - 2018-04-25 21:05:13 (UTC+1)
Did you know?
Quiet.
Army Lt. Gen. Paul Nakasone
Good.
Q

#1267 - 2018-04-25 18:23:51 (UTC+1)
>>1181379
WW = worldwide.
Try harder.
Q

#1266 - 2018-04-25 18:21:21 (UTC+1)
>>1181185
They tried to delete the proof.
POTUS win - 1/20.
Deep clean.
They never thought she would lose.
Insurance w/o cover.
Nothing is deleted.
No Such Agency.
Tool dev primary + meta essential.
Easy cover.
Acts so sick & evil conspiracy push / fake reality almost always wins.
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Trust the plan.
Hard to swallow for many.
Treason / corruption 1st.
Think resignations.
Coincidence?
Speaker of House resigning!
Coincidence?
You have more than you know.
Have faith.
WWG1WGA.
Q

#1265 - 2018-04-25 18:08:22 (UTC+1)
>>1180770
We knew this day would come.
We knew people would need a guide.
We all have a part to play.
We knew FLYNN would be challenged.
Part of the plan?
Flynn JR recent "did not lie to VP."
Timing.
Plan.
SIG sent [WH position]?
Moves & countermoves.
Role outside of WH?
"Lost house."
"Funds for legal."
"Beat up."
You are watching a .....
What is right?
What is wrong?
Up is down.
Left is right.
Left is LEFT.
WH position [rapid] changes.
Why?
Planned?
Visibility in one helps another?
Connected?
C_A to SEC of STATE NK IRAN RUSSIA CHINA MX .....
Why is this relevant?
Think pushback.
Open source.
Why?
They are watching.
Proofs provided to retain.
Future proves past.
History books.
Q

#1264 - 2018-04-25 17:41:42 (UTC+1)
>>1180605
>>1180604
The world is connected.
All or nothing.
+++ ++ +
Trust the plan.
We get massive amounts of 'Q' thank you letters from around the world every single day.
THE WORLD IS WATCHING.
Q

#1263 - 2018-04-25 17:33:00 (UTC+1)
>>1180433
Think logically.
Attack the world?
Are the people of France to blame?
Are the people to blame or the ruling class (leaders/controllers)?
Apply leverage.
Strategically.
1-by-1.
Unity.
Power shift.
Rise of the people.
WW.
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Not understood?
Q

#1262 - 2018-04-25 17:21:50 (UTC+1)
>>1180390
"Politics."
Same for Merkel.
Think movie.
Q

#1261 - 2018-04-25 17:17:06 (UTC+1)
They feel threatened.
This is about us.
Expect more (outcry).
We are being set up and targeted (+DDoS).
All for a conspiracy larp. 
https:// www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/after-toronto-attack-online-misogynists-praise-suspect-new-saint-n868821
They must win.
New strategy?
Promise jobs & money to all.
Desperate? 
Nervous?
http:// www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/04/25/reparations-income-handouts-guaranteed-jobs-dems-tilt-hard-left-with-new-pet-projects.html
Stay awake.
Q

#1260 - 2018-04-25 00:38:57 (UTC+1)
>>1173221
Red carpet event tonight?
State dinner.
What will the texts reveal?
MOAB or precursor?
Q

#1259 - 2018-04-24 17:48:44 (UTC+1)
>>1169348
We are in this together.
No fame.
This is about taking back our FREEDOM and saving our children/people from the EVIL that has plagued our country/world for so long.
Q

#1258 - 2018-04-24 17:45:00 (UTC+1)
>>1169290
Should we tell all the good people watching the day & time?
Red carpet rollout? 
Think logically.
The world is watching.
Q

#1257 - 2018-04-24 17:42:14 (UTC+1)
>>1169241
Hostage no more.
Q

#1256 - 2018-04-24 17:37:59 (UTC+1)
>>1169138
What's at risk?
$250B x 2 / year.
What the taxpayers don't know.
Why aren't NK developments receiving WW praise?
We endure.
Q

#1255 - 2018-04-24 17:30:18 (UTC+1)
>>1169112
His sole purpose [WH visit] is to convince POTUS, on behalf of the EU, to remain in the Iran deal.
You decide.
Q

#1254 - 2018-04-24 17:27:03 (UTC+1)
Iran is next.
[Marker].
Re_read.
POTUS today.
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"Mark it down."
"Bigger problems than ever before."
SIG to Iran?
CLAS - Sec 11A P 2.2 [important]
Refers to more than continued payments of $250B.
IRON EAGLE.
Sweet Dreams.
Q

#1253 - 2018-04-24 04:56:53 (UTC+1)
https:// www.grassley.senate.gov/news/news-releases/grassley-refers-planned-parenthood-fetal-tissue-procurement-organizations-fbi
http:// www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/12/07/planned-parenthood-under-investigation-by-justice-department-over-sale-fetal-tissue.html
Coming soon.
Q

#1252 - 2018-04-24 01:27:14 (UTC+1)
It's time to learn the TRUTH.
Why are D's inspiring activist groups to remove history re: slavery?
Why are history books painting a di�erent picture than before?
Why are teachers following a new false script?
"Republicans are racists."
Learn the term 'Projection'.
Why are they threatened?
MSM has you brainwashed.
They want you controlled.
They want you enslaved.
They want you divided.
They want you dependent!
What has the D party done for the black pop?
What has the R party done for the black pop?
What has POTUS done in 1 year?
What is the net worth of black leaders today?
Why does Pelosi mention MLK 74% of the time during weekly addresses?
MLK was a conservative.
Learn the TRUTH.
Re_read drops re: slave grip of black pop.
Why do we look at skin color?
DIVISION.
IT'S TIME TO UNITE AND FIGHT FOR OUR FREEDOM.
TOGETHER, we are STRONG.
APART, we are weak.
PATRIOTS HAVE NO SKIN COLOR.
Q

#1251 - 2018-04-23 23:24:22 (UTC+1)
Listen carefully.
Trust the plan.
https:// m.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
Q

#1250 - 2018-04-23 22:25:09 (UTC+1)
>>1159482
When was UBL killed in Pakistan?
May 2 2011
Where was UBL located?
Close proximity to?
Think logically.
When did AWANs mission op go green?
2004
Follow the timeline.
What happened during this time w/ Huma / VJ / AWAN / +3?
https:// www.congress.gov/bill/112th-congress/house-bill/5734/text
Follow the timeline.
https:// www.congress.gov/bill/112th-congress/house-bill/1699
SEC of STATE.
https:// www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/112/hr285
Who is protected?
https:// www.theguardian.com/global-development/poverty-matters/2011/jul/11/us-aid-to-pakistan
Aid cut o� in 2010?
Coincidence?
What happened in 2011?
De�ne 'Exchange'.
Sick yet?
Q
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#1249 - 2018-04-23 22:12:36 (UTC+1)
>>1159198
Red Cross Iran.
Red Cross Pakistan.
Red Cross NK.
Red Cross ........
De�ne smuggle.
What is smuggled?
What funds are used to pay for the goods?
These people are sick.
Relevant to events about to unfold.
Follow the EOs.
Q

#1248 - 2018-04-23 21:56:35 (UTC+1)
>>1159032
Wake up!
Learn.
Question.
Fight!
https:// www.npr.org/2016/06/16/482020436/senators-report-�nds-fundamental-concerns-about-red-cross-�nances
Q

#1247 - 2018-04-23 21:47:11 (UTC+1)
>>1158853
Happy hunting!
http:// www.un.org/en/auditors/board/faq.shtml
Q

#1246 - 2018-04-23 21:39:27 (UTC+1)
>>1158720
Happening now.
Q

#1245 - 2018-04-23 21:31:49 (UTC+1)
>>1158519
Think SA.
Order is important.
SA -> NK.
NK -> Armenia.
Armenia -> Iran
Iran ->
Any other rogue nuclear states?
De�ne hostage.
De�ne protection.
Who is protected by rogue nuclear states?
Trust the plan.
THE WORLD IS CONNECTED.
Why are border states like AZ/CA important?
Why is MX vocal against POTUS?
Those who are the loudest.....
WWG1WGA.
The Great Awakening.
Iron Eagle.
Q

#1244 - 2018-04-23 21:19:33 (UTC+1)
>>1158228
Like NK, they have been freed.
Assets on the ground.
Q

#1243 - 2018-04-23 20:51:38 (UTC+1)
>>1158014
Why was Armenia mentioned recently?
Clowns losing control.
Q

#1242 - 2018-04-23 20:48:13 (UTC+1)
Do you believe?
The world is awakening.
https:// www.aljazeera.com/amp/news/2018/04/armenia-prime-minister-serzh-sargsyan-resigns-protests-180423120123655.html?__twitter_impression=true
Coincidence?
Q
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#1241 - 2018-04-23 19:56:57 (UTC+1)
Reminder.
Iran is next.
Marker.
CLAS - Sec 11A P 2.2.
"Installments."
$250B.
Jan 1.
Jun 1.
No inspection @ GZ NR sites.
No missile tech prevention.
Load carrying.
ICBM.
Think NK.
Who controls the $?
Who really controls the $?
Why does the EU have a vested interest in this deal?
Who receives the money?
When the US sends billions in aid and/or climate and/or etc who or what entity audits / tracks to con�rm intended recipient(s) rec? 
None.
How does GS fund WW counter-events?
Who funds WW leftist events?
American taxpayer (subsidize).
De�ne nuclear stand-o�.
Who bene�ts?
How do you 'squeeze' funds out of the US?
Threat to humanity?
Environment push?
Think Paris accord.
Who audits / tracks the funneled money?
De�ne kickback.
De�ne slush fund.
EPA.
No oversight re: Hussein.
Why?
How does the C_A fund non sanctioned ops?
O� the books?
Re_ read past drops.
Will become relevant.
Welcome Mr. President.
The U.S. will NOT agree to continue the Iran deal as it currently stands.
Q

#1240 - 2018-04-23 05:22:32 (UTC+1)
https:// m.youtube.com/watch?v=JDVT-8tU�E
Q

#1239 - 2018-04-22 22:47:12 (UTC+1)
@algore
Today is Earth Day.
Did you forget?
Do you feel safe?
https:// www.washingtonpost.com/politics/decision2012/al-gore-has-thrived-as-green-tech-investor/2012/10/10/1dfaa5b0-0b11-11e2-bd1a-
b868e65d57eb_story.html?utm_term=.00a0de2fb3ae
Q

#1238 - 2018-04-22 19:58:19 (UTC+1)
Not 'o�cial' product - 5 Eyes.
Listen carefully.
No evidence to support POTUS targeting.
None.
Do you understand the gravity of what's unfolding?
EVIL & CORRUPTION.
She had to win at all costs.
You know why.
How do people support/vote 4 these people?
http:// video.foxnews.com/v/5774707105001/?#sp=show-clips
Q

#1237 - 2018-04-22 07:31:31 (UTC+1)
"The process of settlement is a 'Civilization-Jihadist Process' with all the word means. The Ikhwan [Muslim Brotherhood] must understand that their work in 
a kind of grand jihad in eliminating and destroying the Western civilization from within and 'sabotaging' its miserable house by their hands and the hands of
believers..."
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https:// clarionproject.org/muslim_brotherhood_explanatory_memorandum/
Q

#1236 - 2018-04-22 07:11:34 (UTC+1)
>>1140510

#1235 - 2018-04-22 06:28:19 (UTC+1)
http:// thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/presidential-campaign/292310-huma-abedins-ties-to-the-muslim-brotherhood
Good article.
Don't forget about Huma.
AWAN.
VJ.
.........
FBI.
America for sale.
Betrayal.
Treason.
No name.
Inside out destruction.
SA.
SA.
SA.
HUMA & Hussein.
http:// harvardmuslimalumni.org/about
Who paid?
SA [vital].
Q

#1234 - 2018-04-21 21:44:08 (UTC+1)
>>1133925
AMERICA WILL BE UNIFIED AGAIN!
11.11.18.
Q

#1233 - 2018-04-21 21:40:05 (UTC+1)
>>1133796
They will lose black vote once Haiti revealed.
Lost now (awakening).
They keep them enslaved.
What did Hussein do for the black community? 
vs POTUS? 
Q

#1232 - 2018-04-21 21:15:51 (UTC+1)
>>1133332
Fire up those Memes!
Please stand by.
On the clock.
Ready to play? 
MOAB incoming.
Q

#1231 - 2018-04-21 21:10:43 (UTC+1)
What will next week hold?
MOAB.
Q

#1230 - 2018-04-21 21:05:16 (UTC+1)
>>1133204
We came here for a reason.
Q

#1229 - 2018-04-21 21:02:49 (UTC+1)
>>1133099
Expand further.
Why are we making it public?
Blackwater USA.
Plausible deniability.
Planned.
The world is connected.
You have more than you know.
Q

#1228 - 2018-04-21 19:44:52 (UTC+1)
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>>1131959
Look at those palm trees!
Q

#1227 - 2018-04-21 19:42:05 (UTC+1)
>>1131935
We are honored, proud, and appreciative.
WWG1WGA.
Q

#1226 - 2018-04-21 19:37:18 (UTC+1)
>>1131741
As the World Turns.
Marker.
Everything has meaning.
Everything.
Q&A.
Q: SR
Common Q.
Counted on.
Day after.
DNC to initiate lawsuit (pre-planned).
How do we 'legally' ........
Win.
This platform is more than simply pushing the TRUTH.
Q

#1225 - 2018-04-21 19:28:51 (UTC+1)
Yesterday.
Maggie showed w/ Hussein.
Points outlined.
POTUS - "Wendy."
Today.
POTUS - "Maggie" focus.
Con�rmation?
Coincidence?
Learn our comms.
Q

#1224 - 2018-04-21 19:05:51 (UTC+1)
>>1131287
Coincidence?
Think Wendy.
Coordinated - the "Awakening."
Every detail accounted for.
Every scenario planned for.
Enjoy the show.
Q

#1223 - 2018-04-21 19:02:17 (UTC+1)
>>1131254
Think private email addresses.
Hussein.
HRC.
LL.
..........
They think they are clever.
Q

#1222 - 2018-04-21 19:01:36 (UTC+1)
>>1131247
Think public & private Twitter accounts.
They all have them.
These people are stupid.
We have it all.
Q

#1221 - 2018-04-21 18:56:16 (UTC+1)
Right on Q.
https:// twitter.com/wikileaks/status/987724899614674944
Hello Maggie.
Trust funds (3).
Deposits routed from EU.
Why are deposits ORIG from EU being transferred into [3] TRUST funds [children]?
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How do you get your talking points?
Why do many DC journalists (yourself) use & replace 'burner phones' every week?
How do you pass the new number out?
Tweets are very important.
Do you feel safe?
Q

#1220 - 2018-04-21 18:18:22 (UTC+1)
Example.
https:// clintonhealthaccess.org
https:// wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/24440
HIV/AIDS.
CHAI.
Clinton Foundation con�icts of interest. 
CHAI discounted pharmaceuticals to distribute abroad.
Pharma alliance.
HRC/BC.
Protect domestic high prices.
Domestic = PAYDAY.
Q

#1219 - 2018-04-21 17:53:35 (UTC+1)
>>1130171
Think Sessions.
Public announcement re: Leaks.
Expand your thinking outside of 'leaks'.
Journalism ethics and standards.
Q

#1218 - 2018-04-21 17:40:38 (UTC+1)
>>1130125
+
"These stories will only matter/hurt us if we keep pushing hard and get too much chatter out there."
Push FAKE NEWS [4am] - MSM PRE BAD news [THEM].
Q

#1217 - 2018-04-21 17:33:06 (UTC+1)
https:// wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/7524
Q

#1216 - 2018-04-21 05:48:30 (UTC+1)
>>1124637
The world is watching.
Q

#1215 - 2018-04-21 05:15:07 (UTC+1)
>>1124212
You can't imagine the size of this.
Conspiracy risk.
Planned for later.
Q

#1214 - 2018-04-21 04:48:28 (UTC+1)
>>1123617
Bigger than you can imagine.
POTUS warning shot.
Mack.
Snowball.
Why is Hussein pictured w/ this H-Wood child many times?
What are 'pet' names?
Conspiracy?
Q

#1213 - 2018-04-21 04:42:59 (UTC+1)
>>1123519
Open source.
Q

#1212 - 2018-04-21 04:37:07 (UTC+1)
>>1123388
Hint: Hussein & Maggie
"Wendy"
How many pics can you �nd of them together?
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Age 10, 11, 12....
Q

#1211 - 2018-04-21 04:32:06 (UTC+1)
>>1123269
http:// newyork.cbslocal.com/2016/09/28/agnes-nixon-soap-operas/
Q

#1210 - 2018-04-21 04:26:43 (UTC+1)
>>1123074
AS THE WORLD TURNS.
Q

#1209 - 2018-04-21 04:17:04 (UTC+1)
>>1122995
This door will be opened later.
The choice, to know, will be yours.
END.
Q

#1208 - 2018-04-21 04:12:34 (UTC+1)
>>1122741
Over the target.
Expand further.
Wendy.
HUSSEIN.
Mack.
AS.
https:// www.wehoville.com/2018/04/12/west-hollywoodss-mariah-sunshine-coogan-identi�ed-victim-scottsdale-plane-crash/
Open source.
Q

#1207 - 2018-04-21 03:26:55 (UTC+1)
>>1122226

#1206 - 2018-04-21 03:18:32 (UTC+1)

#1205 - 2018-04-21 03:08:58 (UTC+1)

#1204 - 2018-04-21 02:36:21 (UTC+1)
>>1121283
Canary palm tree?
Signal?
Q

#1203 - 2018-04-21 02:30:58 (UTC+1)
Mack is naming names.
Big names in H-Wood / Gov't (local/federal).
Proof.
The 'Standard' Hotel.
Helicopter crash.
All related.
Future will prove past.
AS.
Feeling ok today?
Why is the MX border / Long Beach Port so important?
Tick TOCK (LLC).
Q

#1202 - 2018-04-20 20:45:12 (UTC+1)

#1201 - 2018-04-20 19:48:56 (UTC+1)
>>1116307
TRUMP card coming.
Q

#1200 - 2018-04-20 19:47:29 (UTC+1)
>>1116269
They fall for it every single time.
>>1116276
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How do you 'legally' .......
Q

#1199 - 2018-04-20 19:43:14 (UTC+1)
Answer Q re: SR.
SR June JA.
Now....
http:// www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/04/20/democratic-party-�les-federal-lawsuit-alleging-conspiracy-by-trump-campaign-russia-wikileaks-to-disrupt-201
presidential-election.html
Coincidence?
Q

#1198 - 2018-04-20 04:36:07 (UTC+1)
Q&A again.
Time limited.
Keep up the good �ght!
Q

#1197 - 2018-04-20 04:29:03 (UTC+1)
>>1109176
Yes, midterms are safe.
Watch CA.
Q

#1196 - 2018-04-20 04:23:42 (UTC+1)
>>1109132
WW.
Q

#1195 - 2018-04-20 04:21:44 (UTC+1)
>>1108927
SR connect to DNC.
MS_13.
JA.
Why did the D's push legal rep on family?
June ETA.
Q

#1194 - 2018-04-20 04:16:41 (UTC+1)
>>1108947
Structure.
Q

#1193 - 2018-04-20 04:15:58 (UTC+1)
>>1108920
Fake.
We control.
Q

#1192 - 2018-04-20 04:13:29 (UTC+1)
Q&A 
5 min.
Q

#1191 - 2018-04-20 04:11:13 (UTC+1)
>>1108831
What makes a good movie?
Q

#1190 - 2018-04-20 03:11:51 (UTC+1)
>>1107523
Memos are FAKE.
Guided by LL/+3 CLAS.
Think SC.
All written same time.
Q

#1189 - 2018-04-20 03:05:21 (UTC+1)
>>1107717
Who captured?
Q

#1188 - 2018-04-20 03:03:30 (UTC+1)
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Engineers.
Data mine NP +1 +5
All.
Architects.
Build pro�le 1XD x7
All.
Eyes only.
Q

#1187 - 2018-04-20 02:19:21 (UTC+1)
>>1106974
The words used re: Intel & buying/selling will bury her.
Think net worth.
CLAS Level Highest.
Q

#1186 - 2018-04-20 02:04:31 (UTC+1)
>>1106719
The importance of this cannot be expressed more clearly.
Archive OFFLINE immediately.
O�ine only.
Future events re: Intel trip to NK will make heads roll.
"Pompeo" most senior o�cial to visit NK since?
Future proves past.
Q

#1185 - 2018-04-20 01:53:31 (UTC+1)
>>1106719
13min mark.
Q

#1184 - 2018-04-20 01:53:11 (UTC+1)
Big ERROR.
Pelosi admits travel to North Korea [past].
Archive immediately.
They have tried to 'cover' this.
Why is this relevant?
https:// www.c-span.org/video/?444272-1/democrats-back-farm-bill-leader-pelosi
These people will lose everything.
Q

#1183 - 2018-04-20 00:09:22 (UTC+1)
>>1105264
Push to DIVIDE is strong.
Think pre vs post 2016 election.
Why?
Stay TOGETHER.
Stay STRONG.
We, the PEOPLE.
WWG1WGA - JFK.
Q

#1182 - 2018-04-20 00:03:58 (UTC+1)
>>1105115
EO.
Treason.
Update.
Read.
Study the EOs.
Follow the 'pen'.
EOs post 'pen' pics.
Connect.
Learn.
SKY Event.
Q

#1181 - 2018-04-19 23:54:59 (UTC+1)
>>1105041
We have everything.
How can we use what we know?
How do you 'legally' inject/make public/use as evidence?
What are you witnessing unfold?
Trust the plan.
Q
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#1180 - 2018-04-19 23:50:50 (UTC+1)
Rudy.
NYC.
Relationships High.
"Insurance File."
Quiet until now.
Join POTUS' legal team.
Direct discussions avail [now] w/ Mueller.
Enjoy the show.
They never thought she would lose.
CARELESS.
Q

#1179 - 2018-04-19 07:17:16 (UTC+1)
Why are D's aggressively attacking Pruitt?
Why is the MSM aggressively attacking Pruitt?
https:// nypost.com/2017/08/05/sessions-investigating-slush-fund-used-by-left-wing-groups/
Are you awake?
Q

#1178 - 2018-04-19 04:46:35 (UTC+1)
>>1096535
He had no choice.
Q

#1177 - 2018-04-19 03:44:28 (UTC+1)
>>1095664
Fake.
Q

#1176 - 2018-04-19 03:42:55 (UTC+1)
>>1095595
187.
Failure to retain position/ear.
Threats are real.
WAR is real.
Good vs Evil is real.
Think State of the Union - FREE.
Coincidence?
Delta engine �re?
Coincidence?
How rare are engine �res?
Think logically.
Q

#1175 - 2018-04-17 22:52:40 (UTC+1)
>>1080429
Strike Package 111V-B.
Q

#1174 - 2018-04-17 22:51:28 (UTC+1)
>>1080066
We are being set up.
Threat.
Past Booms - TX bombs
New Booms - Plane crash + Plane/17 drop.
These people are sick.
Attempt to prevent drops / awakening.
Conspiracy?
Coincidence?
Response coming.
Q

#1173 - 2018-04-17 13:18:17 (UTC+1)
>>1074950
BDT & DEFCON.
Direct.
Q

#1172 - 2018-04-17 13:16:34 (UTC+1)
>>1074952
WRAYs of LIGHT.
Q
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#1171 - 2018-04-17 12:53:50 (UTC+1)
>>1074781
Good luck & God Bless!
Q

#1170 - 2018-04-17 12:53:02 (UTC+1)
BOOM.
BOOM.
BOOM.
BOOM!!!!!
Q

#1169 - 2018-04-17 12:48:15 (UTC+1)
RR.
Boom.
Q

#1168 - 2018-04-16 17:25:24 (UTC+1)
https:// www.iqt.org/portfolio/
Q

#1167 - 2018-04-16 16:36:05 (UTC+1)
>>1064287
23andMe.
Anne Wojcicki.
Spouse?
Why is this relevant?
Q

#1166 - 2018-04-16 16:07:12 (UTC+1)
>>1063675
Not a coincidence.
25/100%.
Q

#1165 - 2018-04-16 11:12:34 (UTC+1)
>>1062355
Distraction.
They are here in force.
Q

#1164 - 2018-04-16 06:37:31 (UTC+1)
Re_read Five Eyes.
Avoid US data collection laws.
Hussein.
Public: Dossier FISA.
Not Public: Five Eyes UK/AUS POTUS targeting using pushed RUS decoy meetings / campaign insertions.
Hussein HRC LL Brennan Clapper NAT SEC WH SIT RM OP UK AUS assist/set up.
Q

#1163 - 2018-04-16 04:19:04 (UTC+1)
>>1058536
https:// www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/GPO-CHRG-GINSBURG/pdf/GPO-CHRG-GINSBURG-2-4-3-12.pdf
Q

#1162 - 2018-04-16 04:10:21 (UTC+1)
>>1058722
We made sure a reporter was there to capture.
These people are stupid. 
Q

#1161 - 2018-04-16 04:06:56 (UTC+1)
SC - Supreme Court.
RBG.
AS 187 / Clown Black (Brennan).
Q

#1160 - 2018-04-16 03:30:01 (UTC+1)
[4] Clown UIDs here.
Armenia.
GOOG 'qanon' search stats (by country).
Armenia #1.
Q
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#1159 - 2018-04-16 03:25:04 (UTC+1)
>>1057770
The WHY.
Q

#1158 - 2018-04-16 03:24:25 (UTC+1)
The WHERE.
Q

#1157 - 2018-04-16 03:18:10 (UTC+1)
>>1057442
Has POTUS made a statement found not to be true? 
Nothing stated should be discounted.
Moving fast.
Q

#1156 - 2018-04-16 03:13:18 (UTC+1)
>>1057393

#1155 - 2018-04-16 03:06:25 (UTC+1)
>>1057113
Focus should also be on Supreme Court promise.
Only dropped here.
POTUS validating drops via Twitter per plan/timing.
Future proves past.
Comms understood?
Q

#1154 - 2018-04-16 02:59:33 (UTC+1)
>>1057113
Perfect example of why we are here.
Thank you, Patriot.
Thank you ALL!
Q

#1153 - 2018-04-16 02:56:54 (UTC+1)
>>1056766
Typo.
SC = Supreme Court.
Q

#1152 - 2018-04-16 02:31:10 (UTC+1)
>>1056562
Thank you, Patriot.
Proofs being lost.
Q

#1151 - 2018-04-16 02:27:37 (UTC+1)
Side by side graphic.
SS/LL deal drop(s) w/ orig timestamp(s).
POTUS' Tweet.
Important going forward.
Q

#1150 - 2018-04-16 02:06:18 (UTC+1)
>>1056025
Where are the autists?!?!
Q

#1149 - 2018-04-16 02:03:34 (UTC+1)
>>1055967
Think timing.
LL remains AG HRC.
HRC appoints new AS replacement.
RBG steps down.
LL steps up.
New AG.
'The Plan'.
Q

#1148 - 2018-04-16 01:57:32 (UTC+1)
>>1055826
Side by side graphics are important.
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To be clear, LL was promised the Supreme Court position of RBG.
Coordinated.
Planned.
RBG big problems.
Q

#1147 - 2018-04-16 01:51:07 (UTC+1)
Coincidence?
SC/LL deal drop.
POTUS Tweet.
Tarmac.
Coming soon to a theater near you.
Q

#1146 - 2018-04-14 20:24:45 (UTC+1)
Expand your thinking.
The 'date' vs 'actual'.
Iran next.
Trust the plan!
April SHOWERS.
[SHOWERS].
Do you believe in coincidences?
Q

#1145 - 2018-04-14 04:07:44 (UTC+1)
Trust POTUS.
Sparrow Red.
Missiles only.
Intel good.
Q

#1144 - 2018-04-12 23:14:11 (UTC+1)
Twitter down.
Injection good.
Q

#1143 - 2018-04-12 23:00:41 (UTC+1)
>>1015398

#1142 - 2018-04-12 22:51:42 (UTC+1)
RR problems.
https:// www.cnn.com/2018/04/12/politics/rod-rosenstein-white-house-e�ort/index.html
Q

#1141 - 2018-04-12 22:36:19 (UTC+1)
>>1015000
Misspellings matter.
Q

#1140 - 2018-04-12 22:35:10 (UTC+1)
Coincidence?
Has the error been corrected? 
Why not?
Q

#1139 - 2018-04-12 08:02:49 (UTC+1)
>>1008970
We certainly do.
Q

#1138 - 2018-04-12 07:57:23 (UTC+1)
https:// www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-congress-sextra�cking/trump-signs-law-to-punish-websites-for-sex-tra�cking-idUSKBN1HI2KP
Study carefully.
Facebook.
IG (think Ray.Chandler).
Twitter.
Etc.....
HONEYPOTS.
Q

#1137 - 2018-04-12 07:36:28 (UTC+1)
>>1008670
Alan.
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Welcome aboard.
Plane.
17.
Q

#1136 - 2018-04-12 07:28:18 (UTC+1)
>>1008534
Syria.
Q

#1135 - 2018-04-12 07:23:59 (UTC+1)
>>1008463
Facebook.
Building 8.
China.
Q

#1134 - 2018-04-12 07:21:58 (UTC+1)
Funny.
https:// www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/plum-line/wp/2018/04/09/the-crisis-in-journalism-thats-helping-trump/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.01054835c682
Serious.
Night [5]
Q

#1133 - 2018-04-12 04:09:57 (UTC+1)
#17
Q

#1132 - 2018-04-12 03:22:02 (UTC+1)
Thank you Alan.
Welcome aboard.
Freedom!

#1131 - 2018-04-12 02:38:44 (UTC+1)
"Drop after testimony."
R U learning yet?
Q

#1130 - 2018-04-12 02:08:47 (UTC+1)
>>1003248
Finder of this should apply to NSA.
Q

#1129 - 2018-04-12 01:32:17 (UTC+1)
http:// thehill.com/homenews/administration/382714-clinton-advised-pompeo-to-stop-the-purge-of-state-dept
Then....
http:// thehill.com/homenews/administration/382765-pompeo-failed-to-disclose-ownership-in-business-connected-to-china
Down She Goes.....
Q

#1128 - 2018-04-12 01:24:46 (UTC+1)
>>1002786

#1127 - 2018-04-12 01:13:36 (UTC+1)
>>1002693
Our comms must be this way.
Refer back - the 'Why?'
NAT SEC laws.
Trust the plan.
April Showers.
Q

#1126 - 2018-04-12 01:11:13 (UTC+1)
>>1002643
"A clean [H]ouse is very important."
Q

#1125 - 2018-04-12 01:07:42 (UTC+1)
"FBI burning the midnight oil"
https:// mobile.twitter.com/SaraCarterDC/status/984145872241020929
What was just released to Nunes?
https:// www.nytimes.com/2018/04/11/us/politics/ezra-cohen-watnick-justice-department-national-security-adviser.html
Warning?
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Telegraph?
https:// mobile.twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/984022625440747520
IT'S HAPPENING.
Q

#1124 - 2018-04-10 21:16:11 (UTC+1)
@Snowden
Yes.
Testify then drop.
We have it all.
These people are stupid.
Fireworks.
POTUS' weekly address.
END.
Q

#1123 - 2018-04-10 17:11:02 (UTC+1)
Who is standing next to Pence & POTUS?
Message?
Bolton cleaning house.
Out they go!
A clean House is very important.
Q

#1122 - 2018-04-10 07:48:24 (UTC+1)
>>979093
TRUST SESSIONS.
TRUST WRAY.
TRUST KANSAS.
TRUST HOROWITZ.
TRUST HUBER.
Q

#1121 - 2018-04-10 07:40:13 (UTC+1)
Actions today [raid] will be met w/ swift action.
FBI burning midnight oil.
Q

#1120 - 2018-04-10 07:15:56 (UTC+1)
Clarify.
Chongqing.
Tuesday.
Demand.
Xi.
Con�rm tari� reduction.
Tuesday (China).
Cars.
Article provides foundation.
Major import.
Ford.
US.
Start.
Q

#1119 - 2018-04-10 06:43:56 (UTC+1)
>>978366
Fake.
Q

#1118 - 2018-04-10 06:25:02 (UTC+1)
>>978080

#1117 - 2018-04-10 06:19:12 (UTC+1)
>>977691
https:// www.nytimes.com/2014/04/09/business/international/chinas-embrace-of-foreign-cars.html
Q

#1116 - 2018-04-10 05:59:12 (UTC+1)
Thank you Xi.
Good start.
China/CQ cancel.
Q

#1115 - 2018-04-10 02:49:30 (UTC+1)
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Read carefully.
(Cohen).
https:// www.nytimes.com/2018/04/07/nyregion/trump-tower-�re.html
Q

#1114 - 2018-04-10 02:33:59 (UTC+1)
>>974444

#1113 - 2018-04-10 01:36:08 (UTC+1)
>>973608
Finally.
Chemicals.
Learn our comms.
Q

#1112 - 2018-04-10 01:27:43 (UTC+1)
>>973390
They broke in during the �re.
Distraction.
Q

#1111 - 2018-04-10 01:21:15 (UTC+1)
>>973097
Amazing coincidence.
+ Military start / wall.
You have more than you know.
Reason we are here MORE.
Q

#1110 - 2018-04-10 00:23:14 (UTC+1)
RR problems.
Q

#1109 - 2018-04-09 21:27:40 (UTC+1)
https:// twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/983423715332558848
CA Targeted.
How often does POTUS RT weekly address?
April Showers.
Q

#1108 - 2018-04-09 20:20:06 (UTC+1)
Like Clockwork.
You have been prepared.
Q

#1107 - 2018-04-09 19:31:12 (UTC+1)
>>967809
SAT imagery + EITS are not de�nitive.
Q

#1106 - 2018-04-09 19:25:58 (UTC+1)
Syria.
Hold until CONF.
MIL assets on the ground locked out of GZ.
ISRAEL strike harmed ability to prove events.
Clown report must be VERIFIED.
Troop unwind to STILL occur.
Have faith.
Trust POTUS.
Q

#1105 - 2018-04-09 19:12:03 (UTC+1)
CLASS ACTION LAWSUITS ARE VERY EFFECTIVE. 
2 BILLION PEOPLE.
GLOBAL.
SCALE.
REGULATION OR KILL?
PEOPLE HAVE THE POWER TO DECIDE.
Q

#1104 - 2018-04-09 19:09:25 (UTC+1)
>>967224
Think 'Bridge'.
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GOOG.
FB.
TWITTER.
IG.
'Central' algorithm. 
The stage had to be set.
Q

#1103 - 2018-04-09 18:58:45 (UTC+1)
>>967123
YOU are being TRACKED.
NO FB account required.
This is BIGGER than you think.
Agencies attached.
Q

#1102 - 2018-04-09 18:55:43 (UTC+1)
>>966637
PEOPLE have POWER.
Don't forget how to PLAY.
TOGETHER YOU ARE STRONG.
FB violation of YOUR PRIVACY.
FB actively TRACKING YOU.
FB reading your PRIVATE messages.
FB CENSORING (anti conservative).
More will drop.
We have it ALL.
CLASS ACTION LAWSUITS are EFFECTIVE. 
GLOBAL.
@Jack
You're next.
What is Jack's SECRET T-handle?
'Dummy' accounts to talk.
What you SEE is LIMITED.
Think emails (LL, HRC, HUSSEIN, etc).
Q

#1101 - 2018-04-09 18:33:48 (UTC+1)
>>966637
Follow the family.
Re_read drops.
Q

#1100 - 2018-04-09 18:16:28 (UTC+1)
>>XMAS IN DC
Who is arranging the PRIVATE meetings?
MZ campaign contribution promises.
FB donations since 4.2.18?
Fresh round.
R's targeted (censorship/anti R = more $).
How to mask?
MZ personal donations? 
Shell Co? 
Recent stock dump?
Avoid FB public disclosure?
Track congressional intake (reported).
Keep open (+6 mo).
Loud w/ �ndings.
RT - how DC/swamp works.
Money talks.
Drain the swamp.
How do politicians access campaign contributions for personal use?
The "Con."
Q

#1099 - 2018-04-09 02:53:50 (UTC+1)
>>958888
No more!
Q

#1098 - 2018-04-09 02:50:07 (UTC+1)
>>958655
Why did HUSSEIN PROTECT ISIS?
POTUS ISIS focus and destroy 1 year?
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vs HUSSEIN 8 years?
vs GWB?
DC access.
Sold out.
Bring back the gallows!
Q

#1097 - 2018-04-09 02:39:12 (UTC+1)
>>958580
Dig.
Social media contacts?
Worked for WHO?
ACCESS level?
Find ALL pics.
Bigger than you know.
One example of many.
AWAN.
Q

#1096 - 2018-04-09 02:32:56 (UTC+1)
>>958537

#1095 - 2018-04-09 02:28:23 (UTC+1)
>>958218
https:// mobile.twitter.com/SoccerMouaz?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
Q

#1094 - 2018-04-09 02:07:40 (UTC+1)
Flag.
SEC detail background.
All looking away.
'TRUSTED' close proximity.
Refugees who work/ed US House / Senate?
Traitor.
Q

#1093 - 2018-04-09 01:58:54 (UTC+1)
Knowing what you know now.
Watch again.
https:// m.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
God bless you all.

#1092 - 2018-04-08 23:49:42 (UTC+1)
>>955898
We love phones!
No name should know better.
Q

#1091 - 2018-04-08 23:47:12 (UTC+1)
>>955760
https:// www.politico.com/blogs/laurarozen/1209/Report_Blackwater_CEO_Eric_Prince_was_CIA_asset.html
Think Double.
Why are we con�rming this publicly?
Why now?
Q

#1090 - 2018-04-08 23:39:06 (UTC+1)
>>955656
Pictures leaked for this very moment.
Who/what is not pictured?
What forces shadowed No Name?
Contractors.
Special contractors.
What was delivered?
Smiles.
Exact location.
Exact.
Buildings E of spider web.
Spider web marker.
Open source.
Q

#1089 - 2018-04-08 23:33:03 (UTC+1)
>>955641
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Location.
Exact location.
Q

#1088 - 2018-04-08 23:29:41 (UTC+1)
>>955555
See the spider web?
Q

#1087 - 2018-04-08 22:44:21 (UTC+1)
>>954819
You have more than you know.
Spider web.
Q

#1086 - 2018-04-08 22:40:57 (UTC+1)
>>954786
No name in Syria.
Timeline.
Purpose?
Who attended?
No name panic.
Health cover.
Fast.
Q

#1085 - 2018-04-08 22:38:57 (UTC+1)
https:// www.wsj.com/articles/north-korea-ready-to-discuss-denuclearization-u-s-o�cials-say-1523213724
After all these years.......
No MSM positive media blast?
Think.
Now Syria?
Iran?
Russia �ex through missile tech?
We started asking "coincidence?" long ago for a speci�c reason.
Those awake can �nally SEE for themselves.
Conspiracy?
Have faith.
Trust the plan.
Q

#1084 - 2018-04-08 20:24:39 (UTC+1)
>>953050
Situation Room.
Q

#1083 - 2018-04-08 20:20:23 (UTC+1)
>>952914
SIG intercept.
https:// www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/DOC_0006687262.pdf
Old to New.
AS THE WORLD TURNS.
Q

#1082 - 2018-04-08 20:15:14 (UTC+1)
POTUS & JFK JR.
Relationship.
Plane crash 1999.
HRC Senate 2000.
The "Start."
Enjoy the show.
Q

#1081 - 2018-04-08 18:09:57 (UTC+1)
>>950959
POTUS NEVER telegraphs his moves.
Think logically.
Why did POTUS announce his intention to pull out of Syria?
Moves and countermoves.
These people are STUPID (& SICK).
Q

#1080 - 2018-04-08 07:48:59 (UTC+1)
They are trying to start a war.
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De�ection.
Public interest shift.
Pullout announcement.
Chem attack.
Coincidence?
These people are sick.
Q

#1079 - 2018-04-08 07:24:59 (UTC+1)
>>946546
Tracking good.
Relay back channel S-WH-E-P1.
Fly High.
Q

#1078 - 2018-04-08 07:15:40 (UTC+1)
>>946456
Prevent.
Auth 1st S.
Castle_Green.
FRhYd5894-3580-357DBECg
Contact window ok.
Q

#1077 - 2018-04-08 07:09:53 (UTC+1)
Night [4]
Increase in chatter.
Auth B19-2.
Sparrow Red.
Prevent at all costs.
Good.
Castle_Online.
Q

#1076 - 2018-04-07 20:51:35 (UTC+1)
>>938366
Patriots stand together.
Strength.
Power.
They want you divided.
Q

#1075 - 2018-04-07 20:33:58 (UTC+1)
>>938332
New tactic.
Buckle up.
MediaMatters 4ch.
Narrative + anything Q.
Clowns + Twitter push.
MSM overdrive.
All 4 a LARP?
Q

#1074 - 2018-04-07 20:16:30 (UTC+1)
https:// www.cnn.com/2018/04/06/politics/joseph-schmitz-trump-adviser-clinton-emails/index.html
Read between the lines.
Front page.
Fake News.
Q

#1073 - 2018-04-07 19:30:01 (UTC+1)
https:// twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/982619755537367040
Listen carefully.
Q

#1072 - 2018-04-07 18:38:47 (UTC+1)
>>936517
Border states are VERY key.
Bigger than you can imagine.
The pipeline.
Not R vs D.
CA is special.
Public will learn.
Q
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#1071 - 2018-04-07 18:32:47 (UTC+1)
>>936472
EH CA.
Relevant soon.
Q

#1070 - 2018-04-07 18:30:31 (UTC+1)
>>936346
Talking to you, anon.
We always see "It's Happening" here.
The 'Tone'.
WAR.
April showers.
Q

#1069 - 2018-04-07 18:20:41 (UTC+1)
You have more than you know.
Steel.
Tech.
America for sale.
Systematic weakening of the US.
U1.
Cash �ow funnel.
Inside job.
Traitors.
$
We are in control.
Those awake can see.
Q

#1068 - 2018-04-07 18:02:43 (UTC+1)
http:// www.foxnews.com/us/2018/04/07/2-soldiers-killed-in-helicopter-crash-at-fort-campbell.html
Coincidence?
Statistically impossible?
Pray.
Day [1]
Q

#1067 - 2018-04-07 09:23:35 (UTC+1)
China.
Chongqing.
Tuesday.
Q

#1066 - 2018-04-07 09:17:48 (UTC+1)
Connection made.
RC end.
We have grounds.
Reverting.
Thank you.
Q

#1065 - 2018-04-07 08:43:53 (UTC+1)
https:// www.instagram.com/p/b7-nofzf6_/?hl=en&taken-by=ray.chandler
The island.
Night [3]
Q

#1064 - 2018-04-07 06:50:06 (UTC+1)
>>931003
>>875265

#1063 - 2018-04-07 03:44:12 (UTC+1)
Spread out by design.
MSNBC next?
@Jack
No 'PG' bot push post RC?
Saving for Monday?
Waiting.
Open the door.
@Snowden
Close to door.
Q
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#1062 - 2018-04-07 03:28:53 (UTC+1)
>>928525
Fake.
Q

#1061 - 2018-04-07 03:24:24 (UTC+1)
What a coincidence.
https:// www.cnn.com/2018/03/31/politics/roseanne-barr-conspiracy-tweets/index.html
Q

#1060 - 2018-04-07 01:29:25 (UTC+1)
>>926685
Not planned but necessary.
Q

#1059 - 2018-04-07 01:25:43 (UTC+1)
>>926634
"Watch the news."
Q

#1058 - 2018-04-07 00:30:31 (UTC+1)
>>925762
Operators on standby.
Q

#1057 - 2018-04-07 00:08:00 (UTC+1)
>>925311
Report to FBI / DOJ.
Watch what happens.
Spotlight.
Subject deviation.
Risk.
End.
Q

#1056 - 2018-04-07 00:01:36 (UTC+1)
>>925189
Why is E so vocal against POTUS?
Biggest connection missing.
Focus on friends (2).
(1) F 
(1) M
(1) Presidential pardon.
(1) 187 MS_13
Purpose.
Q

#1055 - 2018-04-06 23:48:56 (UTC+1)
>>924953
Epstein's plane.
Who is she?
Follow friends.
Friends lead to others.
Open source.
Q

#1054 - 2018-04-06 23:39:48 (UTC+1)
>>924792
Look up Ray.Chandler.
None are safe.
Q

#1053 - 2018-04-06 23:15:37 (UTC+1)
>>924357
That didn't take long. 
Border state - coincidence?
Q

#1052 - 2018-04-06 23:05:43 (UTC+1)
>>924151
Your trust & faith in us is enough.
You elected us to do the heavy lifting.
Enjoy the show.
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BIRTH of a NEW NATION.
NEW WORLD.
Q

#1051 - 2018-04-06 22:55:42 (UTC+1)
>>923567
That didn't take long.
Preparation.
Strength test.
For God & Country!
We Fight for FREEDOM.
Q

#1050 - 2018-04-06 21:55:21 (UTC+1)
>>922843
Stand strong.
Patriots together.
Q

#1049 - 2018-04-06 21:48:46 (UTC+1)
>>922685
Think NK.
Think Nuke stranglehold.
Think logically.
Timeline.
Plan.
Are you awake?
Q

#1048 - 2018-04-06 21:42:27 (UTC+1)
>>922596
Connect via past religious leaders (re: Hussein).
We have everything.
They know we do.
RISK.
Q

#1047 - 2018-04-06 21:39:08 (UTC+1)
>>922559
The important point is who Hussein is aiming the gun at.
Red, White, and Blue.
Spray.
Q

#1046 - 2018-04-06 21:35:22 (UTC+1)
>>922343
Epicenter.
Full house.
They are all here.
24/7/365.
Enjoy the show.
Q

#1045 - 2018-04-06 21:27:43 (UTC+1)
>>922280
We don't inform our enemies of the speci�cs.
We instead instill fear in them to make unplanned and disastrous countermoves.
Q

#1044 - 2018-04-06 21:22:28 (UTC+1)
>>922142
Fake pic push by MSM.
Videos / backup.
Google kill.
YouTube kill.
FB kill.
Twitter kill.
Yahoo kill.
Bing kill.
Instagram kill.
Net will be paused.
HAMMER.
On the clock.
Q
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#1043 - 2018-04-06 21:17:40 (UTC+1)
>>922075
Pics will surface of Hussein holding AK47 in tribal attire.
One of many.
Net shut down.
Q

#1042 - 2018-04-06 21:10:07 (UTC+1)
>>921715

#1041 - 2018-04-06 17:53:38 (UTC+1)
>>919456
http:// www.foxnews.com/us/2018/04/06/disturbing-string-aircraft-crashes-in-2018-continues-deadly-trend-for-us-military.html
Q

#1040 - 2018-04-06 17:50:01 (UTC+1)
>>919423
Would you believe they called the WH for comment prior to publishing?
Q

#1039 - 2018-04-06 17:46:52 (UTC+1)
https:// www.nytimes.com/2018/04/06/opinion/qanon-trump-conspiracy-theory.html
Here we go.
Q

#1038 - 2018-04-06 08:20:00 (UTC+1)
>>916218
Device hold.
Comms transfer castle.
Chatter.
Rig for silent.
Q+

#1037 - 2018-04-06 08:16:37 (UTC+1)
BOOMs en route.
Blind.
5:5
GREEN_578cDT324-45785sd4DMP
Q

#1036 - 2018-04-06 06:49:13 (UTC+1)
https:// m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=xW2ijF2ya1c
Q

#1035 - 2018-04-06 06:27:29 (UTC+1)
>>914582
Con�rmed typo.
Q

#1034 - 2018-04-06 06:26:36 (UTC+1)
>>914510
When was Hussein in China?
Track events.
Timeline.
We are in control
W

#1033 - 2018-04-06 06:24:13 (UTC+1)
>>914474
What fell from space recently?
Accident or retaliation?
Q

#1032 - 2018-04-06 06:22:15 (UTC+1)
Think Navy Ship crashes.
Bigger than you know.
We ARE active.
Q

#1031 - 2018-04-06 06:01:50 (UTC+1)
>>914092
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#1030 - 2018-04-06 05:54:05 (UTC+1)
Coincidence or silent war?
Pray.
Night [2]
Q

#1029 - 2018-04-06 05:35:21 (UTC+1)
Thank you for your prayers.
Forced reaction.
One of many vehicles.
Intercepts.
Night [2]
Birds.
Fast movers.
Force projection.
April Showers.
Q

#1028 - 2018-04-05 07:10:03 (UTC+1)
5:5
Q+

#1027 - 2018-04-05 03:45:45 (UTC+1)
POTUS will be up all night.
Pray.
Watch the news tomorrow.
Q

#1026 - 2018-04-05 03:41:40 (UTC+1)
>>899237
Peace through strength.
Q

#1025 - 2018-04-05 03:19:55 (UTC+1)
We are sincerely appreciative for your kind words and appreciation. Means more than you know. Each one read in full. We are in this together. WWG1WGA. 
2018 will be glorious!!
God bless,
Q

#1024 - 2018-04-05 02:57:38 (UTC+1)
Jared Cohen.
Coming soon to a theater near you.
Q

#1023 - 2018-04-05 01:21:22 (UTC+1)
>>897173
Would you invade a country whereby a good portion of its citizens are armed?
The 'ultimate deterrent'.
Q

#1022 - 2018-04-05 01:16:46 (UTC+1)
We don't say his name.
Adios.
The protected �ow into AZ is no more.
Under the cover of his health, he will not be seeking another term.
Q

#1021 - 2018-04-05 01:02:33 (UTC+1)
List the estimated wealth of religious organizations.
Billions.
Vatican bank.
$229B.
Board of Superintendence.
Supervisory Commission of Cardinals.
Clown connection.
1832 Rothschild loan to the Holy See.
Q

#1020 - 2018-04-05 00:46:41 (UTC+1)
>>896546
Used against them.
NG now active.
Refer to old drops re: SA / NG.
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The WAVE.
Q

#1019 - 2018-04-05 00:43:17 (UTC+1)
>>896475
Learning.
Follow the LOOP.
Q

#1018 - 2018-04-05 00:25:08 (UTC+1)
>>896290
Track edits.
Watch for 'TheMagikBOT'.
Q

#1017 - 2018-04-05 00:21:47 (UTC+1)
>>896184
The Analysis Corporation (TAC).
Happy Hunting!
Q

#1016 - 2018-04-05 00:15:57 (UTC+1)
>>896069
Hussein timeline.
1/20/17 - today.
Cross against POTUS' schedule.
Cross against WH visitor log 11/22-1/18/17.
This will become very relevant very soon.
Q

#1015 - 2018-04-05 00:09:08 (UTC+1)
Example.
Gateway Bridge Project.
$1.8mm Cory Booker - Singapore.
$3.5mm Chuck Schumer - Israel.
$400k Chris Christie - Mary Pat US.
........
Omnibus Bill.
The gift that keeps on giving.
Q

#1014 - 2018-04-04 22:39:57 (UTC+1)
>>894658
MZ to step down as Chairman.
MZ out of US.
@Jack
Good luck.
Q

#1013 - 2018-04-04 22:38:13 (UTC+1)
>>894571
TWITTER.
CLOWNS.
Operation Q-T2810C.
False drops.
Bot push.
Future "Conspiracy" push to norms.
Bad mixed w/ good.
Taint.
They are scared.
Q

#1012 - 2018-04-04 22:34:00 (UTC+1)
>>894467
"Our thoughts and prayers are with the four U.S. Marines from the 3rd Marine Aircraft Wing who lost their lives in yesterday's Southern California helicopte
We pray for their families, and our great @USMC"
Their sacri�ce will never be forgotten.
Q

#1011 - 2018-04-04 22:28:25 (UTC+1)
>>894401
NK DEFUSE.
RUSSIA TESTING NEW MISSILES.
RUSSIA NEW THREAT.
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COINCIDENCE?
THEY MUST MAINTAIN THREAT TO RETAIN POWER/INFLUENCE.
ARE YOU AWAKE?
Q

#1010 - 2018-04-04 22:24:51 (UTC+1)
>>894110
MONEY.
POWER.
CONTROL.
People are simply in the way.
SLAVES.
SHEEP.
PAWNS.
MASS EXT EVENTS DESIGNED TO DECREASE THREAT LEVEL OF POPULATION.
GUN CONTROL.
WARS [FAKE][TOP HAPPY][BACKEND DEAL].
ELECTION RIGGING.
CONTROL.
YOUR VOICE DOES NOT MATTER.
PHARMA [CLAS-D]
WATER
AIR
CHEMICALS PUSHED FOR HOME USE CLEANING [CANCER][BABY ON FLOOR-HANDS IN MOUTH - THE START].
VACCINES [NOT ALL].
TOBACCO.
OPIOIDS. 
ULTIMATE WIN [DEATH + MONEY].
THE FED.
ROTHSCHILD.
'CONSPIRACY'
'CONSPIRACY'
'CONSPIRACY'
UK/GER [5 days].
Choice is yours.
REVELATIONS.
ENOUGH IS ENOUGH.
Q

#1009 - 2018-04-04 22:05:21 (UTC+1)
>>893904
Troops to Border.
Clown Black Ops.
Private funds.
Raised how?
Troops @ Border does what? 
Impact?
To who?
D's involved.
MS_13/Illegals road block.
Sex tra�c road block.
Children road block.
Drugs road block.
Guns road block.
China/Russia pass-through-intel-pull road block.
Name we don't say AZ road block.
Je� Flake AZ road block.
Big money TERMINATE.
The WALL means more than you know.
The FIGHT for the WALL is for so much more.
Q

#1008 - 2018-04-04 21:52:00 (UTC+1)
It was not supposed to be revealed POTUS is not under criminal investigation _ NOT YET.
Traitor.
Massive intel sweep.
Manafort was a plant. 
Trace background.
Open source.
Who was arrested? 
Non US.
Trace background.
Open source.
Carter Page was a plant.
Trace background.
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Open source.
Why is Mueller going after 'inside plants'?
Flynn is safe.
De�ne 'witness'. 
Can a 'witness' hold a position of power/in�uence while ongoing?
Russia Russia Russia?
Real or fake?
Fake?
JA?
Seth Rich?
MS_13 187 [2] -24 -Distance?
MS[13][13=M]MSM - The 'Wheel' 
No investigation into WL receipt of information?
No pull down of NSA metadata trace/C to WL? 
No pull down of NSA metadata period?
Nothing transferred across web?
Direct-to-Direct bypass dump?
No 'direct' investigation into DNC computer/software?
No 'direct' investigation into CS?
FBI/SC/DOJ/FED G simply TRUST CS's report on data breach? 
HUSSEIN block?
HUSSEIN control?
HUSSEIN "STATE SECRETS" WH NAT SEC ARTICLES 1-9 - BURIED?
Awan attached?
AMERICA FOR SALE.
Cheatin' Obama.
Trust the plan.
APRIL SHOWERS.
Q

#1007 - 2018-04-04 04:17:28 (UTC+1)
Bunker.
Forest.
Blue.
+ ++ +++ 
APRIL SHOWERS.
Q

#1006 - 2018-04-04 04:07:50 (UTC+1)
>>885992
UK.

ROGUE_FAILURE.
POTUS DECLINE>
PREPARED AT ALL COSTS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
COUNT YOUR BEATS.
Q

#1005 - 2018-04-04 04:02:45 (UTC+1)
We are under attack.
https:// www.youtube.com/watch?v=xW2ijF2ya1c
WAR.
NO DEALS.
Q

#1004 - 2018-04-04 03:19:37 (UTC+1)
SEC TEST 
BRAVO
B
ACTIVATE D-PRIV
Q

#1003 - 2018-04-04 03:18:46 (UTC+1)
SEC TEST
Q

#1002 - 2018-04-04 03:18:12 (UTC+1)
>>885429
Symbolism will be their downfall.
MONEY.
POWER.
INFLUENCE.
The BITE that has no CURE - NSA.
Q
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#1001 - 2018-04-04 03:11:01 (UTC+1)
Where do roads lead?
Each prince is associated with a cardinal direction: north, south, east and west. 
Sacri�ce.
Collect.
[Classi�ed]-1
[Classi�ed]-2
Tunnels.
Table 29.
D-Room H
D-Room R
D-Room C
Pure EVIL.
'Conspiracy'
Q

#1000 - 2018-04-04 02:57:49 (UTC+1)
>>885005
'H'
Q

#999 - 2018-04-04 02:57:04 (UTC+1)
>>884858
Why is Epstein spending $29mm to bury the tunnels underneath is temple on Epstein Island? 
Problem.
Phones were allowed in.
These people are stupid.
Q

#998 - 2018-04-04 02:49:59 (UTC+1)
>>884833
The "Chair" serves the Master.
Who is the Master? 
P = C.
Q

#997 - 2018-04-04 02:45:50 (UTC+1)
>>884748
[Pope] will be having a terrible May.
Those who backed him will be pushed into the LIGHT>
Dark to LIGHT.
TRUTH.
Q

#996 - 2018-04-04 02:43:55 (UTC+1)
>>884736
Coincidence another MSM narrative change upon release of damaging news?
People are waking up.
Trace the background of the shooter.
Focus on Father. 
20 years.
Q

#995 - 2018-04-04 02:42:09 (UTC+1)
Future proves past.
Several today.
[1 day]
RR.
Military.
Border.
Keep watching the news.
[A]pril.
MOAB.
Q

#994 - 2018-04-03 06:25:08 (UTC+1)
>>875936
Operators onsite.
Deep.
Safe.
Q

#993 - 2018-04-03 06:23:03 (UTC+1)
>>875827
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Follow Bolton.
Clean.
Stage.
Learn how to archive o�ine.
The streets will not be safe for them.
Q

#992 - 2018-04-03 06:18:17 (UTC+1)
WWG1WGA
Drops will go fast.
WH clean SIG.
Marker.
Everything is planned.
Years.
Message.
UNITY.
AWAKENING.
We Fight.
Lexington.
Concord.
STAY TOGETHER.
Q

#991 - 2018-04-03 06:03:57 (UTC+1)
>>875485
It was requested.
Did you listen today?
Q

#990 - 2018-04-03 05:57:10 (UTC+1)
>>875311
NK.
Q

#989 - 2018-04-03 05:47:24 (UTC+1)
>>875265
Facebook.
Amazon.
Twitter.
GOOG.
...........
BIG problems.
Q

#988 - 2018-04-03 05:45:09 (UTC+1)
April [A].
IG report.
Sessions public attack.
RR problems.
Seals broken.
[A]rrests.
Why was Huber made public?
Why now?
Everything has meaning.
[A]wan.
Tarmac.
Iran.
NK.
U1.
FBI.
DOJ.
Mueller.
Election Integrity. 
Immigration Bill.
Border.
Wall.
Military start.
BIG month.
Q

#987 - 2018-04-03 04:24:40 (UTC+1)
>>873935
What is Sessions SPECIFICALLY recused from?
https:// www.justice.gov/usam/usam-1-7000-media-relations
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Watch the EO's.
Q

#986 - 2018-04-03 04:18:08 (UTC+1)
http:// www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/03/31/turley-sessions-using-utah-federal-prosecutor-much-better-trump-2nd-special-counsel/
Why was this made public?
John Huber appointed by?
Removed by?
Reappointed by?
Why the reboot?
Think logically.
History books.
Q

#985 - 2018-04-03 03:57:40 (UTC+1)
>>873617
The timestamp is key.
Q

#984 - 2018-04-03 03:54:07 (UTC+1)
>>873571
We had a good laugh.
Q

#983 - 2018-04-03 03:47:41 (UTC+1)
SEC T
[
[
]
SEC 1
SEC A
SEC /
SEC #
LINE CONF B-Z
/RUN/
Q

#982 - 2018-03-29 06:27:26 (UTC+1)
https:// www.nationalreview.com/2018/03/russia-collusion-real-story-hillary-clinton-dnc-fbi-media/
Truth.
Q

#981 - 2018-03-29 04:58:38 (UTC+1)
>>826502
You are safe.
THEY are terri�ed.
Sleep well, Patriot.
You elected us to keep you safe.
We will not fail.
/GA/ will change.
Noti�cation will be made.
Where we go one, we go all.
Q

#980 - 2018-03-29 04:34:06 (UTC+1)
MSM talking about red v. blue pill?
Matrix reference?
Coincidence?
Q

#979 - 2018-03-29 04:27:50 (UTC+1)
>>826061
Q

#978 - 2018-03-29 04:22:25 (UTC+1)
>>825987
/GA/ is dead.
Q

#977 - 2018-03-29 04:17:17 (UTC+1)
>>825909
HRC 2.12.09
Very BAD!
Q
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#976 - 2018-03-29 04:14:46 (UTC+1)
http:// www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/03/28/documents-suggest-possible-coordination-between-cia-fbi-obama-wh-and-dem-o�cials-early-in-trump-russia
investigators.html
Wonder who leaked this.
Fire in the hole.
Q

#975 - 2018-03-28 22:36:39 (UTC+1)
>>822187
You FAILED.
Q

#974 - 2018-03-28 22:30:29 (UTC+1)
>>822075
We are being attacked on all devices used to talk.
/GA/ is terminated.
/Locked/ - no further posts on /GA/ - /KILL/
Source is abroad.
NOT domestic.
Q

#973 - 2018-03-28 22:25:54 (UTC+1)
/CM/ locked out of /GA/ 
Sni�er detects traces of bypass override.
Layers upon layers.
New approach to silence.
New Board will be created.
Team to secure.
Time to complete 1-2.
Q

#972 - 2018-03-28 22:17:02 (UTC+1)
http:// www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/03/28/doj-inspector-general-investigates-alleged-�sa-abuses-by-doj-fbi.html
Think outside the box.
Timing of release.
Post Facebook NEWS.
Facebook WW.
GOOG WW.
AMAZON WW.
TWITTER WW.
Tracking active.
Listening active.
Data shared.
Data USED.
USED FOR WHAT?
Kickbacks BIG TIME>
Private/Public.
Bypass regulations/laws?
Intelligence A's across the globe in partnership to spy on citizens? 
Constitutional crisis?
Magnitude?
Who can you trust?
Who organized?
How do social media/search engine platforms 'weight' elections? 
Regulation or KILL-stop?
Peace through STRENGTH.
@Snowden
Shine the LIGHT BRIGHT [DOA].
Why is HUSSEIN traveling the world conducting high-level meetings?
Use logic.
http:// www.foxnews.com/us/2018/03/27/nxivm-cult-leader-coerced-women-into-sex-branded-initials-on-his-slaves-authorities-say.html
Nancy Salzman [historical timeline].
MSM will not highlight 'bottom to top' unravel.
Q

#971 - 2018-03-28 16:22:04 (UTC+1)
Notice any similarities?
We are talking to you.
Trust the plan.
Q

#970 - 2018-03-28 06:45:17 (UTC+1)
>>815836
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Done in 30.
House cleaning.
WH secured.
Final stage.
Q

#969 - 2018-03-28 06:42:33 (UTC+1)
PARKLAND is a DISTRACTION.
PARKLAND was speci�cally organized & designed to DISTRACT [TEST] - watch the news.
ACTORS are ACTING.
FAKE.
NO POWER.
JUSTICE WILL BE SERVED TO THOSE PLAYING THE GAME [ALL].
GUNS ARE SAFE.
TRUST THE PLAN.
Q

#968 - 2018-03-28 06:35:38 (UTC+1)
Who else was at the meeting in China?
LIVE from CHINA.
Operation.
Window.
Clean.
Purpose.
Future proves past.
Everything has meaning. 
Q

#967 - 2018-03-28 06:32:40 (UTC+1)
What does the house cleaning represent?
We always knew.
Final stage.
What does NK represent?
Threat.
Safeguard.
Insurance.
POOF!
KIM TO CHINA REPRESENTS SOMETHING VITAL [KEY].
Many will be buried before exposed [them/self].
FF / DISTRACTIONS.
Q

#966 - 2018-03-28 06:09:48 (UTC+1)

#965 - 2018-03-28 06:06:34 (UTC+1)
STAY STRONG!
STAY TOGETHER!
WE STAND WITH YOU!
OFFLINE FOR A REASON.
ENJOY THE SHOW.
Q

#964 - 2018-03-28 06:03:07 (UTC+1)
Why did Kim travel to China?
Why was travel impossible in the past?
What changed?
What constitutes the need for a F2F meeting v. secured call? 
What US publicly traded co. previously entered N. Korea to establish comms? 
Think logically.
WHY DID GOOG VISIT N KOREA?
WHY WOULD THE FORMER CHAIRMAN & CEO [HIMSELF] OF GOOG/ALPHABET PERSONALLY ATTEND?
Who is Sergey Brin?
Where was Sergey born? 
Track the 'FAMILY' - IMPORTANT.
Think COLD WAR.
Think KGB.
US, China, N Korea [3].
FACEBOOK data dump?
Who made it public? 
Who sold shares -30 days from announcement?
You can't imagine the magnitude of this.
Constitutional CRISIS.
Twitter coming soon.
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GOOG coming soon.
AMAZON coming soon.
MICROSOFT coming soon.
+12 
Current censorship all relates to push for power [mid-terms].
LAST STAND.
Election FRAUD cases OPEN - DOJ [many].
Follow the FAMILY.
Follow resignations [Business/Gov't].
BIDEN/CHINA VERY IMPORTANT MARKER.
Who made it public?
Who really made it public?
Who is making it all public?
WE ARE THE GATEKEEPERS OF ALL [BY ALL WE MEAN ALL] INFORMATION.
U1>CAN>EU>RUSSIA>IRAN>NK>SYRIA>PAK>>>
IRAN NEXT.
$700B - MILITARY [THIS YEAR].
WHY IS THE MILITARY SO IMPORTANT?
RE_READ ALL.
NATIONAL SECURITY.
NATIONAL SECURITY.
These people are STUPID.
Art of the Deal.
TIDAL WAVE INCOMING.
BUCKLE UP.
Q

#963 - 2018-03-23 18:14:06 (UTC+1)
Clock activated.
RED_CASTLE.
GREEN_CASTLE.
Stage_5:5[y]
Q

#962 - 2018-03-23 18:09:37 (UTC+1)
Updated Tripcode.
Q

#961 - 2018-03-23 18:09:02 (UTC+1)
Tripcode update.
Q

#960 - 2018-03-21 06:32:28 (UTC+1)
http:// www.cc.com/episodes/drc1ue/the-opposition-with-jordan-klepper-march-20-2018-of-montreal-season-1-ep-1080
Enjoy the show.
Expect a lot more.
Panic.
Q

#959 - 2018-03-21 05:52:37 (UTC+1)
MZ.
RT.
Big meeting.
Cell phones left at door.
+8
5 political
1 former intel dir 
Mask & Spin 
IDEN friendly 'insiders'
MSM support +talking points
Shift narrative 
FAIL
We hear you.
We have the algorithm.
Thank you @ Snowden.
Learn chess.
Down she goes.
Nobody escapes this.
NOBODY.
Q

#958 - 2018-03-21 05:21:18 (UTC+1)
The FBI opened a case on "Q" today re: 'Boom' statements and now the TX bombings.
Coordinated to end comms here.
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Predictable.
They are scared [4am].
They will fail.
We know the details.
[Wednesday].
Q

#957 - 2018-03-18 07:17:42 (UTC+1)
Why are trips allowed?
Whitelist.
Q

#956 - 2018-03-18 07:10:23 (UTC+1)
Panic mode.
Enjoy the show.
Q

#955 - 2018-03-18 01:44:59 (UTC+1)
>>701978
USMC activated.
US (3).
Q

#954 - 2018-03-18 01:44:01 (UTC+1)
Next week.
BOOM.
BOOM.
BOOM.
Q

#953 - 2018-03-17 20:03:41 (UTC+1)
How bad is the corruption? 
FBI (past/present)
#1
#1 
#2
+29 (16)
DOJ (past/present)
#1
#1
#2 
+18 
STATE (past/present)
#1
#1
+41
Removal is the least of their problems.
Projection.
Russia>D/HRC
Twitter Bots>GOOG operated (not Russia)/Narrative & Political SLANT
BIDEN / CHINA.
BIG DEVELOPMENT.
TRAITORS EVERYWHERE.
AMERICA FOR SALE.
FLYNN.
Targeted.
Why?
Who knows where the bodies are buried?
CLEARED OF ALL CHARGES.
TRUMP ADMIN v2?
Election theft.
Last hope.
Congressional focus.
Impeach.
They think you are STUPID.
They think you will follow the STARS.
They openly call you SHEEP/CATTLE.
THERE WILL COME A TIME NONE OF THEM WILL BE ABLE TO WALK DOWN THE STREET.
BIGGEST FEAR.
PUBLIC AWAKENING.
Q

#952 - 2018-03-16 03:41:56 (UTC+1)
@[19][1st]
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@[3][1st]
The LINK.
[John Perry Barlow]
[2]
[3]
[4]
WE HAVE THE SUB.
HOSTAGE RELEASE.
1000 pieces.
Q

#951 - 2018-03-16 00:46:36 (UTC+1)
March madness.
Public will know soon.
Q

#950 - 2018-03-16 00:44:40 (UTC+1)
>>678226
TRUST KANSAS.
Q

#949 - 2018-03-16 00:41:02 (UTC+1)
>>678151
Trust the plan.
Full control.
Q

#948 - 2018-03-16 00:39:35 (UTC+1)
Extreme e�orts to kill login devices.
Extreme e�orts to censor.
Extreme e�orts.
Dead cat bounce.
Enjoy the show.
Bring the rain! 
Q

#947 - 2018-03-16 00:36:51 (UTC+1)
Iran next [].
RT days after.
RT Kenya.
No coincidences.
Track.
Important.
MB.
BOOM!!!!!!!!!!!!
Q

#946 - 2018-03-16 00:31:42 (UTC+1)
Boooom!
BOOM!
Boooooooom!
Q

#945 - 2018-03-16 00:29:14 (UTC+1)
BOOOOOM!
Q

#944 - 2018-03-11 03:26:30 (UTC+1)
>>621807
We went too deep.
Attempted a pullback.
Not ready.
Q

#943 - 2018-03-11 03:18:51 (UTC+1)
You witnessed a strength test tonight.
Speech promoted here/POTUS to gauge response.
Net slowed.
Protections in place.
Q

#942 - 2018-03-11 03:15:05 (UTC+1)
CNN airing assassination of JFK.
CNN 3 sec delay - speech.
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CNN Jim's �nger on button ready to stop transmission.
These people are sick.
Q

#941 - 2018-03-11 02:35:07 (UTC+1)
>>620749
These people are stupid.
Maxine stupid.
Q

#940 - 2018-03-11 02:29:12 (UTC+1)
Coincidence?
Q

#939 - 2018-03-11 00:41:39 (UTC+1)
>>618840

#938 - 2018-03-11 00:37:22 (UTC+1)
N does not refer to Nazi.
The continued Nazi ideology is relevant.
Events will clarify.
Think subgroup.
Q

#937 - 2018-03-11 00:19:23 (UTC+1)
GLIMPSE.
You cannot possibly imagine the size of this.
Trust the plan.
Trust there are more good than bad.
The WORLD is helping.
We are not alone.
We are all connected in this �ght.
PATRIOTS UNITE.
We are winning BIG.
Watch the speech.
God bless.

#936 - 2018-03-11 00:07:05 (UTC+1)
>>617965
The Nazi order.
NWO [N does not refer to "New"].
The Sum of All Fears.
NK.
POTUS.
Hostage.
Threat.
DISARM.
Stage SET.
FREEDOM.
Q

#935 - 2018-03-10 23:57:14 (UTC+1)

#934 - 2018-03-10 23:14:21 (UTC+1)
>>617217
More coming.
Keep your......
Q

#933 - 2018-03-10 23:08:19 (UTC+1)
>>617020
Tied to Cohn.
It was not his choice.
Pawn used.
Q

#932 - 2018-03-10 22:55:31 (UTC+1)
The creation of the internet and 'connecting' platforms is bringing about their downfall.
Failure to control.
MSM is dead.
#internetbillofrights
Q
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#931 - 2018-03-10 22:48:47 (UTC+1)
>>616792
10 to comply.
Choice is yours.
Q+

#930 - 2018-03-10 22:47:32 (UTC+1)
POTUS' recent Tweet relevant here.
EU.
Enough is enough.
She was warned.
Q

#929 - 2018-03-10 22:39:16 (UTC+1)
>>616618
Relevant to coming events.
Future will PROVE past.
Q

#928 - 2018-03-10 22:35:34 (UTC+1)
Angela Dorothea Kasner.
Daughter of a Pastor?
Name of FATHER?
History of FATHER?
Hitler youth (member).
Haircut today vs THEN (A).
Symbolic.
US Intelligence post war controlled who?
The 'Mission'
Who is Angela Hitler?
Relationship to Adolf?
How were children named in Germany during this period?
First or middle.
Family tree.
Anna.
Maria.
Alois.
Examples.
Risk of 'conspiracy' label the deeper we go.
Truth will shock the WORLD.
Q

#927 - 2018-03-10 21:15:18 (UTC+1)
https:// m.youtube.com/watch?v=aBv8kqKck6E&sns=em
Falls on deaf ears.
Not w/ this administration.
Q

#926 - 2018-03-10 20:54:01 (UTC+1)
>>615000
On the move.
Misspelled.
Don't analyze.
Q

#925 - 2018-03-10 20:49:25 (UTC+1)
This is not about religions or party a�liation.
EVIL is everywhere.
There are no drawn lines.
No boundaries.
Good vs Evil.
Q

#924 - 2018-03-10 20:41:27 (UTC+1)
>>614610
The spirit cooking discovery is bigger than you know.
Follow Maria.
There's a reason the word 'conspiracy' was made/pushed.
Their weapon against the awakening.
Q

#923 - 2018-03-10 20:34:54 (UTC+1)
They made many current/former enslaved children famous.
Hollywood is �lled w/ them.
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Models.
Find the loudest voices.
Brainwashed.
Who was adopted?
Who was born in?
They thought the SHEEP would follow the STARS.
Q

#922 - 2018-03-10 20:29:24 (UTC+1)
Keep the resignation list updated.
Important.
Keep the graphics updated.
Important.
Q

#921 - 2018-03-10 20:21:27 (UTC+1)
Future proves past.
Revealed Sessions has appointed someone outside of DC (long ago).
What are sealed?
Re_read drops re: Podesta / Huma.
You have more than you know.
Q

#920 - 2018-03-10 20:09:03 (UTC+1)
>>614093
Another coincidence @Snowden Tweets after the '24 Twitter' requirement?
Public view.
You have more than you know.
Q

#919 - 2018-03-10 20:06:48 (UTC+1)
Guns are safe.
Stop falling for FAKE NEWS.
Q

#918 - 2018-03-10 20:05:58 (UTC+1)
>>613796
You are learning.
How many coincidences before it becomes mathematically impossible?
Wait until you learn who has been talking to you here.
Q

#917 - 2018-03-10 19:11:16 (UTC+1)
>>613295
We appreciate all of the prayers.
We really do.
Thank you.
For GOD & COUNTRY (& WORLD).
Q

#916 - 2018-03-10 19:04:36 (UTC+1)
>>613193
We are saving Israel for last.
Very speci�c reason not mentioned a single time.
Q

#915 - 2018-03-10 19:00:21 (UTC+1)
>>613143
Interesting, isn't it?
Q

#914 - 2018-03-10 18:58:27 (UTC+1)
>>613114

#913 - 2018-03-10 18:57:53 (UTC+1)
>>613103

#912 - 2018-03-10 18:55:45 (UTC+1)
>>613049
Five Eyes is VERY important.
It won't be around much longer.
Relevant here but not the focus.
Q
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#911 - 2018-03-10 18:48:07 (UTC+1)
>>612955
March MADNESS.
Q

#910 - 2018-03-10 18:47:35 (UTC+1)
Do not focus on the call details.
We knew it would leak.
We knew certain areas of the WH were bugged.
We knew certain people would leak.
Focus - why AUS?
Q

#909 - 2018-03-10 18:39:46 (UTC+1)
>>612799
Review Congressional investigation.
Re_read drops PP.
We are working to END.
EVIL.
Not as it appears.
Q

#908 - 2018-03-10 18:33:37 (UTC+1)
>>612722
Which conversation leaked?
POTUS & AUS?
Why that speci�c conversation?
Signal?
We (they) hear what you are saying?
Threat to AUS?
Why?
What do they know?
Trapped?
Forced?
Blood.
Q

#907 - 2018-03-10 18:29:06 (UTC+1)
>>612723
11:11
Q

#906 - 2018-03-10 18:28:28 (UTC+1)
Re_read re: Australia.
AUS donations to CF?
Why is this relevant?
More than you know.
This is BIG.
Q

#905 - 2018-03-10 00:32:51 (UTC+1)
>>605232
24hrs to respond.
He did, smartly.
Public view.
Q

#904 - 2018-03-10 00:30:50 (UTC+1)
DhytcDFbF5874/37875
Q

#903 - 2018-03-10 00:29:48 (UTC+1)
@Snowden
Twitter rec 24D.
Bravo-2gKVT.
[24]RR
Q

#902 - 2018-03-10 00:25:15 (UTC+1)
SEALS.
Where there was once darkness, there is now LIGHT.
Sea to shining sea.
Godspeed.
Q
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#901 - 2018-03-10 00:18:22 (UTC+1)
Do you believe in coincidences? 
Q

#900 - 2018-03-09 13:00:53 (UTC+1)
Look at his family. 
Look at their positions.
Why are we giving him this much attention?
Why are we providing this much sensitive detail in a public [known] forum? 
Everything has meaning.
Q

#899 - 2018-03-09 12:39:47 (UTC+1)
>>599714
Which country does he really work for?
Expand your thinking.
Q

#898 - 2018-03-09 12:32:30 (UTC+1)
Think.
Why would @Snowden go public while in HK PRIOR to traveling to so called �nal destination? 
These people are stupid.
Q

#897 - 2018-03-09 12:24:20 (UTC+1)
>>599627
Track inside sales/divestitures. 
They know.
Watch the sell-o�/liquidity events.
Q

#896 - 2018-03-09 12:20:45 (UTC+1)
>>599614
100%
Regulated.
Some platforms will collapse under own weight of illegal activities.
Q

#895 - 2018-03-09 12:16:07 (UTC+1)
>>599581
Hidden message.
@Jack 
POTUS delete/install.
Coded message (accept) by LdR/HRC/others.
Allowing @Snowden access/censorship/tracking.
[+sharing groups C-9/all]
[+trace upload that tone recognizes other devices w/ active geo [all sig devices].
Don't drop the soap.
Q

#894 - 2018-03-09 08:41:10 (UTC+1)
>>598223
When we're done he'll claim Kenyan citizenship as a way to escape.
Q

#893 - 2018-03-09 02:31:36 (UTC+1)
@Snowden
24 Twitter.
A/B or C.
We can take you anytime.
Q

#892 - 2018-03-09 02:25:32 (UTC+1)
RT.
Q

#891 - 2018-03-09 02:11:26 (UTC+1)
>>594255
Break the MSM.
Q

#890 - 2018-03-09 02:05:03 (UTC+1)
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>>594151
Resolved by 11-11.
Q

#889 - 2018-03-09 02:02:31 (UTC+1)
Think FORBIDDEN CITY.
POTUS never crossed the line (ground).
Do not glorify us. 
We work for you.
Promises made.
Promises kept.
Q

#888 - 2018-03-09 01:55:52 (UTC+1)
>>593959
Thank you Kim.
Deal made.
Clowns out.
Strings cut.
We took control.
Iran next.
Q

#887 - 2018-03-09 01:54:15 (UTC+1)
>>593859
DEFCON, No Such Agency.
We knew.
How did we know?
Who did WE meet?
Need to know kept to 5 people + special SEC detail.
Future proves past.
Q

#886 - 2018-03-09 01:47:39 (UTC+1)
>>593230
He already did.
Think back _ NK pic(s).
Everything has meaning.
This will break the MSM.
Q

#885 - 2018-03-09 01:04:40 (UTC+1)
>>592934
Everything has meaning.
This is not a game.
Learn to play the game.
Q

#884 - 2018-03-09 00:59:27 (UTC+1)
>>592845
NO DEALS!
We work for you.
We listen to you.
You pushed the IBOR and immediately POTUS began to comment/take action re: social media.
PLAY THE GAME WITH US.
Q

#883 - 2018-03-09 00:52:54 (UTC+1)
>>592731
+ deliberate performance issues to impact military / infrastructure. 
We were sold out.
You have so much more than you know.
Q

#882 - 2018-03-09 00:48:12 (UTC+1)
>>592712

#881 - 2018-03-09 00:46:05 (UTC+1)
Do you believe in coincidences?
http:// ytcropper.com/cropped/We5aa1b3278dd0a
Q

#880 - 2018-03-08 23:25:32 (UTC+1)
Someone was up all night running.
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Live shot.
We know.
Your move.
Q

#879 - 2018-03-08 22:45:35 (UTC+1)
"Set the STAGE." - POTUS
Do you believe?
Buckle up. 
Q

#878 - 2018-03-08 14:46:32 (UTC+1)
Do you TRUST SESSIONS?
BOOM.
Q

#877 - 2018-03-07 22:08:15 (UTC+1)
>>580403
Free speech does not apply in a private co setting. 
The risk?
Loss of revenue.
Backstopped by the circus.
Learn.
Social media control is everything.
The age of the MSM is over.
Q

#876 - 2018-03-07 22:03:01 (UTC+1)
>>580412
The FATHER is who?
Q

#875 - 2018-03-07 21:58:56 (UTC+1)
Who controls social media?
Who performs in a circus?
Who wrote the code to embed and censor across multiple platforms?
Why Russia?
Why China?
Why HK?
Why did ES (himself) arrange a C-link in multiple countries? 
Learn.
Q

#874 - 2018-03-07 21:56:26 (UTC+1)
How did @Snowden clear customs/immigration in HK AFTER the public release?
Why wouldn't he FIRST travel to �nal destination prior to public release?
If wanted by the US govt would he be cleared to travel? 
Who provided support to escape?
Who was the US after during this time?
JA - have you learned & eliminated L-6?
Use logic.
Q

#873 - 2018-03-07 21:21:12 (UTC+1)
@Snowden
We are going LIVE -24 [comb your hair].
Re: IBOR
This scares them more than anything.
Loss of control. 
Use logic.
Nothing to do w/ AT&T.
Must be regulated to prevent censorship & narrative push.
Q

#872 - 2018-03-07 20:31:03 (UTC+1)
#internetbillofrights
Q

#871 - 2018-03-07 20:21:57 (UTC+1)
SEC Test 2
Q

#870 - 2018-03-07 20:20:58 (UTC+1)
SEC Test 1
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Q

#869 - 2018-03-07 20:20:23 (UTC+1)
Shall we play a game?
Find @Snowden
IDEN +1
Happy Hunting!
Q

#868 - 2018-03-06 22:32:35 (UTC+1)
Try, try, try, as they might.
Fail, they will.
No free passes [MSM].
Q

#867 - 2018-03-06 19:10:24 (UTC+1)
>>568863
https:// wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/3672
Who are we taught to trust the most?
This will not be easy.
The END.
Q

#866 - 2018-03-06 19:06:24 (UTC+1)
https:// wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/629
So much is open source.
So much left to be connected.
Why are the children in Haiti in high demand?
How are they smuggled out?
'Adoption' process.
Local 'staging' ports friendly to CF?
Track donations.
Cross against location relative to Haiti.
Think logically.
The choice, to KNOW, will be yours.
Q

#865 - 2018-03-06 17:53:47 (UTC+1)
Big news week?
Not over yet.
Q

#864 - 2018-03-06 17:30:38 (UTC+1)
>>567733
Wait & see.
Re_read drops - you have more than you know.
Eyes in the SKY.
SUM of ALL FEARS //\\
Q

#863 - 2018-03-06 17:27:19 (UTC+1)
Logic says they simply would not report it.
Total viewers limited.
Message controlled.
Truth shadows.
Trust the PLAN.
Q

#862 - 2018-03-06 17:17:11 (UTC+1)
>>567610
Stage set?
Google, Facebook, Twitter, etc are regulated?
MSM is controlled?
Use logic!
Trust the PLAN.
Q

#861 - 2018-03-06 17:11:45 (UTC+1)
>>567534
Keep digging Anon.
They all have foundations & institutes for a reason.
Stupid!
Q
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#860 - 2018-03-06 17:06:22 (UTC+1)
1st BOOM revealed.
Did you catch it?
The last will be magical.
Q

#859 - 2018-03-06 17:04:43 (UTC+1)
>>567454
These peo>>567493
ple are stupid.
Wait for Russia/China reports.
Sabotage.
Investigation.
Strike 99999999.

Q

#858 - 2018-03-06 16:59:13 (UTC+1)
>>567393
Trust the plan.
Q

#857 - 2018-03-06 16:56:18 (UTC+1)
Do you believe in coincidences?
Only the beginning.
https:// mobile.reuters.com/article/amp/idUSKBN1GH2SM?__twitter_impression=true
Q

#856 - 2018-03-06 08:04:41 (UTC+1)
11-11-18
A parade that will never be forgotten.
Ask yourself, why?
God bless our brave men & women in uniform.
We will never forget.
Q

#855 - 2018-03-06 07:29:38 (UTC+1)
>>563781
1 of 5.
>>563824
2 of 5.
What if the steel used for military-grade projects was made-inferior by our enemies as a method to weaken?
What if Hussein knew and authorized?
Renegade.
How many Marines volunteered to serve Hussein during his term?
Why?
What if his name we don't say organized the deal?
The US taxpayer subsidizes the WORLD.
AMERICA has been sold to the highest bidder.
AMERICA has been weakened on purpose.
The depths of their TREASON is unimaginable. 
Pure EVIL.
HELL on earth - HRC victory.
Q

#854 - 2018-03-06 07:09:09 (UTC+1)
Is the stage set for a drop of HRC +++ + +++++(raw vid 5:5). EX-rvid5774.
We have it all.
Re_read re: stage.
The nail in many co�ns [liberal undo].
[Impossible to defend].
[Toxic to those connected].
WE must work TOGETHER.
WE are only as strong as your VOICE.
YOU must organize and BE HEARD.
THIS is why they keep you DIVIDED and in the DARK.
WEAK.
We are here to UNITE and provide TRUTH.
Dark to LIGHT.
EVIL surrounds us.
WE are FIGHTING for you.
Where we go one, we go ALL.
The choice, to KNOW, will be yours [end].
Q
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#853 - 2018-03-06 06:50:40 (UTC+1)
>>563501
Do you think the Asia live OP posted was for nothing?
=
Q

#852 - 2018-03-06 06:48:51 (UTC+1)
>>563432
Why was 'The HUNT For' removed?
Expand your thinking.
Not related to $ or trade.
The MAP has EVERYTHING.
News / Tweets unlock the MAP.
Q

#851 - 2018-03-06 06:41:40 (UTC+1)
Learn.
https:// www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP90-00845R000100170004-5.pdf
Q

#850 - 2018-03-06 06:39:55 (UTC+1)
Learn double meanings.
News unlocks MAP.
Why is STEEL so important?
Expand your thinking.
https:// www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP80-00810A004000690005-7.pdf
Q

#849 - 2018-03-06 06:30:31 (UTC+1)
>>563201
Future proves past.
You have so much more than you know.
Biggest intel drop in our known history.
Q

#848 - 2018-03-06 06:09:33 (UTC+1)
>>562883

#847 - 2018-03-06 06:05:18 (UTC+1)
>>562842
WATCH the water.
Q

#846 - 2018-03-06 06:02:58 (UTC+1)
>>562749
Water.
Why is this event BIG?
What does it signify?
Why is NK out of the news?
As The World Turns.
Q

#845 - 2018-03-06 05:47:05 (UTC+1)
@Snowden 
Welcome to China.
Border crossing -3.
Spartans in Darkness.
Q

#844 - 2018-03-05 07:39:53 (UTC+1)
BOOM
BOOM
BOOM
BOOM
Q

#843 - 2018-03-04 17:29:14 (UTC+1)
[Roasted]
Q

#842 - 2018-03-04 17:22:17 (UTC+1)
>>548166
Why do so-called Patriots challenge this?
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Careful who you follow.
Q

#841 - 2018-03-04 17:19:47 (UTC+1)
>>548157
Re read drops.
http:// about.att.com/story/consumers_need_an_internet_bill_of_rights.html
Q

#840 - 2018-03-04 17:16:22 (UTC+1)
Do you believe in coincidences?
WH suicide.
Hannity intruder.
Narrative.
THREAT.
Q

#839 - 2018-03-04 07:46:40 (UTC+1)
Do you trust the MSM?
Do you trust Facebook?
Do you trust Google?
Do you trust Youtube?
Do you trust Twitter?
Narrative.
Censorship.
Do not blindly believe.
FAKE.
They want you DIVIDED.
TOGETHER, YOU ARE STRONG.
APART, YOU ARE WEAK.
ORGANIZE.
CHALLENGE.
FIGHT.
DO YOU THINK ANTIFA WAS GROWN ORGANICALLY? 
Purpose?
Watch the news this week.
Q

#838 - 2018-03-04 07:24:16 (UTC+1)
BOOM.
Q

#837 - 2018-03-04 07:22:06 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
Listen carefully.
TRUST.
WE are FIGHTING for YOU.
GOD BLESS YOU ALL.
Q

#836 - 2018-03-04 06:48:04 (UTC+1)
Expand your thinking.
Who leaked Vault7 to WL?
Who returned �re?
OP Name: Fiddler
@Snowden 
Mission 1: In�ltrate 
Mission 2: Centralize 
Mission 3: Secure
Mission 4: Expose to HARM 
(Date)
(WH interference)
(WH directive)
Mission 5: Russia LINK
(2013 timeline of events)
(1/17/14)
Think.
Learn.
Mission 6: Fiddler > Ghost-PRIME
Mission 7: CLAS
Mission 8: Whistle Blower traps - jobs C-3567k
Mission 9: Censorship 
CLAS +relay
Q
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#835 - 2018-03-04 06:17:27 (UTC+1)
We are everywhere.
Q

#834 - 2018-03-04 05:56:48 (UTC+1)
The BRIDGE.
187
BRIDGE-2.
@Snowden
Clowns.
The LINK.
Google/YT.
Facebook.
Twitter.
Russia ICBM tech.
HRC open source.
SAP.
JP.
TP.
Highest levels of US-G.
U1.
NK.
WHY would Russia tell the world?
Why?
Why is SR back in the news?
Why?
Why is SESSIONS acting weak?
Why?
IG report?
No legit leaks.
MSM staging narrative.
IG appointed by SESSIONS for?
Why?
Why?
Enjoy the show.
Dead cat bounce.
Q

#833 - 2018-03-04 05:42:23 (UTC+1)
Reality is labeled as conspiracy.
You are made to feel crazy.
You are told to obey.
You are SHEEP to them.
Pawns to be sacri�ced.
REMEMBER, WE ARE WINNING, DO NOT TRUST WHAT YOU READ.
MIND WARFARE.
UP IS DOWN.
LEFT IS RIGHT.
BOOM.
Q

#832 - 2018-03-04 05:23:13 (UTC+1)
A demonstration was made today in front of the WH.
It showed they can control 'innocents'.
It was a direct THREAT.
This is not a game.
The MSM is creating emotional con�ict.
This destabilizes certain minds to become suspectable to outside control.
What you SEE is 2%.
The WAR is REAL.
These people are SICK.
Watch the news this week.
Q

#831 - 2018-03-04 05:18:43 (UTC+1)
Where we go one, we go ALL.
Misspellings matter.
Sentence formation matters.
Learn.
Q

#830 - 2018-03-04 05:15:14 (UTC+1)
What I say a class action lawsuit?
When is it e�ective?
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Who controls the narrative?
WHO wrote the singular censorship algorithm?
WHO deployed the algorithm?
WHO instructed them to deploy the algorithm?
SAME embed across multiple platforms.
Why?
Why is the timing relevant?
Where is @Snowden?
Why did ES leave G?
Why has NK out of the news cycle?
De�ne false �ag?
What event(s) change the news cycle?
Why didn't LV change the news cycle?
You have more than your know.

BOOM.
Q

#829 - 2018-03-04 05:08:25 (UTC+1)
Zebra_Zebra.
Bring the thunder.
KILL_BOX[1A-23x]
Light_T_1A-23-go5
Q

#828 - 2018-03-04 05:03:59 (UTC+1)
Stay TOGETHER.
Be STRONG.
Get ORGANIZED.
Be HEARD.
FIGHT the censorship.
You, the PEOPLE, have ALL the POWER.
You simply forgot how to PLAY.
TOGETHER you are INVINCIBLE.
They want you divided.
They want you silenced.
MAKE NOISE.
We are WITH you.
MAKE IT RAIN.
Q

#827 - 2018-02-24 07:53:47 (UTC+1)
Stanislav Lunev.
The BRIDGE.
Payback for today.
Q

#826 - 2018-02-24 07:42:25 (UTC+1)
COMMS GOOD.
Nice try.
Q

#825 - 2018-02-24 07:41:13 (UTC+1)
SEC_TEST
Q

#824 - 2018-02-24 01:24:14 (UTC+1)
COMMS_OFF
2
Q

#823 - 2018-02-24 01:22:52 (UTC+1)
/CM
Check code line 1183.
Embed added 7:03pm EST.
Embed string active in SATRREC.
Warning alerts 5-12.
Brute force will be necessary.
T-2 warning.
Q

#822 - 2018-02-24 01:06:00 (UTC+1)
RT_LOG_RUN-15
Q
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#821 - 2018-02-24 01:03:34 (UTC+1)
SEC_TEST_D3
Q

#820 - 2018-02-24 00:55:08 (UTC+1)
>>476325
SEC_TEST
Q

#819 - 2018-02-24 00:54:10 (UTC+1)
>>476229
No coincidences.
Expand your thinking.
Q

#818 - 2018-02-24 00:50:22 (UTC+1)
>>476196
Libel laws.
End of MSM.
Q

#817 - 2018-02-24 00:46:21 (UTC+1)
>>476136
Who do you think is leaking the info?
Take a wild guess.
Analyze shooter (pawn).
Voices in his head?
We know.
We are taking action behind the scenes.
CNN was set up.
STUPID.
Q

#816 - 2018-02-24 00:29:00 (UTC+1)
WHY school shootings?
What is more precious than our children?
Emotional pull.
Distraction event.
Gun grab event.
D security. 
WHY would locals go along w/ such a sick organized event?
[THEY must control local police / school / county o�cials / etc to work].
WHY?
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Federal aid + donations.
These people are SICK.
http:// www.courant.com/news/connecticut/hc-sandy-hook-shooting-two-years-later-20141214-story.html
Follow the money.
It's always about the money.
Q

#815 - 2018-02-23 23:39:25 (UTC+1)
Do you believe in coincidences?
Q

#814 - 2018-02-23 17:03:47 (UTC+1)
>>472314
You have more than you know.
This is why we are here.
Great job, Patriot.
Watch the speech.
We are talking to you.
Proofs only meant for you.
Q

#813 - 2018-02-23 03:39:44 (UTC+1)
People kill people.
You are watching a movie.
They want you WEAK.
SLAVE.
SHEEP.
DISTRACTION.
Q
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#812 - 2018-02-23 03:26:30 (UTC+1)
They want you DIVIDED.
How can some be so blind?
Help them wake up.
Estimated 20mm reached.
Question everything.
Keep talking.
Stand up.
Fight �ght �ght.
How do they control children?
What prevents a child revealing the truth?
Q

#811 - 2018-02-23 03:18:09 (UTC+1)
>>466048
For those watching, this should scare you.
It's the POWER you depend on to survive.
Money is worthless w/o those in power serving you.
WH / Military / Patriots.
Ready to play?
Q

#810 - 2018-02-23 03:13:11 (UTC+1)
>>465930
How do you break up something this big?
What happens if low/mid/senior (non corrupt) Patriots learn they were sold out?
What happens?
Who is waiting with open arms w/ a plan to reorg under a single entity with direct OS by trusted Patriots?
Who are trusted Patriots who understand intel collection?
Q

#809 - 2018-02-23 03:05:01 (UTC+1)
Clowns revealed in China/other.
2010.
[187]
Sold intel?
HRC open source server?
[Missing emails]
[CrowdStrike]
Granted access.
Betrayed.
Only the tip.
This will be made public [soon].
Q

#808 - 2018-02-23 02:54:38 (UTC+1)
>>465779
Did you count the spaces in the tweet and cross ref against spaces left here to match meaning?
Q

#807 - 2018-02-23 02:47:30 (UTC+1)
>>465258
You are learning our comms.
Q

#806 - 2018-02-22 06:53:06 (UTC+1)
>>458430
Scroll through both docs.
Q

#805 - 2018-02-22 06:47:02 (UTC+1)
https:// www.archives.gov/�les/research/jfk/releases/docid-32403785.pdf
https:// www.intelligence.senate.gov/sites/default/�les/hearings/ciasuseofjournal00unit.pdf
Why are the above [public declassi�ed docs] highly protected?
Q

#804 - 2018-02-22 02:49:10 (UTC+1)
DELTA [6] CONF.
COMMS GOOD.
OPERATIONAL.
Q

#803 - 2018-02-22 02:34:05 (UTC+1)
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SEC_TEST_1_
SEC_TEST_2_
SEC_TEST_3_
SEC_TEST_4_
SEC_TEST_5_
[DEVICE_1_X]
[SECURE_COMMS_ACT]
[SIG_5:5_READ]
[ ]
Q

SAT_SEC_1_X_GOOD
SAT_REC_GOOD
SAT_RELAY_GOOD
SAT_PING_GOOD
SAT_SIG_GOOD
SAT_LINE_GOOD
SAT_HOLD_CONF
HOLD_NOW_CONF
SAT_HOLD_DED_1_X_YES
SAT_HOLD_DED_1_X_CONF_60D
SAT_HOLD_DED_OPT_60D+
AUTH_HOLD_REL_GOOD

#802 - 2018-02-22 02:20:23 (UTC+1)
[2] 
Patriot
1. a person who loves, supports, and defends his or her country and its interests with devotion.
2. a person who regards himself or herself as a defender, especially of individual rights, against presumed interference by the federal government.
Traitor
1. a person who betrays another, a cause, or any trust.
2. a person who commits treason by betraying his or her country.
Q

#801 - 2018-02-21 08:11:10 (UTC+1)
AG Sessions.
US Cyber Task Force.
Important.
Q

#800 - 2018-02-21 08:02:49 (UTC+1)
>>448451
Coincidence?
Q

#799 - 2018-02-21 07:58:12 (UTC+1)
>>448410
Big post.
@Jack thought he was protected.
No sleep since drop.
Tasked [3] to remove followers in drip order and restrict.
Coincidence?
HOT in DC.
No sleep.
Stay tuned.
Q

#798 - 2018-02-21 07:51:08 (UTC+1)
The gun found by the USSS was an intercept we provided.
This is not a game.
Protect code went live.
Code signals clean.
We are moving up the timetable.
Q

#797 - 2018-02-21 07:44:40 (UTC+1)
Stay tuned.
Everything has meaning or a purpose.
@Jack - getting nervous?
Phase [2].
Q

#796 - 2018-02-19 03:20:01 (UTC+1)
FOR GOD & COUNTRY.
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#795 - 2018-02-19 03:15:07 (UTC+1)
FOR GOD & COUNTRY.

#794 - 2018-02-19 03:14:27 (UTC+1)
CLEAN ACTION APPROVED.
HIGHEST AUTHORITY.

#793 - 2018-02-19 03:11:55 (UTC+1)
GO WITH GOD.
THE CLOCK IS ACTIVATED.
Q

#792 - 2018-02-19 03:07:39 (UTC+1)
RECEIVED.
CONFIRMED.
GOOD.
Q

#791 - 2018-02-19 02:57:51 (UTC+1)
"For I know the plans I have for you," declares the Lord, "plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future."
:Protect 6/14-46
:Protect 6/14-46
Q+

#790 - 2018-02-19 02:41:03 (UTC+1)
@SNOWDEN
WHERE ARE YOU?
NOT RUSSIA.
[EYES ON]
YOU ARE NOW A LIABILITY.
HELPING @JACK?
PROJECT DEEPDREAMv2[A]].
WE WILL NEVER FORGET.
ES FAILED.
WHERE IS ES?
JOHN PERRY BARLOW.
DEFINE THE END?
THE DAY OF RECKONING IS UPON US.
JOHN 3:16
Q

#789 - 2018-02-19 01:48:01 (UTC+1)
>>422606
Gannett is also located in McLean, VA. 
Coincidence? 
Just the tip.
Q

#788 - 2018-02-19 00:07:02 (UTC+1)
Thoughts of the [current] President of the United States.
Q

#787 - 2018-02-18 23:49:07 (UTC+1)
TRUST SESSIONS.
TRUST WRAY.
2018 WILL BE GLORIOUS.
Q

#786 - 2018-02-18 22:07:46 (UTC+1)
"Never gotten over the fact that Obama was able to send $1.7 Billion Dollars in CASH to Iran and nobody in Congress, the FBI or Justice called for an investig
Re_read crumbs.
What is the reason this is being brought back up?
There is a purpose for every tweet and crumb dropped.
Follow the money.
Future proves past.
The Great Awakening.
NO ESCAPE.
NO DEALS.
TRUST THE PLAN.
HAPPY SUNDAY.
Q

#785 - 2018-02-17 02:35:54 (UTC+1)
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WARNING_UK_
_LONDON_POSSIBLE_CAR_ATTACK_24
STRIKE_PACKAGE_B-7V
WARNING_UK_IMM_CHATTER_
XRAY_7
CHATTER^^^^^^^^
Q, DELTA

#784 - 2018-02-17 02:26:57 (UTC+1)
[UK] - Stay Alert.
Q

#783 - 2018-02-17 02:05:17 (UTC+1)
Clown Agency>No Such Agency.
RIP JFK - we will succeed. 
Pyramid will collapse.
Think shell.
Q

#782 - 2018-02-17 01:53:19 (UTC+1)
>>402088
BIG!
Q

#781 - 2018-02-17 00:19:27 (UTC+1)

#780 - 2018-02-16 23:58:54 (UTC+1)
"There is no allegation in this indictment that any American was a knowing participant in this illegal activity," Rosenstein said. "There is no allegation in the in
that the charged conduct altered the outcome of the 2016 election."

Future proves past:

In an e�ort to preserve the integrity of all U.S. elections, as ordered by the President of the United States, after an extensive investigation in select counties 
'sampling'), the DHS has concluded that while Russian entities (as outlined within SC Mueller's investigation were complicit in attempting to undermine the
presidential election of 2016) had no direct impact or bearing on the outcome of the presidential election, nor were any U.S. person(s) knowingly part of suc
attempt to sabotage as it relates to the Russian investigation, U.S. and other foreign entities (as further described within DHS[XXXX]), acting outside of Russi
did attempt on numerous occasions, and were successful, in interfering w/ the presidential election of 2016, senate elections of [x, y, z], [x] elections, where
million of illegal, non-resident ballots (the "irregularities") were counted, while legal ballots were improperly tabulated and/or intentionally mishandled. We 
these actions were a coordinated attack against the democracy of our country.

The DHS will be submitting a �nal report to the WH/DOJ/other state and local agencies outlining our �ndings as early as March [ ], 2018. While this report on
encompasses a sampling of twenty-two (22) counties across the U.S., it is strongly suggested, based on the evidence provided, that a mandated countrywide
investigation begin under the recommended US50-EIC guidelines as set forth in Section VII of the �nal report. Furthermore, based on our immediate �nding
recommend the adoption of 8(E)(F)(G)(H) be made immediately to combat sources & methods currently being deployed to ................................

The remainder of this page is intentionally left blank.

#779 - 2018-02-15 22:09:29 (UTC+1)
>>388822
Consumer Protection Agency.
Sen Warren.
CORRUPTION/INFILTRATION/SLUSH FUND.
#Goodbye#
Q

#778 - 2018-02-15 22:01:38 (UTC+1)
>>388588
Why is everything 'really' made in China? 
Cost savings?
Why is POTUS focused on SA/CHINA/RUSSIA?
WHY???????????
WHY IS RUSSIA BEING USED AGAINST POTUS?
WHY RUSSIA?
WHAT DAMAGE CAN RUSSIA DO TO DEMS?
WHAT DAMAGE CAN CHINA DO TO DEMS?
IRAN?
NK?
WHY DOES HUSSEIN TRAVEL BEFORE/AFTER POTUS RE: FOREIGN TRIPS?
USE LOGIC.
WHY IS POTUS FOCUSED ON BRINGING BACK MANUFACTURING? 
JOBS?
SECURITY?
CONTROL?
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TRUE CONTROL?
WHO CAN YOU TRUST?
THE WORLD IS NOT HOW YOU VIEW IT.
TRUST THE PLAN.
WE ARE WINNING.
ARRESTS WILL COME.
LOGIC SHOULD ANSWER WHY IT MUST FOLLOW OTHER UNFOLDING EVENTS.
LEARN AND SPREAD.
BUILD PROOFS.
WE'VE PROVIDED MANY PROOFS THAT CANNOT BE DISPUTED AS COINCIDENCES.
THIS WAS DONE FOR A REASON.
MORE WILL BE PROVIDED.
DIRECT CONFIRMATION WILL COME.
IT CANNOT COME NOW.
IT WILL BE LOST.
THE MESSAGE IS NOT READY.
YOU ARE PART OF THE ARMY.
WE ARE DEPENDING ON YOU.
FOR GOD & COUNTRY.
WHERE WE GO ONE, WE GO ALL.
STAY SAFE THIS WEEK.
Q

#777 - 2018-02-15 21:47:34 (UTC+1)
>>388528
Why is Big Pharma essential?
Expand your thinking past cures.
Think Google [new Pixel phone].
Think Apple [vs. Samsung].
Why was Blackberry destroyed?
We can guide but you must organically uncover the TRUTH.
THEY are watching.
ARCHIVE EVERYTHING OFFLINE.
Q

#776 - 2018-02-15 21:30:51 (UTC+1)
>>388315
Yes.
Target subjects are pre disposable to certain mental illnesses.
Target subjects are scouted over a period of time to study and arrange 'THERAPY'.
'THERAPY' takes [x] to break the mind into a functional/programmable device. 
Science Fiction?
Q

#775 - 2018-02-15 21:25:24 (UTC+1)
>>388211
What [3] scientists were killed who were researching the SAT relay of mobile phone signals to end users? 
Why was the research deemed CLASSIFIED?
Learn.
Q

#774 - 2018-02-15 21:17:32 (UTC+1)
>>388119
Discoveries must be ORIG organically.
Hive-mind.
Q

#773 - 2018-02-15 21:13:45 (UTC+1)
>>388082
Have any recent [shooters] received therapy in the past? 
Be the autists we know you are.
You were chosen for a speci�c reason.
Q

#772 - 2018-02-15 21:02:33 (UTC+1)
https://www.intelligence.senate.gov/sites/default/�les/hearings/95mkultra.pdf
Read very carefully.
Unreleased [CLAS-HIGHEST]:
Ability to use frequencies [incoming sig]/modify/code/program over 'x' period [designate] mobile phone to 'control' target subject.
OP conducted/ORIG outside of US.
CAR control?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Yqa5PUViPo
Statement by the driver?
Fairytale? 
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AS THE WORLD TURNS.
THIS IS BIGGER THAN ANYONE CAN IMAGINE.
Q

#771 - 2018-02-15 20:28:16 (UTC+1)
@Jack
Civilian Puppet.
Player in the game?
We play for KEEPS.
Need help sleeping?
How was your meeting w/ Pelosi?
Protection o�ered? 
Life Lesson: Be smarter than those controlling you.
T-minus [12:34]
Q

#770 - 2018-02-15 20:12:42 (UTC+1)
>>387356
>James Dolan. Dead suicide
>Aaron swartz. Dead suicide
>Kevin Paulson. Turned over securedrop to Freedom of the Press 
John Perry Barlow - 187 post name [DROP].
@Snowden
You are now a liability. 
Q

#769 - 2018-02-15 19:13:32 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=52dfJnLkEd4

#768 - 2018-02-15 19:05:39 (UTC+1)
Newsweek problems?
http://www.newsweek.com/how-storm-biggest-fake-news-story-796725
Strike back against us?
MSM not happy?
"Conspiracy" label.
Re_read crumbs re: "conspiracy" / MSM coverage.
Who will be next?
They are here.
They will try to discredit.
They are stupid.
They bring more eyes.
The 'proofs' are important.
'Proofs' provide new 'eyes' ability to question.
This board in the coming months will be spread & discussed across ALL PLATFORMS.
Important to be prepared.
We will help.
TRUTH always wins.
Q

#767 - 2018-02-15 07:27:03 (UTC+1)
>>382197
You are a strong Patriot.
Do not give in - �ght, �ght, �ght.
You have more friends than you can imagine.
UNITED WE STAND.
GOD BLESS,
Q

#766 - 2018-02-15 07:13:18 (UTC+1)
>>382122
Great work, Anon.
Q

#765 - 2018-02-15 07:08:41 (UTC+1)
Watch the water.
Q

#764 - 2018-02-15 06:52:21 (UTC+1)
You are missing the connections.
Continue to build the MAP.
MAP provides the KEY.
KEY spreads the TRUTH. 
TRUTH shines LIGHT.
LIGHT saves HUMANITY. 
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Future proves past.
Trust the plan.
Q

#763 - 2018-02-15 06:38:07 (UTC+1)
>>381653
Did Hussein receive a letter in the mail w/ white powder? 
What a coincidence. 
Message received.
Response forthcoming.
Q

#762 - 2018-02-15 06:32:21 (UTC+1)
>>381597
They are ALWAYS watching.
Watch the news re: new drugs coming out [�u/dirt/next?].
What a coincidence. 
Q

#761 - 2018-02-15 06:28:42 (UTC+1)
>>381564
Was the point proven?
This board has more power than you can imagine.
Q

#760 - 2018-02-15 06:25:44 (UTC+1)
@Snowden
Thank you for showing the world how Clowns pass the narrative to journalists @ 4am. 
Re_read crumbs re: SecureDrop.
John Perry Barlow.
Q

#759 - 2018-02-15 02:34:20 (UTC+1)
Where are the tweets from HRC, BC, CC, Hussein, others re: the shooting today?
Do you believe in EVIL?
Make no mistake, they will all PAY THE PRICE. 
Q

#758 - 2018-02-15 01:01:01 (UTC+1)
SEPT 7, 1776.

#757 - 2018-02-15 00:59:04 (UTC+1)
WARNING_EU_
_EU_POSSIBLE_CAR_ATTACK_72
STRIKE_PACKAGE_B-7V
WARNING_UK_IMM_CHATTER_
XRAY_7
Q, DELTA

#756 - 2018-02-15 00:41:23 (UTC+1)
dZ68J_729282D_B^02928xABVtZ
b7al8920289-sLBTCZA99_jXK
38201820281028201820484739201837474
B_1
B_2
KILL_CHAIN
SKY_TAR_[E_BZ_y]
[]
[]PAK[]
[]-13-[]
A-9zBT1-033
"Republic-D"
"Republic-E"
"Republic-F"
"Republic-MILMAR-E"
INFIL-[2]-OP_TAKE_O_
WATCH_TOWER_OK
RED_RED_OK
RED_CASTLE_OK
NIGHT_BOX_OK
SKY_BEAM_OK
NORTH_TRADE_OK
MOUNTAIN_DEEP_OK
COMM_SAT_6_OK
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COMM_SAT_7_OK
COMM_SAT_8_FALSE
COMM_SAT_9_OK
COMM_SAT_SEC_R140_OK
TELCON_SIG_CONF_C-83028
ZEBRA_PACIFIC_SIG_COMM_[GOOD]
DESIGNATE CODE: [ _D7_UND<93829]
ACTIVATE CODE: [0 0000 018739 7-ZjG]
Q, DELTA

#755 - 2018-02-15 00:06:27 (UTC+1)
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE TEAM
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE BATTALION (STRATEGIC SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE)
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE BRIGADE (STRATEGIC SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE)

DESIGNATION: _ MILITARY INTELLIGENCE TEAM,
_ MILITARY INTELLIGENCE BRIGADE (STRAT SIGINT)

32536AA00: _ MI TM (UTAH)(STRAT SIGINT)
32536AB00: _ MI TM (OCMC)(STRAT SIGINT)
32536AC00: _ MI TM (DET A)(STRAT SIGINT)
Q

#754 - 2018-02-13 08:59:27 (UTC+1)
SEC_TEST
Q

#753 - 2018-02-13 08:56:38 (UTC+1)
Think image drop.
Think OP.
Think United.
When does a bird sing?
Everything has meaning.
[I] 
Q

#752 - 2018-02-13 08:42:59 (UTC+1)
I hear Hanoi is educational.
Q

#751 - 2018-02-13 07:56:23 (UTC+1)
Operation Merlin (tech).
>Iran
>NK
Iran Deal (funding).
>Iran
>NK
>T cells
>Payo�s
NK Nuclear (mini suc)(icbm suc)
>War engine 
>Protection
Q

#750 - 2018-02-12 21:15:20 (UTC+1)
Our attack on big pharma came w/ a warning letter today.
Message received.
Response forthcoming.
Q

#749 - 2018-02-12 17:50:26 (UTC+1)
>>351343
Coincidence the Matrix (movie) grew people as a crop, used for energy, and controlled their mind?
Sound familiar? 
Wonder where they derived that idea from.
Now comes the 'conspiracy' label.
Deeper we go, the more unrealistic it all becomes.
The end won't be for everyone.
That choice, to know, will be yours.
Q

#748 - 2018-02-12 17:39:11 (UTC+1)
>>351238
Think children.
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Think slaves.
Think sheep.
Q

#747 - 2018-02-12 17:35:37 (UTC+1)
Flowers & Gardens.
Learn the hidden symbolism.http:// www.encyclopedia.com/humanities/applied-and-social-sciences-magazines/slave-gardens
What does a 'Flower' represent?
What does 'De�ower' represent?
Q

#746 - 2018-02-12 16:47:57 (UTC+1)
>>350576
https:// en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mike_Wallace
You are not looking close enough.
Q

#745 - 2018-02-12 16:44:24 (UTC+1)
>>350525
What are they sitting on?
Perfectly lined up?
Why?
Learn.
Q

#744 - 2018-02-12 16:42:52 (UTC+1)
>>350504
Find the link.
Look around.
What does it signify?
Q

#743 - 2018-02-12 16:17:30 (UTC+1)
The Inner Circle.
Mika Brzezinski.
Background.
Family/careers.
McLean, Virginia.
The age of tech has hurt their ability to hide/control.
Majority today were 'born in' to the circle.
Investigate those in front of the camera who scream the loudest.
These people are really stupid.
End is near.
The media cleanse/JFK.
Q

#742 - 2018-02-12 16:01:46 (UTC+1)
The Inner Circle.
Mika Brzezinski.
Background.
Family/careers.
McLean, Virginia.
The age of tech has hurt their ability to hide/control.
Majority today were 'born in' to the circle.
Investigate those in front of the camera who scream the loudest.
These people are really stupid.
End is near.
The media cleanse/JFK.
Q

#741 - 2018-02-12 07:22:16 (UTC+1)
>>346987
"Here to stay."
No, you're not.
Q

#740 - 2018-02-12 02:01:37 (UTC+1)
>>343395
Max cap.
[1] other prison being prepped.
Q

#739 - 2018-02-12 01:56:10 (UTC+1)
>>343304
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Do not read into this spelling/structure error.
Heavy lag/attack ongoing.
Q

#738 - 2018-02-12 01:52:44 (UTC+1)
>>343156
Understand one simple fact - the US is connected to the rest of the world. 
Knowing that, understand, by default, if certain intel is released it would cause a WW/mass su�ering.
We share the idea of open source but value life and must make decisions base decisions on outcomes and containability.
Q

#737 - 2018-02-12 01:47:06 (UTC+1)
>>343080
We are with you, Patriot.
We honor your service to our great country.
Without people like you, the world would be lost.
Godspeed.
Q

#736 - 2018-02-12 01:40:16 (UTC+1)
>>343004
Double meanings work well against sni�ers.
Q

#735 - 2018-02-12 01:38:19 (UTC+1)
>>342919
Chatter amongst those in control has begun.
They know we know which means the public will know.
Release prior to cover up.
Public informed and collapse.
Which option?
Q

#734 - 2018-02-12 01:30:54 (UTC+1)
>>342747
What a coincidence.
This board has more power & in�uence than anyone comprehends.
Q

#733 - 2018-02-12 00:53:03 (UTC+1)
United Airlines to Guantanamo Bay?
What airline check-in counter @ PVG [T2] is located @ [E]?
What was the location of [E][pic posted other board]?
Why is this relevant?
Q

#732 - 2018-02-12 00:42:20 (UTC+1)
We don't say his name returning to prime time.
Wonder if his so-called illness/condition will �are up.
"He's not a war hero."
He's a mega millionaire. 
M-Institute.
https://www.mccaininstitute.org/donors/
Rothschild/Clintons/SA/etc.
[Not complete].
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/fact-checker/wp/2016/04/08/john-mccains-claim-he-has-nothing-to-do-with-the-mccain-institute/?utm_term=.0e635
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-03-08/mccain-institutes-failure-use-donations-anti-tra�cking-purposes-raises-questions
De�ne money laundering.
De�ne the word 'Traitor'. 
A world w/o this man is a world better o�.
Q

#731 - 2018-02-11 22:38:14 (UTC+1)
Timestamp:
@Snowden "Truth To Power"
Drop "Truth To Power"
Learn.
Q

>>340441
>>325370 You will cease to exist
Timestamp.
Learn.
Q
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>>340695
Coincidence "Truth To Power"?
Coincidence Barlow?
Learn.
What if Snowden was still a Clown?
Why would it be important he was in Russia?
LEARN!!!!
Q

#730 - 2018-02-11 22:33:41 (UTC+1)
>>340695
Coincidence "Truth To Power"?
Coincidence Barlow?
Learn.
What if Snowden was still a Clown?
Why would it be important he was in Russia?
LEARN!!!!
Q

#729 - 2018-02-11 22:20:10 (UTC+1)
>>340441
>>325370 You will cease to exist
Timestamp.
Learn.
Q

#728 - 2018-02-11 22:16:29 (UTC+1)
Timestamp:
@Snowden "Truth To Power"
Drop "Truth To Power"
Learn.
Q

#727 - 2018-02-11 22:12:25 (UTC+1)
Ruth Bader Ginsburg.
Q

#726 - 2018-02-11 21:38:19 (UTC+1)
>>339722
Over the TARGET.
Q

#725 - 2018-02-11 21:37:17 (UTC+1)
>>339583
Ask yourself, why is NK participating in the O-games this year? 
Ask yourself, why is the 'sister' w/ Pence?
Ask yourself, if controlled, how might you protect yourself and look for a way out?
Ask yourself, what is a distraction?
Ask yourself, why did Korea come together as a country v N&S?
Ask yourself, what occurred in Asia (ref pics) just prior to the O-games?
Ask yourself, what does FREED mean?
Ask yourself, do we want a WAR?
Ask yourself, who is trying to start a WAR?
Ask yourself, if a missile was launched by rogue actors, what would be the purpose?
Ask yourself, what would/should immediately start a WAR?
Ask yourself, would the PUBLIC understand the following statement: "Rogue actors (Clowns/US former heads of State) initiated a missile launch in order to '
US into a WAR/con�ict against X?"
Be the autists we know you are.
Those who cannot understand that we cannot simply start arresting w/o �rst ensuring the safety & well-being of the population, shifting the narrative, remo
in DC through resignation to ensure success, defeating ISIS/MS13 to prevent fail-safes, freezing assets to remove network-to-network abilities, kill o� COC to
top-down comms/org, etc etc. should not be participating in discussions.
Q

#724 - 2018-02-11 21:23:50 (UTC+1)
>>339453
Future news will highlight.
Note "The Hunt For" was dropped.
Details matter.
Q

#723 - 2018-02-11 21:20:05 (UTC+1)
SEC_TEST
Q
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#722 - 2018-02-11 20:47:56 (UTC+1)
Think BDT NYC 'attempt' & Barlow.
Not stated for veri�cation of credibility. 
Why are we still here given foreknowledge of events?
No FBI investigation into this?
Impossible to locate?
Less than 10.
Who are we talking to?
Since Clown takedown of black_ops loc/public exposure what has changed here?
Expand your thinking.
This is not a game.
RED_OCTOBER.
Q

#721 - 2018-02-11 20:36:41 (UTC+1)
>>338623
You have so much more than you know.
Future proves past.
Q

#720 - 2018-02-11 18:04:42 (UTC+1)
Do people believe all recent resignations, plane crashes, plane re_routes, EMS/EBS activations, blackouts, etc are simply a coincidence?
Why did Sessions [at the beginning] emphasize investigations/proceedings are kept con�dential?
Think magic.
What you see .......
Do you really believe nothing is being done?
Re_read past crumbs.
Who has the power?
Why was this emphasized in the beginning?
You have more than you know.
Q

#719 - 2018-02-11 17:53:17 (UTC+1)
>>337108
What picture was posted?
Cages full.
Q

#718 - 2018-02-11 17:50:49 (UTC+1)
71 [187].
[1] targeted.
Dossier.
U1.
Would you believe [1] source was used for [2]?
Find the passenger list.
Why [187] if inside Russia?
No jurisdiction.
Think logically.
SICK!
Q

#717 - 2018-02-10 12:33:36 (UTC+1)
Public: FBI/DOJ/O-WH/SD
Private: Clowns Clowns Clowns 
Expand your thinking.
Q

#716 - 2018-02-10 12:14:17 (UTC+1)
https:// www.google.com/amp/s/www.wired.com/2010/07/exclusive-google-cia/amp/

#715 - 2018-02-10 11:52:02 (UTC+1)
[3] https:// www.globaleaks.org
Q

#714 - 2018-02-10 11:46:19 (UTC+1)
Mess with the best, die like the rest.
[2] highly classi�ed clown ops exposed.
[44] remaining.
Wizards & Warlocks.
Save the best for last.
[P]
Q
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#713 - 2018-02-10 11:30:58 (UTC+1)
Seals are wonderful creatures.
Heard they work fast at capturing their prey.
PRAY.
Silence is golden.
CORONA_OFFLINE_Deac[0000].
Games R FUN!
Q

#712 - 2018-02-10 11:23:04 (UTC+1)
You will cease to exist.
Truth to power.
How's the bunker these days?
[14] live 
[Hello]
[PEOC force failed]
Q

#711 - 2018-02-10 11:16:54 (UTC+1)
Thank you Dopey.
King to pawn.
Eyes on.
Q

#710 - 2018-02-10 11:15:01 (UTC+1)
Clown black op sites.
Asia.
Goodbye.
Q

#709 - 2018-02-10 11:13:33 (UTC+1)
JFK Con Room.
https:// www.cia.gov/kids-page/games/break-the-code/code-1.html
Would you believe this site is actually used to comm to rogue operators? 
@Snowden
[John]
Cold?
Q

#708 - 2018-02-10 10:10:54 (UTC+1)
What's going on in Asia?
Q

#707 - 2018-02-10 10:00:34 (UTC+1)

#706 - 2018-02-10 09:44:25 (UTC+1)
[-]

#705 - 2018-02-10 09:43:25 (UTC+1)
[5]

#704 - 2018-02-10 09:35:31 (UTC+1)
[e]

#703 - 2018-02-10 09:33:29 (UTC+1)
"Rest in peace Mr. President (JFK), through your wisdom and strength, since your tragic death, Patriots have planned, installed, and by the grace of God, acti
beam of LIGHT. We will forever remember your sacri�ce. May you look down from above and continue to guide us as we ring the bell of FREEDOM and dest
who wish to sacri�ce our children, our way of life, and our world. We, the PEOPLE."
Prayer said every single day in the OO.
JFK - Secret Socities.
Where we go one, we go all.
Q

#702 - 2018-02-10 04:49:23 (UTC+1)
_yes
CONF
Bravo-TK_964389&66
Q

#701 - 2018-02-10 03:33:30 (UTC+1)
Top 10 player [here now].
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50.22.218.5
Q

#700 - 2018-02-10 03:17:44 (UTC+1)
[Next week]
[Next week]
[Next week]
Suicide weekend? 
Q

#699 - 2018-02-10 03:06:34 (UTC+1)
Ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha!
[Next week]
Ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha!
We warned you.
You are stupid.
Can you sleep?
We can help. 
Q

#698 - 2018-02-08 08:53:00 (UTC+1)
USSS on high alert.
Q

#697 - 2018-02-08 08:45:43 (UTC+1)
Panic in DC.
Leverage depleted - POTUS freed.
EXTREME chatter.
Q

#696 - 2018-02-08 05:19:31 (UTC+1)
Emergency messaging sys tests more frequent past month?
Q

#695 - 2018-02-08 04:26:50 (UTC+1)
How many top medical researchers found dead in past 5 years? 
Why is this topic relevant now? 
Why does the US taxpayer subsidize meds for the rest of the world?
Q

#694 - 2018-02-08 04:06:12 (UTC+1)
What if cures already exist?
What about the billions (public/private/govt) provided to fund cure dev?
Sheep.
These people are sick!
Q

#693 - 2018-02-08 03:59:30 (UTC+1)
Make sure the list of resignations remains updated.
Important.
When does big pharma make money?
Curing or containing?
Cancer/AIDS/etc.
Mind will be blown by chain of command.
Q

#692 - 2018-02-08 03:14:45 (UTC+1)
>>299606
Window opened ahead of time to prevent pressure blast.
Think intel.
[Last discussion on this subject].
Q

#691 - 2018-02-08 03:08:09 (UTC+1)
>>299464
People asked for arrests. 
Gave one example.
Just because you can't see doesn't mean it's not ongoing.
Trust the plan.
Q

#690 - 2018-02-08 02:57:31 (UTC+1)
>>299351
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What a coincidence. 
Do you believe?
Have faith.
THE HUNTERS BECOME THE HUNTED.
Q

#689 - 2018-02-08 02:55:18 (UTC+1)
>>299248
What a coincidence.
Re_read recent drop re: U1/informant.
Why did we re-focus energy on this when out of the news cycle?
Critical thinking.
Q

#688 - 2018-02-08 02:50:58 (UTC+1)
>>299228
Focus on substance around outside of window.
Upon entry .......
Q

#687 - 2018-02-08 02:45:08 (UTC+1)
Goodnight.
Q

#686 - 2018-02-08 02:36:59 (UTC+1)
2 minutes_g.
Q

#685 - 2018-02-08 02:36:15 (UTC+1)

#684 - 2018-02-08 02:35:39 (UTC+1)

#683 - 2018-02-08 02:35:08 (UTC+1)
Final guest arrived.
Q

#682 - 2018-02-08 01:40:33 (UTC+1)
:We see you (live).
Q

#681 - 2018-02-08 01:29:09 (UTC+1)
>>298086
Thank you for visiting the WH.
Q

#680 - 2018-02-08 01:17:01 (UTC+1)
>>297717
Kill box.
Q

#679 - 2018-02-08 00:55:33 (UTC+1)
You have so much more than you know.
SO MUCH!
Future proves past.
News unlocks map.
=
+
++
+++
RED OCTOBER.
IRON EAGLE.
[]
Q

#678 - 2018-02-08 00:42:08 (UTC+1)
>>297521
No.
Re_read crumbs re: CS WH submission.
CS & NP divided.
Coincidence?
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The ART of illusion.
Q

#677 - 2018-02-08 00:39:32 (UTC+1)
>>297464
Heart attacks can be deadly.
Q

#676 - 2018-02-06 08:29:56 (UTC+1)
https:// www.fbi.gov/about/leadership-and-structure/fbi-executives/carl-ghattas
Q

#675 - 2018-02-06 07:46:30 (UTC+1)
>>283468
Build timeline.
AS 187.
HRC investigation pivot points.
JC dismiss letter.
#2.
PS.
WL comms.
Q

#674 - 2018-02-06 07:34:50 (UTC+1)
Public interest [keep high].
U1 FBI informant.
AWAN/DWS/Paki intel/MB.
Tarmac meeting [SC/LL deal > AS 187].
Q

#673 - 2018-02-06 02:25:31 (UTC+1)
Find 1 of 4.
"Trump should be shot!"
You are now working against those monitoring.
Raw only.
No edits.
Save o�ine.
Q

#672 - 2018-02-06 02:15:26 (UTC+1)
>>279898
Find the roll.
1 of 4.
Find the 4th.
Find the �lm.
Not the capture.
Enhance.
Spread.
Will go viral.
Source _ archive o�ine.
Raw only.
Q

#671 - 2018-02-06 02:10:09 (UTC+1)
>>279870
Center.
Q

#670 - 2018-02-06 02:06:53 (UTC+1)
Can you read the message?
SOTU.
Black Caucus phone.
Not sure if civilian tech can capture @ that distance.
These people are LITERALLY MORONS.
Q

#669 - 2018-02-06 01:55:42 (UTC+1)
VJ phone call w/ AS.
42m 13s.
[2 listeners - no IDEN].
[1 

]_reroutes_[9 random]
[1 
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]_reroutes_[2 random]
Article 3.
Section 3.
Q

#668 - 2018-02-05 18:30:09 (UTC+1)
>>275574
Imagine THIS.
Raw intel collection.
Narrative FEEDER.
Narrative COLLECTORS.
Narrative DISTRIBUTORS.
LEAKS.
CLASSIFIED.
PAYMENTS.
FOREIGN ACCOUNTS.
CASH.
SPOOK FILES.
HOTELS.
BLACKMAIL.
How do you retain 'Freedom of the Press' if those in front of the camera [trusted by select viewers] are extensions of the ARM?
Freedom of the Press is VITAL to retain.
TRUST THE PLAN.
THERE ARE A LOT MORE GOOD THAN BAD.
You, THE PEOPLE, need to remember how TO PLAY.
You, THE PEOPLE, have the POWER.
We STRIKE every SINGLE DAY.
We WIN every SINGLE DAY.
EVERY SINGLE DAY THEY ARE BEING DESTROYED - LITERALLY.
STAY STRONG.
HAVE FAITH.
THIS IS BIGGER THAN ANYONE CAN IMAGINE.
Q

#667 - 2018-02-05 18:18:31 (UTC+1)
>>275544
[666]
Signal to POTUS THEY CONTROL THE MARKET?
SIGNAL?
THREAT?
WELCOME TO THE GLOBAL WAR.
Q

#666 - 2018-02-05 18:16:50 (UTC+1)
Why did the #Memo drop a Friday [& before the SB]?
Did this seem strange to you?
Watch the news.
Rothschild estate sale [Black Forest].
Stock market DIVE [666 - coincidence?].
Soros transfer of wealth.
Dopey FREED.
Marriage for POWER, not LOVE.
Hilton/Roth.
Soros/Clinton.
Etc.
News unlocks MAP.
Think Mirror.
Which team?
THEY don't know.
APACHE.
These people are EVIL.
Still don't believe you are SHEEP to them?
20/20 coming.
PUBLIC is VITAL.
RELEASE of INFO VITAL.
OUTRAGE.
JUSTICE.
Can we simply arrest the opposition w/o �rst exposing the TRUTH? 
FOLLOW THE LIGHT.
Q

#665 - 2018-02-05 16:42:15 (UTC+1)
>>274601
BLUNT statement.
Q
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#664 - 2018-02-05 16:41:35 (UTC+1)
>>274558
Would POTUS make a serious accusation if the TRUTH wasn't about to come to LIGHT?
Black Forest.
Austria.
Rothschild.
FIRE sale days after post?
What went on there?
Dopey.
You have more than you know.
Q

#663 - 2018-02-01 08:01:55 (UTC+1)
>>232480
Klaus Eberwein
Q

#662 - 2018-02-01 06:27:49 (UTC+1)
>>231746
Drone.
Re_read crumbs.
Q

#661 - 2018-02-01 06:18:49 (UTC+1)
POTUS is safe.
Protected by PATRIOTS.
Q

#660 - 2018-02-01 06:17:25 (UTC+1)
>>231205
Coincidence?
USMC on guard.
Q

#659 - 2018-02-01 05:42:36 (UTC+1)
E�ective yesterday, while standing under the statue of FREEDOM, POTUS FREED those 'good' people who are currently being blackmailed, threatened and e
Those who stood chanting "USA" were FREED.
The shot heard around the world.
TG>
WE, THE PEOPLE.
FREEDOM DAY.
LIGHT.
Q

#658 - 2018-02-01 05:08:14 (UTC+1)
FREEDOM DAY.
FREEDOM_
Q

#657 - 2018-02-01 05:00:51 (UTC+1)
>>230252
The intel just dropped is bigger than you can imagine.
Q

#656 - 2018-02-01 04:46:51 (UTC+1)
>>230019
How 'they' control those they need.
One recent example.
Relevant today.
Learn.
Q

#655 - 2018-02-01 04:39:44 (UTC+1)
>>229794
What happened @ hotel?
[AS]
What is [AS] attempting right now?
Favor repaid.
Q

#654 - 2018-02-01 04:27:01 (UTC+1)
>>229662
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News unlocks MAP.
Q

#653 - 2018-02-01 04:22:52 (UTC+1)
Helicopter.
CRASH.
Newport Beach.
Hotel GM.
What happened @ those hotels?
Q

#652 - 2018-02-01 04:09:38 (UTC+1)
>>229273
Re_read EO's.
Put together.
Q

#651 - 2018-02-01 03:58:39 (UTC+1)
>>229154
Do you believe in coincidences?
Expect more.
Q

#650 - 2018-02-01 03:54:16 (UTC+1)
>>229109
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Q

#649 - 2018-02-01 03:53:16 (UTC+1)
>>229035
!
Q

#648 - 2018-02-01 03:46:08 (UTC+1)
>>228958
Timing is everything.
Did you miss the most important line of the entire speech?
Activation code.
Q

#647 - 2018-02-01 03:38:19 (UTC+1)
>>228302
[D]ay [Of] [D]ays
Q

#646 - 2018-01-30 06:22:36 (UTC+1)
APACHE.
Q

#645 - 2018-01-30 05:47:54 (UTC+1)
JC Tweet Translation:
Special Agent Andrew McCabe stood tall over the last 8 months [DO NOT TALK], when small people [SHEEP] were trying to tear down an institution we all de
[COVER]. He served with distinction for two decades [WE OWN YOU & YOUR FAMILY]. I wish Andy well [187]. I also wish continued strength for the rest of th
[GENERAL THREAT TO OTHERS]. America needs you [ACTIVATE SLEEPER CELLS].
Q

#644 - 2018-01-30 05:37:16 (UTC+1)

#643 - 2018-01-30 05:36:24 (UTC+1)
Narrative shift.
-----------
Nation on alert.
Firing RR = block Mueller.
Firing RR = set up to �ring Mueller. 
Firing RR = Red line.
------------
What was the Senate conf vote re: RR?
Why did RR [BEG] Ryan to block the FISA MEMO from Congressional review/further advancement?
REAL TIME: [7] Congressional members + [3] Senators + [2] former O-senior o�cials + [4] OUTSIDE CONTRACTORS [NO C/TOP/SENS-LEVEL CLEARANCE] @ S
CAP].
TOP SEC CLEARANCE IS MANDATORY FOR ADMISSION - HOW IS THAT POSSIBLE? 
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WE SEE YOU.
Q

#642 - 2018-01-28 02:32:17 (UTC+1)
http://video.foxnews.com/v/5493622538001/?#sp=show-clips

#641 - 2018-01-28 02:12:12 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0uCrA7ePno
"Super-predator"
"Bring them to heel" 
De�ne heel.
(of a dog) follow closely behind its owner.

#640 - 2018-01-28 02:03:15 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryweuBVJMEA

#639 - 2018-01-28 00:36:45 (UTC+1)
Do you trust your black leaders?
How much are they worth?
Reconcile.

#638 - 2018-01-28 00:35:37 (UTC+1)
"Stronger Together"

#637 - 2018-01-27 23:01:09 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xW2ijF2ya1c

#636 - 2018-01-27 22:01:40 (UTC+1)
Why would D's have MW conduct the follow up to the SOTU?
What is MW used for?
Re-read past drops.
Mouthpiece/controlled.
Carefully crafted 'out there' statements w/ falsi�ed/fake Mueller drops will be made that nobody else would dare say/suggest.
Pawn.
What do they expect is coming?
What must be said to provide a counter-narrative?
What might be said to attempt to discredit factual proofs coming?
How do you keep people BLIND?
What must you FEED them?
EVERY MSM NEWS STATION NEXT WEEK WILL BE SAYING & PUSHING THE EXACT SAME COUNTER-NARRATIVE.
FAKE NEWS.
MUELLER FAKE NEWS.
RUSSIA RUSSIA RUSSIA.
SHOULD THAT FAIL EXPECT A MAJOR FF TO FORCE A SHIFT.
Predictable.
We SEE ALL.
We HEAR ALL.
Wizards & [WAR]locks.
These people are really DUMB.
Q

#635 - 2018-01-27 20:37:21 (UTC+1)
>>181208
Mourn.
Murder.
Heart attack.
Coincidence?
Q

#634 - 2018-01-27 20:31:04 (UTC+1)
:Heart attacks can be deadly.
Q

#633 - 2018-01-27 20:29:44 (UTC+1)
>>181050

#632 - 2018-01-27 19:52:39 (UTC+1)
>>180445
Who controls HW?
Who really controls HW?
Why are movies made to glorify past 'true' events?
What is a PSYOP?
Conspiracy PUSH/LABEL [awake]?
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Spider web.
YOU ARE BEING CONTROLLED.
SHEEP.
UP IS DOWN.
LEFT IS RIGHT.
REVOLUTION.
TRUTH.
TRUST THE MISSION.
Q

#631 - 2018-01-27 19:41:44 (UTC+1)
>>180316
HK allowed his passport to clear customs WITH THE CLOWNS IN AMERICA AND DEPT OF DEFENSE PUTTING A NAT SEC HOLD WW? 
How does he clear customs?
How does he end up in Russia?
Coincidence?
Who was the 1st agency he worked for?
Who taught him the game?
Who assigned him w/ foreign ops?
Why is this relevant?
Future unlocks past.
Watch the news.
Spider web. 
Stop taking the sleeping pill.
Q

#630 - 2018-01-27 19:27:24 (UTC+1)
>>180137
Happy Hunting Anonymous.
Set the TRUTH FREE.
Q

#629 - 2018-01-27 19:21:01 (UTC+1)
>>180046
SPOOKY.
Q

#628 - 2018-01-27 19:09:33 (UTC+1)
@Snowden.
The clock is ticking.
How's Russia?
[Mr. Contractor]
Freedom of the Press.
John Perry Barlow.
https://freedom.press
SecureDrop [Whistleblowers]?
SecureDrop>Clowns In America.
NOBODY IS SAFE.
Q

#627 - 2018-01-27 18:43:56 (UTC+1)
>>179419
CFR?
What a coincidence.
Q

#626 - 2018-01-27 18:34:38 (UTC+1)
Chatter exploding.
Change of narrative will be required.
[-4][-5]
Public to awaken [mass-start].
Sleeping pill reject.
OP Mockingbird FAILURE.
FAKE>REAL.
BLIND>20/20.
KILL_CHAIN.
Where we go one, we go ALL>
Q

#625 - 2018-01-27 18:13:53 (UTC+1)
SEC_TEST
Q

#624 - 2018-01-27 18:09:31 (UTC+1)
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"Catch & Release"
"Safety & Security"
Coincidence? 
Have you learned how to read the message?
Q

#623 - 2018-01-27 17:48:33 (UTC+1)
[D]
Twitter % owned?
Other ownership stakes in the US?
What happens if seized?
Who controls?
Who controls the controllers?
EO 12/21.
NEW puppet master.
Direction.
Not deal.
Hostage.
No choice.
Think others.
It's what you don't know.
Q

#622 - 2018-01-27 17:23:54 (UTC+1)
Time to play, Dopey.
Black Forest.

#621 - 2018-01-27 09:23:35 (UTC+1)
>>176166
Nobody is sleeping tonight.
Let that sink in.
Q

#620 - 2018-01-27 08:48:10 (UTC+1)
>>175603
May is neutralized. 
MI6/SIS undergoing house cleaning.
Queen/monarchs seeking shelter. 
Patience.
These people are stupid.
Q

#619 - 2018-01-27 08:29:48 (UTC+1)
Note the last drops on the other board.
Think logically.
Refer to past crumbs.
YOU HAVE MORE THAN YOU KNOW.
Do you expect HRC, GS, Hussein, etc to stand in a PUBLIC courtroom w/ potential crooked judges and tainted 'liberal' juries?
How do you defuse a bomb?
Knowledge of which wires/strings to cut?
Q

#618 - 2018-01-27 08:26:27 (UTC+1)
>>175432
[19] would cease to exist immediately upon the harm of select individuals.
Think nuclear stand-o�. 
Clari�ed?
Q

#617 - 2018-01-27 08:06:14 (UTC+1)
>>175139
Select news members / journalists are vital to delivering the message (as are YOU).
Imagine if these people were removed.
Total control re: MSM.
They represent a clear and present danger to the enemy.
Re-read past crumbs re: security.
Where is JS?
How do we truly protect those important to us?
[19] immediates [no longer with us].
Self-suicide if actioned.
Real life.
Q

#616 - 2018-01-27 07:37:51 (UTC+1)
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>>174873
Submission complete.
Q

#615 - 2018-01-27 07:34:31 (UTC+1)
>>174742
This came from outside of Twitter.
Q

#614 - 2018-01-27 07:20:59 (UTC+1)
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ

#613 - 2018-01-27 06:42:19 (UTC+1)
http://www.endusmilitarism.org/PDF/military_detention_of_US_citizens_and_18_USC_4001a.pdf
Q

#612 - 2018-01-27 06:09:55 (UTC+1)
/_\Council on Foreign Relations/_\
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Members_of_the_Council_on_Foreign_Relations
Q

#611 - 2018-01-27 02:20:32 (UTC+1)
>>171424
Our deepest condolences, Patriot.
God be with you and your family during this di�cult time.
Q

#610 - 2018-01-27 00:43:27 (UTC+1)
Read slowly and carefully.
Will become critically important in coming weeks.
Continue to track those who are resigning across all platforms.
Where there was once darkness, there will now be LIGHT.
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/
Q

#609 - 2018-01-25 19:14:57 (UTC+1)
CONFIRMED.
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/01/25/john-kerry-reportedly-coaches-palestinians-not-to-yield-to-trump-in-peace-talks-spurring-backlash.html
Why did HUSSEIN travel ahead of POTUS?
"Trump would not be in o�ce for long, suggesting he could be out in a year."
Re-read crumbs.
Future unlocks past.
Q

#608 - 2018-01-25 18:44:04 (UTC+1)
>>158391
+ more, a lot more.
Q

#607 - 2018-01-25 18:34:26 (UTC+1)
>>158263
POTUS' statement and focus [Tweet] on the UK should SCARE a lot of people.
It signi�es something VERY IMPORTANT.
VERY VERY VERY IMPORTANT.
Q

#606 - 2018-01-25 18:31:36 (UTC+1)
>>158223
Amazing coincidence?
Always close after crumb drops.
Q

#605 - 2018-01-25 18:04:48 (UTC+1)
Thank you F&F!
Coincidence?
AT&T>No Such Agency [contract].
AT&T>GOOG/FB/etc. 'prevent unfair censorship' PUSH.
Internet Bill of Rights.
Q

#604 - 2018-01-24 21:50:32 (UTC+1)
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#603 - 2018-01-24 20:54:08 (UTC+1)
TODAY, former President Barack HUSSEIN Obama formally retained counsel (9/WW).
GOD BLESS YOU ALL.
Q

#602 - 2018-01-24 20:39:13 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ

#601 - 2018-01-24 03:30:34 (UTC+1)
@Snowden
How's Russia?
Almost time. 
Q

#600 - 2018-01-24 02:26:55 (UTC+1)
Future proves past.
News unlocks map.
Q

#599 - 2018-01-24 00:03:59 (UTC+1)
Do not glorify us.
WE are ALL Patriots.
Honor those who serve.
FOR GOD, HUMANITY & COUNTRY.
Where we go one, we go all.
Q

#598 - 2018-01-23 23:45:58 (UTC+1)
Letter to @Jack?
Who did @Jack lose today?
Goodbye @Jack.
Predictable.
ALL.
Q

#597 - 2018-01-23 23:44:25 (UTC+1)
>>139556
Failed to load sec encryption.
Resolved.
Q

#596 - 2018-01-23 23:36:34 (UTC+1)
The light will reveal those on the team and those pretending to be. 
This is not a game. 
They want us divided. 
Last posts [self destruction] will immediately show the world the TRUTH.
Instructions will be sent on how to preserve o�ine.
You didn't think this was simply about words did you? 
We have it all. 
Coming soon to a theater near you.
Q

#595 - 2018-01-23 04:41:08 (UTC+1)
SEC_ATTACK
FAILURE_TEST_1
Q

#594 - 2018-01-23 04:39:22 (UTC+1)
Drones over US.
Tracking only.
[]
Q

#593 - 2018-01-23 04:37:35 (UTC+1)
Drones over US.
Tracking only.
Q

#592 - 2018-01-23 04:26:59 (UTC+1)
Archive.
Last post triggered sni�er.
Eyes on.
Q
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#591 - 2018-01-23 04:19:54 (UTC+1)
SEC_TEST
Q

#590 - 2018-01-23 04:09:27 (UTC+1)
SEC_TEST
Q

#589 - 2018-01-23 04:06:38 (UTC+1)
Site being attacked.
Q

#588 - 2018-01-23 04:05:15 (UTC+1)
Chatter just SPIKED.
Q

#587 - 2018-01-23 03:50:37 (UTC+1)
PRAY.
PREY.
Notice the similarity?
Q

#586 - 2018-01-23 03:47:32 (UTC+1)
What would happen if texts originating from a FBI agent to several [internals] discussed the assassination (possibility) of the POTUS or member of his family
What if the texts suggest foreign allies were involved?
Forget the Russia set up [1 of 22].
This is only the beginning.
Be careful what you wish for.
AS THE WORLD TURNS.
Could messages such as those be publicly disclosed?
What happens to the FBI?
What happens to the DOJ?
What happens to special counsel?
What happens in general?
Every FBI/DOJ prev case could be challenged.
Lawless.
Think logically.
We haven't started the drops re: human tra�cking / sacri�ces [yet][worst].
Those [good] who know cannot sleep.
Those [good] who know cannot �nd peace.
Those [good] who know will not rest until those responsible are held accountable.
Nobody can possibly imagine the pure evil and corruption out there.
Those you trust are the most guilty of sin.
Who are we taught to trust?
If you are religious, PRAY.
60% must remain private [at least] - for humanity.
These people should be hanging. 
Q

#585 - 2018-01-22 20:20:36 (UTC+1)
TRUST Adm R.
He played the game to remain in control.
Q

#584 - 2018-01-22 20:16:08 (UTC+1)
>>127246
Thank you for visiting the WH.
FEAR.
Q

#583 - 2018-01-22 20:13:04 (UTC+1)
Private exchange [last].
Q

#582 - 2018-01-22 20:05:49 (UTC+1)
:stay at home<
[-7]
DR_noon_clear_sky^
Safe comms_SAT-re_Bz985300^00
Q

#581 - 2018-01-22 04:32:11 (UTC+1)
Every [3] letter is here. 
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You are in the middle of something historic.
Q

#580 - 2018-01-22 04:25:13 (UTC+1)
>>120926

#579 - 2018-01-22 03:41:20 (UTC+1)
>>120326
Original leak renewed.
Alabama investigation?
Q

#578 - 2018-01-22 03:27:24 (UTC+1)
>>119877
Will the FBI recover those missing texts?
[Nothing is ever truly deleted].
Your move.
Q

#577 - 2018-01-22 03:22:07 (UTC+1)
>>119877
Expand your thinking.
Planned [3].
Moves and countermoves.
Strategy warfare.
This week will be revealing.
SNOW WHITE [1, 2, and 5] o�ine.
7th Floor is no more.
Just because you can't see it, doesn't mean BIG things aren't happening.
Night_Riders_FLY.
2018 will be GLORIOUS.
Q

#576 - 2018-01-22 03:12:19 (UTC+1)
>>119769
The �ood is coming.
Emails, videos, audio, pics, etc.
FBI accidentally deletes texts?
No Such Agency accidentally releases IT ALL>
Shall we play a game?
Q

#575 - 2018-01-22 03:05:55 (UTC+1)
>>119569
Not from WL.
[CLAS-N-DI_9] gg_dump [No Such Agency].
It does not technically exist as open-source.
Q

#574 - 2018-01-22 01:31:32 (UTC+1)

#573 - 2018-01-21 20:54:33 (UTC+1)
https://www.judicialwatch.org/blog/2015/06/communism-in-jarretts-family/
Q

#572 - 2018-01-21 20:28:00 (UTC+1)
THE SHOT HEARD AROUND THE WORLD.
THE GREAT AWAKENING.
A WEEK TO REMEMBER.
Q

#571 - 2018-01-21 20:25:40 (UTC+1)
@Jack, MZ, ES, JB, EM, SH, MSM, etc.
Do you know that we know?
Do you know that we see all?
Do you know that we hear all?
FEAR the STORM.
NOBODY PLAYING THE GAME GETS A FREE PASS.
NOBODY.
Q

#570 - 2018-01-21 20:06:20 (UTC+1)
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Will SESSIONS drop the hammer?
1 of 22.
#Memo shifts narrative.
#Memo reinstates SESSIONS' authority re: Russia/ALL.
#Memo factually demonstrates collusion at highest levels.
#Memo factually demonstrates HUSSEIN ADMIN weaponized INTEL community to ensure D victory [+insurance].
#Memo factually demonstrates 'knowingly false intel' provided to FISA Judges to obtain warrant(s).
THEY NEVER THOUGHT SHE WOULD LOSE.
[The 16 Year Plan To Destroy America]
Hussein [8] 
Install rogue_ops
Leak C-intel/Mil assets
Cut funding to Mil
Command away from generals
Launch 'good guy' takedown (internal remove) - Valerie Jarrett (sni�er)
SAP sell-o�
Snowden open source Prism/Keyscore (catastrophic to US Mil v. bad actors (WW) +Clowns/-No Such Agency)
Target/weaken conservative base (IRS/MSM)
Open border (�ood illegals: D win) ISIS/MS13 fund/install (fear, targeting/removal, domestic-assets etc.)
Blind-eye NK [nuke build]
[Clas-1, 2, 3]
Blind-eye Iran [fund and supply]
Blind-eye [CLAS 23-41]
Stage SC [AS [187]] 
U1 fund/supply IRAN/NK [+reduce US capacity]
KILL NASA (prevent space domination/allow bad actors to take down MIL SATs/WW secure comms/install WMDs) - RISK OF EMP SPACE ORIG (HELPLESS)
[CLAS 1-99]
HRC [8] WWIII [death & weapons real/WAR FAKE & CONTROLLED][population growth control/pocket billions]
Eliminate �nal rogue_ops within Gov't/MIL
KILL economy [starve/need/enslave]
Open borders
Revise Constitution
Ban sale of �rearms (2nd amen removal)
Install 'on team' SC justices> legal win(s) across spectrum of challengers (AS 187)
Removal of electoral college [pop vote ^easier manipulation/illegal votes/Soros machines]
Limit/remove funding of MIL
Closure of US MIL installations WW [Germany 1st]
Destruction of opposing MSM/other news outlets (censoring), CLAS 1-59
[]
Pure EVIL.
Narrative intercept [4am].
Sessions/Nunes Russian OPS.
Repub distortion of facts to remove Mueller.[POTUS free pass].
Shutdown Primary Reasons.
Distract.
Weaken military assets.
Inc illegal votes.
Black voters abandoning.
"Keep them starved"
"Keep them blind"
"Keep them stupid"
HRC March 13, 2013 [intercept].
The Great Awakening.
Fight, Fight, Fight.
Q

#569 - 2018-01-19 23:50:33 (UTC+1)
>>97752
He has to use the bathroom prior to leaving.
Q

#568 - 2018-01-19 23:49:21 (UTC+1)
>>97724
Shall we play a game?
How about a nice game of chess?
WarGames.
Double meaning.
[CLAS-5849]
Fake incoming missile alert [Defcon 1].
We know all.
TRUST.
Q

#567 - 2018-01-19 23:46:02 (UTC+1)
>>97686
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Combat tactics.
Q

#566 - 2018-01-19 23:42:56 (UTC+1)
Need a few red pills for family, friends, and others?
Read the #Memo.
Release coming.
Final clearance underway.
Make sure to learn Russian.
Q

#565 - 2018-01-19 23:30:25 (UTC+1)
CS will live in fear from today forward.
Thank you for visiting the WH.
Q

#564 - 2018-01-19 23:26:08 (UTC+1)
Counter-narrative went out @ 4am to MSM contractors [like clockwork].
Russian bots.
These people are REALLY REALLY STUPID.
Desperation.
Fear.
When does a bird sing?
NOBODY is safe.
NO DEALS.
MSM contractors #Goodbye#
Fight, Fight, Fight.
Q

#563 - 2018-01-19 22:53:00 (UTC+1)
Why are we here?
Why are we providing crumbs?
Think MEMO.
BUILDING THE ARMY.
Not convinced this is spreading?
You, the PEOPLE, have THE POWER.
You, the PEOPLE, just forgot how to PLAY.
TOGETHER you are STRONG.
APART you are weak.
THEY WANT YOU DIVIDED.
THEY WANT RACE WARS.
THEY WANT CLASS WARS.
THEY WANT RELIGIOUS WARS.
THEY WANT POLITICAL WARS.
THEY WANT YOU DIVIDED!
LEARN!
FOR GOD & COUNTRY - LEARN!
STAY STRONG.
STAY TOGETHER.
FIGHT, FIGHT, FIGHT.
This is more important than you can imagine.
Q

#562 - 2018-01-19 22:02:49 (UTC+1)
Remember THIS DAY.
Q

#561 - 2018-01-19 09:23:37 (UTC+1)
MSM is FAKE NEWS.
Propaganda. 
Talking points [4am] - private email addresses.
Paid contractors.
JUDGEMENT DAY.
Q

#560 - 2018-01-19 09:11:44 (UTC+1)
Why are American taxpayers subsidizing Tesla? 
Welfare for the rich.
Why?
Private emails: GOOG: NK: Tesla
The MEMO is ONLY THE BEGINNING>
THE SHOT HEARD AROUND THE WORLD.
Q
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#559 - 2018-01-19 08:45:44 (UTC+1)
HUSSEIN CABINET / STAFF
Who used private email addresses? 
What was the purpose?
LL.
HRC.
JC.
JC.
CS.
AM.
We don't say his name.
RR.
SR.
JB.
HA.
VJ.
Did Hussein use a private email address?
@what?
Who just resigned from GOOG?
Why was ES in NK?
Why was ES in NK?
What private network did ES set up in NK?
What private network did ES set up in NK?
Who else was in NK during this time?
What private email address did Hussein use while in o�ce? 
Why would the Chairman of GOOG travel to NK?
WHY WOULD NK ALLOW ACCESS TO ES?
Nothing is ever truly erased/deleted.
These people are STUPID.
DECLASS-POTUS_
THE SHOT HEARD AROUND THE WORLD.
Q

#558 - 2018-01-19 06:45:08 (UTC+1)
Timing is everything.
STATE_OF_THE_UNION.
Q

#557 - 2018-01-19 06:42:02 (UTC+1)
>>89812
_The_Floor_is_Yours_
Q

#556 - 2018-01-19 06:39:17 (UTC+1)
>>89736
The 'CURE' will spread WW.
Have FAITH, Patriot.
Q

#555 - 2018-01-19 06:36:41 (UTC+1)
We are WITH YOU.
Q

#554 - 2018-01-19 06:20:58 (UTC+1)
CNBC Bomb Airport?
NEWS CREDENTIALS FAILED @ SEC.
False Flag Attempt?
ISIS on LIFE SUPPORT?
CLOWNS FAILED.
Q

#553 - 2018-01-19 06:04:38 (UTC+1)
The TELL.
How can we listen in, track, and monitor American citizens [bad actors]?
[We hear you].
[We see you].
What must we LEGALLY demonstrate in order to gain such warrants?
FISA?
Do we TRUST the FISA judges? 
MIL INTEL?
State Secrets?
Why is this relevant?
Who can we TRUST?
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Expand your thinking. 
Q

#552 - 2018-01-19 05:54:12 (UTC+1)

#551 - 2018-01-19 05:51:03 (UTC+1)
Senate vote count [RR]?
Senate vote count [Sessions]?
Reconcile. 
Why was RR chosen to be asst AG? 
Why did RR draft a letter supporting JC termination? 
Why did RR use full weight of his o�ce to attempt to block release of doc to Congress today?
Confused?
News unlocks past.
D's cannot survive. 
THE BEGINNING OF THE END>
DWS FAILED to FLEE.
Q

#550 - 2018-01-19 04:05:53 (UTC+1)

#549 - 2018-01-19 04:05:12 (UTC+1)

#548 - 2018-01-19 04:04:51 (UTC+1)

#547 - 2018-01-19 04:04:25 (UTC+1)

#546 - 2018-01-19 04:03:40 (UTC+1)

#545 - 2018-01-19 04:03:16 (UTC+1)

#544 - 2018-01-19 04:02:47 (UTC+1)

#543 - 2018-01-19 03:22:18 (UTC+1)
THE GREAT AWAKENING.
Q

#542 - 2018-01-19 03:20:29 (UTC+1)
Fight, Fight, Fight.
DEMAND public disclosure.
BE LOUD.
BE HEARD.
This is just the beginning.
2018 WILL BE GLORIOUS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Q

#541 - 2018-01-19 03:16:41 (UTC+1)
What [19] people are currently meeting in a 'safe' room [heavily guarded]?
Why did everyone leave their phones/all other electronic devices in Room 239?
Why does it take the information going PUBLIC before JUSTICE is served? 
Why is the D party MAKING EVERY EFFORT TO BLOCK THE RELEASE OF THIS FISA C-INFO? 
WHY DID RR PLEAD TO RYAN MOMENTS AGO TO PREVENT THE RELEASE OF THIS INFORMATION?
WHERE IS AS?
[8] FIRED.
[X] JAILED.
Possible SUICIDES. 
++ / + TICK TOCK.
Q

#540 - 2018-01-19 03:09:31 (UTC+1)
Are you following the news today?
WHAT A BIG NEWS DAY.
These people are REALLY stupid. 
This will be the END of the D party.
This will be the path forward (w/ public outrage) to JAIL many so-called 'untouchables'. 
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You, THE PEOPLE, have the POWER.
DOWN SHE GOES.
Q

#539 - 2018-01-14 21:27:00 (UTC+1)
>>49330
He doesn't have 6b. 
We froze his assets. 
Think logically. 
When does a BIRD TALK?
Q

#538 - 2018-01-14 21:18:16 (UTC+1)
BEWARE of MAJOR FALSE FLAG attempts this week. 
KNOW your surroundings.
CHANGE OF NEWS CYCLE WILL BE NEEDED.
ABILITY to ATTACK LIMITED>[ISIS on LIFE SUPPORT]
Tactics shift to threats and hostages to obtain rogue_ops.
SILENCE [187] - no risk [no capture - dead on arrival].
SILENCE [LV]?
SILENCE [LV witnesses]?
SILENCE [LV-FBI]?
SILENCE WILL NOT LAST FOREVER.
TRUST.
Q

#537 - 2018-01-14 20:49:27 (UTC+1)
TRUST SESSIONS.
TG departure [HEC].
NOT to testify.
NOT needed to testify.
Think logically. 
NO NEED to step down if needed to TESTIFY.
DO NOT chase MISINFO.
What ROLE might TG be walking into?
Who can WE TRUST?
RATS everywhere. 
EVIL everywhere.
TRAITORS everywhere.
NO SUCH AGENCY - VITAL.
RAW INTEL - VITAL.
US MIL - VITAL.
SAFE COMMS - VITAL.
YOU, THE PEOPLE - VITAL.
Boards changed due to statements re: private comms - FALSE.
Boards changed due to failure to IDEN accurately.
Boards changed due to MISINFO.
Targeted approach to direct �ow of info created. 
MESSAGE - VITAL.
CONTROL of MESSAGE - VITAL.
DELIVERY / RECEIPT of MESSAGE - VITAL.
MAJOR players here to distract, create doubt, and alter the direction.
SC: MISINFO everywhere.
SC: MISINFO from past reliable sources.
SC: AXIS OF EVIL can & will return FIRE [is]. 
SC: Seek immediate [F9-Sx_VB8239]. 
SC: CONF_y
Q

#536 - 2018-01-14 06:39:31 (UTC+1)
>>43719
Have you not discovered the CONFIRMED correlation between posts here and Tweets yet?
Q

#535 - 2018-01-14 06:32:34 (UTC+1)
>>43088
We're closer than you think.
Try to get some sleep, it must be di�cult.
Q

#534 - 2018-01-14 06:28:29 (UTC+1)
Side_by_Side (graphic form):
BDT/False Flag posts vs actual news of bomb attempt (NYC)_
DEFCON 1 posts vs H scare_
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[2] above represent PRIMARY indicators.
SEC indicators = Posts:Tweets:Time
REMAINDER below.
START HERE.
WILL GUIDE.
Q

#533 - 2018-01-14 06:17:29 (UTC+1)
WE, THE PEOPLE!
WE, THE PEOPLE!
WE, THE PEOPLE! 
WE, THE PEOPLE!
WHERE WE GO ONE, WE GO ALL.
NO ONE PERSON IS ABOVE ANOTHER.
WE, THE PEOPLE, ARE MAKING THE WORLD A BETTER PLACE.
WE, THE PEOPLE, ARE TAKING BACK OUR COUNTRY (& WORLD) FROM THE EVIL LOSERS WHO WOULD DO US HARM (ALL FOR A BUCK). 
NO MORE.
STAND UP PATRIOTS.
STAND UP AND DEFEND WHAT YOU KNOW IS RIGHT.
GOD BLESS YOU AND GOD BLESS THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
4, 10, 20

#532 - 2018-01-14 06:10:46 (UTC+1)
MSM Fake News Awards.
Are you prepared?
MEMES/POSTS.
Organized and coordinated?
POTUS may reTWEET one or more.
READY FOR LAUNCH?
SHOW the WORLD.
SHOW the WORLD the TRUTH.
OPEN THEIR EYES.
DON'T LET POTUS SUFFER FROM THE SOROS/LOSER BOTS THAT CONTINUALLY FLOOD.
MAKE THE FAKE NEWS AWARDS YOUR 1ST ORGANIZED TWEET STORM DAY.
MAKING AMERICA GREAT AGAIN!
Q

#531 - 2018-01-14 05:50:17 (UTC+1)
>>42090
Impressive, anon!
Q

#530 - 2018-01-14 05:28:37 (UTC+1)
Side-by-Side Posts vs. Actual News.
Show: Future PROVES Past.
BIGGER next week.
Q

#529 - 2018-01-14 05:16:59 (UTC+1)
Be READY.
MSM coming - BIG WAY.
We see all.
We hear all.
FIGHT, FIGHT, FIGHT.
CONSPIRACY push coming.
MSM LOST CONTROL.
D LOST SLAVE GRIP.
D LOST CENTER VOTERS.
LIBS are MINORITY.
MSM PROJECTS AS BIG MOVEMENT.
FAKE NEWS.
4-6% LOST FOREVER.
HELLO GEORGE.
Q

#528 - 2018-01-14 04:59:16 (UTC+1)
YOU and YOUR FAMILIES are SAFE.
PROMISE.
Q

#527 - 2018-01-14 04:58:34 (UTC+1)
[MONDAY]
Next Week - BIGGER.
PUBLIC.
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We LISTENED [20/80 />/ 40/60].
Q

#526 - 2018-01-14 04:51:16 (UTC+1)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marc_Mezvinsky
Mezvinsky was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and grew up attending a Conservative Jewish synagogue.[2] His parents are both former Democratic mem
the U.S. House of Representatives. His father is Edward Mezvinsky (b. 1937), who embezzled more than $10 million from people via both a Ponzi scheme an
advance-fee scams, and was found guilty of fraud in 2001.[3][4][5] His mother is Marjorie Margolies (b. 1942), who was a TV reporter and represented Penns
13th District from 1993 to 1995. They declared bankruptcy shortly before Mezvinsky's conviction, and divorced.[6]
FOLLOW HIM AND FAMILY DOWN THE HOLE TO FIND MORE TRUTH.
Q

#525 - 2018-01-14 04:48:01 (UTC+1)
7/10.
Targeted Kills.
Power Out.
Flight re-routes.
Flight returns.
Running.
Public awakening. 
Message spreading wide & far.
Goodbye @Jack.
Q

#524 - 2018-01-14 04:45:39 (UTC+1)
LOOP CAPITAL.
CEOs/BODs PAYING TO PLAY.
>Slush Fund
>>Hussein [1] $29,000,000 SINGAPORE
>>We don't say his name [2] $19,000,000 SINGAPORE
(Why don't we say his name?)
>>HRC/BC [3] $15,000,000 Banco de MEXICO
>>NP [4] $8,000,000 Deutsche Bank USA
..........ON......AND.......>ON.......
FOLLOW THE MONEY.
FOCUS on loudest voices in WASH.
Net Worth? 
Reconcile? 
Q

#523 - 2018-01-14 04:36:29 (UTC+1)
CHECKMATE.
Q

#522 - 2018-01-14 04:33:44 (UTC+1)
-D_CsTBA_YES[AUTH_H7^pZBVTZ7302-]
##FLY##
[OWLS]
HOT-1_pre_D
HOT-2_pre_D
HOT-3+
HOT-4_TERM_AUTHC-TVFCAZD-837392x
HOT-5_pre_D
HOT-6_pre_D
HOT-7_corr_TAXjV^-293Z
HOT-8_pre_D
HOT-9_pre_D
HOT-10_pre_D
HOT-11_pre_D
HOT-12_pre_D
AS THE WORLD TURNS.
HAPPY HUNTING.
P_PERS: WRWY [N1LB][FG&C]
Jeremiah 29:11
Q

#521 - 2018-01-14 04:18:18 (UTC+1)
We are FIGHTING for LIFE.
We are FIGHTING for GOOD.
We are at WAR [@].
NOT EVERYTHING WILL BE CLEAN.
[SCARE] NECESSARY EVENT.
Do you TRUST the US Military?
Do you TRUST the Chain Of Command?
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Have FAITH - WE ARE IN CONTROL.
PATRIOTS.
PATRIOTS DAY.
HAVE FAITH. 
YOU WERE CHOSEN FOR A REASON.
YOU ARE BEING PROVIDED THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF INTEL TO EVER BE DROPPED PUBLICLY IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD.
USE IT - PROTECT AND COMFORT THOSE AROUND YOU.
WHERE WE GO ONE, WE GO ALL.
Q

#520 - 2018-01-14 04:09:38 (UTC+1)
BIG news week?
Future proves past. 
What news was unlocked?
Do you believe in coincidences?
>U1
What public disclosure occurred re: U1?
>DEFCON 1 [non-nuke FALSE]
COMMAND?
WHY?
NECESSARY?
NO SUCH AGENCY.
Where did POTUS stop [post] ASIA?
IT WAS NECESSARY.
FOR GOD & COUNTRY.
IT WAS NECESSARY.
NO OTHER VEHICLE TO REGAIN ENTRY.
:[AGAIN] direct pre-knowledge. 
:[AGAIN] warning ALERT.
Think BDT.
>Shall we play a game?
>How about a nice game of CHESS?
_THE_FLOOR_IS_YOURS_
COMMAND?
WHY?
NECESSARY?
WHO IS TALKING?
THINK BIG.
THINK BIGGER.
THINK BIGGEST.
>HAITI FOCUS
Why is this relevant?
What comes next?
CF_BOOM_SHOCK_BYE_
>ADM R
[CLAS-239B_TC]
>"...Because of the Democrats not being interested in life and safety, DACA has now taken a big step backwards. The Dems will threaten "shutdown," but wh
are really doing is shutting down our military, at a time we need it most. Get smart, MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN!
WE ARE FIGHTING FOR OUR COUNTRY!"
FOCUS on POTUS' Tweet above.
If D's shutdown the gov't - what happens to the US MILITARY? 
What speci�cally occurs? 
Think budget.
Why is this relevant? 
[CLAS_EO_ ][2]
>Missing 1
>Missing 2
>Missing 3
FIND missing [3].
Future proves past.
NOTHING is a coincidence.
The MAP is the KEY.
PLANNED for [3] years.
CORRUPTION and EVIL DEEP WITHIN.
EVERYWHERE.
PATIENCE.
THERE IS NO ESCAPE.
THERE ARE NO DEALS.
TREASON AT HIGHEST LEVELS.
FOREIGN AGENTS WITHIN OUR GOV'T.
HIGHEST LEVELS.
THE PUPPET MASTERS HAVE BEEN REMOVED.
ALL VEHICLES OF DELIVERY REMOVED.
STRINGS CUT.
7TH FLOOR IS NO MORE>FBI/SD
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WE SEE ALL.
WE HEAR ALL.
THE HUNT CONTINUES.
PRISON.
DEATH.
[CLAS_GITMO_ J z9-A][89]
RED_RED_
IRON EAGLE.
Q

#519 - 2018-01-14 03:23:53 (UTC+1)
SEC TEST.
1/13/18

#518 - 2018-01-09 08:06:15 (UTC+1)
Good job migrating.
/qresearch/ con�rmed.
Removed post to keep it less public.
BIG week.
This was needed.
Be ready.
Q

#517 - 2018-01-09 05:57:41 (UTC+1)
Thank you Patriots.
Please begin migration.
We didn't like what we saw.
Good solution.
Protected by CM.
Q

#516 - 2018-01-09 05:55:15 (UTC+1)
Con�rmed.
Q

#515 - 2018-01-09 05:39:35 (UTC+1)
Future dumps here.
Secured.
Interaction to continue on dedicated /research/ board.
Suggest new board created.
Current BO's claiming private comms and self promoting.
Patriots point - we will follow.
Q

#514 - 2018-01-09 05:33:55 (UTC+1)
/greatawakening/
Q

#513 - 2018-01-09 05:29:38 (UTC+1)
IMPORTANT:
NO private comms past/present/future.
NO comms made outside of this platform.
Any claims that contradict the above should be considered FAKE NEWS and disregarded immediately. 
WHERE WE GO ONE, WE GO ALL.
PATRIOTS.
Q

#512 - 2018-01-09 04:03:27 (UTC+1)
TRUTH belongs with the PEOPLE.
Q

#511 - 2018-01-08 08:00:50 (UTC+1)
DEFCON does not refer to Defense r Condition w/ regards to prev post.
Thought clear.
Now crystal clear.
Q

#510 - 2018-01-08 05:20:53 (UTC+1)
>>21626
MISSING POST RE: DEFCON [1]
Directly after POTUS alters Tweets to [1] min interval and adds "Q" - use graphics.
Learn.
Q
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#509 - 2018-01-08 05:15:48 (UTC+1)
>>21584

#508 - 2018-01-08 05:13:51 (UTC+1)
>>21582

#507 - 2018-01-08 05:09:58 (UTC+1)
>>21481
Graphic form for each correlation a MUST.
This will be the AUTH tool you use when all of this becomes public to provide friends, family, others.
Do you think POTUS re-tweeted MAGA PILL for no reason?
We chose this BOARD for a very speci�c reason.
We believe in you.
Q

#506 - 2018-01-08 05:01:24 (UTC+1)
IMPORTANT:
Do you understand what just occurred? 
POTUS Tweets [15 min] between.
POTUS missing "Q" in select word.
DEFCON [1] POST HERE
POTUS mods Tweets [1 min] between.
POTUS adds "Q" in select word. 
This was not meant to signify AUTH / established.
This is to train you how to understand the correlation between posts and Tweets.
Future proves past.
Wind the CLOCK.
The CLOCK and the GRAPHIC are ESSENTIAL.
Feel privileged - POTUS just spoke to this board [P_pers]
We serve at the pleasure of the President.
Q

#505 - 2018-01-08 04:49:58 (UTC+1)
Marker [1] Con�rmed.
Con�rmed: 15, 10, 5, 1
[0] 
Q

#504 - 2018-01-08 04:46:19 (UTC+1)
WE ARE TALKING DIRECTLY TO THIS BOARD. 
LEARN OUR COMMS.
Q

#503 - 2018-01-08 04:45:21 (UTC+1)
>>21093
Original missing "Q"
Revised including "Q"
Coincidence?
Q

#502 - 2018-01-08 04:44:09 (UTC+1)
Original [15] min
DEFCON [1] CONF 
Revised [1] min
Coincidence?
Q

#501 - 2018-01-08 04:27:43 (UTC+1)
P_pers: [1] Con�rmed.
_ACTION_DBF5Cz-BSY-1_y
FOR GOD & COUNTRY.
SKY FORTRESS ENGAGED>
Q

#500 - 2018-01-08 04:18:45 (UTC+1)
DEFCON 1 
4-10-20
FIRE & FURY
(9) states of CLAS-ready go-live.
(34) commands LIVE.
CODES command ACTION.
[non-nuclear].
[1] OWL [1]
Q
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#499 - 2018-01-08 04:10:25 (UTC+1)
>>20603
Do you believe in coincidences? 
[2] Q Chapters.
Q

#498 - 2018-01-08 04:09:13 (UTC+1)
LOCK: 15-10-5
DEFCON [1]
[1] SIG
Q

#497 - 2018-01-08 04:05:50 (UTC+1)
Good[win]
[win]/when
[15]
Q

#496 - 2018-01-08 04:03:47 (UTC+1)
>>20277
Con�rmed.
Add to graphic. 
Q

#495 - 2018-01-07 09:41:41 (UTC+1)
>>13655
Mark as graphic material.
Q

#494 - 2018-01-07 09:39:46 (UTC+1)
7th �oor is no more.
Q

#493 - 2018-01-07 09:33:45 (UTC+1)
>>13534
Review the Congressional investigation on PP.
Be prepared for what you learn.
Next question - how are they allowed to operate?
These people are SICK!
Q

#492 - 2018-01-07 09:28:14 (UTC+1)
We will never lose again win this is �nished.
Q

#491 - 2018-01-07 09:26:30 (UTC+1)
How are Senators worth many millions of dollars?
How does MW live in a $4mm home?
How many past/current politicians have foundations or institutes?
CORRUPT.
BROKEN.
TRAITORS!!!
JUSTICE.
JAIL.
DEATH.
Q

#490 - 2018-01-07 09:15:01 (UTC+1)
God FOREVER bless our brave men & women who would give their life to defend this GREAT country.
God bless each and every Patriot in the world.
Let FREEDOM RING.
Q

#489 - 2018-01-07 09:10:11 (UTC+1)
US taxpayers are paying for it all.
Paris accord = scam (trillions) 
Red Cross = scam (billions)
Foreign Aid = scam (trillions)
WAR = scam (trillions)
.........on...and....on........
Who audits where the money actually goes?
Who actually receives the money?
The US taxpayer is funding the very people we are engaged in taking down.
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Slush funds everywhere.
Think GS pays for Antifa out of his own pocket?
The hole is deep.
Feel sick yet?
Q

#488 - 2018-01-07 08:45:43 (UTC+1)
God bless Patriots.
Q

#487 - 2018-01-07 08:44:58 (UTC+1)
>>13129
Could you sleep if you knew the truth about EVERYTHING?
Q

#486 - 2018-01-07 08:43:37 (UTC+1)
>>13104
Coincidence?
Who received the stolen intel?
Who paid who?
Q

#485 - 2018-01-07 08:40:14 (UTC+1)
>>13061
Coincidence?
Q

#484 - 2018-01-07 08:38:57 (UTC+1)
Hussein/HRC (& many more) must be terri�ed!
Ahmadinejed talking.
Where did ALL that money go?
How many planes?
Where did the planes land?
Why were Clowns/private contractors escorting?
Why cash?
Why o�shore cash?
Why wasn't Congress noti�ed for approval?
Where did the bank wires originate from?
Coincidence all donations to the CF terminated post defeat?
What did AUS/UK obtain in exchange for all that money?
Where do majority of Rothschilds reside?
Why is Hussein traveling the globe and visiting major �nancial institutions?
[$115,000,000]
Who are the Muslim Brotherhood?
Who is AWAN?
Who is Huma?
Who is VJ?
Who created ISIS?
Who controlled ISIS?
What was the purpose of ISIS?
Who is MS13?
Why were known MS13 members released after capture?
Who controls MS13?
Who FUNDS MS13?
Hard to swallow.
Watch the news.
Stages.
Q

#483 - 2018-01-07 07:21:21 (UTC+1)
"Whatever happened to this Pakistani guy who worked with the DNC?"
150 mile restriction?
What airport is within 150 miles (home)?
What events can be tied to airport?
When speci�cally?
When did POTUS Tweet the above?
Why is this relevant?
Planes & Trains.
FEAR.
Q

#482 - 2018-01-06 22:18:50 (UTC+1)
>>8172
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#481 - 2018-01-06 22:14:22 (UTC+1)
>>8109
Look familiar? 
Note the desk.
Where is everyone this weekend?
GOD BLESS.
Q

#480 - 2018-01-06 22:07:34 (UTC+1)
DO NOT LOSE FOCUS ON LOOP CAPITAL. 
Q

#479 - 2018-01-06 22:03:28 (UTC+1)
How much did AUS donate to CF?
How much did SA donate to CF?
Compare.
Why is this relevant?
What phone call between POTUS and X/AUS leaked? 
List the leadership in AUS.
IDEN leadership during Hussein term.
IDEN leadership during POTUS' term.
Who controls AUS?
Who really controls AUS?
UK?
Why is this relevant?
Q

#478 - 2018-01-06 21:55:06 (UTC+1)
Why is POTUS referring to the Black pop now? 
Refer back to crumbs.
Q

#477 - 2018-01-06 21:52:55 (UTC+1)
>>7935
Timestamp.
Decipher.
Think clock.
Wind the clock w/ all markers.
Relevant.
Future proves past.
Q

#476 - 2018-01-06 21:49:41 (UTC+1)
Marker missed?
[RR-out]
POTUS Tweet - RR/out.
Why is this relevant?
Q

#475 - 2018-01-06 19:08:49 (UTC+1)
IMPORTANT:
NO comms w/ anyone privately.
NO comms outside of this platform.
Q

#474 - 2018-01-06 19:04:06 (UTC+1)
THEY Divide.
WE Conquer.
Anticipated - human nature. 
Anticipated - interruptions by others.
Matlock meant to become PUBLIC.
THIS IS NOT A GAME.
CM - thank you for IDEN veri�cation.
CM - how can a secure 'read only' board be set up whereby the message can be safely delivered? 
If a board was created, you veri�ed IDEN, and control was w/ you/us, that would eliminate confusion as to IDEN/AUTH correct? 
No mod management - only info dumps. 
Fact-�nding, archiving, discussion, etc. can then be done on a designated 'follow up' board. 
Message is all that matters.
THE GREAT AWAKENING.
Time is severely limited.
Q

#473 - 2018-01-06 07:14:43 (UTC+1)
There will be no further posts on this board under this ID.
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This will verify the trip is safeguarded and in our control.
This will verify this board is compromised.
God bless each and every one of you.
Fight, �ght, �ght!
Q

#472 - 2018-01-06 06:49:27 (UTC+1)
Test Device 1.
_END_
Q

#471 - 2018-01-06 06:39:27 (UTC+1)
>>251685
False.
Did they get to you?
Board compromised.
Q

#470 - 2018-01-06 06:36:32 (UTC+1)
>>251666
Posted 4-5 times today.
We anticipated life to be short on each platform given veri�cation and message spreading rapidly.
We can limit outside exposure but cannot protect against internals.
BO please advise IP reading and verify site still safe/auth.
Q

#469 - 2018-01-06 06:28:18 (UTC+1)
Trip !2n is fake.
IP today is same as always and secured.
If mods are stating otherwise board is compromised.
Q

#468 - 2018-01-06 05:36:08 (UTC+1)
CodeMonkey - once IDEN validated can you provide a secure board to post under your control to prevent future issues.
IP / device kept the same for your veri�cation.
IP / trip secured at highest level.
BIG events coming.
Q

#467 - 2018-01-06 04:51:45 (UTC+1)
Test.
CodeMonkey pls log and con�rm IDEN.

#466 - 2018-01-05 23:36:38 (UTC+1)
Why is Hussein traveling the globe?
$$$,$$$,$$$
Acct # xx-XXXxx-x-39670
Acct # XXXxx-XXXx-2391
Where did the MONEY come from?
How do you destroy the most POWERFUL country in the world?
Direct attack?
Covert OP by [CLAS-59#241-Q] to in�ltrate at highest
level to destroy from within?
Think GAME.
Who are the PLAYERS?
What are the REWARDS?
AMERICA FOR SALE.
PATRIOTS in FULL CONTROL.
We will make more public.
SA was strategic.
"We know" "Do as we say or face consequences"
These people are stupid!
Q

#465 - 2018-01-05 23:18:47 (UTC+1)
One post today.
No other platforms used.
No comms privately w/ anyone.
Don't get lost.
Q

#464 - 2018-01-05 23:12:23 (UTC+1)
Follow the MONEY.
Loop Capital Markets.
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Happy Hunting.
BIG NEXT WEEK.
Q

#463 - 2018-01-04 07:41:05 (UTC+1)
7/10
Q

#462 - 2018-01-04 06:58:17 (UTC+1)
https://8ch.net/pol/res/11113218.html#11115887
Lock routed CA IP and tag.
Secured and �xed.
Previous pw was let go.
Safeguards in place.
Q

#461 - 2018-01-04 06:54:28 (UTC+1)
What makes a movie GOOD?
GREAT actors?
Q

#460 - 2018-01-04 06:43:04 (UTC+1)
[J-Go_dX)-2-8
Everything has meaning.
Who is AMB Matlock?
YES.
/[RR-out][P_pers]
EO_CLASSIFIED_WH[ -6713A]
SIG_con_MAR39sv3665BECD
Q

#459 - 2017-12-25 21:57:38 (UTC+1)
10, [10-9]
Operational_window(5-6)_FDeltaC25-26
Secured.
Floor is yours.
Twitter FW_
Twitter [kill_rogue]
CONF_WHITE_WHITE_
Q

#458 - 2017-12-25 20:54:18 (UTC+1)
Thank you all for your trust, faith, and patriotism. 
WE are privileged to serve you.
Please PRAY for those who would lay down their lives to protect our FREEDOM.
You are safe.
God bless.
Q

#457 - 2017-12-25 20:40:34 (UTC+1)
>>172726
MERRY CHRISTMAS!
Celebrate this SPECIAL day in a BIG way.
God bless you all.
Q

#456 - 2017-12-24 06:36:04 (UTC+1)

#455 - 2017-12-23 22:52:31 (UTC+1)
>>158980
Graphics should be in same time zone.
Delta relevant.
[5]Today
[10]Past
[15]Past
Q

#454 - 2017-12-23 22:49:11 (UTC+1)
>>158952
5 minutes.
Missing 10 marker from past.
Missing 15 marker from past.
Timestamps have meaning.
Q
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#453 - 2017-12-23 22:40:56 (UTC+1)
Side-by-side graphic?
Locate and create.[:22]
SEARCH crumbs : [#2]
Who is #2?
No deals.
Q
[:27]
How can FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe, the man in charge, along with leakin' James Comey, of the Phony Hillary Clinton investigation (including her 3
illegally deleted emails) be given $700,000 for wife's campaign by Clinton Puppets during investigation?
[5]
Previous also logged in graphic form [10] + others?
Timestamps important.
Countdown?
Markers.
Q

#452 - 2017-12-23 21:58:14 (UTC+1)
ENOU[G]H IS EN[O]UGH.
_CONF_AW-CjF78-82(Z 00:00)_
:OWLS:
Good Hunting!
Q

#451 - 2017-12-23 21:42:56 (UTC+1)
Who is meeting in secret right now?
WE SEE YOU!
WE HEAR YOU!
YOU EVIL SICK BASTARDS ARE STUPID!!!
Q

#450 - 2017-12-23 21:38:14 (UTC+1)
>>158194
>>158202

#449 - 2017-12-23 21:31:44 (UTC+1)
>>158138
Who posted �rst?
[#2].
Q

#448 - 2017-12-23 21:29:24 (UTC+1)
>>158096
Coincidence?
News unlocks Map.
Q

#447 - 2017-12-23 21:22:21 (UTC+1)
SEARCH crumbs: [#2]
Who is #2?
No deals.
Q

#446 - 2017-12-23 18:17:24 (UTC+1)
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/07/07/hacked-dnc-servers-will-government-ever-be-given-access.html
Q

#445 - 2017-12-23 18:13:38 (UTC+1)
https://www.crowdstrike.com/resources/crowdstrike-closes-100-million-�nancing-round-led-google-capital/
Q

#444 - 2017-12-23 18:11:07 (UTC+1)

#443 - 2017-12-23 08:02:58 (UTC+1)
>>154644
It's coming back in a big way.
Space is critical to our NAT SEC.
Was terminated for a speci�c reason.
Godspeed, Patriot.
Q
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#442 - 2017-12-23 07:53:22 (UTC+1)
>>154493
Message back.
UFO put out to detract from drops.
Q

#441 - 2017-12-23 07:49:14 (UTC+1)
>>154477
Future news will unlock more of the message.
Missing [i] con�rmed.
Q

#440 - 2017-12-23 07:47:03 (UTC+1)
>>154429
Who was suppose to be the next President?
Expand your thinking.
Q

#439 - 2017-12-23 07:44:16 (UTC+1)
>>154372
What rocket �red today?
[i]
Message sent.
Q

#438 - 2017-12-23 07:12:33 (UTC+1)
2011 Shuttle Program terminated by Hussein.
US loses space dominance.
http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2017/08/09/obama-administration-knew-about-north-koreas-miniaturized-nukes.html
IRAN Nuke deal.
NK Nuke/Missile Tech.
SpaceX.
NASA Tech to ?
HRC SAPs (private server).
Connected.
$$$,$$$,$$$.00 (pockets).
EYE OF RA.
Left eye [marker].
Symbolism.
EVIL.
STUPID.
JUSTICE.
Q

#437 - 2017-12-23 07:10:06 (UTC+1)
>>154006
2011 Shuttle Program terminated by Hussein.
US loses space dominance.
http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2017/08/09/obama-administration-knew-about-north-koreas-miniaturized-nukes.html
IRAN Nuke deal.
NK Nuke/Missile Tech.
SpaceX.
NASA Tech to ?
HRC SAPs (private server).
Connected.
$$$,$$$,$$$.00 (pockets).
EYE OF RA.
Left eye [marker].
Symbolism.
EVIL.
STUPID.
JUSTICE.
Q

#436 - 2017-12-22 23:37:09 (UTC+1)
ONE OF TWENTY TWO:
[DNC BREACH / DOSSIER]
[DNC]
[SR]>
[WL]>
HUSSEIN>
DNI DIR>
CLOWN DIR>
CLAS: 1-12>
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GOOG>
CROWDSTRIKE>
DNC>
(SR 187)(MS13 (2) 187)>
DWS_DIR>
F-I/D-J ASSIST>
"INSURANCE"
/_\ >
HUSSEIN>
HRC>
LL>
JC>
AM>
PS>
(SUPPORT: CS, NP, AS, CLAS-1, CLAS-2, CLAS-3, CLAS-4, CLAS-5, CLAS-6)>
BRIT INTEL>
HRC CAMP PAY>
DNC PAY>
CLAS: 1-4 PAY>
STEELE>
PODESTA>
HOLDER RELAY SPEC RUSSIA>
CLAS: 1-9>
US SEN NO NAME>
US SEN CLAS-1>
US SEN CLAS-2>
JC>
LL>
HUSSEIN>
[FISA 2]
PRES DAILY B>
US SEN NO NAME>
NEWS SHOP>
BUZZF>
PUBLIC/NARRATIVE.
STAGE SET FUTURE PREVENT/REMOVAL OP.
RAMIF: US INTEL LEGAL SPY ON PRES CANDIDATE / PRES ELECT / R CONGRESS / R SEN / NEWS FRIENDLY / ETC>
Q

#435 - 2017-12-22 17:44:18 (UTC+1)
'Yellow Brick Road'.
F-I speech - history.
Wizards & Warlocks.
Alice & Wonderland.
Solved?
Q

#434 - 2017-12-22 17:26:05 (UTC+1)
>>148751
Patriot, your country needs you.
You are not alone.
God is LOVE.
2018 will be GLORIOUS!
God bless,
Q

#433 - 2017-12-22 17:14:17 (UTC+1)
>>148729
TRUST WRAY.
Q

#432 - 2017-12-22 17:12:55 (UTC+1)
>>148634
MISSILE.
MISSLE.
FOX THREE.
SPLASH.
AS THE WORLD TURNS.
RED_OCTOBER>
Q

#431 - 2017-12-22 07:36:43 (UTC+1)
We are moving fast.
Remember, not all within the C-A, D-J, F-I are bad apples.
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House cleaning (TOP).
Restructuring (1 to 2).
Operations 24/7.
Speed.
Q

#430 - 2017-12-22 07:26:25 (UTC+1)
>>146326
What do Clowns do w/ the access codes and tech?
Who controls NK?
Who really controls NK?
What families are protected using leverage?
Bank / Financial leverage?
NUKE strike package leverage?
Why is IRAN protected?
Why is IRAN funded by the US?
What news about IRAN broke?
Drugs?
What about WMDs?
Why did Brennan / others provide false intel re: NK capability + IRAN Tech / NUKE DEV?
Plate full.
Have faith.
Q

#429 - 2017-12-22 07:18:03 (UTC+1)
>>146206
Do you believe in coincidences?
Keep list updated.
Flood unstoppable.
Q

#428 - 2017-12-22 07:13:36 (UTC+1)
>>146142
Why is EM provided BIG WW subsidies?
No subsidies = ?
Clown contribution in exchange for access code?
Why relevant?
Amazon Echo?
Google Home?
Clown contributions?
Apple Face ID Tech?
FB Face ID Tech?
Catching on?
Bombs Away.
Q

#427 - 2017-12-22 07:04:56 (UTC+1)
>>146134
Why is the 'i' missing?
Q

#426 - 2017-12-22 07:02:01 (UTC+1)
How did NK suddenly have miniaturized nukes upon POTUS taking o�ce?
What was stated during Hussein's term by agencies?
How did NK suddenly obtain missle guidance cap?
What is leverage?
De�ne hostage.
Their last hope!
Q

#425 - 2017-12-22 06:58:06 (UTC+1)
>>145983
De�ne Shutdown.
Was ATL shutdown?
Will NK be shutdown?
Who controls NK?
Leverage?
Remove leverage to capture the �ag?
Capture the �ag to end the rule?
End the rule of who?
Who controls NK?
TRUST.
Q
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#424 - 2017-12-22 06:45:14 (UTC+1)
Fully operational.
Resolved.
Q

#423 - 2017-12-22 06:44:47 (UTC+1)
Test 3.
Q

#422 - 2017-12-22 06:44:31 (UTC+1)
Test 2.
Q

#421 - 2017-12-22 06:44:02 (UTC+1)
Test.
Q

#420 - 2017-12-22 05:57:02 (UTC+1)
All devices provided speci�cally for comm here. 
Secured (heavily).
Non Win 10.
Multiple.
Q

#419 - 2017-12-22 05:49:21 (UTC+1)
>>145408
Trip works on single device.
Multiple devices required.
Q

#418 - 2017-12-22 05:48:30 (UTC+1)
Test.
Q

#417 - 2017-12-22 05:44:45 (UTC+1)
News unlocks Map.
Future proves past.
Stringers important.
Hint:
12/19
22_WH_POTUS_PRESS
Divert-ATT_CAP_H
(Find Post)
News:
POTUS Tax Bill Speech (learn (22)(2+2_)).
AT&T Diverted Capital Home.
Q

#416 - 2017-12-22 02:31:58 (UTC+1)
Soros takes orders from P.
You have no idea how sick and evil these people are.
Fight, �ght, �ght.
Day of days.
Game over.
Q

#415 - 2017-12-22 02:26:34 (UTC+1)
We are in this together.
No one person is above another.
We stand together.
Watch the news.
Godspeed, Patriots.
Q

#414 - 2017-12-22 02:22:42 (UTC+1)
>>143179
Hope you enjoyed the Xmas decor!
POTUS will verify directly to provide crumb auth for dissemination.
We are crushing these sick people.
God bless, Patriot.
Q

#413 - 2017-12-22 02:18:38 (UTC+1)
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Track CEO resignations.
Q

#412 - 2017-12-22 02:06:14 (UTC+1)
Trip working on one device only.
Multiple devices necessary.
Q

#411 - 2017-12-22 02:05:32 (UTC+1)
>>143007
Test.
Q

#410 - 2017-12-22 02:03:57 (UTC+1)
Trip not working on multiple devices.
Q

#409 - 2017-12-22 02:03:06 (UTC+1)
>>142811
Correct exchange.
Anon(s) changed our mind re: Private / Public.
We are listening.
Highest priorty.
Have faith.
Q

#408 - 2017-12-22 01:27:41 (UTC+1)
>>142639
ES (Goog) resigned today post EO.
Coincidence?
Q

#407 - 2017-12-22 01:25:21 (UTC+1)
Did you �nd the exchange 2 days ago re: WH EO today?
We listened.
Feel proud.
Q

#406 - 2017-12-22 01:23:26 (UTC+1)
Test.
Q

#405 - 2017-12-21 18:01:03 (UTC+1)
>>139840
We listened.
Find the exchange.
No coincidences.
Q

#404 - 2017-12-21 17:54:58 (UTC+1)
Pass entered incorrectly �rst time.
Complex.
Q

#403 - 2017-12-21 17:53:33 (UTC+1)
https://8ch.net/pol/res/11034208.html#11068701
Q

#402 - 2017-12-21 17:52:12 (UTC+1)
Trip test.
Q

#401 - 2017-12-21 17:50:26 (UTC+1)
Test.
Q

#400 - 2017-12-21 17:42:17 (UTC+1)
Trip entered but not showing.
Q

#399 - 2017-12-21 17:41:11 (UTC+1)
>>139380
We were inspired by anons here to make our e�orts more public.
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Find the exchange 2 days ago.
Feel proud!
Q

#398 - 2017-12-20 05:21:41 (UTC+1)

1 _y
Q

#397 - 2017-12-20 05:20:14 (UTC+1)
21_[ f ]_SEQ1239
22 _SEQ_FREE_9-ZBA
22 _WH_POTUS_PRESS
Divert-ATT_CAP_H
Q

#396 - 2017-12-20 05:12:54 (UTC+1)
>>130030
SWEET DREAMS.
P_pers: Public (not private).
NATSEC_19384z_A_DT-approve
Q

#395 - 2017-12-20 05:10:31 (UTC+1)
SEA_TO_SHINING_SEA
DIRECT: CODE 234 SEC: B1-3
DIRECT: CODE 299 SEC: F19-A
[ C P 19]
Show the World Our Power.
RED_OCTOBER >
Q

#394 - 2017-12-20 04:27:03 (UTC+1)
>>129558
Safety �rst. 
We have the USSS, NSA, and DHS, also protecting this message.
No random IP needed (though we can implement at a moments notice).
Godspeed,
Q

#393 - 2017-12-20 04:22:19 (UTC+1)
Board owner, mods, and other patriots:
Sincere thanks for all that you do. 
You are true heroes. 
Long overdue - my apologies. 
There will be a day (within the next few months) that a scary but safe personalized message �nds its way to you on multiple platforms recognizing your cont
We thank you for your service.
Godspeed,
Q

#392 - 2017-12-20 02:50:59 (UTC+1)
>>128571
3,000+ saved by the raids in SA alone.
WW lanes shut down.
Bottom to TOP.
[HAITI].
[RED CROSS]
[CLASSIFIED]
High Priority.
Q

#391 - 2017-12-20 02:43:55 (UTC+1)
Twitter rants can be harmful.
Lesson learned?
How about _SIERRA_C_?
How about ($22/Singapore)?
When does a bird sing?
Goodbye C.
Q

#390 - 2017-12-20 02:36:54 (UTC+1)
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http://www.foxnews.com/us/2017/11/03/playboy-models-among-3-seeking-27m-say-soros-fund-manager-raped-beat-them.html
Are we there yet?
Q

#389 - 2017-12-20 02:26:11 (UTC+1)
CS/Soros.
CS/Playboy.
CS/Heidi Fleiss. 
HEIDI FLEISS (EVIL/CLOWN/BLACKMAIL).
Q

#388 - 2017-12-20 02:10:49 (UTC+1)
De�ne CORRUPTION.
Iris Weinshall.
New York City Department of Transportation.
Responsibility of DoT?
Budget for past (5) years?
Former commissioner?
Empire State Dev Corp?
Urban Dev Corp?
Dept of Economic Dev?
Integrated Resources, Inc.?
US Senator of NY?
Follow me down the hole.
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/17/fashion/weddings/jessica-schumer-michael-shapiro-married.html
These people are STUPID.
Q

#387 - 2017-12-20 00:23:44 (UTC+1)
>>127411
End is near.
Q

#386 - 2017-12-20 00:22:21 (UTC+1)
>>127420
PATRIOT of the highest caliber.
Q

#385 - 2017-12-20 00:21:26 (UTC+1)
>>127396
Thought when we 404'd the link that gave con�rmation.
Learn.
Q

#384 - 2017-12-20 00:20:02 (UTC+1)
Bill Binney.
Q

#383 - 2017-12-20 00:18:24 (UTC+1)
>>127305
FOX 3?
Q

#382 - 2017-12-20 00:11:07 (UTC+1)
>>127237
We have tremendous WW support.
SATAN has left the WH.
Day of days.
Q

#381 - 2017-12-20 00:00:02 (UTC+1)
We won't telegraph our moves to the ENEMY.
We will however light a FIRE to �ush them out.
Q

#380 - 2017-12-19 23:50:58 (UTC+1)
>>127057
NAT G.
Q

#379 - 2017-12-19 23:50:10 (UTC+1)
>>126931
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Roger that.
Q

#378 - 2017-12-19 23:45:59 (UTC+1)
>>126988
No UN troops.
Fake.
Q

#377 - 2017-12-19 23:44:41 (UTC+1)
>>126934
'Conspiracy'
Theme will be pushed.
BIG threat to them.
All absorbed in RT.
Feel proud.
Q

#376 - 2017-12-19 23:39:15 (UTC+1)
>>126928
How far away is the closest star?
What do you think?
Q

#375 - 2017-12-19 23:33:11 (UTC+1)
Same day.
Coincidence?
Only the beginning. 
Q

#374 - 2017-12-19 07:11:33 (UTC+1)
19 OPs [now].
Operators active. 
Operators in harms way.
POTUS awake.
No sleep during OP.
Pray.
Q

#373 - 2017-12-19 07:02:51 (UTC+1)
Term_[#2]19_y
NAT_SEC_
NAT_SEC_A,H,H, L, B, E, classi�ed Cdg-23k
FREEDOM_#1-43
CAP_H(9).
MAVERICK.
JUSTICE_FED_J[1-4]_remove + appellate
Q

#372 - 2017-12-19 06:12:02 (UTC+1)
House of cards.
12 deals rejected (today alone).
Panic in DC.
TRUST SESSIONS.
Enjoy the show.
Q

#371 - 2017-12-19 06:07:54 (UTC+1)
Why did the WH link posted turn up 404 (2) days after? 
Expand your thinking.
Do you believe in coincidences? 
Q

#370 - 2017-12-19 05:58:04 (UTC+1)
>>121553
Clock started - 10 days.
Q

#369 - 2017-12-19 05:57:28 (UTC+1)
>>121535
BISHOP (cult).
Q
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#368 - 2017-12-19 05:53:53 (UTC+1)
>>121501
We would not 'intentionally' harm a person in the pursuit of a TARGET.
This was retaliatory re: ATL.
Q

#367 - 2017-12-19 05:44:20 (UTC+1)
>>121446
Extraction_GOOD.
Q

#366 - 2017-12-19 05:38:43 (UTC+1)
>>121392

#365 - 2017-12-19 05:27:52 (UTC+1)
FLASH_BREAK_
/\* /\ /\*
Shall we play a game?
Map is critical to understand. 
Future unlocks past.
DECLAS_ATL_(past).
News unlocks map.
Find the markers.
10 & [10].
12/7 - 12/17.
Concourse F.
Terminal 5. 
Private_operated plane (OP)?
ATL -> IAD
Extraction/known.
Dark.
Darkness.
Learn double meanings.
SHUTDOWN.
Q/POTUS-1
Q/POTUS-2
Q/POTUS-3
Q/POTUS-4 [10]
Q/POTUS-5 
"Special Place"
Why are drops highlighted by POTUS shortly thereafter?
Coincidence or message? 
"The Great Awakening" 
POTUS today.
Unlock?
CLAS_OP_IAD_(future).
How about a nice game of chess? 
SPLASH.
FOX THREE.
Q

#364 - 2017-12-15 07:28:58 (UTC+1)
Follow the crumbs.
You have it all.
SEC Conf will be analyzed.
Dark [10].
Enjoy the show!
Q

#363 - 2017-12-15 07:25:44 (UTC+1)
_Conf_term[5]_y
_SECFAIL-490b
Private OP_END
Q

#362 - 2017-12-15 07:15:57 (UTC+1)
We may have exhausted our ability to maintain safe-comms.
Snow White.
Rig for silent running.
Unknown return.
Godspeed, Patriots.
Q

#361 - 2017-12-15 07:05:51 (UTC+1)
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>>11045061
Con�rmed.
Q

#360 - 2017-12-15 07:04:43 (UTC+1)
>>11045057
Con�rmed.

#359 - 2017-12-15 07:04:06 (UTC+1)
Updated.
Q

#358 - 2017-12-15 07:03:02 (UTC+1)
Being advised to update code. 
Serious hardware being used to break.
4 is not secure.
Q

#357 - 2017-12-15 04:37:42 (UTC+1)
Trip code on 4 working.
#FLYSIDFLY#
We don't like to say his name.
Q

#356 - 2017-12-15 03:52:47 (UTC+1)
Trip test.
Q

#355 - 2017-12-15 03:44:23 (UTC+1)
>>11043835
Fake.
Q

#354 - 2017-12-15 03:43:38 (UTC+1)
Shall we play a game?
Find the spider(s) and build the web (the 'map').
Remember, they consider you to be the �y (speci�cally, the 'feeder').
Remember, they never thought she was going to lose.
Therefore, they never thought investigations and/or public interest into their criminal acts would be exposed/investigated. 
Therefore, they never thought they had anything to fear.
Therefore, they openly showcase their symbolism. 
Therefore, they were sloppy. 
Hussein's last speech in Chicago re: 'scandal free'.
Why did he continually emphasize that phrase? 
As a backup, they in�ltrated and control the narrative (the 'MSM'). 
As a backup, they install only those on the team. 
As a backup, they blackmail those that aren't. 
As a backup, they de�ned 'conspiracy' as crazy/mentally unstable and label anything 'true' as such.
This works given most of what they engage in is pure evil and simply unbelievable (hard to swallow).
The '�x' has always been in - no matter which party won the election (-JFK (killed)/Reagan(shot)).
This was always the promise made to those who played the game (willingly or otherwise) (i.e., they would never lose power). 
Power of the (3) letter agencies.
Power over the US Military (WW dominance to push against other nations and install like-kind).
These people are really stupid.
Follow the husbands.
Another Hint:
Ian Cameron
McKinsey & Company
Clowns In America.
Dr. Emmett J. Rice.
Federal Reserve.
Everyone is connected.
How about a nice game of chess?
Q

#353 - 2017-12-15 03:41:02 (UTC+1)
https://8ch.net/pol/res/11028937.html#11043803
24hrs to restore trip code or departure.
Godspeed,
Q

#352 - 2017-12-15 03:40:05 (UTC+1)
Lost access to /cbts/
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No ability to enter trip code.
Q

#351 - 2017-12-15 03:29:49 (UTC+1)
Godspeed, Patriots.
Q

#350 - 2017-12-15 03:27:05 (UTC+1)
Shall we play a game?
Find the spider(s) and build the web (the 'map').
Remember, they consider you to be the �y (speci�cally, the 'feeder').
Remember, they never thought she was going to lose.
Therefore, they never thought investigations and/or public interest into their criminal acts would be exposed/investigated. 
Therefore, they never thought they had anything to fear.
Therefore, they openly showcase their symbolism. 
Therefore, they were sloppy. 
Hussein's last speech in Chicago re: 'scandal free'.
Why did he continually emphasize that phrase? 
As a backup, they in�ltrated and control the narrative (the 'MSM'). 
As a backup, they install only those on the team. 
As a backup, they blackmail those that aren't. 
As a backup, they de�ned 'conspiracy' as crazy/mentally unstable and label anything 'true' as such.
This works given most of what they engage in is pure evil and simply unbelievable (hard to swallow).
The '�x' has always been in - no matter which party won the election (-JFK (killed)/Reagan(shot)).
This was always the promise made to those who played the game (willingly or otherwise) (i.e., they would never lose power). 
Power of the (3) letter agencies.
Power over the US Military (WW dominance to push against other nations and install like-kind).
These people are really stupid.
Follow the husbands.
Another Hint:
Ian Cameron
McKinsey & Company
Clowns In America.
Dr. Emmett J. Rice.
Federal Reserve.
Everyone is connected.
How about a nice game of chess?
Q
(No ability to enter trip code - last dump)

#349 - 2017-12-15 03:24:07 (UTC+1)
This board is compromised. 
Cannot enter trip code to verify auth.
Trip code on 4 has also been modi�ed.
God bless,
Q

#348 - 2017-12-15 03:20:48 (UTC+1)
Blocked from posting entering 'trip'. It would appear this board has been compromised.
Q

#347 - 2017-12-14 06:38:12 (UTC+1)
>>93267
Tag: USSS
Q

#346 - 2017-12-14 06:36:08 (UTC+1)
Godspeed, Patriots.
POTUS: WRWY
Q

#345 - 2017-12-14 06:32:05 (UTC+1)
>>93181
Image at top: boy, boy/girl.
Enhance. 
What else do you see?
Archive - watchers will now erase from web.
Q

#344 - 2017-12-14 06:24:04 (UTC+1)
Saw this in last thread.
Focus on papers on table.
Graphic at top.
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They all belong to the same sick cult/club.
Q

#343 - 2017-12-14 05:42:09 (UTC+1)
>>92680
Bad people watching.
Q

#342 - 2017-12-14 05:38:59 (UTC+1)
>>92647
End is near.
Q

#341 - 2017-12-14 05:35:55 (UTC+1)
"Documents from the Obama administration have been transferred to the Barack Obama Presidential Library. You may send your request to the Obama Lib
However, you should be aware that under the Presidential Records Act, Presidential records remain closed to the public for �ve years after an administratio
o�ce."
RAIDED by the GOOD GUYS (per POTUS).
Shockingly quiet. 
No leaks?
Presidential libraries are put in place to retain control over self-incriminating c-doc releases.
Scam!
Review the law.
What is di�erent re: Hussein's PL?
Who controls?
These people really are stupid.
Q

#340 - 2017-12-14 05:24:30 (UTC+1)
>>92291
You are learning.
News unlocks map.
Future proves past.
Not everything can be stated 1:1.
Q

#339 - 2017-12-13 06:28:32 (UTC+1)
>>86037
>>86037

#338 - 2017-12-13 06:15:45 (UTC+1)
"Special."
Q

#337 - 2017-12-13 06:12:53 (UTC+1)
Patriots, rest assured we are in control. 
Watch, con�rm, and disseminate. 
The country is not divided, this is fake news. ANTIFA was organized purely for optics re: division. 
It's FAKE! 
Estimated 4-6% we consider 'hopeless' and forever brainwashed. 
Re-read crumbs re: slave grip the D's have on the black pop. 
Why is this relevant?
Why are jobs/economy (growth) relevant?
This requires a DEEP CLEANING.
These people are stupid.
You are safe.
Have faith. 
Q

#336 - 2017-12-13 05:44:56 (UTC+1)
>>85627
https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-o�ce/2017/05/11/presidential-executive-order-establishment-presidential-advisory
Why must it be isolated and away from the 2016 election?
Have faith. 
These people are stupid!
Q

#335 - 2017-12-12 23:31:52 (UTC+1)
Timestamp [Q] post [:03] against POTUS' Tweet [:13]. 
[10]
No coincidences.
Q

#334 - 2017-12-12 23:03:32 (UTC+1)
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Merry Christmas.
Q

#333 - 2017-12-11 20:31:03 (UTC+1)
FOR GOD & COUNTRY.
FREEDOM.
_ ]_y
Q

#332 - 2017-12-11 19:50:52 (UTC+1)
Risk of another shutdown.
Be prepared to lose access.
Q

#331 - 2017-12-11 19:45:13 (UTC+1)
>>74029

#330 - 2017-12-11 19:44:10 (UTC+1)
We have a special place picked out for GS.
Really special.
Q

#329 - 2017-12-11 19:39:59 (UTC+1)
>>73904
Follow the wives.
These people are stupid.
Q

#328 - 2017-12-11 18:32:11 (UTC+1)
:Owls:
Light will overcome d_a_rkness.
Light will expose darkne_s_s.
Light will _reveal_ darkness.
Light will defeat darkness.
Q

#327 - 2017-12-11 18:23:09 (UTC+1)
Do you believe in coincidences?
"Blunt & Direct Time"
BDT.
Think currency.
Think �reworks.
Thwarted.
Message delivered. 
These people are sick!
Q

#326 - 2017-12-11 05:32:52 (UTC+1)
False �ag(s).
POTUS 100% insulated.
Expect �reworks.
JUSTICE.
Q

#325 - 2017-12-11 05:29:56 (UTC+1)
Blunt & Direct Time.
Adam Schi� is a traitor to our country.
Leaker.
NAT SEC.
EVIL.
Tick Tock.
Hope the $7.8mm was worth it.
Enjoy the show.
Q

#324 - 2017-12-10 04:40:41 (UTC+1)
Please pray tonight.
Good people in harms way.
Q

#323 - 2017-12-10 04:39:03 (UTC+1)
>>63621
We are all so very appreciative. 
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God bless each and every one of you.
Q

#322 - 2017-12-10 04:34:48 (UTC+1)
4th quarter, Patriots.
We �ght together.
Q

#321 - 2017-12-09 20:15:53 (UTC+1)
Post: 1:34 US Military
POTUS: 1:37 US Military
Q

#320 - 2017-12-09 20:12:28 (UTC+1)
Not understanding why the drops today aren't being understood. 
Expand your thinking.
Important.
Q

#319 - 2017-12-09 20:06:46 (UTC+1)
Timestamp my post re: US Military vs. POTUS' Tweet.
Why did the USSS codename Hussein 'Renegade'?
A person who deserts and betrays an organization, country, or set of principles.
Who does the USSS currently protect?
Why is this relevant?
Q

#318 - 2017-12-09 20:01:00 (UTC+1)
>>60476
"The" vs "To."
Everything has meaning.
Q

#317 - 2017-12-09 19:59:21 (UTC+1)
>>60444
Don't mistake journalists invited to parties as 'insiders'.
Q

#316 - 2017-12-09 19:54:51 (UTC+1)
Q (You)!ITPb.qbhqo 12/09/17 (Sat) 10:34:24 571cae No.60291>>60292 >>60296 >>60297 >>60309 >>60311 >>60319 >>60328 >>60331 >>60335 >>60340 >>6
>>60358 >>60359 >>60363 >>60372 >>60418 >>60421 >>60428
>>60267
What has been said about the US Military?
The speech yesterday veri�ed and unlocked so much.
Expand your thinking.
Re-read crumbs.
Re-listen to yesterday's speech.
Connect the 'markers.' 
News (in all forms) unlocks the map.
Expand your thinking.
The Great Awakening.
Q

"We love our U.S. Military. On behalf of an entire Nation, THANK YOU for your sacri�ce and service!"

Timestamp.
How many clues must we provide?
Q

#315 - 2017-12-09 19:48:57 (UTC+1)
>>60291
Timestamp US Military against POTUS' recent Tweet - US Military.
How many clues must we provide?
As the World Turns.
Q

#314 - 2017-12-09 19:45:57 (UTC+1)
Be the autists we know you are.
It's about the BREAK.
Godspeed, Patriots.
Q

#313 - 2017-12-09 19:44:08 (UTC+1)
>>60346
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A person who deserts and betrays an organization, country, or set of principles.
They always knew.
Q

#312 - 2017-12-09 19:42:30 (UTC+1)
>>60336
Who currently protects Hussein?
[R]
Why is this relevant?
Who currently protects B/H C?
Why is this relevant?
Learn.
Q

#311 - 2017-12-09 19:41:15 (UTC+1)
What was the USSS codename for Hussein? 
[R]
De�ne.
They knew all along.
Expand your thinking.
Q

#310 - 2017-12-09 19:34:24 (UTC+1)
>>60267
What has been said about the US Military?
The speech yesterday veri�ed and unlocked so much.
Expand your thinking.
Re-read crumbs.
Re-listen to yesterday's speech.
Connect the 'markers.' 
News (in all forms) unlocks the map.
Expand your thinking.
The Great Awakening.
Q

#309 - 2017-12-09 19:28:04 (UTC+1)
Justice.
Q

#308 - 2017-12-09 19:21:38 (UTC+1)
Tangent. 
Expand your thinking.
Q

#307 - 2017-12-09 19:16:56 (UTC+1)
>>60150
The "marker."
Learn to read the map.
News unlocks the map.
Q

#306 - 2017-12-09 19:12:19 (UTC+1)
News unlocks map.
Future proves past. 
Why was the Lord's prayer posted?
Which version?
Why is this relevant?
What just came out re: the Lord's prayer?
What can be connected?
Do you believe in coincidences? 
Re-review the map post relevant news drops.
Godfather III.
Q

#305 - 2017-12-09 17:24:37 (UTC+1)

#304 - 2017-12-08 22:22:57 (UTC+1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=chyHx0zKQGo
These people are sick.
Q

#303 - 2017-12-08 17:01:30 (UTC+1)
Renee J James
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Q

#302 - 2017-12-08 04:29:30 (UTC+1)
For Green.
Q
-end-

#301 - 2017-12-08 04:27:06 (UTC+1)
#FLYROTHSFLY#
Sweet dreams.
Q

#300 - 2017-12-08 04:25:31 (UTC+1)
Can you �nd a pic of Alwaleed and Hussein or Clinton or other US politicians?
L.
Heard you can't sleep anymore.
Don't come here again.
Q

#299 - 2017-12-08 04:05:16 (UTC+1)
Rothschilds (cult leaders)(church)(P)
Banks / Financial Institutions
WW Gov Control
Gov Controls People 
SA 
Oil Tech Sex/Children
SA Controls (assigned) US / UK Politicians / Tech Co's (primary)
Soros
Controls organizations of people (create division / brainwash) + management / operator of slush funds (personal net worth never reduces think DOJ settlem
Consumer Iran Enviro pacts etc etc)
/_\ - Rock (past)(auth over followers)
_\ (present)
(Future)
Order is critical.
Strings cut to US/UK.
Expand your thinking. 
Swamp drain.
1 - sexual harassment exit + future
....
[R] - No.
Bomb away.
Q

#298 - 2017-12-08 03:35:19 (UTC+1)

#297 - 2017-12-08 03:34:51 (UTC+1)

#296 - 2017-12-08 03:34:28 (UTC+1)

#295 - 2017-12-08 03:34:00 (UTC+1)

#294 - 2017-12-08 02:46:29 (UTC+1)

#293 - 2017-12-08 02:01:44 (UTC+1)
Pictures unlock 'deal' presented that was declined.
Puppets going wild.
Q

#292 - 2017-12-08 01:56:06 (UTC+1)
>>50813
>>50813

#291 - 2017-12-08 01:51:13 (UTC+1)

#290 - 2017-12-08 01:39:59 (UTC+1)
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#289 - 2017-12-07 06:33:36 (UTC+1)
Reached est 1.2mm, Patriots.
You are reaching more than you know.
1=2, 2=4, 4=8, ...
Godspeed.
Q

#288 - 2017-12-07 06:28:58 (UTC+1)
_Go_A-Strike_B-04_00
As The World Turns.
Q

#287 - 2017-12-07 06:11:37 (UTC+1)
>>46647
This is not a game.
Q

#286 - 2017-12-07 06:02:52 (UTC+1)
Strike package Bravo-dT450-1
_Conf_^_y_7
[R]_( )[+ 4]
Q

#285 - 2017-12-07 03:31:50 (UTC+1)
What if No Such Agency alerted May to the kill plan per POTUS?
What if the attempt was ordered by ++?
Why?
FREEDOM Caucus?
FREEDOM.
Q

#284 - 2017-12-07 03:22:00 (UTC+1)
AL back in the news today after #FLYALFLY#.
Another coincidence?
Follow the news.
Merry Christmas.
Q

#283 - 2017-12-07 03:05:26 (UTC+1)
>>45569
Why are Sara & John getting all the 'real' scoops? 
Expand your thinking.
Why are they now under protection?
Q

#282 - 2017-12-07 03:03:11 (UTC+1)
>>45563
Shutdown. 
Q

#281 - 2017-12-07 03:00:45 (UTC+1)
We represent YOU.
Never forget that.
We never will.
MAGA.
Q

#280 - 2017-12-07 02:58:51 (UTC+1)
Watch the news.
Leakers exposed.
These people are stupid.
Q

#279 - 2017-12-07 02:52:37 (UTC+1)
Why is the SS now protecting key members of No Such Agency?
>>45476

#278 - 2017-12-07 02:44:36 (UTC+1)
HRC tried to cut a deal today.
WE SAID NO.
Q

#277 - 2017-12-07 02:34:58 (UTC+1)
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Goodbye AL.
Add to list.
#FLYSIDFLY#
Q

#276 - 2017-12-05 22:27:56 (UTC+1)
WONDERFUL friends.
Q

#275 - 2017-12-05 22:26:34 (UTC+1)
+FLY+
Banks control Gov'ts
Gov'ts control people
SA controls elected people.
SOROS controls organizations of people. 
Ready to play?
Q

#274 - 2017-12-05 22:21:56 (UTC+1)
Godfather III
Be prepared for what you �nd.
Q

#273 - 2017-12-05 22:20:32 (UTC+1)

R
RED
D

#272 - 2017-12-05 22:09:28 (UTC+1)
>>38504
Normal?
Coincidence?
Draining the swamp?
Q

#271 - 2017-12-05 22:06:49 (UTC+1)
>>38503

#270 - 2017-12-05 22:06:17 (UTC+1)
Adm R/ No Such Agency (W&W) + POTUS/USMIL =
Apply the Keystone.
Paint the picture. 
Q

#269 - 2017-12-05 22:01:30 (UTC+1)
Key - unlocks the door of all doors (info)
Stone - the force / strength capable of yielding power to act on info 
Key+Stone=
Q

#268 - 2017-12-05 21:53:38 (UTC+1)
>>38396
FAKE NEWS.
Q

#267 - 2017-12-05 21:52:48 (UTC+1)
#FLYALFLY#
Runway lights being turned on.
FLY HIGH.
Q

#266 - 2017-12-05 21:49:09 (UTC+1)
#FLYJOHNNYFLY

#265 - 2017-12-05 21:43:47 (UTC+1)
Bye Bye Johnny.
Update the list.
Watch the news.
WAR.
Q

#264 - 2017-12-05 07:54:26 (UTC+1)
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God bless, Patriots.
We are proud.
Q

#263 - 2017-12-05 07:48:47 (UTC+1)
+FLYROTHSFLY+

#262 - 2017-12-05 06:45:56 (UTC+1)
RED RED stringer 25th.
Hussein RED video 27th (response).
Hussein in Asia on 28th post stringer.
Analyze.
Coincidence?
More than one meaning.
Hussein RED Indictments variables.
Think circle.
Expand your thinking.
Take multiple paths.
One connects to another.
Learn to read the map.
The map is the key.
Find the keystone.
What holds everything together?
Q

#261 - 2017-12-05 06:31:00 (UTC+1)
RED Haiti.
Children.
$
Since POTUS elected what changed w/ RED?
Since POTUS elected what changed w/ CF?
Since POTUS elected what changed w/ Mc_I?
These people deserve .... . .. .......
Q

#260 - 2017-12-05 06:24:14 (UTC+1)
Who knows where the bodies are buried?
FLYNN is safe.
We protect our Patriots.
Q

#259 - 2017-12-05 06:09:40 (UTC+1)
RED RED 9/11. 
Funds raised vs distributed?
Oversight?
7/10 plane crashes are targeted kills.
Those in the know never sleep.
Q

#258 - 2017-12-05 05:41:11 (UTC+1)
>>34663
RED CROSS RED RED.
NK.
Hussein.
ASIA.
Why was that STRINGER sent out?
Decode.
News unlocks message.
Future proves past.
Where is the RED CROSS?
Runs deep.
Children.
Pray.
Q

#257 - 2017-12-05 05:30:26 (UTC+1)
>>34602

#256 - 2017-12-05 05:27:40 (UTC+1)
Dates: 25, 27, 28.
Stringer, RED RED, ASIA.
Analyze the connection.
Learn to read the map.
Q
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#255 - 2017-12-05 05:14:24 (UTC+1)
Learn to read the map.
You have more than you realize.
Q

#254 - 2017-12-05 05:12:59 (UTC+1)
>>34447
Expand your thinking.
When did Hussein travel to Asia?
When was the stringer released?
When was the RED video taped?
Do you believe in coincidences?
Q

#253 - 2017-12-05 05:07:17 (UTC+1)
>>34409

#252 - 2017-12-05 05:01:17 (UTC+1)
Red Cross is corrupt and used as a piggy bank.
Future topic.
Diseases created by families in power (pop control + pharma billions kb).
Think AIDS.
Future topic.
Relevant. 
#FLYROTHSFLY#
Q

#251 - 2017-12-05 04:50:10 (UTC+1)
Re-review RED_RED stringer.
Focus on Hussein AIDS Video.
Cross reference.
Date of stringer vs video?
Learn to decider. 
News unlocks message.
Find the keystone.
Q

#250 - 2017-12-05 04:45:41 (UTC+1)
Date Peter/Comey cleared Weiner emails?
Date wife was promoted?
Do you believe in coincidences?
Q

#249 - 2017-12-05 04:38:51 (UTC+1)
RED_RED
Remember?
Hussein AIDS Video.
Hidden message?
Response?
Twitter.
Roles.
Actions.
Expand your thinking.
News unlocks meaning.
Q

#248 - 2017-12-05 04:12:51 (UTC+1)
#FLYROTHSFLY#

#247 - 2017-12-05 04:01:07 (UTC+1)
Have you been watching the news since Friday?
Who is Peter Strzok?
How was he compromised?
How was he paid?
Who is Melissa Hodgman?
Company?
Title?
Date of promotion?
Focus on the date.
What events re: Peter recently occurred that you now know?
Think HRC emails, Weiner laptop, etc.
Dates?
Date of promotion of wife?
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How do they stack the deck?
Who do they want inside the gov't?
What are puppets?
How do you control a puppet?
#2 in FBI?
Wife connection?
What is a pattern?
Follow the wives.
Keep watching the news this week.
Future proves past.
Re-read crumbs.
(Small)
How many D's / R's will not seek re-election?
Why?
What just passed in the Senate?
Why?
Who is their new handler?
Do as told?
Why is this relevant?
Do you not understand the gov't is being gutted publicly? 
Bottom middle top. 
Hussein Iran connection. 
Bombs away. 
Merry Christmas.
Q

#246 - 2017-12-01 06:49:43 (UTC+1)
89074
Underground massive data center?
Q

#245 - 2017-12-01 06:46:51 (UTC+1)
Hussein is evil and a real loser. 
No special treatment.
Shopping around for a (new) handler/protection is fun to watch on the SATs / spy comms.
Morons, all of them.
Q

#244 - 2017-12-01 06:38:08 (UTC+1)
Less than 10 can con�rm me.
DOITQ - coincidence 
Twitter retweet - coincidence 
Twitter keywords - coincidence 
Pics - coincidence 
Meant only for you.
God bless. 
Q

#243 - 2017-12-01 06:17:43 (UTC+1)
SA controlled US puppets.
Strings cut.
D's dropping all around over sexual misconduct (1st stage).
Coincidence directly after SA?
Don't you realize the war has gone public?
List who will not be running for re_election.
Coincidence?
Phase I.
Easy to swallow.
Loss of power/in�uence.
Good time to prosecute.
Just wait until next week.
You are all Patriots.
Q

#242 - 2017-12-01 06:09:33 (UTC+1)
Be here tomorrow.
The story unfolds.
Q

#241 - 2017-12-01 06:08:26 (UTC+1)
WH party w/ 400+ guests.
Whoever posted those insider pics did not take into account the many WH public and private sec cams which can triangulate and time log/IDEN the person
responsible.
We will investigate.
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Think.
Q

#240 - 2017-12-01 05:42:25 (UTC+1)
_Start_IP_log_4ch_y
_Conf_y_
_Lang_v_US_jurid_y
Snow White Pounce.
_Conf_actors_1-9999999_per_condition_89074-b
No nets.
Re_8ch_carry_good_
Q

#239 - 2017-11-30 08:23:51 (UTC+1)
The Asia Foundation.
CIA-RDP84B00049R001303260026-4
Happy hunting.
Q

#238 - 2017-11-30 07:12:57 (UTC+1)
Sidley Austin.
Happy hunting.
Q

#237 - 2017-11-30 07:01:36 (UTC+1)
What if NK had miniature nuke payload delivery in 2004?
What if NK had ICBM capability since 2009?
What if the previous tests that failed were staged?
Why would this be relevant?
Who is involved and why?
Biggest cover up in our history.
U1 - CA - EU - ASIA\NK.
Iran deal.
Russian reset. 
Q

#236 - 2017-11-30 06:38:37 (UTC+1)
Focus on Hussein.
Revelations coming very very soon.
HUMA - SA - Hussein.
HLR (�rst).
Civil rights attorney.
13th District - Sen.
DNC.
Hussein v HRC v McCain.
Why is this relevant?
Follow the money pre-pres.
Follow the connections pre-pres.
Why does Hussein travel ahead of POTUS?
Why did Hussein travel behind POTUS? 
Think Asia.
Think NK.
What was told re: NK during the past 8 years?
What dramatic shift occurred re: NK post election of POTUS?
Reconcile.
De�ne hostage.
The Sum of all Fears. 
Why are sexual harassment claims all appearing suddenly? 
Coincidence? 
What is a pill?
When is it hard to swallow? 
How do you remove your enemies from positions of in�uence and authority? 
De�ne stages. 
De�ne puppets.
De�ne puppet handlers. 
De�ne proxy war.
De�ne proxy war. 
De�ne proxy war.
Expand your thinking.
Why is Justice stalling release of c-level info?
Think. 
Does POTUS control all matters classi�ed? 
Think.
Have faith.
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These people are losers!
Q

#235 - 2017-11-30 06:05:38 (UTC+1)
Where is BO?
What is the purpose?
Who �red?
When?
Reconcile.
Q

#234 - 2017-11-29 20:21:16 (UTC+1)
Snow White utilized/activated to silence.
This was not anticipated. 
Control / protection lost. 
Routing through various networks ('jumpers') randomly has created connection/sec issues.
Working to resolve.
Select people removed.
Stay strong.
We are winning.
More to follow.
Q

#233 - 2017-11-25 21:28:38 (UTC+1)
Flash Dir_
Start_code_activated/instruction
LOG1_^67FVc
_4ch_n
_8ch_y
_Conf_y_[8]_8bCon
Key secured.
Q

#232 - 2017-11-25 20:35:44 (UTC+1)
_Conf_goTWIT_P_act-small#_
RED1_RED2_
Q

#231 - 2017-11-25 20:22:21 (UTC+1)
T: B, F, J, 1,5,11-20, ^
_Conf_d-ww_CON_o�[dark]_
_Conf_SIL-_EX
COMM_Castle_Active_7ZbV-WT9
RED1_RED2_
SAT_40k_se_c_[30m]
Godspeed.
P_pers: WRWY
Q

#230 - 2017-11-25 19:54:45 (UTC+1)
Test
Test
4Chan in�ltrated.
Future posts will be relayed here.
Q

#229 - 2017-11-25 19:30:47 (UTC+1)
RED_RED_
_FREEDOM-_v05_yes_27-1_z
_FREEDOM-_v198_yes_27-1_b
_FREEDOM-_v-811z_yes_27-1_c
_FREEDOM-_vZj9_yes_27-1_y
_FREEDOM-_v^CAS0R-T_yes_27-1_87x
_FREEDOM-_v&CAS0R-T2_yes_27-1_t
_FREEDOM-_vEXh29B_yes_27-1_ch
_FREEDOM-_v_stand
_FREEDOM-_v_stand
_FREEDOM-_v_stand
_FREEDOM-_v_stand
_FREEDOM-_v_stand_CAN
_FREEDOM-_v1_stand
_FREEDOM-_v1_stand
_FREEDOM-_v1_stand
_FREEDOM-_v2_stand
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_FREEDOM-_v3_stand
_FREEDOM-_v4_mod_D092x
_FREEDOM-_v4_mod_CAS80^
_FREEDOM-_vv1_stand
_FREEDOM-_vv2_stand
_FREEDOM-_vSHAz1EVCB_yes_27-1
_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC08vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go
_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC09vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go
_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC10vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go
_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC11vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go
_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC12vc_EX_y_AW_Conf-go
_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC13vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go
_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_stand_DC14vC_EX_y_AW_Conf/stand
_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC15vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go
_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC16vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go
_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC17vc_EX_y_AW_Conf-go
_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC18vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go
_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC19vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go
_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC20vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go
_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC21vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go
_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC22vc_EX_y_AW_Conf-go
_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC23vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go
_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC24vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go
_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC25vC_EX_y_AW_Conf-go
_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_stand_DC26vC_EX_y_AW_Conf/stand
_FREEDOM-_vSA_US_yes_DC27vc_EX_y_AW_Conf/term/zJ&bY028739478-g
_FREEDOM-_vGER_US_yes_000BVx_LO_yes_[... + 1]_Conf_y
_Conf_4_3_good_EXT-TVB7xxj_ALL_FREEDOM_#[1-43]_EX_27-1
Q

#228 - 2017-11-25 19:20:08 (UTC+1)
USA_leadership change 
SA_leadership change
GER_leadership change?
PAK_leadership change?
40,000ft.
(8, 7, 6, 5......).
Q

#227 - 2017-11-24 22:19:45 (UTC+1)

#226 - 2017-11-24 07:55:52 (UTC+1)
_yes1_yes2_yes3_^_cDVT-089bT_AD_Conf
Godspeed.
Q

#225 - 2017-11-24 07:23:11 (UTC+1)
>>150698169
Expand further.
Make the connection.
Map currently has 43 con�rmed connections. 
Important to understand.
When this breaks many won't swallow.
MSM not trusted.
You are the voice.
We are here to help guide.
Future proves past. 
You are the calm before and during the storm.
Q

#224 - 2017-11-24 07:14:46 (UTC+1)
>>150697054
Who knows where the bodies are buried?
The map is in front of you.
Re-read.
Expand your thinking. 
Purpose for time being spent here. 
Q

#223 - 2017-11-24 05:12:46 (UTC+1)
Who is Betsy D?
Why is she relevant?
Expand your thinking.
Q
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#222 - 2017-11-24 04:29:58 (UTC+1)
>>150682213

#221 - 2017-11-24 04:21:46 (UTC+1)
What news broke?
American contractors where?
Hanging from feet?
Re-read dumps.
Why is this relevant?
News unlocks map.
Expand your thinking.
Q

#220 - 2017-11-24 04:14:30 (UTC+1)
Reminder.
Unclassi�ed setting.
Monitored and analyzed in RT.
Future answers past.
Q

#219 - 2017-11-24 03:54:44 (UTC+1)
_27-1_yes_USA94-2
_27-1_yes_USA58-A
_27-1_yes_USA04
_Conf_BECZ_y056-(3)_y
The_Castle_Runs_RED_yes
Godspeed.
Q

#218 - 2017-11-23 07:16:24 (UTC+1)
>>150569907

#217 - 2017-11-23 07:14:06 (UTC+1)
>>150569615
Clowns In America. 
Q

#216 - 2017-11-23 07:11:25 (UTC+1)
Keyhole.
Happy hunting.
Q

#215 - 2017-11-23 06:52:14 (UTC+1)
Focus on his wife. 
Q

#214 - 2017-11-23 06:47:45 (UTC+1)
What is FB?
Spying tool?
Who created it?
Who really created it?
Nothing is what it seems.
Q

#213 - 2017-11-23 06:33:39 (UTC+1)
The world cannot swallow the truth. 
Q

#212 - 2017-11-23 06:27:53 (UTC+1)
>>150564270
Do you believe in coincidences?
Q

#211 - 2017-11-23 06:10:13 (UTC+1)
NK _ SpaceX.
Q

#210 - 2017-11-23 06:07:16 (UTC+1)
>>150562774

#209 - 2017-11-23 06:05:13 (UTC+1)
Why did BO scuttle the shuttle program?
What is SpaceX? 
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Expand your thinking. 
Q

#208 - 2017-11-23 06:01:22 (UTC+1)
Rizvi Traverse Management.
Very important. 
Q

#207 - 2017-11-23 05:55:41 (UTC+1)
$4.9 billion in government subsidies. 
Why?
Q

#206 - 2017-11-23 05:47:11 (UTC+1)
Can't wait for the green light.
Teams on standby. 
Q

#205 - 2017-11-23 05:36:06 (UTC+1)
>>150559502
You made the list.
It's rare, feel proud.
Pick up your phone.
Q

#204 - 2017-11-23 05:32:01 (UTC+1)
>>150559263
We are winning bigly. 
Q

#203 - 2017-11-23 05:30:51 (UTC+1)
Bad bread.
Q

#202 - 2017-11-23 05:29:41 (UTC+1)
Bad bread not updated.
Q

#201 - 2017-11-22 23:53:22 (UTC+1)
>>150523213

#200 - 2017-11-22 23:45:01 (UTC+1)
Rizvi Traverse Management.
Happy hunting.
Q

#199 - 2017-11-22 23:07:59 (UTC+1)
U1 - CA - EU - ASIA - IRAN/NK
Where did it end up?
What was the purpose?
Who was suppose to win the election of 2016?
Why was the Iran deal kept from Congress and placed at the highest level of classi�cation?
Meaning, a United States Senator could NOT review the deal but other foreign powers could.
How much money was hand delivered by plane(s)?
Why in cash?
Where did the plane(s) actually land?
What was the cover?
Who paid for BO to attend Harvard?
Why would this occur pre-political days?
Who was the biggest contributor to the CF?
The graphic is the key.
Why does the MSM push conspiracy w/o investigation?
Who controls the MSM?
What does the word 'conspiracy' mean to you?
Has the word 'conspiracy' been branded to mean something shameful in today's society?
The world cannot handle the truth.
This pill cannot be swallowed by most.
Risk in painting this picture.
THE SUM OF ALL FEARS.
Q

#198 - 2017-11-22 22:52:24 (UTC+1)
3 sides form what shape?
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Expand your thinking.
Re-read crumbs.
Q

#197 - 2017-11-22 22:47:21 (UTC+1)
Ancient Egyptians considered gold "the skin of the gods" -- speci�cally the sun god Ra -- and often used it to craft objects of spiritual signi�cance.
Why is this relevant?
Q

#196 - 2017-11-22 22:36:25 (UTC+1)
>>150510227
Gold.
Q

#195 - 2017-11-22 22:33:25 (UTC+1)
U1 - CA - EU - ASIA - IRAN/NK
Iran Deal.
Why is this relevant?
Re-read drops re: NK / Iran.
(Y) What does it mean to be covered in gold? 
Which couple was photographed covered in gold?
The public release was a mistake.
Who released the picture?
Who has all the information?
(Y) What does it mean to be covered in gold?
Can you locate one other pic w/ Y head covered in gold?
What does this represent?
/_\
THE SUM OF ALL FEARS.
Q

#194 - 2017-11-22 22:28:01 (UTC+1)
U1 - CA - EU - ASIA - IRAN/NK
Iran Deal.
Why is this relevant?
Re-read drops re: NK / Iran.
(Y) What does it mean to be covered in gold? 
Which couple was photographed covered in gold?
The public release was a mistake.
Who released the picture?
Who has all the information?
(Y) What does it mean to be covered in gold?
Can you locate one other pic w/ Y head covered in gold?
What does this represent?
/_\
THE SUM OF ALL FEARS.
Q

#193 - 2017-11-22 18:33:50 (UTC+1)
Who really controls NK?
Q

#192 - 2017-11-22 07:46:36 (UTC+1)
Why are China & Russia communist S/closed?
Can you �nd an owl / Y there?
Was this to prevent evil from entering?
Was this to protect their children/people?
Why was BO shamed during trip to China, SA, other locations?
How was POTUS hosted?
Compare.
Think.
Fantasy land.
Q

#191 - 2017-11-22 07:34:58 (UTC+1)
>>150434251

#190 - 2017-11-22 07:30:56 (UTC+1)
USA vs. 
Necessary to cut strings from foreign bad actors.
Necessary to form WW alliances to defeat.
Think Merkel is a coincidence? 
They are puppets.
They are weak. 
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They are scared.
80% dark ops necessary.
20% public for justice. 
The stage must be set. 
Have faith. 
Q

#189 - 2017-11-22 05:52:02 (UTC+1)
Identify symbolism (Owl / Y).
Which performers/celebs supported HRC during the election?
Who performed during her rallies?
What jewelry and/or tattoos present?
What other events do they attend together?
What does HRC represent to them?
What celebrities have owl / Y head symbols?
What politicians have owl / Y head symbols?
What powerful people have owl / Y head symbols?
What powerful groups have owl / Y head symbols?
Why are they worn/shown openly? 
Their need for symbolism will be their downfall.
MSM role?
Push conspiracy theory.
Social media role?
Push conspiracy theory and institute new rules allowing for ban.
Censorship.
The graphic is key.
Re-read graphic (ex: what family did Soros replace (Y)).
Part II - How were they 'adopted' into the cult (as children).
What were they provided for obeying and staying silent (brainwashed)?
All that you know to be right is wrong.
The 'cult' runs the world.
Fantasy land.
The world is �ghting back (& destroying the cult).
20% public.
80% private.
The world would otherwise collapse.
40,000ft. v. (again) and need to decrease altitude to avoid 'conspiracy' label.
Was necessary.
GODFATHER III.
For God & Country.
Q

#188 - 2017-11-22 04:50:09 (UTC+1)
>>150415097

#187 - 2017-11-22 04:49:02 (UTC+1)
>>150414073

#186 - 2017-11-22 04:11:47 (UTC+1)
You are learning.
You needed a push.
Godspeed.
Q

#185 - 2017-11-22 04:09:39 (UTC+1)

#184 - 2017-11-22 04:07:58 (UTC+1)
Their need for symbolism will be their downfall.
Follow the Owl & Y head around the world. 
Identify and list.
They don't hide it.
They don't fear you.
You are sheep to them.
You are feeders.
Godfather III.
Q

#183 - 2017-11-22 03:24:48 (UTC+1)
>>150405114

#182 - 2017-11-22 03:19:27 (UTC+1)
>>150404273
What does the "Owl" represent to certain cults?
Q
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#181 - 2017-11-22 03:10:09 (UTC+1)
>>150403252
Sni�er progs would kill the site.
Everything has to be carefully crafted and tooled prior to release. 
Godspeed, Patriot.
Q

#180 - 2017-11-22 02:22:58 (UTC+1)
>>150400127
What US President was nicknamed "Eagle" by the USSS?
FlyEaglesFly
Q

#179 - 2017-11-22 02:18:17 (UTC+1)
>>150398185Shadow war.
Act II, Scene IV.
(Movie idea - thoughts?)
(Characters)
Good guy (pilot of helicopter).
Bad guy (pilot of plane).
Targets (on ground and in home).
(Story)
Upon receipt of the 'go' code - Good guy �ies during a blackout window provided by unknown agency w/ unknowns (ordinary people by the look of it) to a s
location (re: highly classi�ed mission) who was given the 'go' order by 'x' to execute (delivery - (3) for care_). Bad guy intercepts message due to rogue opera
embedded in tactical observation unit and takes out Good guy by top down invisible attack. 
Mission failure.
Encore: What has since occurred by Targets?
Q

#178 - 2017-11-22 01:39:58 (UTC+1)
Archive immediately.
Stringer = code = command.
What stringer was provided (2) days prior to event?
What were the keywords in the stringer?
Con�rm.
Green (Yes).
Sky.
Why were keywords provided?
Guide to reading map?
Lord d R.
What was previously stated?
++
Who was the pilot of the plane?
Bad actor?
Who was the pilot of the helicopter?
Green?
What was countered?
Who was on the ground (outside) shortly before the collision? 
Who was in the home shortly before the collision?
Learn to read the map.
We may have overestimated your ability.
Q

#177 - 2017-11-22 01:15:58 (UTC+1)
Keywords:
Con�rm.
Green.
Sky.
Why were keywords added in the stringer? 
What was the purpose?
What was previously stated?
To who speci�cally?
++
Who countered? 
Learn to read the map.
Missing critical items.
Graphic is key.
Ordering is critical. 
Q

#176 - 2017-11-22 01:01:21 (UTC+1)
What was posted prior to the stringer?
What keywords were within the stringer?
Why would keywords be left in the stringer?
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Future shows past. 
Learn to read the map.
Everything has meaning - EVERYTHING.
Q

#175 - 2017-11-22 00:43:15 (UTC+1)
Expand your thinking.
Captain Mike Green.
_Conf_D-TT_^_v891_0600_yes
_green1_0600
Bunker Apple Yellow Sky [... + 1]
Yes.
Who countered? 
Do you believe in coincidences?
Learn how to read the map.
Q

#174 - 2017-11-21 02:12:32 (UTC+1)
Coordinated e�ort to silence.
It will only get worse.
All for a LARP right?
Q

#173 - 2017-11-21 01:42:50 (UTC+1)
Good will always defeat evil.
No rigging / blackmail this time.
Wizards & Warlocks.
Q

#172 - 2017-11-21 01:40:49 (UTC+1)
Good will always defeat evil.
Q

#171 - 2017-11-21 01:17:08 (UTC+1)
Good will always defeat evil. 
Q

#170 - 2017-11-20 19:24:02 (UTC+1)
Why am I here during the day?
Why is this relevant?
What does this infer? 
Q

#169 - 2017-11-20 19:19:39 (UTC+1)
>>150214997
!!!

#168 - 2017-11-20 19:13:08 (UTC+1)
>>150214567
Red Oct sig has not occurred yet.
Follow the map.
Q

#167 - 2017-11-20 19:12:14 (UTC+1)
POTUS opened the door of all doors.
Expand your thinking.
What is the keystone?
Q

#166 - 2017-11-20 19:07:04 (UTC+1)
(Repost to correct thread).
Expand your thinking.
What are patterns?
How are patterns formed and isolated?
What are data sets?
What is a map?
Re: Twitter (repeat)(important).
What action is Twitter taking e�ective mid-Dec? 
What is the purpose of this action?
Possible test to understand public / gov't response?
When was this announced?
When did events in SA transpire? 
Who controlled a large portion of Twitter stock?
Why is this relevant?
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Expand your thinking.
What is the real purpose of this action?
What is the SS?
Who is the primary person protected under the SS?
What action is Twitter taking e�ective mid-Dec?
Would POTUS be able to use Twitter post action?
De�ne the 'known' action.
Why is the MSM ignoring this action?
What transpired w/ POTUS' Twitter account a short time ago?
Re-read crumbs on this topic (necessary).
Two scenarios (lose/lose).
POTUS advised by SS to terminate use of Twitter due to new website tracking policy (cookies) amongst other spyware not disclosed (risk) - 1st time they faile
read). 
POTUS silenced on Twitter due to new policy (re: SS / risk).
Direct message failure.
POTUS refuses to be silenced.
Bad actors gather metadata and targeting. 
Small example of the ongoing silent war.
Options?
Regulate?
Problem: time to complete. 
Solution? 
Patriots, get the word out.
Jason Bourne (Deep Dream).
Q

#165 - 2017-11-20 18:48:10 (UTC+1)
Expand your thinking.
What are patterns?
How are patterns formed and isolated?
What are data sets?
What is a map?
Re: Twitter (repeat)(important).
What action is Twitter taking e�ective mid-Dec? 
What is the purpose of this action?
Possible test to understand public / gov't response?
When was this announced?
When did events in SA transpire? 
Who controlled a large portion of Twitter stock?
Why is this relevant?
Expand your thinking.
What is the real purpose of this action?
What is the SS?
Who is the primary person protected under the SS?
What action is Twitter taking e�ective mid-Dec?
Would POTUS be able to use Twitter post action?
De�ne the 'known' action.
Why is the MSM ignoring this action?
What transpired w/ POTUS' Twitter account a short time ago?
Re-read crumbs on this topic (necessary).
Two scenarios (lose/lose).
POTUS advised by SS to terminate use of Twitter due to new website tracking policy (cookies) amongst other spyware not disclosed (risk) - 1st time they faile
read). 
POTUS silenced on Twitter due to new policy (re: SS / risk).
Direct message failure.
POTUS refuses to be silenced.
Bad actors gather metadata and targeting. 
Small example of the ongoing silent war.
Options?
Regulate?
Problem: time to complete. 
Solution? 
Patriots, get the word out.
Jason Bourne (Deep Dream).
Q

#164 - 2017-11-20 10:05:24 (UTC+1)
Bots deactivated upon arrival.
Keep up the good �ght.
It's spreading. 
Q

#163 - 2017-11-20 10:00:31 (UTC+1)
1&2 con�rmed. 
You will need for coming weeks. 
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Put it this way, six attempts were made to silence the witness scheduled to appear tomorrow.
Special operators on guard. 
Q

#162 - 2017-11-20 09:49:32 (UTC+1)
QMAP 1/2 con�rmed.
This is the key.
Q

#161 - 2017-11-20 09:36:59 (UTC+1)
>>150170782
All posts are connected. 
Graphic is key.

#160 - 2017-11-20 09:17:31 (UTC+1)
>>150169796
!!!

#159 - 2017-11-20 09:16:18 (UTC+1)
>>150169787
Incorrect.

#158 - 2017-11-20 08:29:21 (UTC+1)
(cont..)
When was this announced?
When did events in SA transpire? 
Who controlled a large portion of Twitter stock?
Why is this relevant?
De�ne oppression. 
Who controls the narrative?
Who really controls the narrative? 
Who guards the narrative?
Does the MSM shelter and protect select 'party' members? 
Does this protection insulate these 'party' members?
Who controls the narrative? 
What laws were put in place to protect the MSM from lawsuits?
Who speci�cally passed this law?
What is immunity? 
What prevents a news organization from simply 'making up sources & stories'?
What prevents a news organization from simply 'making up sources & stories'?
What previous SC ruling provided protection to reporters from having to reveal their 'con�dential' source(s)?
How many people are unaware of the 'truth' due to the stranglehold?
How must people be made aware of an alternate reality? 
What are crumbs (think H-wood/DC)
De�ne 'lead-in' (think play)?
What has been occurring recently? 
The stage must be set.
Crumbs are easy to swallow.
What if Hugh Hefner was /a Clown In America?
What is a honeypot? 
De�ne blackmail. 
How could this be applied?
Fantasy land.
WHO HAS ALL OF THE INFORMATION?
No Such Agency.
The hunter becomes the hunted.
Operations underway.
Operators active. 
Disinformation is real.
Disinformation is necessary.
Silent war (some gets out).
The Great Awakening.
Iron Eagle.
Godfather III.
The Hunt for Red October. 
Q

#157 - 2017-11-20 08:29:00 (UTC+1)
What is a key?
What is a key used for?
What is a guard?
What is a guard used for?
Who unlocked the door of all doors?
Was it pre-planned?
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Do you believe in coincidences? 
What is information?
Who controls the release of information?
WHO HAS ALL OF THE INFORMATION?
Who disseminates information?
What is the MSM?
Who controls the MSM?
Who really controls the MSM?
Why are we made to believe the MSM are the only credible news sources?
Who controls the MSM?
Who really controls the MSM?
Why are we made to believe the MSM are the only credible news sources?
Why is this relevant? 
Why are non MSM platforms cast as conspiracy and/or non-credible?
Why are non MSM platforms cast as conspiracy and/or non-credible?
What happens when an entity and/or individual accumulates power? 
De�ne corruption.
Wealth = power.
Power = in�uence. 
In�uence = control.
Rinse and repeat. 
What power of in�uence was recently discovered (speci�cally re: 2016 election)?
How much power of in�uence does Twitter, FB, Reddit, etc. have in in�uencing the minds of people? 
Has the stranglehold of the MSM been diminished? 
What is open source?
What has become blatantly obvious since the election of POTUS?
Why would they allow this (visibility) to occur? 
Were they not prepared to counter? 
What miscalculation occurred?
What opposite impact did this generate?
How did POTUS recognize and invert? 
What happens when an entity and/or individual accumulates power? 
De�ne corruption.
De�ne censorship. 
De�ne 'controlled' censorship. 
What action is Twitter taking e�ective mid-Dec? 
What is the purpose of this action?
Possible test to understand public / gov't response?

#156 - 2017-11-18 11:18:29 (UTC+1)
++

#155 - 2017-11-15 06:38:48 (UTC+1)
_Conf_D-TT_^_v891_0600_yes
_green1_0600
Bunker Apple Yellow Sky [... + 1] 
Yes
Godspeed.
Q

#154 - 2017-11-15 03:25:29 (UTC+1)
Who �nanced 9-11? 
Who was Bin Laden's handler?
Why was the Clowns In America tasked to hunt/kill/capture UBL?
Why not MI?
If we found UBL, eliminated his security, why would we immediately kill him and not take him alive?
Why wouldn't we want to capture UBL alive and extract other possible T-level events?
Perhaps someday people will understand 'they' had a plan to conduct 'another' mass extinction event. 
WWI & II - orchestrated and planned by select families? 
Fantasy land.
Remember, the more people there are, the more power the people have.
Why do D's push for gun control 'directly' after every tragic incident? 
Why is this so very important to their agenda?
We, the people, are who they are afraid of.
We, the people, are who they fear will one day awake.
Our Father who art in heaven,
Hallowed be thy name.
Thy kingdom come.
Thy will be done
on earth as it is in heaven.
Give us this day our daily bread,
and forgive us our trespasses,
as we forgive those who trespass against us,
and lead us not into temptation,
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but deliver us from evil.
Q

#153 - 2017-11-15 03:25:09 (UTC+1)
For the coming days ahead.
Ask yourself an honest question, why would a billionaire who has it all, fame, fortune, a warm and loving family, friends, etc. want to endanger himself and h
by becoming POTUS? 
Why would he want to target himself and those he cares about? 
Does he need money?
Does he need fame?
What does he get out of this?
Does he want to make the US/world a better place for his family and for those good and decent people who have long been taken advantage of? 
Perhaps he could not stomach the thought of mass murders occurring to satisfy Moloch?
Perhaps he could not stomach the thought of children being kidnapped, drugged, and raped while leaders/law enforcement of the world turn a blind eye. 
Perhaps he was tired of seeing how certain races/countries were being constantly abused and kept in need/poor/and su�ering all for a speci�c purpose.
Perhaps he could not in good conscious see the world burn. 
Why, hours after the election, did seven people travel to an undisclosed location to hold a very private & highly secured/guarded meeting? 
Why didn't HRC give a concession speech? 
When was the last time a presidential candidate didn't personally give a concession speech?
What happens if the border remained open and the MSM continued to brainwash?
At what point do Patriots, and hard working men and woman, become the minority?
What about voting machines?
Who owns the voting machines?
What about voter ID laws?
Photo ID? When is it necessary and must be presented? Make a list. Laugh.
Reconcile.
Would the chances of defeating evil grow less and less with each passing year?
What does 'red line' mean? 
Why, again, were the arrests made in SA so very important? 
What strings were immediately cut?
Follow the money.
When does a bird sing?
Q

#152 - 2017-11-14 19:07:34 (UTC+1)
>>149402286
Isn't that curious?
What's below?
Q

#151 - 2017-11-14 18:51:10 (UTC+1)
How do you capture a very dangerous animal?
Do you attack it from the front?
Do you walk through the front door?
Do you signal ahead of time you will be attacking?
How do you distinguish between good and bad?
Who do you trust to keep secrets?
How do you prevent leaks?
Who do you trust to complete the mission?
How do you prevent warnings being sent?
Why is Adm R. so important?
Why was the source code to former NSA collection p's publicly released?
How do you blind the Clowns In America?
What was Snowden's primary mission?
What was Snowden's real primary mission?
Was Snowden truly acting on his own?
Nothing is as it appears.
What show is being put on by AG Sessions since his con�rmation?
What show is being put on by POTUS since AG Sessions' con�rmation?
Why was AG Sessions' con�rmation challenged heavily? 
Why was RR's con�rmation smooth and easy?
What was the vote count for RR?
Why did Sessions recuse himself?
Why is this relevant?
What group has vocally supported RM repeatedly?
How do you capture a very dangerous animal?
Who is best to conduct the attack?
What is the one force necessary to retain control?
Why does the US Military play such a vital role in this global game of RISK?
What is money without power?
Why did POTUS depart Manila 30 min ahead of schedule?
Why is AF1 landing in Hawaii? 
Does AF1 have in-air refueling ability?
Nothing is as it appears. 
What was the DC vote breakdown between Trump & Clinton?
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What is the nickname for DC?
Why would sealed indictments be outside of DC jurisdiction? 
What purpose would this serve?
Why are judicial appointments being rapidly completed?
Who can you trust? 
Have faith, Patriots.
Q

#150 - 2017-11-13 19:04:46 (UTC+1)
Distress cal[L]s to others will [d]o you/family no good at this stage. We know whe[R]e you/the family are at all times and can hear you breathing. 
Q

_D7g^-_%19FZBx_decline

#149 - 2017-11-12 23:37:54 (UTC+1)

#148 - 2017-11-12 23:10:49 (UTC+1)
NYT/Clowns In America article released today re: Q-group is a DIRECT attack/warning re: what is being dropped here.
Read between the lines.
Why was the article published today?
POTUS has been briefed. 
New measures active and in place. 
Update the graphic.

_DGB79FTWA-0ZjBT_19-T_yes
_Conf_13_pre-lau_yes
_HTzD09BA_conf_yes
_^yRTPCCA-7^DFWTAb_yes
_green1_green2_green3_green4_conf-ZDjTwT9Ry
Godspeed.
Q

#147 - 2017-11-12 22:34:56 (UTC+1)
>>149152383
This is a direct attack.
The article is disinfo but made to send a message to POTUS.
You are witnessing history.
Coincidence?
God be with us all.
Q

#146 - 2017-11-12 22:30:27 (UTC+1)
::::WARNING::::
This is not a game!
DIRECT ATTACK TODAY BY NYT/CLOWNS IN AMERICA:
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/12/us/nsa-shadow-brokers.html
Do you believe in coincidences? 
How many coincidences do you need before you believe?
This is the biggest insider drop in the history of the world. 
Pray.
Q

#145 - 2017-11-12 22:24:44 (UTC+1)
::::WARNING::::
This is not a game!
DIRECT ATTACK TODAY BY NYT/CLOWNS IN AMERICA:
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/12/us/nsa-shadow-brokers.html
Do you believe in coincidences? 
How many coincidences do you need before you believe?
This is the biggest insider drop in the history of the world. 
Pray.
Q

#144 - 2017-11-12 20:52:34 (UTC+1)
Patriots don't sleep.
40,000ft. v. necessary to understand [US]/SA/global events.
Paint the picture.
Decrease altitude (we will not �y that high again).
Higher the altitude greater the [risk] of conspiracy ST.
Many cannot/will not swallow.
What is No Such Agency - Q group?
Who has clearance to full picture?
Important. 
SIS is good.
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+++Adm R+++
What agency is at war w/ Clowns In America?
How does POTUS shift narrative?
(New) Age of Enlightenment. 
80% covert. 
20% public.
What has occurred over [th]e last several months?
C-info leaks? 
Operations (think SA + ???)?
CNN sale?
What co's rec large cash injections by Clowns In America (public)?
Why???
Who does [i]t hurt? 
Who control[s] the MSM? 
Primary objective from beginning: POTUS discredit MSM.
[W]hy is this relevant?
How is information transmitted?
How are people inform[e]d?
Why was Sarah A. C. attacked (hack-attempt)?
Why was Op[e]ration Mockingbird repeated?
Why was Jason Bourne (CIA/Dream) repeated?
Think social media platforms.
Who are the Wizards & Warloc[k]s? 
What council do the Wizards & Warlocks control?
Think Snowden (inside terms dropped).
Alice & Wonderland - understood.
Snow White - understood.
Iron Eagle?
Godfather III?
Speed?
Everything has meaning.
Disney is a distraction.
Senate & Congress = puppets (not all)(power shift).
For [GOD & COUNTRY].
For HUMANITY. 
GERONIMO.
Q

#143 - 2017-11-12 18:31:16 (UTC+1)
>>149123755
Con�rmed.
Go deeper.
Signatures are IMPORTANT.
Q

#142 - 2017-11-12 18:16:24 (UTC+1)
How did Soros replace family 'y'?
Who is family 'y'? 
Trace the bloodlines of these (3) families.
What happened during WWII?
Was Hitler a puppet?
Who was his handler?
What was the purpose?
What was the real purpose of the war? 
What age was GS?
What is the Soros family history?
What has occurred since the fall of N Germany?
Who is A. Merkel? 
What is A. Merkel's family history?
Follow the bloodline.
Who died on the Titanic?
What year did the Titanic sink?
Why is this relevant?
What 'exactly' happened to the Titanic?
What 'class of people' were guaranteed a lifeboat?
Why did select 'individuals' not make it into the lifeboats?
Why is this relevant?
How do we know who was on the lifeboats (D or A)?
How were names and bodies recorded back then?
When were tickets purchased for her maiden voyage? 
Who was 'speci�cally' invited?
Less than 10.
What is the FED?
What does the FED control?
Who controls the FED?
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Who approved the formation of the FED?
Why did H-wood glorify Titanic as a tragic love story?
Who lived in the movie (what man)?
Why is this relevant? 
Opposite is true.
What is brainwashing? 
What is a PSYOP?
What happened to the Hindenburg?
What really happened to the Hindenburg?
Who died during the 'accident'?
Why is this relevant?
What are sheep?
Who controls the narrative?
The truth would put 99% of people in the hospital. 
It must be controlled.
Snow White.
Iron Eagle.
Jason Bourne (CIA/Dream).
Q

#141 - 2017-11-12 05:53:04 (UTC+1)
Rogue operators are here.
Failed to shut down site. 
Protected.
This will only get worse. 
Archive and coordinate. 
Crumbs dropped will soon paint the full picture.
The picture will open the eyes of the world. 
We can't do it without you.
God bless you all.
Q

#140 - 2017-11-12 05:33:51 (UTC+1)
Wealth (over generations) buys power.
Power (over generations) buys more wealth/control.
More wealth/control buys countries and its people. 
Families combined (TRI) = NWO.
Inner TRI families will collapse.
What is the keystone?
What Nation dominates all others?
What Nation has in�uence over most others?
What is the keystone?
Return to SA.
Strings cut (+++).
Puppets (+++) in shadows.
Each side of the triangle controls a certain subsect of power brokers. 
Power brokers are also labeled as the puppets/servants. 
What is the New World Order?
Why did POTUS receive a sword dance when visiting SA? 
What does this mean culturally? 
Why is this relevant? 
What occurred in SA?
How did POTUS remove one side of the pyramid? 
What did POTUS receive while visiting China? 
Where did POTUS dine? 
What is the signi�cance? 
What if China, Russia, and others are coordinating w/ POTUS to eliminate the NWO?
Who controls NK?
Who really controls NK?
Who controls several agencies within the US, EU, and abroad? 
Why is No Such Agency so vital? 
Enormous scale of events currently ongoing. 
Why is Russia helping to kill ISIS? 
This is not easy to accept nor believe. 
Crumbs make bread.
Operations active.
Joint missions underway.
The world is �ghting back.
Refer back to graphic.
The Great Awakening.
Snow White.
Iron Eagle.
Jason Bourne (2016)(Dream/CIA).
Q
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#139 - 2017-11-12 05:33:13 (UTC+1)
List of Republicans, in the House and Senate, who have announced they will not seek re-election:
Bob Corker. 
Charlie Dent. 
Je� Flake. 
Lynn Jenkins.
Sam Johnson.
Raul Labrador.
Frank LoBiondo.
Tim Murphy.
Why is this relevant?
Re-read crumbs.
Q

#138 - 2017-11-12 05:32:49 (UTC+1)
Papua New Guinea: Bank of Papua New Guinea
Paraguay: Central Bank of Paraguay
Peru: Central Reserve Bank of Peru
Philip Pines: Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas
Poland: National Bank of Poland
Portugal: Bank of Portugal
Qatar: Qatar Central Bank
Romania: National Bank of Romania
Russia: Central Bank of Russia
Rwanda: National Bank of Rwanda
San Marino: Central Bank of the Republic of San Marino
Samoa: Central Bank of Samoa
Saudi Arabia: Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency
Senegal: Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO)
Serbia: National Bank of Serbia
Seychelles: Central Bank of Seychelles
Sierra Leone: Bank of Sierra Leone
Singapore: Monetary Authority of Singapore
Slovakia: National Bank of Slovakia
Slovenia: Bank of Slovenia
Solomon Islands: Central Bank of Solomon Islands
South Africa: South African Reserve Bank
Spain: Bank of Spain
Sri Lanka: Central Bank of Sri Lanka
Sudan: Bank of Sudan
Surinam: Central Bank of Suriname
Swaziland: The Central Bank of Swaziland
Sweden: Sveriges Riksbank
Switzerland: Swiss National Bank
Tajikistan: National Bank of Tajikistan
Tanzania: Bank of Tanzania
Thailand: Bank of Thailand
Togo: Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO)
Tonga: National Reserve Bank of Tonga
Trinidad and Tobago: Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia: Central Bank of Tunisia
Turkey: Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey
Uganda: Bank of Uganda
Ukraine: National Bank of Ukraine
United Arab Emirates: Central Bank of United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom: Bank of England
United States: Federal Reserve, Federal Reserve Bank of New York
Vanuatu: Reserve Bank of Vanuatu
Venezuela: Central Bank of Venezuela
Vietnam: The State Bank of Vietnam
Yemen: Central Bank of Yemen
Zambia: Bank of Zambia
Zimbabwe: Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe
The FED and the IRS
FACT: US Federal Reserve is a privately-owned company, sitting on its very own patch of land, immune to the US laws.
Q

#137 - 2017-11-12 05:32:20 (UTC+1)
Iraq: Central Bank of Iraq
Ireland: Central Bank and Financial Services Authority of Ireland
Israel: Bank of Israel
Italy: Bank of Italy
Jamaica: Bank of Jamaica
Japan: Bank of Japan
Jordan: Central Bank of Jordan
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Kazakhstan: National Bank of Kazakhstan
Kenya: Central Bank of Kenya
Korea: Bank of Korea
Kuwait: Central Bank of Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan: National Bank of the Kyrgyz Republic
Latvia: Bank of Latvia
Lebanon: Central Bank of Lebanon
Lesotho: Central Bank of Lesotho
Libya: Central Bank of Libya (Their most recent conquest)
Uruguay: Central Bank of Uruguay
Lithuania: Bank of Lithuania
Luxembourg: Central Bank of Luxembourg
Macao: Monetary Authority of Macao
Macedonia: National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia
Madagascar: Central Bank of Madagascar
Malawi: Reserve Bank of Malawi
Malaysia: Central Bank of Malaysia
Mali: Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO)
Malta: Central Bank of Malta
Mauritius: Bank of Mauritius
Mexico: Bank of Mexico
Moldova: National Bank of Moldova
Mongolia: Bank of Mongolia
Montenegro: Central Bank of Montenegro
Morocco: Bank of Morocco
Mozambique: Bank of Mozambique
Namibia: Bank of Namibia
Nepal: Central Bank of Nepal
Netherlands: Netherlands Bank
Netherlands Antilles: Bank of the Netherlands Antilles
New Zealand: Reserve Bank of New Zealand
Nicaragua: Central Bank of Nicaragua
Niger: Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO)
Nigeria: Central Bank of Nigeria
Norway: Central Bank of Norway
Oman: Central Bank of Oman
Pakistan: State Bank of Pakistan

#136 - 2017-11-12 05:31:41 (UTC+1)
Cayman Islands: Cayman Islands Monetary Authority
Central African Republic: Bank of Central African States
Chad: Bank of Central African States
Chile: Central Bank of Chile
China: The People's Bank of China
Colombia: Bank of the Republic
Comoros: Central Bank of Comoros
Congo: Bank of Central African States
Costa Rica: Central Bank of Costa Rica
C�te d'Ivoire: Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO)
Croatia: Croatian National Bank
Cuba: Central Bank of Cuba
Cyprus: Central Bank of Cyprus
Czech Republic: Czech National Bank
Denmark: National Bank of Denmark
Dominican Republic: Central Bank of the Dominican Republic
East Caribbean area: Eastern Caribbean Central Bank
Ecuador: Central Bank of Ecuador
Egypt: Central Bank of Egypt
El Salvador: Central Reserve Bank of El Salvador
Equatorial Guinea: Bank of Central African States
Estonia: Bank of Estonia
Ethiopia: National Bank of Ethiopia
European Union: European Central Bank
Fiji: Reserve Bank of Fiji
Finland: Bank of Finland
France: Bank of France
Gabon: Bank of Central African States
The Gambia: Central Bank of The Gambia
Georgia: National Bank of Georgia
Germany: Deutsche Bundesbank
Ghana: Bank of Ghana
Greece: Bank of Greece
Guatemala: Bank of Guatemala
Guinea Bissau: Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO)
Guyana: Bank of Guyana
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Haiti: Central Bank of Haiti
Honduras: Central Bank of Honduras
Hong Kong: Hong Kong Monetary Authority
Hungary: Magyar Nemzeti Bank
Iceland: Central Bank of Iceland
India: Reserve Bank of India
Indonesia: Bank Indonesia
Iran: The Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran

#135 - 2017-11-12 05:31:13 (UTC+1)
ROTHSCHILD OWNED & CONTROLLED BANKS:
Afghanistan: Bank of Afghanistan
Albania: Bank of Albania
Algeria: Bank of Algeria
Argentina: Central Bank of Argentina
Armenia: Central Bank of Armenia
Aruba: Central Bank of Aruba
Australia: Reserve Bank of Australia
Austria: Austrian National Bank
Azerbaijan: Central Bank of Azerbaijan Republic
Bahamas: Central Bank of The Bahamas
Bahrain: Central Bank of Bahrain
Bangladesh: Bangladesh Bank
Barbados: Central Bank of Barbados
Belarus: National Bank of the Republic of Belarus
Belgium: National Bank of Belgium
Belize: Central Bank of Belize
Benin: Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO)
Bermuda: Bermuda Monetary Authority
Bhutan: Royal Monetary Authority of Bhutan
Bolivia: Central Bank of Bolivia
Bosnia: Central Bank of Bosnia and Herzegovina
Botswana: Bank of Botswana
Brazil: Central Bank of Brazil
Bulgaria: Bulgarian National Bank
Burkina Faso: Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO)
Burundi: Bank of the Republic of Burundi
Cambodia: National Bank of Cambodia
Came Roon: Bank of Central African States
Canada: Bank of Canada - Banque du Canada

#134 - 2017-11-12 05:29:58 (UTC+1)
Why were the events in SA extraordinary? 
Who was arrested?
What will bank records provide? 
List names, family history, investment/ownership stakes, and point-to-point contacts.
EX: Alwaleed HUMA BO Citigroup US Control 
Why is this relevant? 
House of Saud.
House of Saud US Control
Follow the money.
What power shift recently occurred? 
Was a new King appointed? 
Coincidence?
Dark to LIGHT.
Why is this relevant?
One side of the triangle removed (1st time in history).
Other sides falling.
+++
++
+
Q

#133 - 2017-11-12 05:29:35 (UTC+1)
Hard to swallow.
Important to progress.
Who are the puppet masters?
House of Saud (6+++) - $4 Trillion+
Rothschild (6++) - $2 Trillion+
Soros (6+) - $1 Trillion+
Focus on above (3).
Public wealth disclosures - False.
Many governments of the world feed the 'Eye'. 
Think slush funds (feeder).
Think war (feeder).
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Think environmental pacts (feeder).
Triangle has (3) sides.
Eye of Providence.
Follow the bloodlines. 
What is the keystone?
Does Satan exist?
Does the 'thought' of Satan exist?
Who worships Satan?
What is a cult?
Epstein island. 
What is a temple?
What occurs in a temple?
Worship?
Why is the temple on top of a mountain?
How many levels might exist below?
What is the signi�cance of the colors, design and symbol above the dome? 
Why is this relevant?
Who are the puppet masters?
Have the puppet masters traveled to this island? 
When? How often? Why? 
"Vladimir Putin: The New World Order Worships Satan"
Q

#132 - 2017-11-10 22:04:51 (UTC+1)
>>148872136
Con�rmed.
Correct.
Q

#131 - 2017-11-10 21:55:14 (UTC+1)
POTUS NAT SEC E brie�ng 3:02am.
Please stand by.
Q

#130 - 2017-11-10 05:31:45 (UTC+1)

#129 - 2017-11-10 05:24:35 (UTC+1)
[C]los[I]ng [A]ct: 
Dismantled.
Impossible to clean. 
Operations --> [N]o [S]uch [A]gency
Q

#128 - 2017-11-10 05:07:15 (UTC+1)
Trip added.
[C]oordinated e�ort to misdirect.
Guide to reading the crumbs necessary to cont[I]nue.
Attached gr[A]phic is correct.
Linked graphics are incorrect and false.
Graphic is necessary and vital. 
Time stamp(s) and order [is] critical. 
Re-review graphic (in full) each day post news release.
Learn to distinguish between relevant/non-relevant news.
Disinformation is real.
Disinformation is necessary. 
Ex: US ML NG (1) False SA True
Why was this necessary?
What questions were asked re: SA prior to SA events? 
Why is this relevant? 
Think mirror.
Look there, or [here], or there, truth is behind you.
What is a map?
Why is a map useful?
What is a legend?
Why is a legend useful? 
What is a sequence?
Why is this relevant? 
When does a map become a guide? 
What is a keystone? 
Everything stated is relevant. 
Everything.
Future provides past. 
Map provides picture.
Picture provides 40,000ft. v.
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40,000ft. v. is classi�ed. 
Why is a map useful?
Think direction. 
Think full picture.
Who controls the narrative? 
Why is this relevant? 
What is a spell?
Who is asleep? 
Dissemination.
Attention on deck.
There is an active war on your mind.
Be [p]repared.
Ope[r]ations underway.
Operators [a]ctive. 
Graphic is essential. 
Find the ke[y]stone.
Moves and countermoves. 
They never thought she would lose. 
Snow white.
Godfather III.
Iron Eagle. 
Q

#127 - 2017-11-08 01:05:59 (UTC+1)
The graphic is your key.
Let's pause and say hello to the rogue intelligence agencies currently monitoring these threads. 
Was the money worth it?
Titanic.
Q

#126 - 2017-11-08 00:56:17 (UTC+1)
Previous was deleted. Curious.
+++ 
++
+
Q

#125 - 2017-11-08 00:43:57 (UTC+1)

#124 - 2017-11-08 00:34:55 (UTC+1)
+++
++
+
Q

#123 - 2017-11-06 23:07:57 (UTC+1)
Nothing is random.
Everything has meaning.
+++
Q

#122 - 2017-11-06 22:52:48 (UTC+1)
What does money buy?
How do you prevent tampering? 
Why are most forms of media left-wing?
Why is H-wood left-wing?
Why is the narrative so important?
Why do liberals defer to racism w/o proof?
No proof.
Who is HRC's mentor?
What party was he a�liated with?
Proof.
What party formed the KKK?
What party formed the Confederacy? 
What party abolished slavery?
Why are D's attempting to erase history?
Is the black pop truly free today or enslaved by the D party?
Refer back to black pop crumbs.
Why is this relevant?
Why is there an attack the day after bad news is published (D)?
Do you believe in coincidences? 
Paint the picture. 
Crumbs will make bread.
Operations underway.
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Operators active.
Pray.
Snow White.
Godfather III.
Q

#121 - 2017-11-06 22:52:24 (UTC+1)
Why were the acts that recently occurred in SA so critically important?
What US assets are in place in/near SA?
What assurances were made to protect the Kingdom?
Who shot down the missile from Yemen?
POTUS declassify_speech_Jap_11_5
Was it really from Yemen?
How do we know?
Why is this relevant?
Who are the puppets?
Who are the puppet masters?
Who pulls the strings?
What provides power?
What if US elections can be rigged?
How are JFK, Reagan, and Trump di�erent from the rest? 
Why did JFK surround himself w/ family much like POTUS?
What if it was bought and paid for?
How would this be possible?
Why are there no voting ID laws in place?
What do you need an ID for? List. Compare. Laugh.
What is the argument for not allowing voter ID laws to be enacted?
Why are immigrants important? (MB)(Votes)(Attacks)
Why are illegals important? (MS13)(Votes)(187)
Why is open border important?
What did BO say on the campaign trail last year to illegals within the US?
What did BO encourage?
Was this illegal?
Who owns sizeable stakes in voter machine co's?
Who decides what voter machines are used in elections?
Why are some 'important' counties still manually/hand counted?
God save us.
Q

#120 - 2017-11-06 22:51:56 (UTC+1)
Why, by coincidence, is there a terrorist attack (or mental health c-level attack) within a short time post negative D news?
Do you believe in coincidences?
They think you are stupid. Puppets w/o power. They want your guns. Why? No power left.
Who funds ISIS?
What email published by WL connects SA/Qatar to ISIS?
Was HRC connected?
Why is this relevant?
Why is controlling the narrative important?
Do most people investigate for themselves or simply follow?
Why is the MSM so hostile towards POTUS?
Who controls the MSM?
Why, each and every day, is the MSM pushing a particular topic?
Coordinated? 
Who sets the narrative for the day?
How is the narrative communicated to the MSM?
What does the NSA/MI have (at least what you know of) that allows for data collection?
Think Snowden.
Why is the NSA limited re: ability to capture and unmask US persons? 
Who sets the narrative?
US persons?
Who can violate this rule?
Who cannot violate this rule?
Why is Adm R so important? 
Who wanted him �red?
Why?
Why wasn't Adm R replaced by POTUS when taking o�ce?
Why is this relevant?
Who has the ultimate power to designate classi�cation? 
Who ultimately sets classi�cation?
Why is this relevant?
Fantasy land.
Q

#119 - 2017-11-06 22:51:29 (UTC+1)
What is money �ow disruption?
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List the Billionaires.
What family history goes back pre_WW1/2?
Why is this relevant? 
Why did the Bush family recently break silence and attack POTUS?
Coincidence pre SA arrests?
Who audits the billions paid for war? 
Who audits the billions paid for environment policy (side note)?
Where do the funds go? 
O�shore? 
To who / which entity and/or org?
What slush fund was recently terminated by AG Sessions?
What is Fast & Furious?
What is the underlying theme? 
MONEY.
Who controls the FED?
How did political leaders/'talking heads' accum assets in excess of $5mm+? 
What was the net worth for each prior to taking o�ce?
Reconcile. 
Why is this relevant?
Snow White.
Godfather III.
Q

#118 - 2017-11-06 22:50:59 (UTC+1)
What family was permitted to leave immediately after 9-11?
Who authorized the departure?
Why is this relevant?
Was anyone else permitted to leave?
Repeat.
Was anyone else permitted to leave?
Was it a private plane?
What can private planes carry v commercial?
What airport did they arrive/depart from?
What was carried on a private plane to Iran?
Why was the Bin Laden family here during 9-11?
Coincidence? 
How does SA connect to the Bin Laden family?
Who in SA is connected speci�cally to the Bin Laden family?
What did they deliver?
To who?
Why?
What does money buy?
Why are the events in SA relevant to the above?
Who is the �nancial backer for human tra�cking? 
Who is the 'broker' for underage sex?
Think SA.
How does FB & Instagram play a role in capture?
Think 'Taken'. 
Fantasy right?
Why do select senior political o�cials have foundations/institutes? 
What is money laundering?
What does money buy?
Why is this relevant?
What other people were arrested in SA?
What are their backgrounds?
Are any connected to the Podesta Group?
Why is this relevant?
What do you need in order to prosecute senior political o�cials?
How do you avoid public misconception? 
How do you justify counter-political attacks to the mass public?
Why is information so vital?
Is the country divided?
Why does the MSM portray the country as being divided?
Why is this relevant?
Q

#117 - 2017-11-06 22:50:33 (UTC+1)
Why was the arrest of Alwaleed and others important?
How is Alwaleed and BO tied to HUMA?
Why did Alwaleed �nance BO pre-political days?
Why did Alwaleed �nance BO pre-political days?
What is HUMA? De�ne.
What book was BO caught reading?
Why was this immediately disregarded as false?
What is 'Post-American World by Fareed Zakaria'?
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Why is this relevant? 
Why would the President of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA be reading this book?
What church did BO attend as pre-POTUS?
Who was BO's mentor?
How is Alwaleed and HRC connected?
Who was HRC's mentor?
How is Alwaleed and Bush Sr./Jr. connected?
What occurred post 9-11?
What war did we enter into?
What was the purpose and disclosures given re: justi�cation?
Who �nanced 9-11?
Why, recently, are classi�ed 9-11 pages being released?
What just occurred in SA?
What FOIA docs are being publicly released (recently)?
Why is this relevant? 
What information is contained within these c-releases?
Why is C Wray important with regards to these releases?
What does money laundering mean?
What is the single biggest event that can generate many nation states to payout billions?
Who audits where the money goes?
$15,000 for a toothbrush?
Reconcile. 
Why did we attack Iraq?
Halliburton. 
Who are they?
What do they specialize in? 
What is oil �eld service?
Why is this relevant?
What 'senior' level political o�cials are a�liated w/ Halliburton? 
What is the primary goal?
What is the primary mode of in�uence that drives corruption? 
What does money buy?
How is this connected to SA?
How is this connected to Alwaleed?
How is this connected to LV?
Q

#116 - 2017-11-06 22:48:58 (UTC+1)
Crumb dump incoming fast.
Archive immediately.
Upload to graphic.
Q

#115 - 2017-11-06 06:23:34 (UTC+1)
>>148186000
!!!!!!!!!!!

#114 - 2017-11-06 05:56:55 (UTC+1)
US Military = savior of mankind.
We will never forget. 
Fantasy land.
God save us all.
Q

#113 - 2017-11-06 05:53:46 (UTC+1)
Social media platforms.
Top 10 shareholders of Facebook?
Top 10 shareholders of Twitter?
Top 10 shareholders of Reddit?
Why is SA relevant? 
MSM.
Controlling stakes in NBC/MSNBC?
Controlling stakes in ABC?
Controlling stakes in CBS?
Controlling stakes in CNN?
Investor(s) in Fox News?
Why is this relevant?
What is Operation Mockingbird?
Active?
Who is A Cooper?
What is A Cooper's background?
Why is this relevant?
Snow White.
Godfather III.
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Speed.
Q

#112 - 2017-11-06 05:46:24 (UTC+1)
Important to archive.
Above & next drops have high probability of shutting down /pol/. 
It is being safeguarded for these transmissions but not 100% secure.
Who owns /pol/?
Why is this platform being used?
What recent events almost occurred re: /pol/?
Why is this relevant?
Stay alert in main US cities (DC), sporting events, and other conservative gatherings. 
Repeat.
Stay alert in main US cities (DC), sporting events, and other conservative gatherings.
More false �ags imminent. 
Elections (tues) no longer matter at this stage.
Snow White.
Godfather III.
Above will have context as news unfolds.
Summarize and paint the picture.
Critical. 
Q

#111 - 2017-11-06 05:34:15 (UTC+1)
Important Context:
What have you learned about HUMA?
What organization is HUMA?
Which US President is a�liated w/ HUMA?
Why is this relevant?
What year(s) did this occur?
Who funded on behalf this President?
Why is this relevant?
What year(s) did this occur?
What just happened in SA?
Who was arrested?
Funds frozen.
Why would this former President be funded pre-political days?
Repeat.
Important.
Why would this former President be funded pre-political days?
Why is the relevance?
Was the MB a�liated to any of these organizations/people?
Fast forward.
Why are the events in SA so important?
Why was JK in SA recently?
Why was POTUS' last Tweet re: SA prior to the happening?
Why was POTUS' Twitter taken down days before under cover of a rogue employee? 
Refocus again.
Who was arrested in SA?
Any ownership stakes in US co's?
Why is this relevant?
Twitter.
Las Vegas.
Recent events.
Why would investment be made in a former President pre-political days?
What year(s) did this occur?
What faith does HUMA represent? 
What faith does the MB represent?
What faith does Huma represent?
Who are the bad actors?
Who funds majority of US 'senior' politicians?
Fantasy land.
Fantasy land.
Was the former President of the United States groomed to be Command in Chief? 
Is this possible? 
Is the US political / election system corrupt?
Who owns poll machines?
Soros?
Why is this relevant?
They never thought she would lose.
They never thought she would lose.
Fantasy land.
Fantasy land.
The complete picture would put 99% of Americans (the World) in a hospital. 
POTUS is our savior.
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Pray.
Operators are active.
We are at war.
Goodnight BO.
Snow White.
Godfather III.
Q

#110 - 2017-11-06 02:08:46 (UTC+1)
MSM.
CIA counter-ops.
Will all fall down.
Q

#109 - 2017-11-06 02:06:36 (UTC+1)
>>148156518
Amen brother.
Q

#108 - 2017-11-06 02:03:07 (UTC+1)
>>148155375
Nothing is as it seems, Anon.
What occurred?
It �ushed BO out.
Why is that relevant?
Analyze time stamps of my go message to BO's Tweet.
Q

#107 - 2017-11-06 01:59:21 (UTC+1)
Code:
May God also grant all of us the wisdom to ask what concrete steps we can take to reduce the violence and weaponry in our midst.
Note when we just sent the go orders and when this Tweet went live. 
Coincidence?
Pray.
Q

#106 - 2017-11-06 01:57:33 (UTC+1)
>>148154996
Nothing is a coincidence. 
We are at war.
SA cut the strings.
They are scrambling for cover and using any means necessary out of their remaining power/control.
God bless.
Q

#105 - 2017-11-06 01:54:47 (UTC+1)
Please pray.
Operators are in harms way.
High risk.
High value targets.
Please pause and give thanks to those who would die to save our republic.
More to follow.
Q

#104 - 2017-11-06 01:49:15 (UTC+1)
Now is the time to pray.
We're operational.
God bless the United States of America.
Q

#103 - 2017-11-06 01:34:57 (UTC+1)
>>148151281
POTUS
You are all heroes.
Come home safe.
Godspeed.

#102 - 2017-11-06 01:17:35 (UTC+1)
14.5995� N, 120.9842� E
_Conf_UDT_green_
^_Sj69ETC-
Godspeed.

#101 - 2017-11-06 01:08:10 (UTC+1)
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>>148147343
Graphic con�rmed.
Q
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#100 - 2017-11-06 00:41:11 (UTC+1)
Who is the Queen of England?
How long in power?
With power comes corruption.
What happened to Diana? 
What did she �nd out?
Why was she running?
Who did she entrust to help her �ee?
What was the cover?
Why is this relevant? 
Why now?
Old.
Connection.
News.
Bad actor.
London Mayor. 
Background?
A�liation?
Connection to Queen?
British MI6 agents dead.
When?
How?
What was reported?
What really happened?
Why is this relevant?
Wealth.
Corruption.
Secret society.
Evil.
Germany.
Merkel.
Migrants.
Why are migrants important?
Assets.
What are assets?
De�ne assets?
Why are migrants so important?
What are assets?
Why are migrants so important?
What are assets?
Why are migrants so important?
Operations.
Satan.
Who follows?
What political leaders worship Satan?
What does an upside down cross represent?
Who wears openly?
Why?
Who is she connected to?
Why is this relevant?
Spirit cooking.
What does Spirit Cooking represent?
Cult.
What is a cult?
Who is worshipped?
Why is this relevant?
Snow White
Godfather III
Speed.
Q

#99 - 2017-11-06 00:40:38 (UTC+1)
US assets.
Location.
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Who was arrested in SA?
De�ne.
Background?
HUMA.
Foundations?
Institutes? 
Soros.
Who was killed in SA?
Who �red?
Who really �red?
Why would we �re?
Follow the money.
Who pulls the strings?
Strings detached.
Open season on puppets.
Who are the puppets?
Where are the puppets?
Global.
MSM.
Mockingbird.
Secret agents.
A. Cooper family background?
Why is this relevant?
Q

#98 - 2017-11-06 00:16:51 (UTC+1)
>>148136656
Graphic is good. 
Please update and continue to log. 
Important more than you know.
Review each sentence post happenings.
Big picture.
Signatures have necessary meaning.
Snow White.
Godfather III.
Q

#97 - 2017-11-06 00:15:25 (UTC+1)
Game Theory.
De�ne.
Why is this relevant?
Moves and countermoves. 
Who is the enemy?
False �ags.
Shooter identi�cation.
Shooter history.
Shooter background.
Shooter family.
MS13.
De�ne hostage.
De�ne leverage.
MS13.
Shooter.
Family.
Hostage.
Force.
Narrative.
Race.
Background.
Why is this relevant?
Flynn.
What is Flynn's background?
What was his rank?
Was he involved in intel ops?
What access or special priv?
Why is this relevant?
Set up.
Who wins?
Who becomes exposed?
Who knows where the bodies are buried? 
Who has access?
What is MI?
Who was part of MI during BO term?
Who was �red during BO term (MI)?
Why is this relevant?
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Re-read complete crumb graphic (con�rmed good).
Paint the picture.
Disinformation exists and is necessary.
10 days.
Darnkess.
War.
Good v. Evil.
Roadmap of big picture is here.
Review post happenings.
Clari�ed.
Crumbs not only for /pol/.
The silent ones.
Others monitoring (friends and enemies).
Instructions.
Snow White.
Godfather III.
Q

#96 - 2017-11-05 08:26:35 (UTC+1)
>>148033380
Amazing how things make sense once you are asked a question. 
That's the entire point of this operation.
It's up to you all to collect, archive (safely), and distribute in a graphic that is in order with the crumb dumbs. 
It will all make sense.
Once it does, we look to you to spread and get the word out. 
Time stamps will help you validate authenticity. 
Your President needs your help.
He wants full transparency for the great people of this country.
Everything stated is for a reason.
God bless, Patriots.
Q

#95 - 2017-11-05 08:17:24 (UTC+1)
What happened in SA will happen here, Asia, and EU. 
Keep digging and keep organizing the info into graphics (critical).
God bless.
Hillary & Saudi Arabia
Snow White
Godfather III
Q

#94 - 2017-11-05 08:14:12 (UTC+1)
>>148032489
Review my other threads.
This is why complete graphics are so important.
BO paid the debt prior to leaving o�ce.
HRC is not currently in SA.
Bill wants a deal.
Playing the former President card.
Watch the cookie quickly crumble.
Where does Soros �t in?
Godfather III

#93 - 2017-11-05 08:06:00 (UTC+1)
>>148031978
Correction:
HRC was a puppet but her strings were recently cut. 
She's now on her own and �ghting for her life.
Q

#92 - 2017-11-05 06:55:46 (UTC+1)
Seth Rich only mentioned because it directly relates to SA.
Las Vegas.
What hotel did the 'reported' gun�re occur from?
What �oors speci�cally?
Who owns the top �oors? 
Top �oors only.
Why is that relevant?
What was the shooter's name? 
What was his net worth?
How do you identify a spook?
What can historical data collection reveal? 
Was there any eye witnesses?
Who?
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Was he registered as a security guard?
Why is MS13 important?
What doesn't add up?
Was there only one shooter?
Why was JFK released?
What do the JFK �les infer? 
Was there only one shooter?
Who was in LV during this time?
What was the real mission?
Speculate.
Why are survivors dying randomly?
What do each of these survivors have in common?
Did they talk on social media?
What did they say?
Were they going to form a group?
Why is this relevant?
How did they die?
What CIA report was released by WK?
What can control a car?
How did the (2) of the survivors die?
Car crash?
How does this connect to SA?
What just happened in SA?
Who owns the top �oors of the hotel?
What happened today in SA?
To who speci�cally?
Was POTUS in LV that night? 
Yes/no?
Why was he there?
Who did he have a classi�ed meeting with?
Did AF1 land at McCarran? 
What unmarked tail numbers �ew into McCarren that night?
Trace AF1 that entire day.
What do you notice?
Classi�ed. 
Q

#91 - 2017-11-05 06:50:56 (UTC+1)
Why is MS13 a priority?
Could people pay such gangs to kill opponents and why / how to insulate against exposure?
The truth is mind blowing and cannot fully be exposed. These people are evil.
Why wasn't HRC prosecuted for the emails? 
Put simply, Obama ultimately OK'd by using the non govt email addy to communicate w/ Clinton. Obama also had an alias along with each of his cabinet me
Therefore indicting HRC would lead to indicting Obama & his cabinet etc which could never happen. 
Remember he lied about knowing but that ultimately came out in the dump. Poof!
Snow White
Godfather III
Q

#90 - 2017-11-05 06:39:41 (UTC+1)
>>148029846
Con�rmed.
Classi�ed.
((HRC))
Q

#89 - 2017-11-05 06:35:58 (UTC+1)
>>148028820
Thank you Anon.
FBI/MI currently have open investigation into the CF. 
Why didn't Comey drop this? 
Who was the FBI director during the Haiti crisis? How many kids disappeared? 
How much money was sent to CF under disguise of Haiti relief and actually went to Haiti? 
What countries donated big money to CF?
SA?
Why is this relevant?
Snow White
Q

#88 - 2017-11-05 06:31:00 (UTC+1)
Ten days.
Darkness.
Scare tactics (MSM).
D's falling.
R's walk-away/removed.
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SA --> US --> Asia --> EU
Disinformation is real.
Distractions are necessary.
Focus was US today while real happening in SA under same context (military control, martial law, missile strike (rogue) etc). 
Necessary. 
POTUS' Twitter attack (see above).
Important.
Why is this relevant?
What was the last Tweet by POTUS prior to SA?
Why is this relevant?
SA (1), US (2), Asia (3), EU (4).
Where is POTUS?
Why is this relevant?
Military operations.
Operators in US.
Snow White
The Great Awakening
Godfather III
Q

#87 - 2017-11-05 06:12:48 (UTC+1)
My signatures all reference upcoming events about to drop if this hasn't been caught on.
Snow White
Godfather III
Q

#86 - 2017-11-05 06:10:37 (UTC+1)
>>148021760
Finally. 
Correct reference.
Saudi Arabia - The Bloody Wonderland. 
=Alice & Wonderland signatures 
Study.
Important.
Q

#85 - 2017-11-05 06:06:58 (UTC+1)
Who funds MS13?
Why did BO instruct HS & BP to release MS13 captures at the border? 
What agency has direct ties to (2) major drug cartels?
Why is AG Sessions / POTUS prioritizing the removal of MS13?
Why is AG Sessions / POTUS prioritizing building the wall? 
Immigration?
Drugs?
Who do you hire for a hit? 
Who can be eliminated after the job is complete?
Seth Rich.
Who was found dead (2) shortly after his murder?
What a�liation did they have?
Classi�ed. 
Q

#84 - 2017-11-05 06:03:28 (UTC+1)
Please add crumbs above in new complete graphic. 
Organized and in order.
Critical for understanding and review.
Spider web.
Hillary & Saudi Arabia (Alice & Wonderland)(see above).
This is staged and deliberate. 
Snow White
Godfather lll
Q

#83 - 2017-11-05 05:51:20 (UTC+1)
Simpli�ed.
Alice & Wonderland.
Hillary & Saudi Arabia.
References:
Hillary Clinton in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll.
Saudi Arabia - the Bloody Wonderland.
Q

#82 - 2017-11-05 05:49:24 (UTC+1)
[Repost]Things need to be solved to understand what is about to happen.
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Let's start w/ Alice & Wonderland.
Hillary Clinton in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll.
Saudi Arabia - the Bloody Wonderland.
Q

#81 - 2017-11-05 05:47:38 (UTC+1)
When big news drops please re-read entire graphic.
This is so critical and why information is provided in a certain order and why some topics are continually emphasized more than others as those will be the 
happenings. 
This is the purpose of this new thread (re-organize).
Snow White
Wizards & Warlocks.
Q

#80 - 2017-11-05 05:44:18 (UTC+1)
We need to get organized.
Things need to be solved to understand what is about to happen.
Let's start w/ Alice & Wonderland.
Hillary Clinton in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll.
Saudi Arabia - the Bloody Wonderland.
Snow White.
Wizards & Warlocks. 
Q

#79 - 2017-11-05 05:16:50 (UTC+1)
Graphic is right.
Add above points to graphic.
Stay organized.
Q

#78 - 2017-11-05 05:15:52 (UTC+1)
[Repost Lost]
Disinformation is real.
Distractions are necessary.
SA is the primary, US is secondary, (Asia/EU)...
Alice & Wonderland.
Q

[Repost Lost]
What was POTUS' last Tweet (prior to)?
To who was it addressed?
When was POTUS' Twitter taken down?
Why is this relevant?
What was POTUS' last Tweet (prior to)?
Who was it addressed to speci�cally?
When was POTUS' Twitter taken down?
Has this ever happened before?
Why now?
Coincidence?
How many times did the attack occur (secondary clean up)?
What is the purpose of tracking?
What is the purpose of disruption?
Why did POTUS have military guards (uniform) while in HI?
Why is this relevant?
Do military guards (uniform) typically assist the USSS?
Why is this relevant?
What �ying object was recently shot down?
Why is this relevant?
How precise is geo tracking (non-public c-level pro)?
Why is this relevant?
Alice & Wonderland.
Q

[Repost Lost]
Q = Alice
You'll soon understand the meaning behind Alice "&" Wonderland.
Everything has meaning.
God bless.
Q

#77 - 2017-11-05 05:15:27 (UTC+1)
[Repost Lost]
Follow HUMA.
Who connects HRC/CF to SA?
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Why is this relevant?
Who is the Muslim Brotherhood?
Who has ties to the MB?
Who is Awan?
What is the Awan Group?
Where do they have o�ces?
Why is this relevant?
De�ne cash laundering.
What is the relationship between SA & Pakistan?
Why is this relevant?
Why would SA provide tens of millions of dollars to US senior gov't o�cials?
What does SA obtain in exchange for payment?
Why is access important?
What happened when HRC lost the election of 2016?
How much money was provided to the CF by SA during 15/16?
HRC lost.
Loss of access/power/control.
Does repayment of funds to SA occur? If so, how?
Why did BO send billions in cash to Iran?
Why wasn't Congress noti�ed?
Why was this classi�ed under 'State Secrets'?
Who has access to 'State Secrets'?
Where did the planes carrying the cash depart from and land?
Did the planes all land in the same location?
How many planes carried the cash?
Why is this relevant?
What does this have to do w/ NK?
What does this have to do w/ SA/CF cash donations?
What does this have to do w/ ISIS?
What does this have to do w/ slush funds?
Why is SA so vitally important?
Follow the money.
Who has the money?
What is happening in SA today?
Why is this relevant?
Who was Abdullah bin Abdulaziz?
What events transpired directly thereafter?
How was POTUS greeted compared to other former US President's when in SA?
Why is this relevant?
What is the meaning of this tradition?
What coincidentally was the last Tweet sent out by POTUS?
Why is this relevant?
Was that an instruction of some kind?
To who?
Why is this relevant?
Where was POTUS when that Tweet was sent?
Why is that relevant?
What attack took place in SA as operations were undertaken? Flying objects.
What US operators are currently in SA?
Why is this relevant?
Questions provide answers.
Alice & Wonderland.

#76 - 2017-11-05 05:15:02 (UTC+1)
[Repost Lost]
Martial law declared in SA.
Why is this relevant?
How much money was donated to CF by SA?
How much money was donated to John M Institute by SA?
How much money was donated to Pelosi Foundation?
How much money was donated to CS by SA?
What other bad actors have been paid by SA (bribed)(Not just D's)?
Why did the Bush family recently come out against POTUS?
Who is good?
What are the laws in SA v. US (charged criminals)?
What information might be gained by these detainees?
Why is this important?
SA ---> US
What force is actively deployed in SA?
NG?
Have faith.
These, the crumbs, in time, will equate to the biggest drops ever disclosed in our history.
Remember, disinformation is real.
God bless.
Alice & Wonderland.
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The Great Awakening.
Q

#75 - 2017-11-05 05:14:37 (UTC+1)
By the time POTUS returns from his trip the world will be a di�erent place.
Godfather lll
Alice & Wonderland
Alice (Lewis Carroll) =
The Bloody Wonderland =

[Repost]
Why did JK travel to SA recently?
What is SA known for?
Where do the biggest donations originate from?
Why is this relevant?
What else is relevant w/ SA?
Safe harbor?
Port of transfer?
Why was there a recent smear campaign against JK and POTUS?
Why is the timing important?
---------------------------

#74 - 2017-11-05 01:28:58 (UTC+1)
Q = Alice
You'll soon understand the meaning behind Alice "&" Wonderland. 
Everything has meaning.
God bless.
Q

#73 - 2017-11-05 01:22:08 (UTC+1)
What was POTUS' last Tweet (prior to)?
To who was it addressed?
When was POTUS' Twitter taken down?
Why is this relevant?
What was POTUS' last Tweet (prior to)?
Who was it addressed to speci�cally?
When was POTUS' Twitter taken down?
Has this ever happened before?
Why now?
Coincidence? 
How many times did the attack occur (secondary clean up)?
What is the purpose of tracking?
What is the purpose of disruption?
Why did POTUS have military guards (uniform) while in HI?
Why is this relevant? 
Do military guards (uniform) typically assist the USSS?
Why is this relevant?
What �ying object was recently shot down?
Why is this relevant?
How precise is geo tracking (non-public c-level pro)?
Why is this relevant?
Alice & Wonderland.
Q

#72 - 2017-11-05 00:44:06 (UTC+1)
>>147977181
Very smart, Anon.
Disinformation is real.
Distractions are necessary.
SA is the primary, US is secondary, (Asia/EU)...
Alice & Wonderland.
Q

#71 - 2017-11-05 00:33:30 (UTC+1)
Follow HUMA.
Who connects HRC/CF to SA?
Why is this relevant?
Who is the Muslim Brotherhood? 
Who has ties to the MB?
Who is Awan? 
What is the Awan Group?
Where do they have o�ces?
Why is this relevant? 
De�ne cash laundering.
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What is the relationship between SA & Pakistan? 
Why is this relevant? 
Why would SA provide tens of millions of dollars to US senior gov't o�cials?
What does SA obtain in exchange for payment?
Why is access important?
What happened when HRC lost the election of 2016?
How much money was provided to the CF by SA during 15/16?
HRC lost.
Loss of access/power/control. 
Does repayment of funds to SA occur? If so, how?
Why did BO send billions in cash to Iran? 
Why wasn't Congress noti�ed?
Why was this classi�ed under 'State Secrets'?
Who has access to 'State Secrets'?
Where did the planes carrying the cash depart from and land?
Did the planes all land in the same location?
How many planes carried the cash?
Why is this relevant? 
What does this have to do w/ NK?
What does this have to do w/ SA/CF cash donations? 
What does this have to do w/ ISIS?
What does this have to do w/ slush funds?
Why is SA so vitally important? 
Follow the money.
Who has the money? 
What is happening in SA today? 
Why is this relevant? 
Who was Abdullah bin Abdulaziz?
What events transpired directly thereafter? 
How was POTUS greeted compared to other former US President's when in SA? 
Why is this relevant? 
What is the meaning of this tradition? 
What coincidentally was the last Tweet sent out by POTUS? 
Why is this relevant?
Was that an instruction of some kind? 
To who?
Why is this relevant? 
Where was POTUS when that Tweet was sent?
Why is that relevant?
What attack took place in SA as operations were undertaken? Flying objects.
What US operators are currently in SA?
Why is this relevant? 
Questions provide answers. 
Alice & Wonderland.

#70 - 2017-11-05 00:02:02 (UTC+1)
[Repost]
Why did JK travel to SA recently?
What is SA known for?
Where do the biggest donations originate from?
Why is this relevant?
What else is relevant w/ SA?
Safe harbor?
Port of transfer?
Why was there a recent smear campaign against JK and POTUS?
Why is the timing important?
---------------------------
Martial law declared in SA.
Why is this relevant?
How much money was donated to CF by SA?
How much money was donated to John M Institute by SA?
How much money was donated to Pelosi Foundation?
How much money was donated to CS by SA?
What other bad actors have been paid by SA (bribed)(Not just D's)?
Why did the Bush family recently come out against POTUS?
Who is good?
What are the laws in SA v. US (charged criminals)?
What information might be gained by these detainees? 
Why is this important?
SA ---> US
What force is actively deployed in SA? 
NG?
Have faith.
These, the crumbs, in time, will equate to the biggest drops ever disclosed in our history. 
Remember, disinformation is real.
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God bless.
Alice & Wonderland.
The Great Awakening. 
Q

#69 - 2017-11-03 22:56:13 (UTC+1)
God speed to those who will be put in harms way. You are the bravest men and women on earth. 
We will never forget.
All share one title in common and that is the title of "Hero."
"The LORD is my shepherd, I lack nothing. He makes me lie down in green pastures, he leads me beside quiet waters, he refreshes my soul. He guides me a
right paths for his name's sake. Even though I walk through the darkest valley, I will fear no evil, for you are with me; your rod and your sta�, they comfort m
prepare a table before me in the presence of my enemies. You anoint my head with oil; my cup over�ows. Surely your goodness and love will follow me all t
my life, and I will dwell in the house of the LORD forever."

#68 - 2017-11-03 22:38:03 (UTC+1)
What data just dropped?
Why is this relevant?
HUMA.
HUMA.
HUMA.
Where is HUMA?
Who is HUMA connected to?
What organization?
What is HUMA's family history?
How did HUMA meet HRC?
What did HRC say about HUMA that demonstrates how close they are?
Why are D's dropping HRC all of a sudden?
Were deals made w/ select D's?
Can we expose every crooked politician? 
70%.
HUMA.
Follow HUMA.
Alice & Wonderland.

#67 - 2017-11-03 22:33:30 (UTC+1)
Where is John Podesta?
Where is Tony Podesta?
Did one or both escape the country and was let out?
WHERE IS BO?
WHERE WAS BO YESTERDAY?
What is the di�erence between commercial and private re: security clearance for departure? 
Who is the TSA head?
Which party did he contribute to?
What is of particular interest when researching?
How does HS interact w/ TSA? 
What updated post 9-11 protocols were put in place to prevent/stop inbound/outbound C-level targets?
What local airports are in close proximity to DC?
What happened shortly after 9-11 (speci�cally with all aircraft)? 
Who was authorized to depart? ONLY 1 PLANE was authorized during this 'mandatory forced grounding'.
Who SPECIFICALLY authorized this?
What airport did the departure take place at?
Why is this relevant? 
How does it tie together?
Podesta's plane has military escort (i.e. tag) and is being diverted (forced down).
Short delay.
This will be leaked.
Watch the news.
Have faith.
What fake news anchor will not be on air tonight?
Why is this relevant?
What was stated in the past?
Where did the $18b from Soros go?
Why?
Can it be used by bad actors (escape, bribes, rogue contractors, etc.)?
Slush fund?
Did the US gov't seize/stop/track other slush funds that prevent or create risk to operate?
Why did JK travel to SA recently? 
What is SA known for?
Where do the biggest donations originate from? 
Why is this relevant? 
What else is relevant w/ SA? 
Safe harbor? 
Port of transfer?
Why was there a recent smear campaign against JK and POTUS? 
Why is the timing important?
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Who released the article? 
The council of Wizards & Warlocks cannot be defeated.
Nice view up here.
Q

#66 - 2017-11-03 01:19:28 (UTC+1)
>>147688276
Let's be real clear.
The CIA just attacked the Command and Chief which was immediately detected by NSA/MI and alerted to POTUS. 
Re-review all my crumbs including today/yesterday/weekend. 
What does this mean?
What actions are immediately occurring? 
If this leaks, or the immediate action ongoing at Langley, you'll have your veri�cation ahead of schedule.
Q

#65 - 2017-11-03 01:07:18 (UTC+1)
:::::Flash Tra�c:::::
Three letter agency embedded tracking/up-channel into POTUS' Twitter to speci�cally target through specialized geo and send his location.
We anticipated this (see post a few hours ago).
It has begun.
Perhaps more posts to follow as expected imminent departure. 
Q

#64 - 2017-11-03 00:31:24 (UTC+1)
Fellow Patriots,
I'm being advised actions have created accelerated counter-actions.
We have not yet ascertained the scope of the attack. 
Watch the news outlets.
POTUS' Twitter take down was not by accident (as referenced several hours ago).
Should the lights go out please know we are in control. 
Do not panic.
We are prepared and assets are in place.
God bless - I must go for good at this point.
Q

#63 - 2017-11-03 00:21:32 (UTC+1)
To those watching (you know who you are):
You have a choice to make. 
You can stand up and do what you know to be right.
Or you can su�er the consequences of your previous actions.
Make no mistake, you are on the losing side.
The choice is yours.
If you decide to take down /pol/ and the net we will be ready.

4920-a 293883 zAj-1 0020192
Alice & Wonderland.

#62 - 2017-11-03 00:12:48 (UTC+1)
Highly recommend someone take all my crumbs and put into a massive dump (a single shot). This will be considered the biggest 'inside' 'approved' dump in
history. 
They are beginning to understand as Podesta's attorney was just noti�ed.
All my dumps are being recorded but again it doesn't matter.
Alice & Wonderland.

WHERE IS BO TODAY?!?!?

#61 - 2017-11-03 00:07:54 (UTC+1)
Please refer back and collect my crumbs. 
As discussed, we've anticipated the Twitter and other social media blackouts.
Rogue agents/programmers.
Per sealed Federal orders, we quickly tracked and reinstated. 
Expect outages periodically (in�ltrated). 
If this doesn't signal what I've been saying I don't know what will.
Q

#60 - 2017-11-03 00:03:36 (UTC+1)
You can count the people who have the full picture on two hands. 
Of those (less than 10 people) only three are non-military. 
Why is this relevant?
Game theory.
Outside of a potential operator who has been dialed-in w/ orders (speci�c to his/her mission) nobody else has this information. 
Operators never divulge. 
Alice & Wonderland.
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#59 - 2017-11-02 22:04:05 (UTC+1)
How did SA welcome POTUS during his trip?
Why was this historic and not covered by MSM?
How did SA welcome BO during his trip?
How did SA welcome HRC during her trip?
Why is this relevant? 
Not suggesting SA is clean by any means but they play a role in this global game of RISK.

Combine all posts and analyze.
The questions provide answers. 
Remember, information is everything, the �ow of information is no longer controlled by the MSM but by you/others. 
Hence, why we are dedicating 'critical' time to distribute crumbs which can be followed in greater detail to paint the entire picture once more information is
Why has POTUS dedicated so much time into labeling the MSM as fake news? 
Why is this relevant?
We are fully prepared that all social media will be shut down to prevent the spread of this information (i.e. POTUS' Twitter etc. and/or mass censoring).
Sealed Federal orders pre-submitted as prevention and masked as 'in general' (though that does not account for rogue agents/programmers within).
Dates (impending actions) are deliberately provided for authenticity.
Alice & Wonderland.

#58 - 2017-11-02 21:40:27 (UTC+1)
>>147661217
Senator McCain and others roundly criticized Rep. Michele Bachmann in 2012 when she and four members of the House Permanent Select Committee Intel
and the House Judiciary Committee cited Ms. Abedin in letters sent to the Inspectors General of the Department of Defense, Department of State, Departme
Justice, Department of Homeland Security, and the O�ce of the Director of National Intelligence, warning about Muslim Brotherhood in�ltration of the Unit
government.

Why is this relevant?
Who took an undisclosed trip to SA?
What was the purpose of a f2f v phone call?
Alice & Wonderland.

#57 - 2017-11-02 21:39:38 (UTC+1)
Senator McCain and others roundly criticized Rep. Michele Bachmann in 2012 when she and four members of the House Permanent Select Committee Intel
and the House Judiciary Committee cited Ms. Abedin in letters sent to the Inspectors General of the Department of Defense, Department of State, Departme
Justice, Department of Homeland Security, and the O�ce of the Director of National Intelligence, warning about Muslim Brotherhood in�ltration of the Unit
government.

Why is this relevant?
Who took an undisclosed trip to SA?
What was the purpose of a f2f v phone call?
Alice & Wonderland.

#56 - 2017-11-02 21:39:22 (UTC+1)
http://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/presidential-campaign/292310-huma-abedins-ties-to-the-muslim-brotherhood
The Clinton campaign is attempting once again to sweep important questions under the rug about top aide Huma Abedin, her family ties to the Muslim Brot
and to Saudi Arabia, and her role in the ballooning Clinton email scandal.
Her mother, Saleha Abedin, sits on the Presidency Sta� Council of the International Islamic Council for Da'wa and Relief, a group that is chaired by the leade
Muslim Brotherhood, Sheikh Yusuf al-Qaradawi.

Perhaps recognizing how o�ensive such ties will be to voters concerned over future terrorist attacks on this country by radical Muslims professing allegianc
law, the Clinton campaign on Monday tried to downplay Ms. Abedin's involvement in the Journal and the Muslim Brotherhood.

The Clinton surrogate group Media Matters claimed predictably there was "no evidence" that Ms. Abedin or her family had ties to the Muslim Brotherhood, 
Trump campaign sta�ers who spoke of these ties were conspiracy theorists.

To debunk the evidence, Media Matters pointed to a Snopes.com "fact-check" piece that cited as its sole source... Senator John McCain. This is the same Joh
who met Libyan militia leader Abdelkarim Belhaj, a known al Qaeda associate, and saluted him as "my hero" during a 2011 visit to Benghazi.

#55 - 2017-11-02 19:44:21 (UTC+1)
Look to Twitter:
Exactly this: "My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon us......."
God bless.

#54 - 2017-11-02 19:39:41 (UTC+1)
"For I know the plans I have for you," declares the LORD, "plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future."

#53 - 2017-11-02 19:36:25 (UTC+1)
List out all who have foundations.
Why is this relevant?
How can donations be used personally?
Analyze the �lings. 
Who is charged w/ overseeing this?
IRS?
Corrupt?
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Politically motivated? 
The level of corruption in our country (and most others) is so severe there is ONLY ONE WAY.
Alice & Wonderland.

#52 - 2017-11-02 19:27:23 (UTC+1)
Review BO's �nancial disclosure when he submitted pre-D election campaign. 
What is the annual salary of a sitting US President?
What home(s) were just purchased by BO? 
How much did it cost?
How does it reconcile?
What is the net worth of Pelosi?
How does it reconcile?
What is the John M Institute? 
Notice any patterns relating to the CF?
Where did John M obtain his surgery?
Why is that relevant?
What surgery did he supposedly have?
How many days until he was back in Congress and sitting on the OS comm?
What is John M's net worth?
How does it reconcile?
What is MW's net worth?
How does it reconcile?
You can play this game with most D's and many R's.
What does swamp refer to?
What does money buy?
Alice & Wonderland.

#51 - 2017-11-02 19:12:06 (UTC+1)
>>147642589
Dear Patriot.
We hear you.
We hear all Americans such as yourself.
The time has come to take back our great land.
The time is now.
Rest assured POTUS is backed by the absolute �nest people alive who are all dedicated to the eradication evil and corruption from the US/World.
Find peace.
God is with us.
God bless and be safe.
-The WH

#50 - 2017-11-02 19:06:58 (UTC+1)
BIG DROP:
How did NK obtain Uranium? 
How did Iran obtain Uranium? 
Why did BO send billions (in cash and wire) to Iran? 
Why the cash component? 
Was the hostage component a cover?
For what? 
Could any of the cash component be handed o� to other people?
How many planes carried the cash into Iran? 
Did all land in Iran?
Did all land in the same location?
Why is this relevant?
Who controls NK?
Who really controls NK?
Don't think of a single person.
Think of a powerful entity.
Why is this important? 
Why are wars so important?
Who bene�ts?
What does hostage refer to?
Who can be held hostage and controlled by NK having miniaturized nuclear weapons? 
Where is BO TODAY?
Where is VJ?
Alice & Wonderland.

#49 - 2017-11-02 18:54:59 (UTC+1)
Follow Sen Grassley.
What is di�erent e�ective this week?
What do you notice?
Why does Sen Grassley (one example) have a higher than normal amount of security detail? 
Why is Grassley and others held in a secure location?
When did this start?
What has been di�erent this week?
U1 FBI informant.
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Have secret sessions been underway?
How could this be discovered?
What must be reported even if �led under 'State Secrets'?
It's a name recognized around the world.
Alice & Wonderland.

#48 - 2017-11-02 18:44:30 (UTC+1)
What is Q Clearance? 
What hint does that explicitly refer to?
DOE? 
Who would have the goods on U1?
Does stating 'Q' refer that person works in DOE?
No.
Does it refer that someone dropping such information has the highest level of security within all departments? 
Why is this relevant? 

(May 2010) BO "Russia should be viewed as a friendly partner under Section 123 the Atomic Energy Act of 1954" after agreeing to a new nuclear weapons re
deal and helping US w/ Iran.
Who is the enemy?
What is being continually stated by all D's? 
Russia is what?
What did the Russia reset really provide?
Clearance/pathway to complete the U1 deal?
Why is the Canadian PM so important?
They never thought they were going to lose.
The calm before the storm.

#47 - 2017-11-02 18:08:46 (UTC+1)
You can paint the picture based solely on the questions asked. 
Be vigilant today and expect a major false �ag.
Does anyone �nd it to be a coincidence there is always a terrorist attack when bad news breaks for the D's? 
What is that called?
Military relevant how?
BO could not and would not allow the military to destroy ISIS - why? 
How was ISIS formed?
When?
How has POTUS made such progress in the short time he's been President?
Alice & Wonderland.

#46 - 2017-11-02 17:57:19 (UTC+1)
Why is the information re: BO important re: U1 and export approval to Canada to EU?
Where is BO today?
Did BO and/or his admin ever make false statements that U1 would never be exported from the US? 
Who made those statements? 
Who did they report to?
Why is this relevant?

The public has been given a select taste (i.e. sampling) - rest assured others have it all (100% veri�able and impossible to refute). 
Why is this relevant?
Who controls the narrative?
Why are left wing organizations beginning to report on DNC/D corruption? 
Does the CIA have operators inside the MSM?
What happens if exposed?
What happens if tied back as 'knowing' to execs?
What does this have to do with 'leaking'?
What if it can be veri�ed no sourced stories (made up) were in fact (and approved) to be published?
The wormhole goes deep.

#45 - 2017-11-02 17:36:31 (UTC+1)
Follow Huma.
What just broke w/ Huma?
What did HRC instruct Huma to do re: Classi�ed markings?
Why is this story just now coming out?
What relevance does it have?

Why is Donna running for cover?
Was a deal granted in exchange for something?
Who made the deal?
Do we care about Donna or those who instructed her to violate the law?
Why is this being leaked v. simply prosecuted privately? 
Who is attempting to change the narrative and soften the acts that are forthcoming this weekend?

#44 - 2017-11-02 08:06:41 (UTC+1)
Before POTUS departs on Friday he will be sending an important message via Twitter. God bless.
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#43 - 2017-11-02 08:01:46 (UTC+1)
These crumbs are not meant to scare anyone but merely inform. Resistance will be dealt with swiftly. The core focus is removing entrenched and forti�ed b
within our federal govt (past and present) as well as others. Simply be diligent - phone numbers will be provided if you witness an uprising or other domesti
(in addition to 911). Any military seen is for your protection as well as to demonstrate our resolve. Watch for con�rmations tomorrow.

#42 - 2017-11-02 07:54:29 (UTC+1)
We serve at the pleasure of the President. DJT

#41 - 2017-11-02 07:47:47 (UTC+1)
What a coincidence the mountain that housed NK's nuclear weapons and testing collapsed. Unbelievable timing. I wonder if critically important materials as
scientists aka the bomb makers were inside when it happened. Shocking no global news agency suspects we had nothing to do with it. Enjoy the crumbs.

#40 - 2017-11-02 07:18:35 (UTC+1)
4,10,20
A,b,c,d,e......

#39 - 2017-11-02 07:14:27 (UTC+1)
Would it blow your mind if I told you BO has been to NK and perhaps there now? 
Why did his administration do little to slow their nuclear and missle capabilities?
Who feeds NK w/ strategic intel? Iran?
What deal was done with Iran under BO?
Why was the deal sealed under a top secret classi�cation? 
Why wasn't Congress noti�ed?
Why after BO left o�ce all of a sudden NK has nukes and the tech to miniaturize for payload delivery within the US?
What about NSA CIA DI etc all con�rming tech won't be in place for 5+ years (statements made in 2016). 
Why is all of this relevant and what does it tell you?
Big picture is rare.

#38 - 2017-11-02 06:48:52 (UTC+1)
Four carriers & escorts in the paci�c?
Why is that relevant?
To prevent other state actors from attempting to harm us during this transition? Russia / China?
Or conversely all for NK? Or all three. 
Think logically about the timing of everything happening. 
Note increased military movement. 
Note NG deployments starting tomorrow.
Note false �ags.
Follow Huma.
Prepare messages of reassurance based on what was dropped here to spread on di�erent platforms. 

The calm before the storm.

#37 - 2017-11-02 05:57:23 (UTC+1)
They are the true Patriots. We will never forget. Let these coming days be remembered in our history as the time we fought to recapture the republic from t
bad actors who for so long have sacri�ced the good people of this land for their own personal gain. 
Fight the good �ght.
LET JUSTICE BE SERVED.

#36 - 2017-11-02 05:54:52 (UTC+1)
Military Intelligence.
No media.
No leaks.
How many MI generals have been in/out of WH in the past 30 days?
Focus on Flynn. 
Background and potential role. 
What is the common denominator in terms of military backgrounds close to POTUS?
Why did Soros transfer the bulk of his 'public' funds to a NPO?
Why is this relevant?
Who owes a lot to very bad actors? 
How can she repay as payment was made under promise of victory.
What cash payments occurred by BO during the last 90 of his Presidency to foreign states and/ or organizations?
What slush fund did AG Sessions (through DOJ) put an end to?
How does Soros, Obama, Clinton, Holder, Lynch, etc all net many millions of dollars (normally within a single tax year). 
What was negotiated on the tarmac between BC and Lynch?
Remember it was expected HRC was going to win during this time period. 
What if the wizards and warlocks tipped o� a local reporter as to the supposed unscheduled stop?
What if the NSA under the personal direction from Adm R had this meeting miscat and logged under a false identity to prevent bad actors from locating whi
verifying to said players all was clear _ no logs. 
What really happened when the wizards and warlocks revealed what they had?
Was Comey forced into the spotlight shortly thereafter not by choice? Right before the election no doubt which would cast suspicion?
These are crumbs and you cannot imagine the full and complete picture.
If Trump failed, if we failed, and HRC assumed control, we as Patriots were prepared to do the unthinkable (this was leaked internally and kept the delegate 
scam and BO from declaring fraud).
Dig deeper - missing critical points to paint the full picture.
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There is simply no other way than to use the military. It's that corrupt and dirty. 
Please be safe and pray for those in harms way as they continually protect and serve our great country.

#35 - 2017-11-02 03:56:38 (UTC+1)
POTUS will be well insulated/protected on AF1 and abroad (speci�c locations classi�ed) while these operations are conducted due to the nature of the entre
It is time to take back our country and make America great again. Let us salute and pray for the brave men and women in uniform who will undertake this a
to bring forth peace, unity, and return power to the people. 

It is our hope that this message reaches enough people to make a meaningful impact. We cannot yet telegraph this message through normal methods for r
sure everyone here can understand. Follow the questions from the previous thread(s) and remain calm, the primary targets are within DC and remain at the
both sides). The spill over in the streets will be quickly shut down. Look for more false �ags - stay alert, be vigilant, and above all, please pray. 

"For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not perish but have eternal life. Love is patient, love is kin

God bless my fellow Americans.
4,10,20

#34 - 2017-11-02 03:56:16 (UTC+1)
Q Clearance Patriot 

My fellow Americans, over the course of the next several days you will undoubtedly realize that we are taking back our great country (the land of the free) fr
evil tyrants that wish to do us harm and destroy the last remaining refuge of shining light. On POTUS' order, we have initiated certain fail-safes that shall saf
the public from the primary fallout which is slated to occur 11.3 upon the arrest announcement of Mr. Podesta (actionable 11.4). Con�rmation (to the public
is occurring will then be revealed and will not be openly accepted. Public riots are being organized in serious numbers in an e�ort to prevent the arrest and 
more senior public o�cials. On POTUS' order, a state of temporary military control will be actioned and special ops carried out. False leaks have been made
several within the con�nes of the United States to prevent extradition and special operator necessity. Rest assured, the safety and well-being of every man, 
and child of this country is being exhausted in full. However, the atmosphere within the country will unfortunately be divided as so many have fallen for the
and evil narrative that has long been broadcast. We will be initiating the Emergency Broadcast System (EMS) during this time in an e�ort to provide a direct 
(avoiding the fake news) to all citizens. Organizations and/or people that wish to do us harm during this time will be met with swift fury - certain laws have b
lifted to provide our great military the necessary authority to handle and conduct these operations (at home and abroad).

#33 - 2017-11-01 07:51:49 (UTC+1)
I'm hopeful my time spent here was not wasted. 
Note few if any shills inside this thread. Reason for that. It's being monitored, recorded, and analyzed and don't want the clutter. 
Take good care. God bless.

#32 - 2017-11-01 07:44:10 (UTC+1)
Maybe one day but it cannot go slow. The initial wave will be fast and meaningful. It will send a signal to others immediately and you'll see the tide turn (not
MSM can hide and rest assured some will be jailed as deep cover agents).

#31 - 2017-11-01 07:38:23 (UTC+1)
World stalemate. 
We all have the goods on everyone else.
That's part of the reason why some things that tie back to foreign heads of state will remain classi�ed (not all). 
We are in one of the most critical times of our country. Trump and others are working to balance the we're doing well for America (for the common person t
endorse) while at the same time purify our govt and remove the bad actors who are entrenched. There is so much string pulling and blackmail that we need
these o� to truly gain the power granted to us by the Patriots and hard working people of this great country.

#30 - 2017-11-01 07:25:22 (UTC+1)
Would you believe a device was placed somewhere in the WH that could actually cause harm to anyone in the room and would in essence be undetected?
Fantasy right?
When Trump was elected you can't possibly imagine the steps taken prior to losing power to ensure future safety & control.
When was it reported Trump Jr dropped his SS detail?
Why would he take that huge risk given what we know? 
I can hint and point but cannot give too many highly classi�ed data points. 
These keywords and questions are framed to reduce sni�er programs that continually absorb and analyze data then pushed to z terminals for eval. Think x
steroids.

#29 - 2017-11-01 07:13:10 (UTC+1)
Some things must remain classi�ed to the very end. NK is not being run by Kim, he's an actor in the play. Who is the director? The truth would sound so out
most Americans would riot, revolt, reject, etc. 
The pedo networks are being dismantled.
The child abductions for satanic rituals (ie Haiti and other 3rd world countries) are paused (not terminated until players in custody). 
We pray every single day for God's guidance and direction as we are truly up against pure evil.

#28 - 2017-11-01 06:59:01 (UTC+1)
>>147450119
Well done. Picture being painted.

#27 - 2017-11-01 06:56:06 (UTC+1)
Not everything can be publicly disclosed because so much ties back to foreign heads of state. Much will be revealed, we want transparency but not at a cost
recover from.

#26 - 2017-11-01 06:41:54 (UTC+1)
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Think about it logically.
The only way is the military. Fully controlled. Save & spread (once 11.3 veri�es as 1st marker).
Biggest advanced drop on Pol.

#25 - 2017-11-01 06:34:11 (UTC+1)
Follow up to last post.
Return to comments re: Pelosi and John M (some of us refuse to say his last name for a reason). 
This all has meaning - everything stated. Big picture stu� - few positions allow for this direct knowledge. 

Proof to begin 11.3.
We all sincerely appreciate the work you do. Keep up the good �ght. The �ow of information is vital.
God bless.

#24 - 2017-11-01 06:27:03 (UTC+1)
Any person making statements they will not be seeking re-election was put in submission. For the betterment of the country not all will be prosecuted and a
as told. You will see more of this occur (not normal yet disregarded) and even on the D side.

#23 - 2017-11-01 06:11:52 (UTC+1)
Note MI has the same SAPs as NSA, CIA etc as designated post 9-11. 
Why is this relevant?
Who can be held hostage and controlled?
CIA thinks its foreign o�shore assets are strong enough to defend against the US executive (not accounting for military use on domestic soil). 
Why does the Constitution explicitly grant this authority to the President and what is it to prevent?
They knew our agencies would grow in power so much so they could/can hold the executive hostage or engage with bad actors. 
Trump nominated someone new to direct every agency but one. He controls the top.

#22 - 2017-11-01 05:57:15 (UTC+1)
Who controls the NG?
Why was the NG recently activated in select cities within the US?
Can the NG work in coordination w/ the marines?
Do conditions need to be satis�ed to authorize?
What former President used the military to save the republic and what occurred exactly?
Biggest drop to ever be provided on Pol. Study and prepare. The masses tend to panic in such situations. No war. No civil unrest. Clean and swift.

#21 - 2017-11-01 05:48:20 (UTC+1)
I've dumped some crumbs like this over the weekend which started the intense shilling. At this point we are far enough along you can paint the picture with
jeopardizing the operation.

#20 - 2017-11-01 05:42:00 (UTC+1)
Who did POTUS meet with yesterday?
Was AG Sessions there?
How many MI generals were on the WH list to attend a separate meeting?
Could those meetings have been combined?
Why were certain rooms in the WH renovated?
Where was the meeting on Monday?
Why aren't phones allowed in this room (one of many).
What �rm was contracted to conduct the renovations?

#19 - 2017-11-01 05:29:28 (UTC+1)
Why do D's want to control the black pop?
Why do they intentionally keep poor and in need?
Why do D's project racism on a daily basis against R's?
Why do black elected o�cials do the crazy talk on behalf of D's?
How do D's cover the historical facts of forming the confederacy, KKK, and oppose all things pro black re: legislation?
What happens if D's lose the slave grip on the black pop? 
Why do D's, through the funding of the CIA, prop up and install Hollywood/media assets?
Does this fall within Operation Mockingbird?
What were the historical advantages D's gained by having MSM and famous people peddling narrative?
Who exposed the pedo network within H wood?
You can't answer the above but will laugh once disclose details.
The network which controls this false narrative which in turns keeps the black pop under control is being dismantled.
False local and national black leaders will be exposed next as shills for the D party. 
Follow the money.
Maxine W has a $4mm home and cash assets in excess of $6mm.
How is that possible? One example.
All of these questions help to paint the full picture.

#18 - 2017-11-01 05:09:55 (UTC+1)
Why did Mueller meet POTUS 1-day prior to FBI announcement if Mueller COULD NOT be o�ered director due to prev term limits rule? 
Why is Pelosi begging for a new special counsel? 
What is Pelosi's net worth?
How was this obtained given salary as career o�cial?
Why is Pelosi's memory going?
Could it protect against prosecution?
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How so?
What if John M's surgery was fake?
Why would this occur?
What could this prevent potentially?
What is the Mayo Clinic?
Who sits on the BOD there?

#17 - 2017-11-01 04:58:00 (UTC+1)
Why does Obama travel in advance of POTUS to foreign locations?
Why is this relevant?
Focus on the power of POTUS as it relates to the Marines.
How can MI be applied to prosecute bad actors and avoid corrupt agencies and judges?
Biggest drop on Pol. 
Above is reason why the shills are sliding. In case you didn't know, shills log and send new info back to ASF for instruction. They use a 5 prong pre packaged 
(one post auto generates four more at random designated times). Common drive of posts they all tap into. Since they misjudged the in�uence of the MSM t
aggressively looking to censor throughout major platforms in exchange for CIA slush funds and WW access for expansion of said networks. Everything they 
been forecasted and prepared for.

#16 - 2017-11-01 04:31:00 (UTC+1)
Get the popcorn, Friday & Saturday will deliver on the MAGA promise. POTUS knows he must clean house (gov't) in order to 'free up' and demonstrate who 
authority in order to pass important legislation. This was always the priority. Remember, AG Sessions cannot look like an impartial player that is out to get a
Obama team members as we need him for other important work. All will come into focus and for anyone to think POTUS is not in control is kidding themse
he's 100% insulated with zero risk of impeachment (fact).

#15 - 2017-11-01 04:00:47 (UTC+1)
There are more good people than bad. The wizards and warlocks (inside term) will not allow another Satanic Evil POS control our country. Realize Soros, Clin
Obama, Putin, etc. are all controlled by 3 families (the 4th was removed post Trump's victory). 

11.3 - Podesta indicted
11.6 - Huma indicted 

Manafort was placed into Trump's camp (as well as others). The corruption that will come out is so serious that deals must be cut for people to walk away ot
70% of elected politicians would be in jail (you are seeing it already begin). A deep cleaning is occurring and the prevention and defense of pure evil is occur
daily basis. They never thought they were going to lose control of the Presidency (not just D's) and thought they had control since making past mistakes (JFK

Good speed, Patriots. 
PS, Soros is targeted.

#14 - 2017-11-01 04:00:15 (UTC+1)
SCI[F]
Military Intelligence.
What is 'State Secrets' and how upheld in the SC?
What must be completed to engage MI over other (3) letter agencies? 
What must occur to allow for civilian trials? 
Why is this relevant?
What was Flynn's background? 
Why is this relevant?
Why did Adm R (NSA) meet Trump privately w/o auth? 
Does POTUS know where the bodies are buried?
Does POTUS have the goods on most bad actors?
Was TRUMP asked to run for President? 
Why?
By Who?
Was HRC next in line? 
Was the election suppose to be rigged?
Did good people prevent the rigging? 
Why did POTUS form a panel to investigate? 
Has POTUS *ever* made a statement that did not become proven as true/fact? 
What is POTUS in control of?
What is the one organization left that isn't corrupt? 
Why does the military play such a vital role? 
Why is POTUS surrounded by highly respected generals? 
Who guards former Presidents? 
Why is that relevant? 
Who guards HRC? 
Why is ANTIFA allowed to operate? 
Why hasn't the MB been classi�ed as a terrorist org? 
What happens if Soros funded operations get violent and engage in domestic terrorism? 
What happens if mayors/ police comms/chiefs do not enforce the law? 
What authority does POTUS have speci�cally over the Marines? 
Why is this important? 
What is Mueller's background? Military?
Was Trump asked to run for President w/ assurances made to prevent tampering? 
How is POTUS always 5-steps ahead?
Who is helping POTUS?
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#13 - 2017-10-30 05:34:36 (UTC+1)
Now think about the timing of POTUS traveling to China/SK. I've said too much. God bless, Patriots.

#12 - 2017-10-30 05:26:53 (UTC+1)
Military Intelligence ref above is the absolute biggest inside drop this board will ever receive.
Now think about why Antifa plays right into the plan? Always ahead. Good guys are winning.

#11 - 2017-10-30 04:20:11 (UTC+1)
Key: 
Military Intelligence v FBI CIA NSA 
No approval or congressional oversight 
State Secrets upheld under SC 
Who is the Commander and Chief of the military?
Under what article can the President impose MI take over investigations for the 3 letter agencies? What conditions must present itself? Why is this so VERY im
Who surrounds POTUS? They lost this very important power _ the one area of the govt not corrupt and directly serves POTUS.

#10 - 2017-10-30 03:57:27 (UTC+1)
Remember, the FBI, and MI, have an open investigation into the CF. Why did Comey drop this? Who was the FBI director during the Haiti crisis? How many k
disappeared? How much money sent to CF under disguise of H relief went to H? What countries donated big money to CF and why? How much was owed by
accepting? When she lost how would this be repaid? What did Obama do with cash just prior to leaving o�ce? Repayment to those who donated for favors/
Dig!!!!!
Again, good people were forced into bed with this evil under personal and family threats. Could you live with yourself helping to cover up such evil despicab
given a safe way out? These people worship Satan _ some openly show it.

#9 - 2017-10-30 03:30:26 (UTC+1)
Projection 
D's can't lose control over the black population.
At some point the great awakening will occur whereby these false local / national black leaders are corrupt and paid o� to help keep the black pop poor and
D's formed the confederate states against freeing slaves.
D's formed the KKK.
HRC's mentor is who?
What happens if the truth about Haiti is released? Do D's lose majority of the vote?
Through the looking glass.
They rely on the MSM to keep the narrative going but tech is entrenching on their controls. They missed this in 2016 and desperately attempting to censor n
CIA cash infusions. This will fail.

#8 - 2017-10-30 03:18:17 (UTC+1)
Huma 
Husband in jail.
HRC, Muslim Brotherhood, or child?
What would you do? Kiss your child goodbye and leave without a mother or father for Clinton? 
Where is Huma today?
Was she with HRC on her book tour? 
RE: Military Intelligence / State Secrets 
No FBI 
POTUS installed his people within each top spot at each 3 letter agency except 1 (good reason there as Adm R kick started this and scrubbed all POTUS nom
to verify oath).
Do you think they aren't in control of those respective agencies?
What is most valuable?
Information 
AG Sessions on leakers.
Fire or prosecute?
Reorg is underway and happening. 
Coincidence Senate Republicans pushing for Fed Judge con�rmations last week?
Why are Senate Republicans dropping out? Not by choice and were o�ered a choice (rest assured they will vote pro Trump).

#7 - 2017-10-30 02:58:37 (UTC+1)
Why wasn't HRC prosecuted for the emails? Put simply, Obama ultimately OK'd by using the non govt email addy to communicate w/ Clinton. Obama also ha
along with each of his cabinet members. Therefore indicting HRC would lead to indicting Obama & his cabinet etc which could never happen. Remember he
knowing but that ultimately came out in the dump. Poof!

#6 - 2017-10-30 02:48:50 (UTC+1)
Some of us come here to drop crumbs, just crumbs.
POTUS is 100% insulated - any discussion suggesting he's even a target is false.
Follow Huma tomorrow.
POTUS will not be addressing nation on any of these issues as people begin to be indicted and must remain neutral for pure optical reasons. To suggest this
plan is false and should be common sense.
Focus on Military Intelligence/ State Secrets and why might that be used vs any three letter agency 
What SC decision opened the door for a sitting President to activate - what must be showed?
Why is POTUS surrounded by generals ^^
Again, there are a lot more good people than bad so have faith. This was a hostile takeover from an evil corrupt network of players (not just Democrats).
Don't fool yourself into thinking Obama, Soros, Roth's, Clinton's etc have more power present day than POTUS. 
Follow the money, it's the key.
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What is Pelosi's net worth by way of one example. Why coincidentally is her memory apparently going?
Cover for possible future indictment to plead what?
What if John M never had surgery and that was a cover for a future out if needed against prosecution?
Why did Soros transfer his bulk public funds to a NP? Note this doesn't include massive slush funds that are pulled by several high ups.
Why did Soros' son have several meetings with Canadian PM and how is that related to Clinton's?
Why is MS13 a priority?
Could people pay such gangs to kill opponents and why / how to insulate against exposure?
The truth is mind blowing and cannot fully be exposed. These people are evil.
Operation Mockingbird.

#5 - 2017-10-29 17:47:18 (UTC+1)
Follow the money, it's the key.
What is Pelosi's net worth by way of one example. Why coincidentally is her memory apparently going?
Cover for possible future indictment to plead what?
What if John M never had surgery and that was a cover for a future out if needed against prosecution?
Why did Soros transfer his bulk public funds to a NP? Note this doesn't include massive slush funds that are pulled by several high ups.
Why did Soros' son have several meetings with Canadian PM and how is that related to Clinton's?
Can you rely on being able to board a plane and �y away?
Why is MS13 a priority _ nobody got this.
Could people pay such gangs to kill opponents and why / how to insulate against exposure?
The truth is mind blowing and cannot fully be exposed.
Also many are thinking from one point of view, US only, this evil is embedded globally. US is the �rst domino. 
Have faith.

#4 - 2017-10-29 17:11:40 (UTC+1)
Some of us come here to drop crumbs, just crumbs.
POTUS is 100% insulated - any discussion suggesting he's even a target is false.
POTUS will not be addressing nation on any of these issues as people begin to be indicted and must remain neutral for pure optical reasons. To suggest this
plan is false and should be common sense.
Focus on Military Intellingence/ State Secrets and why might that be used vs any three letter agency 
What SC decision opened the door for a sitting President to activate - what must be showed?
Why is POTUS surrounded by generals ^^
Again, there are a lot more good people than bad so have faith. This was a hostile takeover from an evil corrupt network of players (not just Democrats).
Don't fool yourself into thinking Obama, Soros, Roth's, Clinton's etc have more power present day than POTUS. 
Operation Mockingbird 
Patriots are in control. Sit back and enjoy the show.

#3 - 2017-10-29 16:47:07 (UTC+1)
Open your eyes.
It �nally came out that Rod/Bob were key players in the Uranium scandal. 
Don't you think POTUS would be tweeting about removal given clear con�ict. 
Why did POTUS meet Bob under the cover of FBI Dir interview?
Bob is unable to serve as Dir per the law.
Gowdy comments on Comey (history will ....)
POTUS has everything.
Not everyone is corrupt (fewer than you think).
Follow Huma.
Operation Mockingbird.
Priority to clean out the bad actors to unite people behind the America First agenda.
Many in our govt worship Satan.
Not about Republicans v Democrats at this stage.
Where is HRC?
Why is the NG called up across 12 cities?
Trust in your President.
God bless, Patriots.

#2 - 2017-10-29 00:15:48 (UTC+1)
Mockingbird 
HRC detained, not arrested (yet). 
Where is Huma? Follow Huma.
This has nothing to do w/ Russia (yet).
Why does Potus surround himself w/ generals?
What is military intelligence?
Why go around the 3 letter agencies? 
What Supreme Court case allows for the use of MI v Congressional assembled and approved agencies? 
Who has ultimate authority over our branches of military w\o approval conditions unless 90+ in wartime conditions?
What is the military code? 
Where is AW being held? Why?
POTUS will not go on tv to address nation.
POTUS must isolate himself to prevent negative optics.
POTUS knew removing criminal rogue elements as a �rst step was essential to free and pass legislation.
Who has access to everything classi�ed?
Do you believe HRC, Soros, Obama etc have more power than Trump? Fantasy.
Whoever controls the o�ce of the Presidecy controls this great land. 
They never believed for a moment they (Democrats and Republicans) would lose control.
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This is not a R v D battle. 
Why did Soros donate all his money recently?
Why would he place all his funds in a RC?
Mockingbird 10.30.17 
God bless fellow Patriots.

#1 - 2017-10-28 22:44:28 (UTC+1)
>>147005381
HRC extradition already in motion e�ective yesterday with several countries in case of cross border run. Passport approved to be �agged e�ective 10/30 @ 
Expect massive riots organized in de�ance and others �eeing the US to occur. US M's will conduct the operation while NG activated. Proof check: Locate a N
and ask if activated for duty 10/30 across most major cities.
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